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9. CATALOGUE E: THE FORWARD ATTACK                ©  Asia Haleem 2015 

This Catalogue in particular bears reading in due order from beginning to end since each entry brings in clues in a detective 
story of some depth and extent that can only be recounted step by step in a gathering crescendo (see further guidance below). 

DEFINITION OF THE FORWARD ATTACK IN REAL-LIFE  
The lioness approaches and attacks its prey from the front.  

In real life the lioness prefers to attack from behind and make her way forward to the prey’s head either to bite its neck (severing 

the carotid nerve and artery) or suffocate it by covering its nose with her jaws. A face to face confrontation takes away the 

element of surprise, since large prey animals can take the upper hand and escape her clutches. Nonetheless, not only for 

artistic reasons are the two beasts often shown confronted, but in actual situations the lioness can be quick enough to make for 

its prey’s nose or neck to be able to deal the death bite without preliminaries as shown below (ForAtt-11 is a good example). 

  
Ill.9- 1: Frontal attacks observed in real life on the Serengeti Plain and in a 19C evocation of an Amazon on horseback 

Clearly from ancient times the actions of the lioness in this mode of attack had been well observed by humans at first hand and 

the examples in our catalogue show those little touches of realism that bear this out. However, at times certain successful 

renditions of this mode of attack often became clichés, repeated over the centuries as artistic convention without further input of 

direct observation. These help to date some groups (such as the Face Bite) passed down through certain workshops or courts. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
The content of Catalogue E is the longest and most complex of all eight Catalogues, with the highest number of entries and 
greatest complexity of discussion, so to avoid unwieldiness half-way into the process we had to put it into two halves, meaning 
THE MAIN ENTRIES AND THEIR ART HISTORY ARE GIVEN IN THIS HALF, WHILE THE ICONOGRAPHY COMMENTARY FOLLOWS IN THE SECOND. 

TO PRESERVE THE ACCURACY OF MOST PICTURE CROSS-REFERENCES (MADE PRE-SPLIT), PICTURES INSERTED LATER ARE NOT NUMBERED 
Cross-references in black are to picture nos within the current half you are reading. Cross-referencing to pictures between the 
first and second halves gives the illustration no. in russet to indicate we are referring to a picture in the other section (each half 
automatically started from Ill. 9-1 after the split!). Where in all other Catalogues the reader can hover over an illustration no. 
referred to and Ctl +click to jump to the picture, sadly after cutting the Catalogue in two that linkage was lost. 

TO GAIN ACCESS TO ALL CATALOGUES GO TO WWW.LAYISH.CO.UK, CLICK ON THE CENTRE SQUARE, AND CENTRE SQUARE AGAIN. 

IN HARD COPY, TO LOCATE TEXT AT A GLANCE, THOSE WISHING TO FOLLOW THE CORE NARRATIVES BETWEEN ALL CATALOGUES COULD PRINT THE 

CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS ART HISTORY SECTIONS ON YELLOW PAPER AND CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS ICONOGRAPHY COMMENTARIES ON MAUVE 

(EVEN IN THIS CASE WHERE THE TWO HALVES ARE ALREADY TREATED AS SEPARATE DOCUMENTS). AT THE START OF THE CANEA STUDY, IN THE 

MAIN INTRODUCTION THERE ARE SUGGESTIONS FOR PRINTING EACH SET OF ENTRIES IN THE EIGHT CATALOGUES ON DIFFERENT COLOURED PAPERS 

TOO  – USEFUL WHEN INTERLEAVED IN THE FINAL AMALGAMATED CATALOGUE. HOWEVER, SINCE COLOURED PAPER DISTORTS THE CLARITY OF 

SOME ILLUSTRATIONS, FOR FINE DEFINITION THEY ARE BEST VIEWED IN THE ON-LINE VERSION.  
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FORWARD ATTACK CATALOGUE 
This block of material, the fifth group, was by now easier to sort, since with the experience of the first four catalogues behind us, 

apart from one or two unusual exceptions the artefacts seemed again to fall into clumps from the same chronological phases, 

falling along the natural fault-lines as will be used in Chapter 13: The Combined Catalogue: 

 PROTOHISTORIC & PREDYNASTIC (c. 5000 to 3000BC); 

 EARLY DYNASTIC TO AKKADIAN and aftermath (c. 3000-2000BC); 

 FIRST HALF OF THE 2M - with the most innovative material now beginning to filter through via Elam or Eurasia 
from the Indus/Oxus/Turan region and reaching Syria, Anatolia, Greece and Crete (c.2000-1500); 

 SECOND HALF OF THE 2M (c.1500-1000, the Chronological Focus of this catalogue) - individual pieces at the 
forefront come from the Levant, Mitanni Syria, Mycenaean Greece and other Aegean territories, meshing 
more frequently to Central Asia, with the Mitanni1 as prime middlemen. With the added influence of Egypt, a 
new international design mix is created, the last phase of which is officially labelled The International Style; 

 THE FIRST MILLENNIUM  - starting with the Neo-Hittite kingdoms and Assyria as the central focus, the Graeco-
Roman world becomes the centre of gravity from the 8C BC onwards. 

As in all previous catalogues, entry items are mostly chosen because they are of known provenance, and given an individual 

catalogue number. They are often grouped with similar examples whose provenance may be unknown: these are given the 

same number with f, ff, etc. on following pages to indicate they are being grouped with the master item acting as benchmark for 

the group. Each main entry continues to follow the formula of being prefaced by a table summarising key information such as its 

find-spot, date (or approximate date), material, object type, find and/or museum numbers and essential publication details. Full 

bibliographical details provided summarily in the table will eventually be given under the relevant sections of the consolidated 

Bibliography at the end of the whole book, so for the time being, if not mentioned in footnotes reference publications and their 

abbreviations are grouped at the end of the catalogue.  

From the catalogue data the Frequency Chart below highlights which periods most favoured the Forward Attack whilst several 

Distribution Maps give at a glance the geographical scatter by Catalogue number - and thereby some idea of the sequence of 

diffusion. We constantly refer back to parallel items from Catalogues A-D to generally cross-check and align items from the 

same sites and/or timeframes as we begin in earnest to interleave the Combined Catalogue pages (Chapter 13). 

As with the other lion-prey types on similar artefacts (often from the same sites) in many instances the Forward Attack again 

appears as part of a chain of motifs pointing to that full cycle of images in use from the earliest centuries which we call the 

Canon of Ancient Near Eastern Art (CANEA). The picture sequences on artefacts in this catalogue show that the core CANEA – 

seemingly calendrical in nature - sometimes lends individual components (of which the lion-prey group is one) to other, 

narrative-based cycles of a more political or mythical nature, whether domestic or foreign (e.g. ForAtt-16/ForAtt-22). As I 

worked through the evidence and followed up references I had to keep rewriting whole sections of the catalogue, caught 

unawares by the unexpected – but very definite, and different – influx of specifically Central Asia features of iconography 

aligned to quite different mythologies within which the Forward Attack motif now had to be taken into account. In the end the 

balance of the 2M material in this catalogue rests as much on what was going on in hinterlands to the north, east and south of 

the Aegean and Levant and inside the former 3M Sumerian Empire, to the extent that, through one or two stunning artefacts - 

confirming other forms of evidence - it emerges that such interaction had in fact been going on less obviously since the Fourth 

Millennium. Osmotic exchanges of iconography between vast cultural regions sometimes mean that we have BIVISUALS - 

culturally different symbols for the same message - placed next to each other in apposition on the same artefact so that the God 

                                                                 
1 Note our use of the terms ‘Mitanni’ and ‘Hurrian’ are often used interchangeably without necessarily referring to the precise nuances that distinguish between 

the two. For the Chronological Focus period covered in this catalogue the Mitanni were the ruling élite speaking a related Indo-European dialect,  itself 
associated not only with Luwian, Proto-Sanskrt and Proto-Avestan, but ultimamtely also to Linear B Mycenaean Greek. 
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or Goddess in question is not ‘lost in translation’ in the multi-cultural situation now emerging more strongly in North 

Mesopotamia, North Syria and the Mycenaean world.  

Despite the vast geographical purview involved, as in previous catalogues we designated one centre as our focal point in the 

Chronological Focus – and that is Mycenae, twinned with Troy. Due to later developments in Archaic and Classical Greece 

(where the lion-prey theme continued to be used - even on the Parthenon itself ) we decided that all the threads followed up in 

this catalogue linking in to the Mycenaean world and its far-flung connections were the most fruitful to be followed through more 

deeply in Catalogue F whose Chronological Focus covers the subsequent period 1000-300BC. We will find that Homer’s Iliad 

turns out to be a core text setting the scene for our argument that the Mycenaean world formed a continuum not only with the 

steppe corridors of Eurasia and Central Asia, but also across the sea with Anatolia and the Levant – and the use of the Forward 

Attack on various artefacts is the leitmotiv showing us the way. 
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CATALOGUE OF FORWARD ATTACK ARTEFACTS 
ForAtt - 1 

FINDSPOT Tell-i-Malyan, in TUV building of dual domestic/administrative function under the mound 
in NW corner of the site 

ON ARTEFACT Stumpy cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Not given, but probably limestone 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Iran Bastan Museum, Teheran 

PUBLISHED IN W Sumner, ‘Excavations at Tall-I Malyan (Anshan) 1974’, Iran XIV 1976 fig. 5k 

PERIOD & DATE LATE URUK/SUSA II/III 3300-3100 

This is one of the very earliest cylinder seals ever. The simple head to head confrontation of bull and lion bespeaks its early 
date compositionally – fitting in with the hundreds of processional animal scenes found on sealings and other artefacts of the 
time in Susa, Sumer and Egypt. It is a perennial combination, to be repeated over coming centuries - as seen in coming entries. 

 

We can line it up against a similar animal confrontation using the same style of anatomical sectioning on what is described by F 
Basmahji in ‘Sculptured stone vases in the Iraq Museum’, Sumer VI, 1950 165-76 in a poor reproduction (pl.iii,20) as an 
‘Elamite’ stone pot fragment (below left, Iraq Museum no. 309630). (Another fragment discussed by him was given under the 
Urusta-7/C Group.) Although said to have no specific provenance, this in fact fits the description of a painted stone bowl 
fragment described by Sumner ibid. as amongst the 1974 finds from Tell-I Malyan. On an unprovenanced seal of the same 
period (M-L & H Ehrlenmeyer  1959 pl.XI,33) is a similarly roughly executed encounter, (below right). 

 

 
 

 
 

We see a parallel disposition of a confronted lion-prey pair from Sumer (with frontal attack again only notional) in the 
fragmentary sealing design below left from Uruk (Level IV) showing a lion and boar (GMA-184), with another lion harmlessly 
processing behind a cow above them. On an unprovenanced seal of the same period is a cruder version of such an encounter 
with the lion reared up and front legs akimbo - as common in the Uruk Stance – but from in front this time (Carnegie-Southesk II 

pl.X, Qe3/GMA419/BM West Asiatic Seals I no.129599). 
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ForAtt - 2 

FINDSPOT Susa 

ON ARTEFACT Repeated rolled sealings on cigar-shaped bulla 

MATERIAL Clay 

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre  

MUSEUM REF. Sb.1948bis  

PUBLISHED IN GSCat 585; GMACat 14bisM; Amiet1966 ill.35 

PERIOD & DATE LATE URUK IVa [Boehmer], though could date further back to c.3600 3300-3100  

Susa was the trade clearing house of Elam on the plain to which all produce from the surrounding small provincial workshops 
and farm centres of the Zagros valleys led, its sealing procedures similar to Malyan in the use of the cylinder seal –but with far 
more sophisticated imagery, often rolled on solid or hollow bullae for accounting and labelling purposes. On this design, like the 
previous Carnegie example, the lion again rears up before a goat over an animal procession. Note the the nearby presence of 
entwined snakes and griffin, diagnostic markers of the Susa-Egypt interchange period (as on the next entry), motifs that 
reemerged strongly in the 2M, worked into more highly defined – and even quite elaborate - versions. 

 
 

On this roughly contemporary spherical bulla from Susa (Louvre Sb1943B/GS 471/ GMA 14terB) on both top and bottom 
(upside down to a row of reindeer) a more dramatic version of the stance is now conveyed in the way the lion’s neck is 
elongated to rear well over the bull’s head to reach its shoulders. Note, as in our main entry, the upcurled tail of the lion so 
typical of this period –as seen especially at Uruk on Uruk Stance seals and vases: 

 

 

 

 
On the prehistoric clay spindle bulla in the BM (WAA127389) already cited in the Uruk Stance Catalogue (Urusta-5f) (found 
with bevel-rimmed bowls) from contemporary Nineveh (Square H 5.2m down) a Forward Attack in potentia is strongly suggested 
in the right-hand pairing (for the drawing see Campbell-Thompson AAA XVIII 1931 pl.xxii,10/11). The author’s colour photo 
(right) gives a good sense of size and fabric, but the sense of Forward Attack threat is best picked up (below left) in Wiseman’s 
view in West Asiatic Seals I pl.32) where the stance of the lion leaning over the bull’s head is at a normal pitch: 
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ForAtt - 3 

FINDSPOT Tomb at Hieraconpolis Egypt  

ON ARTEFACT Palette (known as the Dog Palette) 

MATERIAL Slate 

PRESENT LOCATION Ashmolean Museum, Oxford E3294 

PUBLISHED IN Quibell Hieraconpolis II p.41/pl.xxviii; Boehmer AMI VII 15-40 1974 fig.15; Mellink 1985 pl.208 

PERIOD & DATE Naqada III 3250-3100 

We noted in the Rear Attack Catalogue (Ratt-7f) how on this particular palette several types of lion-prey attack are depicted on 
both sides, helter skelter. Putting aside the other compositional types it is interesting to see the prominence given at the very top 
to the pair of heraldically placed Forward Attacks by Asiatic lions (stomach ruff continuous with the mane) on gazelles. Beneath 
them even the ‘cameleopard’ confronts an oryx – the trio in turn nestling under the arch made by the two hyaenas forming the 
outer silhouette of the palette (they could also be wild dogs or jackals – see the DIVERSION in the Iconography Section on 

MYCENAEANS AND THEIR DOGS). Lower down there appears to be a ‘dog man’ playing a pipe – the sole semi-human presence. 

  
Since no full humans appear on it (note the Susan griffin and the way the double snakes on the back are hybridized with lions) 
the palette may precede the landmark Predynastic Narmer Palette itself (notionally from Dynasty 0) which does not feature any 
kind of lion attack, indicating the cessation of the theme in Egypt after Unification. The palette verso (photograph, right) is 
discussed under Catalogue F: the Bilateral Attack. 

Note: Although called ‘the Dog Palette’, the round 
ears of the two overarching creatures framing it on 
either side proclaim them as hyaenas, an actual 
example photographed right (not visible is the 
bushy tail which when the worse for wear degrades 
to no more than a tassel). However, in the main 
text I suggest there is a case to be made for the 
African Wild Dog which also has a bushy tail and 
slightly more pointed ears (Ill.9-239/31). 
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ForAtt - 4 

FINDSPOT Tello/Girsu, Iraq – votive display in the Temple of Eninnu 

ON ARTEFACT Engraved solid metal vase (H 13½”)- ‘The Entemena Vase’  

MATERIAL Solid silver on a copper stand 

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre AO2674 

PUBLISHED IN E de Sarzec and L Heuzey Découvertes en Chaldée 1884-1912, 261ff; UVB XVIII 
ill.120; Heuzey Catalogue des Antiquités Chaldéennes 1902, 372ff 

PERIOD & DATE EDI/II Usually given as 2400, but from parallels with other 
artefacts could be earlier -  3105-2700 

SUMERIAN INSCRIPTION ON NECK Vase neck dedication to City God Ningirsu by Entemena King of Lagash  

Several seals under Urusta-13 commonly show the lion-prey group with the eagle of Imdugud – from the same time-frame as 
the next entry, ForAtt-5 - the reason for dating the Entemena Vase earlier. On it, the lion-headed version of the eagle Sky God 
features four times round the vase, clutching animals as he did on the much earlier copper tympanum from the temple at CUbaid 
(c. 3600 – bottom row), a motif also common on several Sumerian mace-heads and dedication plaques (one plaque, below right 
centre, is presumed, like the vase, to come also from Tello).  

 

 
The repeating design unit on the Entemena vase, ibex alternating with 

stags 

 
Louvre AO-2783 probably from Tello (Boese limestone plaque T1), 

dedicated by Urnanshe to Ningirsu (see also T3). 

 

On the vase Imdugud clutches in his talons alternating pairs of ibex and lions or stags and lions - with the iconographically 
unique twist that each lion bites the caprid or cervid in the face (c.f. ForAtt-3 and ForAtt-6). Notoriously difficult to photograph 
once polished, I have used an early photograph before restoration (possibly a negative) to be able to discern the outlines of the 
design more easily. A narrow zone of crouching bulls with raised foreleg provides the sloped transition between the main frieze 
and the separately added neck with its inscription (see main text). A related curiosity is the last entry under Urusta-26f (which 
may be a fake): now a spoutless small silver vase engraved with EDIII-style iconography, it includes the figure of Imdugud that 
Bellelli makes a point of comparing with the Entemena Vase – not that it stands up to such a comparison. 
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ForAtt - 5 

FINDSPOT Ur, Royal Cemetery Rubbish Heap, SIS levels 4-5 

ON ARTEFACT Fragments of sealings 

MATERIAL Clay 

EXCAVATION REF. U14769 (shown with photo of sealing fragment U18407)  

PRESENT LOCATION Philadelphia University/British Museum 

PUBLISHED IN Legrain UEIII 217; Karg 1984 pl.III,3; GMA 778 

PERIOD & DATE EDI 3105-3000 

As with the Uruk Stance Catalogue the sealings from the Ur Royal Cemetery Rubbish Heap SIS levels show in their Forward 
Attack iconography links to larger contemporary artefacts like the Entemena Vase, mace-heads and memorial plaques (ForAtt-
4/8). The sealing we class here as our main entry is a case in point, with two lions in Forward Attack mode bestraddled by the 
eagle of Imdugud, as the bulls capitulate with lowered heads. We should bear in mind the composite drawing combines several 
partial rollings made from the same seal. 

  

The design below left, from level SIS-4 too, shows a Forward Attack version with bull collapsed on its forelegs 
(U13907/BM1930.12.13,439) drawn in Legrain 235 below centre and Karg pl. III/7 below right). The difference in quality 
between Legrain and Karg’s drawings indicate how much we miss by relying on Legrain alone! 

   

A third sealing (U18407) from SIS 4-5 (Pit W) is similar in design, with the stance of the bull half-way between standing and 
collapsed, the lion’s neck again expressively distorted (Legrain 237; Karg III/6; GMA 777) as in the examples of ForAtt-2: 

 
 

It is difficult to pinpoint how the alternation of the same design on different kinds of artefact worked in terms of administration 
policy or workshops/craftsmen involved, but overall it looks as if the presiding eagle on its own shortly after the EDI period (as 
seen with the other compositional types) began to allow the inclusion of human intervention (see ForAtt-7). 
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ForAtt - 6 

FINDSPOT Shara Temple, Tell Agrab 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Calcite 

EXCAVATION REF. Ag.36.156  

PRESENT LOCATION Chicago Oriental Institute Museum A21580 

PUBLISHED IN SCSCat 800; GMA 756 

PERIOD AND DATE EDII 3000-2700 

Compared to the Ur SIS level 4-5 sealings the modelling on the two sealings below from Tell Agrab is more clearly articulated, 
with body parts on lions and prey crisply defined - note especially the saucer-eye treatment – making them datable to EDII (we 
dealt with the Uruk Stance group on this seal under Urusta 16). Frankfort in his SCS Catalogue noted how the lion in the 
Forward Attack mode often tellingly places one hind leg onto the neck of the bull with lowered neck – as in this example. The 

second seal beneath it (Ag.36.117; SCS-800; GMA 820; Karg III/9) also from Tell Agrab uses the same style, here with bull-
men intervening and each holding one or other animal by the tail, common also with the other compositional types. 

  

 
 

To bring out the difference between these two EDII and similar Ur sealings, as in the Uruk Stance entry we again contrast it with 
the plainer EDI examples like the one (below left drawing and photo of partial version of the sealing) with cattle and scorpions 
(U14788, Legrain 233; GMA 780), or (below right centre) U14847 (Legrain 229). Below right is an even more plain and basic 
version, of unknown provenance, in the Iraq Museum (IM 43078; GMA 754): 

    
On the other hand, we also have more extravagant renditions of the idea, as on a sealing (below left) from Susa (GS 1438/Karg 
IV,6 – with chariot and crescent) and (right) a phantasmagoric version from Kish (GMA 1709; AshCat I-149/GMACat-1709. 
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ForAtt - 7 

FINDSPOT Nippur (no precise findspot given) 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Alabaster 

PRESENT LOCATION Brussels Museum 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN SuppBrussCat 1477 

PERIOD & DATE Borderline EDII 3000-2700 

The same ‘saucer-eye’ treatment is given to the three lion-heads on the seal from Nippur below as to the eagle with sideways 
facing head over the Forward Attack – note how the bull submitting to the lion appears to have a human face. The same 
Imdugud is also shown on the back of the single bull on the left, sideways with lion head, fish body and bird-tail (a version of the 
God well known from the gold and lapis lazuli version from Mari and seen also on shell engravings from Tello (Ill. 9-161) and 
Mitanni ‘Beaker 2’ (Ill.9-159) where it now conveys the more demonic aspect of the Sky God – which needs explanation. 

 

Another sealing from SIS 4, Pit D (Legrain 242, GMA-785) in the same way includes the eagle so popular in the Jemdet 
Nasr/EDI period, now with the straightforward human hunter intervention that became standard in EDII/III: 

 
 

 

The theme of the warrior spearing a lion goes back as far as the Uruk Stele, and the lion hunt subject is treated on Susan seals 
(e.g. GMA 250/Louvre Sb1973bis), but the conflation of hunter with the lion and prey together now became a new convention. 
The unprovenanced serpentine seal below (YaleCat 139; GMA 602), deemed by Buchanan to date to the Uruk Period despite 
the material used, shows a dramatic variation, since the attack is on a recumbent cow at the moment of giving birth (a theme 
also seen on VD wall paintings in Egypt, where jackals or dogs pounce on the emerging new-born rather than its mother – 
ForAtt-10). 
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ForAtt - 8 

FINDSPOT Room IT 229, south of Inanna Temple Sanctuary, Nippur [Level VIII] 

ON ARTEFACT Fragmentary incised dedication plaque 

MATERIAL Limestone 

PRESENT LOCATION Iraq Museum 7N415 

PUBLISHED IN D P Hansen pl.iii in ‘New Votive Plaques from Nippur’ JNES XXII 1963 145-166 + 6 
plates; Boese2 N2; PKG XVIII pl.80b 

PERIOD & DATE EDI/II 3105-2700 

This Forward Attack on a plaque from the Nippur temple dedicated to Inanna is simply drawn, useful for the emphatic crescent 
moon drawn over the back of the bull calf (c.f. Catalogue B, Ill. 6-39, a Sasanian ring with Sun over the lion and Crescent over 
the bull). The position of the lion’s forelegs is familiar from Rear Attack examples, here showing the standing prey with head is 
lowered under the raised paw, a favourite version of the Forward Attack in centuries to come. Note also the striated lion-mane. 

  

The next two plaques are fascinating for their primitive style and juxtaposition of Forward Attack with the feasting scenes so 
familiar on Early Dynastic cylinder seals and the Standard of Ur. This plaque from Susa (Boese S8, Louvre SB413) is said to 
have been found under the floor of the Ninhursag Temple in the excavations of 1908 (MDP XIII pl.xl,9), its rendition clearly 
earlier than our main example. Note on this one the importance given to the harp or santūr player (c.f. Ill.9- 9 and our later 
DIVERSION on ENTERTAINMENT in general).  

  
On both this and the plaque from Tell Agrab (below - Boese AG1, Iraq Museum IM27869) the bull collapses onto its bent 
forequarters under the head of the lion and we have human involvement with the hunter stabbing the attacking lion in the head. 
The Tell Agrab plaque has no musicians, simply showing two registers of ritual male and female drinking scenes - but the 
heraldry of the lion-prey group may again refer to the presiding Goddess of the temple it was found in. 

 

                                                                 
2 J Boese Altmesopotamische Weihplatten Berlin 1971 
3 See S M Pelzel ‘Dating the Early Dynastic  Votive Plaques from Susa’ JNES XXXVI 1-15 
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ForAtt - 9 

FINDSPOT Tholos tomb, Marathokephalo, East Ida range, Crete (stratigraphy uncertain) 

ON ARTEFACT Double-ended stamp seal (with geometric design at smaller end) 

MATERIAL Hippo tooth section (suggesting Egyptian origin) 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Herakleion Museum 1201 

PUBLISHED IN CMS II,1 – 222 

PERIOD & DATE EMII-MM1 3000-2500 

This early Minoan stamp seal is cited in the CMS catalogue as showing two lions next to a leaf/tree pattern with standing man 
on the other side, but looking at the characteristic scroll shape given to the undamaged lion’s tail, and comparing it with the tail 
of the remains of the other creature under its paws, the latter is far more likely to be a bull, the group forming a Forward Attack, 
defaced in the middle as we note often took place on later seals after subsequent changes of religion. If it is a Forward Attack, it 
is an indication of brief Mesopotamian influence on Crete at this earliest period - perhaps contemporary with similar influence at 
Abydos in Egypt - not seen again until the return of the lion-prey group to the island’s administrative iconographic programme at 
the onset of the Neo-Palatial period proper (see our long discussion about the entry of the CANEA into Crete under the 
Chronological Focus and Iconography Section of Catalogue D). 

  

 
 

The bone cylinder seal from Byblos in the Beirut Museum below has the same rough carving style (Fouilles de Byblos I pl. 
cxxvi, 5182)/Parrot et al. Die Phönizier ill.17) and probably dates back to a similar time. Like other ivory cylinder seals from 
Crete (often with carved, recumbent calf forming the handle), it fits into the category of those hefty Uruk IV-type limestone 
cylinder seals that have handle and seal carved in one piece. 
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ForAtt - 10 

FINDSPOT Tomb of Ptahhotep, Saqqara pyramid field, Egypt 

ON ARTEFACT Wall relief 

MATERIAL Limestone 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Still in situ  

PUBLISHED IN Davies 1900 pl.xxii; Kantor 1949 pl.xviiB 

PERIOD & DATE Old Kingdom, VD 2498-2345 

In the Old Kingdom plain animal processions gave way to scenes showing more elaborate animal behaviour at different 
seasons of the year (below) including hunting scenes by human agency, helped by animals. The fact that dogs could take 
advantage of new-born kids emerging from their mother is the main scene on the upper row of the wall section shown, whilst the 
threat to livestock from the lion is shown in its face-bite attack on a cow in the next register (drawn detail from Kantor ibid. below 
left). The upturned lion tail and down-turned bull tail with the lion’s two front legs akimbo follows Mesopotamian convention.   

 

The nose bite of the lion asphyxiating the bull is well observed, and follows our standard Forward Attack definition: 
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ForAtt – 10f 
These scenes are reiterated into the Middle Kingdom in the Meir tombs (detail below, Blackman 1914 pl.viii/Kantor 1949 pl.xviic) 
with the registers more loosely intertwined into one rolling landscape. Again dogs or jackals are most prominent, often implicitly 
directed by humans, but the lion-bull nose-bite group (detail above right) again features on one rocky outcrop (with the remains 
of a mating lion pair just above them): 

 

Below, a further telling fragmentary example (back to the earlier VD, from Abu Ghurob) shows how in Egypt under the reign of 
Pharaoh Niuserre (the last king of the dynasty) the Courtier Ti, like Ptahhotep of our main entry, copied royal example (c.f. 
Catalogue D: BaLu-11) and had the walls of his own tomb decorated to portray the three main divisions of the year through 
depictions of Egypt’s rural activities4. The cycle on the East wall at the SE corner of the Tomb of Ti is introduced by a lion 
climbing over an enclosure wall to attack a gazelle (unfortunately in the most damaged part of the tomb, so not much else of the 
scene remains). All such seasonal picture cycles using the lion attack as marker for the start of the Inundation (New Year) are 
brought together in the Amalgamated Catalogue (Chapter 13) and discussed as a whole under the SYNTHESES section. 

   

We can tellingly match the true-to-life neck bite attack to the shot from a recent BBC TV Series5 (above right) showing a cheetah 
seizing a gazelle. Compare also to two further EDII Sumerian sealings below for comparison: below left is yet another Ur SIS 
sealing - from Pit F - marked with the owner’s name, Anmeššu (U13674, Legrain 512); below right is from an unprovenanced 
alabaster cylinder seal (Legrain Culture of the Babylonians 1925, no.49/GMA-753) - both in the Philadelphia Museum: 

  

                                                                 
4 H Wild Le Tombeau de Ti Cairo 1939 
5 A Fothergill and H Cordey The Hunt 2015 
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ForAtt - 11 

FINDSPOT Room L2601 close to Audience Chamber, Palace G 

ON ARTEFACT Piece of openwork frieze-surround from a table edge 

MATERIAL Carbonised wood 

EXCAVATION REF. TM.74.G.1010  

PRESENT LOCATION Aleppo Museum 

PUBLISHED IN Matthiae, P ‘Ebla in the Late Early Syrian Period: The Royal Palace and the State 
Archives’ Biblical Archaeologist XXXIX  94-113 

PERIOD & DATE EDIII/very early Akkadian - but could even be earlier 2700-2300 

I have given a wider date range for the piece below due to the obvious compositional overlap with the Ur SIS sealing shown last 
in the previous entry (could the piece have been part of an upreared group too?). In the paper cited above Matthiae describes 
the remains of at least a throne and long table found in the Palace G storeroom that throw a tantalising spotlight on the earliest 
Levantine decorated furniture for which Syria was to establish a perennially high reputation. Wood carvings like this piece, inlaid 
with limestone triangles and sometimes clad in gold leaf, were slotted into the framework of the furniture, heralding the ivory-
decorated furniture of later centuries so much prized in Ugarit and Assyrian capitals. EDIII sealings from Tell Beydar to the west 
of Tell Brak (as below right6) also favoured the neck-bite, Subartu being an area that first saw the infiltration of the Mitanni with 
such close relations with Ebla that in fact Ebla’s own sealings are closely similar in style, design and content (see Ill. 9-17/18). 

  
Matthiae ibid. judged many of these fragments to have been part of an openwork frieze fixed round the underside of the table-
top using imagery from the Early Dynastic repertoire of interacting hero, bull-man and lion and bull combats so prevalent on 
Sumerian cylinder seals (c.f. the Eblan seals of the time from the same site shown in Ill.9- 17 and Ill.9- 18). The contrasting 
photographs of another Forward Attack piece below top row (TM.G.1012/13) show how restoration techniques, in fixing the 
carbonized wood lightened its colour made clearer the embedded flower (a symbol of Inanna) on the lion’s body, but lost its 
CUbaid-style limestone triangle inlays. When taking my own photographs of this piece in the Aleppo Museum the lion then had 
an inlaid shell or limestone eye, seemingly omitted on purpose when rephotographed by the Italian mission following restoration.  

 
 

The grooved tufts of the lion mane, possibly contemporary with the style used on some ED seals and plaques (ForAtt-8/Ill.9-7), 
further help to anchor its chronology (c.f. also the lion mane on the low-grade Akkadian shell cylinder seal from Susa bottom row 
left and centre (GSCat 1527; MDP XXIX fig.96,13) and the same treatment on a sealing from Nippur (below right) from Pit S, 
Court of the Columns (Gibson OIC 22 1975 fig.70,1). On both, the Akkadian hunter holds the tails of the bull and the lion! 

   

                                                                 
6 E Rova ‘A New Group of Seal Impressions from Tell Beydar’ in R Matthews et al. (eds) Proceedings of the7th International Congress on the Archaeology 

of the Ancient Near East Vol.3 Wiesbaden 2012 151-166, seal no. 68. Her bibliography gives other useful publications on the seals from Tell Beydar. 
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ForAtt - 12 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Serpentine 

PRESENT LOCATION Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN PKG XVIII pl.134h; EGACat 260; E Bleibtrau 1981 no.34 

PERIOD & DATE Akkadian 2700-2400 

INSCRIPTION: Translated so far as Dan-Ili, Son of Dada Son of Urkaki (owner of the seal) 

This seal, with the name of its owner on it in Sumerian, in style can be directly associated with Belland-7, another 
transitional/early Akkadian seal, again depicting a hunter subduing a lion attacking its prey, helped by his servant with a spear. 
This one has the lion-tamer holding the lion’s tail, the strategy seen on several Group 4 Uruk Stance seals (see for instance 
items under Urusta-13-17, as also the last seals of the last entry) – possibly even alluding to Dan-Ili himself. The pronounced 
ferocity of the rearing Asiatic lion is conveyed by the mannered treatment of striated mane and belly fringe and further enhanced 
by its exaggerated length. The contrast between life and death is underlined by the sprouting tree growing behind - or even out 
of - the bull (c.f. the modest ear of corn or small tree used on Uruk Stance examples (Urusta-11f/14)). 

 

A pale green calcite cylinder seal (YaleCat 240/Newell 681/GMA 762) - also transitional between Early Dynastic/Akkadian - is 
worth bringing in here, if only to show a late iteration of the spread-eagle surrounded by crouching ibex, stag and cattle. 
Overrunning the head of one cow leaps a lion, its forward thrust qualifying it as a Forward Attack (this more unusual approach is 
worth bearing in mind as a precedent for the 2M Syrian seals which vary the lion attack at different angles in this way as, for 
instance, on the Menbij seal of Ratt-10, again reproduced in Ill.9- 65). 
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ForAtt - 13 

FINDSPOT Kurgan 1, Karashamb (Naïri, near Yerevan, capital of Armenia) 

ON ARTEFACT Goblet (c. 13cm high) decorated in 6 registers including calyx at base 

MATERIAL Silver 

PRESENT LOCATION Yerevan National Museum 2867/1 

PUBLISHED IN R M Boehmer et al. ‘Der figürlich verzierte Becher von Karašamb’ in R Dittman et al. 
Variatio Delectat: Iran und der Westen, Gedenkschrift für Peter Calmeyer 
Münster 2000 pp 9-72 (55 figs + 2 drawings of the full iconographic programme) 

PERIOD & DATE EDIII/Early Akkadian 2700-2300 

This goblet, adorned by narrative friezes divided into six registers, throws a vivid spotlight on that area of Eurasian culture which 
modelled itself on Sumerian court art such as seen on the Standard of Ur or the inlaid limestone palace decoration of Ebla and 
Mari –here using the most freely available material of the territory – metal. 

 

Its narrative is explored in detail in the Art History and Iconography sections. Although the detail of the two lion attacks involved 
(below left and right) in the top and third registers respectively at the ‘front ‘of the vase, show that strictly speaking (despite the 
forward approach) these are actually a Bilateral and Crossover Attack (again the lion overruns its prey’s head as in the last 
seal), I will explain in the main text why I thought it more telling to classify this piece here whilst close to relevant comparanda. 
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ForAtt - 14 

FINDSPOT S-W corner of main cella, Temple D, Ebla 

ON ARTEFACT Oblong double basin 

MATERIAL Limestone 

EXCAVATION REF. TM.65.D.226  

PRESENT LOCATION Aleppo Archaeological Museum  

PUBLISHED IN P Matthiae I Tesori di Ebla 1985 pl.59 (top row); PKG XVIII pl.412 (bottom right) 

PERIOD & DATE Early 2M, but could be earlier (2500-2000) 

This is one of several stone basins made over the centuries in Ebla for ritual use, providing a huge amount of information on 
their beliefs and rituals. As seen on other pieces, we have the Forward Attack in combination with other iconographic groups, 
the centerpiece being the ritual scene on the long side top register, showing a king with peaked cap opposite a priestess 
(certainly a ritual Divine Couple) raising their goblets and seated either side of an offerings-laden table. They are flanked by 
soldiers on one side and tribute-bearers on the other, so the whole scene, such as bull-legged offerings table, has similarities to 
the narrative programme on the previous entry (the same peaked cap ruler appears on another Ebla basin). Underneath is an 
animal procession starting with a lion leaping over another creature, and ending with a stag. 

 

 

 
Detail showing peak-capped ruler and priestess either side 

of bull-legged tripod table piled with unleavened bread 

   

The confrontational Forward Attack in potentia at one end of the basin with a bowman crouched in front just as on the 
Karashamb goblet, as well as the animal procession on the bottom row of the long end, make it look much older than the date at 
present assigned to it (the crude high relief of the Master of the Beasts at the other end (above below right) underlines that 
impression). On the other hand the early rendition of the Mushḫushu hybrid monster belching water (often associated with 
Marduk) just above the Forward Attack (above below left) can be read as a new, 2M addition to Syro-Sumerian iconography 
(compare also with the similar hybrid on Gudea’s vase dedicated to Ningishzida in Ill.9- 12). A similar rendition of the monster 
on the Mitanni ‘Beaker 2’ in Ill.9-159 is discussed in full later. 
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ForAtt - 15 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced, Syrian 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Serpentine 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Marcopoli collection 

PUBLISHED IN MarcoCat-369 

PERIOD & DATE Early 2M 2000-1900 

This unprovenanced Syrian seal from the Marcopoli Collection is one of many such seals of the period showing continuity with 
the previous upright face-bite attack design, but used by new groups of people spreading into Syria and Anatolia, symptomatic 
of barely discernible developments laying the ground for the Cappodocian phenomenon at Kültepe a century later (ForAtt-16). 
This particular item simply shows two humans and the bare outlines of the upreared lion and bull confrontation. Of similar vague 

date is an unprovenanced Syrian bronze fenestrated axe-head in the British Museum (BM121159/H R Hall BMQ IV 1929 
pl.LXa/) ascribed to the Hyksos period - though there is little Egyptian about it - this type of axe being a Syro-Mesopotamian 
ritual weapon going back to 3M practices, from our point of view mostly in connection with Ebla. To have a lion-prey group 
placed along its top precisely enhances those cultural references, and we could contrast it with those contemporary 2M Rear 
Attack items from the same region under Ratt-14, including the dagger from Byblos with a Rear Attack on it. 

   

In the case of Old Babylonian seals designs roughly a century later, again there are numerous examples that stick to the Ur 
EDIII stereotypes as Ebla did (Ill.9- 17 and Ill.9- 18), here owing more to a background of mechanically repeating inherited 
formats, these ones taken from Cyrus Gordon’s listings of seals in the Walters Art Gallery7, pl.II,2 (left) and II, 5 (right): 

  

The choice of neck- or face-bite attack in reared-up stance can be understood as the continuation of the earlier preference 
constantly found on Diyala seals in the EDIII period and on into the Akkadian, as illustrated by the right-hand pair on two such 
seals from Frankfort’s catalogue from Tell Asmar (below left/centre - SCSCat-549554 and          ) – as also in Syria at Ebla and 
(below right) on a seal from the court of King Tupkish and Queen Uqnitum at Urkesh/Mozan (Bucellatis8 p.81): 

   

                                                                 
7 ‘Western Asiatic Seals in the Walters Art Gallery’ Iraq VI 3-34 
8 G & M Buccelati ‘The First Hurrian Capital’ Biblical Archaeologist LX,2 pp.77-96 () 
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ForAtt - 16 

FINDSPOT Kültepe, Anatolia 

ON ARTEFACT Sealing 

MATERIAL Clay 

EXCAVATION REF. Level 1b  

PRESENT LOCATION Ankara Museum Kt.j/k 42   [I have merged the two separate sealings into one picture] 

PUBLISHED IN KülCat-31b 

PERIOD & DATE Old Anatolian 2000-1800 

This Kültepe sealing is one of the more ordered Cappodocian sealings showing Gods on their steeds in procession taking up 
the ground and middle levels, with cosmic symbols in the sky above them – including a Forward Attack to the right of the Sun-in-
Crescent. As usual with this distinctive Cappodocian style, small gaps are filled in with sacrificial animal heads, an eagle and a 
monkey, an incense altar and libation attendant - and many small dots. In the Amalgamated Catalogue all such Kültepe 
sealings are grouped together for an overall view. One could match against it BNCat-474 (not shown). 

 

From Kültepe Level II is an audience scene sealing (below, KülCat-328) with echoes of familiar Akkadian/Old Babylonian 
audience scenes translated into provincial mode. The Forward Attack group is placed near the steps of the enthroned Ruler and 
the rest of the scene is taken up by other Gods of the pantheon, and humans approaching the enthroned figure in the top row. 
Note again the Ebla-type bull-legged table laden with food, the bird perched on the bull’s hump and hand in the sky. 

 

 

 

From the same geographical region, for a contrasting tradition (highlighting even more how much Kültepe owed to Old 
Babylonian models) we show the Hittite hammer stamp seal (above right, from Hogarth’s Hittite Seals fig.99) found in a 
cremation grave at Karkemish (Yunus), which interestingly - as in our main entry - features a Forward Attack under a griffin over 
a cluster of dots and plants – the Forward Attack expressing the New Year moment, and the griffin alluding to the intercalary 
adjustments needed to retain luni-solar integrity.  
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ForAtt - 17 

FINDSPOT Acemhüyük Palace, Anatolia9 

ON ARTEFACT Plaque (3½” x 2½”) – probably a furniture panel 

MATERIAL Hippo ivory10 (surface bubbling caused by fire) originally tinted red11 (Hittite texts 
contrast white and red ivories) - possibly also originally gilt, with eyes inlaid 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

PUBLISHED IN C. Decamps de Mertzenfeld Inventaire commenté des Ivoires phéniciens et 
apparentés découverts dans le Proche-Orient pl.cxxvii fig. 1097 

PERIOD & DATE  1900-1800 

This small ivory (below left and middle) follows the design convention sometimes used in 4/3M Sumerian or Elamite art, of 
depicting a miniaturised prey set against a huge predator: contrast the earlier sculpture from Eridu using the same arrangement 

below right (Iraq Museum IM60.981 c. 20150-1950). This points to routes of influence reaching Anatolia from A ur (as for 
ForAtt-16) as sometimes reaching further into Elam. This Syro-Anatolian piece has a goat or ibex melded to a seated lioness – 
from horn tip on her nose to forelegs tucked under her throat, its main torso is laid along her chest, and backlegs align to 
backlegs (the torsion of the victim’s head another feature seen in both Susan and Syrian design). For artefacts larger than 
seals, this design solution means the excision of the least amount of material from the original block, crucial in the case of ivory. 

 

 
Drawing from M Mellink 

reviewing the acquisition of 
the Pratt Ivories by the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(AJA LXXIII 1959, p.285 and 

Ill.6) 
  

Such extremes of scale were often used on Proto-Elamite seals the other way round, as in the case below (GMA-517) where a 
huge bull bows its head before a diminutive seated lion. 

  

                                                                 
9 In his paper, ‘An approach to Anatolian Techniques of Ivory Carving During the 2M BC’  in J Lesley Fitton (ed.) Ivory in Greece and the Eastern 

Mediterranean from the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic Period (British Museum Occasional Paper no. 85 1992, 61—66, B Bourgeois singles out the 
Açemhüyük ivorices recently gifted to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and in process of restoration. 
10 A Caubet in ‘Ivoires de Cappadoce’ in Mélanges Paul Garelli 1991 223-5 suggested hippo ivory came from North Syria: but Bourgeois (ibid.) says big pieces 

of raw elephant ivory were lying around, juxtaposed only with already manufactured objects of hippo ivory. 
11 A traditional Anatolian technique carried out by women (Bourgeois, quoting Pliny Nat Hist.XXXV-147 - and Homer Iliad IV-147). We know from the later 

Linear B tablets that captive Trojan women worked in the textile workshops of Pylos. 
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ForAtt - 18 

FINDSPOT Ras Shamra, in Middle Kingdom context 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Haematite (grey-black) 

EXCAVATION REF. R.S. 3.411  

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre AO14.812 

PUBLISHED IN RasShamCatI pp 14-15 

PERIOD & DATE Pre-Classical Syrian Period 1890-60 

This seal with design in two ribbons was found near an Egyptian statuette of Princess Khnumet, later wife of Sesostris II (hence 
our dating), along with a votive deposit that included two late MK scarabs (one of amethyst), a riveted dagger, makeup box and 
carnelian beads possibly from a woman’s parure. On the top register the spread eagle and winged sun in crescent have strong 
Egyptian overtones, but the decapitated animal head and two hands are hieroglyphs in the Anatolian/Hittite vocabulary, which 
makes sense, bearing in mind half the population of Ugarit was Mitanni by this time. On the bottom row an Imdugud-type hybrid 
with fish body and closed wings (looking back to the EDII precedent perched on a bull discussed under ForAtt-7), also takes up 
a virtual Forward Attack stance vis-à-vis the crouching ibex and forms a procession with antelope, dove and Ishtar flower.  

  
We set against this seal other designs that elongate horns and/or body of the lion-prey pair, as on the trilobed Hittite stamp seal, 
with rosette on the handle, in the Ashmolean Museum below left (AshCatIII-230, described as Iron Age) with sloping body of the 
lion lungeing along that of the goat (reminiscent of ForAtt-2). Similar elongation is used on the Myceaean agate seal below right 
(CMS XI-326 Berlin), where a griffin stands in for the usual lion.  

  
In a different way, melodramatic exaggeration is seen in the spindly goat submitting to the commanding paw of the lion on 
another haematite seal (GenevCatIII-108/Geneva Museum 20579) below (with detail at right). OttoCat includes it as no. 373 in 
her Group 5a: Westsyrische Spalten und Reihen - to which the Ras Shamra seal compares, whilst her 3d: Nordwestsyrische 
Gruppe includes seals accentuating animal horns and stretched bodies.  
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ForAtt - 19 

FINDSPOT Formerly Erlenmeyer Collection 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Haematite 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Not known 

PUBLISHED IN M L & H Erlenmeyer, ‘Einige Syrische Siegel mit ägäischen Bildelementen’ AfO XXI 1966, 32-
34 fig.3 (for their figs 1 & 2 see ForAtt-24) 

PERIOD & DATE Syrian Classical A period (Teissier’s SyrPalCat classification) 1800-1720 

Featuring a similar collapsed goat as the seals of the last entry, this unprovenanced seal brings together a set of iconographical 
features: wings on animals and Gods; an early appearance of the Mitanni long-locked hero discussed in the main text at length 
and the winged lion-eagle dragon (seen also on the Ebla basin at ForAtt-14). The Erlenmeyers saw this as one of four seals 
showing Minoan influence but from already our detailed analyses in Catalogue D it is more likely the influence was going from 
Syria and Anatolia westwards via the Mitanni to Crete – certainly this seal betrays little that is fundamentally Minoan.  

The goat upended by the hero is attacked by a hybridized lion taking up the full height of the 1:2-register seal type common in 
Syrian seal design at this time (see also next entry). The lion has bird tail, feathered limbs and bird talons for its back legs like 
the lion-dragon in ForAtt-14 – prefiguring the demon Anzu (Ill.9-) - and the question is whether to read it as a demon or a God – 
discussed fully later. A winged, plumed griffin crouches over the guilloche divider with a hare beneath (usually a lunar 
reference). An Ankh in the sky (Life) is a frequently introduced Egyptian marker, associating it to other Syro-Mitanni seals of the 
time (as on the next seal, below left - or next entry (bottom left)). 

 

On the Cypriote-style steatite seal below left, found in a street of the Ras Shamra residential quarter, the same group of man 
holding up a goat by one hind leg and proffering it to the forward attack of a lion is varied by a further, separate winged lion in 
Uruk Stance mode behind an ibex, facing front (RasShamCatII-452/Damascus Museum 2648) (c.f. also RasShamCatII-403, 
not shown). Not only is there an Egyptian-style winged Sun in the sky over the hero with Ankhs at his elbows holdng up an 
antilope and hare, but the flower of Inanna over the Forward Attack has been given a face. The slim bull-man marking the 
Fourth Season indicates the seal as Cypriote in style.  

 
 

 

The front-facing lion’s wings stick upwards forming a halo round its head, whereas on the haematite seal above right 
(Ashmolean Museum 1920.120 bought in Aleppo/AshCatI-899) they stick out sideways on the kneeling human-bodied griffin 
with crest juxtaposed to the confronted lion and bull with double lion-headed eagle above presented in Egyptian mode, grasping 
two fish in its talons. The contrast of bull-lion and human-eagle (often a substitute for Scorpio) alludes, again, to the Quaternary. 
It has been dated by the experts to between 1750 and 1530 which is the problem with all these seals bought on the market in 
Syria (often by Leonard Woolley or Lawrence of Arabia), so all we can do is very roughly position them by similarities of motif, 
including such traits as the long curled crest or hairlocks of the eagle man much in vogue with the Mitanni – reminiscent of the 
curled lion-tail stuck on the Egyptian pharaoh’s headdress for Lower (North) Egypt. 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCOOxloz49ccCFQU9Ggods5MAgQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fecpsocialstudies5.wordpress.com%2F2013%2F12%2F05%2Fancient-egypts-politics%2F&psig=AFQjCNEbC0skBfRvVeO9KXeuZ2zBiOtt1Q&ust=1442299886184485
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ForAtt - 20 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Haematite 

PRESENT LOCATION Yale University Babylonian Collection 

PUBLISHED IN YaleCat-1267/NewellCat-331 

PERIOD & DATE Syrian Classical A  1820-1740 

The main seal under this entry has a tellingly observed Forward Attack in terms of the flailing limbs of bull, though the lion’s 
head has been defaced (this has occurred so often on seals in this Catalogue that it implies people in later times still knew the 
‘pagan’ meaning of the group. In the fur-bordered robe/two-level kilt and firmly modelled faces of the two human figures we see 
the assertion of an individual Syrian identity, happy to adopt the lion and prey theme to indicate the Solstitial Sun-Moon 
Neomenia as underlined by the Sun-in-Crescent between them (the opposed griffins are likely to refer to the Equinoxes). 

 
An interesting cluster of Syrian seals in the same vein is shown below (unfortunately all are also unprovenanced, nearly all from 
the Yale Babylonian Collection). Their iconographic mix, adopted during what Teissier in SyrPalCat calls the Classical IIA 
period, matches the same trends on contemporary Syrian seals from Catalogues C and D showing dependence not only on 
Sumerian prototypes but also Middle Kingdom influence in the adoption of basic Egyptian motifs. Compared to Syro-
Cappadocian examples of the previous generation, this mixture of traditional motifs with novel foreign inserts (note the zebu bull 
from India features on all of them) is at times awkward.  

In design the seals are of the full-height main register type for the principal actors set against a 1:3 split scene (the centre strip 
often a guilloche). Unlike the main entry, on all of them lion and bull confront each other in stand-off mode. In the pair below, of 

haematite (left YaleCat-1223/Newell-299 and right YaleCat-1279/Newell-297/SyrPalCat-131) there is no doubt, from the 
nude hero or supplicant priestess figures that the Sumerian tradition still provided one or two well-worn types – in the case of 
the right-hand example, spiced up by one or two almost incongruous Egyptian references. 

  
The next seals (the first below left YaleCat-1218/WardCat-860 of haematite) show the adoption of several Egyptian motifs on 
Syrian petty rulers’ seals again indicating cultural borrowing typical of the period - Ishtar is shown as Hathor holding snakes, 
separated by an Ankh from the local ruler-as-God wearing a pharaonic helmet with horns, a Horus bird perched on his snake 
standard. The divine contrast is echoed in animal form by the two Forward Attacks on zebu bull or stag in the side panels. The 
upheld snakes have Syro-Elamite mythological overtones, possibly referring overtly to Mot as the snake featuring in Baal and 
Ishtar’s journeys to the Underworld (see Catalogue C) - in this Catalogue see our analysis of the ‘Snake Lady’  in the 
Iconography Section. The seal below right (BN-Seyrig150/SyrPalCat-5) spreads the same mixture of cultural references across 
a flat background in the old Anatolian way - including two Forward Attacks, with zebu bull above, and plain bull below. 
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ForAtt - 21 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal [photos author] 

MATERIAL Bronze, coated with copper 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Ashmolean Museum 1952.129 

PUBLISHED IN AshCatI-905 

PERIOD & DATE Syrian Classical Period B 1700-1550 

Nick-named ‘the Hyksos seal’, this Egyptian-influenced cylinder design continues the theme of confrontation between lion and 
bull as in the previous entry, echoing the lion’s stance on the New Kingdom openwork axe (below right) previously common on 
Sumerian examples. The possible Mycenaean adoption of this mode of static lion-bull confrontation is noted under ForAtt-27. 
The entire scene has obvious Egyptian references with only the monkey to be rated as characteristic of Syrian seals alone (but 
see our discussion of the blue monkey in Catalogue D which either originated as an Egyptian pet from Africa but could equally 
be another link to India). Of course, it is also likely that it represents the Syrian version of Thoth/Mercury, favoured God of the 
Tuthmosids who around this time were evicting the Hyksos from Egypt, but establishing relations with the Levant and Aegean.  
 

 
 

 
 

 

For contrast we match the confronted Forward Attack against the crisp layout of a Kassite seal (rulers from c.1550) showing two 
confronted bulls (below left, Berlin Museum VA 3869/WeberCat-458). Note the Kassite Cross, fly, dog and lozenge – and 
Mitanni kneeling mode – all analysed individually when reproduced in clearer examples (Ill.9-58). The same confrontation, but 
with bull’s forequarters collapsed, is seen on a Cypriote seal found at Lachish (below right - Collon First Impressions 326): 

  

Other comparanda to the Hyksos seal, again with a mixture of Egyptian and Mesopotamian motifs – and both likely to be from 
Syria itself - are to be seen on unprovenanced haematite seals in the Marcopoli Collection: below left MarcoCat-448 and below 
right MarcoCat-453, very much with the emphasis on the bull’s horns forming a lunar crescent: 
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 ForAtt - 22 
FINDSPOT Unprovenanced, probably from Sippar 

ON ARTEFACT Clay Tablet 

PRESENT LOCATION British Museum BM16815 

PUBLISHED IN Originally listed in H H Figulla Cuneiform Texts in the BM XLVII, Old Babylonian 
Naditu Records 1967 pl.14, 22a (case) and drawing of seal 3 (reproduced below); 
analysed by B Buchanan Iraq XXXIII 1971 pp.1-13, pl IIc (photo below) 

PERIOD & DATE Old Babylonian/End of Syrian Classical IIA           [dated Hammurabi year 14] 1790-50 

INSCRIPTION Texts in this collection of tablets concern the affairs of the Sippar naditu priestesses 

This Old Babylonian tablet gives a valuable synchronicity between OB and Syrian seals, since on its left, running off at an angle, 
is impressed the remains of a typical OB sealing with Lama priestess and man with animal sacrifice approaching ruler or God 
(not shown in the rolling). Next to it, a seal of the 1:3 split level type happens to have been rolled in such a way that the heads of 
the chariot horses (riding over a body) on one side of the split scene also partially appear on the other side (second arrow 
below) next to a half-clothed Venus holding lance and ?bow. The top minor scene in the split level section shows the Forward 
Attack, and a line of small marching Syrian soldiers runs under the guilloche. The charioteer with right hand holds all the reins 
as he flings his whip behind him with the left (the importance of which is discussed in the main text). If the soldiers go with the 
charioteer, then the Forward Attack alludes both to the Venus figure and sideways Snake Lady by the charioteer’s face.  

                                                                                                                                                             

 
It takes some scrutiny to pick out the face-bite version of the Forward Attack over the guilloche (detail below right – Figulla’s 
drawing, left, helps) - the ibex’s back-turned face fits exactly into the lion’s mouth (like the boar’s head on the top register of 
ForAtt-13). Easy to miss, sideways in the air over the horse reins is an early encounter with the lower half of the wind-blown 
Lady with twisted-snakes for legs, a hybrid we call ‘the Snake Lady’. From the way the seal was rolled, her profile and wings 
show up on the other side of the picture, over the horses’ heads. She earns her own separate entry in ForAtt-29 and due to 
frequent juxtaposition with the lion-prey group we attempt to unlock her meaning in relation to key seals of the time as a marker 
of Central Asian influence. Here the lion-prey attack can refers jointly to Baal and Venus, as in Catalogue B (Urusta-26-27). 

  
Below are two roughly contemporary seals pointing to connections west and east of Babylon even at this early date (with 
apologies for the poor reproduction): below left a haematite seal from Byblos Level V (Fouilles de Byblos I pl. cxxiv, 1862) with 
similar juxtaposition of lion-prey group behind the Goddess’ throne as in Catalogue B (Urusta-27) (here a Forward Attack on 
the lower register with vulture Mūt on the bull’s back with the lion’s lunge exaggerated, as on Protohistoric seals). The winged 
sun-disc and sphinx are further Egyptian elements - though by their dress the worshippers are Syrian. Below right is an atypical 
double-sided chlorite seal from Margiana, Central Asia, its Forward Attack with same lion distortion betraying contact with 
Mesopotamia, dated by P Amiet12  c.1800-1700 – its significance is analysed in the main body of the text later. 

   

                                                                 
12 ‘Antiquities of Bactria and Outer Iran in the Louvre Collection’ in G Ligabue et al. Bactria: An Ancient Oasis Civilization from the Sands of Afghanistan 
Venice 1988 159-180 (verso shows two lions with one head above, their tails curled under them, ending in snake heads with open jaws). 
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ForAtt - 23 

FINDSPOT Marlik, first test trench XXF 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Black haematite, gold-capped 

PRESENT LOCATION Marlik Museum, Iran no.2381 

EXCAVATION REF. 1095 

PUBLISHED IN Negahban ‘The Seals of Marliktepe’ JNES XXXVI,2, 1977 (fig.7), findings repeated in the 
Proceedings of the 7th Iranian Art Congress, Berlin 1979  (his figs 13 &14). 

PERIOD & DATE  1600-1500 

This seal matches the scene on the other seal in this entry, though in more realistic fashion (without the bearded spearsman) 
and has the familiar astronomical references of spread Sky Eagle, Sun disc, Crescent and Star. It is the only seal of its type 
found amongst graves usually holding common-style Mitanni seals and was given a wide margin for its possible date (1300-
900). Often compared to Middle Assyrian seals, any such affinities are superficial, and the direction of influence is probably the 
other way round. I favour taking it back to c.1550 as an early example of the arrival of the Mitanni into Turanian Iran, the figure 
kneeling on the point of one knee being a Mitanni style indicator seen again on Kassite or Elamite seals (Ill.9-169). In its use of 
the Forward Attack, as with the last seal of the previous entry this is important evidence for beginnings of interaction between 
Central Asia and Turanian Iran in the mid-third of the 2M. Of the many gold goblets found in Marlik graves, the Louvre item 
below right shows a long-eared griffin attacking a calf in collapsed Forward Attack mode (like the Ur seals of ForAtt-5 onwards). 
Marlik features in our discussion of the winged Snake Lady on another gold vessel from the site (Ill.9-179). 

  
 

We set these against the unprovenanced rock crystal cylinder seal below (c.1600-1500 - my dating) bought in Iran and now in 
the Naples Oriental Institute (S C Mazzoni, pl ii no.12 in ‘Sigilli cilindrici dell’Istituto Orientale di Napoli’ Annali dell’Istituto 
Orientale di Napoli 32 (NSXXII) 1972 419-51 & 4 pls). Its damaged inscription, deciphered by Luigi Cagni, reads ‘… king, son 
of ..’.  Mazzoni concluded its date to be as late as 14-13C BC, but its overall composition and layout of text to image means it 
could as much be a First Kassite period seal still showing Caspian roots. On the other hand the quaint 3M-type flying eagle over 
the scene and bearded profile of the spearsman and dog confronting the lion as it pulls down the bull harks back to Akkadian 
types (c.f. ForAtt-12), while the Kassite/Mitanni bowman, again kneeling on the point of the knee appears on the other side 
behind a tussock. We have just mentioned how this tidy rendition of a kneeling figure often appears on Elamite seals and, 
interestingly, was taken up in the reign of Ramesses II on the XIXD pillars in the Karnak hypostyle hall and temple at Abydos 
(also on his obelisk at Tanis (below right) – a synchronicity that could, admittedly, validate Mazzoni’s dating!  Either way, this 
idiosyncracy is another telling detail pointing to Mitanni-Egyptian exchange in terms of style, iconography - and even raw 
materials -  as seen on Egyptian fly necklaces (Ill.9-2). 
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ForAtt - 24 

FINDSPOT Probably Babylon 

ON ARTEFACT Clay tablet 

PRESENT LOCATION Catholic University of America Tablet CUA 80, Seal A 

PUBLISHED IN Briggs Buchanan ‘On the Seal Impressions on Some Old Babylonian Tablets’, JCS XI 1957 45-52 
pl.II-14 (with figs 10-13); E Porada ‘On the Complexity of Style and Iconography in some Groups 
of Cylinder Seals from Cyprus’ in THE MYCENAEANS IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN"  
(Department of Antiquities Congress papers) Nicosia 1972 260-73 with plates 

PERIOD & DATE Old Babylonian  - Year 7 of Shamsuditana, last king of Babylon c.1632 

Tablet CUA 80, on which the composite drawing (below left) of 6 seal impressions were rolled (the impressions of two other 
more stereotypical seals, also rolled several times, were clear enough to be photographed) provides a rare and unusually early 
chronological anchor point for related seals, since the text on the tablet is dated to Year 7 of Shamsuditana, last king of Babylon 
(1625-1595). Over a Forward Attack on a prostrate victim stand two slim-waisted youths with long hair and helmets contrasted 
against a pair of two full-length bearded men with six locks –the laḫmu-laḫamu minor Gods often seen on Early Dynastic seals. 
The early date gives room for doubt that the long-haired nudes wearing just a tight belt and leather apron with cod-piece are 
necessarily Minoan – or, indeed, Cypriote (pace Porada). Below right, the depiction on the sealing from Alalakh Level VII (floruit 
c. 1700 and destroyed around 1650) showing nude acrobats somersaulting on the back of a bull either side of an Egyptian Ankh 
led to our conclusion under Ratt-26/26f that we are looking at a local Indo-Anatolian practice of acrobatic feats involving various 
animals - sponsored by the Mitanni occupying that area, and which the Minoans also adopted. 

 
 

Below left, a haematite seal described by the Erlenmeyers in a paper referred to under ForAtt-19 (their Fig.1 - later sold to the 
Metropolitan Museum, see BBabCat-72) has the same symmetrical arrangement of acrobats with long hair lock (here with 
helmets like those in the main entry) again leaping over a bull’s back next to the Sun-in-Crescent, and again associated with a 
confronting lion-bull group above. Next to them, it is the ruler who holds the Ankh as he stands before the God Baal brandishing 
his weapons, the 8-petalled flower of Venus between them. On yet another Erlenmeyer seal (below right - their Fig.2/BBabCat-
256 – judged to date from a century later) in the principal Master of the Beasts group set against a Forward Attack featuring a 
winged griffin on a stag arching its head over its back (copied on several Mycenaean seals – see ForAtt-26f), the same helmet 
is worn by a slim-waisted male, here with hair-tress threaded through its crown. Above flies the Central Asian double-headed 
eagle with striated wings, using the same stylistic treatment as for the Melissa group seals shown under the next entry. 

 
  

 
See enlarged detail at Ill.9- 59  

Following Beatrice Teissier’s masterly analysis of Syrian seals in SyrPalCat clearly the first Erlenmeyer seal above left is a pure 
Syrian Classical Period IIB type (1720-1620) but the second, a later phase of that style, though unprovenanced, really belongs 
alongside the next entry since due to its fine drilling and slim, non-muscular rounded anatomies we can class it as a Mitanni 
Elaborate Style design from the next century – with many implications to be dwelt on in depth at several points in the main text. 
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ForAtt - 25 

FINDSPOT Tholos Tomb 1, Perati, mainland Greece, south of Thebes 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Haematite 

EXCAVATION REF. A1   (A being the prefix for all stone items)  

PRESENT LOCATION Athens National Museum 8088 

PUBLISHED IN CMS IS-54; Joan Aruz BEYOND BABYLON Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibition catalogue 
(BBabCat 251 – below left) and D Collon First Impressions 1987 (no. 274 – below right) 

PERIOD & DATE  1500-1400 

Many Common and a handful of Elaborate style Mitanni seals made their way to the Aegean at the time the Mycenaeans were 
extending their engagement, not simply with the Near East but reaching into Central Asia and beyond: Perati Seal A1 is clearly 
based on Syrian 1:2-scene seals, except that the usual double scene is merged into one slightly less high than the main one, 
with the dividing guilloche dropped down and used as a ground line instead. The lion- bull confrontation (sadly damaged) 
continues the Syrian type seen under ForAtt-21, and a winged youth with lion paws and tail wearing a Libyan kilt stands on (or 
over) them, holding aloft two spindly lion-eagle demons with asses’ ears (compare the style of these hybrids under ForAtt-18, 
Ill. 9-200 to appreciate the Mitanni ‘take’ on these hybrids, which demonizes them). The symmetrical saluting bearded and long-
haired helmeted figures with bull hooves – one with a sword at his belt - have bull-tails and a long, curled hair lock down their 
back, like the athletes in the previous entry (c.f. also the perfectly circular curls with the last seal of ForAtt-19).  

 
They clutch or step over two antelopes under a Mitanni-type Sun (winged with double row of feathers). All three figures wear 
penis sheaths and back apron secured by a wasp-waist belt. As with the dog behind the table on the Karashamb/Trialeti goblets 
the antelope twisting round the back leg of the supporter on the left must be counted another very early attempt to depict one 
figure behind another. Two 8-petalled Ishtar flowers, two 6-pointed stars and a floating head facing outwards indicate the 
astronomical level at which to read the scene (see the Iconography Section commentary). A drawing of the seal giving sharper 
definition appears at Ill.9- 63 and a detail of the Forward Attack group at Ill. 9-162). 

The unprovenanced haematite cylinder seal below left (Louvre A1177) bought in Salamis but likely to originate in Enkomi where 
another seal like it was purchased – Aruz fig. 439 Beiheft 713- has the same poetic mood and balletic movement that puts it in 
the Mitanni family. More than that, Aruz thinks the style of contrasting smooth plumped bodies with the sharp parallel lines used 
in the wing detail of all seals in the Melissa Sub-Group, named after a closely similar seal from Phlamoudi near Melissa, Cyprus 
(ibid.-fig. 437, repeated below right – note the bird interposed between lion and prey), indicates local Cypriote workmanship. 

 

 
 

                                                                 
13 Joan Aruz Marks of Distinction: Seals and Cultural Exchange Between the Aegean and the Orient (Corpus of Minoan and Mycenaean Seals CMS 

Beiheft 7) 2008 Mainz-am-Rhein 
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ForAtt - 26 

FINDSPOT Near waist area of buried warrior- in pit grave within Tholos tomb at Vapheio, 10 miles 
south of Sparta 

ON ARTEFACT Ring bezel 

MATERIAL Badly worn steatite, set in bronze ring 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Athens Museum 1802 

PUBLISHED IN CMS I -253 

PERIOD & DATE Late Helladic I/II 1500-1450 

In the crudeness of its execution and material, this ring clearly fits in with the near eastern prototypes of earlier entries using 
upreared lion and standing bull (a design problem often leading to differences of size between the two). It is but one of some 28 
seals found round the body of a warrior-king inside a stone-lined grave along with other rich funeral goods - described in the 
main text. The disjunct composition of upright lion and submissive lowered head of the bull - along with the use of steatite 
(rather than carnelian), count this item as one of the earliest Mycenaean rings, both in its humble material and Levantine mode 
of honouring The Goddess (quite unlike the later, and better known, gold mythological rings - of which there was one in the 
Vapheio tomb, but outside the main burial – see SEAL GROUP STUDY 5 (Ill.9- )). The forward kick of the lion on the bezel is 
repeated by the lion in the Forward Attack on the Kinik figured bowl of ForAtt-30, and with increased vehemence on the 
Mycenaean seals following next. 

The same attack stance and palm tree backdrop link it to another more fully worked example (below right) found in the tholos 
tomb at Anthea, Messenia (Krszkowska Aegean Seals no. 487), though here the bull must be a cow, since it is giving suck: it 
serves to bring out more strongly the Vapheio ring’s crudity and age (possibly passed from by earlier generations). 

  

 

 

Such a compositional group could have come direct from Syria or have been borrowed, directly or indirectly, from the Hittites14. 
See, for instance, the seal of Ini-Teššub, King of Karkemish below, found at Ras Shamra and now in the Damascus Museum15, 
showing a similar group of bull with lowered head and upreared lioness (glossed by the flower of Ishtar). In this rendering, Hittite 
Gods in human form stand on their animals or mountain cones, with the God Baal-Teššub standing on the Bull and spearing the 
lion, the griffin above indicating this to be more than a hunting scene.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
14 See E Devecchi ‘The International Relations of Hatti’s Syrian Vassals – or How to Make the Best of Things’ in B Eder et al. (eds) Policies of Exchange: 

Poitical Systems and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 2015 117-126 
15 First published by C F-A Schaeffer in Ugaritica III 1956 fig.33 (the volume concentrating particularly on Hittite relations with Ras Shamra); the full tablet on 

which it appears (above left) is illustrated in M Al-Ush Concise Guide to the National Museum of Damascus fig.3/p.20. 
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ForAtt -26f 
On another Ras Shamra seal from Minet el-Beida (RasShamCatII-302, below left) in a twist on the usual formula, the prey of 
the upreared lion are the two horses pulling a rider and chariot (which one could compare with the much later Darius seal 
illustrated in the main text (Error! Reference source not found., BM89132) and the similar Forward Attack on the Alexander 
Sarcophagus (ForAtt-55). In WardCat-153 (below right, of black serpentine) the charioteer twists round from the back of the 
chariot to aim his arrow at the lion attacking his horses.  

  
The seals from later Mycenaean sites on this page show the continuity of the Forward Attack in ‘Vapheio mode’ of the ring in our 
main entry – often still featuring the forward kick of the lion’s one back leg towards the prey. The oval agate seal below is from 
the Menidi Tholos at Acharnes in Attica (CMS I-388) in which the burial included ivories (including a lyre); glass ornaments, 
stone vases and some gold jewellery (see DIVERSIONS on the Mycenaeans’ access to metals, ivory and glass in the main text). 

  
Enough remains of the bull’s head on the seal above to be able to see how its neck arches right back over its back: this feature 
is again the emphasis on the stag under attack from a similar narrow-snouted lion on the next, unprovenanced, agate lentoid 
seal in the Munich Münzsammlung (CMS XI-169) – which we noted has that mood of exaggerated pathos favoured on Mitanni 
seals (as on Seal 2 of the Erlenmeyer collection - ForAtt-24, last seal bottom right)). This single point of comparison between 
Mitanni design and Mycenaean seals must prove some kind of sharing between them. This is borne out by a further 
unprovenanced agate lentoid (CMS V.S1B-92, below right) in the Naples Archaeological Museum - which also owns the last 
seal under ForAtt-23: 

    
With the same square outline for the lion’s open mouth and thin jaw, compare below left a sealing from Knossos (CMS II,8-334, 
- shown in the Catalogue D table of Knossos lion-prey seals) and (below centre and right) a lentoid from Grave 40 at Armeni, 
Crete (CMS V-265, Khania Museum), the collapsed bull picking up on another obvious strand of near eastern influence (c.f. 
ForAtt-5/23). 
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ForAtt - 27 

FINDSPOT Knossos, South House 

ON ARTEFACT Pieces of plaque 

MATERIAL Ivory (griffin’s eye socket would have been inlaid with another material) 

PRESENT LOCATION Herakleion Museum 

PUBLISHED IN Palace of Minos II,1 p.388/drwg fig.222 (photos Supplementary Pl.XIX) 

PERIOD & DATE Destroyed during the destruction of the palaces 1500-1450 

Whether a Forward Attack or not, as a curiosity of early date (as far as Mycenaean history goes) we give a full entry to the 
remains of the plaque found during the original excavations at Knossos at the South House flanking the Corridor of Processions 
(see main text to Ill.9- ). It was described by Evans as a fragment of a griffin attacking a bull, and the caption to his fig. 222a 
says ‘the bird’s talon grasps a bull-leg’ while fig. 222c is described as ‘another bull fragment’ (hard to see). The bird head from 
the side (photo below) looks more like a duck16, but from above (top half of 222a) like the feathered crest of an eagle. 

 
The drawings show  inaccuracies compared to the photos 

 
View of bird’s beak and crest from above, next to talon 
gripping a bovine leg (c.f. drawing, left) 

 
Photos in PM II,1 Supplementary Plate.XIX 

Being roughly dateable to the start of the independent Mycenaean era, we contrast it with a roughly contemporary piece of lion 
mane in high-relief stucco from Knossos (PM II,1 pp332/3 and fig.188, below) - with hole for peg attachment to the wall (there 
was another fragment of part of a lion’s leg). They probably fell through to the Shrine of the Double Axes (Ill.9-  shows Evans’ 
photo of the damaged shrine). When intact, the idea is that the lion was not alone and likely to have been associated with a bull 
- Evans himself noted: ‘On the fragment of mane are traces of what appears to be part of another animal which the lion has 
seized: a wild goat perhaps, if not a bull’. We have little to go on! 

 
The plaster fragments call to mind the Treasury of Atreus relief fragments (photos author) in the British Museum (below, already 
shown under BaLu-34) that to me point to a former lion-bull confrontation either side of the triangular tympanum at the entrance 
to the tomb (the left-hand piece surely shows a lion mane and soft muzzle, not a bull head, and note each is carved in a 
different material). Though the Treasury is traditionally dated to two centuries later, I contend these fragments could have shown 
a lion-bull stand-off confrontation of the type prevalent in the Near East at least a century earlier (as on ForAtt-21).  

  

                                                                 
16 The beak is like that on the griffin on the fragmentary Megiddo Ivory shown in ForAtt-34, bottom row left) 
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ForAtt - 28 

FINDSPOT Palace archive, Nuzi 

ON ARTEFACT Cuneiform tablet 

MATERIAL Clay 

EXCAVATION REF. HSS XIV 265:A (L6)  

PRESENT LOCATION Shared between Harvard University Semitic Museum and Iraq Museum 

PUBLISHED IN D Stein ‘Mythologische Inhalte der Nuzi-Glyptik’ in V Haas (ed.) Hurriter und 
Hurritisch Konstanz 1988,173-209 fig.23 

PERIOD & DATE  1450-1350 

Nuzi came to the fore as part of the Mitanni Empire, then reverted to its local Diyala traditions after the Hittites overcame the 
Mitanni and left the Kassites to rule Babylon. Although the seals below mainly follow Old Babylonian and Classic Syrian models, 
their iconography usually has the idiosyncratic inclusions of the Mitanni Gestalt. Though the proportion of lion-prey groups in the 
entire Nuzi archive is not high – perhaps because of alternative Hurrian iconographies for Shaushka/Ishtar, most of the main 
types of Forward Attack already attested in earlier entries show up. The seal below has the familiar 1:2 layout with two lion-bull 
confrontations, the upper with a calf between and the lower (once more iconoclastically defaced at the heads), possibly with a 
fish between them. Teššub/Baal and priestess stand either side of a fire altar under the Venus flower, seemingly duplicating the 
worshipper and lama priestess also placed sideways as dividers - either side of Venus’ mirror - in place of a guilloche. 

 
The two seals below follow the standard formula of the typical Old Babylonian Syrian seal, with similar cast of figures. The one 
below left from Ras Shamra (Ugaritica III fig.46) has audience scene figures taking up the full height on one side, and in the 
split zones two goats either side of a palm and Forward Attack beneath with the familiar Sumerian-type collapsed prey17. The 

seal below right from the Šilwa-Teššub Archive (Stein NuziCat 800) has the same layout, this time with upreared lion and ibex 
accompanied by two Ishtar flowers. (Here the God holding the Seven-Star may be a rare humanised embodiment of The Sibitti. 

  
The OB fully upright type of lion-prey confrontation is rarer on Nuzi seals: on the odd example like Stein NuziCat-411 below, 
the field is divided into two halves of equal height as usual in Elaborate Style Mitanni mode, with the confrontation group (note 
again the bird between them) set against a ‘heraldic unit’ of winged, uraeus-helmeted attendants with curled hairlocks nestling in 
the nape of their necks holding up the double-layered winged Sun standard, as in ForAtt-25 or Ill.9- 65 top right.  

 
Compare these with the seal above right (PierMorCat-713) classed as ‘Late Middle Assyrian’ with lozenge and Forward Attack 
to refer to Venus which I would class as ‘Proto-Middle Assyrian’ since its stylistic origins in Nuzi and Kassite styles is still plain. 

                                                                 
17 E Gübel, however, in ‘Amurru, Ṣumur (Tell Kazel) and the Mitanni: New Perspectives’ in P Matthiae et al (eds) Proceedings of the 1st International 

Congress on the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East Vol.1 Rome 2000 573-584, says this seal comes from Tell Kazel (Area II) – his fig. 3 . It either 
means it is a duplicate, or that it is stamped on correspondence from Ugarit. 
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ForAtt - 29 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Haematite 

BM SealCat ref. BMPorCollCat-MiE4  

PRESENT LOCATION British Museum Department of the Middle East BM 89783 

PUBLISHED IN E Porada ‘Die Siegelzylinder-Abrollung auf der Amarna-Tafel BM29841 im British 
Museum’ AfO XXV 1975 132-142, fig.2a/b/WardCat-1003 

PERIOD & DATE  1400-1300 

The double-register Mitanni seal below was brought in by Edith Porada as supporting material to help make sense of the 
remains of a sealing on a badly abraded Amarna tablet in the British Museum whose design is reproduced bottom row left (its 
position on the full tablet is given in Ill.9- ). On the lower register a lion strides over a bull to confront a second bull with lowered 
head and a pair of winged and helmeted sphinxes float above them. Next to them is a pair of ibex either side of a typical Nuzi-
type tree of life, the groups separated from each other by a poorly delineated double-headed demon. Ordinarily these two 
groups would have taken up a split level each to one side of a 2:1 seal but here they are spread out, with the scene above 
presenting Ishtar clothed and unclothed as glossed by the animal groups beneath. On the one side is the horned Goddess with 
lowered wings, with attendants wearing robes with a line of circles down the centre - and on the other men with bordered robes 
and helmets stand either side of the Goddess unclothed as mistress of the beasts – now with wings outspread. We will come 
back to the badly defined figure between the two men in a third group on the left in the Iconography Section. 

 
Porada matched the goddess with lowered wings to the remains of a similar figure on the Amarna tablet which has on it a short 
letter from Tushratta to kings of Canaan18 concerning safe passage of a messenger (below left, her figs 1a/b) which appears 
twice on the repeat of the seal’s roll, again flanked by two other figures. Very little of any sealing text remains, other than a 
Dingir sign)in the four narrow columns separated on either side by a wider column showing the bottom part of a figure with a 
entwined pair of snakes for legs, also with lowered wings. The faint remains of a lion-prey attack appears in a separate panel 
underneath (probably a Rear Attack – only one lion and some horns can be picked up in the left-hand rectangle). 

  
Porada matches the two twisted-serpent-women to one on another seal in the British Museum, BM 89332 (above right, her 
fig.6) - where the identity of the double-headed demon is more clearly delineated – of the type found at sites such as Gonurdepe 
in Central Asia. To make fuller sense of this figure in both ForAtt-22 and this entry we will follow the iconography of the Snake 
Lady and her juxtaposition to the lion-prey group in relation to several other seals in the Iconography Section.  

                                                                 
18 Text given in W Moran The Amarna Letters Baltimore and London 1992, Letter no. EA30 p.100 
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ForAtt - 30 

FINDSPOT Kulaksiz dam construction area near Kinik village, Kastamonu region, Turkey (north of Hattusas) 

ON ARTEFACT Figured bowl (vessel type VIB), one in a large hoard of mostly plainer vessels 

MATERIAL Silver-bronze alloy 

EXCAVATION REF. Not clear whether the bowl and other vessels came from a tomb, temple or storeroom 

PRESENT LOCATION Kastamonou Museum  

MUSEUM REF. No. 946  

PUBLISHED IN K Emre & A Çinaroglu ‘A Group of Metal Hittite Vessels from Kinik-Kastamonu’ in M Mellinck & E 
Porada (eds) Nimet O ̈zgu ̈c ̧'e Armag ̆an : Aspects of art and iconography, Anatolia and its 
neighbors : studies in honor of Nimet O ̈zgu ̈c ̧ Ankara 1993 675-705 + plates (detail pl. 138)  

PERIOD & DATE  1400-1300 

INSCRIPTION:                       TAPRAMMI, HIGH OFFICIAL, DEDICATES THIS BOWL [TO] TO THE SCRIBE-GOD [= NABU-MERCURY] 
     (paraphrase of word-for-word translation of the Hittite Hieroglyphs made by J D Hawkins in the same publication pp 715-17) 

According to the authors cited above, this shallow bowl ‘is unique in the Kastamonu group and in all Anatolia for the period to 
which it belongs’. Viewed from the outside in their colour photo below (the Forward Attack on it is arrowed (with b/w close-up top 
right), the bowl decoration fills four expanding circumference zones around a rosette at its base (the rolled out, drawn version is 
given in Ill. 9-152). The first level outwards consists of three pairs of griffins either side of stylised trees of life, while the thin 
border at the rim has the Hittite hieroglyphic inscription given above (its translation is commented on in the Art History Section). 

                                                                          

 

 

 

The register immediately under the inscription shows a dramatic hunt scene with one hunter standing by a stylized tree of life 
with decoy stag on a lead watching a cavalcade of stags and ibex running and falling in all possible contorted positions (see 
drawing, Ill. 9-152Error! Reference source not found.) - for the shared Mycentaean interest in contorted animals (most often 
used in lion-prey groups or with single animals on seals) compare the fire-blackened ivory above right from Mycenae (House of 
Shields– Athens Museum 7400)19 .  

Finally, in the strip beneath the hunt three lion-attack groups appear - one of them in Forward Attack mode – interspersed by 
two individual Hittite spearsmen confronting either a boar or stag (drawn below). We analyse the narrative decoration in relation 
to other Hittite metal rhyta iconography (e.g. Ill.9- ) in the commentaries in due course: suffice it to note here that the forward 
kick of the lion’s back leg repeats that found on not only on the Vapheio Warrior ring bezel sealing but is also used on the seal 
of King Ini-Teššub of Karkemish (both under ForAtt-26) – and repeated on other Mycenaean seals, as seen in the same entry. 

 
                                    

                                                                 
19 From the Mycenae Archive: illustrated in E B French Mycenae: Agamemnon’s Capital London 2002 
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ForAtt - 31 

FINDSPOT Thebes, Egypt – Tomb of Tutankhamun 

ON ARTEFACT Cosmetic jar 

MATERIAL Painted alabaster 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Cairo Museum 

PUBLISHED IN Howard Carter and A C Mace The Tomb of Tutankhamen London 1923-33  pl.LI 

PERIOD & DATE  1360-1330 

We already showed in Catalogue D (under BaLu-32 and BaLu-35) how often the lion-prey group appears on items of 
Tutankhamun’s grave goods in the International Style, amongst them this cosmetic jar which is usually photographed from the 
front. However, this telling Forward Attack appears on the back, bearing out exactly from the life how the lion aims for the 
jugular in the neck in order to paralyse the bull: 

 
We can include in this entry Levantine items loosely connected with the International Style of the 1300s: below left on the ivory 
Baton de Commande of a local ruler from Ras Shamra (OIP LII pl.xxii, 125) - already featured for its Belly Landing (Belland-11 - 
upside down on the top row below) - has on the next facet (second row below) two Forward Attacks, one in stand-off mode.  

 
 

Above right is a Syro-Hittite sealing from Emar discussed by Beyer20 ‘which shows the Forward Attack as part of the popular Old 
Syrian 2:1 arrangement (with worshipper and Hittite hieroglyphs on the upper register) set against the full-height Hittite Stag 
God standing on his steed and holding up his falcon. Indicating the push and pull between Hittittes and Mitanni, in other periods 
Emar produced Mitanni Common-Style-type sealings, but this one adopts the same cross-fertilisation between Levantine and 
Hittite imagery as seen in the previous entry on the Kinik bowl - not seen on other Hittite metal rhyta discussed later. 

                                                                 
20 D Beyer ‘Émar et Ougarit:: réflexions sur la glyptique de deux villes de Syrie du Nord vers la fin de l’âge de bronze’ in A Caubet (ed) De Chypre à la 

Bactriane Paris 1997 (fig.4) 
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ForAtt - 32 

FINDSPOT Unprovenanced, but since in Berlin, likely to be from A ur 

ON ARTEFACT Cylinder seal 

MATERIAL Chalcedony 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Private Collection, on loan to the Vorderasiatische Museum, Berlin 

MUSEUM REF. VA 655  

PUBLISHED IN A Moortgat Vorderasiatische Rollsiegel  Berlin 1940 no.630/ClerqCat. I pl.xxxii, 344 

PERIOD & DATE                                                                                                                                               1400-1300 

The main entry below is judged to show the style used in the reign of Adad-Nirari, one of the earliest Middle Assyrian kings to 
wrest power from the Mitanni. Yet the equal-armed cross standing for Shamash alongside the other symbols for the planets 
places its style as border-line Kassite, and the eagle flying in at a diagonal links it directly to the Marlik seal under ForAtt-23). It  

  
reintroduces the Mesopotamian theme of the suckling cow as prey, sometimes seen on Early Dynastic seals, and an attack on a 
vulnerable calf or kid on its own becomes a favourite theme on Middle Assyrian seals (below centre and under the next entry). 

Below left is a 14C Middle Assyrian seal design (PierMorCat -604E, unprovenanced) typical in the plainness of its layout, like 
the others with astronomical signs limited to crescent and/or star. The stance of the lion is the standard attack model from early 
Sumerian tradition with front legs akimbo, whilst the swoop of the collapsing bull with legs balletically distributed (as on the 
centre example) retains an elegance familiar in the International Style. The unprovenanced central seal looks like an unfinished  

   
early Neo-Assyrian seal (with its inclusion of the Sibitti) and repeats the stance of the Pierpoint Morgan lion and bull exactly but 
with a calf inserted between them (Muscarella21  No.79 - photo Royal Ontario Museum Boyle), possibly meaning it is a fake). 
The unprovenanced seal above right (PierMorCat -598E) betrays its design lineage in several ways:  

 the attacking lion, as on many  Middle Assyrian seals, is replaced by an Anzu-type Mitanni dragon with lion face only; 

 the bull is collapsed forward as on some Sumerian seals under ForAtt-5 - or the main seal of  ForAtt-20; 

 most diagnostic of all, the worshipper kneels like ‘Marlik man’ in the second Caspian-style seal in ForAtt-23. 

Many provenanced Middle Assyrian sealings come from Tell-Rimah, and two papers usefully cataloguing them were written by 
Barbara Parker22. Many use the same ingredients as the seal above left - with variations on the type of prey - but one or two 
have the more unusual upright approach as if following on from a cylinder seal in the Mitanni level (below left,her fig.32 in the 
first paper) seen in the Middle Assyrian designs (below centre and right - her figs 1&7 (TR 101/TR2015) in the second paper): 

 

 

 

 

 

The neck-bite had been a feature of the International Style (see ForAtt-31) – going back to the Ebla seals of Ill.9- 17/Ill.9- 18, in 
turn based on Old Babylonian seals - or the 2M MK Egyptian iconography that inspired earlier Eblan examples (ForAtt-10/11). 

                                                                 
21 O Muscarella (ed) Ladders to Heaven (E Borowski  Collection, Lands of the Bible Foundation exhibition, Royal Ontario Museum Ontario 1981 
22 B Parker (i)‘Cylinder Seals from Tell al-Rimah’ Iraq XXXVII 1975 21-38 and pls x-xvii;  (ii) ‘Middle Assyrian Seal Impressions from Tell al-Rimah’ Iraq XXXIX 

1977 257-268 and pls xv-xxx. Other aspects of the excavations at this site were publishedin Iraq by Saggs & Wiseman, D Oates and J D Hawkins in Vols 29-34. 
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ForAtt - 33 

FINDSPOT A ur 

ON ARTEFACT Sealing 

MATERIAL Clay 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Vorderasiatische Museum Berlin 

MUSEUM REF. VA 8779  

PUBLISHED IN A Moortgat Vorderasiatische Rollsiegel  Berlin 1940/Herzfeld23 Abb.57  

PERIOD & DATE Reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I 1300-1200 

As the influence of the International Style fades, in the following century the heroic figure often takes centre stage, beginning in 
a straightforward way as in our main example below left (here with the boar as prey, usually more common in Eurasian cultures) 
rated by Porada as Kassite! The unprovenanced agate seal below right is interesting for its depiction of the zebu calf and the 
somewhat old-fashioned six-locked wild-man Gilgamesh of earlier tradition, frontally facing (E Williams-Forte24 no. 48).  

  
As well as incorporating Mitanni and Caspian seal motifs, seals start to show a more carefully worked figure for the hero with 
well-defined hair and beard grooming, dress and physique, as in the unprovenanced seal below left (PierMorCat-607E), later to 
be perfected in the robed Neo-Assyrian male type (certainly a contrast to the semi-nude slim Mitanni ideal). The winged Anzu-
type dragon - a Mitanni-inspired creature since its early appearance in Syria on the Ebla basin (ForAtt-14) on other seals is 
joined by other forbears of fully-fledged Neo-Assyrian hybrids such as the griffin-headed apkallu seen on the last seal of the 
previous entry, or the winged centaur wielding bow and arrow, also depicted on the Kassite boundary stone of Ill. 9-377/169. As 
a curiosity we show below right the scribe’s seal dedicated to Nabu25 from the time of Tukulti-Ninurta I where, unusually, the 
attacking monitor lizard has no lion hybridisation at all. 

  
The theme of the hero protecting a calf from the lion as repeated through the Neo-Assyrian into the Neo-Babylonian periods, is 
summed up by two unprovenanced chalcedony seals, the first, Middle Assyrian (below left - Wiseman26 no.63 - - BM 89023), 
the second Neo-Babylonian (below right - Muscarella op.cit  No. 105, photo ROM), dating to any time between 1000 and 700. 

  

                                                                 
23 E Herzfeld ‘Die Kunst des Zweiten Jahrtausends in Vorderasian (I. Teil)’ Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran VII 1936 103-160 + pls 
24 E Williams-Forte Ancient Near Eastern Seals from the Moore Collection (Metropolitan Museum of Art brochure) New York 1976 
25 K Deller ‘Das Siegel des Schreibers A ur- umii-Asbat, Sohn des Ribate’ Baghdader Mitteilungen 1982  
26 D J Wiseman Cylinder Seals of Western Asia London  1959  [In this book Wiseman pioneered the illustration of highly magnified views of seals to make 

their wonders more clearly appreciable – opening up new vistas in the history of their art which has barely begun.] 
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ForAtt - 34 

FINDSPOT Lachish, cache in shrine of structure III of Fosse Temple 

ON ARTEFACT Cylindrical cup 

MATERIAL Ivory tusk section 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem 

MUSEUM REF. 36.1836  

PUBLISHED IN O Tufnell et al. Lachish II: The Fosse Temple London 1940 p. 62/pls xviiia/b; R D Barnett 
QEDEM 14 pl.21b; C Decamps de Mertzenfeld Ivoires Phéniciens Paris 1954 pl.IV/V 17a/b 

PERIOD & DATE  1300-1200 

Since this cylindrical ivory cup is from a temple context it could well have been hidden in the cache to avoid its looting during the 
shrine’s destruction c. 1200, no doubt by the ‘Sea Peoples’ (many associated ivory pieces were badly burnt). Despite the loss of 
about a fifth of the design vertically, enough remains for us to make out that the double-register decoration features a ‘stand-off’ 
Forward Attack on the top register (with the remains of a Back Lunge next to it), and a more engaged neck-bite version of the 
Forward Attack on the lower register also, next to the pair of confronted bulls. Two birds fit into the small gaps between. 

  

The Megiddo ivories27 date from roughly the same period: we showed under ForAtt-31 all four facets of the Canaanite bâton de 
commande evidently owned by a local petty ruler during the period of the International Style who, although himself portrayed 
wearing Egyptian accoutrements, chose for its main embellishment hunting and animal combat scenes with bowman, including 
stand-off and direct-contact Forward Attacks on the facet below (de Mertzenfeld Ivoires 305c). Another Megiddo piece with the  

 
same cultural mix is the fragment of a vase (approx. 14cm in diameter, below left) decorated in four registers (Ishtar rosettes at 
the bottom - backed by painted red band inside - and the lower part of a robed figure at the top), then a row of Bes figures on 
the second register and what remains of a bull attacked by a duck-beaked griffin on the widest ribbon (only the beak28 and paws 
show - de Mertzenfeld Ivoires 315). The excavation report29 says it was found in a house opening onto a street by a gate (ibid. 
plan, fig. 413 - room 4000). Finally two Forward Attack ivories from Samaria30 were clearly intended as insets in palace furniture 
at the time of Ahab’s famed ‘Ivory House’ (below top right - BBCat 65b) and (below bottom right - de Mertzenfeld Ivoires 121). 

 

 

 

                                                                 
27 Described as a body of ivories in G Loud The Megiddo Ivories Chicago 1939 
28 The duck-like beak is the same as on the griffin ivory remains from Knossos South House shown in ForAtt-27 (the photo is more reliable than the drawing) 
29 G Loud (ed.) Megiddo II: Seasons 1935-39 (OIP LXII) Chicago 1948 pl. 204,3 
30 First published in J W & G M Crowfoot Early ivories from Samaria London 1938 pl.X nos 1&3 
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ForAtt - 35 

FINDSPOT Paphos, Cyprus, NW zone of Aphrodite Temple precinct 

ON ARTEFACT Wavy-line storage pithos 1.5m high, decorated with one continuous cylinder seal rolling on the neck 

MATERIAL Clay 

EXCAVATION REF. TA 415  

PRESENT LOCATION Paphos local museum 

PUBLISHED IN F G Maier ‘Ausgrabungen in Alt-Paphos 1975’ Archäologischer Anzeiger 1977: description of 
Heiligtum I context pp 279-85/photos of pithos and sealing figs 10-12 

PERIOD & DATE  c.1400-1200 

A confrontational Forward Attack (below top centre) repeats round the neck of a huge Late Bronze Age pithos (below top left) 
found in the Aphrodite Sacred Temenos at Paphos (the coastal bay in west Cyprus reputed to be the birthplace of Aphrodite). 
The figures of the two animals are primitively exaggerated, such that the bull’s lowered neck is outsize and it has a long horn. 
This level, named ‘Heiligtum I’ probably founded c.1200, lay immediately under the Roman ruins of ‘Heiligtum II’, suggesting to 
Maier ibid. from the succession of pottery sherds that the original precinct was in uninterrupted use from its founding in 
Mycenaean times until the Romans rebuilt the site, probably destroying intervening levels there may have been in the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Detail of the diadem repeating motif     

The huge pithos was evidently of ritual importance and may have held water (or even wine). Unusually - but not surprisingly, 
given who the honoured Goddess was - its vertical neck was decorated with the continuously rolled seal 5cm high (older than 
the archaeology of the site, consisting of sphinx and another bird either side of a tree, two small pards in the middle zone and 
confronted bull and lion on the bottom register (with apologies for the poor reproduction in the closeup above top centre, one 
can just discern the bull with lowered horns and confronting lion, and a winged sphinx over the lion’s back). A gold strip diadem 
embossed thirteen times with miniature Forward Attacks in vertical strips (lower row above) was found in one of three Late 
Cypriote II graves in Yeroskipou village in the Old Paphos district (H-G Buchholz31)- from which it would be tempting to jump to 
the conclusion it belonged to a local priestess at the same temple – similar graves found there had Mycenaean pottery in them. 

We contrast with these two finds from Cyprus – an island open to both Levantine and Mycenaean influence at this time - a less 
well-known ivory mirror handle of the type commonly in use in Cyprus under the Mycenaens (above top right). Again, not 
surprisingly for a piece of equipment for woman’s beautification, it is decorated with a damaged Forward Attack (the other side 
has a Cross-Over Attack, in better condition - de Mertzenfeld Ivoires 791/Murray32 pl.II no. 402 - who does not illustrate this 
damaged side). Significantly, we noted in Murray’s pl.IV a number of Nuzi-type seals found during these Enkomi excavations– 
including his no. 606 (above centre) which has a Forward Attack on the top register of a typical 2:1 split-level Mitanno-Syrian-
type seal and peacock-crested griffin below in Rear Attack mode on mouflon prey  - with apologies for the poor reproduction, the 
best that can be done from smudgy originals. 

                                                                 
31 H-G Buchholz (with V Karageorghis on the Cypriote pieces) ‘Agäische Funde und Kultureinflüsse in den Randgebeiten des Mittelmeers’ Archäologischer 

Anzeiger 1974 p.389/fig.49, mentioned again in Ugarit, Zypern und Ägäis (AOAT 261) Münster 1999 Abb.94b/e 
32E. T. Turner bequest to the British Museum Excavations in Cyprus: I: A S Murray ‘Excavations at Enkomi ‘ London 1900 
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ForAtt - 36 

FINDSPOT Khrysochou village necropolis, Paphos District, Cyprus  

ON ARTEFACT Black-on-red flagon 

MATERIAL Painted clay 

EXCAVATION REF. Looted, purchased by the museum  

PRESENT LOCATION Cyprus Museum, Nicosia 

MUSEUM REF. 1973/XII-7/1  

PUBLISHED IN V Karageorghis ‘Kypriaca I(c)’ in Report of the Dept of Antiquities Cyprus 1974 Nicosia 
1974  67-74, pls XI-XIV 

PERIOD & DATE Pictorial style, Cypro-Geometric III (author’s date) 1350-1100 (my date) 

Though sadly without precise context (being a looted item, secured at least by museum purchase) this jug is of great interest in 
its juxtaposition of three common CANEA groups on a provincial artefact, analysed in the main text (Ill. 9-154) - which in 
Karageorghis’ estimation (being unaware of the CANEA cycle) ‘do not seem to be connected in any way with one another’ – 
though they are. It shows a feasting scene flanked on one side by a Forward Attack (below left top) and palm tree supported by 
sphinxes on the other (compare the long-standing precedents going as far back, for instance, as the plaques under ForAtt-8). 

 

 

 

 

Karageorghis judge d the flagon to be contemporary with a large amphora also found at Khrysochou showing chariots and 
horse-riders painted round its neck in the same style (Ill. 9-140) and he also drew parallels with the feasting scene on the 
Hubbard Amphora (illustrated in his fig. 7) originally published by Dikaios (BSA XXXVII 1936—37 62ff). Looking at the rendition 
of the sphinxes and ‘punk’ hairstyle of the two men it looks as if it was made for a local Canaanite (ex-Sea People?) princeling 
by local craftsman with Levantine roots. Karageorghis compares details of the ritual with those on the Ayia Triadha 
sarcophagus, another reason why we place the Khrysochou jug (and amphora) to an earlier period than his estimate of the 8C 
BC, aligning them with Mycenaean Pictorial Style kraters found all over the Levant, including Cyprus itself (as in (Ill. 9-129).  
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ForAtt – 37 
 

FINDSPOT Syria, Carchemish temple palace, Herald’s Wall 

ON ARTEFACT Orthostat 

MATERIAL Limestone 

ORTHOSTAT NO. A Gilibert Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and Archaeology of Performance Berlin 2011 -  No.46 

PRESENT LOCATION Ankara Museum 

MUSEUM REF. No. 9668  

PUBLISHED IN C. Leonard Woolley & T. E. Lawrence Carchemish: report on the excavations at Djerablus on 
behalf of the British Museum (3 vols) 1914-1952 – Vol II pl.B-13a;  

PERIOD & DATE  1000-900 

Originally on the banks of the Euphrates, Carchemish is positioned at a strategic cross-road point linking Anatolia, Eurasia and 
North Syria, the strongest candidate as the first petty kingdom to build a palace complex decorated on its outer courtyard walls 
with stela-like orthostats decorated in relief, many despite overall Hittite influence still using traditional motifs from the CANEA 
(see also the panel from this site in Catalogue C: The Rear Attack). The Forward Attack below is unusual in showing a horse 
standing on the bull-prey, strongly hinting at Indo-European adaptation. In later history the sideways silhouette of a bull (as if 
with one horn) merged with the horse is probably the origin of the Unicorn  - as, for instance, on the British Royal Coat of Arms. 

 
The founding of Tell Halaf matches Carchemish in date, its public exterior walls decorated along similar ‘mission statement’ lines 
and on which lion-prey groups of nearly every type appear (see, for instance, Catalogue G: The Crossover Attack). The 
Forward Attack panel below (M F Oppenheim Tell Halaf Berlin 1943-62 Vol. III (edited by A Moortgat) pl.69a: Orthostat A3-112) 
- at wall inset 3 on the main plan - shows a lion neck-biting a stag in the upright position. Like the horse on the Carchemish 
panel above, the stag can also be a substitute for the bull, pointing again to Hittite preferences. 
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ForAtt - 38 
 

FINDSPOT Nimrud, NW Palace, Room AB 

ON ARTEFACT Metal bowl 

MATERIAL ‘copper alloy’ 

BM OBJECT REF. WCO23992  

PRESENT LOCATION British Museum, Middle East Department 

MUSEUM REF. N29  

PUBLISHED IN Layard Monuments of Nineveh II  pl.60 

PERIOD & DATE  900-700 

Classified as ‘Syrianising’, this is one of a cluster of bowls found together, decorated by sedate bull or gazelle processions 
round the rim and raised centre, with a third, middle register showing more lively interaction between griffins, ibex, bulls, 
panthers and lions (in the latter case in a Rear Attack with Forward Attack immediately next to it). 

                                                                       

 
Given the long and unbroken history between Assyria and Syria since the early 2M, It is not surprising that the motif also 
continued to be a favourite subject on the ivories used at Nimrud for pyxides or furniture cladding, as seen in pieces in the Iraq 
Museum from Fort Shalmaneser, Rm SW37, more or less taken at random from Georgina Herrmann’s Nimrud Ivories IV,2: 

 
PL.170 no. 689 

 
PL 168, no.684 

 
PL.172 no. 700 

 
PL.172 no. 694 

 
PL.172 no. 698 
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ForAtt - 39 

FINDSPOT Nimrud, Northwest Palace of Aššurnasirpal II, room G 

ON ARTEFACT Incised representation of embroidery on robe fringe, ‘King and Genie’ orthostat 

MATERIAL Gypsum 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Hood Museum, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hants 

MUSEUM REF. S856.3.2 (Gift of Sir Henry Rawlinson) – photo Jeff Nintzel 1985  

PUBLISHED IN J B Stearns Reliefs from the Palace of Ashurnasirpal II (AfO Beiheft 15) 1961 panel G11; 
Layard drawing of Forard Attack embroidery detail for Mon.Nin.I no.lvii  British Museum  

PERIOD & DATE Neo-Assyrian 883-859 

This and similar panels in other museums33 (overpage are closely similar panels in the Berlin & NY Museums) come from Room 
G - a long narrow banqueting/assembly hall north of the courtyard of the NW Palace at Nimrud. Each forms part of a sequence 
of images conveying messages about the power and divine royalty of the king, protected by winged genies and courtiers.  

                                                                                                           

 
                                                                                                                   

    
Detail of border at lower garment fringe (arrowed below) – drawing by Layard for Monuments of Nineveh I pl.48,2 (in the British Museum) 

Even when standing in front of the carved block itself, it is hard to see the incised lion-prey groups in the strips representing 
embroidery (let alone photograph them clearly), but a Forward Attack can be discerned at the lower curve of the fringe on the 
main vertical opening of the king’s robe (lower arrow, photographs above), and two more (one a griffin as predator) appear in 
the border on the king’s shoulder (top arrow, photo/drawing next page). We use enhanced photocopies of Layard’s original faint 
drawings of the groups made for the volume entitled The Monuments of Nineveh I (only later did  he realise it was Nimrud, and 
not Nineveh) now archived in the British Museum. The drawing above shows more clearly how the lion’s right foreleg is raised.  

                                                                 
33 Other than those still in situ (unless since destroyed by Dacesh), these principally comprise the archaeological museums in Baltimore; Berlin; Dresden; 

Edinburgh; Hanover NH; Leningrad; London; Edinburgh; New York k (Metropolitan Museum0  (See captions to Meuszinski ibid. pls 8 & 9). 
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A similar orthostat from the Room G programme in the NW Palace (Stearns slab G16) now in the Berlin Museum (VA 939, 
below left) also has a Forward Attack on the lower border of the vertical opening of the robe (arrowed – corresponding to 
Layard’s drawing below top right). There are also decorations on the sleeve cuffs and shoulder area (one, a Bilateral Attack, is 
flagged up in the next catalogue).  

 

 

 
                  
The apex of a fine shoulder decoration (above lower right) on another royal robe on a different orthostat depicts a kneeling four-
winged genie in Gilgamesh pose holding one back leg of each attacking lion in flying Forward Attacks either side of him (a 
variation on the single attack contrasted by one rearing horse on the Hood Museum version). This is the enhanced drawing 
(Ill.443) in Perriot & Chipiez’ Histoire de l’Art dans l’Antiquité II (Chaldée et Assyrie) Paris 1884 based on Layard’s original 
for Mon.Nin. I pl.9, described as copied from Nimrud orthostat G7 (now in the Metropolitan Museum, NY) - though from 
Layard’s caption looks more likely to be the shoulder embroidery of the king on G8 next to it  (also in the Metropolitan Museum). 
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FINDSPOT Luristan, possibly Surkh Dum 

ON ARTEFACT Belt section (on belt 6cm wide by 51cm long, illustrated in full in the Iconography Section) 

MATERIAL Bronze 

EXCAVATION REF. Bought from a British private collector  

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN R Dussaud ‘Anciens Bronzes du Louristan et Cultres Iraniens’ Syria XXVI 1949 196-229, fig.12 

PERIOD & DATE  1200-800 

From the map given in the main Art History commentary, clearly Surkh Dum lies in one of the Zagros mountain valleys to the 
south-east of Assyria within the mountainous Elamite region bordering Anshan in Persia and, depending on date, one reads the 
use of the Forward Attack stand-off group as either demonstrating continuity of age-old tradition in the province or emulation of 
the at times dominant Assyrian culture to the North-West. For reasons explained in the main text, due to the stronger Iranian 
connections emphasized by Dussaud, the former is more likely. Dussaud in this and an earlier paper often cites similarities 
between Luristan and Tell Halaf or Zinjirli imagery.  

 

Military sheet-metal belts (sewn through small holes onto a leather underlay) were a standard item of kit in northern Iran/Iraq 
and at first sight the detail on a section of the complete bronze belt now in the Detroit Institute of Arts (below, described by E H 
Peck34) suggests Assyrian origins, since conventional CANEA icons are interspersed with scenes of war on horseback. Bought 
from a private collection, we have no precise provenance for it other than that it comes from Urartu, another mountainous 
province to the north of Assyria which succeeded for a short period in carving out its own independence as a separate kingdom. 
But although relying on some Assyrian prototypes, Urartian art retained features unique to its own culture - which might be seen 
in terms of continuity with the former Mitanni. When tested with a similar belt in the same collection, metal analysis of both not 
only revealed the basic combination of copper and tin, but also trace elements of zinc, iron, silver, lead, antimony and arsenic. 

 

                                                                      
This magnificent belt has a huge circular decorated buckle at the front, wholly impractical for war - so deemed to be for use on 
ceremonial occasions only. 

                                                                 
34 E H Peck ‘A Decorated Bronze Belt in the Detroit Institute of Arts’ in E Ehrenberg (ed.) Leaving no Stones Unturned: Essays … in Honor of Donald 

P.Hansen Winona Lake 2002 183-201 
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FINDSPOT Gordion, Phrygia 

ON ARTEFACT Cauldron lid handle 

MATERIAL Wood 

PRESENT LOCATION Athens Museum 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN Bossert Altanatolien Berlin 1942 no.1093, taken from G Körte Gordion : Ergebnisse der 
Ausgrabung im Jahre 1900 Berlin 1904, pl.5 

PERIOD & DATE  850-600 

Our main entry (below left and centre) is an unusual piece from Gordion, showing continued use of the Face Bite type of 
Forward Attack favoured in Syria in the 2M (ForAtt-11). Also from Phrygia (below right) is the long-enduring stand-off version on 
tiles for wall-cladding from Pazarli35, also in Phry gia (below right – Bossert no.1047). In our Art History commentary our colour 
picture shows the decorative programme into which they fitted. It is not much of a leap to understand a regional takeup of the 
design again (only using the heads) for the electrum coins first issued in 6C Lydia by Croesus or the Persians – see ForAtt-51. 

   
Crossing over to Thessaly two frieze sections36 - unusually of sandstone - dug up on the Larisa-Tyrnavos road near a church 
south of Dendra, an hour’s journey to the NW of Larisa37 are the earliest pieces of monumental archaic work from the region 
(Larisa Acropolis Museum EA 3393). It is a more provincial version of a frieze type (8-7C) displaying different types of lion-prey 
attack that later abounded in better form on monuments in Anatolia (especially Lycia), and is probably by a local carver. What 
remains is certainly more clumsily executed than the frieze on the Temple of Athena at Assos in the Troy region of Anatolia of 
later date (ForAtt-46). It should by now be on display at the new Larisa Museum38. The confrontation with boar in its surviving 

 
Forward Attack can loosely be contrasted with a Black Figure pottery sherd (illustrated in Åkerstrom39) from Samos, the island 
opposite Miletus - a major stepping-stone between Greece and the East - here it is the boar head facing outward instead of the 
usual convention of the lion head seen from above, as on the Larisa piece. 

 

                                                                 
35 H Z Koşay Les Fouilles de Pazarli Ankara 1941 
36 F Brommer ‘Neue Thessalische Bildwerke Vorklassischer Zeit’ in Athenische Mitteilungen LXV 1940  
37 J Boehlau and K Schefold (eds) Larisa am Hermos: die Ergebnisses der Ausgrabungen 1902-1934 (3 vols) Berlin 1940-42 
38 http://larisa.culture.gr/siteapps/joomla-20418/htdocs/index.php) 
39 P Åkerstrom 1966 Ill.68; and Homann-Wedeking Arch.Vas.Orn. ill.41 

http://larisa.culture.gr/siteapps/joomla-20418/htdocs/index.php
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FINDSPOT Olympia 

ON ARTEFACT Decorative metal strips from shield 7 (left); piece of protective arm-band (right) 

MATERIAL Bronze 

PRESENT LOCATION Archaeological Museum of Olympia 

PUBLISHED IN E Kunze, H Schmidt et al. (eds) Olympia Berichte 1936-55 (6 vols), Vol. II pl. 32 and pl.2/fig.52 

PERIOD & DATE  1100-700 

At the great temple of Zeus at Olympia returning warriors over a long period dedicated their armour to Zeus, such that Olympia 
has been called ‘a repository of ancient Greek weaponry’ with an extensive collection of helmets, shields, cuirasses and other 
parts of armour recovered from all over the site. Amongst the earliest pieces are the two shown below involving an upreared 
winged lion confronting a horse, while in the second version (below top and centre right) it is the horse that is winged as both 
rear over a man. These are judged by many to have been made in Assyrian workshops (the armband fragment design is so 
uncannily close to a Middle Assyrian seal (below bottom right – note the foal representing the New Year) that extend the date 
range backwards for these two pieces that also incorporate references to Greek myth and history, absent on Assyrian items. 

  

 

 

 
Chalcedony seal from the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I 

(1243-1207), British Museum ME129572 

Below top left is the drawing of an Olympian shield cross-piece fragment cited by Daux in BCH XC (fig.3) showing a collapsed 
bull in the version of the Forward Attack we already know from this Catalogue to be a type going back to 3M Sumer and Syria. 
The middle ivory strip from Delos (its dramatic Forward Attack detail enlargeded below top right (Poursat pl.XIII)) comes from an 
Apollo sanctuary playing a leading role in the Archaic Land zodiac (see the conclusions reached in the Iconography Section). It 
probably once adorned wooden furniture and is a direct match to the Syrian-style ivory strip shown beneath it from Nimrud’s 
Fort Shalmaneser (exhibited at the From Assyria to Iberia exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 201440 (Cat-3.28). 

  

 

 

                                                                 
40 Edited by Joan Aruz and colleagues - the third (1M) in the trilogy of exhibitions (Art of the First Cities (3M); Beyond Babylon (2M) preceding it) - New York 
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FINDSPOT Tomb 79, Salamis, Cyprus 

ON ARTEFACT Horse bridle blinker attachments 

MATERIAL Bronze 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Cyprus Museum, Nicosia 

MUSEUM REF. 79:183  

PUBLISHED IN V Karageorghis Salamis in Cyprus London 1969 pls II,III, fig.25 

PERIOD & DATE Neo-Assyrian style 800-700 

As with the last entry, the bronze caparisons associated with war (this time associated with the chariot and horses involved) are 
surely invocations seeking the protection of Ishtar through her lion-prey symbol, the majority of them Forward Attacks. The 
horse and chariot burial in the dromos of Salamis Tomb 79 (lower left below) was almost standard in associated tombs in the 
necropolis built during Assyrian overlordship. The close-up of one horse skull (lower right below) shows a blinker in situ (and an 
associated bridle side ornament with its 5 rows of Forward Attacks is illustrated over-page). Our main entry (below top row) - 
one restored blinker and a drawing of its twin on the other side - shows the full vigour of the interpretation of the design, found 
on several other pairs of blinkers - some of which were also of ivory.  

 
 

  
Amathus was another petty kingdom on the south of the island that became a key way station for Euboeoans sailing to trade at 
Tyre and other ports of the Levant by the southern route to avoid the south coast of Anatolia (see Art History commentary). This 
shield boss (British Museum WA 135591) from Amathus Tomb XX was found with a Phoenician silver bowl (BM WA 123053), 
and again shows prominent use of the Forward Attack just as on the shield fragments of Olympia in the previous entry. 
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On the pair of side ornaments from one of the horses in Tomb 79 at Salamis (Karageorghis Salamis in Cyprus pl.49) the 
central medallion shows the typical Syrian forward-facing naked Ishtar standing on lions with prey in their mouths as she holds 
aloft a further pair of lions attacked by griffins. Above on the strap are five panels with plain Forward Attacks (some damaged). 

 
The straightforward depiction of Forward Attacks in the strap panels follows an old Cypriot tradition seen on the13C wheeled 
bronze tripods popular on the island before the Dark Ages. Some - like the one below left - were kept as heirlooms and later 
found in 1M tombs, such as the one below showing three registers of Forward Attack as the only subject. 

 

 

 
 

 

Against it we place the design on mixed-culture contemporary - but unprovenanced - stamp seals. The first (SoutheskCat  O22) 
with goat head over the bull and Ishtar’s flower over the lion possibly refers to the Winter and Summer Solstices and is thought 
to be Syro-Hittite or Cypriot. Underneath it is a scarab seal (also Southesk Collection - A35), described as ‘Graeco-Phoenician’. 
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FINDSPOT Eleusis West Cemetery (contained the bones of a 10/11 year-old boy) 

ON ARTEFACT Neck amphora 

MATERIAL Black-figure painted ceramic 

PRESENT LOCATION Eleusis Museum 

PUBLISHED IN K Schefold Die Griechen und ihre Nachbarn Berlin 1967 pl.173 

PERIOD & DATE Proto-Attic c.670 

The pottery in this and the next entry show how between 700 and 600 the Greek world adopted and built on the Phrygian 
painting style (Schefold explains this cross-current succinctly in his Introduction). As just seen with Olympia’s armour metal work 
pottery, too, brought in scenes from Greek epic tales juxtaposed with long-standing oriental power symbols such as the Forward 
Attack. 

 
On smaller pieces the Forward Attack expressed sufficient power as sole subject, seen on the small Black-Figure lekythos from 
the Lake Copais area, Boeotia (below left, BM GR1927.4-12.3) – being an early use of the technique (675-50) its black paint is 
now peeling off the white background. A different use of Black- Figure on a Proto-Corinthian jug from Veii uses clearly incised 
lines in an overall black background (below right –E Homann-Wedeking Archaic Greece 1968p.59) – two indications of how the 
motif travelled from Greece to points in the newly colonized Archaic Greek world (more examples in the next entry). 
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FINDSPOT Athens Acropolis 

ON ARTEFACT Tripod bowl with lid 

MATERIAL Painted ceramic 

PRESENT LOCATION Athens Museum 

MUSEUM REF. NM 12688  

PUBLISHED IN E Buschor ‘Burglöwen’ Athenische Mitteilungen Vol. 47 1922 92-105, pl.xii,1 & pl.xiii,1a/b 

PERIOD & DATE Early Black-Figure 660-640 

This small clay tripod and two sherds (bottom top right/ bottom lower left), all with Black Figure Forward Attacks using different 
decorating techniques, come from the earliest German excavations on the Acropolis, as described by Buschor41. They date from 
the time the Parthenon still had lion-prey pediment sculptures representing Athena (see Catalogue F Chronological Focus).  

 

 

 

  
The more superficial, decorative painting style using animal processions that include the Forward Attack, seen on the detail of a 
Proto-Corinthian jug from Vulci (above lower right, c.640 - CVA France 295, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris) and using black on a 
white background with scattered florets and small geometric designs, spread all over Magna Graecia. Thus we have the 
handled bowl below left (photo author) found in the temple of Aphrodite at Naucratis c.620-600 (indeed, it has a dedication to 
Aphrodite by Sostratos on it - British Museum GR 1888.6-1.456). The alabastron below centre from Camirus, Rhodes of similar 
date (British Museum GR1860.4-4.15, photo author) now brings red ochre into the colour range, hallmark of the Red Figure 
Corinthian style) – see also the aryballos next to it in the Munich Museum (CVA Deutschland T675) from a decade or so later. 

  

 

 

                                                                 
41 For other pieces of damaged pottery with Forward Attacks reflecting the different styles shown on this page found on the Akropolis alone, see E Vanderpool 

‘The Rectangular Rock-Cut Shaft’ Hesperia VII 1938 (The American Excavations in the Athenian Agora: 14th Report 1938) Athens 363-411 (his figs 31-33 
show parts of a Black-Figure pyxis with Hercules in chariot, Forward Attack above, in fragmentary and restored form); and C Roebuck ‘Pottery from the North 
Slope of the Akropolis 1937-38’ [which includes the contents of five wells] Hesperia IX Athens 141-260 figs 6, 7, 15(44a) and 16(45). 
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FINDSPOT Anatolia, Assos (Troad), Doric Temple of Athena 

ON ARTEFACT Architrave frieze fragments 

MATERIAL Limestone 

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre  

MUSEUM REF. MA2836 and MA2834  

PUBLISHED IN (photos) Finster-Hotz 1984 pl. xvi 29 and 31/2; (drawings) Comte de Clarac II42 pl.116B,5 

PERIOD & DATE Archaic                                                  c.600 

The suite of lion-prey compositional types from this temple seen in earlier Catalogues (Belland-17; Urusta-42 and Ratt-48 –no 
Back Lunges, which need double the height) includes two Forward Attacks in the frieze. In Chapter 17: Piecing Together the 
Canon we look at the full cycle of images to consider what their combined narrative adds up to (Richer ibid. puts forward a 
calendrical interpretation). 

  
Staying in Anatolia we move to a Forward Attack at the handle point of an animal procession incised on the outer circumference 
of a bronze mirror (c.16cm diameter, below left) reported by Greifenhagen43. Purchased for the Berlin-Charlottenberg Museum 
(Antikenabteilung) amongst a group of items, analysis suggests it came from a priestess tomb connected in certain key details 
to similar finds at the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. The decoration is close to that on a Lydian bronze mirror in the British 
Museum (BM 132221) whose workmanship was assessed by R D Barnett as Urartian. I set against it a Scythian mirror back (c. 

      

  
17cm diameter, above right) of silver covered with 8 chased electrum plates in the Graeco-Ionian style from Kelermes Barrow 4, 
Kuban, near the Black Sea (Hermitage 1904 1/27 - Piotrovsky Scythian Art 1987 no.47) – more in the Art History commentary. 

                                                                 
42 Louvre Museum Description des antiques du Musée royal commencée par feu M. le Chr. Visconti; continuée et augmentée de plusieurs tables, par 

M. le Cte de Clarac Paris 1820 
43 A Greifenhagen ‘Schmuck und Gerät eines Lydischen Mädchens’ Antike Kunst VIII 1965 13-19 pl.v 
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On an ostrich egg found in the Tomb of Isis at Vulci the two strips of decoration on the widest part of the egg associate the 
theme of departure for war with a standard Forward Attack in animal procession  (Ducati Storia dell'arte etrusca pl. lxxiv). 

  

 
From this cultural sphere several roughly beaten gold diadems survive with the lion-prey group prominent, as seen on the band 
below, this one with strenuous human intervention - more or less randomly photographed in the British Museum: 

 
The same association of military procession with Forward Attack is seen on the middle two registers of a 6C silver alabastron 
‘from Asia Minor’ in the Metropolitan Museum NY (below left), with two roosters between duck head lugs on the top row as on 
the crest of the Lydian mirror back. We have the same mixture of animal procession and scenes of setting off to war (including 
by ship)  on the Etruscan ivory pyx – a section of elephant tusk – from Chiusi (below right). In following the theme through, we 
have used artistic licence to put it in this entry since apart from the Rear Attack  we could well have lost a Forward Attack in the 
damaged part (Florence Museum, H Mūhlestein Die Kunst der Etrusker 1929, no.53). Below centre are two stamp seals of the 
period, the top one a plain Graeco-Levantine haematite scarab in the Ashmolean Museum (AshCatIII-523 - bought in 
Damascus by Woolley or Lawrence), the second a Neo-Babylonian blue chalcedony conoid seal (WardCat pl.XXXVIII, 308). 

 

 

 
 

Although showing a Rear Attack, I include below a carved threshold paving stone (Florence Museum, Mūhlestein 203) from the 
entrance to a Tarquinian grave which, along with familiar hybrid creatures unusually also shows the human mating ritual 
enacted in the ‘Sacred Marriage’ at the New Year, so often depicted with the lion-prey group to indicate that festival. Many 
argue for the Etruscan colonies as a mixture of Levanto-Anatolian and Boeotian – particularly detectable in the pottery. 
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FINDSPOT Chiusi, Italy 

ON ARTEFACT Volute krater 

MATERIAL Black-figure painted clay 

EXCAVATION REF. Known as the ‘François Vase’ after its finder, Alessandro François  

PRESENT LOCATION Florence Museum 

MUSEUM REF. No. 4209  

PUBLISHED IN S Reinach Répertoire des vases peints, grecs et étrusques (Vol. I)  Paris 1899-1900 pp134-6 

PERIOD & DATE  c.570 

INSCRIPTIONS:          With the signatures of potter and painter, 130 inscriptions identify the characters in the narrative scenes 

This early masterpiece of Black-Figure pottery finds a place for four Forward Attacks on the fifth narrative register down, as foils 
to the scenes above drawn from Homer and centring on a Mycenaean world long disappeared, celebrating the Gods of 
Olympus who played their part in the Trojan War - along with outsider Gods admitted later, such as Hephaestos and Dionysos. 
A full analysis of its layout and iconography are made in the Art History and Iconography sections. 

 
Below right detail drawings from Reinach ibid. record the variations of pose and prey for the four Forward Attacks while the 
photographic detail below left shows two of the pairs rump to rump as depicted under the temple structure in the register above 
(partly in view to the lower left of the vase in the main drawing). 
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FINDSPOT Athens Acropolis 

ON ARTEFACT Pediment fragment from the Hekatompedon 

MATERIAL Limestone (‘poros’) 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Athens Akropolis Museum 

PUBLISHED IN Photo Alison Frantz 1958 Ref: AT 135/ACR4 

PERIOD & DATE  560-550 

The Archaic temple to Athena known as the Hecatompedon (its foundations still in situ in front of the Erechtheion) was sacked 
and destroyed by the Persians during the war with Greece, and this Forward Attack from a narrow corner of one of its 
pediments was one fragment to survive (we wait to discuss fully the Athena Akropolis temples until the next Catalogue). There 
are three more Late Archaic Forward Attack sculpture fragments from this period: the piece below left is what remains of a 
miniature lion-bull group (perhaps for an altar) found built into a Turko-Byzantine wall near the Agora Altar of Ares (E B Harrison 
Archaic and archaistic sculpture (The Athenian Agora Vol.XI) Princeton 1965 pl.13); the remains of a second sculpture from 
‘The Small Poros Pediment’ (Harrison Pl.15) may have been a Forward Attack too but we put off discussion of it until Catalogue 
F). The third, of tufa/rough poros, is from near Tanagra (possibly on a grave) of which W Deonna44 states ‘Nous ne nous 
tromperons guère en attribuant ce groupe au premier quart du VIe siècle, date à laquelle [on] place la groupe de l’Acropole’. 

 

  
The Athenian kylix signed by Neandros captioning the animals (Boston Museum 61.1073/CVA Boston 2, pl. 098, 3-4; 099, 4) is 
roughly contemporary and a further example of how pottery echoes the monumental sculpture of the time in its subject matter. 
 

 

 

                                                                 
44 ‘Sculptures Grecques Inédites II: Musée de Tanagra’ Revue Archéologique XI 1908 p.194/fig.3 
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FINDSPOT Italy, Monteleone di Spoleto 

ON ARTEFACT Etruscan biga (two-wheeled chariot) 

MATERIAL Bronze-clad wood 

EXCAVATION REF.   

PRESENT LOCATION Metropolitan Museum, New York 

MUSEUM REF. 03.23.1 

PUBLISHED IN Ducati 1927, pl. 108 no. 287. 

PERIOD & DATE Archaic 550-540 

Different panels of this unusually complete show chariot have already featured in earlier Catalogues: this one shows a 
charioteer driving two winged horses, his consort beneath their hooves, with the flange below featuring a Forward Attack and 
Rear Attack. The front group of warrior and woman either side of Lion-Gorgon shield becomes relevant in the commentary. 

  
                                                                                                                                          
On Black-Figure Etruscan pottery and moulded black-ware buccheros of the period many incidences of the Forward Attack 
appear, sometimes alone, sometimes within hunting scenes. Below left is the detail on a Chalcidician amphora from Tarquinia 
(Tarquinia Museum RC6830, Rumpf Chalkidische Vasen 1927 no.112, pl.cxxv); and below right a bucchero from Chiusi (Berlin 
Museum Inv. 111) has the Forward Attack scene crudely scratched out in relief. The versions of these designs are, we could 
say, perfunctory and stereotyped compared to the creative interpretations on the chariot. 
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FINDSPOT Vulcian type 

ON ARTEFACT Tripod 

MATERIAL Bronze 

PRESENT LOCATION Hermitage Museum 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN R Bloch Etruscan art : a study 1959 Ill.12 

PERIOD & DATE      c.550 

Three Etruscan tripods with Forward Attack decoration are shown in this entry with a date range of 550-490. The close-up below 
left on the Hermitage one has the crudest modelling and is assessed as the earliest of the three. We can slip in for comparison 
the plain Tarquinian scaraboid stamp seal below top right(Hölbl45 pl.77), thought to have found its way from Naukratis. Below it 
is a faience alabastron from Cerveteri (also Hölbl, pl.27) showing a typical Levantine Forward Attack set off by Egyptian lotuses. 

 

 

 
Below top right is the top of the Etruscan tripod in Rome’s Museo Etrusco Gregoriano (Ducati 1927 fig. 62/full tripod fig. 61) on 
which the modelling is sharper (the placid calf’s head faces outward rather than expressing any death agony), fitting into the 
middle of the date range. The British Museum tripod below left (GR 1849.5-18.21/Bronze 587) is dated by Brendel46 to 510-490 
(the British Museum itself dates it 500-475). In the closeup below right we see the same alternation of three Forward Attacks 
with paired gods as on the other two tripods, now with skilled modelling of lion and prey, the latter with head heaving up in pain. 

 

 

 

                                                                 
45 G Hölbl Beziehungen der ägyptischen Kultur zu Altitalien Leiden 1979 
46 O Brendel Etruscan Art Harmondsworth 1978 Ill. 141 

http://catalogue.libraries.london.ac.uk/search~S7?/aHolbl/aholbl/1%2C1%2C8%2CB/frameset&FF=aholbl+gunther&4%2C%2C8
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ForAtt - 51 

FINDSPOT/ORIGIN Minted in Sardis, of the type often found in Ionian temples as votive offerings soon after the date of the 
coin hoard found in the Temple of Artemis, Ephesus (which did not feature Croesids) found during British 
Museum excavations there in 1904-5 

ON ARTEFACT Bean-shaped stater, eventually known as the Croesid (weight c.14gm). Smaller denominations were the 
1/2 and third-stater/trite; and the much smaller 1/24th, 1/48th and 1/96th coins for small transactions. 

MATERIAL Gold, silver or electrum - an alloy of silver and gold, standardised at 55% gold to 45% silver with a trace of 
copper to deepen the colour of the gold 

MUSEUM REF. Examples in the British Museum collection - and Museums and coin specialists all over the world 

PUBLISHED IN I Carradice and M Price Coinage in the Greek World London 1988; B V Head Catalogue of Greek 
Coins in the British Museum Vol 22: Lydia London 1901 (reprinted Bologna 1964) 

PERIOD & DATE Thought only to be issued in greater quantities for use other than temple offerings under 
Persian overlordship, following Cyrus the Great’s victory over Croesus (r. 560-546) until the 
accession of Darius the Great (r.522-486), who then had Darics minted featuring himself. 

550s-520s 

It was under King Alyattes’ son, Croesus, that lion and bull protomes in Forward Attack mode was chosen as the kingdom’s 
mark of authority - some 40 years before Persepolis was built in Achaemenid Persia, much of it also the work of Ionian artists. 
The choice of Forward Attack not only implies devotion to the Goddess of Sardis, Artemis/Kybele but also alludes overall to an 
Ionian Calendar whose operation Richer saw as centred on Sardis (see commentary). Amongst varied coins in the jar buried as 
a foundation deposit under Artemis’ Ephesus Temple alongside 74 small pre-coin bullion pieces (the earliest known coin hoard 
in the world) were a Phocaian coin and single lion-head staters of Alyattes (see next pictures) but no Croesids - thus dating the 
hoard itself to c.600. There are fine examples of his coins and of Croesids in the British Museum, but their pictures cannot 
match the ones we have used from the www.Wildwinds.com  website which deals in ancient coins on the commercial markets. 

  
It is thus almost certain the first coinage c.610-600 was invented in Lydia under King Alyattes of Sardis (r. 650-561) in the form 
of stamped lumps of small pre-weighed metal ingots of electrum, its design consisting of a single lion head (below top), with 
later versions emphasizing the globular lump on its forehead (below lower left), perhaps alluding to the Sun (the first Miletus 
coins had a reclining lioness; the Phocaean a baby seal – see map below). The idea quickly spread through the Aegean islands 
and satrapies of Anatolia (see ForAtt-53). 

      

  
Below are seal impressions from three chalcedony pyramidal stamps  in the Louvre from c. 530-500, mostly used in Anatolian 
Satrapies coming under Persian rule. These are catalogued by Delaporte in his Catalogue des Cylindres, Cachets et Pierres 
Gravées de style Oriental: Musée du Louvre: II: Acquisitions Paris 1923, pl.107 nos 27/28/29 (Louvre A1231, 1232 and  

 
1233 respectively). The latter two are unprovenanced, bought on the market by the Museum, but the first (no.27, above left) 
definitely comes from Sardis and is included in Boardman’s clutch of pyramidal seals referred to in the next entry (his no. 54). 

http://www.wildwinds.com/
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ForAtt - 52 

FINDSPOT Gela, Sicily 

ON ARTEFACT Domestic altar 

MATERIAL Terracotta 

PRESENT LOCATION Gela Regional Museum 

PUBLISHED IN P Higgs in D Booms and P Higgs Sicily: Culture and Conquest (British Museum exhibition 
catalogue) London 2016 fig.39 

PERIOD & DATE  520-500 

We put this particular small altar as the main entry due to the same emphasis given to the lioness’ teats as on the Forward 
Attack pediment sculpture in Athens (ForAtt-48) of the time. The portrayal underneath of a trio of goddesses, votary maidens or 
priestesses harks back to Cypro-Assyrian military horse bronzes featuring three nude goddesses facing out, bivisually alluded to 
by the lioness attacking prey above them. A second terra cotta altar from Centuripe (below centre right) was in the same 
exhibition at the British Museum (fig. 33), comprehensively discussed much earlier by Langlotz in E Langlotz and M Hirmer Die 
Kunst der Westgriechen Munich 1963 Ill.32 - on which more in our commentaries. During the time-frame 550-479, Greeks and 

 

 
45 

 
44                                                             47 

 

 
49                                              50                                     52 

Phoenicians (who arrived in Sicily before the Greeks) used the lion-prey group in a mutually understood koine and under Darius 
it became a Persian symbol too. We thus include in this entry (above) six Persian-type pyramidal stamp seals published by 
Boardman47 (all unfortunately unprovenanced) on which use of the Forward Attack indicates government use in recently formed 
Persian satrapies such as Lycia or Lydia. The statue base48 below (510-490, Izmir Museum 904) with single lion on the other 
short side is probably from the Loryma necropolis, Lycia (note the lion’s hind leg placed on the bull head for leverage, just as on  

  

 

 
the Neandros kylix under ForAtt-48). The chalcedony scaraboid seal (unprovenanced) shown above lower right (Geneva 
Museum 20492, GenevCatIII 209) is dubbed ‘Perso-Phoenician’ in the seal catalogue (the Lydians were often middle-men 
between Phoenicia and the Levant). The drawings of two sides of a Tanagran clay tripod in Berlin (Reinach49. p.429/30) are 
squeezed in here due to the association between Forward Attack, Gorgon and hero Perseus (the drawings of the rest of the 
tripod are shown in the Iconography Section), a subject often favoured in Sicily and South Italy at this time (e.g. ForAtt-49). 

                                                                 
47 J Boardman ‘Pyramidal Stamp Seals in the Persian Empire’ Iran VIII 19-45 with plates, nos 44, 45, 47, 49 50 and 52 (see his list for locations). 
48 F Hölscher Die Bedeutung archaïscher Tierkampfbilder Würzburg 1972 pl.2,2 
49 S Reinach Répertoire des vases peints, grecs et étrusques (Vol. I)  Paris 1899-1900 

http://catalogue.libraries.london.ac.uk/search~S7?/aHolscher/aholscher/1%2C4%2C42%2CB/frameset&FF=aholscher+fernande&1%2C%2C4
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ForAtt - 53 

FINDSPOT/ORIGIN Minted at Akanthos 

ON ARTEFACT Stater coin type 

MATERIAL Silver 

PRESENT LOCATION Examples in most museums 

PUBLISHED IN J. Desneux, ‘Les Tetradrachmes d'Akanthos’ Revue belge de Numismatique XCV 1949 
1-122 with 38 plates, mostly of Akanthos coins 

PERIOD & DATE OF RANGE  530-390 

INSCRIPTION:                               A K A N N TH O 

Following on from the pioneering examples of Lydia, the most distinctive and enduring use of the Forward Attack group on the 
by now flat coinage of the Classical Period is to be found on a long series of coins of all denominations minted at Akanthos in 
Chalcidice (with odd instances here and there from Stageira in the same province (Desneux pl.xxxviii) or Cyzicus on the coast 
of the Sea of Marmora, just through the Hellespont (Desneux pl.xxxvii A). After its break from Athens in 424, Akanthos’ weight 
system changed from the Euboeoan to the Phoenician but the subject, varying in treatment over the years, remained constant. 

  
Our polished representative main entry (above left) dates to c. 424 while more examples representing the full date range are 
given underneath: the British Museum has one of the earliest examples (below left), and the two other coins are mid- and late 
examples (full information on each can be cross-checked in full detail in Desneux’ magisterial catalogue). 

c. 500-480  c. 460-450  c. 430-390 
In Anatolia the coins of the dynast of Kuprilli (near Xanthos) usually had the triskele for its key design choice but sometimes had 
a diagonally lunging Forward Attack (as below bottom right - Hill50); whilst at Tarsus the Forward Attack, already long associated 
with the city, initially as an independent kingdom used a wheat ear on the reverse (below top right). When Cilicia became a 
Persian Satrapy the Phoenician, Mazaios, used the Forward Attack over the turrets of the city framed by his name in Aramaic51.  

 

 

 

                                                                 
50 G F Hill Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Lycia, Pamphylia, and Pisidia London 1897 
51 G F Hill Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Lycaonia, Isauria and Cilicia London 1900 
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ForAtt - 54 

FINDSPOT Myra, Lycia 

ON ARTEFACT Rock cut tomb pediment sculpture 

MATERIAL Limestone  

PRESENT LOCATION In situ 

PUBLISHED IN J-M Dentzer Le motif du banquet couché dans le Proche-Orient et le monde grec du 
VIIe au IVe siècle avant J-C Rome 1982 figs 247/248 

PERIOD & DATE  350-330 

INSCRIPTION: NONE 

We add this to the portfolio of tombs in Lycia already shown in other catalogues with the lion-prey subject in their iconography – 
this one being in Myra, rather than Xanthos, and cut into the rock of the mountainside giving added permanence (it could not be 
dismantled and taken away to a Museum, for instance). The juxtaposition over the feasting scene on the frieze underneath is a 
common CANEA occurrence from a longstanding Mesopotamian tradition (c.f. ForAtt-8). 

  
The rock-cut tomb at Kalekapi in Paphlagonia below (illustrated in Bossert Altsyrien, no. 1043) is now in a dilapidated 
condition, so we rely on the photos and drawings of the early travellers to be able to identify the façade decoration and its 
organization – which betrays provinicial ignorance of Ionic temple front layout compared to the formality of the Myra tomb. 

  
For interest we squeeze in here a contemporary clay relief plaque (c.400-200) from Sicily now in the Palermo Museum (possibly 
from Solevuto, photo Prof. G Falsone of Palermo University), indicating continuity of a traditional Sicilian craft and symbol. 
Unusually, the lion deals with its prey sitting on its hindquarters, with back legs stretched out! 
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ForAtt - 55 

FINDSPOT Sidon, Lebanon/formerly Phoenicia, Royal Necropolis 

ON ARTEFACT Carved narrative sarcophagus 

MATERIAL Pentelic marble 

PRESENT LOCATION Istanbul Museum 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN V von Graeve Der Alexandersarkophag und seine Werkstatt (Istanbuler Forschungen 
XXVIII) Berlin; N Basgelen The Alexander Sarcophagus Istanbul Museum Istanbul 2013 

PERIOD & DATE  330-312 

The work of Ionian craftsmen living in Phoenicia or even imported from Athens, this coffin earned the title The Alexander 
Sarcophagus because it shows scenes of Alexander in battle. Von Graeve established the sarcophagus had belonged to King 
Abdel-Nemos of Sidon who was kllled in the local, post-Alexander Battle of Gaza of 312, shown on one of the short sides (at the 
opposite end the same king is shown hunting a panther). One long side depicts the famous Battle of Issus between Alexander 
and the Persians in 333 BC that opened the gates to his campaign into Syria and Persia - while on the main front Hephaestion 
and Abdel-Nemos (Alexander behind him) rear opposite each other in a lion hunt, held apart by a Forward Attack on the latter’s 
steed (detail below). Eyes, lips and clothes were painted purple, yellow, blue, red and violet, and the figures lightly varnished. 

  

 
The very same Forward Attack grouping, but in reverse, is shown on a Hellenising Scythian bowl (below left – Piotrovsky52 159, 
from the Solokha barrow – Hermitage Museum DN 1913, 1/40), the figures picked out in gold over the bronze fabric. The flask 
with Forward Attack on boar is contemporary (below right – Piotrovsky 194, from Kul-Oba barrow – Hermitage Museum KO 97). 

  

                                                                 
52 Full reference given under ForAtt-46 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Nezih+Basgelen&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Nezih+Basgelen&sort=relevancerank
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ForAtt - 56 
 

FINDSPOT Ayios Yeoryios tou Vouniou, Island of Castellorizo (formerly Megisti), off the coast of Lycia 

ON ARTEFACT Sarcophagus 

MATERIAL Marble 

PRESENT LOCATION Louvre Museum (photos author) 

MUSEUM REF.   

PUBLISHED IN E Michon ‘Sarcophage Antique de Castellorizo représentant Artémis et Andymion’ Revue 
Biblique XIV 1917 p.544, figs 2/3 

PERIOD & DATE  c.300-100 

This sarcophagus, showing on its long front a variation on the Ištar-Baal story, that of Artemis and Endymion (below right) - and 
considered under Ratt-61 for the Rear Attack at one end - has a Forward Attack on its other short end with boar as prey 
(compare with the group on the metal flask in the previous entry). Although said to show a horse attacked by a bear, the mane 
and tail of the predator belies this interpretation. The coffin came from one of two Lycian-type mountain-side rock-cut tombs on 
the island, one of them with spaces for six burials, and shows continuity in the Lycian custom of using the lion and prey group in 
funerary contexts, celebrating Death. When discovered, it was deemed to have been the sarcophagus of a Lycian king on the 
basis of the gold stefanos (crown) found inside it, now in the Athens Museum (c.f. the diadems under ForAtt-45/ForAtt-46ff). 

  

Nonetheless, mention of late Lycian-type tombs on an off-shore island also has the hall-marks of Phoenician practice, a people 
who tried wherever possible to use small islands throughout the Mediterranean as bases since the surrounding sea provided 
protection as well as far-reaching observational horizons. The bronze razor below from Tharros in Sardinia in the British 
Museum (WAA 133371 - probably unpublished) dating to c.300-200, is considered to be Phoenician (photo and drawing author). 

 

 

 

As with ForAtt-53 and ForAtt-55 the items under this entry nicely sum up the interplay between the Canaanite and Greek 
Hellenistic worlds, both of which adopted the lion-prey group for different reasons via different - yet criss-crossing - historical 
roots/routes.  
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ForAtt - 57 

FINDSPOT Chertomlyk barrow, Russia (Dnepropetrovsk Region) 

ON ARTEFACT Scabbard 

MATERIAL Wood, clad in gold repoussé sheeting 

EXCAVATION REF. E Zabelin Excavation of 1863  

PRESENT LOCATION Hermitage Museum 

MUSEUM REF. DN 1863 1/447  

PUBLISHED IN Piotrovsky ibid. no. 221/2; E H Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 fig.207 

PERIOD & DATE  325-300 

Since a scabbard of almost exactly the same design was found in the district of Kiev some decades later, Minns’ conclusion was 
that such pieces were churned out by Ionian or Attic craftsmen using dies, specifically for Scythian consumption. Minns points 
out design discontinuities on the scabbard that suggest stock figures were thrown together somewhat randomly according to the 
spaces available, to patch together a fake narrative. One distinctive group is the helmeted Greek warrior at the left, brandishing 
his sword over a pair of winged lions turned sideways, oblivious to a bonnetted attacking Persian behind. As on the Alexander 
Sarcophagus, clothed Persian or barbarian figures are contrasted with nude or bare-kneed Greeks tumbled in amongst horses. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The way the truncated stag head sinks below the ground-line gripped in Forward Attack mode by a griffin (detail below left – a 
hybrid as popular amongst the Scythians as the Gorgon) for Minns was another example of deficient design. Below right - a 
curiosity - is a repoussé bronze disc presented to the Louvre in 1865, a local find along with three tripods from Lyaud in the 
Thonon canton of Geneva, Switzerland. The top pair of animals are a tiger confronting a mule; at the centre is a lion facing out 
with reclining bull’s head right inside its gaping mouth, and underneath a single boar (Musée Napoleon III Catalogue no. 798). 
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ForAtt - 58 
 

FINDSPOT Ordos/Hsiung-Nu, Mongolia, Yellow River loop 

ON ARTEFACT Openwork plaque 

MATERIAL Bronze, settings for semi-precious stones (usually turquoise), now empty 

PRESENT LOCATION Pomerance Collection, Brooklyn Museum, New York 

PUBLISHED IN E C Bunker et al. “Animal style Art” from East to West (Asia House Gallery/Philadelphia 
Museum exhibition Catalogue) New York 1970 no.125 

PERIOD & DATE  118-100BC 

A duplicate of this plaque with lioness attacking an ibex - in turn attacked by an eagle - was found at Troickosvask, Russia, near 
Lake Baikal - but facing in the opposite direction, making a pair. Other versions using this motif and/or style were found all over 
the region, such as (below right, from the same site) a wolf attacking a moose on its front leg (a lion attack variation made 
fashionable by both the Alexander and Sidamara Sarcophagi -ForAtt-55/ForAtt-59) - British Museum (Bunker ibid.124). 

  
The next two pieces show felines attacking a Bactrian camel, the predator on the left being a tiger (seemingly from the same 
workshop as the main entry) with disproportionately large head treated as if observed from the life (illustrated in M I Artamanov 
Siberian Gold Moscow 1973 fig. 179 apud. Brentjes53 fig.2 as a drawing). On the second (a belt section), the predator is 
presumably a lion whose tail has broken off (Ljavandak Kurgan 16 – Brentjes Der Tierstil in Eurasien Leipzig 1982, fig.26). 
This particularly lean young lion type is used again on the detail of one of the lion attacks (again on the horse’s leg) on one 
corner of the Sidamara Sarcophagus (next entry, photograph and drawing of corner detail given in the Iconography Section). 

  
Again a tiger, with eagle head, holds in its mouth a dead calf (Bunker ibid. 123) – a piece from the turn of the new millennium 
from Inner Mongolia in a private collection. The final example, from Kurgan VI, Noin-Ula, Inner Mongolia (Bunker fig. 10) is a 
baroque embroidered Forward Attack of snake-tailed predator on stag now in the Hermitage, made for a saddle cover or carpet. 

  

                                                                 
53 B Brentjes ‘Steppenmotive in der Kunst der Normannen auf Sizilien’ in R Dittman et al. (eds) Variatio Delectat: Iran und der Westen: Gedenkschrift für 

Peter Calmeyer (AOAT 272) Münster 2000 167-178 
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ForAtt - 59 

FINDSPOT Ambra (ancient Sidamara, Lycaonia), near present-day Konya 

ON ARTEFACT ‘Temple-style’ sarcophagus 

MATERIAL Pentelic marble 

PRESENT LOCATION Istanbul Archaeological Museum  

MUSEUM REF. Inv. No. 1179  

PUBLISHED IN G. Mendel Musées Impériaux Ottomans. Catalogue des sculptures grecques, 
romaines et byzantines I Istanbul 1912 Cat. no. 112 

PERIOD & DATE  2-3C AD 

The oblong box of the Sidamara sarcophagus takes the form of a miniature Ionic temple (even more evident in the 
contemporary sarcophagus of the Mourning Women in the same museum54. It is one of several monumental sarcophagi 
covered in narrative decoration almost completely in the round following the convention initiated by the Alexander Sarcophagus. 
Miniature animal and human conflict groups appear in the top frieze over the main scene and round one end – one is a Forward 
Attack over the head of Artemis standing beneath it. On the short side is the continuation of a hunting scene with lion and prey 

  
(details in the commentaries). The juxtapositioning of horse and rider with lion and prey (or even attacked as prey) was a strand 
of tradition on some ‘Thracian Rider’ funerary stelai of soldiers from the Seleucid 3C BC to as late as the Roman 3C AD, with 
fellow-countryman Alexander’s sarcophagus as prototype. On the example found near Zlatna Panega, now in the Plovdiv 
Museum55 (below left, 2-3C AD), almost as in the arrangement on the Alexander Sarcophagus front (ForAtt-55) the lion attacks, 
not the horse’s front leg but the mounted hunter’s catch dangling over its back, while the frieze below it, along the lines of the 
Sidamara small frieze, has three different dog- or lion-prey attacks including the collapsed bull type of Forward Attack below left. 

   
The centre stele (above centre – photo Klearchos Kapoutsis) is now on display in the Museum of the Madara archaeological 
complex, again with dog or lion in Forward Attack mode underneath, on bull in collapsed position traceable all the way back to 
the Ur seals and stone plaques of Nippur (ForAtt-05/ForAtt-08). The ‘Dacian Rider’ (above right) again emphasizes the 
soldier’s cloak that is the sky in Mithraic images -  and again the lion-bull under him (here a Rear Attack) is part of the message. 

                                                                 
54 M E Basimevi An Illustrated Guide to the Greek, Roman and Byzantine Architectural and Sculptural Collections in the Archaeological Museum of 

Istanbul Istanbul 1956 
55 A Eliez Le lion et l’homme Paris 1967 pl.ivb 
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ForAtt - 60 
 

FINDSPOT Beth Alpha, Beth She’an Valley  

ON ARTEFACT Mosaic floor 

PRESENT LOCATION In situ 

PUBLISHED IN E L Sukenik The Ancient Synagogue of Beth Alpha Hildesheim and NY 1975  
(originally published in Hebrew, Jerusalem and London 1932) 

PERIOD & DATE  450-550 

Amongst a handful of hitherto unsuspected zodiac synagogue mosaic floors made in the Late Roman to Byzantine period, the 
Beth Alpha floor was the second discovered (in 1928) and the most intact. Discussed more fully in the Art History and 
Iconography sections it features a lion-bull confrontation and zodiac as centerpiece, framed by Old Testament scenes using 
pagan design and church iconography. 

 
This aisle mosaic panel from the Church of St George at Houad, Syria, perpetuates a by now three millennia-old native tradition. 
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ART HISTORY: USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL CATALOGUE ITEMS 
Commentary on groups of individual catalogue items follows shortly after a quick overview of Forward Attack use and 

distribution over the millennia to Roman times. As in Catalogues C and D, given the large amount of material, for clarity we 

group the artefacts in four main phases between natural breaks in history, with location maps using the numbering of the main 

entry: (A) the very earliest material to the end of the 3M; (B) first half of the the Second Millennium; (C) second half of the 

Second Millennium (our Chronological Focus) - and finally (D) the First Millennium. 

When an item or group of items demands several pages of commentary with further subheadings, for clarity we start it on a new 

page. Some of them give rise to DIVERSIONS – which could be printed on different paper (I chose ivory for my copy) in order to 

stand out within the Art History or Iconography narratives, easy to spot and leave out if time is short. Having said that, in this 

catalogue especially, since each Chronological Focus entry prompts so many side issues in support of a particular line of 

enquiry one gains more by reading them since subsequent narrative leans on evidence established in them. One could say 

each entry represents a sub-peak in a range of climbs of ever-increasing height, each establishing a new base-camp from which 

to make the final assault on the mountain towering above them all – which I hope by the last page will be seen as conquered. 

FREQUENCY OF USE 
On completing the catalogue entries we drew up the usual table showing instances of this compositional type in 500-year blocks 

with a similar pattern of use as seen in previous catalogues. Going by surviving artefacts and for this table counting in all items 

in each entry, this rule-of-thumb count reveals that the Forward Attack was most frequent from the start of the Second 

Millennium, continuing in high use in the Greek Classical and Hellenistic periods and on into Roman times.  

Period 
4000-
3500 

3500-
3000 

3000-
2500 

2500-
2000 

2000-
1500 

1500-
1000 

1000-
500 

500-0  0-500 

No of artefacts 0 13 15 14 41 45 53 46 4 
Ill.9- 2: Usage per 500 years, based on all items included in the catalogue 

 

CHOICE OF CHRONOLOGICAL  FOCUS PERIOD 

In order to complete our coverage of the Second Millennium (begun in Catalogues C and D for its first and second thirds), it 

follows naturally to stop and look in detail at the period 1450-1000 for our choice of Chronological Focus in this one, being the 

last sector of that millennium to come under the microscope, especially since both art historically and iconographically it 

provides continuity with the previous two, opening up yet further (and unexpected) avenues of enquiry. Within that short time-

frame the material is more varied than usual, reflecting constant mutual political influence in adjoining kingdoms. 

A: FORATT 1-14: EARLIEST FORWARD ATTACK PIECES TO THE END OF THE 3M  
 

DISTRIBUTION AND CHRONOLOGY 

 
Ill.9- 3: Distribution of main entry Forward Attack artefacts to the end of the 3M   
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Demonstrating in a nutshell the adoption of the Forward Attack over a vast period of time, this Distribution Map shows a similar 

pattern of spread as the other, contemporary lion-prey attack types from previous catalogues, again starting in Elam and Sumer, 

spreading to Egypt, Syria and Crete - and again encroaching into southern steppe lands immediately north of Syro-

Mesopotamia. Since the artefacts involved are important signposts in the early stylistic development of the Forward Attack I 

refer back again to the chronology I used for 5-3M material in the Chronological Focus for Catalogue A, given its foundations 

have officially been clarified to a further stage. I later inserted in that Catalogue an updated version of the Predynastic C14 

chronology for the period calculated by Michael Dee, quoting a simplified version of his more detailed table - now given below: 

PERIOD NAME DATES GENERAL PHASE 

BADARIAN 4350-3750 BADARIAN 

NAQADA I A 
3750-3650 

AMRATIAN 

NAQADA I B 

NAQADA I C 

3650-3450 NAQADA II A 

NAQADA II B 

NAQADA II C 
3450-3325 GERZEAN 

NAQADA II D 

NAQADA III A 

3325-3085 

PREDYNASTIC 

NAQADA III B 

DYNASTY 0 PROTODYNASTIC 

DYNASTY I 3085-2867 EARLY DYNASTIC 

Ill.9- 4:  Up-to-date chronology from Michael Dee of the Oxford Carbon-Dating Unit as of 2014 

We should also take into consideration emerging trends in the work of other scholars who work on constantly fine-tuning dates 

in the light of emerging artefactual evidence - as in the recent overview by Tassie (next chart). This is alll the more reason for 

not prematurely redating all items in all our catalogues as we proceed as we are content the broad overall picture is sufficient, 

whichever chronology is used. For the Forward Attack we simply note interaction was already under way from the second half of 

the 4M between sites in Iran such as Tell-i-Malyan and Susa (ForAtt-1-2) with Central Asia and the Indus regions, both in terms 

of irrigation farming and earliest types of mining and metalworking though they happen not to feature on the map since the lion-

prey motif was in spasmodic use in these further territories. The rare Makran example from Shahi-Tump made much of by us in 

this Catalogue (Ill.9-1)) strictly speaking comes under BaLu-4 in Catalogue D but does not show up on its map since not the 

main entry, but use of the lion-prey subject so early at this site is proof of a link between Susa and Meluhha around 3100. 

Despite large margins of error for proposed dating this far back in time, we still principally rely on the interacting chronological 

matches between Uruk/Susa and Egypt made through the work of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, made also on the 

basis of rigorous Carbon-dating (the relevant tables are quoted in Catalogue A, Ills 5-6 and 5-7). As underlined in the 
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Catalogue A Chronological Focus, it was Boehmer and DAI colleagues who emphasised that in relation to anchor dates 

established from wood samples taken at Uruk and Abydos, the Egypt Naqada phases should be shifted much further back in 

time - but it still means that whatever calibrations may be chosen it is through the method of Petriean sequencing - for this era 

more productive than absolute dating – that an intelligible overall picture emerges! The latest schemes in fact all lean towards 

earlier dating than formerly accepted and thus do not fundamentally contradict each other – or my own chart - by more than 

decades (only in rare instances by centuries). Hence I have left the basic Catalogue A chart I drew up, mostly based on these 

findings, unaltered. For ease of reference it is repeated in the coming three pages as the usable ‘homogenised’ chronology 

applied in all catalogues for this earliest period – perhaps most controversially for dating Sumerian, Jemdet Nasr and Early 

Dynastic artefacts, but for so long ago in the past this is of little consequence given the bigger picture remains the same. 

 
Ill.9- 5: Tassie’s Predynastic chronology from his PREDYNASTIC EGYPT 2014 
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Ancient Near Eastern Chronology 5000-2180 BC used for rule-of-thumb dating of lion-prey artefacts 

ACCORDING TO MANETHO, FOR EGYPT           DYNASTIES I-VIII LASTED 955YRS 10days              DYNASTIES III-VIII 532Y                   DYNASTIES I-II 550Y 
DATES OF OTHER LANDS ARE SET AGAINST THE EGYPT BENCHMARKS 
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Centuries BC EGYPT Pharaoh MESOPOTAMIA Leader/King C Asia/Susa Canaan Greek World 
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Centuries BC EGYPT Pharaoh MESOPOTAMIA Leader/King C Asia/Susa Canaan Greek 
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Ill.9- 6: Basic Date Chart for Catalogue A Chronological Focus, subject to modification in later commentaries 

PRELUDE 
As is our procedure in the other Catalogues, in this Art History Section we first go through the entries for this earliest period, expanding on the basic information given in them with 

fuller art historical commentary. We sometimes defy the chronological order of the entries if it makes sense thematically to bunch items together, so that sometimes their order is even 

reversed. In a similar way, iconographical analysis follows separately in the second half of the Catalogue – in the case of the Forward Attack as a separate document. 
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FORATT-1-3/FORATT-10: THE SUSA/SUMER-EGYPT CONNECTION 
On the whole, since they go over similar ground to earlier catalogues we try to leave most of the entries in this section to speak 

for themselves without too much further comment – but we can make one or two generalisations. At the outset we again have 

confirmation – as with the other compositional types dealt with so far - that the home of the Forward Attack compositional type is 

also Sumer and Susa (ForAtt1/2) and that it, too, was taken up in Predynastic Egypt. For this compositional type on the Dog 

Palette (ForAtt-3) where the two dogs or hyaenas framing it may have astronomical implications, it is reconsidered in the 

Iconography Section. Such Egyptian matches with items from Susa-Sumer and their surrounding hinterland were probably 

occasioned just as much from contacts opened up by the sea routes of the ‘Zanzibar Triangle’ (referred to already in Catalogue 

D as the trading links connecting India, Arabia and Africa during the monsoon season), bringing traffic to Egypt as much via the 

wadis running in from the Red Sea56 as by overland routes through Syria. The main generalisation we can make about Egypt is 

that, as the early dynasties of the Old Kingdom brought the country under unified political control, the lion-prey theme went out 

of use, indicating it must have been an imported image from Sumer/Susa rather than native to Egypt. Then under certain 

Pharaohs of the VD there is short-lived use of the Face Bite version of the Forward Attack (ForAtt-10, a variation popular at the 

time at Levantine sites such as Ebla). This we could take as the prelude to the opening up of more permanent and longstanding 

contacts between the Levant and Egypt for political reasons during the 2M when we see more frequent sharing at international 

level of long-standing Mesopotamian traditions from the north and east. 

We do not have any of the spectacular hemispheroid seals using the Forward Attack as seen in the same period in Catalogue 

D: The Back Lunge, though for the Predynastic era we do have parallels of Forward Attack sealings on clay bullae 

corresponding to Uruk Stance and Rear Attack material. In similar fashion, on the earliest cylinder rollings from Tell-i-Malyan, 

Uruk or Nineveh (ForAtt1/2), initially the lion and prey simply confront each other without an actual attack – as seen also in the 

early Back Lunge examples. In other words, bodily engagement between the two animals is in confrontational but stand-off 

mode - suggesting the action of killing is in itself not as important as the astronomical juxtaposition of the two animals/Gods. 

FORATT 5-7 & FORATT-12 (ED CYLINDER SEALS) - AND FORATT-8 (DEDICATION PLAQUES) 
Although there is not the same profusion of post-predynastic material here as for the Uruk Stance or Rear Attack, the handful 

we have confirms the general picture for the Early Dynastic period as given in Catalogues A-D that the proliferation of the lion-

prey motif all over Sumer, Syria and even into Eurasia was now showing increasing animation and inventiveness of 

composition. With the recent absolute dating changes in the early chronologies just described in mind, I have given the Jemdet 

Nasr/EDI/II and III seals and plaques earlier dates than usually accepted. As a rule of thumb it is simple to differentiate the 

rough and exploratory style of the EDI seals based on late Uruk designs - showing animals only - from the EDII seals which 

show crisper delineation and the frequent intervention of the human hunter. Finally, EDIII seals (the majority under Catalogue 

G: The Crossover Attack) show more concentration on mythological narratives and the introduction of further human or hybrid  

 
Ill.9- 7:  EDIII Seal from Fara (Heinrich FARA pl.46f/SCS 883 

                                                                 
56 Only recently has the interconnectedness of the Indian Ocean coastlines taken centre stage in archaeological issues, and its protohistoric pedigree realised  - 

see for the time being (a) the papers in Julian Reade (ed.) The Indian Ocean in Antiquity London 1996 and (b) the conference held 21 March 2015 at 
University College, London University  entitled Networks of the Red Sea: travel,  trade and connections. 
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characters, all standing upright at the same height in isocephaly, with matured skill in stylistic execution and - on the best ones - 

perfect syncopation of the design elements, as seen on the Fara example above.  

On the frequent sealings from Ur and other Early Dynastic Sumerian cities such as Nippur, Kish, Tell Agrab and again Susa 

(ForAtt-5/6/7) the Forward Attack is by now depicted with a more ferocious engagement between the two animals. The EDIII 

seal from Fara above shows an eccentric composition with an upended, two-headed ibex (note the crescent-headed weapons 

which had cultic significance throughout Greater Mesopotamia at the time, showing up again on the weapons held by warriors 

on the Karashamb goblet (ForAtt-13/9-10)). In the full Akkadian period the introduction of more narrative themes is in the end 

given precedence - at the expense of the lion-prey subject. Only on the early seals of ForAtt-12 transitional from the ED to the 

Akkadian period is it used as the key focus, looking old-fashioned precisely because the lion attack is retained. 

We might in a way see the the shared iconography of the dedicatory plaques under ForAtt-8 (and related mace-heads) as the 

Mesopotamian counterpart to the Predynastic palettes, maces and ivory knife handles of Egypt (see the telling comparison 

made under Urusta-7 between the Gebel el-Arak knife handle and one such limestone plaque). The plaques have the same 

iconography as the ED cylinder seals, and have in common stylistic signatures such as round holes for human eyes or grooved 

lion-manes (the lion mane on the main entry plaque is striated, as on the Fara seal above). The two subsidiary plaques under  

  

 
 

 

Ill.9- 8: (Top left) Seal from Ur (U14139/Karg III,8;GMA 782; (top centre) sealing from Fara (Martin FARA 1988 no. 183/ Legrain 243); 
(bottom left) Akkadian seal from Nippur – Maguire Gibson57 fig.70.1, compare (bottom centre) with ED sealing from Nippur no. 

8N169/Hansen pl.19g; and (right) Ivory comb panel (Decamps de Merzenfeld 1080b) – Louvre Collection Clot-Bey 

this entry show a diagonal version of the Forward Attack with the bull collapsing beneath the lion’s forequarters (enabling the 

group to fit into a narrower height), much as seen on seals or fragmentary sealings from Ur, Fara and Nippur (above), or the 

centre panel on an Egypto-Levantine ivory double comb above right (its reverse panel has a suckling cow with attendant). 

    
Ill.9- 9: (Left) Upright and horizontal versions of the portable qānūn/santūr played by Elamites on an Assyrian relief from the Palace 

of Ashurbanipal, Nineveh; (left centre) drawing of the figure with horizontal version – from Mitchell58; (right centre) the upright 
version depicted on Assyrian seal BM8935959; (right) present-day Turkish instrument 

                                                                 
57 M Gibson Excavations at Nippur: Eleventh Season OIC 22 Chicago 1975  
58 T C Mitchell ‘An Assyrian Stringed Instrument’ in T C Mitchell (ed.) Music and Civilisation (British Museum Yearbook 4)  London 1980 33-42 
59 E Porada ‘A Cylinder Seal showing a Harpist’ in T C Mitchell (ed) ibid. 29-31  
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On the two secondary plaques of the ForAtt-8 entry the Forward Attack is juxtaposed with the same music and feasting scenes 

as found on many ED cylinder seals – and even in Ebla-inspired Eurasia on the Karashamb goblet (ForAtt-13) the two themes 

are intertwined. In the case of the stringed instrument rather uncouthly carved on one plaque, this is probably an early version of 

the zither, known in Iran today as the qānūn - or santūr, later often depicted in a portable version in Neo-Assyrian art (as 

above), though it could also be a harp. A fair number of musical texts have been left in various ancient near eastern archives 

(mainly from the Ur III period) which give us, for instance, types of professional musician, categories of hymns, laments, love 

and praise songs, and dozens of words for musical instruments not always possible to identify. The harmonics of music being 

constant, Kilmer60 believes that the nature of the octave and its intervals had long been analysed and named, not surprisingly 

with the pentatonic scale the most commonly used. 

We return to music and entertainment when describing feasting scenes on metal or ceramic vases and goblets with lion-prey 

inclusions on them that crop up frequently during the 2M – so much so that certain Central Asian elements will invite extended 

analysis in DIVERSION 5 on ENTERTAINMENT. We have a particularly large amount of documentary information from the archives of 

Ebla about the spectacles put on for the celebration of events such as marriages or diplomatic visits, and we know the court 

joined forces on high days and holidays with the courts of surrounding cities such as Emar, Byblos and Mari.  

The main question for us is what the inclusion of the Forward Attack at such events signifies. 

                                                                 
60 A D Kilmer ‘The Strings of Musical Instruments, their Names, Numbers and Significance’ in Hans G. Güterbock and Thorkild Jacobsen (eds) Studies in 

Honor of Benno Landsberger on his 75th Birthday Chicago 1965 261-272 
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FORATT-4/5/6/7/12: THE LION-HEADED EAGLE IMDUGUD, SYRO-SUMERIAN SKY GOD  
Given its juxtaposition with the Forward Attack, an unexpected focus for the ordering and choice of catalogue items for the Early 

Dynastic part of the catalogue was the theme of the spread eagle in the sky, a firm pointer to the way the top few Gods were 

visualised at the time, both in Sumer and at Syrian centres such as Tell Beydar, Mari and Ebla (the connections between the 

places shown on the Distribution Map (Ill.9- 3) delineate the zone of influence). Though in early stages the eagle keeps its own 

bird head, it is often replaced by a lion-head, giving it the more precise identity of Imdugud, as described in the texts. Not only 

does this hybrid creature appear on several of the cylinder seals under ForAtt 5/6/7 (and even one of the early Akkadian seals 

under ForAtt-12), but because it also appears on the dedicatory Entemena Vase from Tello (ForAtt-4) we should consider it in 

some detail against the general background of the more usual limestone dedicatory plaques and mace-heads featuring this God 

– partly because under the Iconography Section we see its transition from the God Imdugud to the later Demon Anzu, enemy of 

Ninurta. 

FORATT-4: THE ENTEMENA VASE AND ITS ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

The solid silver ‘victory’ Vase of Entemena, King of Lagash (ForAtt-4), who at his height extended his reach to take on also the 

kingship of Nippur and Ur (where a looted, headless statue of him was found – see next page) is appropriately dedicated to the 

God of War, Ningirsu/Ninurta, specifically commissioned for display in that God’s temple, Eninnu, at Tello/Girsu. Fused to a now 

friable (as the early photographs show) solid-cast copper base, it appears to have been made inside Sumer and thus in itself 

diagnostic of an early phase of the changeover from stone to pioneering metalwork for temple vases, one result at least of the 

growing reciprocal exchange of raw minerals from the mountain regions that was under way during the 3M in exchange for 

Sumer’s textiles and agricultural products. We make the case in particular for Ebla’s intermediary role in this process, where its 

main exchange product was indeed textiles passed along from the Diyala region (a non-degradable product suitable for long-

distance journeys) with the most desirable exchange item offered back to Sumer being not only silver from ‘the silver mountains’ 

of Anatolia but also the craftsmen to work it. In fact during the course of research for many items in this catalogue we have 

sought higher precision in DIVERSIONS 2 and 3 on the sources of the metals and stones now playing a central role in the making 

of artefacts from as far west as Mycenae to as far east as Afghanistan (in Sumerian myth called Aratta), and as far as the Indus. 

 
Ill.9- 10:  Tello: Plan of Tell K, or ‘Platform of the House of Fruits’ – from Parrot (ibid.) 
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As Parrot61 so well describes, the main body of the Entemena Vase is made of thick silver hammered into shape, with a double 

sheet reinforced by an inner copper layer forming the separate neck piece soldered onto it. Its engraved linear designs show the 

same graphic precision as seen on EDIII seals but the fabric of the vase itself is clearly a new departure, standing out against 

the many earlier copper-only figurines found at Tello and neighbouring temple sites such as Khafaje62 from the period 

preceding. The Entemena Vase thus deserves its accolades as a pioneering masterpiece when set against the rough, 

dedicatory limestone plaques and maces usually offered up by kings or officials to the temple Gods. Parrot describes how it was 

found in the ground at the side of a damaged structure known by the French archaeologists as le massif d’Entéména - possibly 

a brick altar - set up on the west side of what appeared to be a sacred temenos laid out on a low, free-standing acropolis at 

Tello (plan above). Using a known name for Ningirsu’s temple, the mound was called by successive French archaeologists 

digging there as ‘The Platform of the House of Fruits’, or simply ‘Tell K’. Kings before and after Entemena had also left their 

mark on the Tell (amongst other items, the Stela of the Vultures (Ill.9- ) was found here) and it must have been on this raised 

area that the original great temple to Ningirsu was set up by successive rulers (now, only vestiges of foundations remain).  

So great must the reputation of the temple to Ningirsu have been that even Mesilim King of Kish dedicated a mace-head to the 

God there (below right), as was a smaller mace-head featuring the same symbol of the lion-headed eagle (following illustration). 

Another key trace left behind on Tell K from Entemena’s reign is the so-called ‘Esplanade d’Entemena’ - a short walkway paved 

with his inscribed bricks bordered by several small sanctuaries running towards the north corner of the temenos (see plan). 

 
 

 

Ill.9- 11:  (Left) Fragment of vase to Inanna dedicated by Entemena (unprovenanced); (centre) headless statue of Entemena found at 
Ur; (right) the mace-head of Mesilim, King of Kish, dedicated to Ningirsu, from Tell K, Tello (top and side views) 

Not only did Entemena dedicate the special silver vase to the God Ningirsu in thanks for one of his victories (possibly over Girsu 

itself), but the basalt vase fragment in the Berlin Museum depicting Inanna (above left) is proof of his allegiance to this Goddess 

also (we are reminded of the importance of her role in bestowing Kingship). From what remains of the inscription on it we do not 

know how she was named, but it follows similar wording as found on an alabaster tablet of Entemena in the Louvre that 

mentions her, and scholars have variously interpreted her as Nintu the Birth Goddess, Ninhursag the Mountain/Womb Goddess, 

Nisaba the Vegetation Goddess, or even Bau – but they are all facets of Inanna, since the Goddess is shown on the vase 

                                                                 
61 A Parrot Tello: Vingt Campagnes de Fouilles (1877-1933) Paris 1948, p.108 
62 See, for instance, the many examples given in Henri Frankfort More sculpture from the Diyala region (OIP 60) Chicago 1943 
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fragment in her frontal, iconic form holding a date bunch, as on seals or plaques of the time. The vase fragment (unfortunately 

sold on the market by a clandestine source and thus with no precise placing on any particular Sumerian site) proves stone 

    

Ill.9- 12:  (Left) Green steatite vase dedicated by Gudea of Lagash to Ningishzida, depicted holding the symbolic staff of Tammuz, a 
metal example of which was actually found on Tell K close to the site of the supposed Temple to Ningirsu – see also Ill.9- ; (centre 
left and right) the copper dedicatory spear to Ningirsu (with closeup of the upreared lion engraved on it); and (right) a small mace 

featuring Imdugud, often identified with Ningirsu (Parrot ibid. pl.21-h) - both found on Tell K.  

vases did continue to be dedicated to the Gods, even if not in common limestone (Ebla, too, went through a fashion for basalt 

sculpture – a stone available in Syria). Later than the Entemena Vase, Gudea dedicated a vase of green steatite in honour of 

Ningishzida, found ‘on the plains of Tello’ beyond the main site (above left), its iconography deserving attention later not only 

because of its connection to the entwined snakes on Protodynastic Egyptian and Susan artefacts, but also for its emphasis by 

Elamites and Central Asians as a form of the Snake Lady, the Underworld version of Inanna. Seen against the other Tell K 

findings - where Entemena features so prominently overall - his silver vase with its precisely known positioning on the site gains 

added depth. So many dedicatory artefacts were found in this precinct with visual or textual references to Ningirsu (including the 

copper spear engraved with an upreared lion, above centre63) that there can be no doubt the platform and its architectural 

features were erected in the cause of that God’s worship - and we must later pursue the reasons for this multivalent God’s 

central importance, both as a form of Saturn/El, as well as an early form of his son, Jupiter/Baal (later Marduk). 

IMDUGUD  IN  EBLA 

Ningirsu as Imdugud (we explain their interconnection later) was equally popular in Ebla, and appears on the limestone pieces 

of Ebla’s intarsia wall-panels originally decorating Palace G, a type of wall decoration popular in Sumer and Mari during the time 

of maximum Sumerian influence (the Imdugud pieces and their positioning on a hierarchy of panel registers is shown in the next 

two illustrations). With early beginnings in the Dairy Frieze on the temple of Ninḫursag at CUbaid (now in the British Museum), 

intarsia work was the favoured form of wall decoration in all corners of the Sumerian empire, with display schemes surviving 

from Kish, Mari and Ebla. It is therefore no surprise that Ebla’s once grand 12-register intarsia decorative wall panel was made 

along the lines of those made in both Kish – and Mari64 – and identical motifs and similarities of style suggest it even used the 

same craftsmen. In Catalogue D we briefly discussed intarsia wall decoration as a fashion that gave way to the less laborious 

art of wall-painting, which in itself helps to date it. The programme of the intarsia wall panel at Ebla, like the Standard of Ur, 

almost predictably contrasts War and Peace scenes interspersed with the Gods whose presence is acknowledged as part of the  

                                                                 
63 Parrot also mentions a double lion-handled metal knife dedicated to Ningirsu which ‘went missing’ in transit to the Louvre. 
64 Peter Calmeyer ‘Zur Rekonstruktion der “Standarte’ von Mari”’ in J-R Kupper (ed.) XVe Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale: La Civilisation de Mari’ 

Liège 1967, 161-9 with 6 reconstructive drawings 
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Ill.9- 13:  Intarsia pieces from Ebla featuring Imdugud65 – of the same genre as the Kish intarsia panels 

celebrations (a convention we will see also followed on the Karashamb goblet (ForAtt-13)). Illustrated above are the 

three pieces representing Sky God Imdugud from the now disintegrated panels of Palace G at Ebla, all 

characteristically marking the eagle’s navel with a double circle - just as on several small surviving Tello shell pieces  

(Ill.9-161). He is sometimes flanked by bull-men (figures associated with the rising Sun on the horizon) with 

exaggerated curly tufts at the knee-joints that follow EDIII/Early Akkadian stylistic conventions.  

The illustrations below - a drawing and (more or less) corresponding photo - of some of the remains of two key planks 

from the original wall embellishment (onto which the intarsia pieces were set, sadly later reused face down as flooring 

elsewhere in Palace G), gives some idea of the placing of these Imdugud elements within the overall programme, 

even if somewhat disrupted and now probably out of their proper sequence. Evidently, just as for the furniture pieces 

of ForAtt-11 discussed next, the time must have come, as royal taste changed over to Egyptian motifs (see the later, 

Northern Palace furniture inlays described in Catalogue C, Ill. 7-23), when they were considered old fashioned and 

ordered to be ignominiously dismantled. These panels point not only to Ebla’s initial strong reliance on Sumer for  

  
Ill.9- 14:  The main rows on two of the panels from Ebla as positioned when found, and featuring Imdugud three times, next to 
remains of prisoner-of-war groups, later rearranged (other pieces from the entire standard were found elsewhere in Palace G) 

inspiration in the Early Dynastic period, but also indicate the cluster of artefacts following that general fashion implies the 

Entemena Vase itself should be dated earlier to fit more closely into the period the lion-headed spread-eagle was used 

extensively at Tello, Ur and Nippur - Sumer being the source of the iconography used in Mari and Ebla at the time. It is also 

                                                                 
65 Matthiae and Pinnock, Studies on the Archaeology of Ebla 1980-2010 2014 pls 59-63 
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worth noting that two or three hippo-ivory fragments from Acemhüyük (next illustration), found in the same group as our ForAtt-

17, even in Anatolia buy in to this version of a shared Imdugud-type composition of plain eagle clutching at two gazelles: 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

Ill.9- 15:  Hippo ivory pieces (c.1900-1700) from Acemhüyük (DeCamps de Merzenfeld66 nos 1095 (left) and 1094 (right); with hawk 
added to reconstruction (centre) owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (BBCat-49), its squatness reminiscent of the 

chlorite eagle pendant in the Louvre beneath (missing its stone settings, probably of turquose) from Bactria, cited by Amiet67 

In fact, looking ahead to the map under Ill.9-23, the pieces shown above reveal the far-reaching connections between heraldic 

eagles from Acemhüyük and from Bactria, to the extent that we cannot resist filling in some gaps in between in order to close 

the circle of transmission. The standard of Shahdad68 (below), is topped by a copper eagle and shows a feasting scene with a  

 

 
 

                                                                 
66 C Decamps de Merzenfeld Inventaire commenté des ivoires phéniciens et apparentés découverts dans le Proche-Orient Paris 1954 
67 P Amiet ‘Antiquities of Bactria and Outer Iran in the Louvre Collection’ in G Ligabue et al. (eds) Bactria Venice 1988 fig. 19c 
68 A Hakemi Shahdad: Archaeological Excavations of a Bronze Age Center in Iran (introduced by P Amiet) Rome 1997 Plates 1-4 and fig.  
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Bilateral Attack in confrontation mode underneath (twisted snakes/guilloches interspersed) indicating it is the New Year 

celebration, taking place under the aegis of the Sky God. The raised relief plates from that site are in exactly the style of the 

Tepe Hissar raised relief plate included in Catalogue G: The Crossover Attack and many others from Mari. In this connection 

we call to mind the assertions of Bilgi69 who sees the area surrounding Acemhüyük as particuilarly strongly influenced by the 

influx of Indo-Europeans – whether Hurrian, Luwian or other tribal branches. These examples from as far north as Bactria and 

as far east as Indic Shahdad show just how interlinked the Indo-Iranian world was – here highlighted more by shared imagery 

than language. On the way to Acemhüyük were the cities of Sumer and Syria – on which route Ebla played a facilitator role. 

EBLA AND MESOPOTAMIA 

Archi70 in a useful paper states that at least 68 documents from the Ebla archives mention Kish, and that the principal 

transactions appear to be diplomatic gifts from Ebla (centuries before the so-called ‘Age of Diplomacy’) consisting of textiles, 

clothing, silver and gold to the great and the good of Kish, including its kings and its Gods - Enlil, Enki, Shamash and Sin (Archi 

points out that Ebla’s own Gods neither have the same names as those of Semitic Kish, nor of mainline Mesopotamia).Though it 

might seem from the texts that of all the Sumerian cities Ebla dealt with, Kish was top of the list, from the Imdugud iconography 

we could suspect just as strong links existed with Nippur, Tello/Girsu and Ur. Ebla also comes into the picture as purveyor of 

copper and perfumes – and on Gudea’s Statue B it is described as the principal city on the route to the timber to be sourced in 

the mountains beyond it (giving foundation to Gilgamesh and Enkidu’s journey and quest). In a further paper in the same 

volume of Eblaitica, ‘Gifts for a Princess’ (pp 115-24), Archi on the basis of a further text suspects a princess from Ebla was 

sent off with dowry to marry a King of Kish, so important was the cooperation between the two cities. In particular, Ebla used 

Kish as a convenient way-station for purchasing its own requirements of lapis lazuli, tin and carnelian from Dilmun71 a place-

name originally referring to the entire Indus Valley zone (Kish is also mentioned in one instance as supplying singers to Ebla). 

METALWORKER’S TOMB AT THE PALACE 

Importantly for our understanding of the Entemena Vase, Ebla, returning the favours, sent three metalworkers to Kish on 

another occasion - a revealing hint for one way in which metal-working knowledge must have spread to Sumer from Anatolia – 

in this instance via Ebla – totally relevant to our understanding of how the manufacture of the Entemena Vase of Lagash could 

have been made possible in a period where the majority of dedicatory artefacts (such as the plaques and maces already 

discussed) were made of limestone! We are reminded, too, that on the scarp below Ebla’s Palace G the remains of an early 2M 

forge were found, still containing supplies of silver ingots and metal moulds - with a high-status metalworker72 buried under the 

floor with his tools, including two sets of andesite moulds to make fenestrated axes for ritual use by Ebla’s kings. This is why we 

consider the quantum jump in metallurgy made by the pre-Ur Sumerians in metal technology - from the pure copper figurines of 

Tello/Girsu to the Entemena Vase from the same site, now made of solid, hammered silver – a reason to date it just before the 

EDIII period of the Royal Tombs of Ur, a time when contacts with Ebla were open. However, in our DIVERSION 2 on METAL 

PROCUREMENT we will show that metals and metalworkers from Iran and the Indus Valley73 are equally to be taken into 

consideration as suppliers of ores and craftsmanship. We found during the writing of this catalogue that craftsmen’s tombs, 

                                                                 
69 Ö Bilgi ‘Metal Workers of the Central Black Sea Region of Turkeyk in the Early Bronze Age: A New Perspective on the Questionof the Indo-Europeans’ 

Original Homeland’ in P Matthiae et al (eds) Proceedings of the 1st International Congress on the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East Vol.1 Rome 2000 
109-127 
70 A Archi ‘More on Ebla and Kish’ Eblaitica I 1987, 125-38 
71 K van Lerberghe ‘Copper and Bronze in Ebla and in Mesopotamia’ in H Waetzoldt et al (eds) Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla Heidelberg 1988 253-5 
72 P Matthiae ‘Les Dernières Découvertes d’Ébla en 1983-1986’ Comptes Rendus de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres Jan-Mars 1987, 135-61 

(see p. 147) 
73 For general background to this era see G F Dales ‘Shifting Trade Patterns between the Iranian Plateau and the Indus Valley in the Third Millennium BC’ in Le 

Plateau Iranien et l’Asie Centrale dès Origines à la Conquête Islamique (Colloques Internationaux du CNRS no.567 Paris 1977 67-78 
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especially those of metalworkers, crop up on several occasions further afield than Syro-Mespotamia, indicating that during the 

Second Millennium in several kingdoms they and their workshops enjoyed high status in their intimate relations with the ruling 

Court, along with its priests and councillors.  

We felt it important to spend time establishing the importance of the Entemena Vase in terms of its metallurgy, and to linger at 

length on the general context of Imdugud - given the significant fact that the full decorative scheme involves four Forward 

Attacks held in this hybrid God’s talons – pointing to the idea that at this time the year divisions marked by the lion-prey group 

are presided over by the Sky God. 

FORATT-9: ECHOES OF THE URUK EMPIRE IN THE LEVANTINE AND AEGEAN MEDITERRANEAN 
Not as much attention is given to Aegean connections with Sumer in the 3M as to the 2M, but the two items under this entry 

give hints of an early layer of intermittent relations between Crete, the Levant and Sumer, previewing full-scale CANEA 

adoption in the next. Hippo ivory would mostly have come from Egypt, sometimes via Syria - but see DIVERSION 4 on IVORY.  

FORATT-10/11/15: THE FACE/NECK-BITE FORWARD ATTACK IN VD EGYPT SUMER & SYRIA 
From these entries we perhaps see a two-way borrowing between Middle Kingdom Egypt and Syria of the Face-Bite version of 

the Forward Attack. They throw up the question of unravelling several different phases of Egyptian diplomacy or administration 

with the Aegeo-Levant so that from Egyptianising artefacts found or imitated we can separate them as to: 

• sparse Old Kingdom evidence;  

• First Intermediate Period links;  

• multivalent and rich interaction during the Middle Kingdom;  

• Egypt’s more long-term absorption into the Levant (and vice versa) during the Second Intermediate Period, 
with local inhabitants contributing to Hyksos rule, and finally 

• New Kingdom interaction in strongly differentiated phases under: 

o Tuthmoses I 

o Hatshepsut; 

o Tuthmoses III  

o Amenhotep III  

o Akhenaten  

o Tutankhamun and, finally,  

o the Ramessides.  

Each interaction had a specific and variant impact in the Aegaeo-Levant (including Crete and Mycenae) with differing and highly 

specific results depending on current styles in Egypt. Ultimately there was never a period when Egypt was not interacting with 

this wider region, but if it began at arm’s length simpy to acquire cedar wood, it ended with the total infusion of an Egyptian 

subculture into Syro-Palestine (less so in the Aegean), on artefacts frequently introduced alongside local imagery in what we 

shall call BIVISUALS (a simple example being the association of the Ankh with Ishtar on Syrian seals). 

POPULARITY OF THE FACE BITE MODE OF FORWARD ATTACK AND PHASING OF ITS USE 
The death-dealing moment of the Face Bite used as a design goes back as much to Egypt as it does to Sumer (see ForAtt-3/4). 

The Egyptian VD examples under ForAtt-10 - used along with other animal groups to portray the passing of the seasons - can 

be seen as the brief readoption of the Lion-Prey group inspired either indirectly from Mesopotamia or revamped from its own 

Predynastic tradition, and can be inferred as a prelude to fuller interaction between the Levant and Egypt from the First 

Intermediate Period and on into the Middle Kingdom, for which there is ample evidence at Ebla alone. Certainly mid-millennium 

in both territories the lion attacking its prey with nose- or neck-bite is the favoured version, with some examples (ForAtt-11) 

indicating some input of fresh observation of lion behaviour by an artist - which with re-use then became standard. We are 

reminded by Matthiae in his British Academy lecture (ibid.) that two stone ‘antiques’ from Egypt were found in Ebla’s Palace G - 
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a diorite bowl with the cartouche of Chephren, perhaps an heirloom, and an alabaster lid with the name of Pepi I on it whose 

reign is taken by the Italian team of archaeologists to be roughly contemporary with the reign of Sargon/beginning of the reign of 

Naram-Sin. On the former, Archi (ibid.) quotes Pettinato’s assignment of Egypt’s Dynasty IV as contemporary with the First 

Dynasty of Kish – against which Urkesh or Ebla’s own commissioning of their versions of the design - now on cylinder seals - 

(ForAtt-15) makes better sense if we realise they in turn simply mirror contemporary Mesopotomian prototypes from the 

stereotyped seal designs of Ur and Kish in the EDIII/Early Akkadian period, endlessly repeating the upreared Forward Attack. 

 

Ill.9- 16:  Location of Ebla on Matthiae’s Map in I Tesori di Ebla (1985) 
 

THE FACE/NECK BITE IN LATE EARLY DYNASTIC/EARLY AKKADIAN EBLA 

For the pieces of burned wooden furniture found in Ebla’s Palace G (ForAtt-11), again due to the ED chronology I am using I 

have given the main entry a far more conservative dating than Matthiae, since it dovetails on the basis of the adoption of the 

throat bite of the lion on an upreared goat exactly matching the EDI/II Ur sealing fragment compared to it (even taking into 

account possible Egyptian VD linkage given Ebla’s well-documented flirtations with Egypt, which could have worked both ways 

(ForAtt-10)74.) Overall, the furniture pieces show so many links with Sumerian prototypes that I agree with Matthiae that this 

confirms their placing within the EDIII to Early Akkadian period – a period leading up to the Akkadian occupation of Ebla 

boasted about in the records by Naram-Sin. In fact, it is sealings on bullae left in another room in Palace G (the very room 

where the furniture pieces were found) – which we should add to the examples given in ForAtt-15 – that depict the upright 

throat bite attack (below) where the neck-bite group is one of the units in chains of combating figures based on the Catalogue 

G: Crossover Attack seals common in Ur at the time (like Archi, Matthiae makes much of Ebla’s links with Kish, but such 

iconographical matches speak just as much of liaisons with Ur and Fara). Note on these Ebla sealings the Syrian convention of 

using a strip of smaller images across the top of the scene in a symbolic or hieroglyphic visual commentary, here mostly heads 

perhaps referring to Gods or Seasons (the same style is frequent in the Tell Beydar seals too – Rova ibid.). The Ebla seals are 

unusual in having many different heads facing frontally - usually the prerogative of staring Goddess Inanna whose floating head 

                                                                 
74 In fact my assessment accords with Matthiae’s earlier thinking on Eblan chronology in relation to the finds in Palace G, in ‘On the Economic Foundations of 

the Early Syrian Culture of Ebla’ in H Waetzoldt et al (eds) Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla Heidelberg 1988 75-80 
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Ill.9- 17:  Sealing and drawing of repeating design from seal TM.07.G200 from room L.9583, Palace G 

- pre-Medusa-like - was later often to appear singly on Mitanni seals (the latter may indeed refer to the newly prominent star Al-

Gol in Age of Aries astronomy, to be pondered later in our discussion of the Perseus family of constellations). Note also for later 

reference (to add to our ‘serpent portfolio’ when pursuing the origins of THE SNAKE LADY in DIVERSION 12) on another of these 

Ebla seals the bearded supporter of the Quaternary represented by four lion heads (below left), who wears two twisted snakes 

hung on his biceps that meet in a horizontal  twist along his waist. The serpent vocabulary in the end traces back to Asia. 

  
Ill.9- 18:  Drawings of two further seal designs from room L. 2716, Palace G 

When dealing with the wooden furniture pieces of Palace G, Matthiae describes the richness of the artefacts and documents 

alone in revealing Ebla’s pivotal geographical positioning, attesting to contacts not only with Sumer eastwards, but also with 

Byblos (which had long had its own separate and unbroken relationship with Egypt by sea during the Old Kingdom), dealing with 

Egypt directly. The latter observation applies to the different inlays of Ebla’s later Northern Palace (illustrated in Catalogue C, Ill 

7-23) showing Egyptian motifs - indicating a period of strong interchange with Middle Kingdom Egypt75 and probably made for a 

throne or bed some time after the era of the wooden furniture, when the lion-prey subject was dropped. Thus the ivory inlays of 

the later Northern Palace help put into perspective the wooden pieces of ForAtt-11 found in Palace G to the south of the city 

built earlier, revealing Ebla’s taste during the earlier phases of the ED Period, intermeshed as it then was with the perpetual, 

seamless traffic and interchange with the craft traditions of both Sumer and Susa. Most of the documents of the archive found in 

the library rooms of Palace G not only give lists of daily rations allotted for the journeys of messengers and officials, but also 

give accounts of the beginnings of that international trade in textiles – in exchange for metals - that we covered in such detail in 

the Chronological Focus for Catalogue C: The Rear Attack. They reveal the two-way interchange between Ebla (eastwards) 

with Aššur and Kish (with whom at one time it had a treaty) and (north-westwards) with Kanesh in Anatolia. The continuous 

strategic land-grabbing then starting up between competing kingdoms in the entire region is also mentioned on various tablets 

of the Ebla archive, including descriptions of Ebla’s occupation of Mari. With changes in its fortunes, Naram-Sin’s final conquest 

of Ebla for Matthiae explains the conflagration in Palace G that caused the burning of the wooden furniture, by then probably in 

                                                                 
75 Described in ‘Masterpieces of Early and Old Syrian Art: Discoveries of the 1988 Ebla Excavations in a Historical Perspective’ – the Mortimer Wheeler 

Archaeological Lecture 4 May 1989 published in the Proceedings of the British Academy LXXV 1989 25-56 
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storage and considered old-fashioned anyway. Certainly for the stylistic reasons given in the catalogue entries I read our 

‘obsolete’ furniture pieces as most likely to be pre-Akkadian.  

FORATT-14: EBLAN STONE CARVING 

We deal with this item, of uncertain date, before ForAtt-13 since it makes sense to follow the Ebla story in a continuous chain of 

items. Matthiae in I Tesori da Ebla helpfully gives a photo of the huge double basin76 in its original setting (below) with Forward 

Attack at one end (see detail under the entry), while his detailed plan (following illustration) shows its precise placement in the 

S-W corner of the main cella of the temple (arrowed) against the wall, explaining why there is no decoration on the back. 

In contrast to the outstanding cluster of stone vases using the Uruk Stance, other than one unprovenanced bowl fragment cited 

under ForAtt-1 this catalogue does not list a single stone vase using the full Forward Attack. To some extent the numerous  

 
Ill.9- 19:  Double basin photographed in situ before removal – Matthiae (ibid.) pl.52b – for position in the temple, see next page 

stone maces and plaques take their place despite their slightly different ritual function. Vases were still dedicated to the Gods by 

rulers but we see in this catalogue that now metals were preferred, often decorated with complex narrative programmes. The 

 
                                                        

Ill.9- 20:  Temple D north of Palace G of typical Canaanite plan, dedicated to Ishtar –Matthiae pl.52a [double basin is arrowed] 

two small bowls below using the same crude carving style with large holes for eyes and dating to the turn of the 2M are 

exceptions, placed here because they echo the provincial carving style of this ritual double basin in Temple D to the north of 

Palace G, used for ablutions. The fact that the first bowl shown below left is from Elam - and the other declared by Moortgat77 to 

be ‘typically Hurrian’, its subject matter and style ‘connected with the Kirkuk glyptic’ cements another piece in the mosaic we are 

                                                                 
76 As this is deemed a 2M object, it is plotted on the 2M Distribution Map - despite the fact that in some ways it has all the qualities of a late 3M piece. 
77 A Moortgat Die Kunst des Alten Mesopotamiens Köln 1967 ill.237 
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trying to fill out within this catalogue of how the tin trade was often mediated to reach Ebla via Elam against an overall cultural 

background of Indo-Europeans connected to Central Asia (Hurrians, Mitanni and even Hittites) where guilds of craftsmen (and 

even guilds of warriors) provided tangible interconnections between these places78. The second bowl, showing an animal 

procession walking round an outstretched hand as its base, compares with a Hittite vessel in the shape of a fist (Ill.9- ) - whose 

ritual significance is considered alongside other narrative bowls later.  

From their decoration, both bowls could well have been used at the New Year celebrations - and since the ablution double basin 

has a stand-off Forward Attack at one of its ends and also animal processions providing the visual framework for the celebratory 

couple at the top seated at a drinking ceremony, it is likely also to have been linked to such events. The argument for its date  

 
 

Ill.9- 21:  (Left) Gypsum pot found in a clay sarcophagus from Elam showing confronted lion and bull with holes for eyes – Amiet 
ELAM ill.212, Teheran Museum; (right) marbl cupped-hand bowl79with frieze above of ibex, kid, lion, eagle and bull from Nimrud, BM  

being later than the furniture pieces of ForAtt-11 is based on the fact that the ruler with peaked-cap in the feasting scene seems 

to be the same person appearing on several Cappodocian seals (c.1900) from Kültepe. Despite the fact that the carving style of 

the basin in some respects has the hallmarks of the late Third Millennium in its awkwardness, its later dating is ascribed by 

Matthiae to the fact that it could have been an heirloom retained in a later level of Temple D. The lion-bull group on one end, like 

the gypsum bowl from Elam, suggests a traditional dedication to Ishtar, yet there are Central Asian features of other items of its 

iconography that must mean they were alterations added later. We consider this more closely in the Iconography Section. 

Finally, the feasting scene shown on the basin and on the Karashamb goblet following will give us cause to look into the matter 

of drinking and entertainment in the Near East and Central Asia overall - because it persists as one of the principal subjects 

depicted on seals, bowls and goblets in combination with the lion-prey group. DIVERSION 5 on entertainment will help us 

ultimately to understand how bull-leaping and other kinds of acrobatics formed part of its wider context – often with the lion-prey 

group inserted as one of its components to signal the time of year the celebrations took place. 

Even the Karashamb goblet, next to be discussed, is obliquely locked int the Ebla story, and shows a nomadic, more crude 

version of a feasting and drinking scene on one of its registers. 

                                                                 
78 See Cyrus Gordon ‘Ugaritic Guilds and Homeric ΔΗΜΙΟΕΡΓΟΙ’ in S Weinberg (ed.) The Aegean and the Near East: Studies Presented to Hetty Goldman 

Locust Valley NY 1956 
79 For a survey of the ‘hand-lion bowl’ type see S Mazzoni ‘Pyxides and hand-lion bowls: a case of minor arts’ in C E Suter et al. (eds) Crafts and Images in 

Contact: Göttingen 2005. Compare also with H G Güterbock et al. ‘A Hittite Silver Vessel in the Form of a Fist’ in J B Carter et al (eds) The Ages of Homer 
Austin Texas 1995 45-60, which we dwell on more fully - along with other Hittite vessels - in the Iconography Section. 
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FORATT-13: THE KARASHAMB SILVER GOBLET, BLEND OF URBAN AND NOMADIC CULTURES 
Unexpectedly, along with the solid silver dedicatory vase to Ningirsu from Tello (ForAtt-4), a hammered silver goblet from 

present-day Armenia decorated with six registers of narrative (ForAtt-13) stands out as a notable climax for the 5M-3M period in 

this Catalogue. It serves not only to bring into focus the metal-producing areas on the fringes of the near-eastern urban centres - 

usually mountain regions where metals and metalwork techniques were second nature - but also to strike the first keynote for 

the entire Catalogue for the beginning of cumulative - in the end overarching - process of interaction between northern nomadic 

chieftains and the fixed administrative machinery of the courts in settled cities. For the beginnings of this phenomenon re-read 

our commentary on the Maikop vases (Ratt-10) describing a preceding, less usual, phase of tribal movements in 4M Eurasia 

where the earliest signs of Indo-Europeans on the move start to appear in the archaeological record80. Looking at people 

controlling metal resources, such as a tribal leader in a place like Karashamb seeking status from contacts with ‘high civilisaton’ 

by copying the iconography of an urban king like Ebla’s, we gain insight into North Syria’s role as middle-man in the 3-2M stage 

of the metal-for-textiles trade, along whose routes Ebla was strategically placed at the crossroads. 

We must first justify our inclusion of the Karashamb goblet in this Forward Attack catalogue at all, since on close scrutiny the 

two lion-prey attacks inserted into its narratives (though frontal in approaching their prey) are, strictly speaking, a Crossover 

Attack and one half of a Bilateral Attack (and are given their due place, more fleetingly, in their correct catalogues). But due to 

the placing of the lion-bull groups against other subjects in the same way they appear on several other items in this catalogue - 

especially with the Sky God Imdugud - I see the goblet as the culmination of a particular strand of Sumero-Syrian culture that 

had started to spread further afield into Eurasia during the 3M to create new combinations with images of nomadic origin 

(probably as the knock-on effect of Aššur and Ebla’s embassies into Anatolia further south). As we show in the Iconography 

Section certain idiosyncratic traits of the goblet’s iconography appear to derive from either Eblan or Elamite models. 

Two early 2M Amorite bronze beakers81 from the North Syrian region, probably made a century or so later (the one below left 

already described under Ratt-16) show a similar mixture of nomadic elements fused with traditional Mesopotamian iconography,  

 
Ill.9- 22: The two beakers described by Schlossman ibid. (drawings of the iconography are given in the Iconography Section) 

with briefer versions of the procession and audience scenes on the Karashamb goblet punctuated in the same way with 

references to a handful of key Gods (including the lion-prey group). The content of each of them - especially the second one 

showing Mitanni influence - are analysed fully in the Iconography Section - where we can also look at the Mitanni elements 

added to the ritual double basin from Ebla (ForAtt-13). 

                                                                 
80 Y V Vas’ilkov ‘Some Indo-Iranian mythological motifs in the art of the Novosvobodnaya (‘Majkop’) Culture’ in A Parpola et al (eds) South Asian Archaeology 

1993  Helsinki 1994 777-788 
81 See Betty L Schlossman ‘Two North Mesopotamian Bronze Beakers of the Early Second Millennium BC’ AfO XXV 1975,143-60 
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EURASIA IN THE NEAR-EASTERN CONTINUUM: GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT OF THE KARASHAMB GOBLET 
We first take the obvious approach in sketching out the geographical context of the Karashamb goblet since, given the easiest 

available raw materials for the highland regions of Caucasus, Taurus and Urals were metals82 it is no surprise to see the use of 

silver as the preferred alternative to stone for cultic drinking vessels in the area. On the beakers, from the Amorite twists on the 

standard iconography (such as nomads with donkeys) we started to pin down how local changes were rung on orthodox Syro-

Mesopotamian borrowings by ‘outsider’ nomadic groups, including those further north in Eurasia. As we started to notice this 

process, it not only helped to confirm the chronological positioning to form the basis of our reading of the scenes of the more 

complex Karashamb goblet (drawn out in Ill.9-11), but also helped us identify what ended up as the main weave of our final  

 
Ill.9- 23: Kohl’s map (his fig. 1.1) showing selected sites in Eurasia (Maikop), Southern Iran (Shahdad, Tepe Yahya) and the Oxus 
(Hissar/Gonurdepe) shown within the continuum of their Syro-Anatolian and Sumero-Susan outreach via desert and/or mountain 

routes – see also his map at Ill.9-  with a more close-up view of Turan in relation to the Indus and Central Asia 

conclusions at the end of the Iconography Section, in turn leading to our final astronomical considerations. The marked increase 

in the infiltration of Central Asian/Eurasian iconographies into the CANEA during the middle third of the 2M (ForAtt-18-24) then 

show up even more strongly in other combinations on the artefacts of most concern to us during the period chosen for our 

Chronological Focus (seen under ForAtt-25-36). But let us begin at the beginning… 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE KARASHAMB (AND TRIALETI) CUPS: INTERACTION BETWEEN NOMAD AND CITY 
The useful general map from Kohl83 above should include Ebla on it like the previous map, midway between Mari and the 

Mediterranean, a key gateway northwards to Anatolia and beyond (as, too, was Yamhad/Aleppo north of it – so far never fully 

excavated other than by modern civil war bombing). Situated at a confluence of both Egyptian and Mesopotamian culture 

streams - and tapping into both - Ebla was in the same position as its neighbours in Eurasia in the way it, too, borrowed from 

‘higher’ traditions to make them her own, though of course they were culturally closer and underpinned at a higher level 

politically, leading to closer uniformity in their arts. From the imagery featuring the peaked-cap ruler on local Kültepe seals in 

Catalogue C (Ratt-18) we already have evidence about Eblan traffic proceeding north-westwards by means of diplomacy, trade 

and gifts – borne out by the textual exchanges we quoted in Catalogue C between Ebla, Mari and Sumer beyond. These 

precedents help to clarify the many pictorial echoes evident on the Karashamb goblet that are rooted in Eblan imagery, perhaps 

                                                                 
82 When the famous Berlin-Baghdad railway (later part of the Orient Express) was built by the Germans across the Ottoman Empire at the turn of the 20C, even 

then the Armenians were known for their skills as blacksmiths and metalworkers and on political grounds were not to be alienated since their labour was needed  
for metal working on the rails (Sean McMeekin The Berlin-Baghdad Express London 2010). 
83 Philip L Kohl The Making of Bronze Age Eurasia Cambridge 2007 gives the most up-to-date synthesis of the situation, but see also his ‘Integrated 

Interaction at the Beginning of the Bronze Age: New Evidence from the Northeastern Caucasus and the Advent of Tin Bronzes in the 3M BC’ in A T Smith et al 
(eds) Archaeology in the Borderlands: Investigations in Caucasia and Beyond Los Angeles 2003 9-21 
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inspired by penetration further north by Eblan ambassadors in person into ‘barbarian territory’ – an obvious feature is the bull-

legged table – though the entire iconographical programme will hopefully be decoded in due order in the Iconography Section.  

In fact, from amongst the Karashamb goblet motifs we can track from the spread of one object (the bull-legged tripod table) that 

particularly 2M trend of the interchange of peoples spreading well into Anatolia and up to the Black Sea – one way or another (I 

will argue) eventually seeping through to the Mycenaean world. The inevitability of geography in creating history and funnelling 

people along certain routes was underlined in 2015 during the mass exodus of Syrians fleeing civil war who walked, bussed or 

entrained to the west coast of Turkey and then used it as a launch pad either to reach mainland Greece across the Aegean 

islands (at the narrowest point there is no more than 7km of water to be negotiated) – or to go further north to Macedonia and 

then ever westwards continually overland to the rest of Western Europe84. We already know from the silver vases of Maikop 

(Ratt-10) that the Caucasian territories round the Black Sea, Caspian Sea and Lake Urmia (see also map below) were 

interacting as early as the 4-3M on their own nomadic terms with the near eastern urban networks of Susa/Uruk and 

Susiana/Sumer and even Central Asia itself on the other side of the Caspian Sea via both riverine and mountain routes, 

circumventing Old Syria completely - shared iconography being a useful indicator of this process. We later scrutinise the 

contribution of distant sites on the Turkmenid side of the Caspian Sea to Minoan/Mycenaean pieces when discussing themes 

such as the snake iconography of Ishtar – and the evidence of the dog and chariot burials from the necropolis of Gonurdepe 

there are another case in point when considering the importance of dogs and horses to all Āryans (back to the Karashamb and 

Trialeti cups, the inclusion of a dog under the bull-legged table is diagnostic). 

 
Ill.9- 24: Modern map of Armenia, the location of several mid-3M kurgans (the Karashamb site at Nairi is a few miles from the capital, 

Yerevan). The Hasanlu and Marlik sites are closer to the Caspian Sea (see map at  Ill.9-29 and thereafter) 

When trying to understand the Karashamb goblet, quite aside from the elements of Eurasian content we also note the inclusion 

of purely 3M SW-Iranian/Elamite features that, in hindsight, were already appearing in the Maikop mix. The Trialeti cup from 

Kurgan 5 in nearby Georgia (drawn out in Ill.9-12) is often mentioned in the same breath as the Karashamb goblet (their 

                                                                 
84 See, for instance, the maps given in The Times of August 24 2015 that show these two routes were taken by thousands of refugees within one year 
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manufacture is only slightly different and their iconography shares several common features). Boehmer’s exposition85 of the 

many stylistic details on the Karashamb goblet that match motifs from places such as Shahdad, Tepe Yahya or Susa (e.g. the 

crouching musicians with legs merged into their torsos - as in Ills.9-168/170/172) tempers our interpretation in the Iconography 

Section to take into account also that the peoples of the Caucasus benefited from contacts with both Elam and Central Asia, 

and together these more unusual iconographic borrowings helped Boehmer place the goblet in the EDIII/Early Akkadian period. 

Taking an unusually close viewpoint on the region (see maps below and at end of the section) we see just how interconnected 

the Caucasus region is to the northern regions of the ancient Near East, with interleaving regional rivers flowing north, south, 

east and west - Rubinson in particular 86 makes the case for continuity with the Kültepe region and down into Syria (note below 

the positions of Trialeti, Erevan, Kültepe, Hasanlu, Malatya and the rivers Euphrates, Tigris/Zab branches, Kura and Araxes). 

 
Overview of the Caucasus region by M S Rothman ibid. (his fig. 4.5) – see next map for full reference 

The two 2M Anatolian-cum-Amorite bronze beakers earlier referred to above show small groups of people carrying out a mixture 

of archaic Sumerian/Ur III-cum-nomad rituals, and the Karashamb or Trialeti goblets before them in the same way betray such a 

background through the portrayal of animal processions and rituals recognisably based on Sumero-Syrian tradition – yet woven 

in with other scenes specific in several details to the immediate local culture. The later Hasanlu bowl (Ill.9-136) - in fact also a 

beaker - found south of Lake Urmia belongs to this metal vessel tradition using hybrid iconography87 - after which time drinking 

paraphernalia in valuable metals remained common in the First Millennium, now using Assyrian –v- Urartian or Greek –v-

Scythian mixes on which the lion-prey motif was never far away, given the cups must have continued to be used to celebrate 

the New Year. The concept of continued interaction between ‘the desert and the sown’, or ‘the mountain and the plain’ is a 

useful one to bear in mind, well described for the ancient near eastern region recently by John F Robertson88, who argues 

                                                                 
85 op.cit. (see Catalogue entry). 
86 K Rubinson ‘Silver Vessels and Cylinder Sealings: Precious Reflections of Economic Exchange in the Early Second Millennium BC’ in AT Smith et al. (eds) 

ibid. 128-143 
87 See G N Kurochkin ‘Archaeological Serch for the Near Eastern Aryans and the royal cemetery of Marlik’ South Asian Archaeology 1993 Helsinki 1994 #34 
88 John F Robertson ‘Nomads, Barbarians, and Societal Collapse in the Historiography of Ancient Southwest Asia’ in Ann K Guinan et al. (eds) If a Man Builds 

a Joyful House: Assyriological Studies in Honor of Erle Verdun Leichty Leiden and Boston 2006 
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hybridity should be taken as a sign of originality - rather than the corruption of a ‘pure’ tradition - just what is seen on the 

Karashamb goblet. Rubinson op.cit likens the flat-patterned spread of animals on a silver bucket from Kurgan 17 at Trialeti  

  
Ill.9- 25 (Left) Water colour of the animal flocks incised all over the partly damaged silver bucket from Trialeti Kurgan 17; (right) The 

Karashamb Kurgan 1 central burial, encircled by subsidiary graves 

(above left) to some native seal designs of Kültepe89, noting - from the detailing of fur, hooves and a large tree on them – that 

their style and workmanship seems to have been copied from the Trialeti cup. Most significant for our special focus in this 

catalogue is her telling comment that a cauldron from Trialeti90 is ‘identical to the one from Shaft Grave 4 at Mycenae’ which 

reminds us of Kohl (2003)’s reference to a conclusion by Weeks91 that there was ‘a general “isotopic similarity” between the tin 

bronzes used at Kastri, Poliochni, Thermi, Troy and Tell Abraq’. We thus have a chain of interconnected metal artefacts that 

lead us from the Makran area to Syria/Anatolia to Georgia to Armenia to Greece – just the confirmatory indicator we need for 

understanding how far the nomadic trade or migration networks given in the more general maps did reach. Thus the immediate 

inspiration behind the iconography of the Karashamb goblet may be traceable to Elam, Syro-Mesopotamia - via Ebla in 

particular – but the inventive inclusions of its own tribal imagery make it original. Another telling pointer, explored more fully in 

our DIVERSION 2 on Mycenaean access to METALS – and DIVERSION 10 on their surprisingly early adoption of the HORSE AND 

CHARIOT – is Kuz’mina’s map92 (below) showing the distribution of horse-bridle cheek-pieces of a distinctive type that point to 

progressive nomadic linkage all along the steppe corridors to which Mycenae(19) and Kakovatos (20) had natural access north- 

 
Ill.9- 26 Overview of the distribution of 3-2M horse cheek-pieces of Types I-II – Kuzmina fig. 36.3 (note, for future reference,Sintashta 

at 8, Mycenae at 19 and Kakovatos at 20) 

                                                                 
89 K S Rubinson ‘Actual imports or just ideas? Investigations in Anatolia and the Caucasus’ in J Aruz et al. (eds) Cultures in Contact: From Mesopotamia to 

the Mediterranean in the Second Millennium BC (Metropolitan Museum of Art Symposium) New York 2013 (See also ‘The Chronology of the Middle 
Bronze Age Kurgans at Trialeti’ in Levine, L D et al. (eds) Mountains and Lowlands Malibu 1977 235-249 
90 For the site position of Trialeti see also the map under Ill.9- (site no.14) 
91 L Weeks ‘Lead Isotope Analysis from Tell Abraq, UAE: New Data Regarding the Tin Problem in Western Asia’ Antiquity LXXIII,1 1999 49-64 
92 E E Kuz’mina ‘Horses, chariots and the Indo-Iranians: an archaeological spark in the historical dark’ in A Parpola et al. (eds) South Asian Archaeology XII 

1993  Helsinki 1994 403-412 
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wards via the Danube route (like the Trialeti-type cauldron, the horse cheekpiece from Mycenae was found in Shaft Grave IV). 

Kuz’mina’s paper underlines a recurrent theme in this catalogue: that certain tribes of Eurasia and Central Asia, whilst dipping 

into the Near East in increasing frequency during the 3-2M, were ultimately part of a chain also reaching as far as India that 

worked both ways in terms of metals, semi-precious stones, craftsman exchange, cosmology and mythology interchange - all 

described in separate detail as they arise in this Catalogue’s narrative. As Kuz’mina puts it, ‘… chariots and weapons are 

described in virtually identical terms in Vedic texts, the Avesta and the texts of Aryans in Mitanni from Nuzi’. The rise of 

nomadism has not only been linked to pastoralism and the need for large herds of sheep, cattle, horses and goats to graze, but 

also appears to be connected to the increasing search for metals as metallurgy progressed and supplies ran out in the 

Carpathian heartlands (present-day Rumania). As the search moved on, walled strongholds were built as storage and craft 

centres - oval, round or square in plan – as at Togolok in Central Asia (Ill.9-190). One such stronghold/kremlin, Gonurdepe 

nearby (see map at Ill.9-178)  will be of distinctive importance in understanding the cultural interchange that took place from the 

turn of the 2M between Central Asia and the Diyala cities – as opposed to the earlier, more spasmodic infiltration that, as at 

Maikop and Karashamb/Trialeti, had already started seeping into north-western Syro-Anatolia during the 3M. 

We come back to such ‘Steppe Corridors’ later when pinpointing how the Āryan diaspora impacted on the Near East during the 

3-2M. In DIVERSION 5 on ENTERTAINMENT we will keep in mind the Karashamb goblet precedent when studying vessels from the 

Hittite world, Central Asia, the Indus and many places in the Levant that show similar ritual narratives, often matching scenes on 

Indo-Iranian seals and all helping to build up the picture of a sacred drinking culture so often associated with the lion-prey group. 

GENERAL ART HISTORICAL POSITIONING OF THE KARASHAMB GOBLET 
The chieftain to whom the goblet belonged was found entombed in the wood-lined kurgan chamber of Karashamb’s Kurgan 1, 

whose layout (Ill.9- 25 above) reveals a similar concept to the Protodynastic royal graves of Egypt or mass burials at Ur in 

having the smaller graves of retainers clustered round the prestige burial of the central personage: indeed, he had drinking 

goblet and fenestrated axe at his side in the Eurasian version of the Royal tomb-holders of Ur. The silver crescent-bladed axe is 

similar to those found in the tombs of Ur - and is of the type depicted on Eblan artefacts as held by the king as a staff of office to 

signify royal authority (see the actual example in ForAtt-15). Indeed, on the Karashamb goblet itself, a figure holding up this 

type of axe is another indicator of the nomadic adoption of this commonly shared item of Syro-Sumerian power regalia. A 

crescentic top was commonly given to dagger handles coming from metal-working centres throughout the North Near-Eastern 

and Eurasian continuum, and they appear several times in the hands of warriors on the register of the Karashamb goblet 

depicting war activity (see also the seal from Fara, Ill.9- 7). We are reminded that those buried in the Ur Royal Cemetery were 

themselves mountain peoples who had descended to the plain, also highly skilled in the fashioning of gold and silver artefacts 

incorporating Asian stones - which also included fenestrated axes and crescent-topped daggers in their assemblages. The 

crescentic handle endured as a successful type into the Mycenaean era via the Hittites. 

Everyone in the Ur tombs held a small cup, and the goblet held in the hand by those in authority - whether at Ebla or the 

Sumerian mother-cities of Kish, Ur or Nippur – is an obvious and early sign of a commonly followed ritual in the region, already 

looked into exhaustively against the 2M Syrian social context in the Iconography Section of Catalogue C regarding the drink 

after oath-taking ceremonies and evocation of the presence of the Gods in the assembly. The Karashamb goblet proclaims itself 

to be a cup used in such celebrations since ones like it are depicted on it, while in respect to their Gods its by now somewhat 

archaic use of both the lion-prey group and the Imdugud eagle interspersed in three of its registers dangles it somewhat 

incongruously into the North Syrian cultural orbit in the same way as the two slightly later Syro-Anatolian beakers of Ill.9- 22. 
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Ill.9- 27 Cuween Hill Cairn, Orkney, in whose interior (right) were found the skeletons of humans with 24 dog skulls – from MINERVA 

Magazine Sept/Oct 2015 p.39 

More than that, the goblet is an early concrete instance of interchange between the nomadic world and the urban Near East - of 

huge importance in presaging the overall trend of Central Asian influx into the region during the second third of the Second 

Millennium - in the case of the Mitanni on a scale sufficient to found an empire. The bull-legged table before the ruler may have 

its precedents in Ebla (ForAtt-14) and on Cappadocian seals (ForAtt-18), but its appearance on the Karashamb and Trialeti 

cups with a dog underneath it is an immediate sign that we are dealing with a different culture, for the dog was an Āryan pet 

whose significance for the Central Asians – as also the Mycenaeans - has several ramifications (see DIVERSION 8 on THE 

MYCENAEANS AND THEIR DOGS). Suffice it to signpost here that, even as far as the Orkneys at this period, it was dogs that joined 

their human masters in the domestic setting – see the Orkney version of a kurgan with dog and human interments illustrated 

above, and compare with the differing functions of the Maes Howe/Treasury of Atreus tumuli illustrated in Ill.9-144) (all with 

doorways oriented to significant sunrise/sunset orientations). Embraced also in royal (Hamite) Egyptian circles to some extent, 

in Semitic Mesopotamia and the Levant the dog tended to be viewed as a taboo, unclean animal, despite a Central Asia-derived 

deep association with the Goddess Gula (Ill.9-41) in certain Sumerian cities – but here the dog is referriing to Sirius. 

 
Topographic map of Transcaucasus, E Turkey and W Iran for the Early Bronze Age – from M S Rothman ‘Ripples in the Stream: 

Transcaucasia-Anatolian Interaction in the Murat/Euphrates Basis at the Beginning of the 3M BC’ in  A T Smith ibid.  2003 fig. 4.1 
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B: FORATT 15-24:   PRELUDE TO CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS TRENDS  2000-1500 

Many of the entries logged on the map below take up position as counterparts to the other compositional types studied in 

Catalogues C and D in particular - which in their Chronological Foci between them covered the first half and then the middle 

half of the 2M. Frequency of Use for the period is given in the table under Ill.9- 2. We pass over some items quickly in general 

terms where nothing significant needs to be added, but one or two items (ForAtt-22/24) need more than passing attention since 

they keep cropping up under the Chronological Focus as landmark precedents – hence our choice of heading for this group. 

DISTRIBUTION AND CHRONOLOGY  
The Distribution Map below charts the incidence of Forward Attack artefacts for roughly the first half of the 2M as entered in this 

Catalogue: a high proportion are unprovenanced, so can only be vaguely placed on the map - or not at all. The last seal under 

ForAtt-24 is borderline, but because unprovenanced and later in date, I could not make it the main entry. If it was, by my criteria 

I could have firmly included it on the Chronological Focus Distribution Map since it features in several discussion streams there. 

 
Ill.9- 28 Distribution of catalogue artefacts in the first half of the Second Millennium 

The general histories tell us there seems to have been some kind of hiatus at the start of the 2M due to climatic and political 

crises, during which time the only emerging administrations with any control at all appear to have been the Old Assyrian and 

Isin-Larsa centres of Sumer, the vacuum enabling the spread of small Amorite kingdoms into Syria during a time of intermittent 

interchange with Middle Kingdom Egypt. The material using the Forward Attack is intelligible by grouping it as follows, where 

again we concentrate on picking out stray Central Asian trends about to expand into full fruition in the second half of the 2M. 

FORATT-15-18: URBAN AND PROVINCIAL KINGDOMS AT THE START OF THE 2M 
Relevant seals show that – reaching back to the EDIII seals of Ur - upreared humans and animals in perfect isocephaly 

continued to be mechanically repeated on into the Old Babylonian period almost as a sign of membership. The entries under 

ForAtt-15 using the Face-Bite version without crossover of the bodies was favoured on seals from Ebla (Ill.9- 17/Ill.9- 18) and 

Tell Beydar. The emerging trend in the first two centuries of the 2M -  originating mostly from Aššur in the Diyala region but 

increasingly involving Syrian waystations between - was the penetration of reciprocal textile-for-metals trade routes to emporia 

such as Ras Shamra in the Levant, or Kültepe and Açemhüyük in Anatolia (ForAtt-16/17/18), with further inroads deep into 

Hittite territory that eventually reached as far as the Black Sea and Aegean zones. The localism of the Kültepe/Ras Shamra 

seals paved the way for that longer-term mixture of tradition and innovation the Mitanni were to sponsor more permanently. 
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FORATT-19-22: A SYRIAN BLEND OF MESOPOTAMIAN, CENTRAL ASIAN & EGYPTIAN MOTIFS 

Though nearly all unprovenanced, the Forward Attack seals in this group mostly come from the Syrian koine, corresponding to 

the Syrian Classical A and Classical B period seals studied in depth in Catalogues C and D and owing as much to Egypt for 

their workmanship as for the use of core Pharaonic symbols or dress. On these seals the stance of the lion varies from being 

planted on all fours to standing upright on its hind legs. From these variations, thinking ahead to our intense scrutiny of the 

Mycenaeans in our imminent Chronological Focus and treating these four entries as contemporary with the Shaft Grave era, we 

can entertain the initial idea that the understated, plain confrontation of lion and bull in stand-off mode seen on most of the 

ForAtt-20/21 seals (whose tradition can be traced back beyond the Ebla ablution basin (ForAtt-14) to the first Protohistoric 

examples) was the simplest version picked up by the Mycenaeans as the hieratic and formal evocation of all the Lion-Bull 

opposition signified for them - on their large-scale schemes at least (see ForAtt-27). Bearing in mind they did not usually make 

cylinder seals, moving after 1450 out of their original symbiosis with the Minoans, other Forward Attack variations chosen by the 

Mycenaeans for their own stamp seals (when they did not use the Back Lunge) seem, as we demonstrate more fully later, to 

have been one or two designs devised under Mitanni hegemony – at a time their particular Central Asian inclusions on Syrian 

seals start to appear. These are pointed out in the entry text, with ForAtt-22 being especially unusual.  

FORATT-23: KASSITES AND NORTH IRANIANS C.1600-1500 
The placing of the Marlik site in a river valley forming a wide mountain pass into the Gilan area of Iran from Central Asia is 

marked below right, the seal from that site being a crucial early signpost indicating Central Asian influence appearing south of 

the Caspian Sea93 and heralding the full ‘creep’ southwards and westwards that was the impetus behind the Mitanni Empire. 

Note the BMAC94 orbit of influence in relation to Marlik on the map below left – an area we shall concentrate on at some length 

as the fount of Central Asian (Proto-Zoroastrian and Proto-Vedic) influence95. Despite Mazzoni putting the second seal of this 

entry as late as the 13C, taking the Marlik seal as our yardstick, with its almost matching rendition of kneeling bowman (a 

favourite motif in nomadic art (as in ForAtt-13 or ForAtt-40), it makes more sense to allocate the seal to the first hundred years 

of the Kassite period, given some details on it are seen on transitional Akkadian to early Kassite seals. We brought in here one 

of the many gold Marlik goblets as comparandum because of the same collapsing calf-bull version of the Forward Attack as 

used in Sumer (another good reason for dating it early). 

  
Ill.9- 29: Two location maps from the internet for Marlik (near Hasanlu) showing (a) its position linking the BMAC zone with northern 

Iran/Iraq and (b) detail of its strategic site on a river valleys crossing the Elburz mountains to the south of the Caspian Sea, thus 
positioned at a key corridor into Iran (for its position in relation to Tepe Hissar further south-east, see maps at Ill.9-16 and Ill. 9-23) 

                                                                 
93 We are particularly reminded of Wilhelm ibid.’s comment that the Mitanni are thought by some to have originated here. 
94 BMAC is the acronym for  Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex – which we shall use in its short form from now on. This area was also often later known 

as Bactria – a terrain that includes the sites of Gonur and Togolok, in contact not only with the Badakhkshan mountains but also with India (and N Mesopotamia) 
95 G N Kurochkin ‘Archaeological search for the Near Eastern Aryans and the royal cemetery of Marlik’ South Asian Archaeology 1993 389-95 gives pointers. 
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The theme of the kneeling bowman (on the Marlik seal on both knee-points in Central Asian fashion) goes back to the 3M and 

often relates to descriptions of the God Ninurta. Bows and quivers were often a symbol and attribute of royal power for steppe 

nomads96 and this figure has cropped up several times up in this Catalogue - on the end of the Ebla ablution basin (see detail 

ForAtt-14) and the top register of the Karashamb goblet (Ill.9-11) - in both cases positioned right next to a Forward Attack. Its 

astral symbolism as referring to Sirius/BAN (the Bow) emerges in the story of Ninurta and Anzu, a Sumerian myth still active in 

the Old Babylonian period, known of by the Mitanni and celebrated in Neo-Assyrian times on their cylinder seals. 

Mitanni-sponsored pictorial intrusions are at their most obvious during its earliest history in the Near East97 when still 

‘unprocessed’ and close to their Central Asian origins - before they diversified and became involved in the endless wars and 

extended administration involving many staff of local nationality that crowded in later in order to maintain the borders of their 

Empire – affecting seal content and design in the process. We equate this early phase to a time during which the astronomical 

implications on the seals are clear-cut also (because of their God-names, discussed later, this has to include the Indus factors in 

the BMAC mix). The early Mitanni seals coming under the two or three entries within our Chronological Focus will entail long 

dissection in the Iconography Section. 

SIGNS OF INCREASING CENTRAL ASIAN PRESENCE IN ARTEFACTS UNDER FORATT-14-24 

We began by thinking of leaving the art historical information given in the entries for this group to speak for itself – other than 

making generalisations about the evident Sumerian derivation of the collapsing prey of ForAtt-19; or that the face-bite version 

of ForAtt-22 accords with the Egyptian and Eblan preferences already seen in ForAtt-11. But after moving to the next cluster 

under the Chronological Focus we returned to these seals realizing they contained features prophetic of trends to come, such 

as the new fashion of attaching wings to humans and animals, and the emergence, not only of a new semi-nude male type with 

long, curled-up lock of hair hanging down the back - but also of the hump-backed zebu bull, snakes and even the ‘Snake Lady’ 

– which we look at a little more closely here, in order to explain why we treat them as indicators.  

SNAKES AND ZEBU CATTLE (BOS INDICUS) FROM INDIA 

On the seal lowest left in ForAtt-20 the Egyptian form of Venus, Hathor, is shown holding up a pair of snakes as parallel 

standards in Central Asian fashion (compare with Ill.9-167) while a hump-backed bull (zebu) appears as the lion’s prey on three 

of the seals under this entry (there are further examples in others). This is a cattle species known to originate in India - often 

shown with a vulture perched on its back (as on the second seal of ForAtt-16). In the 2M we know live zebu were imported into 

Syria, even reaching Egypt by the 18D. According to recent theories98 - at certain times so also probably were elephants, 

discussed under our DIVERSION 4 on IVORY. Cylinder seals of this period depicting zebu bulls – or small zebu figurines - have 

turned up at sites in the Afghanistan99, Indus100 as well as in North Syrian regions, tangible evidence of their export routes.  

  
Ill.9- 30 (Left) Cylinder seal with Forward Attack from Sibri:- Jarrige fig. 6; (right)  Cylinder sealing fromTogolok     - Masson fig.2 

                                                                 
96 Y Vasil’kov ‘Indo-Iranian motifs in the art of the Novosvobodnaya Culture’ South Asian Archaeology 1993 Helsinki 1994 777-788 
97 G N Kurochkin ‘Archaeological Search for the Near Eastern Aryans and the Royal cemetery of Marlik in Northern Iran’ in A Parpola et al. (eds) eds) South 

Asian Archaeology 1993 Helsinki 1994 389-395 
98 A Caubet ‘De L’Indus à l’Euphrate: Quelques Cas de Circulation des Biens et des Savoirs’ in V Lefèvre (ed.) Orientalismes de l’Archéologie au Musée: 

Mélanges offerts à Jean-François Jarrige Paris 2012 
99 V M Masson ‘La dialectique des traditions et des innovations dans le développement culturel de la Bactriane’ in L’Archéologie de la Bactriane Ancienne: 

Actes du Colloque franco-soviétique à Dushanbe 1982 Paris 1985 11-37 and 5 plates of figs. 
100 J F Jarrige ‘Les Relations entre l’Asie central méridionale, le Baluchistan et  la vallée de l’Indus à la fin du 3e et au début du 2e millénaire’’ in L’Archéologie 

de la Bactriane Ancienne: Actes du Colloque franco-soviétique à Dushanbe 1982 Paris 1985 105-117 and 3 plates of figs. 
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A sealing illustrated in an early paper by Masson ibid. (above right) showed a Bactrian camel with a zebu (with three humps 

between them), while the design on a white stone cylinder seal from Sibri (roughly 5 miles south of Mehrgarh, Baluchistan – see 

map above) - with damaged stamp end with circle over three triangles - published by Jarrige ibid. (above left) centres on a 

Forward Attack with fisherman and boat, its vacant spaces filled by a serpent and two creatures resembling crocodiles. 

Significantly, it was found in the Sibri necropolis near a sherd marked with two Indus Valley characters (see Jarrige’s complete 

illustration). A second stamp-cum-cylinder of black steatite also from Sibri101, with a scorpion on the stamp end (below left), 

shows lion and humped bull standing rear to rear, readable also as a virtual Forward Attack (they stand either side of a tree 

pattern difficult to read – we are told it exists too as a rolled-out sealing on a Margiana sherd, thus a useful clue to north-south 

  
Ill.9- 31 (Left) Stone stamp and cylinder seal from Sibri: a double rolling gives alternative grouping for bull and lion – Santoni fig. 

8.4A; (right) unprovenanced ‘Mitanni’ seal - GenevCatIII-14/Geneva Museum no. 20556 with zebu bull 

connections. The same three creatures are carved on a similarly rough, unprovenanced seal in the Geneva Museum (ex Kenna 

Collection, above right) classified as ‘Mitanni’ by Vollenweider.  Amiet102 deemed a dumpy, deeply carved seal in the Louvre  

 
Ill.9- 32: Rare cylinder seal ‘found in Bactria’, classed by Amiet as a Proto-Elamite import, showing a Rear Attack on a boar 

from Bactria (above) close in outward shape to the white stone seal from Sibri (though without thread hole) - as Proto-Elamite. 

As cylinder seals were atypical in Central Asia, despite exotic iconography their existence indicates dialogue with the West. 

THE FLOATING, FRONTAL HEAD 

The last entry under ForAtt-22, a rare double-sided stamp seal from Murghab in Central Asia, has a lion-prey group on one side 

in a stilted rendition of the common ED Sumerian version of the Forward Attack (in this one the bull stands stiffly without even 

lowering its head) but it may indicate some linkage from Mespotamia to Central Asia. The reverse of the seal could be called its 

Central Asian side, and has two lion bodies, with snakes as tails curled under their stomachs, united under one monstrous head 

facing out, perhaps expressing the same idea as used in Egypt of the ‘Lions of Yesterday and Tomorrow’, though the snake lion  

  
Ill.9- 33: (Left) The Murghab seal under ForAtt-22 (verso only) compared with Mycenaean stamp seal design CMSVS1B-353 

                                                                 
101 M Santoni  ‘Sibri and the South Cemetery of Mehrgarh: third millennium connections between the northern Kachi Plain (Pakistan) and Central Asia’ South 

Asian Archaeology 1981 52- fig. 8.4A – referenced in W Lambert ‘Seals from West Central Asia and Adjacent Regions’  AMI XIX 1986 31-40 and pl.12 
102 P Amiet ‘Bactriane Protohistorique’ Syria LIV 1977 89-121 
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combination goes back to the Narmer Palette. Certain Mycenaean seals attempt the same design idea, as in the 

unprovenanced ‘hard stone’ seal (above right), with the bull’s head taking the role of heraldic shield, in turn flanked by the 

astronomical references of palm trees inside sighting horns103: Again the idea is ‘Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow’. The floating 

head on its own – a recurrent feature of Mitanni Elaborate style seals and mature 2M Syrian seals – stares out frontally in the 

manner of the archaic 4-3M figures of Inanna, now not needing a body. A case is to be made for its later astronomical identity 

as the Gorgon Head/the star Al-Gol – of which more much later – a feature to be retained even in Greek art as Athena’s badge. 

AN EARLY INSTANCE OF THE SNAKE LADY 

Knowing the Goddess was symbolised differently in Central Asia (we will demonstrate how the lion-prey group was often 

brought in alongside in parallel as a gloss – indicating, not simply dialogue with the West, but also cultural cooperation - we also 

find from this cluster of entries that it was as early as on an Old Babylonian sealing - the main item of ForAtt-22 - that the 

Goddess as female figure with twisted snake legs makes her appearance. Where in Catalogue C we dealt with the emergence 

of Amorite iconography and how it rang the changes on the Sumerian tradition - and in Catalogue D the Minoan variations on it 

– as I processed this material it began to dawn on me that this catalogue - Catalogue E - quite apart from mapping borrowed 

motifs coming in from Egypt, was going to focus on a third cluster of strong Central Asian factors contributing to the melting pot 

of traditions brought together in Syro-Mesopotamia by people of quite a different culture, reflecting the politics of the time. 

PRELIMINARY CONVERGENCE OF NEAR EASTERN AND INDO-IRANIAN IMAGERY 
Since the lion-prey group is not native to India or Central Asia the seals just described above suggest ownership, within an 

administrative context, by officials (at times even rulers) or visiting merchants from Elam, North Syria and even the Gilan plain 

skirting the south Caspian Sea (see map at Ill.9- 29). In fact Jarrige refers to stylistic similarities between the small scattering of 

cylinder seals between such zones we have just been describing above as even including those more familiar early seals found 

at Tell-i-Malyan and the Gulf sites (see map below). The presence of the zebu on these seals, or the pair of snakes held aloft by 

a female acolyte on ForAtt-20 are clues pointing to the impact of the Indus and Central Asian continuum feeding back towards 

Syro-Mesopotamia in a retro-current, again probably facilitated by the opening up of routes made more porous under a budding 

Hurro-Mitanni Proto-Empire. Three terracotta figurines of zebu bulls were found at Sibri in Baluchistan and one at the site of 

Umm el-Marra104 in west Syria - and between these two sites another zebu clay figurine is also attested from Mitanni Nagar/Tell 

Brak). Schwartz105 in an early report saw Umm el-Marra as an example of ‘changing patterns of steppe exploitation’ revealing in 

the middle and upper Euphrates area (in contrast to a powerful city like Ebla) how ‘small, self-reliant communities survived in an 

environment largely devoid of urban centers and regional site hierarchies’ – in other words it comes over as a site that ‘allows us 

to progress beyond assumptions of ancient Near Eastern urbanism as a uniform phenomenon’. It was the strategy of the 

Amorites, Hurrians and Mitanni to make strategic use of what the urban centres had to offer whilst retaining a fundamentally 

nomadic form of life – much as third-world immigrants to Europe exploit their dual situation today. 

A similar picture emerges for the crude sculptures of squatting individuals (and sitting in similar fashion on seals) that turn up at 

other small sites within the same far-flung zone – the subject of a paper by Sylvia Winkelmann106 and constituting a further 

indicator of shared behaviour and visual convention for its representation. Her fig. 69.6 below summarises the picture tellingly. 

The map even includes Shahi-Tump and evokes the circular interplay of northern and southern routes across Iran connecting 

India and these provincial sites to Mari and Ebla (by river or sea) via Susa and Mesopotamia. 

                                                                 
103 Cited by E Banou in ‘Minoan “Horns of Consecration” Revisited: a Symbol of Sun Worship in Palatial and Post-Palatial Crete?’ MAA VIII,1 27-47 
104 See G Schwartz, co-author of The Archaeology of Syria Cambridge 2003 p.353 
105 G M Schwartz ‘Excavation and Survey in the Jabbul Plain, Western Sykria: the Umm el-Marra Project 1996-1997’ AJA 104 2000 419ff 
106 S Winkelmann ‘Intercultural relations between Iran, Central Asia and northwestern India in the light of squatting stone sculptures from Mohenjo-Daro’ in A 

Parpola et al (eds) South Asian Archaeology 1993 Helsinki 1994 814-831 
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As Jarrige (ibid.) puts it so well, ‘Ainsi les éléments que partagent en commun divers sites de Turkménie dans la phase de 

Namazga III, d’Afghanistan (Mundigak III), d’Iran oriental (Shahr-i-Sokhta I) et du Baluchistan (culture de Quetta), vers 3000 av. 

J-C, sont-ils sans aucun doute les résultats de contacts, d’échanges et d’influences réciproques’. In other words, as further 

evidence has continued to be uncovered over the past 30-40 years he eschews the theories of  ‘waves of invaders’ often used 

to explain the gradual joining up of all these sites. Masson (ibid.) gives primacy to the idea of the movement of agriculturalists107 

and/or pastoralists to explain the undertow for most such developments, given very few weapons are found in burials until the 

arrival of the Andronov warrior pastoralists from Eurasia (exemplified at the site of Sintashta on the map at Ill.9-120 when  

 
Ill.9- 34:  Principal lapis lazuli trade routes in the 3M – Deshayes fig.9 

bronze axes, swords and arrows start to appear in as large numbers as they did in Mycenaean warrior graves – certainly a 

development at the outskirts of which Mycenaeans came to be in a position to pick up and copy the warrior ethos and its rituals. 

Here Deshayes’108 simple map for 3M laplis lazuli routes above (the western end of what came to be called ‘the Silk Route’ in 

later centuries) sums up the main way-stations from the point of view of semi-precious stones exports - pretty much forced 

along the same restricted mountain or desert fringe routes followed by other products like indigo or tin. 

Jarrige concludes, ‘Nous disposons donc d’un impressionnant faisceau de convergences pour dater de la fin du 3e et du début 

du 2e millénaire certains des éléments caractéristiques… pour les situer dans un context marqué par d’importants échanges 

interrégionnaux’. These sites hold in common the odd marble colonette here, long-handled copper mirrors there, and scatterings 

of violin-shaped clay female torsos or cloisonné metal seals – usefully tabled by Pottier109 - - within which general common 

assemblage the odd single cylinder seal of the type just described above crops up once or twice at most at such sites. This 

circular process of interchange between sites dotted at sparse intervals round the barren Dasht-e-Lut probably began in the 4M 

and analysed in painstaking detail in papers contributed at a conference in Cambridge chaired by Cameron Petrie110. I now 

incude below the two maps he used, ‘blue marble’ shots of the Iranian plateau, with all the relevant place-names: 

                                                                 
107 P Gentelle in ‘Quelques Observations sur ‘Extension de Deux Techniques d’Irrigation sur le Plateau Iranien et en Asie Centrale’ in Le Plateau Iranien et 

l’Asie Centrale dès Origines à la Conquête Islamique (Colloques Internationaux du CNRS no.567 Paris 1977 249-262 discusses the technique of 
underground water drains (qanāt/karez) developed in arid regions of both Iran and Afghanistant (also known in Egypt) which served to extend habitable and 
cultivable areas through the collection of underground water. Such channels were a factor linking isolated localties, though in the 3M it was only just beginning. 
108 J Deshayes ‘À propos des Terrasses Hautes de la fin du IIIe Millénaire en Iran et en Asie Centrale’ in Le Plataeu Iranien et l’Asie Centrale dès Origines à 

la Conquête Islamique (Colloques Internationaux du CNRS no.567 Paris 1977 95-111 
109 M-H Pottier Matériel funéraire de la Bactriane Méridionale de l’Age du Bronze Paris 1984 
110 C Petrie (ed.) Ancient Iran and its Neighbours: Local Developments and Long-Range Interactions in the 4M BC Oxford and Oakville 2013 
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We have sufficiently sketched in the hinterland to now be in a position to discuss in depth the most revealing seal of the 2M 

group of Forward Attack items from the first half of that Millennium. 

FORATT-22: OLD BABYLONIAN INTERFACE WITH INCREASING  HURRO-MITANNI PRESENCE 

We found ourselves returning again and again to the ForAtt-22 entry, not just for its implications for the Mycenaeans’ later 

adoption of the chariot through Mitanni example (see the two chariot seals in the Vapheio Hoard, ForAtt-26), but also because 

the twisted-snake woman shown sideways in the scene is confirming evidence of Central Asian or Hurro-Mitanni influence 

coming into the region – much earlier than usually calculated (the Old Babylonian tablet on which it appears has a precise date). 
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Incursions of Hurrians increased after the fall of Šamsi-Adad of Syria probably both through trade infiltration and by force, as 

agriculture began to give way to animal husbandry – a trademark of nomadism. From Wilhelm111 passim we know Old 

Babylonian records mention that Hurrian slaves would be sold at the southern borders of the then Hurrian zone (known to the 

Sumerians as Subartu) - at Ašuh and Lubdi. In fact records of Sargon’s, then Naram-Sin’s and then later Šulgi’s conquests of 

rebellious regions in the Upper Tigris zone all mention Hurrian names at one point or another, indicating sporadic, then more 

populous, presence. Further west, the occurrence of Hurrian names is not apparent in Syro-Anatolia until Alalakh VII when in 

the OB period many occur – this at a time when they start to predominate not only at Halab/Aleppo, but also at Uršum, Haššum 

and Karkemish (Charpin112 remarks on the high incidence of Hurrian names in the Alalakh texts, such that ‘plusieurs faits 

permettent de postuler l’hourritisation du Yamhad dès l’époque de Mari’). Steinkeller’s paper113 on Hurrian beginnings in 

Northern Mesopotamia in relation to the excavatioan of Urkesh gathers together relevant facts from the texts in masterly 

fashion, and Salvini114 following him gives a useful map (below) building a picture of Hurrian presence in the 3-2M preceding 

Mitanni arrival. In fact the word tibira, the word used in Babylonia for copper-smiths since Sumerian times, is Hurrian, indicating 

their penetration can in part be linked to metal trading and workmanship - of which more in the METAL PROCUREMENT DIVERSION. 

 
Ill.9- 35 Known Hurrian centres of the Third and Second Millennia in Upper Mesopotamia – from Salvini ibid. 

Indeed we have to wonder whether the seal of ForAtt-22 showing Baal as a charioteer, rolled next to a typical Old Babylonian 

sealing with conventional audience scene, might not have belonged to an early Mitanni individual coming in to the area. ForAtt-

22 will demand forensic commentary in the Iconography Section not just because of the twisted-snake lady with her known 

Central Asian origins, representative of an entire counter-tradition to the Near Eastern CANEA, but also due to the astronomical 

significance of chariot and horses as applied to the sky in Indo-European terms. In several ways, then, ForAtt-22 is a usefully 

strong signpost and benchmark heralding the arrival of the Mitanni onto the scene, perhaps even to be read as factual evidence 

of the presence of one high-status individual at least, when large numbers of immigrants were not apparent yet.  

One way or another, both ForAtt-19 (with its nude hero with lithe physique and long hair and winged-lion/eagle version of the 

Forward Attack) and ForAtt-22 herald the start of the changeover from Old Babylonian supremacy to the infiltration of Mitanni, 

                                                                 
111 G Wilhelm The Hurrians Warminster 1989 provides the key study on the Hurrian underlay to the later Mitanni advent - which from the study of Hurrian 

names can be traced as a gradual infiltration or occupation of office – even kingship – at points all over north Syria, Iraq and Sumer as early as the 3M. 
112 D Charpin ‘!S’il y avait eu des porteurs, je l’aurais offert d’advantage…”’ in O Loretz et al. eds FS Manfred Dietrich (fn 273) 2002 Münster  95-103 
113 P Steinkeller ‘The Historical Background of Urkesh and the Hurrian Beginnings in Northern Mesopotamia’ in G & M Bucellati (eds) Urkesh and the 

Hurrians Malibu 1998 75- 98 
114 M Salvini ‘The Earliest Evidence of the Hurrians before the Formation of the Reign of Mitanni’ in G & M Bucellati ibid. 99-115 
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initially as a minority. We are reminded by de Martino (ibid.) of Van Koppen115)’s observation that there is evidence for ‘the 

decisive role of large armies of mercenaries in resolving inter-state conflicts in Northern Mesopotamia: this seems to be a 

relatively new phenomenon and may be explained in part as the manifestation of uprooted people from the Zagros and 

elsewhere’. Other than these slim textual and visual clues we have little precise information on relations between the 

Mitanni/Hurrians and Old Babylonians – let alone that between the Hurrians and the Kassites. Yoffee116 explains the collapse of 

both Aššur and Babylon as providing new opportunities for ‘social mobility’ in the region for newcomers like the Mitanni/Hurrians 

or Kassites who had up to then played subordinate roles under these power centres, and follows Schwartz117 (apud Gasche118) 

in favouring a date for the Fall of Babylon of 1499BC using the Short Chronology, thus almost completely eliminating the 

perceived ‘dark age’ preceding the ascendancy of the Kassites. Aššur’s dominance of the textile trade between the Diyala and 

Anatolia collapsed after the demise of Shamsi-Adad, providing new opportunities for Mitanni penetration into northern 

Mesopotamia, with the Kassites (sometime mercenaries of the Old Babylonians) similarly being the eventual winners of 

southern Babylonia when they took over Babylon as a going, urban concern (not a situation the Mitanni were after).  

MYCENAEANS, HYKSOS AND MITANNI 

ForAtt-21 raises the intriguing question of Hyksos domination of the Levant and Egypt in a period many scholars have equated 

with the push southwards of the Hurrians into Palestine119 – but this is to underestimate and forget Amorite movements in the 

Syro-Palestine region – the main impact of which on Syro-Palestinian seals was discussed under Catalogue C. Van Seters’ 

conclusion was that ‘’Hyksos origins must be related to this great Ammurrite civilization and not to some hypothetical Hurrian-

Indo-Aryan invasion’ – in fact it is highly likely it was they who proceeded south into Egypt due to the incursions from the north 

of the Hurrians and Mitanni behind them. Yet there is no gainsaying the Ramesside term for Palestine, which they called ‘Land 

of Hurru’120. Van Seters’ early study of the Hyksos turns out to mostly deal with Levantine archaeology – favouring Kathleen 

Kenyon’s perspective on Middle Bronze Age Syro-Palestinian events as ‘an interlude of seminomadic peoples’. We could view 

the situation as the first major wave in the unravelling of the great empires of Egypt and Sumer  -  a foretaste of the more 

destructive incursions of the ‘Sea Peoples’ three centuries later that had the temerity to tear to pieces the Four Great Powers 

(Hittites, Kassites, Mitanni -Mycenaeans - and Egypt) - out of which only Egypt survived.  

Writing, as I do, at the start of the 21C AD, there is wholesale population movement which sees most countries round the 

Mediterranean experiencing large-scale immigrations into Western Europe from North Africa via Spain and Italy - and from Iraq, 

Afghanistan, Syria and Palestine via Turkey and Greece. These are living demonstrations of two processes to which we can 

liken Mitanni ingress into the Near East from Central Asia:  

o First, they show how far afield an entire tribe or individual can end up travelling from their original homeland within a 

short space of time – for whatever reason – bringing their customs and skills with them (in this light the likelihood that 

the Minoans came from Anatolia bringing the bull-leaping ritual in honour of the Goddess along with them, and that 

Linea A is an Anatolian language is not far-fetched). The Mitanni, however, were unusual in their policy of accepting 

local culture and not overriding other people’s religions or customs – which is why it is difficult to pinpoint ‘the Mitanni 

factor’ in the multicultural artefacts we discuss;  

                                                                 
115 F van Koppen ‘The Geography of the Slave Trade and Northern Mesopotamia in the Late Old Babylonian Period’ in H Hunger  et al. (eds) The 

Mesopotamian Dark Age Revisited Vienna 2004 9-33 
116 N Yoffee in ‘The Age of Opportunity: Social and Political Transitions in Mid-Second Millennium BC Mesopotamia’ in Cancik-Kirschbaum op.cit  259-64  
117 G Schwartz ‘Problems of Chronology: Mesopotamia, Anatolia, and the Syro-Levantine Region’ in BEYOND BABYLON [BBCat ed. Joan Aruz et al] New York  

2008 450-452 
118 H Gasche et al. Dating the Fall of Babylon: A Reappraial of 2M Chronology Ghent 1998 
119 John van Seters’ The Hyksos New Haven and London 1966, is an early form of the discussion, written before the discovery of Avaris. 
120 A Gardiner Onomastica I 180ff 
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o Second, the ways in which native peoples of a country provide asylum to incoming strangers, absorb them, employ 

one or two - and then more of them – and then end up being taken over by the immigrants they have helped121 is a 

process already studied in relation to the takeover of Rome by the barbarians in Gibbon’s Rise and Fall of the 

Roman Empire: it certainly happened in Syria in the Second Millennium too. 

The Hurrians were at first in the background and then given tasks like selling slaves or being mercenaraies122, and in Egypt 

Asiatics were given the job of guarding the trade routes across the Sinai, where they used their own writing to make inscriptions 

on the rocks (West Sinaitic). They gradually infiltrated further and further south into Egypt itself until the Hyksos Dynasties 

emerged, securing their own capital at Avaris with an emphasis on new Gods that even the Ramessides came round to 

incorporating into the Egyptian pantheon. Stubbings in his piece in the Cambridge Ancient History II-2123 averred that when 

the Hyksos were eventually pushed out of Egypt, many made their way to Mycenaean Greece. This is a view less favoured 

today but that does not mean we should not still mentally view Mycenaean developments as interacting with this seething 

backdrop of social mobility across the entire ancient Near East, of which they took advantage at coastal and island points. But it 

also seems they owed as much to direct access to Central Asian and Indus influence (take the case of their adoption of horse 

and chariot long before it happened in Palestine and Egypt) – as also to Syro-Mesopotamian prototypes such as the Shaft 

Graves of Byblos, and Levantine modes of the Forward Attack design. 

Under the Chronological Focus now following we will instance the surprising ways in which post-Shaft Grave era Mycenaeans 

took on aspects of foreign ritual and obtained exotic materials or imagery as a result of this rich kaleidoscope of contacts –

including the Forward Attack motif and ways of running their palace craft workshops. The leading question is whether the lion-

prey group had the same significance for them as its originators: did they also use it to refer to the Goddess Venus, and did it 

also signify the New Year moment in the annual calendar – and was it in consequence also used as a symbol of royal authority? 

(It is unlikely they would simply have used it as a badge of their participation – even as wanax or astronomer-priest - in the Near 

Eastern Club of leaders). We may find some answers by seeing how interchangeable their Gods were with those of foreign 

Panthaea - but first, since these preliminaries are simply used as pointers, the only way to test their credibility is to conduct a 

thorough assessment of the material now following under our Chronological Focus, which now brings to the fore those sparse 

hints elicited from the items under ForAtt-19-ForAtt-23 (ForAtt-24, being borderline, initiates the Focus). 

Since deployment of the material in this Catalogue is complex, for easy reference I will print the Chronological Focus Art History 

Section (in hard copy at least) on yellow paper - and its Iconography Section on mauve ones - so they can be picked out at a 

glance from the general body of the Catalogue. The Chronological Focus following in due chronological order goes up to p. 268. 

 

                                                                 
121 The dribble of Muslims into Britain started innocuously but by the early 2010s had led to increased mosque-building, the takeover of the East End of London 

from incumbent Jews or Cockneys, and attempts to run some State Schools on Shari’a lines. Cities such as Bradford, or Leeds – and suburbs such as Southall 
are Bangladesh and India in England, as whole streets of properties were bought up by Muslims or Hindus – much like Soho’s China Town in London. The first 
Hindu and Muslim MPs have now entered Parliament. 
122 In Britain immigrant doctors and nurses from Third World countries found a niche in the National Health Service, whilst West Indians did particularly well as 

ticket inspectors in the London Underground system. 
123 F H Stubbings ‘The Rise of Mycenaean Civilisation’, CAH II-2 Chapter 14 
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CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS ART HISTORY: A KEY PERIOD OF HIGH USE 

OF THE FORWARD ATTACK 1500-1100  
 

C: FORATT-24 TO FORATT-36: MITANNI/MYCENAEAN ARTEFACTS 1500-1100  
The Distribution Map below, based on the main entries only, charts the incidence of Forward Attack artefacts for most of the 

second half of the 2M (only ForAtt-29 is unprovenanced and cannot be positioned, though it would probably come close to 28 

and ForAtt-24 for strict chronological reasons is marked on the previous map). It well demonstrates through Forward Attack 

examples how the Mitanni ‘reach’ stretched from Nuzi to Perati, and how in the Amarna Age the International Style evolved, 

from Egyptian Thebes to Anatolian Kinik. Our coverage tries to give an overview of the core story behind these phenomena: the 

rise and subsequent disintegration of the Mycenaean and Mitanni kingdoms either through absorption by the Hittites and Middle 

Assyrians - or the destructions of the Sea Peoples thought to have reached their climax c.1175. At the end of that era we have a 

handful of pieces from Cyprus and the Levant still using the Forward Attack, still a metaphor for Ishtar/Venus in all Her Names.  

 
Ill.9- 36 Map showing the distribution of Chronological Focus entries in the second half of the Second Millennium 

The wider view shows we are dealing with artefacts bearing the Forward Attack initially mostly fostered under Mycenaean or 

Mitanni influence, including Levanto-Hittite, Kassite/Caspian or Middle Assyrian material, with a last breath of the tradition at the 

end of the 2M at Old Paphos in Cyprus and sites such as Lachish and Megiddo124. We decided to add below a close-up of 

Salje’s map of Mitanni seal distribution (shown in full later in Ill.9- 53) to see at a glance how many of the Catalogue items seem 

to link up with evidence of known (or understated) Mitanno-Mycenaean administration ticking over silently in the background. 

After trying to circling on Salje’s map the sites that coincide with Forward Attack items logged on the Distribution Map, to make 

them stand out better I highlighted them in pink to plot the general picture more immediately. The sites in question were: 

Salje Site Nos 8 (Perati); 21 (Knossos); 156 (Old Paphos); 53 (A ur); 64 (Nuzi); 84/85 (Lachish/Megiddo) 

                                                                 
124 Note, too, the recent paper by C Schmidt ‘The Well-Room of the Royal Palace of Qatna and its Analogy to Hazor and Megiddo’ in P Pfälzner et al. (eds) 

Qatna and the Networks of Bronze Age Globalism Weisbaden 2015 431-40 
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With apologies for the bad definition, the overall area covered nonetheless speaks for itself. The site numbering is more legible 

in the enlarged version of Salje’s map under Ill.9- 53 and hopefully the many more specific detailed maps in the coming text will 

make up for the lack of definition gained at this juncture. 

 

Ill.9- 37  Map based on Salje’s original (Ill.9- 53) marking Mitanni seal distribution, here with sites red-circled locating Chronological 
Focus items in this Catalogue that combine CANEA and Mitanni-influenced imagery, mostly detectable on single, small artefacts. 

One further site should be added: Amarna, half way up the Nile between Thebes and Gizeh. 

Though the Distribution Map for this period only vaguely suggests routes of transmission, all we can say is that once the 

Mycenaeans started to take over former Minoan bases and trade routes between 1500 and 1450, then extending their outreach 

in new directions across the Mediterranean in the next two centuries, from the first handful of relevant seals in our Chronological 

Focus loosely termed ‘Mitanni’ convincingly close matches can be made with details on Mycenaeans seals using the Forward 

Attack. This means the latter’s earliest exposure to realms beyond Northern Europe, Crete or Egypt would have incorporated, 

consciously or unconsciously, a ‘Mitanni overlay’ from their new encounters in the Near East – whether Anatolian or Levantine. 

The Perati seal (ForAtt-25) is the most clear-cut case of overlap, being a Mitanni seal found at a Greek site (no.8 on the map). 

Before we can initiate our commentary on individual items, we prepare the ground by giving below quite a long and elaborate 

introduction lasting some 20 pages explaining our choice of Chronological Focus material - because of its general implications. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
What at first seemed to be a simple task of quickly sketching in the nature of Mycenaean art and giving instances of their use of 

the Forward Attack in relation to Near Eastern models, the pursuit of a few cross-references became lines of enquiry opening up 

alternative vistas opening up within the Mitanni hinterland of Central Asia - where their relevance to Mycenaeans artefacts 

simply could not be ignored. An early dip into Bactrian archaeological sites – and the movements of Indo-Europeans - ensued, 

usually picked through only for relevant information impacting directly or indirectly on Mycenaean culture. Here and in the 
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Iconography Section I discovered the implications of Mitanni-Mycenaean osmosis are so far-reaching that key-note sites for this 

Catalogue E emerged as MYCENAE, EBLA, WAŠŠUKANI and GONUR - as compared to the leading sites in previous catalogues of:  

(A) SUSA, URUK and ABYDOS  

(B) PERSEPOLIS and URUK  

(C) MARI and KANESH  

(D) KNOSSOS and AVARIS 

o Overall we are run this enquiry from the point of view of someone placed in the Mycenaean world, trying to find out 

why the other three sites are so crucial for its existence. 

o Ebla from material already studied has already shown itself to be the major 3-2M cross-road point in the Levant 

uniting Elam to Anatolia, Kish to Yamhad, or Mari to Ugarit, representing that Golden-Mean point for Mycenae’s 

entrée at the coast into the Levant network and all it could accessed through it. The nodal position of Ebla and its 

importance as middle man between North Syria and Central Asia across several routes - extending to the Sumer-

Dilmun trail that brings in India – had already started at the beginning of the 2M, and is what entitles it to as much 

significance in our catalogue as Mycenae and Waššukani, even when under different occupation. 

o Though the site of Waššukani has so far not been rediscovered (it was later known as Hanigalbat by the Hatti and 

Assyrians), given obvious Mitanni influence on both Ebla and the Mycenaean worlds in our study the power of its 

influence is nonetheless provable and recent research points to its location as having been around present-day Tūr-

Abidīn. Over time the name became associated with the entire surrounding province, and treated as one governorate 

by the Neo-Assyrians under the administration of a demi-royal known as the ar Hanigalbat125. Even by its absence it 

is important to cite it as the 2M central command base for Mitanni influence in Syro-Mesopotamia – we should see it 

very much as the way-station between Central Asia and the Mycenaean world.  

o Gonur we take as the font of Central Asian influence into Mesopotamia (with a little reciprocal influence going the 

other way (as in the last seal of ForAtt-22, already cited). 

As we dealt with the material in this section the different influences coming in meant going back over what we had first written in 

order to change the usual outlook from one that fits the Mycenaeans against the Anatolian, Levantine and Egyptian scene, to a 

more 360 all-round view that takes in a wider scope looking northwards, and then further eastwards, along steppe and desert 

routes. On this revised tack, what had begun as vague suspicions picked up from the material in the first half of the 2M ended in 

securing sufficiently precise information to be able to pin down the now quite numerous and substantial links. This has partly 

been made possible in the light of more recent scholarship made available, not only by the opening up of Russian Academia to 

the West after the end of the Cold War from the 1980s onwards, but also after several Syrian sites excavated comparatively 

recently by rescue archaeology in the wake of dam building on the Euphrates filled in some of the vacuum points in our 

knowledge. And, as Gardin so well describes126, when we come to splicing Central Asian archaeology into the picture, in the 

case of Afghanistan/Uzbekistan finally the bias towards the search for Hellenistic sites in Bactria was turned round in the face of 

more systematic field surveys that revealed new priorities pointing to the need to investigate 4th-2nd millennium activity there. All 

these new lines of investigation filled in what had been the missing pieces of a much vaster, heretofore invisible mosaic 

constituting the more accurate picture of how the transition from Sumero-Amorite to Mitanni politics in Syro-Mesopotamia 

impacted on the visual arts.  

                                                                 
125 F M Fales ‘”Hanigalbat” in Early Neo-Assyrian Royal Inscriptions’ in G Galil et al. (eds) The Ancient Near East in the 12-10th Centuries BC: Culture and 

History Münster 2012 99-119 
126 J-C Gardin ‘Vers une Géographie Archéologique de l’Afghanistan’ in Studia Iranica XI: Mélanges offerts à Raoul Curiel Paris 1982 97-110 
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THE INITIAL EMERGENCE OF THE MITANNI FROM CENTRAL ASIA 

These days the picture we can build up from the records of Mari and other places in North Syria seems to be that the main 

region of initial entry for the Mitanni was the Khabur Triangle (impressions of the same Shaushtatar seal – Ill.9- 65 – come from 

both Nagar/Tell Brak127/Taidu128 as well as Nuzi) while it is also argued a power vacuum in the kingdom of Yamhad/Aleppo in 

northern Syria caused by Hittite destruction and subsequent inability to control the region was then taken advantage of by the 

Mitanni as the first major step in their south-westward expansion down into North Syria (much as the Mycenaeans took over 

Knossos c.1450 after the earthquake). We can build on this picture more fully in the following pages. 

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THIS PERIOD, AND FOR OUR MITANNI-MYCENAEAN BIAS 
Dictated by the high incidence of artefacts leading up to and during this Chronological Focus on which we detected several 

Mitanni-Mycenaean cross-currents, we decided to stay within that line of enquiry and look in detail at how these two loose but 

powerful trade and administrative networks, so close in cultural identity (both Indo-European), operated and interacted in the 

second half of the 2M. At the same time our study in this Catalogue of Mycenaean-Mitanni use of the CANEA symbol of lion 

and prey conveniently prepares the ground for the next one - Catalogue F, saving the need to explain these foundations when 

dealing in its own particular Chronological Focus dealing with Archaic Greek use of the Bilateral Attack in the First Millennium in 

terms of continuing Mycenaean tradition. But if we are to explain how this tradition came to be adopted in the Mycenaean world 

in the first place, we must not only to look at their part-self-identification with the Near East (mostly covered in Catalogue D 

through the Minoan iconography they inherited), but also delve into their more innate bonds with the nomadic warrior ethic of the 

steppe-lands, revealed by the new inclusions in their iconography and burial customs. 

As should emerge in Catalogue F from the findings established in this one, two non-Semitic kingdoms prepared the ground for 

the art and craft traditions of First Millennium Greece and Assyria, and given the joint history and artefacts made under the 

patronage of both Mycenae and Waššukani echo each other on so many counts during their time in power, the adoption of our 

present bias provides a major background stream of continuity with developments in Protogeometric and Archaic Greece on the 

mainland, in Anatolia and all round the Aegean. Indeed, by fostering and maintaining this angle we can appreciate more keenly 

the nature of the Achaic Greek World’s deep roots in Anatolia and the Near East because the East-West interaction of these 

earlier centuries first between the Minoans and then Mycenaeans on its own doorstep had gone through several stages of 

predigestion. But it is the hidden influence of the Mitanni that is is commonly overlooked, or understated. As far as our own 

research is concerned, the lion-prey subject itself continued in unbroken use at Athens from Mycenaean times well into in the 

Classical Period - and up to our cut-off point at the death of Alexander its meaning continued to be taken for granted on 

Hellenistic monuments at sites all round the Mediterranean, incuding the Hellenistic Near East - whether rooted in Greek or 

Oriental sentiment.  

MYCENAEANS AND MITANNI IN THEIR INDO-EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

As Wilhelm crucially puts it, ‘According to another theory, the Mittani Indo-Āryans sprang from the Gurgan[/Gilan] civilisation on 

the south-east coast of the Caspian Sea’: and it is that vital positioning between Eurasia and the Indo-Asian orbit that makes 

most sense of their role as ‘connective tissue’ in several directions. From what we can tell, it appears to have suited the 

Mycenaeans and Mitanni to cooperate as equal, independent powers in the Levant and East Mediterranean since, notably, 

there were no border overlaps or conflicts between them. The former mostly operated by sea, the latter almost exclusively by 

land (it is surely highly significant there is not a single record of conflict between them). Both, rather, were usually anti-Hittite.  

                                                                 
127 David & Joan Oates and Helen McDonald Excavations at Tell Brak I: The Mitanni and Old Babylonian Periods Cambridge and London 1997 
128 Thought now to be an early north-eastern Mitanni capital, perhaps to be identified with Tell Brak with the more famous Waššukānni probably further west. 
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CENTURY BURNS DATES 
MYCENAE/GREEK 
MAINLAND 

MITANNI/SYRIA EGYPT CRETE 

2200 2200-2000 EHIII/ECIII  2300 Ebla Palace G FIP EMIII/MMIA  

1950 
2000-1900 

MHI/MCI  
1974 
KÜLTEPE  TO 
1740 

1920-1830 
 

MMIB PROTO-
PALATIAL 
First palaces  

PRE-PALATIAL 

1900 
1900-1800 

MHII Minoan Aegean Islands  
Zimrilim 
c.1775-62 

 MMIIA 
 

1800  
1800-1700 MHIII 

 PRECLASSICAL 

MIDDLE KINGDOM   
DXI-XIII 

MMIIB 

1700 
1700-
Alalakh 
VII - 1620 

1820-1740 CLASSICAL A  Destructions  

1750 
 

LATE HELLADIC I 

 
1700-1500 

Mycenae Circle B 1720-1620  CLASSICAL B MMIII 
NEO-PALATIAL 
 

1600 LHI/LCI 1600-1550   
POST-CLASSICAL 

SIP MMIIIB/ Second palaces 

1575 Thera earthquake 
Mycenae Circle A 
Thera Volcano 

1620 
Alalakh 
VI-V 1500 

Hyksos Period LMIA Earthquake  

1525 1550-1535 MITANNI peak  LMIA peak  

1500 
 

LATE HELLADIC II 

1500-1400 
LH IIA  Vapheio tholos 

 
MITANNI Common Style 

NEW KINGDOM 

DXVIII 
LMIB  

1450   

1620 
Alalakh IV 
1500 

Hatshepsut  Destructions 

1425 
 

LH IIB 

 
 

1430-1330 NUZI 

MINOAN FRESCOES 

AVARIS 

Tuthmoses III 

LMII 
Knossos sole 
palace 

1400 
 

LATE HELLADIC IIIA 
  

1375 1400-1300 
 

LHIIIA1  First mainland palaces   Amenhotep III LMIIIA1  

1350 LHIIIA2  Uluburun shipwreck  Amarna LMIIIA2 
Knossos 
destroyed? 

1300 
LHIIIB   Last mainland palaces 
built 

 
1300-1100 

MIDDLE 

ASSYRIAN 

SEALS 

 
 

D XIX  Ramses II LMIIIB POST-PALATIAL 

1250 LATE HELLADIC IIIB 

1300-1200 

LH IIIB1: Destructions 
LH IIIB2: Final Destructions 

 
 

DYNASTY XX   

1200-1100 LATE HELLADIC IIIC 

1200-1100 
LH IIIC:   Post-Palatial  

NEO-HITTITE 

STATES 
RAMESSES III LM IIIC  

         

Ill.9- 38: Summary Chronological Table supporting this Catalogue’s Chronological Focus 
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Reasons for the arrival of the Hittites, then Mitanni129, into Anatolia and Syria respectively we must put down ultimately to an 

overall migration of increasing numbers of peoples from within Central Asia whose story is bound up with the 3M-2M 

movements of nomads both eastwards towards India and southwards into the Near East, analaysed in fuller detail later but 

whose essential lines we sketch out here in general terms. The Hittites were the first (see summary map below) though from 

Klinger’s paper130 it emerges the chronology of their rule in north and east Anatolia is difficult to pin down: it was probably earlier 

than thought in its beginnings, and had little to do with the push and pull of the first Hurro-Mitanni incursions. It is the 

intermediary role of the Hurrians in all these places, ultimately galvanised into prominence by Mitanni leadership, that goes a 

long way towards explaining the cultural interconnectedness of Syro-Mespopotamian cities and Central Asian sites over such 

far-flung distances. If much of Hurrian history is one and the same as Mitanni history, Wilhem is nonetheless sure ‘the flow of 

influence could have been one-way only, from Indo-Aryan into Hurrian’131.  

 
Ill.9- 39 Overview of Indo-European presence up to c.2500BC before incursions further round the Caspian Sea into Central Asia and 

down steppe or mountain corridors into Syria, Babylonia, Iran and India. Further maps in coming pages will particularise the 
movement of Indo-Europeans-  including the Mitanni - ever southwards as tribes moved across Eurasia/Central Asia from c.2700  

Entry by entry, by interpreting the seals under this Chronological Focus our contribution is to be able to pin down the key visual 

ingredients of ‘Mitanni-ness’ that appear to lock into, and then funnel, the wider cultural sphere of Turan, the BMAC and Indus 

into Syria. Given that written contemporary documents on or by the Mitanni are few and far between, we can claim that the 

addition of visual evidence makes artefacts as alternative documentation even more important than usual. 

TIMING OF THE EMERGENCE OF MITANNI FEATURES ON SYRO-MESPOTAMIAN ARTEFACTS 
The new developments in style and iconography seen on the seals we will analyse emerge during a floruit of around 300 years, 

already hinted at by the introduction of those single details prophetic of trends to come pointed out in the previous section as 

used on the occasional Old Babylonian sealing (for other OB seals - with the Snake Lady on them – see Ill.9-17). This gives 

weight to de Martino’s Alternative 1132,: that ‘Mitanni was already a powerful kingdom at the end of the 17th century or in the first 

half of the 16th century BC: thus its beginnings date to well before the time of Thuthmose I … to the time of the Hittite sovereigns 

Hattusili I and Mursili I’ (this dating accords with our speculation on the possible owner of the ForAtt-22 seal as being Mitanni). 

                                                                 
129 For up-to-date thinking on the Mitanni ‘Empire’ see Eva Cancik-Kirschbaum et al. (eds) Constituent, Confederate and Conquered Space: the 

Emergence of the Mitanni State Berlin 2015  - to whose illuminating papers we often turn for current knowledge and interpretation. 
130 Jörg Klinger ‘The Imperial Space: the Early Hittite Kingdom’ in Cancik-Kirschbuam et al (eds.) op.cit  75-90 
131 G Wilhem op.cit passim.  
132 S de Martino ‘The Mittani State: The Formation of the Kingdom of Mitanni’ in Cancik-Kirschbaum et al (eds.) op.cit. 61-74 
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Indeed, Wilhelm notes the first references to the Mitanni capital Waššukani/Hanigalbat as appearing on an Old Babylonian 

document, and the earliest instance in the Egyptian records is a fragmentary inscription from the reign of Tuthmoses I referring 

to the Maittani (the word they used for them). The added surge in incursions of immigrants into the Near East from c.1450 in a 

comparatively short space of time then had a knock-on effect westwards across the Aegean, with repercussions evident on 

artefacts in a Mycenaean world rising to power at the very time the Mitanni were reaching their apogée. 

With this backdrop and chronological positioning in mind, the implications of a handful of seals in this catalogue (ForAtt-23-29), 

which are completely different from the straightforward Classic Syrian seals from the same territory (analysed in Catalogue C) 

lead us to devote detailed attention to making sense of them - to the extent that they often lead to various side-discussions 

(DIVERSIONS). (In fact, the implications of these particular entries are sometimes so lengthy that I will mark the ending of an entry 

discussion with an end-headline before moving on to the next entry on a new page.) In the light of de Martino’s statement in the 

previous paragraph about the Mitanni coming into power earlier than thought, we feel justified in backdating the early Mitanni 

masterpieces from the periods conventionally assigned to them, to relate them more tightly to what documentary evidence there 

is of the at first invisible Mitanni incursion into Syria leading to the vassaldom, not only of known towns such as Alalakh or 

Ugarit, but also of a cluster of more recently excavated places such as Emar and Terqa. Some Mitanni iconographical influence 

can already be sniffed out in Ebla iconography - originally part of the kingdom of Yamhad which at one point came under 

Mitanni overlordship – most obvious in the Storm-God’s hybrid lion-dragon with snake tail and bird’s feet on the basin of ForAtt- 

14. In the case of Ebla the royal family was allowed to govern locally until the city’s final destruction – taken these days to have 

been as much caused by the Mitanni as by the Hittites (the smatterings of evidence for and against are sparse and ambiguous).  

In order not to get lost in these side DIVERSIONS it may vbe useful at this point to interject some brief guidance on how to make 

use of this catalogue - the longest so far. 

MAPS, CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES AND ALTERNATIVE  WAYS TO USE THE CATALOGUE 

Although in the end the entries, groupings, introductions and overviews string the whole catalogue together in planned 

progression, if the reader has not followed the narrative in sequence page by page, the best way to make sense of individual 

items at least is to move from any one initial catalogue entry straight to the art history commentary guided by the entry number – 

followed by a further immediate jump to the relevant iconographic interpretation (I trust clear headers and headings will help 

speed up such leaps forward or backwards). However, in the end, just reading the Catalogue through from beginning to end has 

a deliberate, unfolding dénouement in mind, where climbing the mountain stage by stage should bring everything to a proper 

climax by the time we reach the summit - and that experience is missed in the jumping backwards and forwards approach. 

More than in the first four, in this Catalogue it has been harder to keep art historical considerations completely separate from 

iconographical asides, having established some stratigraphy of consensus in Catalogues A-D on the most common levels of 

meaning of the lion-prey group – often enhanced by the motifs juxtaposed with it. Nonetheless, the overarching method is to 

continue to comment on items from the two separate perspectives so that new issues in terms of time-line, styles or continuity of 

meaning can still be pursued in distinct narratives, even if at times within the Art History Section I allude to meanings that arise 

naturally while the object is in mind, at least as a foretaste – and at times in the Iconography Section I have introduced further 

art historical detail at a natural juncture of image interpretation which it would have been premature to introduce any earlier.  

When it comes to maps I did not always ditch the earliest ones I first came across in favour of later ones that could have 

completely superseded them, since in itself progressive accuracy conveys an idea of the development of knowledge on the 

subject - for example Ill.9- is a difficult map to read because so dark, but it groups together key place names (rarely does one 

map have all the places one would like to have all together in one place!). Sometimes I have used maps off the Internet whose 
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originator was not given. The Distribution Maps, of course, are only meant to give a snap-shot impression of the main 

chronological diffusion trends of any one lion-prey compositional type for particular periods. 

The detailed Chronological Table used for the Chronological Focus in Catalogues C and D to cover the first two thirds of the 

2M has been expanded (Ill.9-38 above) to take in the final centuries of the millennium for use as a summary Chronological 

Table for the Chronological Focus of this Catalogue as background to show at a glance from the colour blocks the interrelation 

of the Minoan and Mycenaean periods with – under the Mitanni-Syria column - the Levanto-Anatolian (Syrian and Mitanni) and 

Mesopotamian (Kassite and Middle Assyrian) kingdoms of the same centuries whose products seem to have almost inevitably 

cross-fertilised Mitanni and Mycenaean pieces in various ways. It may oversimplify synchronicities of the Syrian seal-styles we 

tabulated at great length in the Catalogue C Style Category tables with related Mitanni, Kassite or Middle Assyrian pieces, but it 

does provide a rough yardstick to make general sense of the sequence of this catalogue’s material alongside the Distribution 

Map133. As we study the Mycenaeans’ use of the Forward Attack, both from the objects they imported or were in a position to 

commission for themselves, weaving in with their relentless quest for prestige raw materials, questions come up all the time 

about the nature and level of the contacts they must have had with the kingdoms named in that table. In Eric Cline’s words, ‘we 

must envision strong commercial and cultural interactions between the Mycenaeans and Minoans and the Canaanites, Kassites, 

Kitanni, Cypriotes, Assyrians and Egyptians’134 – and later ‘It would be no surprise to learn that Mycenaean and Minoan envoys 

to the Pharaoh followed the same principles and practices as the envoys from the Kassite, Babylonian and Hittite kings of that 

time’135.  

Since we dwell on the connections between catalogued items from the angle of their significance in Mycenaean art history, the 

virtue of the summary chart is to demonstrate in a nutshell the concurrent chronologies of relevant kingdoms of the Near East 

during Mycenae’s establishment of power centres outwards from Crete, back onto the Greek mainland and across the Aegean, 

in the process forgeing a more complex cultural identity through exotic acquisitions and adaptations. It happens that in the 

Amarna Letters that have survived, there is no exchange with the Mycenaeans – but the Uluburun shipwreck proved its 

existence through the goods and artefacts found on it136 - and, of course, large quantities of Mycenaean pottery have been 

excavated at Amarna (much higher than found at Saqqara, Abydos, Dra Abun-Naga, Ghurob, Gurneh and Malkata). However, 

in DIVERSIONS 2 and 3 we need also to consider Eurasia as the alternative source for the same raw materials used by the 

Mycenaeans as found in the Uluburun cargo. 

MYCENAEAN INVOLVEMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS 

EGYPT 
Our bias towards the Mycenaeans brings in thought-provoking material since it was over the decades from 1450 following their 

takeover of Crete that they extended their orbit further afield from comparatively isolated beginnings on the mainland when in 

the Shaft Grave era they were more an extension of the peoples of Northern Europe (indeed, their sword designs and use of 

semi-precious stones and metals from Germanic Europe share common characteristics) – but there are also strong clues from 

amongst the grave goods for early contact mostly with Egypt and, occasionally, Anatolia.  

Kelder137 along with other writers proposes three phases of contact between Egypt and Mycenae: first, in the time of Tuthmoses 

III (not to forget the Minoan-type paintings at Avaris done earlier, in the reign of Hatshepsut); second, under Amenhotep III and 

                                                                 
133 For a useful overall view of 2M seal history in a nutshell see D Collon ‘Seal Owners and Sealing practices in the Ancient Near East in the 2M BC with 

particular reference to Syria’ in W Müller (ed.) Die Bedeutung der Minoischen und Mykenischen Glyptik (CMS Beihelf 8) Mainz-am-Rhein 2010 109-129 
134 E H Cline ‘ Of shoes and ships and sealing wax: International Trade and the Late Bronze Age Aegean’ Expedition XXXIII,3 1991 46-54 
135 E H Cline ‘”My brother, my son”: Rulership and Trade between the Late Bronze Age Aegean, Egypt and the Near East’ Aegaeum XI Louvain 1995 143-50 
136 F Zangani ‘Amarna and Uluburun: Reconsidering Patterns of Exchange in the Late Bronze Age’ Palestine Exploration Quarterly CXLVIII,4 2016 230-44 
137 J M Kelder ‘The Egyptian Interest in Mycenaean Greece’ Jahrbericht Ex Oriente Lux XLII 2010 125-40 
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third, during the Amarna period, where there is evidence, not only of of the wholesale adoption of olive oil and the olive tree 

there, but also from painted fragments that Mycenaeans acted as mercenaries for the Amarna régime138 (Kelder (ibid.) also 

comments on the fragment of boar’s tooth from a Mycenaean helmet, tellingly found at Qantir/Piramesse).  

In the Shaft Grave era the preponderance of exotic imports in Mycenaean tombs were authentic Middle Kingdom Egyptian 

artefacts. Burns states, ‘Mycenae offers the largest number of imported objects and the longest history of import consumption in 

the Bronze Age mainland…. Even compared with the wealthiest of contemporary tombs in other regions, the Shaft Graves of 

Mycenae are unrivalled in the exotic nature of the material as well as the sheer quantity of valuable objects’139. These ‘imports’ 

might be explained by direct trade, or brought back by Mycenaean mercenaries returning from Egypt with trophies on their way 

home following a war – even the Trojan War, as Homer suggests, but contemporary with which Middle Kingdom Egyptian 

Pharaoh is the leading question. Certainly in The Odyssey Book IV Menelaus, now safely home and receiving guests, 

describes his and Helen’s sojourn in Egypt on their way back to Greece, after his guest Telemachus remarks: 

Look round this echoing hall, my dear Peisistratus. The whole place gleams with copper and gold, amber and silver 

and ivory. What an amazing collection of treasures! I can’t help thinking that the court of Zeus on Olympus must be 

like this inside. The sight of it overwhelms me.                                                            (E V Rieu translations throughout) 

Menelaus replies: 

‘… When it comes to men, I feel few or none can rival me in wealth, considering all the hardships I endured and the 

journeys I made in the seven years it took me to amass this fortune and get it home in my ships. My travels took me to 

Cyprus, to Phoenicia, and to Egypt, Ethiopians, Sidonians, Erembi – I visited them all – and I saw Libya too… 

On the other hand, if we consider the Anatolian links to Greece, Zeus in Book V foretells that Odysseus 

on the twentieth day … should reach Scherie, the rich country of the Phocaeans, our kinsmen, who will take him to 

their hearts and treat him like a god. They will convey him by ship to his own land, giving him copper, gold, and woven 

materials in such quantities as he could never have won for himself from Troy… . 

Going back to to the conversation at Menelaus’ palace, Helen and her ladies then join the men,  

while Phylo carried her silver work-basket, a gift from Alcandre, wife of Polybus who lived in Egyptian Thebes where 

the houses are furnished in the most sumptuous fashion. This man had given Menelaus two silver baths, a pair of 

three-legged cauldrons and ten talents in gold: while in addition his wife gave Helen beautiful gifts for herself, 

including a golden spindle and a basket that ran on castors and was made of silver finished with a rim of gold. It was 

full of fine-spun yarn and the spindle with its deep blue wool140 was laid across it’.  

[It has to be said these items sound more like Anatolian metalwork products.] 

To account for later, continued Egyptian influence on Mycenaean artefacts, now to the extent of iconographic borrowings, in an 

imaginative ‘joining up of the dots’ Burns (in agreement with Kelder and Cline141) sees a diplomatic mission taking place to 

Mycenae during the New Kingdom as feasible (an idea first put forward by V Hankey142) specifically from the court of 

Amenhotep III, father of Akhenaten, at a time Egypt was starting to build Aegean alliances to contain the threat of the Hittites in 

the Levant. The fact that the names of Aegean places and peoples ‘conquered’ by this pharaoh are listed on one of the statue 

                                                                 
138 L Schofield and R B Parkinson ‘Of helmets and heretics: a possible Egyptian representation of Mycenaean warriors from a papyrus from El-Amarna’ Annual 

of the British School at Athens LXXXIX 1994 157-70 
139 B Burns Mycenaean Greece, Mediterranean Commerce and the Formation of Identity, Cambridge 2010, p.38 
140 In the Iconography Section of Catalogue D we discussed the likelihood of indigo reaching Egypt from India via the Zanzibar Triangle at this time, and how 

knowledge of the dye could have easily spread to Crete from Egyptian contacts.  This catalogue emphasises Its probable much easier spread to the Near East 
via the Central Asian land routes too (the present-day vivid blue burkas of Afghan women point back to that ancient dyeing tradition). 
141 See also E Cline & D O’Connor (eds) Amenhotep III: Perspectives on His Reign Ann Arbor 2001 
142 V Hankey ‘The Aegean interest in el-Amarna’ Journal of Mediterranean Anthropology and Archaeology I 1981, 38-49 
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bases in his mortuary temple at Kom el-Hetan on the West Bank of the Nile at Luxor, ‘could’, he writes, ‘be interpreted as the 

itinerary of a royal emissary to the central places of Crete, Messenia, the Argolid and western Anatolia143’. Such contact would 

no doubt have looked back to the precedent of the strong relations between Avaris and Knossos enjoyed during the reigns of 

Hatshepsut and her step-son Tuthmoses III - Amenhotep’s great grandfather – who had personally or indirectly presided over 

the extraordinary phenomenon of similarly designed bull-leaping and lion-hunt frescoes at Avaris as at Knossos by shared 

artists (more on them in Catalogue F). But equally strong trends were seeping into Mycenae direct from the Levant by then, and 

this catalogue shows seals from Syria using Egyptian motifs that indicate interchange could just as well have filtered through to 

Mycenae thence too. 

Fitting somewhere into the enterprising and exotic travels described in the Odyssey (not necessarily contemporary with the 

Shaft Grave era) is Burns’s reminder that ‘Ancient sources are consistent in the description of the first Argive kings migrating 

from northern Africa – Danaus from Libya, followed by his brother Aegyptus from Egypt (Apollodorus 2.1.4)’. These passages 

seem, perhaps, to be confused with that stage in history soon after the Mycenaeans’ known visit to Egypt on their round trip 

back from the Trojan War that explain the Egyptian content of the Shaft Graves quite simply – and of course giving an 

unfashionably early date for the Trojan War (Emily Vermeule was amongst the few who see the Trojan War as more likely to 

have taken place in the 16-15C BC144 - and Schliemann may well have been right). There are different views also about 

direction of travel and the ethnic origins of people travelling from, rather than through, North Africa, quoted elsewhere: though 

there was Libyan infiltration into southern Crete, North Africa surely was not the Mycenaean Urheimat145, since by language 

they were Luwo-Proto-Greek-speaking indigenous Āryans (discussed under the next heading but one) with links to the Balkans 

and across Central Europe to as far as Wessex in southern England, lured not just by minerals (notably tin) but also, I would 

argue, astronomical know-how.  

LEVANTINE AND SYRO-MESOPOTAMIAN KINGDOMS 
This catalogue gives examples of the Forward Attack as used by the Kassites, Cypriotes and other unknown individuals in the 

polyglot population operating at city-ports on the Levantine coast, such as Ras Shamra/Ugarit (where at this time at least half 

the population was Hurrian – Alalakh, too, became a Mitanni city early on). Contact between such populations and the 

Mycenaeans at such places is proved by the latter’s pottery remains on sites in the Levant and Anatolia (including Ugarit, 

Cyprus, Crete and elsewhere in the Aegean), places that then linked further in to Syro-Mesopotamia without the Mycenaeans 

needing to go inland themselves. If not seen at home in Greece on gifts directly sent, it is no surprise that here and there a 

Mycenaean would have seen a foreign design when abroad that they wanted to copy on artefacts of their own, though we know 

absolutely nothing about how the process of commissioning such design choices worked, or what level of individual was 

involved - whether in the high ranks or from suggestions made by merchants or craft experts - or just officials lower down the 

social chain involved in the court and rituals of a Wanax. As we shall see, it is usually possible to distinguish between 

Mycenaean borrowings direct from Syro-Mesopotamian design and those with the added Mitanni overlay. 

ANATOLIA AND THE ‘PRE-HELLENIC SUBSTRATUM’ 
Even shortly after the initial excavation of Troy and Mycenae, and also lesser sites such as Spata, the earliest scholars146 in the 

field argued as much for evidence of comparatively local Anatolian influence feeding into Mycenaean art as for the clearly 

obvious Middle Eastern clues: ‘Der homerische Kunst, wie wir sie aus den Beschreibungen der Ilias und Odyssee kennen 

                                                                 
143 Burns further adds that the full list of nine could ‘potentially … include Knossos, Mycenae, Thebes and Pylos … suggesting the major centres of the 

Mycenaean world came under the political dominance of the Egyptian pharaoh’. Probably dominance is too strong a word – more like a ‘special relationship’. 
144 Raised by K A Raaflaub in ‘Homer, The Trojan War, and History’ in The World of Troy - Classical World Special Issue May/June 1998 386-403 
145 The fullest possibilities and ramifications of Mycenaean involvement with Egypt are studied in David Rohl The Lords of Avaris London 2007 
146 See A Milchhöfer ‘Die Gräberfunde in Spata MDAI II (1877) 261-76 who dwells on the several lion-bull groups on ivory and gold artefacts – and also U 

Köhler ‘Über die Zeit und den Ursprung der Grabanlagen in Mykene und Spata’ MDAI III (1878) 1-13. 
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lernen, sind die Alterthümer von Mykene und Spata in jeder Bezeihungen nahe verwandt’ (Köhler)  - though we must remember 

that much Anatolian art was often itself derived from Syria – whose overlords to the east were replaced by the Mitanni. We have 

to distinguish between the Cappadocian tradition, the Mitanni aesthetic - and the completely distinct idiom used by the Hittites. It 

appears the Mycenaeans usually supported the Mitanni, though at times even they would half-heartedly cooperate against them 

in alliance with the Hittites in short-term situations (there is no doube that in the later age of the citadels they borrowed Hittite 

architectural ideas, seen in the almost exact match between the corbelled tunnels inside the city walls of Hattusas and Tiryns). 

Following recent excavations by the Niemeiers at Miletus (see fn 241), then - as now - a key gateway to mainland Greece from 

Anatolia, when considering the importance of Anatolia’s metal trade network for Mycenae, proof of interchange between the two 

lands is increasingly underpinned by archaeological fact, partly due to metallurgical analysis (and of course the Shaft graves 

contained rare Anatolian-style items such as the silver stag rhyton in Shaft Grave IV - see Ill.9- ). Indeed, in the case of Crete, 

Rubinson (ibid.) reminds us 42% of the copper found in the metal workshop of  Mallia Quartier Mu is Anatolian (rather than 

Cypriote, as formerly assumed). The most recent work on the metal resources of Anatolia and Europe used in the Aegean, in M 

Bartelheim et al.147, updates the picture to give much more nuanced perspectives. 

MYCENAEAN AND MITANNI:THEIR  INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGE AS INDICATOR OF MIGRATION 

For North and West Europe as far as Eurasia much has been written about the spread of the Āryans and the development and 

split of western Indo-European languages from each other, the general idea being that Hittite very early on became isolated 

within Anatolia, retaining old forms, while surrounding dialects developed (such as Early Greek during the 3-2M) as some tribes 

entered their present geographical base of Western Anatolia/present-day Greece). Not beng a specialist (though with some 

expertise in Sanskṛt and overall trends related to the Indo-Europeans, Indo-Iranians and Vedic Āryans) I will simply refer here to 

some papers which raise salient considerations in present-day thinking, focusing on what was an undoubted interrelationship 

(certainly in language terms) between Mycenaean Greek and Anatolian Luwian indicating millennia-long development - 

undeniable evidence underlining Mycenae’s Eurasian connections on other counts.  

Carruba148 in summarising the spread of Indo-European languages westwards through farming - a combination famously first 

postulated by Colin Renfrew149 when characterising ‘the Neolithic Revolution’ - sums up the general picture thus: ‘Die 

Vorrückende Bewegung erreichte Griechenland 6500/6000 v.Chr., dann über dem Balkan, Mittel-und Westeuropa, bis 

schliesslich ca. 4000/3500 v.Chr. die britischen Inseln erreicht wurden’150. After such Neolithic beginnings ‘Das Frühgriechische 

(wie das Frühindoarische und das Früharmenische) bildete sich im 3. Jts v. Chr. heraus, aber nach Griechenland kamen die 

Griechen selbst erst am Anfang des 2. Jts. v. Chr., und zwar über Anatolien. Dies ist unseres Erachtens doch wohl zu Spät und 

auf unwahrscheinlichen Wegen’151. Peter Pavuk in discussing Greek-influenced 2M Trojan pottery reminds us that ‘to Blegen it 

was clear the same group of people who arrived in Greece at the beginning of the MH period also arrived at Troia’’152. 

This Early Greek– cum- Luwian interface is called the Pre-Hellenic Substratum by the experts, characterised, for instance, in 

Luwian roots for  2M Greek names for Gods, such as Ares (Jarri); Atana potnia (hattannas a/ishassaras); Pallas (palahsas); 

                                                                 
147 M Bartelheim et al. (eds) Von Baden bis Troia : Ressourcennutzung, Metallurgie und Wissenstransfer : eine Jubiläumsschrift für Ernst Pernicka 

Rahden (Westfalia) 2016 
148 O Carruba ‘Indoeuropäer, Anatolien und die Ägäis’ in R Dittman et al (eds) Altertumswissenschaften im Dialog: Festschrift für Wolfram Nagel Münster 

2003 
149 C Renfrew ‘The Anatolian Origins of Proto-Indo-European and the Autochthony of the Hittites’ in R Drews (ed.) Greater Anatolia and the Indo-Hittite 

Language Family Washington DC 2001 36-63;  see also his Archaeology and Language: the Puzzle of Indo-European Origins London 1987 
150 According to Geoffrey of Monmouth, Albion (the old name for Britain) was colonised by the Trojans. The guardians of the Gates of the City of London are 

Gog and Magog, in Qur’anic iterary sources described as the guardians of a wall separating Central Asia from the rest of the world. 
151 Discussed more fully in O Carruba ‘L’Arrivo dei Greci, le migrazioni indoeuropeen e il “ritorno degli Eraclidi”’ Athenaeum NS LXXXIII 1995 5ff 
152 P Pavuk ‘Aegeans and Anatolians: A Trojan Perspective’ in R Laffineur et al. (eds) EMPORIA: Aegeans in the Central and Eastern Mediterranean Liège 

2005 
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Parnassos (Parna = House); Leto (lada – lady)153  as also Apollo (Aplu/Apaliunas from the Hurrian or Hittite). Overall this means 

that Linear A may be Luwian-related154 from a time these people were still on Crete and even the mainland, until the 

Mycenaeans were able to push them back to the West Coast of Anatolia, to what became Arzawa. (This seems to tie in with the 

map given by Mountjoy155 (her fig.1) in her discussion of the Mycenaean-Anatolian interface on the west coast of Anatolia which 

shows a preponderance of Anatolian pottery at the Upper and Central interfaces but a higher proportion of Mycenaean ware 

along the Lower Interface.) Other authors, notably Paul Kretschmer, had already drawn attention to those words in Greek 

ending in –nthos or -ssos as being related to Anatolian words ending in –nda or –ssa. Finkelberg156 usefully explains how it is 

that Anatolian languages were at first not identified as Indo-European (they do not, for instance, use grammatical male and 

female genders, differentiating instead between animate and inanimate nouns). She concludes that many now follow the view 

that there is ‘a more complex view of this relationship - according to which Indo-European should be analysed into several strata 

and Anatolian should be taken as representing a much earlier stratum than the conventional Indo-European’ – pointing to a split 

going back by ‘a distance of at least six millennia157’ (see the tree of Indo-European languages below). Finkelberg tries to 

square the Graeco-Anatolian Substratum/Pre-Hellenic Substratum and later developments with the movements of peoples and 

their languages - first as described by Gimbutas158 in her characterisation of the Turkic Kurgan culture - and second within the 

scenario of Renfrew’s concept of the Neolithic Revolution, finding nonetheless that the narrow criteria of Āryan cultural norms 

(matrifocal –v- patrifocal ; inhumation –v- cremation; warriors –v- farmers) never completely hold water across the board as 

 
Ill.9- 40 Diffusion of the Indo-European languages - from Anthony159 fig. 1.1 

distinguishing features since what constitutes ‘Āryanness’ varies according to geography and societal development over time. 

All this is by way of assessing how the positioning of the Mycenaean world at the southern edge of the Eurasian continent 

meant it was perfectly placed to enjoy the fruits of both the Eurasian and Central Asian cultural zones. On this score 

Finkelberg’s view is wider than both Gimbutas’ and Renfrew’s since she concludes that,  ‘in view of the fact that the plants and 

                                                                 
153 See O Carruba in Atti e Memorie del 1st Congresso di Micenologia 1968 932ff and in  Il Congresso di Hittitologia Padua 1995 63ff 
154 Margalit Finkelberg ‘The Language of Linear A: Greek, Semitic or Anatolian?’ in R Drews (ed.) Greater Anatolia and the Indo-Hittite Language Family 

Washington DC 2001 81-105 
155 P A Mountjoy ‘The east Aegean interface in the Late Bronze Age: Mycenaeans and the Kingdom of Ahhiyawa’ Anatolian Studies XLVIII 33-68 
156 Margalit Finkelberg ‘Anatolian Languages and Indo-European Migrations to Greece’ Classical World XCI 1997 3-20 
157 Extensive horse remains go back to as early as Çatal Hüyük (7-6M BC), at that stage probably only used for food. 
158 M Gimbutas ‘The Beginning of the Bronze Age in Europe and the Indo-Europeans 3500-2500BC’ Journal of Indo-European Studies I: 163-214 
159 D W Anthony The Horse, the Wheel, and Language: How Bronze-Age Riders from the Eurasian Steppes Shaped the Modern World Princeton 2010 
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animals which were the basis of the “Neolithic revolution” can be shown to have been imported from Asia, it is difficult to avoid 

the conclusion that the beginning of the “Neolithic revolution”  in Europe was a direct result of new groups of population coming 

from Asia’ [my italics], adding, ‘it cannot be denied that there is strong evidence in favour of the conclusion that the beginning of 

agriculture in the Balkans and Crete was a direct result of the influx from Asia of new population groups. It seems to be 

significant in this connection that Greece and Crete are exactly the areas of Europe that have produced linguistic evidence as to 

the Indo-European character of the so-called “Pre-Hellenic Substratum’’’. 

Though valuable for its Eurasian analyses, it means Renfrew’s theory does not extend its orbit eastwards of the Caspian Sea – 

so it is thanks to later scholarship - and especially inspired by Finkelberg’s commentary - that the study of the artefacts in this 

Catalogue led to the need to expand the scope to include Bactria and India as the backdrop for early Mitanni history, in order to 

adequately fill out their close interaction with the Mycenaeans. Finkelberg’s critique ends thus: ‘The early Indo-European 

migrations can be methodologically valid only if it takes into account the two factors discussed in this paper – the Indo-European 

character of the so-called “Pre-Hellenic Substratum” and the stratification in depth of the Indo-European languages themselves’ 

(Mitanni is not marked on Anthony’s diagram, but it belongs to the Indic line). After delivering this paper Finkelberg received 

confirmation from Elisabeth Barber (well-known for her book on prehistoric textiles160), who said, ‘My textiles tell the same story’, 

as there are ‘parallels among new textile finds from prehistoric Central Asia, an area … functionally connected to the Aegean 

world … by immigrants moving both east and west out of the Eurasian steppes’ (e.g. Ill.9- 41 below). Both then participated in 

the University of Richmond conference161 in Washington DC, several papers from which we will cite later. 

 
 

Ill.9- 41: Illustrations from Barber’s paper showing similarities between woven strips used on Keftiu kilts as depicted in Egyptian 
tomb paintings - and an actual piece of cloth found in a tomb at Zaghunluq, Uigur Autonomous Region, consisting of woven and 

plaited strips of wool – her figs 1 & 2 

In other words, the closeness of language between Mitanni and early Greek/Luwian (see the table below, based on 

Mayrhofer162) has been neatly corroborated by Barber’s textile examples – though just as the textile samples are sparse, so also 

is our knowledge of Mitanni vocabulary extremely narrow. All this boils down to developing a feeling for the Indo-European 

nature of the affinities the Mycenaeans (and the Minoans before them) had with the Eurasian and Asiatic nomadic worlds where 

other acquisitive warrior tribes like themselves lived, the very nature of their life depending on far-flung networks into more 

exotic worlds beyond. Quite possibly Mycenaeans became more assertive in extending their reach due to their need to acquire  

                                                                 
160 E J W Barber Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages with Special Reference to the Aegean Princeton 

1991 
161 E J W Barber ‘The Clues in the Clothes: Some Independent Evidence for the Movements of Families’ in R Drews (ed.) Greater Anatolia and the Indo-

Hittite Language Family Washington DC 2001 1-14 
162 M Mayrhofer Die Indo-Arier im Alten Vorderasien Wiesbaden 1966 
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KNOWN 
MITANNI WORD 

INDO-ĀRYAN OR 
INDO-IRANIAN 
ROOT 

MEANING 

mariannu marya Young Knight, i.e. a young 
noble using horse and 
wagon/chariot 

arta or ratta ṛta Cosmic Law 

ššatar kṣatra/ kṣatriya Warrior 

makannu magha Great 

Uart vart Turn, revolve 

Ratta ratha Chariot 

ašua/aššu(ššani) ašva Horse 

šauma or sau soma or haoma Mind-altering sacred drink 
(ephedra with poppy) 

sati satya Truth 

uaza vāch Speech/speak 

tama dhāman Abode/to establish 

tush tviṣ/Tvastṛ/God 

of craft 
Create, fashion 

aika eka 1 

tera tri 3 

panza pancha 5 

šatta sapta 7 

naua Nava 9 

hurri Hari Golden, fair 

babrunnu/papru babhru Brown  

pinkarannu pingala Pink 

palita paritannu Grey 
Ill.9- 42: Table of Indo-Āryan Mitanni words using Iranian or Indic roots and their meaning – based on Mayrhofer’s Table 1, but with 

further inclusions and leaving out names of Gods (dealt with in a separate DIVERSION) 

raw materials and initiate their own craft workshops after seeing at first hand how the Mitanni operated politically (of which more 

below). Burns’ approach in exploring the Mycenaean phenomenon from the point of view of their increasing command of distant 

resources obtained from all countries surrounding Messenia and the Argolid - evidence for which most notably appears in the 

warrior burials of certain individuals (many of high importance for our Forward Attack study) is a fruitful angle for us to 
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explore163. Over and over again we find that where the Mycenaeans might initially have received gifts from other kingdoms they 

were then quick to implement ‘technology transfer’ from these distant territories whereby they adapted the latest crafts to suit 

their own cultural ‘mix’ back at home. This is detectable notably in their own artefacts of metal, ivory, semi-precious stones and 

glass, explored in depth in DIVERSIONS 2-4. I think other kinds of knowledge were shared, including calendar regulation. 

THE LAND-SEA INTERFACE: MYCENAEANS AND EURASIA –V- THE MITANNI AND CENTRAL ASIA 
The Mycenaeans and Mitanni were fellow-Aryans, both extending their power networks in typical Indo-European tribal fashion. 

In this regard Renfrew’s assertion that there was ‘a relatively late separation between Greek/Armenian and Indo-Iranian’ is 

telling, since it means they could have spoken to each other without too much difficulty - see the shaded part of his diagram 

below, noting also the position of ‘Balkan PIE’ (Balkan Proto-Indo-European) before the diversification he mentions, labelled as 

leading up to c. 1500BC. By noting similarities of custom and material preferences indirectly, I argue that despite the ‘promise of 

the East’ there is likely to have been direct contact between them, as well as at third-hand via networks of Eurasian and Central 

 
Ill.9- 43: Development of Indo-European languages in Europe – Renfrew fig.3 

Asian influence, not necessarily by travelling the steppe routes in person – but (given they seem rarely to have penetrated 

inland beyond Levantine sea-ports) more likely negotiating through border intermediaries, often the Mitanni.  

MAXIMISING ON SCARCE INFORMATION ON THE NATURE OF THE MITANNI  
The Mitanni betrayed their presence indirectly through officially chronicled events in other people’s accounts as well as through 

language (including king names), seal inscriptions or cylinder-seal style and iconography (our particular area of study). As a 

taste of DIVERSIONS to come, it is a well-known generalisation that a rich vocabulary describing horses survives (with even a 

manual on horse-training164) – mostly in Hurrian but with many loan-words from the Mitanni including the word for ‘horse’ itself 

ašua/aššu (see word table, Ill.9- 42), a strong pointer to origins in Indo-European steppe life. The Kassites, similarly, were horse 

experts, and kudurrus made under their rule are notable for their representation of Sagittarius-Ninurta as winged half-horse, 

                                                                 
163 Steven Diamant in ‘Mycenaean Origins: Inflitration from the North?’ in E B French et al. (eds) Problems in Greek Prehistory Bristol 1988 153-9 notes the 

Early Mycenaean emphasis on the crafting of rich grave goods made especially for the tomb owner in death, remarking on much that looks ‘Balkan’ in this first 
phase of Mycenaean civilisation, with just those affinities that place their origins in northern Europe. 
164 A Kammenhuber Hippologia Hethitica Wiesbaden 1961 
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half-bowman (Ill.9-174), including on them not only the cosmic serpent (Ill.9-176) but even the Snake Lady herself appears on 

one occasion amongst the more familiar Babylonian signs for Gods and planets (((Ill.9-174 bottom right). 

We placed at the very top of our linguistic table the word marya/noble youth - a group of them being the maryanni class of 

chariot-riding knights - the élite of Mitanni society – of whom much more under our DIVERSIONS concerning their male physical 

ideal seen on their seals. Their natural confidence and assumption of leadership over lesser peoples (whether of their own tribe 

or foreigners) appears to have been one of their strongest cultural hallmarks, with implications for the organization of society 

that involved bringing together groups of like activity - whether knights or craftsmen - in different ‘guilds’ an idea at the root of 

the caste system in India. Overall, as Mayrhofer puts it, the ‘Mitanni war also ein hurritischer Staat dessen Königshause indo-

arisch war’. As to their physical appearance, there is speculation that they were often blue-eyed (a physical trait that, due to the 

Mitanni brides sent to the Egyptian court, might even have been passed on into the pharaonic royal line (we think particularly of 

Amenhotep III, once described as half-Mitanni). The cultivation of a fit and good-looking body is often mentioned in relation to 

the warriors of the Iliad – in the end taken to peak development in the athletics and sculptures of the Classical Greek world – 

and I see this as a cultural trait shared between the Mitanni and Mycenaeans as part of the warrior mystique. 

THE FIT AND BEAUTIFUL BODY AS INDICATOR 
As a broad generalisation it is fair to say that Semites to all intents and purposes despise the body - where the Āryans glorify 

and cultivate it. This comes through in various ways in the treatment of the ‘heroic male’ in Mycenaean and Mitanni art – an 

ideal from slightly different perspectives in Indian and Egyptian art as well that ties in with ideas of nobility that may have been 

consciously shared. Although Renfrew has recently built in genetic characteristics into the Indo-European story, there are 

variations on the Āryan male type. As Diamant (ibid.) once said self-deprecatingly, ‘I began teaching… the hypothesis of 

Mycenaeans as blond-haired, blue-eyed invaders from the north’, but in fact we know today in the Celtic branch in particular 

there are red-haired and green-eyed variations (though never black-haired and brown-eyed). Mayrhofer (p.25) mentions the 

view that more could be made of the word Hurri (Sanskṛt hari ) meaning ‘blond’, ‘golden’ or ‘light/fair’  in colour (still today in 

north Syria one comes across blue-eyed, fair Syrians described as ‘Circassian’). While some Indo-European tribes cultivated 

beards and bushy facial hair merging into neck-length haircuts (Ill.9-147 and Ill.9-148), others (such as the Mitanni or 

Egyptians) were mostly clean-shaven. However some groups, notably Mitanni or Mycenaean warriors (Ill.9-22), wore their head 

hair ritually long. Although we do not know what any one single Mitanni individual looked like, we should probably associate 

them with the lissom male physical ideal they used on the seals we discuss under ForAtt-24/25. Kijatkina’s165 overview of 

straight-forward skull studies from sites such as Altyn-tepe, Sapalli, Dzharkutan, Kokcha, Bustan and Rannij Tulkhar indicates 

that ‘the common dolicocephalic, gracile skeleton with long narrow skull, straight nose and perhaps slightly tinted skin’ could be 

our general type for the Mitanni people (note the word ‘gracile’). Although mostly holding good as the main Indo-European type 

from Afghanistan to Mycenae, Kijatkina from some sites did come across coarser and heavier skeletal variations with even 

higher forehead, more massive jaw and cheekbones and/or larger nasal openings and eye orbits that (again from their seals) 

we could associate with the more ‘macho’ Mycenaean variation. Even though fraught with interpretation traps, Renfrew’s 

gradual acceptance of mitochondrial DNA genetic analyses of bones from relevant sites to try to correlate anatomy/race with 

language shows such biological analysis must surely be grappled with. Overall, similarity of custom, attitude and language 

reinforces the probability that the Mycenaeans communicated well with the Mitanni, especially if use of a shared modus 

operandi either side of an agreed political demarcation line down the eastern Mediterranean coasts of Anatolia and the Levant 

                                                                 
165 T P Kijatkina ‘L’Anthropologie physique de la Bactriane ancienne’ in L’Archéologie de la Bactriane Ancienne: Actes du Colloque franco-soviétique à 

Dushanbe 1982 Pariss 1985 141-6 
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divided their specific overlordship zones in an undisputed way to the benefit of both. Commonality of language would of course 

have been a strong facilitator. 

The Amarna Letters give many factual insights into the Mitanni during the diplomatic exchanges between Amenhotep III (and 

later his son, Akhenaten, of Amarna) with Levantine, Kassite and Mitanni kings (our Chronological Table at Ill.9-38 above 

tabulates the juxtapositioning that made cross-communication between small and great kingdoms inevitable for a short period). 

The only letter from Tushratta in this correspondence (in Hurrian) is in many ways the most important Mitanni document 

surviving (Ill.9- ) because it is the only one sent from within the palace administration. It happens to have been sealed on the 

back with a Forward Attack under a Snake Lady (lower left seal, ForAtt-29), meaning it could even be Tushratta’s own seal, 

making it plausible to directly identify this use of a BIVISUAL as a particularly Mitanni trait.  

From other letters to the Pharaoh we know the Mitanni kings expected large quantities of gold which in their mind ‘in Egypt was 

as common as dirt’ - but on one occasion the Pharaoh passed the king off with gold-dipped wooden statues instead of the 

expected items of solid gold (a mean gesture after all the exotic Central Asian goods sent to Egypt from the Mitanni court!). We 

know from the handful of letters between the Mitanni and the Pharaoh that at least three Mitanni brides were sent to Egypt – to 

both Amenhotep and his grandfather – and that they were all accompanied by generous dowries that included vast amounts of 

jewellery featuring lapis lazuli and carnelian, fabrics and Hurrian-type garments, along with chariots and the men and horses to 

work them (all kitted out with accessories such as decorated bridles, reins, cheek pieces etc. - see S in Ill.9- ). The introduction 

of the chariot to Egypt and the Levant was the legacy of Central Asia through the agency of the Mitanni - going back to the time 

of the battles of Tuthmoses I in the Levant when Mitanni mercenaries were first noticed using these war vehicles, and the 

combined retro-effect of mixed Levantine and Mitanni influence onwards to Mycenae can be picked up very early on some of 

the Shaft Grave slabs (see Error! Reference source not found. in our DIVERSION 10 on HORSE BREEDING and CHARIOTS). The 

treatment of the human physique on the best Mitanni seals (showing up also on some Mycenaean artefacts) can, I think, be 

ascribed to a vein of Egyptian aesthetic reciprocity at state level, not necessarily during the time of the Amarna Letters, but 

probably previous to them, meaning presents sent from Egypt to Tushratta’s forbears or Mycenaean rulers must have included 

pieces that gave them ideals to follow in their own art  (see our DIVERSIONS 1 and 7 on the MITANNI STYLE and the MITANNI MALE 

NUDE IDEAL). One cannot underestimate the possibility of actual craftsmen being sent on loan as part of the process of 

technology transfer, since recorded instances are frequent all over the Levant in the 2M. 

EMERGENCE OF THE MITANNI INTO THE NEAR EAST  

The conventional dates given for the duration of the short-lived but culturally influential Mitanni Empire across Northern Syria 

and Southern Anatolia (see overview map Ill.9- 55) is as narrow as 1500-1275 - a period we can considerably stretch at either 

end, going just by visual evidence, since peoples do not just arrive or disappear overnight to suit historians. We have already 

suggested how the footprints left by the Mitanni before and after that date margin point to a long, slow prelude - though in the 

case of our particular study, any aftermath would not reveal very much more information.  

For the Mitanni, with their wool production from vast sheep herds growing exponentially, after their initial sporadic infiltration into 

the Old Babylonian realm this élite group appears at first to have forged ahead easily – probably initially in basic economic 

terms - not only in negotiations with Babylonians but also with local nomadic Amurru and Hurrian populations - the proof is there 

in the iconography on the dated sealings of ForAtt-22 and ForAtt-24). Their more concerted incursions from Central Asia thus 

began as early as the 1600s, which roughly ties in with the supposed end-date of the neighbouring BMAC civilisation around 

1700 (see map above) from whom the Mitanni seem (directly or indirectly) to have taken on the baton of diffusion, becoming 

ambassadors for many BMAC cultural idiosyncracies to as far as the Mediterranean (the cultural implications of BMAC funerary 

art for the Mycenaeans will in particular be explored). 
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A detailed account of the nature of the ‘Mitanni impulse’ in relation to the overall movement of Aryans from across Central Asia 

southwards is treated with more precision under our final conclusions when we look more comprehensively at CANEA-BMAC 

 
Ill.9- 44: The positioning of the Mitanni in relation to the Central Asian Sintashta, Petrovka and BMAC cultures to the north, and their 

final placing in relation to the Elamite, Sumerian and Harappan cultures to the south – and Anatolia to the west - Anthony fig. 16.1 

pictorial interchange. Suffice it to say for the time being that, building on the first dribbles of such movements early in the 

millennium, there is no doubt the Mitanni from Central Asia/Southwest Afghanistan who began to appear spasmodically in 

northern Iran, Babylonia and Syria from the middle third of the Second Millennium - perhaps because they were people of an 

obviously different culture - started to raise their profile by taking on assignments as short-term ‘fixers’, the difference being that 

they then stayed around to climb up from that first rung of random power. The map at Ill.9- 39 showed the dormant 3M situation, 

with only the Hittites roughly in position in Anatolia as ‘the advance guard’ of Indo-European peoples travelling southwards, 

preceding the developed state of affairs seen on the map above under Ill.9- 44. Without repeating the detail of their papers, de 

Martino and Klinger between them166 do a wonderful job in trying, as far as is possible on the meagre textual evidence available, 

to paint a factual picture of early beginnings for both Mitanni and Hittites, in the process pushing the boundaries of their 

chronologies back a century or so. In a nutshell, in the early 2M, local Levantine or Anatolian kingdoms round Kanesh acquired 

the habit of turning to mercenaries to protect them against appropriative moves by the Hittites (at this period probably Hattušili I 

and Muršili I) and at the time it seems mostly to have been the Hurrians who stepped up to form ad hoc armies. There is 

documentary evidence of several instances where such mercenary armies were called upon to deal with emergencies all across 

northern Syria167 and into northern Iraq, and since they were often successful some of their leaders acquired permanent 

influence.  

At a critical point it was Mitanni who started to take over the leadership of such armies – hence their often-used title, ‘King of the 

Hurrian troops’ which need not have referred to the king, but a king. (De Martino goes so far as to suggest ‘Miti’ was the name 

of one such leader, his followers thus becoming Mitanni or ‘Miti’s Men’.) With increasing successes temporary mercenary armies 

were not disbanded any more and gradually centres of control became permanent (the Mitanni/Hurrians left such an indelible 

                                                                 
166 (First cited in footnotes 132 and 130.) 
167 In the 21C civil war in Syria, in early October 2016 news reports noted Asad was using mercenary groups made up of Iranian Hezbullah, Afghans and Iraqis. 
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cultural imprint that even to this day in modern Middle Eastern politics their heirs, the Kurds of northern Iran/Iraq and Syria are a 

single racial and ideological people, still known for their warrior spirit.  

The turning point in reaching critical mass was the takeover of the destroyed kingdom of Yamhad by the Mitanni (including Ebla) 

made possible by the power vacuum left after the Hittites failed to administer it properly after its temporary overthrow - by just 

going home. Another known title of the Mitanni king, ‘Son of the Storm God’, points to his adoption of a strong Syro-Anatolian 

identity in this region (see map above). The Hittites appear to have lost Babylon for the same reason - this time leaving it to the 

Kassites168 (related to the Mitanni, and also speakers of an Indo-European language). Of course, the Hittites were Indo-

Europeans too, yet had little in common with the Mitanni (see the separate Hittite line in Renfrew’s diagram at Ill.9-43 above) – 

and we must ask what the difference was in the Mitanni approach to successful retention of territory, considered next.  

THE MITANNI MODUS OPERANDI - AND WHY SYNERGY WITH THE MYCENAEANS WORKED 

Certainly in the early stages of Mitanni history the nomadic background of their chiefs was to their advantage since they showed 

more dynamic and flexible leadership than the conservative Hittite court, statically rooted in their mountain fastness at Hattusas. 

The way of life the Mitanni originally knew – probably initiated the millennium before by the wagon-running Yamnaya of Eurasia 

(whom we look at later on in more detail) - involved a mixture of stable settlement at fixed camp bases with itinerant groups 

continually on the move, accompanying vast herds of cattle, sheep or goats to ever-fresh pastures across grasslands extending 

between mountains in flat plains. In typical gypsy fashion the Mitanni left little trace behind them of where they had been – and 

no native records – and since this is how things continued in their Near Eastern stage this is probably why the location of its 

capital Waššukanni remains elusive since it may have involved tents, rather than buildings. The Mitanni kingdom was named by 

the Egyptians in the Amarna Letters as Naharain, but this was often used to describe Syria in general, referring to the two rivers 

Tigris and Euphrates (Two Rivers Land). One way or another, the chronology and events of the 2M Mitanni administration and 

its history is fragmentary, often to be read into second-hand sources that do not proclaim their actual identity.  

The Mycenaeans neatly filled the void left by the Minoans in territories not approached by the Mitanni, and seem to have played 

the part of complementary half to what adds up to a joint Mitanno-Mycenaean hegemony operating across the Aegean and the 

Levant, run by means of overlordship rather than wholesale occupation. Such loose nets of control and influence would link 

together the land-based, sedentary urban centres - monitored from a steppe-run, wool-producing administration - with the 

Aegean islands and coastlines on the Greek mainland side of the Aegean. The interface between the two sets of overlords 

would have been the line of east Mediterranean ports. This argument is borne out by taking account of the Mitanni seals arriving 

in the Mycenaean world mapped on Salje’s seal distribution map (Ill.9- 53) showing some degree of crossover. This 

arrangement must have worked as long as it did because the Mitanni (like the Persian Empire before them) had no tradition of 

sea-lore, while the Mycenaeans were not so much land-lubbers as inveterate exploratory sailors, as The Odyssey bears out.  

Both practised the well-known nomadic tradition of adding a top tier of organisation to hold together a loose federation of 

different communities, often of varied culture and ethnicity, which would have operated without the need for state interference by 

any one occupied kingdom in the network. This kind of administration turned to active conquest only as a last resort - as 

happened in the case of places offering resistance such as Troy or Alalakh: more productive for their ultimate vested interests 

was control through encouraging and monitoring trade between kingdoms, reaching up to the far-flung lands of Margiana and 

Indus. A more detached variation on the tribal Amurru system (described in Catalogue C) - which used the device of nominating 

outsiders into the ‘family’, the Āryan overlord simply gained by taking his cut in return both for his protection and any wheeling 

and dealing required (which is how the Mafia – a degraded form of the system – works today). If the kingdom of Yamhad was 

                                                                 
168 M Heinz ‘Migration und Assimilation im 2.Jt. v. Chr.: Die Kassiten’ in  K Bartl et al. (eds) Zwischen Euphrat und Indus Hildesheim 1995 165-174 
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indeed one of two key points of initial entry for the Mitanni, latest thinking sees their approach as perhaps operational in Ebla’s 

own modus operandi169  which in fact reached similar horizons to those of the Mitanni – its correspondence mentioning trade as 

far as Elam, Mari, Sumer; Aššur-Kanesh – and, by implication, Karashamb in Eurasia. 

The consequence of all this for understanding the seals we analyse shortly is that we rarely know who commissioned them, the 

actual role they played in Mitanni administration - where in Syria or the Diyala they were issued - or why the particular subject 

matter on them was chosen. So every clue possible will be wrung from them to attempt to penetrate their ‘Mitanni-ness’ and 

also possibly to align them with at least the phasing of the few events in Mitanni history we know about, which are as follows. 

SUMMARY OF MITANNI HISTORY AND KEY KNOWN ROYAL NAMES 
Sandwiched though the Mitanni were territorially between the Hittites and the Kassites/Assyrians, we will not need to go over 

the full detail of the wars between the four great powers (Egypt being the fourth) competing for the same territory in northern 

Syria/Iraq that led to the perpetual mutual expansion or contraction of their kingdoms with changes from enemy to friend and 

back again to enemy during the second two thirds of the Second Millennium. To provide a working framework from the pieces of 

evidence we have, we give below a roughly blocked out chronology against known Mitanni king names roughly correlated170  to 

Syrian, Kassite and Egyptian anchorpoints (though taking Shaushtatar and Tushratta as benchmarks and reading across to 

their Egyptian counterparts, these days all Mitanni reigns are back-dated by 60-100 years, starting some time during the end of 

the Old Babylonian period once the powerful Babylonian king, Hammurabi, was no longer around to maintain the balance of 

power in the region. Already highlighted above is the correspondence between Tushratta and Akhenaten (or his father).  

MITANNI KING PERIOD OF REIGN CONTEMPORARY 

SYRIAN  KING 
CONTEMPORARY 

KASSITE  KING 
CONTEMPORARY 

EGYPTIAN PHARAOH  

Kirta 1500-1490    

Shuttarna  (his son)I 1490-1470   Hatshepsut 

Bharattarna 1470-1450  Kurigalzu I  

Parshatatar (may be alternate 

spelling of Barattarna) 
1450-1440   Tuthmoses III 

Shaushtatar (his son) 1440-1410 Niqmepa Karaindash Amenhotep II 

Artatama 1410-1400   Tuthmoses IV 

Shuttarna II 1400-1385 Idrimi 
Adad-Nirari 

Kadashman-
Enlil 

Amenhotep III 

Artashumara 1385-1380    

Tushratta 1380-1350  Burnaburiash Amenhotep IV/ 
Akhenaten 

Shuttarna III (son of a 
usurper Artatama II) 

1350     

Shattiwaza/Mattiwaza (son 
of Tushratta) 

1350-1320    

Shattuara I 1320-1300    

Wasashatta (his son) 1300-1280    

Shattuara II (nephew of 
Wasashatta) 

1280-1270    

Ill.9- 45: Rough co-chronology with other civilisations for known Mitanni kings 

Looking at clues embedded in the Mitanni language, Mayrhofer ibid. pointed out the Indo-European etymology for these known 

royal names, their Gods (including one Kassite example), some numbers, colours referring to horses, cosmic concepts and a 

                                                                 
169 See M C Astour ‘The Geographical and Political Structure of the Ebla Empire’ in H Waetzoldt et al. (eds) Wirtschaft und Gesellschaaft von Ebla 

Heildelberg 1988 139-158 
170 For an alternative set of correlations see de Martino’s table on p.40 in S de Martino ‘A Tentative Chronology of the Kingdom of Mittani from its Rise to the 

Reign of Tushratta’ in H. Hunger  et al.(eds) The Mesopotamian Dark Age Revisited Vienna 2004 35-42 
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handful of words connected to élite everyday activities. Thus the vocabularies given in the table under Ill.9- 42 and their Gods’ 

names in large bold pink lettering in the table under Ill.9-109 are easily decoded using just a handful of the words in the 

common Indo-European vocabulary listed by Mayrhofer. Taking the names of kings of particular interest from our dynasty list, 

we can parse them as follows (with a little help from Sanskṛt, one of its later branches):  

o Shaushtatar’s name evokes the idea of the king as a ‘Great Warrior ‘(Sanskṛt su means ‘superlative’, and 
shtatar equates to the Sanskṛt (kṣatriya/warrior); 

o Artatāma ‘whose Abode is Arta’ –refers to the king’s ideal to ‘Establish Cosmic Law’ (Ṛta);  

o Tushratta points to this king’s prowess as chariot-rider (ratha=chariot); whilst 

o Shattiwaza means ‘Speaker of the Truth’ (a clear-cut proto-Zoroastrian ideal) – Sat being Sanskṛt for Truth. 

Those who know Indo-Iranian languages will be able to deploy similar deconstruction for many of the other Mitanni royal names 

in the king-list above. To make one obvious generalisation: any name with the prefix Arta is Indo-Iranian (continuing on into 

Achaemenid royal names) whilst any name containing the syllable –ratta has Indian roots either equating to the Vedic Ṛta = 

Cosmic Law, or ratha/chariot. To avoid enumerating other examples of the mix of words being used that point both ways - either 

to Sanskrt or Avestan - this pair suffices to make the point about the as yet undifferentiated Indo-Iranian character of these 

Mitanni kings at this period, within centuries to split into Indian and Iranian migratory movements. The long and short is that 

these Mitanni kings were using a form of the language not yet split into what would emerge as its Iranian and Indic components 

(see the branching of the linguistic hierarchy in Ill.9- 40), and the limited surviving vocabulary we know of as used by the Mitanni 

nobility has mostly been observed in the context of being grafted onto Hurrian at the time of their imperial ‘push’. Interestingly 

Mayrhofer also mentions Mitanni words for ‘Neck-ornament’, ‘Arm-bracelet’ and ‘Gift’ – fitting into the overall context of warrior 

adornment and exchange engaged in by Central Asians and Mycenaeans.  

By now we know from study of the Syro-Anatolian texts that those dating from the 18-17th centuries BC from places like Mari, 

Chagar Bazar and Alalakh show no hint of any Indo-European names, but that, as Mayrhofer points out, ‘Demgegenüber 

weisen die Quellen von El-Amarna, Bogazhköy, Nuzi, Alalakh IV das arische Element in Namen und Wörtern bis hinab zum 

Beginn des 15 Jahrhunderts aus [so that] zwischen diesen beiden Daten muss es zum Eindringen der Arier gekommen sein’. In 

a nutshell, their advance seems to have surged following the fall of Babylon - in some quarters now taken down to as recent a 

date as 1449BC (Gasche ibid.) - and their hegemony lasted until they were finally pushed out by the Hittites and Assyrians, 

which to many commentators, including Mayrhofer was the trigger ‘für die arische Wanderung nach Indien…’. In other words, as 

Mayrhofer puts it (p.39) the Mitanni sojourn in the Near East was ‘nur ein Vorspiel zur Eroberung Indiens’. Furthermore (in a 

footnote on the same page) ‘Die Übereinstimmung der Sprach- und Religionsreste des Ariertums im Hurriterbereich mit den 

vedischen Gegenheiten ist so stark dass man kaum annahmen darf, der Beginn der altindischen Literatur und Religion könne 

wesentlich früher oder wesentlich später liegen als diese gut datierten [1200-1150] Zeugnisse’. 

KEY KNOWN EVENTS OF MITANNI HISTORY 

Mayrhofer was amongst the earliest scholars to describe the difficulties of lack of surviving architectural or documentary 

evidence for sketching out the dynastic succession of Mitanni kings171 - and his flow chart below, pieced together from the 

paucity of facts known about them repeats our simplified dynastic table and continues to be reiterated without much change in 

different formats by succeeding generations of scholars with barely any new material to be added. Again Mayrhofer’s chart 

summarises key events based on the relationships between known names (represented by arcs) mentioned in the records, but 

since it is almost illegible (apologies for the poor reproduction which due to the poor original cannot be enhanced further), using 

                                                                 
171 The most up to date account of the tablets mentioning royal names we have from Syria is given by S de Martino in ‘Mittanian Hegemony in Western and 

Central Syria’ in P Pfälzner et al (eds) Qaṭna and the Networks of Bronze Age Globalism Wiesbaden 2015 25-31  
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our own simplified table of Mitanni kings we extrapolate from them the basic outline below of key events under notable rulers, 

some of whose names we can associate with the seals in this catalogue (Shaushtatar being the best-known example). These 

known facts provide a handful of anchors that bring the Summary Comparative Chronology to life, and will become relevant at  

 
Ill.9- 46: Graphic representation of interactions between Mitanni, Egyptian, Hittite and Assyrian royalty (including five instances of 

Mitanni brides supplied to either Egypt or Hatti marked by the symbol )  – Mayrhofer Table 2 

different points in our narrative - some art historical, others not arising until the Iconography Section: 

o King Saushtatar, son of Bharattarna172 founder of the Mitanni kingdom, looted the Assyrian palace at Aššur, taking 

away its golden doors. Middle Assyrian kings at the borders of Nuzi (where one sealing of Saushtatar was found – as 

also one at Nagar) may have paid tribute to the Mitanni until the time of Ashur-Uballit I, when the tables began to turn. 

King Idrimi of Alalakh, to the west, also famously had his wings clipped under Saushtatar’s authority. This main seal of 

Saushtatar (illustrated under Ill.9- 65) is probably the best-known Mitanni seal of all and, since it was made early on in 

the dynasty, contains several obvious Central Asian features. 

o Mitanni men played a large part in the battle of Kadesh against Tuthmoses III, and in a later war had to pay tribute to 

Tuthmoses III after his invasion of their territory beyond the Euphrates (at Erin, not far from Karkemish). We have 

already mentionend, however, that their encounter with the Egyptians as mercenaries on the opposing side may go 

back to the reign of Tuthmoses I.  Either way, they were particularly noticed for their military superiority in the use of 

horses and two-wheeled chariot, soon taken up throughout the Levant and Egypt – and already adopted by Mycenae.  

o Friendly correspondence between King Tushratta of Mitanni and Amenhotep III of Egypt survives in the Amarna 

Letters, including his famous offer to send a statue of Ishtar/Shawushka of Nineveh to cure the pharaoh of an illness. 

Egypt and the Mitanni had already become allies and King Shuttarna II was received at the Egyptian court and several 

royal marriages arranged, starting as early as that between Tuthmoses IV and the daughter of King Artatama (as 

mentioned, dates on the above tables should be considerably back-dated). King Shuttarna II’s daughter, Guluhepa, 

was married to Amenhotep III and we know from the Amarna letters that Taduhepa, daughter of Tushratta, was also 

sent to the Egyptian court. Quite apart from beng an easy kind of diplomatic favour kings or Pharaohs in this period 

                                                                 
172 ‘Bharat’ means ‘homeland’ in Sanskrt, these days referring to India. 
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could grant each other, the implications for the sharing of artefacts and craftsmen as part of dowry exchange –  are 

clear (it had already happened in the case of the Avaris wall-paintings). Thus the finest Mitanni seals (under ForAtt-

24/25) – with their a strong sense of Egyptian finesse - could have been made under the reigns of Artatama and/or 

Shuttarna, whilst jewellery fashions using semi-precious stones from Central Asia would easily have transferred to 

Egypt (and thence to the Mycenaean world, directly or indirectly).  

 
Ill.9- 47: Territorial distribution c.1400 (the positioning of Washukanni is approximate – see Fales citation) 

o At the time of Akhenaten Egypt started to side with the Hittites, failing to support Tushratta as the Mitanni lands were 

gradually eaten into by the Hittite ruler, who entered the Mitanni capital, Waššukanni, itself. After Tushratta was killed 

in his war against the Hittite king Suppululiuma, a treaty was made between the latter and Tushratta’s son and 

successor, Shattiwaza/Mattiwaza173, in which the authority of both Hittite and Mittani Gods were called upon (more on 

this important document under the Iconography Section – see our Gods Table at Ill.9-109 comparing Mycenaean, 

Mitanni and Canaanite God Names). The marriage and the treaty served to permanently neutralise Shattiwaza, and 

was the beginning of the end for the Mitanni Empire. 

OVERVIEW OF CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS DESIGNS AS CONTEXT FOR THE MITANNI AND MYCENAEAN ARTEFACTS  

What I hope can be established from this Catalogue is that much new evidence about the early Mitanni can be elicited from 

seals or sealings and other artefacts through judicious analysis, comparison and deduction – augmenting the meagre finidings 

in the texts. From the map below - and noting the closeness of that cluster of contiguous boxes under the Mitanni/Syria column 

of the Chronological Table (Ill.9- 38) – the interactions on seal designs from kingdoms using the Forward Attack could almost be 

predicted during this time of fluctuating co-existence, since tight synchronicities of time and geography allowed constant cross-

fertilisation in government patronage174. As has famously happened in other periods of history, the conquerors, binding together 

an empire of disparate regions, were gradually conquered by the cultures they invaded. This not only helps to account for the 

variety of Mitanni art – being both derivative and yet also different - but presumes the likelihood that artefacts commissioned by 

them in the first decades of their entry into the Syro-Anatolia theatre still have what we might identify as a distinctive Mitanno-

Asian cultural tone and aristocratic finesse – seen especially on the last seal under ForAtt-24 - and of course ForAtt-25 - which 

we will analyse minutely. In later decades, using cruder styles taken from the more commonplace OB/Syrian idioms seen in 

Catalogue C, the run-of-the-mill Nuzi seals (for instance ForAtt-28) are simplified and less refined, while north Iranian 

                                                                 
173 The events surrounding this contract have been analysed recently by G. Wilhelm ‘Suppiluliiuma and the Decline of the Mittanian Kingdom in P Pfälzner et al 

(eds) Qaṭna and the Networks of Bronze Age Globalism Wiesbaden 2015 69-79 
174 D Matthews’ presentation of Mitanni, Kassite and Middle Assyrian seals in Principles of Composition in Near Eastern Glyptic of the Later Second 

Millennium BC Freiburg 1990 is invaluable – shown by the high price it now commands as an out-of-print, still desirable book. 
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examples like the seal from Marlik under ForAtt-23 are devoid of the Egyptian overtones noted in the next two entries. The 

simple yet lyrical approach seen in the small handful of Syro-Mitanni seal masterpieces is also seen briefly in a few equally 

poetic early seals of the Kassites alongside (using quite different, but also innovative, imagery) – and the elegance of both is still 

deployed in many Middle Assyrian seal designs (ForAtt-32 to ForAtt-33).  

Despite exceptions, as in the king of Karkemish’s sealing (ForAtt-26) (the Kinik bowl under ForAtt-30 was probably made in 

Syria), both the Indo-European Hittites and the Kassites (other than in their earliest period) barely used the lion-prey group, 

whereas the Semitic Middle Assyrians did, using most compositional types often, including the Forward Attack (ForAtt-32/3). It 

was the Mitanni who cleverly took a middle path by deploying the technique of using BIVISUALS whereby they juxtaposed their 

own, less familiar symbols against more familiar Mesopotamian equivalents (Tushratta’s Amarna tablet under ForAtt-29 using 

Forward Attack with Snake Lady is an obvious example, as is the much earlier ForAtt-22). This appears to be one reason why 

the Mitanni played an important - if invisible - role in the emergence of a visual lingua franca we call The International Style, in 

terms of both style and iconography. It achieved such international currency in the courts of the Mycenaean and Levantine 

worlds (ForAtt-26/27/36) that it was even sought after in Egypt, most notably on the objects using the lion-prey group found in 

Tutankhamun’s tomb (ForAtt-31). On the other hand, in the original Syro-Mespotamian heartlands ivories could still be 

produced showing no trace of it but, rather, just a straightforward continuation of the CANEA which was their old-time birthright 

(ForAtt 34/35). 

 
Ill.9- 48: Mitanni territory by c.1275, much now reoccupied by the Assyrians, with the Hittittes to the west and Kassites to the south. 

Greece and western Anatolia are named as in the Hittite records - all within another century destroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
 

THE DEMISE OF THE MITANNI AND MYCENAEANS 
By the mid 14C the Mitanni capital Waššukanni was totally under Hittitte control and the territory was named by them Hanigalbat 

(the actual site of the capital is elusive, though some think it should be identified with the present Kurdish town of Naharain or 

Nairi). The whole area finally ended up as a Middle Assyrian province (see map above) some decades after Shuttarna returned 

the captured golden doors to Aššur in what turned out to be a fruitless gesture of appeasement. Where the Kassites had ruled in 

Babylon for nearly 500 years (and we must not forget the significance of their gift of seals and raw materials to the 

Mycenaneans, found in the Treasury at Thebes), the Middle Assyrians enjoyed some 200 years of reassertive power c.1300-
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1100 covering former Mitanni territory175. As shown in the map above, the Hittites, pushing back against Assyria from the West, 

also mopped up former Mitanni territory lying closest to them, eventually inspiring the Neo-Hittite kingdoms of North Syria whose 

midget monumentality harks back to Hattusas and the late fortified Mycenaean palace strongholds. 

With all the former great successes of the Mitanni, how could they have let this happen? The answer seems to lie in the 

particular style of Mitanni governance which meant that - sandwiched as they were between the more materially established 

Hittites and the Assyrians (i.e. they had capitals with solidly built administrative and temple complexes and a fixed hierarchy of 

officialdom to keep the machinery of government running smoothly), after about 300 years, probably a great deal to do with its 

non-urban footings, its territories could easily be winkled back – and the same happened to the Mycenaeans because outside 

their fortified citadels, country estates were defenceless. But under the short lease of even these reoccupying powers, with 

constant adjustments now being weathered by near-eastern populations in the changeover from bronze to iron economies as 

well as a handful of severe climate change events and continued calendrical adjustment, the instability of their own situation led 

to almost total melt-down after c.1175176  as they in turn went under due to the mysterious impact of the “Sea People” migrations 

from places such as Libya, Spain and Sardinia in the western Mediterranean – but possibly also involving increased influx from 

within Eurasia and Central Asia down into the Levant (we may never know what the trigger event was that set this turmoil into 

motion). Egypt at the time had constantly been making inroads up into Palestine and Syria from the South, best tracked in the 

changing fortunes of Ras Shamra and its artefacts, itself also finally brought to an end by the depredations of the ‘Sea Peoples’ 

- who in the end famously even penetrated and ravaged Hattusas and Egypt under Ramesses III (the account of their 

insurgence on the walls of his temple on the West Bank at Karnak is a key source of information in visual and textual terms).  

After even Mycenae, Tyrins and other Mycenaean strongholds had been overrun and the Mitanni sink seemingly into oblivion, 

the succeeding decades up to the end of the Second Millennium are still often termed ‘The Dark Ages’, though we now know 

more about the eruption of petty princedoms here and there (including on Cyprus). All over the Aegean, life reverted to a 

decentralised rural life dotted by small warlord enclaves which come into view in more detail in due course.  

ART HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF AEGEAN AND SYRO-MITANNI ARTEFACTS 1500-1100  

With the historical background tapestry adequately stitched, in the following pages we can at last turn to decoding specific 

evidence revealed on individual seals featuring the Forward Attack. Through them we will be able to pursue specific lines of 

enquiry on Mitanni and Mycenaean imagery - in some cases amplified from background detail in Homer’s Iliad - to be able to 

put our finger on what appear to have been several levels of cooperation tbetween them. These will sometimes demand deeper 

inquiry in the form of DIVERSIONS. There is an overlap by a century between this group and the previous cluster, due to the fact 

that I have not always been able to iron out contradictions between different scholars’ dating, but this is a perennial problem to 

take in one’s stride, not does not seriously alter the overall new picture that emerges. We shall look further at Mycenaean use of 

exotic materials and discover correlations between Mycenaean artefacts and passages from The Iliad which include the 

frequently-used metaphor of lion attacking prey - as well as important astronomical references - conjuring up a context for the 

Trojan War earlier than commonly accepted.  

Of course this art history coverage will be further amplified in a second pass when considering underlying meanings in the 

Iconography Section (each entry has a magenta heading instead of a blue one). The DIVERSIONS within either half, using 

headings with hollow capitals, use inset text throughout, but although enhancing the finer points of evidence about Mitanni and 

Mycenaeans can for speed be skipped. We start a new page for a new entry when there is a substantial amount to say about it. 

                                                                 
175 Informative evidence for their interaction after the defeat  is  Amir Harrak’s Assyria and Hanigalbat: A Historical Reconstruction of Bilateral Relations 

from the Middle of the 14th to the end of the 12C BC Hildesheim 1987 
176 Eric Cline 1177BC: The Year Civilization Collapsed Princeton and Oxford  2014 
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We include one seal from ForAtt-24 under this section since its fourth seal, a Mitanni one, comes inside the Chronological 

Focus period and along with ForAtt-25 and ForAtt-26 is crucial in our core analysis of ‘the Mitanni Factor’. The next 100 

pages - including three DIVERSIONS - are devoted to these three entries alone, forming the backbone of our argument. 

FORATT-24: BULL-LEAPER HEROES ON SEALS IN SYRIAN CLASSIC AND MITANNI STYLES 
How the taming process of a wild bull should turn into a religious ritual is a long story which we cannot recount in detail. But in 

looking for precedents, late in the process, when trying to square the dating of Minoan bull-leaping artefacts or wall-paintings 

with Anatolian, Egyptian and Syro-Levantine examples, the Old Babylonian sealing featuring as the main entry (officially known 

as seal A on tablet CUA 80 and consisting of a bull-leaping scene over a just discernible Forward Attack) is a chronological 

clincher. The tablet is specifically dated to Year 7 of the last King of Babylon, potentially placing it in the last third of the 1600s, 

though depending on the chronology used it could be dated to a century later. This seal is outside our Chronological Focus, but 

it introduces a theme which then takes centre stage throughout it, so we briefly discuss it here as a prelude. 

In the entry we have set it against the oft-cited Mitanni Back Lunge sealing from Alalakh (our BaLu-16) where the lion and prey 

group this time floats above a bull-leaping scene. If not preceding them, both must at least be contemporary with the earliest 

appearance of the subject in Crete on the Temple Repository sealings from Knossos (CMS II,8-221, featured  in  our SEAL 

GROUP STUDY 1, Catalogue D). Buchanan initially read the design of our main entry as Syrian, noting it was carved in noticeably 

higher relief than the other two more typical OB sealings on the same tablet. The appearance and dress of the two graceful 

athletes either side of an ibex and standing directly on the Forward Attack, juxtaposed with the by now démodé Sumerian-style 

twin wild men, is just the same as that of the figures in the bull-leaping scene of the left-hand seal in the next row of our entry - a 

finely executed Syrian Classical Period IIB type seal of c. 1720-1620 definitely predating the Knossos bull-leaping frescoes. 

Here the fine modelling reveals two quite unambiguously typical Mitanni athletes, this time set against the traditional Syro-

Mesopotamian group of worshipper paying obeisance to a God – here, a fine rendition of Baal. For the implications of the 

athletic physiques of these athletes see DIVERSION 7 on THE SLIM, LONG-LOCKED ATHLETE.  

 
Ill.9- 49: Wild bull hunt wall in situ at Çatal Hüyük, 8-7M 

In early years of seal scholarship it was assumed the presence of bull-leapers on artefacts pointed to Minoan influence but, as 

discussed in Catalogue D, growing new evidence177  of very early Levanto-Hittite depictions of this activity (as for instance Ills 

8-18 - 8-20 in our commentary on BaLu-16, Catalogue D) now extend to Central Asia with the discovery of a bull-leaping scene 

on the verso of a remarkable camel amulet-cum-stamp seal (Ill.9- ). We can relate it to shamanic acrobatics scene on another 

seal (Ill.9-187) from the same temple site of Togolok 21 in the BMAC, and our DIVERSION 5 on ENTERTAINMENT will show there is 

                                                                 
177 See P Taracha ‘Bull-Leaping on a Hittite vase: New Light on Anatolian and Minoan Religion’ Archeologia 53 7-19, apud. S de Martino in ‘The Mitanni State: 

the Formation of the Kingdokm of Mittani’ in Cancik-Kirschbaum (ed.) op.cit (see fn 129) (NB: Archeologia is here the Polish publication based in Warsaw.) 
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increasing reason to think the spread of the practice was probably the other way round, with Crete at the end of the line in 

adopting an Anatolian practice going all the way back to the 7M wild bull chase recorded on the walls of Çatal Hüyük (shown 

above). Arthur Evans himself refers to the bull on 2M Cappadocian seals in terms of the spread of the bull-leaping tradition to 

Crete from Anatolia178, which means we can as much entertain the likelihood of the bull-leaping panel on the Mycenaean clay 

coffin from Thebes (below) as the same takeup of a fundamentally Anatolian ritual - even if at the same time indicating 

continuity with immediately preceding Minoan custom.  

 
Ill.9- 50: Bull-leaping activity on the lower register of a clay sarcophagus from Thebes – Aravantinos179 frontispiece 

Jumping forward to Late Period Egypt, the cult of the Great Bull remained active, even during the Persian conquest, in the more 

static worship of the Apis Bull - but other than in 2M Avaris when exotic Knossos-style bull-leaping frescoes were painted during 

the reign of Hatshepsut, the inclusion of acrobatics was never part of Egypt’s traditional religious ritual as far as we know – even 

if we do have one or two Middle Kingdom Egyptian wall-paintings showing men playfully jumping on and around an ox, as in 

Tomb 29 at Beni Hasan (below). This humourously depicted group - which happens also to include a very faded Forward Attack 

 
Ill.9- 51:  Eastern half of the South wall of the Tomb of Baqt (Tomb 29) at Beni Hasan180  

beneath – appears at first sight to lack symbolic intention, given it is part of a frieze describing the stages of cattle rearing – but 

we can reconsider this. We take up the issue of bull-leaping as part of a wider programme of entertainment under ForAtt-28. 

Now we should turn to the first seal to fit into our Chronological Focus period, fully announcing the presence of the Mitanni. 

THE ELABORATE-STYLE MITANNI SEAL UNDER FORATT-24 

The fourth seal under ForAtt-24 gives rise to discussion from several different angles throughout this section. Though it 

deserves an entry to itself, being unprovenanced we gain more from it chronologically by grouping it alongside the dated Old 

Babylonian sealing. The slimly proportioned athletic type depicted in the bull-leaping scenes appears again as a single hero in 

the role of Master of the Beasts holding up two lions – again standing next to a Forward Attack. Such an attitude to the body is 

quite distinctive (contrast his well-shaped, elegant body with the more typical, rudely muscular hero of ForAtt-19). He has the 

same wasp-waisted physique with tight, rolled belt as on the other seals under this entry, and the long hair-lock down his back is 

                                                                 
178 PMIII 204-32 
179 V Aravantinos The Archaeological Museum of Thebes – Latsis Foundation e-Book 2010 
180 From P E Newberry Tombs of Beni Hasan II, London 1894 pl. xxxi 
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threaded through a hole in his cap/helmet, representing a complete version of the male physical ideal favoured on these earliest 

Mitanni seals. This masterpiece manifests the hallmarks of the Mitanni Elaborate Style at its peak, for it is not simply carved with 

the same finesse of workmanship as Syrian Classic seals of the time (as on the seal next to it) which I ascribe to Egyptian 

workmanship at a time of widespread exchange of crafts and craftsmen between rulers, but it also inserts emotional pathos in 

the arched necks of the animals in the griffin-stag attack, adopted in just this form by the Myceneans – see the secondary 

entries of ForAtt-26f  (repeated for ease of reference  in Ill.9- 60). As we point out later in the Iconography discussion, once the 

Mycenaeans occupied Crete following the Shaft Grave era181, although at first Minoan craftsmen might have produced work for 

them in mainland workshops182 they began to take advantage of their newly found outreach by commissioning craftsmen from 

further afield. Where previously they might have taken in a wide range of foreign gifts and raw materials from Egypt and 

Anatolia, as the orbit of the Mycenaean world widened, we will try to show how the push to acquire exotic raw materials to make 

their own luxury items would often have been facilitated via contacts with the Mitanni. The obvious link between the Forward 

Attack in this Elaborate Style Mittanni seal and the Mycenaean Forward Attacks in Ill.9-60 indicates contact was indeed made. 

EXPANSION OF THE MITANNI EMPIRE C.1500-1400 AND PRESUMED RELATIONS WITH THE MYCENAEANS 
These Elaborate Style seals have in common a lyricism of subject matter and finesse of workmanship usually taken to be 

Minoan, but from careful analysis this factor is more likely to be Mitanni in the first instance – deriving  from Central Asian roots 

operating in a Syrian context (in the Iconography Section we will cite some similarities noted by Sarianidi between Crete and 

Central Asia). Putting aside conventional opinion, the three seals under ForAtt-24/25/26 appear to fit into this crucial mid-2M  

 
Ill.9- 52: Map showing the presumed arrival and placing of the Mitanni by 1500 –Anthony fig.3.1 

period of early expansion on the part of Mitanni and Mycenaeans alike and are, I believe, open to redating to the first century of 

the second half of the millennium (1500-1400) following on from that transitional period of up to a century (1600-1500 just 

described). The map above summarises the official location of the Mitanni in the region by 1500. 

In instances of Mitanni characteristics in Mycenaean pieces, the former’s style in quality pieces is subtle and refined, 

representing the 2M cylinder seal tradition at its most inspired and accomplished in a blend of Egyptian, Aegean, Babylonian, 

Syro-Hittite - and even Indo-Iranian - sources (Amenemhet II’s Tod Treasure183 with its Anatolian silver, Bactrian lapis lazuli and 

decommissioned Bactrian seals is telling proof of the interconnectness of such widely-spaced kingdoms at this time). Given the 

Mycenaeans ran a thalassocracy of comparatively barbarian central European nature, facing onto the Aegean on the periphery 

of the more sophisticated urban near eastern centres, it is appropriate to place the Mitanni seals using the Forward Attack as 

                                                                 
181 For the chronological sequence of the graves in Circles A and B, see G Graziadio ‘The Process of Social Stratification at Mycenae in the Shaft Grave 

Period: A Comparative Examination of the Evidence’ AJA XCV 1991 403-440 
182 The recently discovered Griffin Warrior tomb is probably a case in point. 
183 See under F Bisson De La Roque; fn.306 and E Porada ‘Remarks on the Tod Treasure in Egypt’ in M Dandamayev et al. (eds) Societies and Languages 

of the Near East: Studies in Honor of I M Diakonoff Warminster 1982 285-303 (reprinted in Edith Porada zum 100. Geburtstag Festschrift 309-324) 
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prototypes against which to make sense of borrowings on Mycenaean seal design. This is partly because the Mitanni offered 

predigested versions of Syro-Mesopotamian art and styles on their seals dating from the earliest period of their presence which 

nonetheless had their own distinctive Centeral Asian overlay. Moreover, as the entries show, several were found on Greek sites.  

THE MITANNI APPROACH TO GOVERNANCE 
Mitanni elusiveness can partly be explained by the way they governed: on the very first page of the Introduction to Constituent, 

Confederate and Conquered Space (see citation fn. 129) the editor, Cancik-Kirschbaum, poses the critical question:  given 

only a sprinkling of administrative records have been tracked down from the Mitanni side, and no traces of monumental 

architecture left behind (to the extent that the location, even, of their main capital has yet to be found), how [did] a territory in 

Upper Mesopotamia of such unprecedented size … [remain] under Mitanni rule over such a considerable amount of time?’ 

In that volume Von Dassow184’s paper, Modes of Government, provides a striking answer to her question. We quote her overall 

conclusion here, to be backed up in fuller material detail later when assessing the underlying reasons for the success of the 

overall Āryan Diaspora, based as it was on an itinerant herding - and later a warrior–cum-nomadic way of life: 

‘…the map of Mitanni’s empire should … be visualized as a network of points of control, each point the seat of a 

kingdom or province and each situated within its own cluster of points: [but]  the space between or beyond these 

linked nodes can scarcely be counted [as] the domain of Mitanni or any other territorial state.’ 

What this means is that to a great extent the Mitanni ruled by vassalage: there is lawsuit evidence of how at Alalakh, Emar or 

Ugarit, Mitanni kings or chiefs were the ultimate authority even when not actually living there, despite the fact that at the next tier 

of administration below them each domain ws simply left to administer itself according to its own traditions (one way of 

differentiating between the collection of communities brought under the Mitanni umbrella, according to Chambon185, is the 

variation in weights and measures systems in use from territory to territory). This strategic mode of operation which avoided 

centralisation explains why, instead of Mitanni monuments or centres of administration, all that remains (in our case whittled 

down to artefacts involving the Forward Attack) are pictorial clues left behind on pieces based on local formats but expressing 

Mitanni beliefs woven in to local ones (explanating their use of BIVISUALS). From von Dassow’s description we can suddenly 

make better sense, too, of the Mycenaeans’ own modus operandi (even though it was not so overtly political in tone) – was it 

through Mitanni inspiration that they should in the same vein expand around the Aegean and Mediterranean, simply establishing 

sufficient footholds on islands and coasts, in the same way establishing crossing-points on a network - in order to exert the 

influence and profit from the trade they were after – or was it their own tribal habit anyway, given they were of similar racial 

stock to the Mitanni? Later during the First Millennium using this approach the Phoenicians set up a similar network round the 

Mediterranean basin by using small, offshore islands or ports to create an interconnected network. 

THE MITANNI-MYCENAEAN OSMOSIS 
At first - after occupying Knossos and other failing centres of Minoan civilization – Mycenaean pieces reflecting their own identity 

gradually developed from foundations in Minoan art, but like the Mitanni they copied foreign styles once they reached the 

Levant. If it was engaged with the Levanto-Anatolian fringes of the Mitanni Empire from 1500/1450 (see map showing Mitanni 

seal distribution below) it makes sense to look for signs of ‘the Mitanni effect’ on Mycenaean artefacts – and the fact that 

significant Mitanni seals (such as the Perati seal of ForAtt-25) have been found at Mycenaean sites in Greece and the Aegean 

islands does suggest some kind of interchange. It is highly significant that although the Mycenaean and Mitanni networks ‘met in  

                                                                 
184 E von Dassow ‘Levantine Polities under Mittanian Hegemony’ in op.cit. 11-32 
185 G Chambon ‘Spaces of Measures and Numbers in Upper Mesopotamia’’ in Cancik-Kirschbaum (ed.) op.cit. 247-255 
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Ill.9- 53: Distribution of Mitanni Seals - which travelled far beyond the confines of the official Mitanni Empire– from Salje (Key next page)  This map was also used for Ill.9- 37 to mark sites with 
artefacts coming under our Chronological Focus. For Cyprus see map following the Key 
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Ill.9- 54: Key to Locations numbered on Map on previous page (detail of Cyprus locations in next illustration) – from Salje 
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the middle’ along the coasts of Anatolia and the Levant there is absolutely no record of either side forcing each other into 

vassaldom, or of wars between them - meaning there is a likelihood they operated as peers either side of that general 

demarcation line yet also with a strong degree of overlap. With that idea in mind, as well as via the Mitanni further east we must 

take into account also the hidden impact generally of the Indo-European West-Central European continuum running down to 

Mycenae territory from the north - made tangible in our coming DIVERSIONS looking into their sourcing of metals/sword design, 

glass, amber and semi-precious stones. The sweep of archaeology across the board reveals points in common in the use of raw 

materials, jewellery designs and burial conventions - all along the Great Steppe Corridor as far as Āryan Central Asia and India.  

Beate Salje made an exhaustive survey of the spread of Mitanni Common Style seals186 - from which for us the most useful end 

result was her seal distribution map (above - and see below for Cyprus ) - illustrating perfectly the ‘spill-over’ of Mitanni items 

into the Aegean domain. Either side of Mycenean Athens (with unbroken Mycenaean occupation into the Protogeometric period) 

the sites of Perati and Thebes (nos 8 & 14 on her main map – but see the closeup detail on the maps under Ill.9- ) are both on 

the eastern side of Greece in positions most likely to make unavoidable contact with traffic from the west coast of Anatolia - not 

to mention the Cyclades, Cyprus and the Levantine coast. The map shows Mitanni artefacts impingeing beyond the official 

borders of their administration along all these routes, signs of the part it played as the vital ‘connective tissue’ linking the 

Mycenaean world to Babylonia, Elam and beyond.  

  
Ill.9- 55: Thumb-nail view of the extent of the political Mitanni Empire (left), more or less corresponding to modern-day Kurdistan; 

and (right) the Cyprus inset to the main Distribution map of Mitanni seals – both from Salje 
 

CASE STUDY OF MITANNI-MYCENAEAN OVERLAP: TWO MITANNI SEALS FROM ENKOMI 

We know from the spread of Mycenean pottery over the decades how Mycenaean people too, along with their goods, gradually 

made their reciprocal presence felt all around the Aegean at those Levanto-Mitanni or Syro-Mitanni-Anatolian crossover points, 

their strategy being not to penetrate further inland to occupy politically, but to trade for the exotic goods coming in to these 

entrepôts from further east. We could take as a particularly telling example the assemblages in the tombs of Enkomi (at 142 on 

the map above) - one being Tomb 93, the entire contents of which are on permanent display in one case in the British Museum.  

  
 

Ill.9- 56: (Left and centre) Two Mitanni seals found in Enkomi Tomb 93 – BMCat Gems 119/120; (right) bracelet with double-shield 
gold beads as spacers with carnelian centerpiece, from the same tomb (c.f. the use of multiple-holed spacer beads in the parure 

from Tepe Hissar, Ill.9-) 

                                                                 
186 Beate Salje Der ‘Common Style’ der Mitanni-Glyptik und die Glyptik der Levante und Zyperns in der Späten Bronzezeit (Baghdader Forschungen 
XI) Mainz 1990 (abbreviated to SaljeCat – see Table of Catalogues consulted, Appendix A) 
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It not only contained local Cypriot pottery, a clay Mycenaean chariot group and a rich array of gold in different forms, including 

spacers in the form of double-shields (a distinctively Mycenaean motif) forming a bracelet with carnelian beads as centerpiece 

(above right), but amongst thtese items were two small haematite Common Style Mitanni cylinder seals (above left) catalogued, 

not by the Middle East Department, but included with the Greek gems of the Greek and Roman Department archives (!), one of 

them in fact with a Forward Attack and peacock griffin Rear Attack beneath into the bargain! We have to ask, from the evidence 

of these two seals, whether the owner of the tomb – if not a Mycenaean vassal – was, in fact, a Mitanni.  

The carnelian beads in the bracelet are comparable to those in a necklace from Aegina187 island, west of Cyprus and a way-

station closer to Greece proper. The bad flash photo below gives some idea of the splendour of its gold, carnelian, amethyst 

and jasper beads – and also shows one of a handful of gold rings inlaid with lapis lazuli – this one again using the double shield: 

 

 

 
Ill.9- 57: (Left) The three main necklaces in the Aegina Treasure, British Museum188: (top) gold with hollow gold drops in the Troy 

idiom; (centre) carnelian and multi-threadable amethysts in the Turanian style (c.f. Ill.9-121); (bottom) all-gold hollow striated beads 
(possibly meant to evoke poppy seed-heads), 15 of whose centre spacers are set with green jasper drops (see detail lower right); 

(top right) one of 4 lapis lazuii and gold rings in the treasure (note again the double-shield design, as on the Tomb 93 bracelet) 

The multi-holed amethyst beads, gold droplet beads and jasper/carnelian used in the Aegina jewellery, matched against similar 

pieces in Tomb 93 with its two Mitanni seals, again indicates mediation between the Central Asian heartlands and the Levant  

 
Ill.9- 58: South Indian youth with indigo-paiinted face-– a custom also followed in the ancient Yemen. Note the carnelian earring 

                                                                 
187 Summarising the archaeological background at https://www.academia.edu/3218430/The_Aegina_Treasure_more_possibly_than_you_wanted_to_know  to 

the original location of the Aegina Treasure, Donald Mason gives others’ dating for it to between 1900-1500BC, though most of the experts (including Sir Arthur 
Evans who purchased four Mycenaean kylixes from the assemblage for the Ashmolean Museum) more or less understood it as Mycenaean, and it was 
described by its actual finder (a daughter of George Brown) as ‘from the tomb of a priestess from the temple of Venus’ - later known as a Temple to Apollo. 
188 J L Fitton, Nigel Meeks and Louise Joyner ‘The Aegina Treasure: Catalogue and Technical Report’ in J L Fitton (ed.) The Aegina Treasure: Aegean 

Bronze Age jewellery and a mystery revisited London 2009 17-31 – Cat nos 23/25/24 (necklaces) 17-21 (rings) illustrated under  figs 72/101-2 and 85-98  

https://www.academia.edu/3218430/The_Aigina_Treasure_more_possibly_than_you_wanted_to_know
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through the Mitanni - see our coming DIVERSION 3 on Mycenaean access to the semi-precious stones of the BMAC (lapis lazuli 

and jasper) and Indus (carnelian and amethyst). 

 

MYCENAEAN SEALS WITH FORWARD ATTACK AKIN TO THE MITANNI SEAL IN FORATT-24 
In both peace and war, Mycenaean and Mitanni taste was eclectic, best seen in the latter’s designs on the handful of Elaborate-

style seals studied in this Catalogue and the next, whose unique identity was feasible within a generation from their initial 

occupation after exposure to Syrian Classical seal manufacture. There is no doubt about the subtle, yet clear-cut, differences 

between this class of Mitanni seal when set against Syrian, Assyrian, Kassite or Hittite counterparts - and of particular interest 

for us are traits that appear to have offered prototypes for Mycenaean seal motifs, maybe explicable through the mutual use of 

the same craftsmen during a short period of close relations between a generation of rulers brought into contact through war or 

trade. Clearly evident in the ex-Erlenmeyer seal now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (the last item under ForAtt-24, 

reproduced again below for ease of reference ) is what emerges as the recurrent Mitanni preference for a certain type of heroic 

physique (youthful, possibly shaven of all body hair – an indicator discussed in our DIVERSION 7). Its celebration by the Minoans 

on wall-paintings (and in the newly discovered Palaikastro kouros (Ill.9-47) is in fact likely to be part of the same Mitanni 

attitude: and later we can cite Homer’s descriptions of the noble Greek male form in action, as the Trojan War unfolds. 

 
 

Ill.9- 59: Mitanni style indicators on the Erlenmeier seal under ForAtt-24 are the emotive interpretation of the Forward Attack, the 
hatched treatment of bird wings as foils to smooth, slim-waisted male physiques, and the square muzzles of dogs, lions and stag 

We might at first think the hero in the stance of Master of the Beasts on this seal would also have been used as a model for 

Mycenaean versions, especially since the counterpoint between the two lions - one upright and the other upside down - is a 

variation they liked too. However, when we look at the best-known Mycenaean counterpart on the solid carnelian ring of Ill.9/23 

it is interesting to note that up to the neck the nude could pass as a Mitanni figure, but the man’s head, of more mature age and 

with short hair and a beard, conveys a different masculinity message, emphasising what looks closer to a variant Central Asian 

‘wild-man’ ideal of leonine hairiness as in (Ill.9-147 and Ill.9-148). However, when it comes to the griffin Forward Attack next to 

the Master of the Beasts on the Mitanni seal, the arched neck of the stag is a detail persuasively linking it to several Mycenaen 

Forward Attack seals (illustrated below, repeated from ForAtt-26f). These are described fully in the entry text where they are 

 
CMS I-388 ForAtt 26f 

 
CMS XI-169 ForAtt 26f 

 
Rhodian Hunt Group seal (CMS IX-D020 
Bibliothèque Nationale  -Cabinet des Médailles) 

Ill.9- 60: Mycenaean seals with one or more of the Mitanni style characteristics of the previous seal (note the griffin’s peacock head) 
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counterparts to the earlier, comparatively primitive Vapheio Ring - the main entry - since they all have in common a forward kick 

of one back leg (of the lion rather than griffin). That same trait is used again on the Kinik Bowl at ForAtt-30 (arrowed). 

From such close matches we must surely assume Mitanni influence and/or a common workshop – a likelihood supported by 

Salje’s map of Mitanni seal distribution above showing the large number of east Greek place-names touched by the presence of 

Mitanni seals well beyond the borders of its empire. Such Mitanni-Mycenaean cross-matching was independently made by Joan 

Aruz from a larger cluster of Mitanni seals of fine workmanship, grouped by her under the banner of ‘the Yale Master’189. Other 

examples from this group, with the same poetic mood and high finish, come into play in our Catalogue F: the Bilateral Attack. 

Aruz particularly noted a link between the Erlenmeyer seal and the Rhodian Hunt group seals, identified by John Younger190 as 

coming from islands around and including Rhodes, a favourite Mycenaean stepping stone to and from mainland Greece and 

possibly the point of interchange (a representative example above right uses much the same griffin Forward Attack on stag with 

arched neck as on the Mitanni seal). Aruz sees the Rhodian Hunt Group as contemporary with the Amarna letters:  

At the time these documents were written, during the reigns of Amenhotep III and Akhenaten, large territorial states 
from Hittite Anatolia, Kassite Babylonia, Mitanni and then Assyria, as well as Alashiya, or Cyprus, formed – along with 
Egypt – an international alliance of great powers. If the Uluburun ship, with its two Mycenaean emissaries, according 
to Cemal Pulak191, was heading to a Mycenaean port, and with the … evidence of Near Eastern lapis lazuli seals from 
a palatial jewelry workshop in Mycenaean Thebes192, it would be safe to assume Aegean involvement in this system’. 

But we should bear in mind the partial Amarna correspondence, found by chance, provides a momentary peep-hole into what 

had already been going on much earlier– and not just within Egypt’s orbit. What Aruz says applies equally well to a century 

earlier, which is where we position this particular class of seal design exchange - early on in the Mitanno-Syrian presence in the 

Levant, just at the time the Mycenaeans were beginning to come into their own.  

MATERIALS USED FOR THE SEALS 
One way or another, the finesse of these high-quality Mitanni seals, heralded on seals of the Syrian Classic periods (Egyptian 

workmanship is often given as an explanation for their high finish), was attainable because of the hard material used  -  usually 

haematite. Mycenaeans, though, favoured bold agates - a taste shared by the Margiana élite (Ill.9- ) in Central Asia. In fact the 

use of both agate and carnelian beads obtained from Harappa go back to Sumerian times, and as Allchin193 puts it, ‘the tradition 

of working agate and carnelian [even today] is still an active one in spite of competition from glass and plastic’ (in Mycenaean 

times only glass was a tempting alternative), and as we show in our DIVERSION 3 on their procurement of semi-precious stones, 

especially during the 2M they were a significant item amongst India’s exports, both northwards to Margiana and westwards to 

Mesopotamia and Syria by the sea or land routes - along with zebu cattle, indigo (Ill.9- 58) and peacocks. The working of agate, 

carnelian and related stones has never ceased to be a field of Indian expertise in Gujurāt, even late into the Mughal period.  

Although today we now know Greece in fact has small local sources of its own agate (a common, carnelian-based orange-red 

type with white veining), we cannot prove whether these local sources were known of at the time, and and we can consider in 

our DIVERSION other, more likely sources for the Mycenaeans’ agate supplies further afield into northern Europe as well. It would 

make sense that most came by the same trade routes as indigo (see map below), often used in wall paintings, as we will show. 

                                                                 
189 J Aruz ‘Intercultural Styles, Animal Combats, and the Art of Exchange’ in Die Bedeutung der Minoischen und Mykenischen Glyptik (CMS Beihelf 8) 

2010  She earlier dealt with this group in ‘Cypriot and “Cypro-Aegean” Seals’ in A Caubet (ed) De Chypre à la Bactriane Paris 1997269-288 
190 See J Younger in CMS Beiheft I 263-272 and in Kadmos XXVI (1987) 44-73 
191 This idea is raised in his contribution to the BEYOND BABYLON catalogue pp.299-302 
192 E Porada AfO XXVIII (1981-82) 1-70 – discussed at length in our Seal Group Study 4 in Catalogue D: The Back Lunge 
193 B Allchin ‘The Agate anad Carnelian Industry of Western India and Pakistan’ in J E van Lohuizen-de Leeuw (ed.) South Asian Archaeology 1973 Leiden 

1979 91-107 
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Ill.9- 61: Indigo coastal relay points on the Arabian Peninsula (including the Persian Gulf linking back into the land route) running 
between India and the Aegean:  although this scenario is mapped for the Middle Ages (Balfour-Paul194 map 2), it is highly likely to 
have started in the 2M, with fewer intermediate sites (our other maps suggest alternative overland routes across Persia and Syria) 

Whether material trade and exchange were the Mycenaeans’ only preoccupation underpinning their seemingly insatiable and 

acquisitive reach into a myriad of geographic settings, our aim is to find out whether other levels of knowledge ‘higher’ than 

glass and metal manufacturing expertise seeped into their cultural makeup alongside purely material goods. Certainly we know 

the Mycenaeans, like the Mitanni, were not a verse to adopting foreign Gods and associated rituals, possibly to make 

intercultural dialogue easier - equating certain Syro-Mesopotamian Gods and Goddesses with their own – which might 

suggesting some kind of astronomical parity. This becomes an issue when we study the Cult Centre at Mycenae under our 

DIVERSION 9 on Aryan Gods in the Iconography Section which at least leads us not to rule out a host of clues indicating 

Mycenaean involvement in mastering contemporary astronomical expertise in order to set up and run their own independent 

Aegean version of a State Calendar - an issue we will follow in ever-increasing depth at every stage of the Iconography Section 

as we go through the entries again from the point of view of their content. We can hint at one such clue in the next sub-section. 

GRIFFIN, PEACOCK AND PHOENIX: CONNECTIONS WITH INDIA 

Looking back to the seals shown in Ill.9- 59 and Ill.9- 60 which feature a griffin as predator rather than the lion, although the 

textbooks say the griffin is a 2M symbol of rulership no-one explains why (we give explanations in the Iconography Section). 

The slim neck and head of 2M Mitanni or Mycenaean griffins indicate the inspiration must be the peacock, rather than the eagle 

(the later, better-known combination of lion and eagle – which indeed is how it originally started out on the seals and palettes of 

Protohistoric Susa and Egypt (see ForAtt-2/ForAtt-3 ) - re-emerged in Classical times). Already pointed out in Catalogue D, 

the peacock is native to India195 and still seen as a protective divinity in Central Asia, worshipped today by the Yezidis, perched 

                                                                 
194 J Balfour-Paul Indigo in the Arab World London & NY 1997 
195 Since in nature peacocks sometimes kill snakes in India the peacock is sometimes the steed (or, indeed, the throne) of Indra the dragon-killer. 
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on a staff as the sanjak or Peacock Standard - see Ill.9-61). Like the monkey, as much as via overland routes to Central Asia, it 

is one of those exotic creatures that brought novelty to the range of goods exported on the Zanzibar Triangle sea-routes, and 

came to be identified with Egypt’s myth of the Phoenix - whose rebirth refers to the renewal of the Sothic Period (DIVERSION 8).  

Certainly it is noteworthy that the griffin, in the centuries leading up to the start of a new Mitanno-Mycenaean/ Sothic Period in 

1320, was clearly shown on their seals with a peacock head – particularly noticeable only in this Catalogue – as seen: 

 under ForAtt-24 (4th seal) as just reillustrated above at Ill.9- 59 (see also the closer detail at Ill.9-25); 

 in the Cult Room at Mycenae running alongside a priestess (Ill.9-102), and  

 on a seal from Vienna reared up behind an enthroned priestess (Ill.9-105) much as in the Thera frescoes discussed in 

Catalogue D (which also depict blue monkeys on several panels). 

 In Ill.9- 56 the peacock crest on one of two Mitanni seals found in Cyprus is very clear;  

 in Ill.9- 60 on the Rhodian seal the griffin is in an attack pose comparable to that on Porada’ s Seal 6 from the Thebes 

Hoard (Catalogue D, Ill. 8-30) and, again, the peacock has a clearly defined crest, exactly as in the photos below). 

 At the bottom of the Kinik bowl (ForAtt-30/Ill. 9-152) the three griffins flanking a tree of life still retain peacock crests. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Ill.9- 62 – Current photograph of a typical peacock with S-bend arched neck, and closeup of the crest feathers 

Under ForAtt-27  the remains of the bird-head on the fragmentary Knossos ivory is descrbed as a griffin, though in its damaged 

state it looks more like a goose, and going back earlier in time to the Diyala seal in Ill.9-  it probably shows Leo with a chicken-

type bird head, without crest, but bearded/maned.  

Certainly in the Chronological Focus material for this Catalogue the griffin in its associations with Forward Attack iconography in 

the 2M rarely has an eagle head, suggesting the peacock variation was an inspiration from India, either directly or indirectly via 

Central Asia through many intermediaries, with the Mitanni at the most immediate end of the line for the Mycenaeans. 
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FORATT-25: A MITANNI SEAL FROM PERATI, EAST GREECE 
Having under the previous entry raised the issue of the sport of bull-leaping in conjunction with a Mitanni athletic type in an 

activity not necessarily solely Minoan, but more likely Anatolian (Indo-European even), Perati seal A1 will give us the opportunity 

– in our imminent, first DIVERSION -  to identify recurring features of Mitanni seal composition and style on Elaborate seals as 

‘Mitanni indicators’ or giveaway arrangements idiosyncratic to them that also crop up separately on simpler seals. 

Despite having been looted, even from what was left in the only tholos burial at Perati - in which this seal was found – we know 

it contained richer objects than most other tombs in the port’s necropolis. Alongside the warrior was a dog skeleton –so common 

a theme in high-status Āryan burials that we will break off later on for DIVERSION 8 on the MYCENAEANS AND THEIR DOGS - in the 

Iconography Section since it also involves Sirius. The metal items amongst the grave goods also give us cause in this Art 

History commentary to pursue a second DIVERSION concerning MYCENAEAN METAL PROCUREMENT. Overall, the Perati seal  

 
Ill.9- 63: Perati seal A1 (of haematite) with winged slim youth over Forward Attack holding aloft two Anzu demons of Chaos, set 

against a ‘heraldic unit’ of helmeted guardians (with helmets and long hair-lock as on the Shaushtatar seal) holding aloft the winged 
Sun standard and antelope– CMS IS-54, Athens National Museum (note also the single head under star and flower)  

featuring in this entry is the keystone for an argument we are building up that opens up several credible vistas onto Mitanni-

Mycenaean interaction. The design shown above is the drawn version of the seal, as given in the CMS catalogue: it may not do 

its carving style much justice but it does clearly delineate the essential elements of the layout. Here is a cylinder seal with all the 

characteristics of the Mitanni distribution of motifs – yet found in the highest-status tomb of the Perati necropolis on the east 

coast of Greece (see maps at Ill.9- 53 and Ill.9- ), and clearly not a Mycenaean seal. Why is it in a tomb well beyond the Mitanni 

Empire’s borders? Was its owner Greek – or Mitanni - and what did ownership by the person in the tomb signify? Was it an 

antique dynastic seal (such as the two Mitanni dynastic seals shown under Ill.9- 64 or Ill.9- 65 coming up) surely used in the 

normal way to stamp products or correspondence to mark the owner’s personal authority? Or was it simply a gift passed 

between equals, perhaps from the Mitanni original owner to a Greek of high rank, possibly even a vassal – or was it a trophy 

taken from a Mitanni governor by a Greek lord? Its contradictory context gives rise to such questions, not asked before. 

ANALYSIS OF THE SEAL COMPOSITION 
As on the last seal of ForAtt-24, again the composition on the Perati seal focuses on a Master of Beasts group, this time 

standing over a Forward Attack of the Levantine confrontational type (the nature of the demons he holds up in the air must await 

exposition later). The juxtaposition of this group in conjunction with the Forward Attack in all the main seals looked at so far 

implies their meaning is intertwined and we will need to look further into this in the Iconography Section. With shorter hair in this 

case, the master is portrayed as a winged human with lion paws, and sports a curled lion tail. Where in the previous entry it is a 

pair of long-locked, helmeted youths holding up an ibex as they stand on the Forward Attack, on the Perati seal they make a 

separate group to one side at full height, and support a winged Sun-disc with two tail feathers. They hold one spindly antelope 

up in the air, while a second one turns round the back leg of the youth on the left  in the way the dog skirts round the pedestal 
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table on the Karashamb goblet (Ill.9-11). In contrast with previous pairs of youths, this time they are bearded, with bull hooves 

as feet and sprouting tasselled bull tails from their kilts. All three youths wear loin-cloths knotted high at the front and dragging 

over their calves at the back. Note also the two six-pointed stars, the two flowers of Ishtar (seen also on the Syrian seal of 

ForAtt-24) and the staring, leonine face acting as separator (a convention seen on the Shaushtatar and Membij seals in Ill.9- 65 

too). The floating head appears to be a convention coming out of Central Asia: though on the verso side of the last seal under 

ForAtt-22 the frontal, head staring forward is tenuously attached to two lion bodies which, if set against the Egyptian idea of the 

Two Lions of Yesterday and Tomorrow, seems in its direct gaze to express the Eternal Present. It prefigures the Gorgon head, 

explored in the Iconography Section: note how even on this small seal it is contrasted with a Forward Attack on the recto. 

DYNASTIC SEALS  – AND FEATURES IN COMMON BETWEEN THE PERATI AND SHAUSHTATAR SEALS 

We pondered at the start whether the Perati seal might be a ‘dynastic seal’, given most of the necropolis around its tholos is so 

much later in date (discussed after the DIVERSION following). Since we know for certain that the Shaushtatar seal (below right) 

was used in this way, it is worth mentioning here other instances of Mitanni use of old seals as ‘Dynastic Seals’ whereby ‘new’ 

or junior kings bolstered their authority by keeping in use the seal of a predecessor – or even of an ancestor - implying self-

justification of lineage in subsequently taking on rulership196. The seal of Shaustatar continued to be used generations after him, 

since sealings taken from it have turned up not only at Nuzi, but also at Tell Brak and elsewhere in 2M Syria. An earlier, less 

well-known dynastifc seal (below left) was of course first used by its original owner, and then in the early years of his reign by 

Shaushtatar himself, even though its inscription describes it as the seal of Shuttarna, son of Kirta, King of the Mitanni (founder 

of the Dynasty – see the dynastic table at Ill.9- 45), thus carrying weight when used by his heirs as a stamp of their royal 

genealogy and legitimising their right to authority.  

 
 
 

 

 
Ill.9- 64: (Left) Dynastic Seal of Shuttarna, Son of Kirta – Stein197 fig. 14 (apud. Collon AtchCat-230 1975); (right) the Shaushtatar 

sealing rolled above the document on a tablet from Nuzi – from Starr198 pl.118, 1 – see the detailed drawing of it in Ill.9- 65 

Where the seal of Shuttarna uses the familiar layout of a Gilgamesh and Enkidu-type pair mastering a lion in retro-Babylonian 

mode (though they wear Syro-Mitanni loin-cloths), set against the vertical cuneiform inscription Shaushtatar and the Early 

Kassites later also favoured, Shaushtatar’s own, later seal is remarkable in asserting the more shamanic dimension of his 

Central Asian identity in a way not seen before in Babylonia. The full tablet found at Nuzi is reproduced above, with the 

Shaushtatar seal at the top authenticating the text: on it the central figure gives a quite different rendition of the Master of the 

Beasts group from those we have seen so much favoured on the Mitanni Elaborate seals so far studied. Looking at the detail in 

                                                                 
196 E Auerbach ‘Heirloom Seals and Political Legitimacy in Late Bronze Age Syria’ Akkadica 74/75 1991 19-36  
197 D Stein in her chapter on Hurrian Art and Architecture in G Wilhelm  The Hurrians Warminister 1989198 R F S Starr Nuzi: Report on the Excavations at 

Yorgan Tepa near Kirkuk II Cambridge Mass 1937 
198 R F S Starr Nuzi: Report on the Excavations at Yorgan Tepa near Kirkuk II Cambridge Mass 1937 
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the drawing below, as a helmeted, golden-eagle-winged figure he fills the role of the Sky God, standing specifically either for the 

Summmer - or Winter - Solstice, and wearing a bird carcase over his shoulders (like the Brooklyn Museum figure in Ill.9-23), 

whilst holding up the rising and descending lions of the Solstices, just as in the ForAtt-24 Mitanni seal. (Stein199  reminds us 

about the remains of goat skulls and vulture wings from the Zawi Chemi-Zanidar (Solecki 1977) caves not so far away that even 

from millennia before were the remains of the apparatus of shamanic practices common amongst mountain peoples (we think 

back also not only to the vulture-bull skull cults of 7M Çatal Hüyük which probably never ceased in the locality – but also to the 

many cult animals carved on the Göbekli Tepe orthostats on the S-E Anatolia/Syrian border before that200).  

 

 

   
Ill.9- 65: (Top row) Sealing of Shaushtatar with athlete-lion encounters representing the seasons – Stein NuziCat-711; (bottom row)  
the Membij seal (Belland-10 - drawing and impressions) here with palm tree axis and lion attacks in four directions for the Seasons 

(its shallow modelling makes it difficult to photograph: centre photo author, photo right Ashmolean Museum)  

Around the central Master of the Beasts, other than the human worshipper/seal owner standing by the upreared serpent top 

right corner next to the winged standard ‘heraldic group’  flanked by lions and eagles, the three other corners are taken up by 

the by now familiar Mitanni cosmic athletes (again with helmet and long hair lock curled up at the end) bringing to heel the 

directional lions of the Ecliptic (the animal top left may be a camel) for the three other seasons (at Solstices the Sun/lion is 

above or below the Ecliptic – and exactly on it at the Equinoxes). Through stylistic arrangement it thus in a very literal way  

spells out the cycle of the seasons much as AshCat-897E in the Ashmolean Museum does (shown underneath the Shaushtatar 

seal above – note, again, the floating head). The Sky-God Master epitomising the Winter Solstice blends with the Storm God 

variant so often adopted by the Mitanni as they moved into Syria, and even if the Master of the Beasts motif is Mesopotamian, 

the version on this seal is rooted enough in Central Asia cultural origins to have confidence in using the variations in imagery of 

the Mitanni’s more immediate indigenous tradition. 

Having encroached prematurely into iconographical territory, this is the place for a DIVERSION to analyse the key stylistic 

hallmarks of Mitanni Elaborate seals in terms of a metaphysic that I see as using style itself to indicate cosmology, the reason 

why we cannot strictly separate the two. 

                                                                 
199 Stein in ‘Nuzi Glyptic: The Eastern Connection’ in XLVe Rencontre Assyriologique Bethesda 2001, 149-81  
200 (See the Schmidt references in the footnotes) 
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DIVERSION 1 MITANNI ÉLITE SEALS: STYLE INDICATORS 

Top quality Mitanni seals are complex, yet disciplined, at first sight simply making use of the Mesopotamian CANEA 

and using variations on the Classic Syrian style. But closer inspection reveals elements of Turkic-Anatolian origin - 

and a Central Asian emphasis to do more with the dogmatic polarities – such as the opposition between Gods and 

Demons – that are the hallmarks of an incipient Zoroastrianism. Connected to this, it appears the Bactria-Margiana 

Archaeological Complex was the heartland of a morbid use of hybridity in order to contrast such abstract extremes as 

Good –v- Evil  (to be considered more closely in the Iconography Section). Although we concentrate on the main 

features of outward arrangement, to the extent style can intentionally map ordered reality, as just stated, we will not in 

this section able to totally separate style, choice of motif and overall Gestalt from content and meaning.  

DUALITY AND WINGS  

Buchanan201 pointed out that the addition of bird wings to the Gods was started by the Akkadians (usually shown 

hanging down parallel to the body) and that they were taken up in Hurrian-influenced designs thereafter - in other 

positions –to signify their wearers were divine, much as Sumerian or Babylonian Gods wear horns (in this catalogue 

we see wings added to gods or demons as early as ForAtt-19). As the Mitanni spread southwards along the Diyala 

and westwards to encounter fellow-Aryan Hittites in Syro-Anatolia, their use of wings on seals from these areas (we 

guess intended in particular to be eagle or vulture wings) to point up the Gods or their minions becomes a common 

feature. This feature of divine attribute vocabulary would continue to be retained and developed later in the powerful 

visual language used in Assyrian, then Achaemenid, court art.  

Though it is not always possible to pin down the differential iconography of original Mitanni Gods on their seals (they 

followed the Hurrians in usually adopting local Syrian equivalents to their own pantheon, whose specific names are 

sometimes mentioned in the texts), one thing we can be certain of is that Mitanni depiction of the winged Sun disc - 

God of Justice - on the Shaushtatar and Perati seals202 uses a characteristic double row of feathers (see also Ill.9-18)  

– in nature to be seen only on the Egyptian griffon vulture or Central Asian golden eagle, due to the different shades 

of gold and brown the rows of feathers have. In the case of Mitanni art this double row is more likely to have been 

inspired by their native Bactrian bird (below left), still central to its national falconry competitions today - though it is 

just possible the Mitanni could have borrowed the idea of using it through some point of contact with Egypt (where 

vultures with outspread wings regularly fill temple soffits). We are reminded of the raptor’s role in Proto-Zoroastrian 

practice (Sarianidi imagines them circling round Gonurdepe waiting to swoop down and deflesh the dead before burial 

of the skeletons - as shown on a Bactrian seal below right - to avoid polluting the earth.  

  
Ill.9- 66: (Left) The Central Asian golden eagle and (right) design on a copper seal from Bactria203 – note also the dog 

                                                                 
201 B Buchanan ‘A Snake Goddess and her Companions’ Iraq XXXIII 1971, 1-13 
202 BBCat-150: the same type of wing is seen on BBCat-151. 
203 V I Sarianidi Gonurdepe: Salaryn we Hudaylaryn Saheri Ashkabad 2005 fig.11 
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Coming back to the Saushtatar sealing, the eagle/vulture-wing standard at the top is flanked by lionesses and birds 

and confirms the seal’s date as early in near-eastern Mitanni history since later the standard was superseded by the 

Nuzi budded tree. One or two seals have a tree-of-life unit alongside a ‘heraldic unit’ (described below) as in Ill.9-181 

where the Snake Lady takes up the axis position204. On the Perati seal a similar winged standard features, confirming 

its early dating. In her translation of the myth of Erra and Ishum  (see Iconography Section)) Dalley comments, ‘the 

winged disc [was] a symbol of royalty on which the oaths of loyalty to the king were sworn under threat of horrible 

penalties for perjury. Such symbols were regularly referred to as weapons because of their power to harm and kill’ 

(her fn.46). On the seal it principally refers to the presence of the Sun not only as witness to oath-taking but also as 

the most important planet. As shown in Chapter 19 the seasonal progress of the Sun through the Signs can be 

counter-checked any midnight by looking at the direction of the Two Bears either side of the Polar Centre in relation to 

the horizon as the year turns. If the wings (Bears) are taken away from that centre meridian  the Polar Axis loses its 

use as fiducial line and benchmark directional anchor, essential in naked-eye astronomy (c.f. Ill.9-6 left, where the 

Two Bears viewed as the wings of Draco is quite credible, and indeed likely to be the ultimate thinking behind the use 

of wings on the Planetary Gods). The idea of winged or winglessness (directionlessness) is central to the drama of the 

myth of Ninurta, who must catch the demon of dislocated order, Anzu, to amputate his wings: since the figure over the 

Forward Attack on the Perati seal seizes two Anzu demons that would otherwise threaten the heavenly order, we 

must look into that myth fully later.  

CONSCIOUS USE OF THE METAPHYSIC OF OPPOSITIONS 

We thus detect (taking into account the Āryan use of the dual case and other metaphysical connotations of paired 

polarities) that the Hurrian/Mitanni addition of wings to their deities and awareness of directional axes – along with the 

symmetrical ‘heraldic unit’ next discussed - express to a far more ritualised extent than the 3M Syro-Mesopotamians a 

bias towards bilateral twinning and balancing, along with the deliberate use of oppositions and contrasts that are both  

  

 
 
 

 

Ill.9- 67: Contrasted black and white marble colonettes, staffs of office, grooved disc and( lower part of) a damaged Bactrian- female 
sculpture from the hoard at Quetta (near Mehrgarh) – Jarrige and Hassan figs 4, 5 & 10 

astronomical and metaphysical in nature – all this in Sarianidi’s eyes to be understood as the expression of the 

Zoroastrian (or proto- Zoroastrian) mind-set that apprehends existence in terms of a battle between Dark and Light, or 

Good and Evil.  At this level of convergence of stylistic with metaphysical considerations, choice of materials, too, can 

have implicit significance. Hence Sarianidi endorses Jarrige and Hassan’s205  interpretation of contrasting black and 

white, or white and black mottled marble, colonnettes (illustrations above) discovered at Quetta with BMAC type staffs 

of office (both seemingly used in ritual or as astronomical instruments) as consciously having the purpose of 

                                                                 
204 We remember, too, at this point a variation in the Tammuz standard held up by the twisted snakes of Ningishzida (Ill.9- 12). 
205 J-F Jarrige & M U Hassan ‘Funerary Complexes in Baluchistan at the end of the 3M in the Light of Recent Discoveries at Mehrgarh and Quetta’ in K Frifelt et 

al. (eds) South Asian Archaeology 1985 London 1989 150-166 
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expressing the Good –v- Evil opposition. The same ritual pieces (in different marbles) were found in several Gonur  

tombs and many in the Togolok temple (see Ill.9- ) - of which much more later.  

THE HERALDIC UNIT 

The Mitanni winged standard, or other figure acting as central axis – with supporters either side - constitutes what we 

call ‘the heraldic unit’, since it has the ‘coat of arms’ layout of central upright flanked by side features. In trying to 

understand the mind-set behind the composition of the Perati seal (ForAtt-25) we see how it falls into two halves, with 

the symmetrical ‘heraldic unit’ on one side being one of the most clear-cut indicators identifyinig it as a Mitanni seal – 

especially seen in the full ‘Elaborate Style’. As already mentioned, it appears to have been a court-cum-workshop 

convention of short duration based somewhere in Syria, source of a cluster of masterpieces, nearly all of them 

featuring the lion-prey subject somewhere in the scene. Overall in previous catalogues we have taken this symbol as 

a statement of knowledge about calendar management associated with the Venus cycle – consequently often used as 

a stamp of administrative authority. We will probably never find out who the individuals were who were responsible for 

commissioning these seals and deciding on their combined subject matter. But since much of the foundation for their 

composition, layout and workmanship can be found in Classic Syrian seals we can imagine them being made, not so 

much for local high-status vassals of the Mitanni, as for a Mitanni overlord or high official in the territory. In other 

words we must not forget their practical use by someone in high office, a governor or the ruler himself, somewhere in 

Syria. We can take another example of use of the heraldic unit, this time on a seal from Ras Shamra-Ugarit (below): 

  
 

Ill.9- 68: (Left and centre): Seal from Ras Shamra in smooth-modelled Mitanni style with heraldic unit – RasShamCatII-47; (right) 
silver amulet showing winged Inanna on a snake-headed lion206  from the Gonurdepe Necropolis207 

It shows a helmeted, horned and winged goddess seated on a bull with the same double row of feathers on her wings 

as on the wings of the figure standing over the Forward Attack on the Perati seal, or the winged standard in the 

Shaushtatar seal. We could possibly look further afield for a possible ultimate prototype in the silver amulets from 

Bactria showing the Goddess (as above right) winged and seated directly on a dragon-lion in this case. The obvious 

planetary references on the Ras Shamra seal are to Sun, Moon - and Venus symbolized by the open hand (ivory pins 

topped by an open hand are frequent finds from Gonur).  

Although Porada classified this seal as Cypriote, from the treatment of the wings we make so bold as to re-

characterise this seal as local to Ras Shamra from the period of Mitanni occupation, especially since it uses the by 

now familiar Mitanni juxtaposition of single-register-high enthroned Goddess set against a heraldic unit taking up the 

second half of the seal and consisting of two figures kneeling in Elamite/Egyptian mode on the point of the knee (c.f. 

ForAtt-23), either side of a central slim, long-haired nude acting as the axis (possibly representing The Year) and 

standing on two lions rump to rump as the Solstices. Porada rated the lions on this seal as carved in the Mycenaean 

convention with square snouts - but this simplified treatment of dog and lion heads is found, too, on the Erlenmeier 

                                                                 
206 V I Sarianidi Myths of Ancient Bactria and Margiana on its seals and amulets Moscow 1998 
207  Ligabue & Rossi-Osmida  (eds) The Necropolis of Gonur-Depe Venice 2002  (for the positions of Gonurdepe and Togolok 21 see map Ill.9- ) 
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seal (Ill.9- 59) – and due to the character of its layout we can make the case for it being a Mitanni seal, perhaps an 

indicator of Mitanni-Mycenaean (or just as likely Mitanni-Syrian) cooperation at Ras Shamra – borne out by Salje’s 

map locating other Mitanni seal finds there (no. 128 on her map).  

EGYPTIAN PRECEDENTS FOR THE HERALDIC UNIT 

In Egypt, Middle Kingdom designs in particular went through a phase of favouring symmetrical heraldic units on large 

stone reliefs, as in the Sesostris relief below (note how it, too, uses the two-tiered wings so far only associated with 

Mitanni preference). We have suggested already, on the basis of the Amarna correspondence, that it is highly 

probable Egyptian craftsmen were sent on loan to the Mitanni court208. If Egypt was the inspiration behind Mitanni 

preference for the double row of feathered wings holding up the Sun disc, the direction of influence could nonetheless 

have just as much been reciprocal. Clearly also a two-way interest in the heraldic-unit type of composition was 

simultaneously being pursued as much in Egypt as at the Mitanni court. 

 
Ill.9- 69: Relief of Sesostris III from Medamud – Cairo Museum, photo author  

After weighing up what we could explain away, on the one hand, as plain Mitanni adoption of the old Mesopotamian 

tradition of bilateral grouping, such as two goats either side of a bush or hillock, or two men either side of a lion, tree 

or inscription (as in the left-hand group in the main entry of ForAtt-24 or on the rare sealing below from Qatna209) 

against, on the other hand, the fact that even Protohistoric Egypt used this Gestalt, nonetheless for the 2M Mitanni we 

seem to be dealing with a much stricter and more hieratic arrangement of the heraldic unit that has that added  

 
Ill.9- 70: Bull-men either side of a tree on sealing, also with stand-off Forward Attack, from Qatna – Offner fig.1 

Zoroastrian ingredient that is all their own. Cultivation of the heraldic unit could have been reinspired and intensified 

as a result of the known diplomatic interchanges between the Mitanni and Egypt or, even, in assessing Middle or early 

New Kingdom pieces like the pendant or small sculpture below a case could as much be made for a contra-flow of 

interest in Mesopotamian design on gifts from the Mitanni being rekindled in Egypt.  We can but note the similarities. 

Even if Egypt in its Predynastic period had used the the bilateral heraldic composition from Susa-Sumer early in its  

                                                                 
208 Conversely, we mentioned in Catalogue D that an inscription on the back on an enthroned statue of Amenemhet III and his consort (again this Pharaoh!) in 

Jubilee cape - originally found in the village of Batn el-Hajar by F W Green - describes his ‘glorious palace’ at Kush built by ‘Asiatics in large numbers’ – the first 
firm documentary evidence that Egypt hired foreign craftsmen during the New Kingdom (though they may have been prisoners). The statue was relocated in the 
Sudan National Museum at Khartoum by British Museum Keeper Vivian Davies and described in the Kirwan Memorial Lecture given by him to the Sudan 
Archaeological Research Society in 2013 entitled ‘From Halfa to Kareima: F W Green in Sudan’ - later published in the Sudan & Nubia Bulletin 18 (2014) 2-19. 
209 G Offner ‘Note d’Archéologie sur Deux Empreintes Inédites de Qatna’ Revue d’Assyriologie XLIX 144-6 
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Ill.9- 71: (Left) MK Pendant of Queen Meret from Dahshur; (right) Horus and Seth baptising a pharaoh (NK, Cairo Museum) 

history (we think of the Master of the Beasts on the Gebel el-Arak knife), nonetheless the striking symmetry of Middle 

Kingdom jewellery speaks particularly strongly as the kind of artefact that, continuing on into the New Kingdom might 

have been sent to a Mitanni king for a prospective Mitanni bride, arousing their interest in making similar designs for 

themselves within their own cultural context (on seals instead). If this is plausible, it gives a further angle from which to 

assess the dating for Mitanni Elaborate seals. On the other hand on looking at the long inventories of jewellery cited 

by Mitanni royalty in the Amarna correspondence as being sent to Egypt (with hoped-for reciprocal supplies of gold in 

mind), as we have said, the influence could have been the other way round, since it sent with it the supplies of raw 

turquoise, carnelian and lapis lazuli from Central Asia - so much hankered for by the Egyptian Court – that gave them 

the materials needed to create something like the pendant of Queen Meret (above left) in the first place. 

Having suggested the possible mutual influence between Middle Kingdom pendants and Mitanni seals, there is also a 

whisper of a short-lived reverse cross-current from further afield to be picked up in MK Egyptian jewellery as coming 

from India - quite possibly indirectly through the Mitanni Court. The habit of inserting one or two artificially made tiger 

claws of gold into necklace sequences - the illustration below shows Middle Kingdom anklets of gold and amethyst 

beads, both abundant in Egypt - is still a characteristic feature of Indian jewellery today, which uses real tiger claws, 

the inevitable side-product of the tiger hunt. From centuries of lion hunts in Egypt and the Levant, the idea of 

incorporating lion claws in their designs never appears in the Egyptian jewellery-makers’ repertoire, indicating that 

 
Ill.9- 72: Twelfth Dynasty amethyst and gold anklets from Tomb 18, Lahun, with gold simulated tiger claws - MMA NY 

Egypt is likely to have taken this distinctive motif from India. More precision of interpretation is bound to be gained by 

gleaning the lists of gifts sent from the Mitanni kings to Egypt’s pharaohs in the Amarna letters, given they run into 

hundreds of items, mostly long lists of jewellery210 - for the most part made of the expected semi-precious stones of 

lapis lazuli and carnelian, likely to have been sourced from the BMAC and Indus. There is no definitive way of proving 

the inspiration could not have been the other way round, but the presence also in Mitanni seal composition of the 

disembodied Gorgon-type head is another hallmark: it has precisely the character (and probably the meaning also) of 

the head of Kāli in Hindu art symbolising The Eternal Now of devouring Time – its beginnings in Central Asia seen on 

the last seal of ForAtt-23 and we will show its use on Mitanni and other Syrian seals could refer to the Al-Gol. 

                                                                 
210 The Mitanni letters (nos EA17-EA30,  pp 41-100 inclusive) - several of them simply inventories of gifts - are translated in W Moran op.cit  
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BAETYLS AND THE ASTRONOMICAL  AXIS OF THE WORLD 

From the point of view of local religious practices the Mitanni must have encountered as they moved into northern 

Syria, there is an obvious angle to take on the metaphysical implications of the Heraldic Unit. They will have passed 

through sites still using standing stones to measure the Year – and quite possibly even occupied such places. 

Certainly, though Durand (in a paper more fully described below) dismisses the thought (while at the same time 

mentioning it), it is tempting to entertain seriously the etymological parallel between sikkanni (stones as dwelling place 

of the God or Gods) and Waššukanni  (the Wa in front meaning ‘place of’), the name given to the fabled, but now lost, 

Mitanni capital. If they missed the several phases of the Göbekli temples of SE Anatolia (even by then buried under 

the sand), in the Middle and Late Bronze Age in particular, at Levantine sites such as Nahariyah211, Byblos or 

Hazor212, a single baetyl or several obelisks would be prominent on the bāmah/high place as part of the standard  

  
Ill.9- 73: (Left) The heraldic unit writ large in the Lion Gate at Mycenae; this particular group is repeated five hundred years later in 

rock-cut tombs in Anatolia, including (right) this one Arslantash (700BC)  

temple complex. If the baetyl incorporated into the Old Syrian religion (as at Ebla or Mari 213– see Ill.9-  or Catalogue 

D, Ill. 8-95) was not at first sight adopted by Minoans or Mycenaeans, the concept certainly featured in the form of 

axial column or mountain peak in their seal iconography – overtly in larger pieces such as the monumental Lion Gate 

at Mycenae (above left) - a hill citadel built very much on the lines of Anatolian Troy, Hattusas or Kültepe. Obviously, 

in original practical usage the single standing stone would have been used for day-time Sun shadow observations to 

tell the time of day, including determination of the midday meridian which in turn can be used to calculate the direction 

of due north as well as the equinox days and solstitial extremes (this creates a double-axe shaped field across the 

circle mapping annual shadow coverage, with the stone at the crossing point. Thereafter, by association it 

symbolically stands for the Axis of Heaven and the link between earth and sky, which is how we take the Double Axe 

and the Mitanni heraldic unit. We will explain how sometimes the function of such stones was also to embody the 

presence of a God/Goddess - or honour the ancestors of the past - seen in the example below, from Troy. 

APOLLO’S BAETYLS 

Standing stones were often used in rows (as at Nabta Playa or Gezer (Ill.9- 78), and of particular relevance to us is 

the Level VI South Gate at Troy with its row of four baetyls (Ill.9- ) on its eastern side (formerly there were more). The 

western flank of the gate is framed by the ‘Great Tower of Ilium’ (Andromache, looking out for her husband, Hector, in 

distress climbs to the top of it to gain a far view over the Trojan plain - Iliad VI 444 [Fagles]). The plan below shows 

the position of the South Gate and Tower of Ilium in the overall plan of Troy (Troy VI walls marked in green), adapted 

                                                                 
211 Van Seters ibid. in particular discusses Nahariyah, just south of Tyre, pp 42-5 
212 Y Yadin ‘Hazor, “The Head of all those Kingdoms”’ The Schweitz Lectures at the British Academy London 1972 
213 For an overview of standing stones in the Levant and Europe see my Cosmokrator Newsletter no.3 at http://www.cosmokrator.com/2013-newsletter.pdf / 

http://www.cosmokrator.com/2013-newsletter.pdf
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by Blegen from Dörpfeld (later used by Michael Wood214 ). Of prime interest is the largest stele closest to the entrance 

on the left, considered by P Jablonka in Korfman’s 2003 Troy report215 (p.14/fig. 8) as embodying Apollo, the 

 
Ill.9- 74: Overall plan of Troy VI highlighted in green, with South Gate flanked by the square tower of Ilion on the circuit wall 

only God still represented in aniconic form as the ‘navel of the world’ later on in Archaic and Classical Greece when, 

as Jean Richer saw it as marking the centre of Greece’s Land Zodiac at Delphi. We wonder whether the Minoan or 

Mycenaean round boulders216 found in architectural settings or depicted as part of the scenery on their mythological 

seal rings were its predecessors, possibly with the function of marking an an observational standpoint (for comparison 

see the Bighorn Medicine Wheel - Ill.9-82 - round which orientation points are marked by small circles of stones). 

  
Ill.9- 75: (Left) Remains of four baetyls set against an altar at the entrance to Level VI Troy gates (right) close-up of tower, altar and 

baetyloi footprints - – from Korfmann 1998 figs 1/3 

                                                                 
214 M. Wood In Search of the Trojan War (DVD 1985) and accompanying book of the same title reprinted 2005 
215 M Korfmann ‘Die Arbeiten in Troja/Wilusa 2003’ Studia Troica XIV  2004 3-31 
216 Their funerary or visionary connotations are dwelt on both by P Warren in  ‘Of Baetyls’ Opuscula Atheniensia XVIII 1990 193-206 and V La Rosa in 

‘Minoan Baetyls: Between Funerary Rituals and Epiphanies’  in Aegaeum XXII Liège and Austin Texas 2001 221-130 
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The closeup above shows the row of baetyloi placed to the side of Troy’s main gate at both levels VI and VII – the 

positioning of those at the Level VI more clearly picked out in Korfmann’s217 plan above (arrowed). As he summarises 

- and this had already been noted by Dörpfeld when first unearthed - ‘Es handelt sich um vier nebeneinander 

aufgestellte rechteckige, pfeilerartige Steine, die fast Menschenhöhe erreichen’. They were set against the jutting altar 

at the left side of the main entrance to the citadel, and Korfmann adds, ‘Ehemals waren es wohl fünf oder gar sechs 

dieser Art und Dimension’). Also at Levels VI and VII the remains of much larger, sometimes fallen, monoliths 

(Korfmann figs 6-18) were distributed in the vicinity of doorways to buildings inside the entrance area of the Troy 

citadel (the general plan in the previous illustration shows how they clustered round the inside entrance at five or six 

different spots, one possibly an altar). His conclusion was that these slabs, too, were raised in honour of the Luwian 

God Apaliunas – known later on the Greek mainland as Apollo - in his role as Protector of City Gates (other evidence 

of this kind is paralleled by similar monoliths in Anatolia – most notably at Beycesultan). 

In the Iliad Apollo famously appears at regular intervals throughout the Trojan War to manipulate events in favour of 

the Trojan side, contrasting with similar appearances by Athena doing the same for the Achaeans. Korfmann quotes 

Fehrentz (1993) that ‘Apollon mit dem Steinkult so eng wie kein anderer Gott verbunden ist’, and that his local name 

of Apollo Agyieus ‘gilt als Epithet des anikonischen Apollon’. When we later consider Apollo in Classical Greece 

(where at Delphi, for instance, he is alluded to in pediment sculptures by lion-prey attacks) we will understand his 

significance not only as Sun passing through the full circuit of the Zodiac - but more as the embodiment of Jupiter-

Baal as Cosmokrator and Lord of the Zodiac (in passing through one sign of the zodiac each year the God completes 

the full circuit in twelve years). In passing we should make a general cross-reference to the First Millennium later, 

when at a site such as Shechem there is one large standing stone (with a very particular orientation) outside the 

entrance to the temple of Baal-Berith, in relation to two smaller ones either side of the entrance (below). This is all by 

way of making an initial broad connection between the uprights of the ‘heraldic unit’ and the Neolithic tradition 

  
Ill.9- 76: Shechem and ‘the Covenant Stone’ associated with the oath enjoined by Joshua on the Twelve Tribes when making 

Shechem the temporary site for the Ark of the Covenant in the lead-up to settling Jerusalem and building the permanent temple 

perpetuated in the 2M archaeoastronomical monuments of Syria-Palestine, Anatolia, Greece - and even Central Asia. 

This requires a bit more explanation in as succinct a way as possible, having already considered baetyls and some of 

their differing functions and names in 2M Syria at some length in Catalogue C. 

BAETYLS AS GODS - OR STANDARDS 

Although ‘maṣṣeba’ refers to a single, uninscribed standing stone, it can be tricky to pin down what maṣṣeboth 

signified from site to site in Syro-Anatolia - and even more so in the Levanto-Aegean - since it depends on their 

                                                                 
217 M Korfmann ‘Stelen vor den Toren Troias: Apaliuna-Apollon in Truisa/Wilusa?’ in G Arsebük et al. (eds) Light on top of the Black Hill: Studies presented 

to Halet Çambel Istanbul 1998 471-488. See also his ‘Troia, an Ancient Anatolian Palatial and Trading Center: Archaeological Evidence for the Period of Troia 
VI/VII’ The World of Troy - Classical World Special Issue May/June 1998 369-385 
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historical context and the variety of possible original calendrical functions initially intended by their erection before the 

later symbolic and/or decorative elaboration that followed. For example, during the 2M some were carved with reliefs 

to spell out their particular commemorative message - as in the case of the Ishtar obelisk at Ebla (Ill.9- ) – and some 

could even be taken a stage further and carved into sculptures218 while retaining their underlying baetylic significance. 

In the earliest instances from Neolithic times, to as far south as pre-Islamic Mecca or Upper Egypt’s Nabta Playa they 

were often erected as stone circles – but by the time Gezer219 was built (thought to be around the same time the great 

baetyl at Mari was erected in the first third of the 2M - shown below), just a row of eleven stones worked well enough 

to calculate the year’s turning points220. As time went on, a pair of obelisks sufficed to measure the solstices, 

standardized in this format at Egyptian temple entrances.  

By the mid-2M a single standing stone placed in or near the temple seems often to have erected as the aniconic 

embodiment of the very presence of an astronomically signifsicant God or Goddess - not surprisingly the Sun-God in 

particular (Fick221). Here Durand’s note 8222 on translating and contrasting the differing vocabulary for standing stelai 

used by Syrians and Hittites is telling, given Bayt-El, meaning ‘dwelling of the God’ exactly corresponds to the 

translation for the Eblan sikkannum, from the root SKN ‘to inhabit’223. Maag224’s enquiry into the 65 mentions in the 

Old Testament of the place, Beth-el/Bayt-El (location of the standing stone erected by Jacob) covers several aspects 

of the question. Jacob had originally laid his head on the stone laid flat, receiving as he slept the oracular vision of 

angels ascending to and descending from Heaven, which led him next morning to raise it in commemoration of the  

 
Ill.9- 77: Jewish scroll cover showing The Tablets of the Law as Polar Axis in a heraldic unit with lions and pillars 

event (meaning that, aside from being a monument to the pact between God and Jacob marking the spot as the 

dwelling-place of El/God, the stone was viewed as the transmitter of oracle and prophecy). In the case of Troy, what 

emerges from Korfmann’s paper is that the baetyloi in the Troy Gate have primarily absorbed the protective presence 

                                                                 
218 See V Haas Hethitische Berggötter und Hurritische Steindämonen Mainz-am-Rhein 1982 for the full mythical implications of rock, pillar and mountain 

for the sculpted rocks of Yazilikaya 
219 For the further row of baetyls at Nabta Playa - and the one at Gezer used for calendrical measurement, see again my Cosmokrator Newsletter no.3 at 

http://www.cosmokrator.com/2013-newsletter.pdf . 
220 In the version of the Myth of Ninurta and the Kur/dragon, different stones (such as basalt, limestone or marble) help or hinder the God in his battle, even 

taking on animal or human form, and sometimes described as male or female. By the end of the story these animated stones earn Ninurta’s curses or blessings. 
221 S M E Fick ‘Zur Bedeutung der Baityloi in der Hoch- und Volksreligion: Ausgewählte Zeugnisse des syriscfhen und kleinasiatischen Raumes’ in M Hutter et 

al. (eds) Offizielle Religion, locale Kulte und individuelle Religiosität 2004 Münster 2004 157-171 
222 J-M Durand ‘Le Nom des Bétyles à Ebla et en Anatolie’ in N.A.B.U. 1988, 1 pp 5-6 
223 Note once more our comment on the connection between this word and the name of the Mitanni capital. 
224 V Maag ‘Zum Hieros Logos von Beth-El’  in Zeitschrift der Schweizerischen Asiengesellschat V 1951 22-133 

http://www.cosmokrator.com/2013-newsletter.pdf
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of Apaliuna-Apollo (Ill.9- ) – a God also associated with oracular utterances, famously at Didyma and Delphi. Although 

Maag devotes much time to Biblical sources (in the books of Samuel, Moses, Josiah and Kings among others) for an 

understanding of Beth-El, he emphasizes the adoption of the maṣṣeba by the Israelites points to their takeup of 

Canaanite practices. He reminds us of precedents in Ugaritic literature that in turn look back to ‘ein Volk, das ihr 

Gebiet vor dessen kanaanäischer Besiedelung, im Neolithikum und am Anfang der Bronzezeit bewohnt hatte, und das 

sie asl Refa’im zu bezeichnen pflegten’225. We will simply take it as read that, until the time Jereboam replaced 

maṣṣeboth with sculptures of the Golden Calf (incarnation of Baal, Son of El), it was the baetyl that did duty in the 

Israelite religion for commemorative purposes of several kinds – based on long, uninterrupted tradition reaching back 

all the way to Göbekli Tepe226 - whose different phases date between 10,500 and 8,000BC. That tradition endures 

even today in the scroll covers of many a Synagogue, like the one above, showing the Tablets of the Law supported 

by lions and pillars in just the same way as the Lion Gate at Mycenae – flanked in turn by the Salamanic pillars of the 

Great Temple. 

Not to be over-abstruse, coming back to Mitanni seal composition, the point we are making here is that, set against 

the above cultural context the very structure and style of an image can be one and the same as its content, since the 

use of the upright central axis in the heraldic unit on Elaborate seals appears to take on a baetylic sense - especially 

with winged Sun disc included on the top - from its centred verticality conveying both Solar (and Polar) connotations of 

stability and cosmic order227. The following etymological musings by Albright228 are apposite here: 

… like Assyr. … ITTU (boundary mark, guide-post). The moon and the brightest of the planets are the guide-

posts and the calendars of men; similarly the sun is called the standard (DIGLU) of the wide earth. The ÇADDU 

may usually have been a heap of stones, like … Ar. ‘AMARĀTU/Eg. MR (pyramid), or a MAṢṢEBA of stone or 

wood. The latter is much more probable for Babylonia … and is supported by the Eg. cognate DJED, name of 

the sacred pillar of Osiris which was a MAṢṢEBA representing, as Lutz has shown, a stereotyped palm, 

connected perhaps, according to Ember’s supposition, with the MAṢṢEBA of Ashirat. The root ÇD means ‘to 

be firm’ … [c.f.] Eg. DJEDU ‘remain, [endure]’…. 

Lorenz229  notes parity between Biblical and Ugaritic texts expressing the idea of raising a stone (nṣb jd), that appear 

to correspond exactly to the Egyptian rite of the raising of the Djed column that symbolically enacts the resurrection of 

Osiris and the idea of eternal permanence. There is, moreover, partial interchangeability between the words for jd and 

yad/hand:  an open hand is often seen on Canaanite or Phoenician memorial stones as if to say ‘remember this’. We 

have just seen one on the Mitanni seal from Ras Shamra, but its use can be traced back to Hazor , Gonur – and even 

Uruk230 (the idea perhaps being that the gesture of the hand raised in the presence of the God of Justice symbolizes 

the swearing of an binding oath – a gesture still used today at the swearing in at Law Courts). Alternatively, on Mitanni 

or Cypriote seals the Hand could equally refer to the 5-year Venus cycle – and we will come to consider in due course 

a Hittite drinking vessel in the shape of a clenched fist – a different hand gesture important in Anatolian ritual. Charpin 

                                                                 
225 Here he quotes P Karge Refaim: Die vorgeschichtliche Kultur Palästinas und phöniziens 1925 
226 K Schmidt  Le premier temple : Göbekli Tepe Paris 2015 (for an overall view) 
227 The establishment of continuous contact between an ordered kingdom within an ordered cosmos is spelled out in Kassite/Babylonian terms by V Maag 

‘Kosmos, Chaos, Gesellschaft und Recht’ in H H Schmid et al. (eds)  Kultur, Kulturkontakt und Religion [Victor Maag F/S] Göttingen and Zürich 1980 
228 W Albright ‘Notes on Assyrian Lexicography and Etymology’ Revue Assyriologique XVI p.189 
229 O Lorenz ‘Stelen und Sohnespflicht im Totenkult Kanaans und Israels’  UF XXI 1989  241-6 
230 See K Limper Uruk: Perlen-Ketten-Anhänger (Ausgrabungen in Uruk-Warka Endberichte II Mainz 1988 abb.31 
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in a N.A.B.U. note231 points out that at Mari the word abum (close to the word ab/father) was an alternative word for a 

baetyl, and sometimes used as a theophoric suffix in names of the time, whilst Durand a few notes onwards reminds 

us that in the same Euphratean area the term ḫumūsum referred in particular to a wooden memorial made of cut-

down trees (we are not at all sure what such a monument would have looked like). Although expanded upon in his 

later writings, not much new information has been added to Durand’s earlier paper summarising different types of 

erected stones over and above pure calendar-measurement function232, other than an emphasis given by Hutter233 to 

their comparatively new role as boundary stones commemorating and legally fixing a boundary or land agreement – 

relevant later for our consideration of a particular Kassite kudurru (Error! Reference source not found.) of added 

iconographical interest. 

  
Ill.9- 78: (Left) André Parrot’s original photo234 of the almost-man-height baetyl in the Ishtar Temple at Mari, and (right) a current view 

of the row of standing stones at Gezer 

Already discussed in Catalogue C, Durand gives textual backup for the timing and process of obtaining and erecting 

at Mari thebaetyls (roughly man-height) in honour of Ishtar, Adad and Dagan. Since Hutter (who repeats Durand’s 

information) is clear this Syrian tradition spread both to Anatolia and Palestine/Israel, it should be no surprise to come 

across baetyloi erected according to the same tradition for Apollo-Baal at Troy. If there are no obvious signs the 

Minoans and Mycenaeans adopted the Levantine tradition in its outward form as such, nonetheless as already 

mentioned unhewn rocks play a large part in Minoan iconography on seal rings235 – along with trees236, while the idea 

of the central baetyl as World Mountain or World Anchor is a common image on Minoan and Mycenaean sealstones -

and probably connected with the modes of astronomical observation undertaken by the Minoans and Mycenaeans 

which we come back in more detail near the end of this catalogue and in Chapter 20. Whether stones were raised by 

the Mitanni is unlikely, but their occupation of cities using baetyloi in their temples is likely. More important is a similar 

use of the concept of a Pillar, or Pillars, of Heaven in their iconography – until their preference moved to the Tree of 

Life, possibly to be understood as simply a changeover to the concept of the ḫumūsum. 

RELEVANCE OF THE ABOVE DIVERSION TO FORATT-24/25 
We are trying to explain both the finesse and the cosmology behind the Gestalt - or overall layout - of the Elaborate Mitanni 

seals analysed in the Forward Attack and Bilateral Attack Catalogues, and it comes down to unpicking a subtle synthesis 

                                                                 
231 NABU 1987,3  note 77 – Durand’s is note 85 
232 J-M Durand ‘Le Culte des Bétyles en Syrie’ in J-M Durand et al. (eds.) Miscellanea Babylonica: Mélanges Offerts à Maurice Birot Paris 1985 79-86 
233 M Hutter ‘Kultstelen und Baityloi’ in B Janowski et al. (eds) Religionsgeschichtliche Beziehungen swischen Kleinasien, Nordsyrien und dem alten 

Testament Freiburg 1993 87-108 
234 Pl. XIV,1 Syria XXI 1954 
235 S Crooks What are these Queer Stones? Baetyles: epistemology of a Minoan Fetish (BAR 2511) Oxford 2013 
236 J G  Younger ‘Tree Tugging and Omphalos Hugging on Minoan gold Rings’ in A D’Agata et al. (eds) Archaeologies of Cult (Hesperia Suppl. 42) Princeton 

2009 43-57 
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blended by the Mitanni from Mesopotamian, Levantine and Egyptian trends during a short period only, possibly inspired by a 

handful of prototypes initially received as presents, likely also supported by existing craft tradition (foreign or local) and probably 

only lasting one generation. Overall there is also that flavour, in this early stage of their cultural presence, that the Mitanni were 

still close to, and drawing upon, key strands in their immediate cultural roots on the BMAC side of the Indus.  

We can now revisit the Perati Seal with a more discriminating eye to assess its dating implications and general material context. 

ART HISTORICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF THE PERATI SEAL 
The Perati seal belongs to that small group made in one or two élite workshops associated with a Mitanni administration that 

availed itself, during a short window of opportunity, of the top quality technology transfer and high-level iconography that we 

have homed in on (Aruz, we remember, classes them as the products of ‘the Yale Master’). From that handful of seals this one 

from Perati is alone in having a definite provenance, but going by where the related, unprovenanced seals in this group were 

purchased (around Alalakh/Aleppo), such a workshop must have operated somewhere in north Syria/S-E Anatolia during an  

I 1190/85-1165/60 

 

II 1165/60-1100 

III 1100-1075 

Ill.9- 79: Phases of the main Perati necropolis and general location of Perati 

early phase of Mitanni occupation. They could have been carved by locals in a vassal Syrian court - or by visiting craftsmen sent 

from abroad (maybe Egypt) – probably not by Mitanni craftsmen as such - though Mitanni officials surely must have decided on 

content appropriate to their own cultural background.  

 

Ill.9- 80: Up-to-date map of Mycenaean archaeological sites in Attica and Euboeoa showing the siting of Perati in relation to Athens 
and Thebes –Kramer-Hajos 2016 fig.1.1– see also the map at Ill.9-  
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The wider Perati necropolis seems ‘to have been founded following the destruction of Mycenae and Tiryns by the Sea Peoples’, 

indicating ‘a new phase of Mycenaean adaptation to loss of power in Greece itself’, writes the excavator, Spiros Iakovidis237. A 

variety of small finds in its many chamber tombs – including, he maintains, the first iron blades to reach Greece, sort into three 

main phases for their dating, helpfully summed up the table above, given in his later English summary238. Burns (ibid.) counted 

47 imports found in the Perati necropolis, situated above the bay where ships from abroad would have moored. As he puts it, 

‘the acquisition of imports here is best considered a separate phenomenon from those in other regions with dominant power 

centres’ (compare, for instance, only 3 imports of the same period found in the Athens acropolis tombs). 

But before the incursion of the Sea Peoples, the tholos tomb in which seal A1 was found is thought to have been almost the 

only structure on the hill, standing alone for some decades and long predating the invasions that brought about the fall of 

Mycenae and Tiryns which transformed the area around it into a densely populated necropolis. Certainly the discovery of two 

cylinder seals underlines Perati’s role as perfectly sited for easy international outreach, much as Aegina - or Enkomi in Cyprus 

(whence we have already discussed the two Mitanni seals of Tomb 93 (Ill.9- 56). The high level of imports in the Perati tholos  

 
Ill.9- 81: The second haematite cylinder seal (Exc. Ref. A267) from Perati (CMS-IS 57) – shows typical Cypriote-style elongated 
bodies with small heads in a mix with Syro-Egyptianising iconography, though the figure with the live ibex approaching the 

pharaonic enthroned figure and his attendant (both holding Egyptian ‘stage props) is winged in the Mitanni idiom (note also the 
clenched hand and lion hieroglyphs along the top and the two more abstract signs at ground level) 

itself led Burns to comment, ‘alongside Kantor’s craftsmen, merchants and sailors, I include [as the tomb occupants] those 

Mycenaeans...for whom distant lands…had even greater significance’.  But in what capacity? We have already asked ourselves 

whether the Perati seal might have been used by Mycenaeans as ‘agents’ - or even vassals (unlikely) – of the Mitanni - or 

conversely did it belong to a resident Mitanni governor/overlord? Other than two gold seal rings, the remainder of the seals 

found in the Perati necropolis (no more than a dozen, not counting scarabs mostly with the cartouche of Ramses II) were the 

usual Mycenaean agate or carnelian lentoids/amygdaloids with single animals on them, some in contorted positions, and best 

fitting Iakovidis’ general dating for the necropolis. Unfortunately he does not group together all finds in specific grave 

assemblages for the tombs the two cylinder seals were found in, though we are told they were the richest (even though looted), 

and of course the owner of the tholos tomb must have been of top status to deserve that form of burial. If not given to the owner 

in Perati itself, it must have been acquired from somewhere in Syria: were seals like this handed by Mitanni to Mycenaeans as a 

token of some kind of delegation of authority between them? The seal is an odd item to give as a present, unless in friendship or 

for administrative reasons. We only have one intriguing firm clue pointing in that kind of direction -  not actually concerning the 

Mitanni, but the Hittites - in the letter KUB 26.91 discussed by Taracha239  from an Ahhiyawan ruler to Muwatalli II the line 

occurs, ‘Your islands which y[ou…] the Storm-God gave to me in vassalage’ (here referring to islands off the Anatolian coast). 

                                                                 
237 ΠΕΡΑΤΗ (2 vols) Athens 1969  - see fig. 138 for the Perati seal 
238 Excavations of the Necropolis at Perati Los Angeles c.1980 - see fig. 100 for Perati seal 1A, and fig. 101 for the other cylinder, our Ill.9- 81 
239 P Taracha ‘Mycenaeans, Ahhiyawa and Hittite imperial policy in the West: a note on KUB 26.91’ in T Richter et al. (eds) Kulturgeschichten: 

Altorientaistische Studien für Volkert Haas zum 65. Geburtstag Saabrücken 2001 
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The Cypriote Syro-Egyptianising haematite cylinder seal above (c.f. similar seals under ForAtt-20 for a lead on dating) which 

incorporates Linear B signs (the double cross and the star), Cypriote hieroglyphs (the hand and the goose) – and the Egyptian 

ankh - must date from earlier but could have been kept as an heirloom by someone else of high status. Evidently the man had 

been sufficiently impressed by it to have it buried with him. We are reminded of the roughly contemporary (in manufacture, 

rather than delivery date) hoard of Kassite, Mitanni and Cypriote-style seals found at Thebes240 not much further north 

(highlighted in pink on the indistinct map above top left) that even more richly was witness to the kinds of communication taking 

place between Mycenaean palaces and Near Eastern courts at this time (where, again, stratigraphy did not help in dating the 

seals themselves). From the four indigenous Mycenaean agate seals with that collection (see Catalogue D, Ill.8-29) it looks as 

if they used the Near Eastern imports in the treasure (dating to centuries earlier) as models for their own designs in much the 

same way the unprovenanced Mitanni cylinder in ForAtt-24 with its striking rendition of the Forward Attack motif was copied on 

Mycenaean seals (Ill.9- 60). We cannot answer all these suppositions but what is certain is that: 

o we have proof of the adoption of a particular type of Forward Attack design on Mycenaean seals from the Mitanni seal 
under ForAtt-24 (or one similar to it), not leaving out the possibility the direction of traffic could have been the other 
way round, and that 

o we have a Mitanni seal of Syrian type found in a Greek mainland tholos at Perati suggesting it was a gift of friendship, 
or a token of war alliance or even of vassalship. If it signifies Mitanni occupation of Perati it is likely to have been on 
the point-to-point basis described by von Dassow ibid. above, indicating that the Mitanni sphere of influence extended 
well beyond the official geographical borders shown on the usual maps. 

Niemeier241 in earlier days had argued Mycenae was probably the centre of what Hittite sources called Ahhiyawa (equating it to 

Achaia), but was reminded by G H Lehmann that ‘the name Achaioi and the topynym Achaia are not attested in the Argolid but 

in eastern central Greece (and on Rhodes)’. Thus taking into consideration the content of the Thebes hoard and later the 

geographical information on the new Linear B tablets found at Thebes, ’it emerges that the territory controlled by the Theban 

palace was larger than the territories controlled by the palaces of Pylos, Mycenae and Tiryns, and that Thebes must have 

played a leading role in the Mycenaean world, giving some probability to … the identification of Thebes242 as the centre of 

Ahhiyawa’ – amplifying the overall picture that it was this region (including Perati) that was most impacted by its closeness to 

Anatolia (see Niemeier’s map Ill.9- ) - engaging by direct routes with Anatolia and the Levant by both land or sea.  

PERATI’S POSITION NEAR THE LAURION SILVER MINES 

Perati, like Athens, was sited not far from the well-used Laurion silver mines (no.21 on map at Ill.9- , and marked on the detailed 

map below (Perati is not, but both are in Ill.9- ), Laurion being advantageously connected in all directions to a network of mining 

centres called upon during the Bronze Age by the Mycenaean world – most immediately in Europe, around the Aegean and 

west coast of Anatolia, but also successively meshing onwards to more distant spheres eastwards and westwards that in the 

end funnelled required raw resources to the Aegean from sites across really vast territories - from NW Central Europe to as far 

as NW South Asia – coming in by land and sea routes from Eurasia, across the Near East and even (for a short time - thanks to 

middlemen like the Mitanni) with fingers reaching into Central Asia and NW India243 across plains and chains of metal-rich 

mountain sites from beyond Susiana clawing into the Oxus-Indus-Turanian world - the maps at Ill.9- 23 and Ill.9-  give an idea 

of the reach. 

                                                                 
240 See SEAL GROUP STUDY 4 in Catalogue D: The Back Lunge. SEAL GROUP STUDY 5 in Catalogue E (this catalogue) expands on the next entry. 
241 W-D Niemeier ‘Minoans, Mycenaeans, Hittites and Ionians in Western Asia Minor: New Excavations in Bronze Age Miletus-Millawanda’ in A Villing (ed.) The 

Greeks in the East (British Museum Research Publication no. 157) London 2005, 1-35 
242 A new museum was opened at Thebes in 2016, now adequately doing justice to the wealth and influence of Boeotia (see ForAtt-43 and commentary on it). 
243 When we refer to India, throughout we mean ancient India before the separation of Pakistan from it – important since it is North-West India (now Pakistan) 

that has always played such a key role in its dialogues with Central Asia and Iran. 
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The discovery of iron knives amongst the grave goods of several other Perati tombs south of the tholos, tangible evidence of the 

phasing out of the Bronze Age, means it is timely, at this juncture, to consider the overall question of the procurement of metals 

by the Mycenaeans in our next DIVERSION, especially since it once more helps to highlight (if somewhat ambiguously, as we 

shall see) the network of international sources they had access to, directly and indirectly – a matter that should be looked at  

 
Ill.9- 82: Map of Attica showing location of Laurion, Athens, Thebes – and the island of Aegina. Perati is located on the north 

headland of the Prasiae bay, south of Brauron 

early on. Iron will appear last on the list since as far as this Chronological Focus is concerned we should concentrate on the four 

key metals most sought after during the Second Millennium: gold, silver, copper and tin (the latter, of course, the vital new 

ingredient added to copper to make bronze).  

All these metals feature on artefacts mentioned in Homer’s Iliad, summarised at the end of our DIVERSION. 
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DIVERSION 2  METAL PROCUREMENT IN THE MYCENAEAN WORLD 

From increasingly precise research by specialists over recent decades two opposing theories have emerged to 

account for the profusion of bronze weaponry found in Mycenaean graves (90 swords with one individual alone in 

Shaft Grave V) and to account for the typology of their sword, dagger or axe design and manufacture as matching 

similar pieces found between Germanic Europe and the Levant to as far as India/Afghanistan. Of course, for textual 

backup, bronze swords, spears, daggers, shields, armour (and even chariot parts) proliferate as the main stage props 

of Trojan War action in the Iliad.  

With only the space to sketch in but a smattering of the overall picture, it is best to consider the two contrasting 

theories about Mycenae’s metal sources – though the truth is probably a mixture of the two, with likely alternation 

between directions of procurement syncopated over time as trading opportunities and political exigencies fluctuated. 

METALS AVAILABLE FROM THE WEST - THE CENTRAL EUROPE ARGUMENT 

 
Ill.9- 83: Dayton’s Map 4 showing the main 2M sources of metals (especially copper) immediately to hand in Middle Europe (note 

their comparative absence in Greece itself other than at Laurion, at no. 21). Note that at no. 1 in the Unetice area he places the 
source of the silver/cobalt ores traceable to Mycenaean use, as will unfold more fully under the BEADS and GLASS DIVERSION  

John E Dayton244 from his point of view traces the origins of bronze metallurgy and weapon types to the Erzgebirge 

region of Central Europe: his Map 4, above, shows how copper, silver and gold were easily available all over the area 

lying immediately north of mainland Greece on its very doorstep. Then the plentiful tin resources further west, in 

Sardinia, Corsica, Spain or even Britain - signposted in his more diagrammatic trade route (see his Map 3, next), are 

in fact sufficient to make the case for Mycenae not needing to look eastwards at all for that vital ingredient. Dayton 

argues that tin found in various forms at West and Central European sites would be forwarded as a matter of course in 

                                                                 
244 See John E Dayton (Introduction by C Lamberg-Karlovsky) The Discovery of Glass: Experiments in the Smelting of Rich, Dry Silver Ores, and the 

Reproduction of Bronze Age-type Cobalt Blue Glass as a Slag Cambridge (Mass) 1993 (a booklet as much about early metallurgy as it is about glass!). See 
also his earlier book, Minerals, Metals, Glazing and Man London 1978 in which the early formulation of his theories are put forward. 

http://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=1773261837&searchurl=an%3DLamberg-Karlovsky
http://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=1773261837&searchurl=an%3DLamberg-Karlovsky
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conjunction with the other commodities already traded from these territories - including the plentiful amethyst, rock 

crystal and silver-cobalt ores found in the Unetice territory in central Europe - with Baltic amber woven in – some, it 

appears, coming direct from Britain’s surplus. The ready availability, all from one direction, of such a variety of 

materials is germane to our ‘take’ on the Vapheio warrior’s weaponry and adornment (his seal ring is the next entry to 

be analysed), because the materials of his sword, seals and necklace are as likely to be European as Near Eastern! 

 
Ill.9- 84: Routes for the export of metals from Europe – Dayton Map 3 (the join is just as it appears on the double spread in his book). 

It indicates that even tin, as also copper and silver, could be exported eastwards to the Aegean from West Europe 
 

METALS AVAILABLE FROM THE EAST – AND THE CENTRAL ASIA ARGUMENT 
The more usual perspective – even for much of the Aegean’s ultimate metal sources - was articulated early on by 

Lamberg-Karlovsky245 - with detail painstaking synthesised from several current sites being dug by his colleagues at 

the time. His paper delineates the better-known version of ‘the bigger picture’ for the gradual discovery of naturally 

occurring copper-arsenic or tin-copper alloy use at 2M sites in Iran, India/Afghanistan which prompted the emergence 

of an archipelago of small settlements separated by difficult territory of mountains and deserts, irrigatable briefly by 

nearby rivers, where miners and metalworkers operated on an individual trading basis - i.e. the network was on a 

cottage-industry basis, not state-run. Since his own map is not clear, the key sites are underlined in gold below using 

his student Philip Kohl’s map (which is not much clearer!). Other key sites mentioned but not marked on it are Tell-i-

Iblis north of Sialk and Rangpur in Gujurāt, India (see map at Ill.9- ). He writes, ‘The achievement of copper-tin 

alloying appears for the first time at Mundigak’ [also on the map, east of Shahr-i-Sokhta], thus providing ‘the earliest 

known metal in this area c.3100BC for the inception of metallurgy in Afghanistan’. For Lamberg-Karlovsky this means 

‘the earliest occurrence of metal in Afghanistan, India and Pakistan is placed over two thousand years after its initial 

appearance in Iran at Ali Kosh’, with parallels in workmanship ‘during Phase C between Mundigak I, Sialk III and 

Hissar I’. This statement fits in with the date given to the Shahi-Tump lead weight - found mid-way between South Iran 

                                                                 
245 C Lamberg-Karlovsky ‘Archeology and Metallurgical Technology in Prehistoric Afghanistan, India and Pakistan’ American Anthropologist LXIX 1967 145-

162 (based on his PhD thesis of 1965). 
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and the Indus some decades later than Lamberg-Karlovsky’s paper - an already sophisticated piece of lost-wax 

workmanship dated to roughly 3100  (Ill.9-91 and Ill.9-1), still using a copper-lead alloy rather than copper-tin. The 

parallel skill of more or less contemporary metal-workers in Eurasia is now also attested in the archaeological record 

(Ill.9- 92 top right shows the burial of an early metalworker of the period from the Eurasian side of the Caspian Sea, 

 
Ill.9- 85:  Turan (Iran on the south-eastern side of the Caspian Sea) in relation to Central Asia, S-E Iran and Indus Valley sites (see a 

wider perspective in relation to Eurasia in Ill.9- 23)  – from Kohl (ibid.) fig. 5.1. Note in particular (clockwise, underlined in gold), 
Konar Sandal (Jiroft); Tepe Yahya; Shahdad; Hissar; Gonur-Depe; Harappa; Mohenjo-Daro, Mundigak and Shahr-i-Sokhta. REDO? 

fitting in with the story of a tradition of already active smiths in the previous Maikop Culture246, who in the pre-bronze 

era used plain copper, silver and gold (referred to in relation to Ratt-10 in Catalogue C). 

METAL TECHNIQUES AND TRADE: ACCEPTED 2M DIFFUSION SEQUENCES  
From firm chronological evidence, fragmentary though it may be, Lamberg-Karlovsky sees Iran as the principal 

instigator of advances in metalwork both ways into Sumer, India and Central Asia – in later periods then reciprocated 

in various forms back to Mesopotamia, Eurasia and the Levant from those areas (our main interest being to pick up on 

their ultimate impact on Mitanno-Mycenaean artefact types and iconography). Though we focus especially on the 2M 

here, Weeks247 fills in such a scenario for Iran for the 4M (including the location of Shahi Tump on the Makran248).  

Stratigraphy – and therefore chronology - is often a problem, but already in the much earlier protohistoric and 

pioneering phase - as Lamberg-Karlovsky puts it, ‘[at] the site of Tepe Sialk (Ghirshman 1938249) … a sequence of 

developing metallurgical techniques can be placed in a context of successive levels [and] provides one of the first 

examples of a developing metal technology (Coghlan 1951250)’  - mostly using copper - such as hammering, use of 

open moulds, and finally the cire perdue method’. However, to build overall accuracy, ‘Though a sophisticated 

technology of metal-working in copper and bronze was known to the people of the Indus Civilization, lack of 

                                                                 
246 P Betancourt in ‘The Maikop Copper Tools and their Relationship to Cretan Metallurgy’ AJA LXXIV 351-8 1970 suggests knowledge of metalwork and 

blueprints for weaponry shaping spread to Crete from the Maikop culture 
247 Lloyd Weeks ‘Iranian Metallurgby of the 4M BC in its Wider Technological and Cultural Contexts’ in C. Petrie (ed.) op.cit. 277-291 
248 See also H D Sankalia ‘The Painted Grey Ware of the Gangetic Valley and Shahi Tump’ in R C Gaur (ed.) Painted Grey Ware (Conference) Aligarh 1994 
249 R Ghirshman Fouilles de Sialk (2 vols) Paris 1938 
250 H H Coghlan Notes on the prehistoric metallurgy of copper and bronze in the Old World Oxford 1951 
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confidence in the stratigraphy of the important sites makes any attempt at tracing the developmental stages of this 

craft most difficult. Since the metallurgical technology in these earliest levels was far beyond an experimental stage, 

we must look elsewhere – towards Iran and Mesopotamia – for its origins’  (here Dayton would argue for Eurasian 

primacy from even further west). In fact, the excavation of sites such as Tell-i-Iblis251 (north of Shahdad) and Tepe 

Hissar252 have thrown up manufactured objects and metal-working equipment ‘suggesting the presence of the earliest-

known smelting operations dated to c.4000BC’ – the intermediaries, he suggests, for technology transfer both west to 

Mesopotamia, north to what Sarianidi calls the BMAC in Central Asia (Bactria/Turkmenistan), and east to Baluchistan 

where Quetta (near Mundigak) is sited, also along the Makran coast where Shahi-Tump is (Ill. 9-90).  

  
Ill.9- 86: (Left) copper/bronze objects from the Quetta hoard – Jarrige & Hassan ibid. fig.12; the chisel perhaps comparable (right) to 

similar roughed-out blades in Troy’s ‘Treasure of Priam’ (detail in the photo of the hoard assembled by Schliemann) 

Interpretation of directions of influence still lies open to reversal, and for the intermediate detail of the interaction of 

sites in Turan, the BMAC and India/Afghanistan starting to use tin in combination with copper (interacting by way of 

such staging posts as marked on the map above), as also the weighing up of more emerging or contradictory 

evidence, I must leave to the reader to follow up as new information comes in from the more recently dug sites.  

The initial aim above has simply been to polarise the two contrasting approaches to the development of 2M metal-

sourcing and metal-working, given the Mycenaean world literally nestled at the interface of both western and eastern 

networks. We can now look at the detail of these opposing perspectives further by considering the use by the 

Mycenaeans first of the three most common metals already long prized in previous millennia: gold, silver and copper – 

viewed by the Sumerians as symbolic of Sun, Moon and Venus. Then we come to the rarer tin in fuller detail (a metal 

traditionally associated with Jupiter-Baal, the predominant God of the 2M Bronze Age), and finally iron, ore of Mars.  

COPPER 
Copper, of course, is the first metal used in Europe, the Neolithic Near East and Indus – most notably to make tools 

for farming, woodworking (socketed axes everywhere - or the copper saws and chisels of Mohenjo-Daro and Egypt 

even used painfully slowly to work stone. From Dayton’s maps it is already clear how easily available copper was in 

most territories: in the Chalcolithic period, copper tools being found along with the more ‘old-fashioned’ flint blades – 

the latter in fact showing up even as late as on Roman sites (the freshly knapped glassy substance of flint or obsidian 

still gives a sharper cut than metal for dealing with meat). The probable initial accidental use of copper mixed with 

arsenic (as at many small sites in India – and even at the Chalcolithic site of Nahal Mishmar  in Palestine – gradually 

pointed the metallurgical way to harder blades, and the subsequent conscious mixing in of tin (at first in random 

proportions ranging between 4 and 11% as at Rangpur253 NW India, for instance) meant that stone blades could at 

last be phased out – so that warfare with spear, dagger and sword became ever more deadly - as the graphic 

accounts of the death of individual warriors by sword, spear-thrust and arrow in the Iliad bear witness to. 

                                                                 
251 J R Caldwell and S M Shahmirzadi Tal-i-Iblis: the Kerman range and the beginnings of Smelting Springfield 1966 
252 E F Schmidt Excavations at Tepe Hissar, Damghan 1931-33 Philadelphia 1937 
253 S R Rao et al. Excavations at Rangpur and Other Explorations in Gujarat (Ancient India 18/19) 1963, 5-207 (I have the copy Rao presented to Max 

Mallowan which eventually found its way into the second-hand book market!). 
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Ill.9- 87: The sites of Ayn Sukhna and Wadi el-Jarf on the Suez Gulf zone of the Red Sea 

From the Old Kingdom onwards Egyptian workforces needed copper to make chisels to work the stone of the 

Pharaohs’ pyramids (their presence at Ayn Sukhna (see map above) is attested by rock inscriptions of the IV-V 

Dynasties, and then later for the Middle Kingdom). From Memphis, workers would haul disassembled boat planks 

across the desert to the Gulf of Suez at the narrowest part of the Red Sea, assemble the boats and cross to the 

turquoise and copper seams of Serabit el-Khadim, famously presided over by the Goddess Hathor, worshipped as 

‘Goddess of the Mines’ across the Sinai peninsula and into the Negev area also abounding in copper (which includes 

the site of the Nahal Mishmar hoard of 4000-3300 BC). Recent research by CNRS and the Sorbonne University254 has 

found remains of Old Kingdom boat kits in the tubular galleries of both Ayn Sukhna and Wadi el-Jarf255  cut out in the 

hill-sides to store the boats when not in use. Initially smelting was done at the mines themselves, but later furnaces 

were built on the Egypt side of the Suez Gulf on an industrial scale, leaving the resulting copper ingots to be 

transported back to Memphis. Surplus copper, along with gold, were material for Egypt to exchange for the silver of 

Greece and Anatolia. The copper route made for a quite different trip from similar forays taken from Wadi Gawasis256 

further south on the Red Sea coast where the Gulf widens, sited as it is at a vantage point bestraddling the Lands of 

Punt on both the African and Arabian sides, whence they were in a position to take advantage of monsoon winds to 

India (we do well not underestimate the importance of the India-Arabia-Horn of Africa triangle, as emerges in our 

narrative due course - from many different angles). 

Across the Ancient Near East both male and female Gods had been associated with copper mining (as opposed to 

the craft of metalwork) since Chalcolithic times, and In Egypt Hathor was particularly revered as the Goddess of the 

                                                                 
254 Claire Somaglino  of the Sorbonne gave an update on the site at a a joint study day on Networks of the Red Sea at University College, London sponsored 

by The British Foundation for the Study of Arabia and Friends of the Petrie Museum on 21 March 2015 
255 Map from Pierre Tallet in (i) ‘A New Pharaonic Harbour in Ayn Sokhna (Gulf of Suez)’ in D A Agius et al (eds) Navigated Spaces, Connected Places BAR 

2346 2012, 33-38 and (ii) ‘Ayn Sukhna and Wadi el-Jarf: Two newly discovered Pharaonic harbours on the Suez Gulf’ in British Museum Studies in Ancient 
Egypt and Sudan 18 (2012): 147–68 
256 For a summary view see C Ward ‘Seafaring in Ancient Egypt: Cedar Ships, Incense and Long-Distance Voyaging’ in J Aruz et al. (eds) Cultures in 

Contact: From Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean in the Second Millennium New York 2013, 46-53 
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copper mines of the Sinai. In the Levant either Nergal and/or his consort Allāt under a variety of names continued to 

fulfill this role in Mesopotamia, Cilicia, Syria and Cyprus, succinctly described by Dalley257, drawing on Schretter258.  

THE GOLD OF EGYPT – AND EURASIA 
Egypt is rich in gold (see maps below) though the metal is not restricted to Egypt, being available in pockets all over 

the territories we are considering: the story of Jason and the Golden Fleece is set in Colchis on the Black Sea, for 

instance, an area known to have been exploited in the 1M for the explosion of Scythian gold artefacts from Eurasia. 

During the Shaft Grave era Mycenae may indeed have obtained rich gifts in gold from Egypt, but looking at the next 

  
Ill.9- 88: (Left) Map for eastern desert gold mines from the reign of Ramesses IV – Turin Museum; (right) Overall view of pharaonic 
gold-mining areas of Egypt looked into in the NK as alternatives to Nubian sources - de Mierup259 Map 7.1 apud. Vercoutter 1959 

map, we realise gold was potentially much closer to hand for Mycenae from ports on the west side of the Black Sea, 

brought down by European intermediaries. Hiller’s260 account of Mycenaean-type artefacts such as shaft-hole axes, 

swords and spear-heads (see key to map below) found especially round the European river-mouth outlets of Dnester, 

Dnieper, Bug and Don where they debouche into the north Black Sea – as also on the Thracian coast along to the 

Dardanelles - does not so much point to Mycenaean occupation, as to trading ports potentially accessible to them, the 

most convenient being Troy, a way-station strategically situated at the very entrance to that Sea, just outside the 

Dardanelle straits (at 2 on the  map below).  

In negative confirmation of this, no Mycenenaean presence at all has been picked up on the eastern side of the Black 

Sea, other than 4/5 stirrup jars well inside Anatolia at Maşat Hüyük (no 1 on Hiller’s map) – and we have discussed an 

intriguing cauldron-type linkage between Trialeti (14 on the map) and Mycenae under Ill.9- 25. Hiller simply states the 

                                                                 
257 S Dalley ‘Near Eastern Deities of Mining and Smelting in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age’ Report of the Cyprus Dept of Antiquities 1987, Nicosia 61-6 
258 M K Schretter Alter Orient und Hellas : Fragen der Beeinflussung griechischen Gedankengutes aus altorientalischen Quellen, dargestellt an den 

Göttern Nergal, Rescheph, Apollon Innsbrück 1974 
259 Marc van de Mieroop The Eastern Mediterranean in the age of Ramesses II Chichester 2007 chapter 7 
260 Stefan Hiller ‘The Mycenaeans and the Black Sea’ in R Laffineur et al. eds Thalassa (Aegaeum 7)  Liège 1991 207-19 (incl.pls) 
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evidence of those in the field who say the traffic must have been north-south to link up to these river-mouth points (3-

11 on his map), meaning this evidence perfectly fits into Dayton’s interpretation of how Europe’s massive resources 

might have found their way to Mycenae without their needing to travel there by land or actually to sail into the Black 

Sea – the reason Troy became a strategic exchange port as a result. Since the Dardanelles was notoriously difficult to  

 
Ill.9-89: Finds of 2M Mycenaean-type bronze artefacts at Black Sea sites which could indicate centres in the Mycenaean supply 

chain, most immediately at Troy (2) and round the western Black Sea coast (3-11) – Hiller ibid. pl. lviii 

negotiate by boat due to constant cross-currents (as today) it would have made sense for Mycenaean boats to wait 

just outside in one of the many sheltered havens leading up to the Dardanelles, one being the big trading emporium of 

Troy itself, and Guzowska261 confirms that ‘the most probable scenario is that the end of the trading route in this part 

of the Mediterraneans was Troia’, meaning the Mycenaeans would not have had to pass through the Dardanelles to 

participate in the outflow of goods and materials through the trading ports in the Black Sea beyond, even when after 

the Trojan War they were politically in a position to do so. The story of Jason and the Argonauts is a Homeric story to 

be taken into account along with that of the Trojan War itself as heroising the way the Achaians became directly 

involved as time moved on. Mycenaean pottery sherds occur at both Troy Level VI and Troy VII262, perhaps to be read 

as revealing two quite different stories: its use first simply as a trading station, then as a city conquered by the 

Mycenaeans.Taking the Trojan War as the watershed point, after which the Mycenaeans could have obtained Colchis 

gold without the need of intermediaries, the profusion of gold in the Shaft Graves nonetheless suggests strong 

Mycenaean relations with Egypt before that event (confirmed by several objects from Egypt amongst the grave 

goods), from a time before Mycenae was able to obtain gold easily from Europe. We know Mycenaeans visited Egypt 

on their way back to Greece in the aftermath of the Trojan War (Menelaus’ descriptions of his travels there are quoted 

in the early pages of our Chronological Focus), and we have the interesting anecdote recorded by Goren263 that ‘Just 

before the Amarna period Amenhotep III sent a letter to a certain Tarhundurandu of Arzawa, a kingdom west of 

                                                                 
261 See Marta Guzowska ‘The Trojan Connection or Mycenaeans, Penteconters and the Black Sea’ in K Jones-Bley et al. Complex Societies of Central 

Eurasia from the 3rd to the 1st Millennium BC Vol.II Washington DC 2002 504-517, footnotes 9-12 
262 See our discussion under  Ill.9-  of the baetyls found at Troy’s main entrance gate - again at levels VI and VII - probably dedicated to Apalunia-Apollo,  
263 Yuval Goren ‘International Exchange during the Late Second Millennium BC: Microarchaeological Study of Finds from the Uluburun Ship’ in Aruz et al. (eds) 

Cultures in Contact 2013, 54-61 
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Cilicia… [asking him] to send him a princesss to marry…. [and] as a wedding gift the Egyptian king sent his ally a sack 

of high-quality gold and other gifts’. It is hard to know where to place these facts in relation to the presence of gold in 

the Shaft Graves and access to Colchis through Anatolia. Goren’s interpretation of the Uluburun shipwreck is that it 

was ‘a Canaanite vessel loaded in Egypt with palatial gifts… sent to the Aegean at the time of the Egyptian-Hittite 

conflicts in order to form an alliance with a rival kingdom of Hatti’. But Dayton has a more plausible, alternative 

interpretation, to be explored shortly. First we consider the other common ‘easy-to-obtain’ metals available to 

Mycenaen Greece. 

LEAD AND SILVER 
Lead is often found with silver (and sometimes with copper). A soft, heavy and dull metal, even in the Protohistoric 

period it was often put aside and not used. This said, a recently discovered 3M hollow-cast copper-lead alloy sphere 

with handle - of sophisticated workmanship - was filled with solid lead to use as a weight (an alternative to the stone  

 
Ill.9- 90:  Shahi-Tump’s location264 on the river plain inland from the coast of Meluhha (today’s Makran) – Kenoyer op.cit fig. 3.3  

‘handbag’ weights of Protohistoric Iran or Central Asia). Inlaid with shell pieces to create images of two pairs of 

leopard attacking an ibex (partly Back Lunge/partly Rear Attack), it was found at the Makran river site of Shahi-Tump 

(underlined in orange on map above). Though catalogued under BaLu-4, its context is better filled out in this study of 

the early use of metals, and brought in again inError! Reference source not found. since the region it was found in lies 

mid-way between Indus and Iran, at a point linking both territories via several other sites dotting the Irano-Indus region 

that in the 2M can even be associated with the Mitanni-Mycenaean theatre of operation beyond. The presence of lead 

in many of the copper objects at Mohenjodaro and the Makran – as also the presence of trace elements such as 

nickel and arsenic - points to the main source of Indus copper being Magan/Oman (the tiny inset map above gives the 

geographical contiguity). Repeating the information given in the Catalogue D (BaLu-4) entry, the Shahi-Tump weight 

                                                                 
264 See also detail in fig.1, R Besenval et al. ‘Shahi-Tump: Results of the last Field Seasons (2001-2003)’ in South Asian Archaeology 2003 Aachen 2005 57ff 
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was assessed by the French Archaeological Mission265 as a pre-Indus piece weighing a colossal 15kg/35lb, showing 

how in this instance an appropriate use was made of the lead, so often often treated as waste at the end of the silver 

smelting process. Not known of by Lamberg-Karlovsky when he wrote his first paper, the Makran weight is another 

object to add to the list of pointers to the extraordinary metalworking skills (as opposed to the availability of local ores) 

already evident at very early dates in Iran and India. In the heartland of Indus Civilization territory at 2M Mohenjodaro, 

due to the channels, furnaces and slag heaps found, the metalworkers’ quarters appear to have been located south of 

the Great Bath266, in the heart of the city. We will  have more to say about such pools from an astronomical standpoint. 

One cannot  help comparing the Shahi-Tump weight with another huge lump of lead (function unknown, shown below 

right) found in the Quetta Hoard by Jarrige and Hassan267, the contents of which overall (marble colonettes, staffs of 

office and a Bactria-type female sculpture - Ill.9- 67) not only link it beyond doubt to Margiana  but also to Mehrgarh 

and Sibri (Ill.9- 31) nearby. The  Shahi-Tump weight in Grave 402, next to the skull of its reputed owner and maker 

(below left) shows its size to be roughly as big as the man’s skull: it could even have been his badge of office or  

  
Ill.9- 91: (Left) Position of the lion-prey-decorated lead weight by the skull in Shahi-Tump Grave 402, a tour-de-force of metalworking 

– c.f. (right) with a 2M lump of barely worked lead found in the Quetta Hoard - Jarrige and Hassan 1989 fig. 15 

master-piece showing his prowess as metalworker) We will note other metalworker and craftsmen’s graves in the 

course of our narrative, showing craftsmen of metal and stone often held high status when officially brought into the 

precinct of 2M palace economies - from Mycenae and Thebes to Ebla, Gonurdepe or Togolok.  

In fact, looking now at other craftsmen’s burials, we should mention that from the 4-3M we also have evidence of 

several metalworkers’ graves from the Caucasus area related to the Maikop Culture (below left). One of them 

revealed that apart from an entire metalworker’s kit at his feet the skeleton, along with a Caucasian serpentine 

hammer-axe also wore a necklace mainly consisting of a threaded boar tusk (below right). Considering also that we 

have Mycenaean and Central Asian warrior graves whose incumbent wears a showy necklace/pendant, a craftsman 

wearing one as well points to their high status in society, more likely to be accorded by Indo-European societies who 

have a God of arts, crafts and architecture in their Pantheon (whether called Tvastṛ, Kothar, Ptah, Vulcan or 

Hephaestos) - on whose precedent the prototypes of Christ the Carpenter or God, Maker of the World, are based. 

Anthony268 describes how by c.2800-2500 the skills of these metalworkers under the succeeding Yamnaya culture 

were advancing by leaps and bounds (a people seen by many as the avant-garde that crossed for the first time 

between the seeming mutually exclusive areas of Eurasia and Central Asia to form settlements – thus contemporary 

                                                                 
265 See B Mille et al ‘Metallurgical Study of the “Leopard’s Weight” from Shahi-Tump (Pakistan)’ in C Jarrige et al. (eds) South Asian Archaeology 2001: 

Proceedings of the 16th International Conference of the European Association of South Asian Archaeologists (Vol.1) 2001 Paris 2005  237-244  
266 J Mackay Early Indus Civilizations 1948 p.47 
267 Jarrige and Hassan op.cit. 
268 David W Anthony The Horse, the Wheel, and Language: How Bronze-Age Riders from the Eurasian Steppes Shaped the Modern World Princeton 

2010 
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with the founding of the fortified citadel/temple complex of Gonur and nearby Togolok described in due course). He 

describes the grave of a male buried at Pershin with a two-piece mould for an axe and states that ‘Metalworkers were 

clearly identified in several Yamnaya-period graves, perhaps because metalworking was still a form of shamanic 

magic, and the tools remained dangerously polluted by the spirit of the dead smith’. Some of these gifted smiths were 

starting to experiment with iron: one of their graves ‘contained a knife with a handle made of arsenical bronze and a 

blade made of iron … long before iron began to be used in Hittite Anatolia or the Near East’. 

  
Ill.9- 92: (Left) Details of the Maikop Klady Kurgan 31 burial including ‘the oldest sword in the world’ – from Anthony fig. 12.11; (top 
right) metalworker’s grave in the Lebedi Cemetery, Kuban (c.2800-2500) with axe moulds, crucibles and tuyères at the skeleton’s 

feet and one large boar tusk (lower right) worn as a pendant round his neck - Anthony 13.10 
 

IMMEDIATE MYCENAEAN SOURCES FOR SILVER (WITH LEAD) 

For Mycenae the silver mines at Laurion were close at hand, so in theory they were self-sufficient in the material (the 

well-known bull’s head from Mycenae, usually photographed it its tarnished state, looks black because made of solid 

silver). At Laurion the main process concerned the separation of silver from the lead combined with it, and large 

quantities of waste lead slag were found on the site. Nonetheless, we usually talk of ‘Mycenaean Gold’ rather than 

‘Mycenaean Silver’ and the Mycenaeans had comparatively few silver items amongst their grave goods (one being the 

silver stag rhyton of Anatolian origin and design found in one of the Shaft Graves, probably a diplomatic gift). As silver 

did not exist in Egypt and was valued more than gold, it would have made sense to keep the silver to exchange for  

 
Ill.9- 93: Map of Attica with position of Laurion in relation to Perati and Athens – Stos-Gale and Gale fig.1 
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Egyptian gold.  As early as 1982, in a joint paper Stos-Gale and Gale269 summed up the then accepted general view 

of Mycenaean access to these more common metals, summarising their findings as follows: 

Lead-isotope and neutron-activation analyses are reported for Greek Bronze Age lead and silver artefacts 

from the Shaft Graves of Mycenae, from the Athenian Acropolis and Agora, from Vapheio,Thorikos, Menidi 

and Perati, and for lead-silver ores from Laurion, Attica. The analyses prove that mines at Laurion were 

being exploited for silver,  lead being produced as a by-product - from at least as early as Middle Helladic 

times, continuing into the Late Helladic IIIC1 period. The analyses show that the Laurion [mine] was the 

dominant, almost exclusive, source of these metals for the Mycenaean cultures…’.  

An additional map from Stos-Gale and Gale’s joint paper (below) gives the overall spread of lead-silver ores in the 

Aegean. Sadly the numbering is not clear even on the original, but even without being able to read the site numbers  

 

Ill.9- 94: Location of lead-silver ores sampled from around the Aegean – Stos-Gale and Stos fig.5 

the overall scatter speaks for itself in indicating why the Mycenaeans might want to follow the Minoans in colonising 

the Aegean fringes, Cyclades  and Anatolian coast as they did. Given the Troad has the highest concentrations of 

lead-silver in Anatolia (the gold mines at Sardis further inland seemingly not exploited until Achaemenid times), and 

taken with the evidence given in the map at Ill. 9-94 one detects a purely mercenary motive lying behind the 

instigation of the Trojan Wars. When it comes to copper, of course, it is supposed Mycenae relied heavily on the 

copper ores of Cyprus, but in fact more came from Anatolia – and Dayton reckons much came from northern Europe 

(Ill.9- ). Dayton’s map below gives similar lead-isotope information in relation to West and Central Europe in a 

diagrammatic overview, with silver and copper sources intertwined -  showing Laurion’s position at the end of the line. 

Despite Homer’s account of the Trojan War and Hittite cuneiform references to the Achaeans/Ahhiyawa on the 

Boğazhköy tablets, though admitting the occasional rare imported Anatolian prestige pieces such as the silver stag 

rhyton in Mycenae’s Shaft Grave IV or the leopard-headed mace of Mallia, some scholars more than others underplay 

                                                                 
269 Z A Stos-Gale and N H Gale ‘The Sources of Mycenaean Silver and Lead’ Journal of Field Archaeology IX 1982 467-85 
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the Greece- Anatolia interface270– even though nearer to hand for Mycenae than Egypt when political conditions were 

right. As Dayton points out, since Carbon-14 dating has enabled the calibration of the interrelations between West and  

 
Ill.9-95: Dayton’s graph for Lead Isotope Plots, with Laurion at a comparatively low position on the scale – ibid. fig. 8 

Central European Bronze Age sites, it is becoming easier to see how Mycenae could hardly avoid being as easily in 

contact with Wessex as with Miletus (his map 2 showing the phasing of Bronze Age Europe according to Carbon-14 

dating is too dense to reproduce here). We now move on to consider bronze. 

THE MYCENAEAN SWORD 
A hard fact brings surprises - the discovery of a Mycenaean Type B sword at Boğazhköy’s Lion Gate dating to the 

15C with an inscription in Akkadian added to it: When Tudhaliya the Great King shattered the Assuwa country, he 

dedicated these swords to his Lord, the Storm God’ (c.f. Ill. 9-22). It underlines the natural enmity between Hittite and 

Greek (rather than Mitanni and Greek) and could be a pointer for dating the Trojan War. Our preference for placing 

the Vapheio, Griffin and Dendra heroes in the period 1500-1400 may be premature, and later we assess recent work 

done in relating its beginning and end to a pair of Solar Eclipses (purportedly described in the Iliad) that occurred 

either in the 14C or 13C (Ill.9-73). Due to the nature of the grave good evidence, these particular warriors are far more 

likely to have fought in the Trojan War than those in the earlier Shaft Graves – as will emerge. 

                                                                 
270. Take also Rubinson’ (ibid).’s mention of similar cauldrons found at Trialeti and in Shaft Grave IV. 
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From our seal matching exercises it seems the Mycenaeans’ more natural alliance was usually with the Hittites’ 

enemy - the Mitanni empire beyond - and we continue to flag up the cultural affinities between Mycenaean and 

Mitanni, wherever obvious. This is not to say the Mycenaeans and Hittites did not both buy into a sword cult that 

points to a strong undercurrent of Indo-European cultural affinity. Dominique Charpin in a NABU note271 discusses an 

Old Assyrian votive sword, too, with the following inscription: To the Lord of Hubšalum his lord Lulu’anum Son of 

Azizum dedicates this 12-mina sword for his life and his sons’ lives - the Lord of Hubšalum being Nergal – more or 

less the western equivalent of Mars plus Pluto, thus God of both War and Death272. Sword dedication was thus a 

common act, attested as made also by Zimrilim of Mari, David and Saul273 - and Neo-Assyrian kings later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Ill.9- 96: (Left) Dayton’s sword examples from European sites274 (nos 15  and  18-23 are Minoan and Mycenaean respectively) – 
Dayton fig.1; (centre left) dagger from Mohenjo-Daro and (centre right) antennae sword from Fathgarh (Lamberg-Karlovsky ibid. figs 
1,1 and 2,1; (right) the rock-cut Hittite Sword and Lion God of Yazilikaya (again, the equivalent of Nergal) carved on the natural rock 

With perhaps only the specialist swords inlaid with silver and gold a speciality of the Cyclades275), plain bronze swords 

spread throughout Europe from around 1700 (we remember, too, that two Mycenaean swords were found on the 

Uluburun shipwreck). Not surprisingly, Dayton provides comparisons between Minoan/Mycenaean sword types and 

European examples (above), where Lamberg-Karlovsky in the one paper under discussion here would look for 

matches with Indus or Oxus exemplars (the two examples on a pink background shown above, for example). This is 

                                                                 
271 N.A.B.U. 1987,3, note no. 76 
272 It seems significant that Mycenaean swords are carved on some of the trilithons of Stonehenge – a habit practised also on the west coast of Spain and 

Portugal in the 2M as a dedicatory act to the God of the place, probably to be equated with the God of the Sky, whatever his local name. Diodorus Siculus’ 
description of the ‘spherical temple in Hyperborea/Britain’ and visits to it by men in the Mycenaean world is another small piece of evidence to ponder.   
273 A Malamat ‘Weapons Deposited in a Sanctuary by Zimri-Lim of Mari and David and Saul of Israel’  in O Loretz et al. Ex Mesopotamia et Syria Lux: 

Festschrift für Manfried Dietrich Münster 2002  325-7 
274 For an up-to-date assessment of swords from all over Britain in relation to Europe at this period see S Matthews ‘At World’s End: the Channel Bronze Age 

and the Emergence and limits of the Atlantic Complex’ in A Lehoërff et al ibid. 49-62 (full reference a few pages on). 
275 T J Papadopoulos in ‘The Greek Mainland and its Aegean Neighbours during the Transitional Period from MBA to LBA: the Evidence of Metalwork’  

Aegaeum 3 1989 183-189, pls XLIII-vi states this to be the case for Shaft Grave metalwork items 
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only a rough comparative consideration, since we now know experiments began in Eurasia on implements that look 

like protoswords as early as the Third Millennium: Ill.9- 92 shows ‘the oldest sword in the world’,  and weapons found 

with the Maikop chief (Catalogue C, Ratt-10) included a long, wide spatulate blade, as yet with no rib  – yet shown 

above are equally pioneering pieces coming from the Indus or Turanian sites. Only further extensive metallurgical 

analyses will decide these questions – and simply give a general idea of the many sites involved supporting either 

side of the argument, the deciding factor in inter-site sequencing being Chronology, in the 2M an endless tangle. 

In the original, Dayton’s caption to his array of bronze swords (above left) takes up the whole page opposite, but to 

convey it in a nutshell, all the swords shown come from sites in Central Europe, N Italy, Spain or Sardinia, other than 

nos 15 (Knossos); 16 (Enkomi); 24 (Gaza) – which are set against the three different types of sword of the Shaft 

Grave era from Mycenae (18-23) – as it happens coinciding with the earliest Mycenaean cobalt blue glass grave 

goods (we explain the connection under the STONES & GLASS DIVERSION). Lamberg-Karlovsky’s two examples (against 

pink) above happen both to be made of copper276 but the design is universal, and it appears from his accounts of 

findings at the many small sites of the Indus, Turanian and Oxus mountains to have been just as likely that the Indians 

were (as already mentioned above) the first to develop, if haphazardly, tin bronzes to a fine art, even if sometimes 

they had to import the metals first - these small specialist sites developing the metallurgical know-how through years 

of trial and error experimentation. Iran - Elam in particular - provided the common ground between the two directions 

of technology exchange – thus he takes on board the matches put forward by Schaeffer between ‘four [bronze] 

daggers with pronounced midrib from Mohenjodaro’ and daggers from Megiddo c.2000BC and Byblos c.1700’.  

ONWARD TRADING 
In his recent excavations on Miletus, Niemeier (ibid.) has shown how obvious and natural the route across the 

stepping stones of the Aegean islands via the west coast of Anatolia to Greece was and is, geographically enhanced  

 
Ill.9- 97: Neimeier’s political map of Western Anatolia for the 13C (Ahhiyawa/Greece being on the other side of the Aegean, opposite, 

but possibly also inclusive of some of the islands under vassaldom by the Hittites 

by the attraction of all the Levant and Anatolia’s rich metal resources, first for the Minoans from the start of the 2M 

(Wiener277 argued the Minoan Old Palaces ‘played a predominant role in the organisation of long-distance trading in 

                                                                 
276 A different antennae sword from Kallur (not illustrated) contains 9.5% tin (M Wheeler Early India and Pakistan 1959 p.124, and comparable finds of 

antennae swords were found in the Caucasus and South Russia (S Piggott ‘Copper Hoards of the Ganges Jumna Valley’ Antiquity XVIII 1944, p.180). 
277 M H Wiener, ‘The Nature and Control of Minoan Foreign Aid’ in N H Gale (ed.) Bronze Age Trade in the Mediterranean Brooklyn 1991, 325-50 
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metal’); and later consolidated by the Mycenaeans (Ill.9-  positions the islands in between, many strategically placed 

to process ores and work metal locally). It is becoming clearer from matches between physical artefacts and Hittite 

texts (tellingly assembled in up-to-date order by Niemeier (ibid.) in the second half of his outstandingly valuable paper) 

that, if only in times of crisis, there was more two-way political (and military) cooperation between the Hittites and 

Achaeans than originally thought, giving a a more factual picture of how in rare instances the Mycenaeans were 

indeed in direct contact with them (see Ill. 9-22 just mentioned) – but the lack of Mycenaean pottery inside Anatolia 

indicates that, in times of peace, inland intertrading was not entered into.  

On the other hand  in the case of Egypt, Dayton’s analysis of the goods traded with the Pharaoh depicted in the tomb 

of Vizier Rekhmire (below) indicates how much of an export trade the Keftiu (for Dayton meaning providers not just 

from Crete, but the whole of the Aegean including Greece, Anatolia and the Levant) were providing in the time of 

Tuthmoses III in terms of both raw materials such as ingots of copper, and tin and silver (painted white in the fresco)  

 
Ill.9- 98: Foreign goods brought into Egypt by Minoans/Levantines and Asiatics (note metal ingots carried at A, D, F (which could be 

copper, silver or tin – one or two are painted white), and glass ingots/bricks at J, K) – Dayton fig. 6 

as well as artefacts (metal jugs, bowls, weaponry and chariots – see S above) in exchange for Egypt’s gold. We can 

see the rationale behind Mycenaean expansion as being primarily based on the need for metals – their access often 

woven in to already existing routes for the by now secondary raw materials such as ivory, lapis lazuli, glass or amber. 

TIN 
Absolutely vital to weaponry and cooking in the Bronze Age (thinking of all those Mycenaean swords and cauldrons) 

was bronze’s one comparatively rare constituent, tin - the optimum ratio being roughly 1 part tin to 9 parts copper. We 

have looked so far at Greece’s access to abundant copper all round it, but what sources of tin did they turn to for their 

bronze weaponry, represented in such large quantities in the form of daggers and swords in their warrior graves?  
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TIN ROUTES IN MIDDLE EUROPE OR CENTRAL ASIA - AND MEDIATION THROUGH THE LEVANT 

Although there are no Mycenaean pottery sherds to be found at any of the Cornish Bronze Age tin-mine sites if, as 

Schofield ibid. mentions, many Shaft Grave amber spacer beads seem to come from Britain’s Wessex culture (in 

reverse, Dayton points out several Wessex barrows had Mycenaean-type bronze pins and glass beads in them), there 

must have been some level of intermittent interchange. Nonetheless, the accepted view is that although minor 

sources of tin might well have come from Britain278, Spain or Italy (sites in the latter two territories do have Mycenaean 

pottery remains), the key country for abundant tin supplies (as for lapis lazuli) has always been the mountains of 

present-day Afghanistan, whose southern sites merge in a continuum with those of India. For evidence of early use of 

tin in Afghanistan itself279 - notably in the BMAC280 area centred on Bactria - Frank Hiebert (ibid.) reports that  

 
Ill.9- 99: Tin (triangles) and gold (circles) deposits in Afghanistan - often found near each other –  with the highest incidenceof tin in 

the Kandahar region - from Kohl (op.cit..) fig. 5.24 

‘Terekhnova281’s analysis of metal composition Margiana Period 1 artefacts (i.e. 2300-2000) include some which are 

alloyed with tin’ – and in Period 2 (2000-1700) zoomorphic shaft-hole axes in copper or bronze become a key feature 

of the Oasis Civilization of Central Asia (Error! Reference source not found.shows two highly decorated examples, 

initially through confusion with Scythian metalwork erroneously dated to the 6-5th centuries BC!). If the Mycenaeans 

did not themselves travel to Central Asia they would have had to rely on the funnel provided by Elam to pass on raw 

materials from routes in Turan (North and Eastern Iran), passing through Syria to trading ports such as Ugarit on the 

coast of the Levant - where the abundant remains of Mycenaean pottery prove their presence at the end of the 

eastern route for take-up to the Aegean. Lamberg-Karlovsky gave most attention to the trade route from SW 

Afghanistan down through the Indus and along the coasts of the Makran and Oman to Elam, the ‘tin deposits 

occur[ring …] in the Kara Dagh region of NW Iran, as well as in Luristan and Khuzestan’ – their land connections 

                                                                 
278 As late as Elizabethan times one of the most desirable items at the Turkish Court was the regular supply of tin sent from Britain, providing key diplomatic 

leverage to Elizabeth I (see J Brotton This Orient Isle: Elizabethan England and the Islamic World London 2016) 
279 B Lyonnet ‘Another Possible Interpretation of the Bactro-Margiana Culture (BMAC) of Central Asia: the Tin Trade’ in South Asian Archaeology 2001 (Vol.I, 

Prehistory) Paris 2005 
280 The Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex  
281 In Russian, so regretfully not cited in full here. 
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similarly leading to Elam. The vital question - to be borned in mind throughout - is whether the Oxus Civilisation 

(mediators between the Andronovo miners and the Levant) failed as the tin trade ended - when the Iron Age began282. 

EAST-WEST RELAY ROUTES TAKING TIN THROUGH SYRIA 

From Lamberg-Karlovsky’s viewpoint, it is precisely during the Bronze Age (on the basis of Sarianidi’s excavations at 

proto-Zoroastrian Gonur-depe) that the archipelago of BMAC sites linking the Oxus with the Indus and Turan (SE Iran) 

(see map at Ill.9- ) were functional c.2300-1700 – no doubt partly in response to the demand for tin from further west 

now included with that for best quality lapis lazuli which the Kassites, contemporaries of the Mycenaean, had access 

to in huge amounts, joining forces with their Mitanni cousins to procure it direct. In contrast the Hittites had little 

interest in the stone – a possible clincher that they dealt more with Eurasia and Syro-Anatolia than further east. 

Those specialising in the archaeology of the Caucasus region continue to revisit a theme dear to them known as ‘the 

tin problem’ summed up in a paper by Peterson283 discussing the widespread mastery of bronze-working in that 

region. So it is that Dayton points out it was the Beaker folk in the mid-Third Millennium who had used copper daggers 

and formed settlements all over western Europe near metal deposits. As he puts it, ‘In the Polada culture of northern 

Italy… true tin bronzes dated to around 1800-1450 were found. The presence of moulds, crucibles and clay tuyères 

used as bellows indicates that the people were advanced bronze workers’. He is backed up by Barfield284: “The metal 

objects reflect a technology derived in its entirety from the Bronze Age cultures lying to the north and east of the Alps, 

notably Unetice and Straubing, and owe nothing to inspiration from the Mediterranean world” (my italics). Bronze 

containing trace elements such as cobalt, antimony and nickel immediately betray European origins, and Mylonas’285 

himself reported the Shaft Grave swords contained up to 13% tin with the addition of just such trace metals. 

As Director of the Harvard Peabody Museum, Lamberg-Karlovsky, despite coming down on the side of eastern 

sources, was still impartial enough to provide the Introduction to Dayton’s book on glass and metallurgy referred to 

throughout this section, sanctioning its publication under the aegis of the Museum – a strong indication that Dayton 

did have a valid case to make for movement of metals and technology in a counter-direction to the East – and even 

Lamberg-Karlovsky admits there were ‘nearly identical shouldered blade-axes… from Hungary and Western Europe 

as in Mohenjodaro and the Ganges Civilization further east’. The same is true of the spread of socketed axes, mace-

heads and spiral-headed pins of the same type as found at Hissar, Shahi-Tump, Chanhudaro and Mohenjodaro 

(compartmented metal seals are found at all these places as well as Susa and the BMAC). Indeed, one shaft-hole axe 

from Shahi-Tump has been compared to those from Maikop, on the Eurasian side of the Caspian Sea, where we start 

to move into a domain of Eastern Europe to which the Mycenaeans had immediate access via the Balkan and 

Ukrainian sites just beyond Troy as illustrated earlier. Again, direction of travel can be ambiguous, but the developing 

picture is becoming better defined with every new archaeological discovery and precise spectrography of the 

materials involved. Let us look more closely at the alternative routes championed by Lamberg-Karlovsky and Dayton. 

THE TIN TRADE IN TANDEM WITH THE LAPIS LAZULI ROUTES 
To Lamberg-Karlovsky the metals and metalwork of the far-flung, scattered sites east of the Levant - just as for semi-

precious stones during the 4-3M - constituted the magnet for Bronze Age Aegean/Near Eastern trade to penetrate into 

                                                                 
282 See E Luneau ‘The Fall of the Oxus Civilisation and the Role of Exchanges with Neighbouring Societies during the First Half of the 2M BC’ in V Lefèvre et 

al. (eds) South Asian Archaeology and Art 2012 Turnhout 2016 169-183 
283 D L Peterson ‘Ancient Metallurgy in the Mountain Kingdom: The Technology and Value of Early Bronze-Age Metalwork from Velikent, Dagestan’ in A T 

Smith et al (eds) ibid. 2003 22-37 (his paper is preceded in the same volume by Philip Kohl, also referring to ‘The Tin Problem’. 
284 N Barfield Northern Italy Before Rome London 1971 (p.71) 
285 G Mylonas O Taphikos Kyklos B toi Mykinoi (2 vols) Athens 1973 
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this difficult hinterland, usually relying on Elam as the key border waystation, with tin now joining the lapis lazuli (and 

other semi-precius stone) routes. Relevant here is a paper by Pinnock discussing lapis lazuli routes, quoted from 

below with useful comments that apply equally well to tin (for clarity small details of English have been corrected): 

It is difficult to imagine that any town might be able in that period to organize a ‘long-distance trade’ … due 

to the political conditions of that vast  region, where different city-states controlled only limited areas, and to 

the objective difficulties opposed by the geographic obstacles286. Thus if we take into consideration the 

possible modes of ancient trade as proposed, for instance, by Colin Renfrew287, what seems more likely is 

that highly requested merchandises which were to be found only in some specific regions were handed over 

according to a down-the-line system in which the most important capital cities were the main stages, and on 

a relevant basis of reciprocity…..  

Shahr-i-Sokhta in the Sistān might be an example. It has been supposed that from that point the stone could 

be carried either North to the region of Tepe Hissar, and then across the Zagros to the Diyala valley288, or 

South, to the coast of the Arabian Gulf, the latter being preferable as it joined a largely practiced trade route 

carrying other precious materials (like shell) to the region of the Mesopotamian estuary and then northwards 

along the two main river routes.         

 Overall, the principle holds good that, where places such as Mari or Ebla had large stocks of lapis lazuli, it is not 

unreasonable to link its presence with a parallel traffic in tin – and we will see this is backed up in their archived texts.  

 
Ill.9- 100: Persistent Western and Central European routes determined by geography – Cunliffe fig. 2.6 

                                                                 
286 F Pinnock ‘Observations on the Trade of Lapis Lazuli in the IIIrd Millennium BC’ in H Waetzoldt et al. (eds) Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla 

Heidelberg 1988 107-110. See in the same volume  views on trade with Central Asia, the Makran and Indus by H Klengel: ‘Ebla im Fernhandel des 3. 
Jahrtausends’ 245-251 
287 C Renfrew ‘Trade as Action at a Distance: Questions of Integration and Communication’ in J Sabloff & C Lamberg-Karlovsky (eds) Ancient Civilizations 

and Trade Albuquerque 1975 41-43//fig.10 
288 The ‘Khorasan Road’ is identified in H Weiss & T Cuyler Young, ‘The Merchants of Susa’ Iran XIII 1977 31-43 
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EUROPEAN STEPPE AND RIVERINE ROUTES 
More recently, mindful that such interconnections must have already existed all through the Neolithic period for the 

interchange of desirable items such as unusual stones, obsidian cores or jadeite axes (joined by the spread of 

farming), current thinking amongst European archaeology speciaists sees the long north-south rivers of Europe 

combined with the east-west middle European and steppe corridors across Western and Central Europe289 as long- 

established ancient supply routes (see Cunliffe’s map above) reaching into northern Greece, Italy, and even the Troad 

that gradually accommodated the passage of metals as well. Cunliffe takes for granted the central zone known as the 

Carpatho-Balkan metallurgical province (see map below) that reaches down into northern Greece: In other words, 

Dayton’s lone pioneering specialist researches - considered by Lamberg-Karlovsky to be outrageously controversial  

 
Ill.9- 101: The Carpatho-Balkan metallurgical province – Cunliffe fig.6.11 

and yet worth publishing  -  are in fact now officially confirmed –at least in main trends - by the mainline archaeology 

establishment (in Europe at least!). Cunliffe draws his own, much less specific, map showing 2M Western European 

metal sources within reach of Mycenae: 

 
Ill.9- 102: Cunliffe’s presentation of Europe’s metal and amber sourcing zones in the 2M – his fig. 7.2 (note the Irish gold (Au)) 

                                                                 
289 Barry Cunliffe Europe Between the Oceans 9000BC-AD1000 New Haven and London  2011 
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SHIPWRECKS - AND DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 
At first, the presence on the Uluburun shipwreck of ‘two Mycenaean swords, two seals, spearheads, knives, razors 

and chisels, amber and glass beads and small stirrup-jars and cups… appears to indicate that two high-ranking 

Mycenaeans were on board, either as passengers or in some official capacity’ writes Schofield290. But was it travelling 

west – or east? She does not refer to the one ton of tin ingots on board, which need not necessarily have come from 

the east. For Dayton’s Western Europe argument, his chapter on the Uluburun cargo is thought-provoking, since he  

  
Ill.9- 103: Tin locations in Sardinia and Spain – Dayton maps 5 and 1 (Corsica also has tin veins near Ajaccio) 

suggests it was following a more zig-zag route, possibly originating in Spain, picking up glass from Italy, ivory from 

Libya and copper from Cyprus on its way eastwards, and just as likely to be travelling to the Levantine coast, to trade 

even Cornish tin on into Syria. Based on the evidence he found, in comparison to Cunliffe Dayton gives very detailed 

maps for the locations of tin in both Spain and Sardinia (above) as well as for silver and copper. It is in the nature of 

his perspective that it does not cross his mind to undertake a similar exercise for the far-flung countries of Central Asia 

that (with Mycenae’s aims in mind) would have involved extreme and difficult journeys to obtain the metals: intersite 

communication between any pair of isolated sites in India, Margiana, Turan or SE Iran were rugged enough on their 

own, and anyway amongst Mycenaean grave goods of all periods there is an almost total absence of lapis lazuli 

pieces which one might expect as well if the tin had managed to reach them from so far afield.  

A recent Festschrift collection of papers in honour of Ernst Pernicka291 (who amongst other things has analysed the 

metals on the Nebra planisphere and identified some gold artefacts originally from Troy just recently restituted to 

Turkey) has calibrated the balance of attention back to the detail of the Eurasian perspective on these matters with 

scientific analyses that we need not reiterate here, other than to flag up three titles of immediate relevance by 

Bertelheim292, Stöllner293 and Kraus et al.294 underlining the validity of Dayton’s perspective, the latter paper reminding 

us that the tradition of buried individuals covered in gold can be traced back to Varna’s graves round the Black Sea in 

Bulgaria, dating to as early at 4600-4200 BC, whose shaping and design shows no sign of Near Eastern influence. 

                                                                 
290 Louise Schofield The Mycenaeans (2007), p.109 
291 M Bartelheim et al. (eds) Von Baden bis Troia: Ressourcennutzung, Metallurgie und Wissenstransfer 
292 M Bartelheim ‘Metals as Resources in the Early Bronze Age of Bohemia and Moravia’ in M Bartelheim et al. (eds) ibid. 139-152 
293 T Stöllner ‘The Beginnings of Social Inequality: Consumer and Producer Perspectives from Transcaucasia in the 4th and 3rd Millennia BC’ in M Bartelheim et 

al. (eds) ibid. 209-234 
294 R Kraus et al. ‘Varna und die Folgen – Überlegungen zu den Ockergräbern zwischen Karpatenbecken und der nördlichen Ägäis’ in M Bartelheim et al. (eds) 

ibid. 273-315. For photos of the gold as laid out in the burials see the Saarland Museum’s Macht, Herrschaft und Gold exhibition catalogue Saabrücken 1988  
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In other words, knowing of Mycenae’s deeper involvement with the Levant and beyond from c.1450/1400, those 

specialising in the Ancient Near East look east, but the Shaft grave bronze swords date from before that time – and 

there was never any Great Wall cutting Mycenae off from immediate neighbours in the rest of Western Europe. Now 

that the phasing of the European Bronze Age has been rationalised with the help of Carbon 14 dating, importantly 

inclusive of British chronology, there is certainly no reason why the Myceneans should not have had easy access to 

Britain’s resources (certainly taken for granted by Cunliffe). The carvings of Mycenaean swords on the megaliths of 

Stonehenge (which reflects the tradition of such carvings on ‘cult’ rock surfaces in Galicia, Portugal, and Corsica (and 

as the Hittites did at Yazilikaya - Ill.9- 96 - perhaps also in honour of the Storm God in his local name) seems to point 

to relations between Britain and Europe as being unexceptional rather than unusual or exotic.  

  
(Left) Remains of the Dover Bronze Age Boat (1575-1520 BC cal.) now on display in the Dover Museum; (right) half-scale replica of 

the Dover Boat - made of sewn planks - being tested – Clark295 fig. 8.8 

As Barry Cunliffe puts it - on the basis of no less than 8 Bronze Age boat-wrecks found on the South Coast and river 

estuaries of Britain - ‘mobility at sea employing a variety of craft would have been commonplace’ – the Channel 

crossing indeed being akin to nothing more than crossing a very wide river. It was Cornwall, conveniently accessible 

by sea, that was in a position to appreciably add to the West European sources of tin (the picture of one of the huge 

lumps of pure tin found on the most recently discovered Devon Bronze Age wreck296 speaks for itself). The surplus 

amber spacer beads from Wessex - of the kind found in abundance in the Mycenaean shaft graves (see our 

DIVERSION on GLASS, AMBER AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES) - might on one occasion have been thrown in as part of a job  

  

(Left) Detail of the maritime super-highway between Europe and Southern Britain – Needham297 fig. 4.9; (right) Thames-type swords 
found in Han-sur-Lesse (Belgium) – detail from Leclercq et al298. fig. 3.8 

                                                                 
295 P Clark ‘Following the Whale’s Road: Perceptions of the Sea in Prehistory’ in A Lehoërff et al. ibid. 99-118 
296 The contents of the latest of Salcombe’s three Bronze Age shipwrecks, currently being assessed by the British Museum, not only contained copper ingots, 

but also large lumps of unshaped tin  proving there was two-way trade in metals between Britain and Europe 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/archaeology/7228108/Bronze-Age-shipwreck-found-off-Devon-coast.html . 
297 S Needham ‘Transmanche in the Penard/Rosnoën Stage: Wearing the same sleeve or keeping at arm’s length?’ in Lehoërff ibid. 31-48 
298 W Leclercq et al. ‘Marcel Édouard Mariën (1918-1991) and the metal ages in Belgium: Undoing the Atlantic Wall’ in Lehoërff ibid. 21-30 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/archaeology/7228108/Bronze-Age-shipwreck-found-off-Devon-coast.html
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Interchange within the Channel-zone culture block indicating extension on into the inland continent – Needham ibid. fig. 4.5 

lot to make up the cargo. Another  well-preserved Bronze Age boat wreck was found in 1992 at Dover on the Kent 

coast299 and current specialist archaeologists are awake to the extent of busy river/sea traffic in ‘The Atlantic Bronze 

Age’300 which without doubt included Britain. Excerpted diagrams give a flavour here of the detail we could go into. 

From the other direction towards the Mycenaean world, what if we look at the latter’s traffic with the more commonly 

acknowledged general route running from Central Asia down through Indus and Iran, emerging into Syria and ending 

up in depôts on the Levantine coast (top of the map below301) to await transhipment on to Greece and Anatolia?  

 

In fact, we have fascinating and very precise information about this direction of the tin trade, from the archives of Ebla. 

CENTRAL ASIAN ENTREPÔTS IN SYRIA:THE TIN RELAY CITIES OF EBLA, MARI, AŠŠUR, ELAM 
At the hub of a network of criss-crossing routes, there is no doubt Ebla was in prime position between land relay cities 

and sea-ports such as Byblos302. It is well-known from its texts that Ebla became a nodal commercial centre for tin 

                                                                 
299 P Clark (ed) The Dover Bronze Age Boat in Context Oxford 2004 
300 A Lehoërff et al (eds) Movement, Exchange and Identity in Europe in the 2nd and 1st Millennia BC Oxford and Philadelphia  2017 
301 Taken from A Lehoërff ‘To think of Leaving: Mobility and Identities in Western Europe during the Brnze Age’ fig. 1.1 in A Lehoërff et al. ibid.) 
302 Van Seters (ibid.) writes, ‘Byblos was also very likely an important supplier of metals for the Hyksos rulers of Egypt, a fact that may be safely deduced from 

the Kamose stela’’ which mentions ‘shiploads’ of silver, turquoise and bronze axes ‘without number’’. 
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supplies in the Levant (as also for silver from Anatolia). Ebla’s annual accounts for deliveries of metals mention large 

quantities of tin used (with copper) to produce different bronze objects, including many weapons (we are reminded of 

our commentary for ForAtt-4 in the Art History Section (last paragraph) describing the burial of the Ebla metalworker 

in the scarp below the palace, under the floor of his own workshop). Overall the Ebla texts show that the city was the 

main commercial clearing house for tin, mostly relayed from Mari along with lapis lazuli, Mari in turn having mostly 

obtained these two key raw materials via Elam.303 To tap the route beyond Mari, Karel van Lerberghe304 elicited from 

its archive texts how Ebla was a relay station for metals routed through Mesopotamia from very much further afield: 

This theory is supported by some Ebla texts which record that gold and tin are weighed according to the 

standard of the Dilmun shekel and by a lexical text using the expression AN.NA Dilmun. The discovery of 

large blocks of lapis lazuli in the Royal Palace G can of course be related to this trade in luxury goods via 

Dilmun.       (More of the significance of Dilmun shortly.) 

For further along the route eastwards we have interesting confirmatory correspondence in the Mari archives (in just 8 

letters from the time of Zimrilim) offering a brief peephole covering just over two years, formidably analysed by F. 

Joannès (ibid.) and summarised as follows: 

La chaîne du traffic commercial qui avail Mari pour pivot peut donc être reconstituée ainsi: Mari recevait de 

l’Est, c’est à dire normalement d’Ešnunna ou d’Aššur, puis pendant une courte période directement d’Elam 

de l’étain, dont elle renvoyait une partie verse les royaumes de l’Ouest (Hazor, Qatna, Alep, Karkemiš, 

Haššum et Ursum). De ces royaumes, elle recevait en échange du cuivre, provenant d’Anatolie et de 

Chypre. Mais il ne semble pas qu’elle ait réexporté ce cuivre verse l’Est, de la même manière que l’on n’a 

pas d’indication dans les archives cappadociennes d’envoi de cuivre d’Anatolie en Assyrie. Comme l’a 

montrê K Veenhof, il faut faire intervenir ici le facteur du coût du transport, qui mettait le cuivre occidental à 

un prix plus élevé que celui qui parvenait en Babylonie par d’autres voies. La  ‘chance’ de Mari était d’être 

situé près de l’Ouest pour que le prix du cuivre y fut abordable. (p.72) 

 Joannes’ paper should be read in full for all the fascinating detail he has been able to extract from just a few pieces of 

surviving correspondence, previously considered by Durand, Charpin and Villard, and if the Mycenaeans did obtain tin 

from the Levant, the less-mentioned third route leading from Mari to Aleppo and Ugarit would be the likely candidate.  

If tin at this time was one of the rarer products set aside exclusively for royal use, the Levantine trade may well have 

been given a jump-start by the royal visit of Zimrilim to Ugarit and Aleppo305. We know Zimrilim set off from Mari with 

970 mina of tin, most of which (821 mina) he divided up as diplomatic gifts to the kings of Aleppo, Karkemish, Qatna, 

Ugarit and other royalty. Only then was the left-over tin sold to free-lance merchants to trade on. Ebla served not only 

the Levant further west, but also mentions sending gifts of large quantities of silver, lapis lazuli and tin to the king of 

Dugurasu - taken to be the Pharaoh of Egypt – which could explain a hoard like the the Tod Treasure, with its cups 

thought to be Anatolian silver, mixed in with a handful of Bactrian/Elamite seals and reject pieces of lapis lazuli306. 

 Michel307, on the other hand, following Old Assyrian texts and the Kültepe merchant correspondence, dwells on the 

crucial role of Aššur in setting up tin routes – either supplying the metal (in the form of rings or ingots of circular or 

                                                                 
303 F Joannès ‘L’Étain, de L’Elam à Mari’ in L de Meyer et al. (eds) Mésopotamie et Elam (XXXVIe Rencontre Assyriologique) Ghent 1991 67-76 
304 ‘Copper and bronze in Ebla and in Mesopotamia’ in  H Waetzoldt et al. (eds) Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla Heidelberg 1988 253-5 .  
305 P Villard ‘Un roi de Mari à Ugarit’ UF XVIII 1986 387-412 
306 G Pierrat-Bonnefois ‘Les objets en lapis-lazuli dans le t Trésor de Tôd in CPP (fn.329) 285-302 
307 C Michel ‘Étain et cuivre dans les archives commerciales du XIXe s. av. J-C: du Commerce du Métal à l’Objet’ in Cahiers des themes transversaux 

ArSc.An VIII 2006-7: Thème III: Systèmes de production et de circulation 59-65 
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rectangular shape) to Mari via a southern route, as well as along the well-known northerly donkey trail ending up at 

Kanesh/Kültepe. As she puts it, ‘La ville d’ Aššur est une ville étape importante sur la route terrestre de l’étain’. 

Certainly until the conflagration of c.1835 destroyed the colony, Aššur monopolised the tin trade on this route 

(‘Chaque année, plusieurs tonnes d’étain et des milliers d’étoffes sont ainsi exportées en Asie Mineure’, Michel 

writes). During the Old Assyrian period just preceding the establishment of this trade route, in a dedication made at 

the construction of the early 2M stage of the temple at Aššur, Ruler Erišum I (c.1974-1935)  boasted of enabling the 

free circulation of silver, gold, copper, tin, wheat and wool. At Aššur tin was valued at between 12-16 shekels to 1 

shekel of silver: yet already by the time the tin had reached Kanesh, between 6-8 shekels of tin was now worth 1 

shekel of silver. Any tin or fabrics not sold at Kanesh were distributed onwards into the proto-Hittite hinterland further 

north and west – meaning that the bronze industry, combining purchased tin with the plentiful local copper, was 

enabled all over Anatolia and the Levant, with Mycenae able to lock in to either the Levanto-Anatolian network or the 

Eurasian and Central Asian routes of exchange further north.  

In fact several workshops were unearthed308 by Tahsin Özgüç at Kültepe, including a large bronze-making workshop 

at Level II309 which included over 50 moulds for making weapons or  tools (such as axes, daggers, arrow points, 

scissors, hammers and rings) as well as plain moulds for ingots (Anatolian bronze used a 1:8 ratio of tin to copper). 

Vessels such as frying pans were often simply made of lead, and cauldrons of beaten copper. Michel did a general 

count of metal items found at Kanesh and made one or two interesting generalisations: 

• In most merchants’ houses, unless they were extremely rich, kitchen-ware was of clay, rather than bronze, 
because bronze was prohibitively expensive due to its tin content; 

• Other metal vessels were sometimes found buried in the tombs of the merchants (if not already looted); 

• Rather than done by Assyrians temporarily living in Kanesh, it appears that actual metal-working was left to 
the local Anatolians who were already part of a long-established tradition– in other words, the colonising 
Assyrians’ interest was simply to sell their tin – though they would sometimes buy metal products made in 
Anatolia for use in their own household. Tellingly, in one Anatolian house a pair of cymbals was found – the 
significance of which on decorated Hittite vases is followed in DIVERSION 5 on ENTERTAINMENT. 

• The richest owners of metal items cited by Michel deployed an amazing range of metal tools, weapons and 
kitchen-ware – using the two main local traditions of hammering (but with soldered-on handles) – or moulds 
(used mainly for weapons). 

TIN, DILMUN AND THE INDUS CONNECTION 

At home in Aššur, for local use Michel sees even the copper for bronze-making as coming up from Oman or Iran, 

which points us back to the ultimate eastern tap root for all these routes – and the role of the Indus and Central Asian 

networks in supplying tin alongside it, along with other exports such as monkeys, zebu bulls, indigo and peacocks. 

 A text from Ur quoted by Oppenheim310 refers to 13,000 minas of copper according to the weight standard of Telmun, 

in ingots of 4 talents each. This is hardly surprising since before the reduction of its orbit of influence to just one island 

off Bahrain, ‘Dilmun’ in its floruit referred to the entire territory between Arabia and the Indus Civilisation311 (which 

would have included Shahi-Tump312 – Ill.9- ): this is how the Dilmun shekel gained such wide currency as the general 

                                                                 
308 In contrast, a surface analysis of earlier craftsmen’s quarters at Tepe Hissar, Altintepe, Shahr-i-Sokhta, Shahdad and Uruk showed a mix of pottery, shells, 

semi-precious stones and copper, or lead-with-silver – but no traces of tin – see Luca Mariani ‘Craftsmen’s quarters in the Proto-urban settlements of the Middle 
East:: the surface analysis’ South Asian Archaeology 1981 118-23 
309 See Chapter IV: ‘The Workshops of the Karum of Kanish’ in  T Özgüç Kültepe-Kaniş II: New Researchesw at the Trading Center of the Ancient Near 

East Ankara 1986 
310 A L Oppenheim ‘The Seafaring Merchants of Ur’ JAOS 1954 6-17 
311 For this argument see  Oppenheim (ibid.) and S N Kramer ‘Dilmun: Quest for Paradise’ in Antiquity XXXVII 1963 111-115 
312 See, for instance, T Stech et al ‘The metals trade in southwest Asia in the 3M BC’ Iraq XLIII 1986 39-64 and J D Muhly ‘Sources of Tin and the Beginnings 

of Bronze Metallurgy’ AJA LXXXIX 1985 275-91 
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standard even as far as Ebla. Both Kramer (ibid.) and Oppenheim also suggest tin would have come the same way as 

lapis lazuli, ivory and carnelian from Greater Dilmun, which if not then routed by sea up the Gulf and along the Twin 

Rivers, went along land-routes feeding into the last land-based staging gate into Mesopotamia - Elam.  

 
Kenoyer (op.cit)’s map of metal resources and distribution networks – his fig. 5.20f 

The Lamberg-Karlovsky side of the argument on Asian tin sources is therefore well supported, and cannot but be 

intertwined in the second half of the 2M with presumed participation on the part of the Mitanni who on the whole 

preferred to foster trade, rather than war. While some Mari texts document the tin route as proceeding from Susa 

through to Eshnunna (see Van Lerberghe’s footnote 24 for further references), Lyonnet’s paper cited earlier also 

reminds us there were trade routes coming in to Mari from Central Asia and the BMAC down the Diyala and Tigris 

valleys from as early as the 3M. Van Lerberghe lists finds of pure tin items (or ingots) found from as far west as some 

2M Aegean islands or Anatolian coastal sites to as far east as 19C Tell-ed-Der in Iraq (at the latter, seven bracelets of 

pure tin were among the finds, perhaps seen at the time as a luxury substitute for silver).  

One could describe nodal cities featuring in this catalogue - such as Gonur, Ebla or Mycenae - as luxurious palace 

economies plugged in to this network able to operate as self-sufficient craft centres which, on acquiring such 

resources, learned not only to adorn their palaces and tombs in-house, but also to manufacture their own tools and 

weapons - as needed. We must underline once more that palace centres like Ebla, Nuzi and even Kültepe (which had 

an official chief of the metalworkers amongst its officials) rose to power at this time due to their monopolisation not 

only of the metal trade, but also of the fabled textiles of Sumer and the Diyala, woven from the sheep and plant dyes 

of Central Asia – a further underlying cause for increased interchange. 

END OF AN ERA: THE ARRIVAL OF IRON 

Our diversion on Mycenaean metal procurement was initially triggered by the mention of the iron knives found at 

Perati – pointing to how iron would in time start to usurp the importance of bronze in the ancient Near East as well as 

Asia - though never completely because although iron may cut better, it very quickly rusts: archaeologists studying the 

clusters of 9-8C iron spits found in the temple treasury at Olympia  had to deal with a mass of rods fused together in 
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one rusty mass. When we divert shortly to another study of Mycenaean procurement - this time of glass, amber and 

semi-precious stones - we will note how semi-precious stones joined metals on the same trade routes.  Making some 

general observations on the emergence of iron during the last quarter of the 2M we can make three observations at 

the very outset: 

o North Syrians/the Mitanni had long used haematite for their cylinder seals (the ones looked at under this 

Chronological Focus being cases in point). This is an extremely hard, heavy stone due to its iron content, 

making possible much finer detail than had been possible on limestone-based stones (in the Perati tomb 

there were both a haematite seal and iron knives); 

 
Ill.9- 104: Present-day key regions for iron – marked in indigo - remain much the same as in the ancient world 

o Is it possible the extraction of iron from haematite followed, at first by accident from other uses of the stone? 

o The tendency for iron ores (including naturally occurring haematite) to be found alongside the chalcedony 

family of stones (which includes carnelians and agates) points to the early use of iron, in India especially, as 

emerging alongside their mining of, and trade in, carnelian and agate313. The invisible presence, somewhere 

along the line, of the Mitanni as connective tissue in these businesses makes sense here. 

Looking at the modern map above, for the Middle East even today iron is still only available in India/Iran and Central 

Asia. We do now know that, apart from the attraction of Nubia’s gold, Egypt’s kingdom of Kush could have been 

visited by XVIIID Pharaohs as a rich source of iron314, since recent excavations of the Sudan Archaeological Research 

Society have revealed this (could this explain the iron dagger found in Tutankhamun’s tomb, or was it indeed a gift 

from the Levant – even of a Mitanni ruler, certainly in a strong position to command the material, the trade route and 

the iron-workers?). Thus from its sheer abundant availability the early iron of the dawning Iron Age is most likely to 

                                                                 
313 The question of whether India or Iran were the first to use iron is discussed by both N R Banerjee ‘The Use of Iron in the 2nd Millennium BC and its Bearing 

on the Aryan Problem’ and N C Gaur ‘Painted Grey Ware and the Aryan Problem’ in Ethnic Problems of the History of Central Asia in the Early Period 
(Second Millennium BC) Moscow 1981 311-20 and 326-35 respectively 
314 This information emerged in papers given at the SARS Annual Conference held at the British Museum on May 2015 - papers published in the Sudan and 

Nubia volume for 2015. 
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have found its way to the Near East and the Aegean from Turkmenistan315, Iran, or India. That the Perati knives could 

have have been gifts from Egypt is hardly likely, and it appears the iron deposits of Southern England, Black Sea, 

Sweden – and even Greece itself  (see map below) appear to have been exploited fully only later. 

Going by the Perati and Vapheio iron items and given their comparatively early dating, do we think 2M Mycenaen 

workshops started at the end to strive to gain  mastery of iron - as it had tin - learning its workmanship from distant  

 

 

 
Ill.9- 10755: (Left) Sites with remains of 1M Iron production; (right) Iron-producing areas of the Aegean (after Snodgrass 1980) 

sources? For them, as the Perati necropolis as a whole suggests (see Iakovidis’ description under the Iconography 

Section) it was probably too late to master its procurement and use on a large scale, since their world order was 

collapsing from the very fact that the bronze currency based on tin was gradually undermined by it. The wholesale 

changeover to iron as the metal of choice was certainly a decisive factor in the changes in trade and politics that led to 

the decay and downfall of established Late Bronze Age systems - and a speedy coup de grâce was administered by 

the ‘Sea Peoples’ crisis that was indeed partly caused by it. If iron was first fully exploited during the Second 

Millennium in the BMAC and Indus regions –probably at first by accident – the few pieces we know of that ended up in 

Mycenaean tombs are likely to have made their way to tomb-owners thence as prestige curiosities (the pockets of iron 

recently discovered in the Taurus mountains were not exploited at that period, and local iron production only 

eventually got under way in Greece during the 1M – see maps above). So, analogous to the sourcing of the agate 

used to make Mycenaean seals, the iron knives are likely - in Mycenaean times at least - to have made their way from 

much further east under royal prerogative, as had been the case with tin in the time of Zimrilim. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF METALWORK IN THE ILIAD AND ODD MENTIONS OF IRON 
Having balanced the debate on the metal trade running as much from the West as the East, I leave it to the reader to 

peruse the detail given by Dayton and Lamberg-Karlovsky – and later researchers - and weigh up the debate on 

definite and probable Mycenaean metal-sourcing. Before ending, there is a concluding theme worth dovetailing into 

this diversion, since relevant also to our discussion of the next catalogue entry from Vapheio. We brought in this long 

DIVERSION to discuss the theme of metals given they feature so prominently in the grave goods of key Mycenaean 

warrior burials (amongst which, almost always, lion-bull attack seals also feature). The content of these burials, much 

                                                                 
315 E.g. small iron pieces (ornaments and a possible knife blade) start appearing at Gonurdepe from the end of the 2M onwards. 
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like their Central Asian counterparts, not only attest to the far-flung contacts these chieftains had, but show above all 

individuals buried with the armour and weaponry they used when alive for engaging in battle.  

CHARIOTRY 

In the Iliad, apart from instances of ladies’ jewellery (brooches, earrings), Athena’s gold helmet and Nestor’s four-

handled cup of gold, as well as a beautifully worked lyre with silver cross-bar, all mentioned in passing in the narrative, 

key set-pieces of metalworking in armour and chariotry are given long descriptions – the splendour of nearly all of 

them down to the skill of ‘Hephaestos the Great Artificer’, who makes as many appearances throughout the narrative 

as the Gods Zeus, Hera, Athena, Apollo (of the silver bow) or Aphrodite. We show later in our DIVERSION on the HORSE 

AND CHARIOT how, as time went on, even the Gods were imagined as travelling in chariots (see the Black Figure dinos 

decorated by the Sophilos painter, Ill.9-137): thus in Iliad V (using E V Rieu’s translation roughly matched to Robert 

Fagles’316 line-count), Hebe is described as getting the chariot ready for Hera and Athena. 

Hebe deftly got the chariot ready by fixing the two bronze wheels, each with eight spokes, on the ends of the iron axle-

tree. The felloes of these wheels are made of imperishable gold, with bronze tyres fitted on the rims – a wonderful 

piece of work – while the naves that rotate on each axle are of silver. The car itself has a platform of gold and silver 

strips tightly interlaced, with a double railing round it, and a silver shaft running out from the front. To the end of this 

pole Hebe tied the beautiful golden yoke and attached the fine gold breast-straps. (827-37). 

ARMOUR AND WEAPONRY 

Suits of armour are mainly made of bronze, though Glaucus is considered bereft of his wits to want to exchange his 

gold armour for the bronze suit belonging to Diomedes (‘a hundred oxen’s worth for the value of nine’ - VI, 281-2). 

Paris knowingly shows off his good looks,  ‘resplendent in his armour like the dazzling sun’ (VI, 610) as he puts on his 

beautiful suit, derided by Hector, whose 11-cubit spear has a bronze point glittering in the light, secured by a gold ring 

(VI 373-9). Then in Book XI (19-52).we have a long description of Atreides/Agamemnon putting on his armour. 

He began by tying round his legs a pair of splendid greaves which were fitted with silver clips for the ankles. Next he 

put on his breast the cuirass that Cinyras had once presented to him as a friendly gift. News had reached Cinyras in 

far-off Cyprus of the great Achaean expedition that was sailing for Troy, and he had sent this cuirass as a gracious 

offering to the King. It was made of parallel strips, ten of dark blue enamel [or steel]317, twelve of gold, and twenty of 

tin. On either side three snakes rose up in coils towards the opening for the neck. Their iridescent enamel/steel made 

them look like the rainbow that the Son of Cronos hangs on a cloud as a portent to mankind below. Next, Agamemnon 

slung his sword from his shoulders. Golden studs glittered on the hilt, while the sheath was of silver, with a golden 

baldric attached. Then he took up his manly, mancovering shield, a nobly decorated piece, with its ten concentric rings 

of bronze and twenty knobs of tin making a bright circle round the blue enamel/steel boss. The central figure on it was 

a grim Gorgon’s head with awe-compelling eyes, and on either side of her, Panic and Rout were depicted. It was fitted 

with a silver baldric, round which a writhing dark blue snake twisted, with three heads growing from its single neck. On 

his head Agamemnon put his helmet with its four plates, its double crest and its horsehair plume nodding defiantly 

above; and finally he picked up a pair of strong, sharp bronze-headed spears. Beams from the bronze he wore 

flashed into the distant sky, and Athena and Hera [sent a clap of thunder318] by way of salutation to the king of 

Mycenae, rich in gold.  

                                                                 
316 Robert Fagles The Iliad with Introduction and Notes by Bernard Knox (Penguin deluxe edition)n London and New York 1990 and numerous reprints 
317 Fagles’ translation makes more sense here. 
318 I prefer Fagles’ rendition here. 
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THE ARMOUR OF ACHILLES 

From Book XVI, roughly the last third of Homer’s Iliad centres on Patroclus, dressed in Achilles’ armour.  

Patroclus put on the shimmering bronze. He began by tying round his legs the splendid greaves, fitted with silver clips 

for the ankles. Next he put on his breast Achilles’ beautiful cuirass, scintillating like the stars. Over his shoulders he 

slung the bronze sword with its silver-studded hilt, and then the great thick shield. On his sturdy head he set the well-

made helmet. It had a horsehair crest, and the plume nodded grimly from on top. Last, he picked up two powerful 

spears which suited his grip. (156-66) 

After killing him, Hector strips his body and wears it himself, leading to a replacement set of armour having to be made 

for Achilles by Hephaestos. The original set had been the armour inherited by Achilles from his father Peleus, ‘the 

huge and wonderful arms that the Gods gave Peleus as a wedding-present’ when marrying off Thetis ‘of the silver 

feet’ off to a mere mortal. When she and Achilles find out that Hector has appropriated the suit for himself, wresting it 

off the dead body of Patroclus, she ‘made her way to the palace of Hephaestos which the God of the Crooked Foot 

had built with his own hands, of imperishable bronze’ (XVIII, 432-3). She requests Hephaestos to make a new set of 

armour for Achilles, now that he has finally decided to enter into battle after the death of his closest friend, so the 

Maker God ‘cast imperishable bronze on the fire, and some tin and precious gold and silver: He began by making a 

large and powerful shield, adorned all over, finished with a bright, triple rim of gleaming metal, and fitted with a silver 

baldric’ (XVIII, 553-4).  Elsewhere it is mentioned that in thickness it was built up of two layers of bronze, two of tin and 

one of gold – a description of its further embellishment must wait until we deal with the astronomical implications of 

the complex design Hephaestos then wrought upon its front (see our DIVERSION on THE MYCENAEANS AND THEIR DOGS). 

Apart from the use of iron for Hera’s chariot axle quoted above, iron also crops up in Areithous’ iron mace (VII, 162); 

Antimachus’ treasure of wrought iron (XI, 155); and at Patroclus’ funeral games described in Book XXIII one prize is a 

lump of pig iron – and a group of others are ten double-headed and ten single-heades axes of ‘violet-coloured iron’. 

The Vapheio warrior tomb cited in the next entry contained metal items much as described in the Iliad (as did the newly 

unearthed Pylos Griffin Warrior tomb) and in the following commentary on the full variety of his grave goods, if again his metal 

possessions stand out (including his bronze weaponry, gold and silver cups and rings of different metals, including one of iron), 

so also does the presence of semi-precious stones. Consideration of the latter leads to yet another DIVERSION – hopefully in the 

process throwing yet further raking light on the elusive, but strongly presumed interaction between Mitanni and Mycenaean. 
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FORATT-26: THE VAPHEIO RING (COMPARED ALSO WITH GRIFFIN WARRIOR PIECES) 
Having just studied the acquisition of metals in the Mycenaean world, it is significant that plain rings of different metal, including 

one of iron, were found against the body of the Vapheio warrior, and indeed the king buried in the main tholos tomb at Dendra319 

possessed three rings made of successive layers of silver, lead and copper, with iron forming the outer surface, badly rusted. 

Perceptively, Persson (ibid. p.57) wondered whether they intentionally represented the Moon, Saturn, Venus and Mars – an 

approach to bear in mind for later. Under the Iconography Section we will ask whether the lion and prey on five of the seals 

found on the Vapheio warrior’s bracelets could have referred, not simply to political authority of some kind, but perhaps directly 

to his astronomical knowledge and role – and by association to belief in the Sky Goddess in her various cosmic guises. We give 

a fuller description of the burial ensemble itself under the Seal Group Study following, and simply concentrate now on the actual 

Forward Attack design on the stone inset on a somewhat humble ring of bronze which constitutes the main entry. The bezel of 

mere steatite surely indicates an early stage in ring use by the Mycenaeans though it could have been an heirloom older than 

the burial itself, since the one solid gold signet ring found on the floor of the tomb (compare with the four solid gold signet rings 

found on the Griffin Warrior - listed in the SEAL STUDY below) is of the typical Mycenanan mythological type, engraved into the 

metal rather than on a separate, inset stone. Under this entry we compare its design to the Hittite sealing of the King of 

Karkemish (reproduced again below) using the same kind of upreared Forward Attack - here with the Tešub-Baal quite clearly 

standing on the attacked Bull as his steed underlining the Syro-Anatolian sources lying behind the bezel. The same stance is 

used on the Forward Attack on the figured cup from Kinik featured under ForAtt-30, with upreared lion kicking forward with one 

back leg as on several Mycenaean seals (ForAtt-26f)), clearly one type of Levanto-Anatolian Forward Attack prototype favoured  

 
Ill.9- 106: Seal design of  Ini-Teššub, King of Karkemish (see the full tablet under ForAtt-26), now in the Damascus Museum 

over a certain period by the Mycenaeans (it does not follow the plain lion-bull stand-off as seen under ForAtt-21, whose format I 

think was used on the Treasury of Atreus façade (ForAtt-27)). On the bezel, the standing bull faces an upreared, combative lion 

– of compressed stature in order to contain both animals within the bezel field, much as on the Elamite seal under ForAtt-17. 

With dating for the start of Mycenaean rise to autonomy given as c.1500-1450, the Forward Attack on the Vapheio bezel 

warrants its own Seal Group Study in the context of the 27 other seals it was found with, which starts on the next page, next in 

sequence after the four seal group studies made in Catalogue D: The Back Lunge.  The last of these, Seal Group Study 4, 

covered the Thebes Hoard whose Kassite seals we rate as dating back to no later than 1500-1450 – much around the time the 

Vapheio burial took place – though it appears it was sent to Thebes much later as a convenient gift of obsolete stock from 

Kassite-occupied Babylon (providentially pouring a large quantity of lapis lazuli into the Thebes treasury).  

GENERAL SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE VAPHEIO BURIAL AND THE GRIFFIN WARRIOR TOMB 

If only it were possible also to provide a separate Seal Group Study of the 50 or more seals found on the body of the recently 

discovered ‘Griffin Warrior’ in a ground-level shaft grave covered by a one-ton stone at Pylos on  on 18 May 2015 by Professors 

                                                                 
319 A W Persson The Royal Tombs at Dendra near Midea Lund 1931 The tomb and its seals is dealt with in full in Catalogue F: The Bilateral Attack 
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Jack Davis and Sharon Stocker320 of Cincinnati University. These seals have not been published at the time of writing, and all 

we are told is that they have on them representations of ‘bull-leaping, goddesses and lions’ (no word of whether any use the 

lion-prey motif!). Since the seal designs - and his gold, silver and bronze cups, vessels and weapons321 - are all said primarily to 

be Minoan in character, the Tomb of the Griffin Warriior is deemed to be just that bit earlier than the Vapheio burial, but again 

with an approximate date of 1550-1450, serving to set the more Mycenaean cultural elements of the Vapheio grave goods (the 

other items are described in full later) into higher relief, given both follow a similar burial ritual and checklist of contents.  

Originally placed in a wooden coffin, the Griffin Warrior wore bronze armour and a boar-tusk helmet - and an ivory plaque 

carved with a griffin was found between his legs – hence the naming of his tomb. Round his neck was a gold rope chain 

necklace (Ill.9- ) with three spaced-apart spherical banded agates at the centre and gold end-discs with an inverted pair of 

volutes – of exactly the same design as on a silver spoon from Midea322. At his side were found not only a huge collection of 

seals and bronze weaponry, but also all over him were ‘more than 1000 beads’ of semi-precious stones such as amethyst, 

agate and jasper, interpreted by one commentator as probably fixed onto a funeral shroud that has subsequently rotted away 

(strings of pearls are also mentioned). The latter reinforces the necessity to look into the matter of Mycenaean procurement of 

such semi-precious stones – which will follow the Vapheio Hoard Seal Group Study.  

 

                                                                 
320 The Mycenaean Seminar held at University College London on 2 December 2015 was privileged to hear more about the burial in a paper on Mycenaean 

Iconography presented by Professor Jim Wright, Director of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens  
321 It was noted with astonishment that not a single piece of pottery was found amongst the grave goods – the warrior was evidently so well-endowed that even 

the kitchen vaisselle was made of gold, silver or bronze. 
322 A W Persson New tombs at Dendra Near Midea Lund 1942 – found in Tomb 10 (fig. 101) 
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SEAL GROUP STUDY 5 :  THE VAPHEIO HOARD 

Most of the Vapheio Hoard seals are catalogued in CMS I, and of these most323 are tabled below at a level of reproduction 

sufficient to convey the character of the main images on them. Highlighted in orange are those described as found in the burial 

pit with the body (probably 28 of them).Their distribution was, as far as feasible, worked out by John Younger324 (only CMS I-

248 showing a darted lion, highlighted in blue, might have been under the burial, though others say it was one of the seals on 

the floor). We exclude from the table one or two seal fragments or crude pieces not germane to our main argument. All the 

others were found in various spots scattered on the floor of the tomb covering the pit - roughly 12 in number and likely to be 

later in date, and on the table are highlighted in aubergine. To underline the date difference to contrast the ForAtt-26 ring from 

the pit against the mythological gold signet ring found on the floor (CMS I-219), it is placed immediately following it in the table. 

For clarity, in our table we have not followed the CMS I numerical order, but group image types together, beginning with animal 

studies - notably of dogs and lions, preceded by the 5 lion-prey seals (three of which were on the body). These are our ForAtt-

25 (CMS I-253 – found ‘over the centre of the body’); an unusual Swastika Belly Landing (CMS I-251 – included as a Back 

Lunge under BaLu-26); an unclassifiable combination of lion biting its prey’s back as it lurches in the air (CMS I-254); an oblique 

Rear Attack (CMS I-252) and probably the remains of what was another Back Lunge (CMS I-247). There are two seals showing 

man-lion interaction, the second showing an aggression that markedly sets the Mycenaeans apart culturally from the subtler 

Minoan images of a man or woman leading a gentle lion on a leash, as seen on earlier seals from the Minoan Palace at 

Knossos325. The boar hunt seal succeeds them - more a Eurasian tradition compared to Levantine-based lion hunts. 

With Younger’s arguments in mind and not forgetting our main concern is the Lion-Prey subject (the Forward Attack on the ring 

in particular), in the table I have simply followed the information in CMS I as to their individual find spots. The main picture to 

conjure up in in our mind - succinctly and reliably evoked by Younger - is that, given most of the pit seals were found in two 

small mounds over the hand areas of the skeleton (one holding a silver cup, the other a gold one) there was probably a bracelet 

of twelve seals on each wrist, with our Forward Attack item, the bronze ring with steatite bezel, placed separately at the centre 

of the body (it is not clear whether high up or lower down). This means all the seals in the yellow cells of the table - probably 

made earlier than the ones found on the floor following the sealing of the burial - would have been threaded on one or other 

bracelet (unfortunately the original excavator, Tsountas, did not record which seals were found on which side). At the left hand 

were found also further rings of iron, gold and lead – but not of silver. As regards our DIVERSION on Mycenaean METAL 

PROCUREMENT, if our early dating for the tomb is correct, then this is another early instance (as with the Perati knife) of the 

appearance of iron in Greece, and clearly as our warrior had been able to get hold of a sample so early it points to Mitanni 

mediation with the Indus-BMAC source-zone they had direct access to. 

Overall we still have unanswered the intriguing question of why such warrior graves resemble each other so closely, given they 

follow what we might call a ‘check-list’ of items appropriate for a burial of high status. It is thought there must have been a level 

of communication between such men for them to arrive at the burial convention they followed – and from the rich male graves of 

Central Asia we will contrast them with later, it appears brotherhood extended even along the steppe corridor. They must have 

known each other if they chose the same materials, weaponry and artefacts for status display; the result of both travels and 

gifts: perhaps single individuals even supplied ‘members of the club’ with individual samples of the more unusual winnings (such 

                                                                 
323 We have omitted talismanic seals (CMS I-260-1; CMS I-257-9 showing ram heads, dolphins and swans) and one or two unfinished seals (e.g. CMS I-230). 
324 John Younger ‘The Vapheio Gems: A Reconsideration of the Find-Spots’ AJA 77 1973, 338-40 
325 REMINDER: In Catalogue D SEAL GROUP STUDY 1 covers the Knossos Temple Repository seals; SEAL GROUP STUDY 2 the RUTSI HOARD; STUDY 3 the 

NICHORIA HOARD, AND STUDY 4 the THEBES HOARD. 
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as iron rings and knives - or lumps of carnelian. Some argue such individuals must have been mercenaries, letting themselves 

out for hire in foreign lands like Anatolia and Northern Syria, but the recurrence of lion-prey seals in all these prestige burials 

suggests that if they were not warrior kings, we must consider whether they were warrior-astronomers of some kind – we will 

take up this theme again in the Iconography Section to try to answer it. We also have to ask whether the separate motifs on the 

Vapheio seals add up to a story-line, or cycle, of images that reveal an overall cultural narrative important to the Vapheio 

Warrior’s range of activities. Did they belong to his entourage,  made for administrative use as the insignia of separate roles? 

CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 

253 

 

Steatite bezel on 
bronze/copper ring with 

two rivet holes 

 

219 

 

Gold 

 

 

254 

 

Onyx 

 

251 

 

Agate 

 

252 

 

Agate 
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CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 

247 

 

Jasper 

 

243 

 

Agate 

 

244 

 

Agate 

 

245 

 

Carnelian 

 

246 

 

Agate 

 

248 

 

Onyx 

 

249 

 

Agate 
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CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 

250 

 

Sardonyx 

 

224 

 

Jasper 

 

228 

 

Haematite 

           c.f.  Ivory mirror 
handle from Cyprus (Kouklia Evreti tomb 8) 

227 

 

Chalcedony 

 

233 
Amethyst 

One side of a prism, the 
second side empty and the 
third showing a priestess 

holding up two swans 

 

234 

 

Jasper 
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CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 

235 

 

Sardonyx 

 

236 

 

Sardonyx 

 

237 

 

Onyx 

 

238 

Onyx 

 

239 

 

Agate 

 

240 

 

Sardonyx 

 

241 

 

Agate 

 

242 

 

Jasper 
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CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 

255 

 

Lapis lazuli (formerly the 
bezel of a gold ring) 

 

256 

 

Clay 

 
220 

 
Chalcedony 

 

221 
 

Carnelian 

 

222 
 

Onyx 

 
223 

 
Jasper 
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CMS I SEAL NO. VAPHEIO HOARD SEAL 
225 

 
Jasper 

 
A real fenestrated axe 

(right) 326 was found with 
the warrior, probably 
manufactured in the 

Levant in the 19-18C and 
an heirloom. Held by Gods, 

kings and priests, it is a 
symbol of high authority. 

                                

226 

 

Sardonyx 

         

229 

 

Carnelian 

 

(also 230, not shown) 

 

231 

 

Agate 

 

232 

 

Agate 

 
Ill.9- 107: Seals of the Vapheio Hoard (c.1500-1450) arranged thematically and colour coded by floor or pit placing 

                                                                 
326 A Yassur-Landau ‘From Byblos to Vapheio: Fenestrated Axes between the Aegean and the Levant’  BASOR 373 2015 139-50 
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THE VAPHEIO WARRIOR’S OTHER GRAVE GOODS 

Apart from the pair of often reproduced repoussé decorated cups and the bronze weapons, more unusually a silver spoon was 

amongst the Vapheio warrior’s grave goods, as also alabaster vases from Egypt and a fenestrated bronze axe of Syrian type 

(illustrated above next to Seal CMS I-225 which shows a priest carrying one). As Yasur-Landau327 recently argued, ‘the Vapheio 

axe was … produced long before the end of the MBA sometime between 2000 and1800 BC. At least some of the symbolic 

meaning of the axe as an attribute of rulership in the Levant was transferred to Minoan Crete, [and] by the time the axe and its 

related Levantine-inspired iconography reached Vapheio and was deposited in the tomb, it was a centuries-old ceremonial 

weapon and without doubt … perceived as a formidable symbol of power’. As an heirloom, it looks as if it might well have been 

of similar date to the bezel ring.  

Along with the warrior’s formidable collection of seals, most at his wrists, a necklace around his neck was strung in the form of a 

double row of 88 amethyst and rock crystal beads. These two materials could initially be taken as evidence of his outreach 

either to the Unetice region of Germany, or down to Egypt where amethysts had been a strong feature of Middle Kingdom 

jewellery. However, since the semi-precious stones the seals are made of point as much to Central Asian origins, it is not out of 

the question his necklace stones came from that region. It was similar in arrangement to the Griffin Warrior’s necklace (Ill.9- ) in 

the (presumed) symmetrical arrangement at its centre – for him of three ‘beads’ made from disparate seals consisting of:  

• a one-time lapis lazuli bezel converted into a bead showing a dog scratching itself (CMSI-255 above, at the end of the 

table - the only lapis lazuli item in the tomb), twinned with  

• a companion dog sealing simply made of clay (CMSI-256 above, also at the end of the table). The current idea is that 

these two were 

• spaced apart from each other by the Forward Attack steatite bezel ring as the centrepiece (the first item in the table 

above) – like the clay sealing, not valuable at all, possibly of ancestral – certainly of ritual - significance.  

In the Iconography Section we will look more deeply into the significance of dogs for the Mycenaeans under DIVERSION 8. 

Did the warrior receive the necklace as one gift, already assembled, or (more likely) was it was pieced together from separate 

gifts and acquisitions? If in the Vapheio Seal Group Study table we glance through the materials all the other the seals are 

made of, we see they were carved in semi-precious stones that could all either have come from the same part of Central Asia328 

– or areas of N-W Europe possessing almost the same geological make-up - as argued by Dayton (see our next DIVERSION). At 

a conference on semi-precious stones held at the Louvre in 1995 Laffineur329 drew up the table below of the statistical frequency 

of stones use in Minoan and Mycenaean seals - using the CMS Vols I-XIII as database - which speaks for itself in terms of 

being as objective as it is possible to get, though without, unfortunately, separating Minoan from Mycenaean 

(e.g.steatite/chlorite would be in more frequent use for the earliest, Minoan seals). The table is highly revealing nonetheless - 

note overall the high counts of agate, rock crystal, carnelian, serpentine – as also of the closely similar silicates of 

sardonyx/jasper/ chalcedony. Putting aside for the Iconography Section the possible symbolic meaning of the three centrepiece 

beads of the Vapheio Lord’s necklace, the materials of all the other seals in the hoard belong to the chalcedony family, and 

although we take seriously Dayton’s arguments for NW Europe as able to supply all such stones from that group, given the 

presence also of carnelian and agate seals – and the one prized centrepiece component of lapis lazuli - on balance a Central  

                                                                 
327 A Yasur-Landau ‘From Byblos to Vapheio: Fenestrated Axes between the Aegean and the Levant’ in BASOR 373 2015 139-50 See also J Maran ‘Near 

Eastern Semicircular Axes in the Late Bronze Age Aegean as Entangled Objects’ at 
https://www.academia.edu/16789028/Near_Eastern_Semicircular_Axes_in_the_Late_Bronze_Age_Aegean_as_Entangled_Objects  
328 Ardito Desio (ed.) Geology of Central Badakhshan (North-East Afghanistan): Scientific Reports of the Italian Expeditions to the Karakorum (K2) 

and Hindu Kush (Vol.III Geology-Petrology) Leiden 1975 
329 R Laffineur ‘La Crète minoenne et le monde mycénien’ in  A Caubet (ed.) Cornalines et Pierres Précieuses [CPP] Paris 1999 59-76 

https://www.academia.edu/16789028/Near_Eastern_Semicircular_Axes_in_the_Late_Bronze_Age_Aegean_as_Entangled_Objects
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Ill.9- 10768: Table of stone use in Minoan and Mycenaean seals from the CMS reference series – Laffineur Table 1 

Asian main source is slightly more likely (contradicted by only one mention of turquoise in the table!). This could depend on 

whether the pieces arrived together, or collected piece by piece over a period of time.  

While the issue is to the forefront of our mind we can at this point look into the detail of Mycenaean procurement of semi-

precious stones. In the following DIVERSION – in contrast to the rich information we gain from actual objects found in the 

archaeological record - there is absolutely no mention in the Iliad (as there was with metals) of artefacts using semi-precious 

stones.  This could be another factor in deciding on an early chronology for the Trojan War, putting it in a period before the 

semi-precious stones trade reached Greece from Central Asia - in other words to a period prior to the changeover from 

haematite as the main seal material (as seen on Mitanni seals found in the Aegean), to agate. But hat argument falls if we read 

the stones as general European background sourcing going on all through the 2M. 
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DIVERSION 3  AMBER, LAPIS LAZULI, CHALCEDONY & GLASS 

The amber, semi-precious stone and glass grave-goods in the Vapheio and Griffin Warrior tombs - given their 

geographical position between Europe and the Levant - gives rise to the same ambiguity on origins as for metal 

procurement and invites us to consider in closer detail their overall procurement and working by the Mycenaeans330. It 

follows that we need to consider why in the Bactrian, then Mycenaean, worlds we have a whole group of high-status 

burials331 where the same kinds of semi-precious stones abound, both as seals and in the form of necklace beads. 

AMBER 

As with other Mycenaean warrior burials of this importance, in the Vapheio grave discussed under ForAtt-26 – though 

far from on the plentiful scale seen in the Shaft Grave era - a little amber was found amongst the materials at this 

  
Ill.9-109: (Left) Amber Cup – Brighton & Hove Museum; (right) Selection of amber beads from disparate fragmentary necklaces or 

stray beads found at Lake, Wilts, arranged as  necklace, bracelets or pendants - BM no. 1895,0723.52 (c.f. Ill.9- ) 

warrior’s command. High-status graves 2000-1400BC in Wessex can be directly contrasted with Mycenaean ones – 

for instance, the chieftain of the Bush Barrow grave near Stonehenge was accompanied by three bronze daggers, an 

axe, a stone mace-head, gold plaques and gold belt hook. Amber was a feature of several such graves within the orbit  

 
Ill.9- 110: The same routes were followed in Dark Age and Archaic Greek times for both metals and amber – Cunliffe332 fig.10.24 

                                                                 
330 An adapted version of this DIVERSION (with larger pictures) forms my Cosmokrator Newsletter no. 6 - see top left square at  www.layish.co.uk/home.htm 
331 I Kilian-Dirlmeier ‘Jewellery in Mycenaean and Minoan “Warrior Graves”’ in E B French et al (eds) Problems in Greek History Bristol 1988 161-5 
332 B Cunliffe Europe Between the Oceans 9000BC to 1000AD New Haven & London 2011 

http://www.layish.co.uk/home.htm
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of the tin mines, including the tumulus near Hove containing a solid amber cup amongst its treasures (above left). Not 

far away, at Upton Lovell a female was buried wearing a multi-strand necklace of amber beads with the strands 

separated from each other by large spacer plates (the reconstructed arrangement for a similar necklace is shown 

above right). As Schofield333: confirms, ‘‘Intriguingly, a particular form of amber spacing bead appears in a few items of 

jewellery (for example an amber necklace from grave Omicron in Circle B [at Mycenae]) dating to a short time span 

early in the 16C. This type of bead has its closest parallels in the Upton Lovell necklace from the contemporary 

Bronze Age Wessex Culture in Britain’. It is argued the huge amount of Baltic amber found in the Shaft Graves (some 

1560 pieces) must have come via Britain (specifically Wessex334) in no more than two one-off consignments c.1600-

1500. Smaller amounts, likely to be pieces passed on through the Mycenaean-Mitanni network, have also been found 

at Enkomi, Alalakh, Ugarit and Aššur – in all of which places the lion-prey subject appears on associated artefacts. 

Built up during the 4-2M, Barry Cunliffe’s general map above usefully sums up the officially accepted view of the 

established amber and metal trade routes available to Europe and Anatolia by the first third of the 1M.  

NAME OF BURIAL No. of pieces of amber 

 

VAPHEIO 1  

DENDRA 1 (+ 60 – see next ill.) 

RUTSI 54 

THEBES 1 

MENIDI ‘several’ 

PERATI 1 + fragments 

Ill.9-111: Amber found in Mycenaean warrior graves post-Shaft Grave Era; (right) amber beads from the Ugarit royal palace335 

Other than at Rutsi, Harding and Hughes-Brock (ibid.) recorded just one piece of amber in each of the graves tabled 

above – all of them of interest for our seal studies since, again, in each of these particular tombs lion-prey seals were 

present. But recently in her lecture to the Mycenaean Seminar of 16 March 2016 at University College London, Birgitta 

Eder told of huge amounts of amber in Tholos Tomb A at Kakovatos-Pylos (initially excavated by Dörpfeld336) which 

from the bead types indicate vast supplies were coming into the Peloponnese from Central Europe - possibly via Italy  

 
Ill.9- 112: Amber found in Chamber Tomb 10, Dendra, Midea (enough to make up a necklace) – Persson ibid.1942, fig. 97 

                                                                 
333 See A Harding et al. ‘Amber in the Mycenaean World’ BSA LXIX 1974 145-172. In later periods the odd piece of amber even found its way to places 

associated with the Mitanni – mentioned in the text  - but in fact a few pieces have also turned up in Predynastic sites in Sumer and Egypt.. 
334 The Mycenaeans (2007) p.65: as we know, there are other S-W England connections, discussed passim under Metals and Glass. 
335 V Matoian Le Mobilier du Palais Royal d’Ougarit Lyon 2008 pl.vii,2. See also her ‘Ugarit et L’égypte: Essai d’interprétations de la documentation 

archéologique et perspectives de la recherche’ in B Eder et al. (eds) Policies of Exchange: Poitical Systems and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and 
the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 2015 43-84 
336 I Kilian-Dirlmeier Die bronzezeitlichen Gräber bei Nidri auf Leukas: Ausgrabungen von W Dörpfeld 1903-1913 Bonn 2005 (see also W Dörpfeld 

Athenische Mitteilungen 1908) CHECK 
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- confirming the main routes shown in Cunliffe’s map would have held good for centuries. Kakovatos Tholos Tomb A 

also held odd beads of lapis lazuli, amethyst and pieces of ivory in pretty much the standard warrior tomb mix337. It is 

worth pointing out that Harding and Hughes-Brock seem to not to have taken into account Tomb 10 at Dendra 

(excavated by Persson338 a decade later than the tholos tomb) which held large amounts of amber (photo above) –

much more than they credit to Dendra in their table above, so I have added the Chamber Tomb 10 count in russet. 

JEWELLERY IN PERSONAL ADORNMENT, CULT AND RITUAL IN THE 2M  
The anthropologist Mary Helms339, on the evidence of other cultures suggests that a widely travelled person who 

brings home exotic materials or objects from foreign lands has enhanced status in the eyes of their own society by 

having seen and experienced what is beyond the reach of most others. Burns (ibid.) sees conscious status-assertion 

as the main motive behind the Mycenaeans’ acquisitive marshalling of luxury raw materials and artefacts – whether 

obtained through booty of war, trading voyages or diplomatic missions (though I suggest later that some iconographic 

evidence could betray a deeper purpose underpinning such internationalism and the possession of more or less the 

same gamut of valuable pieces). Societies like the Mycenaeans actively cultivated their craftsmen, and for the 2M it is 

revealing that many craftsmen’s tombs reveal the high status they were accorded. In this catalogue we have cited the 

tombs of the metalworker from Ebla in relation to ForAtt-4; the metalworker at Shahi-Tump (Ill.9- ) who made the lead 

weight under BaLu-4 - and that of a general craftsman of both metal and stones at Gonur (Ill.9- ) to be looked at 

shortly). The tombs of metalworkers from Eurasia have also been mentioned (e.g. Ill.9- 92). From as early as the 3M 

Maikop culture such skilled and inventive artificers often gained shamanic status due to transformations they wrought 

seen as amounting to alchemy, a final artefact fashioned from base materials as if by magic. 

BEADS AND NECKLACES 

There is no need to look in detail at the early genesis of bead-making in the 4-3M (though we could not resist at Ill. 9-

120 putting in a Natufian necklace dating to c.10,500-8,500 and a 5M East European one of shells), as it is more 

relevant to our understanding of Mycenaean taste – and their international connections – to take a selective look at 

stages in the increasing insertion of semi-precious stones (whether as beads or seals) as they started to take the 

place of the centuries-old use of shell, seed, calcite or faience beads – even if interspersed with the odd small 

carnelian or lapis lazuli piece as a rare  novelty - (below are two such typical late 4M examples from the Tell Brak Eye 

 

 
Ill.9- 113: (Top) Two of many hundreds of bead-offering necklaces from the Eye Temple, Tell Brak c.3300-3000, British Museum 

(photo author); (below) contemporary shell and carnelian necklace from the Osiris Temple, Abydos340– Petrie pl.LII top 

                                                                 
337 There was also a squashed, intense blue glass bowl, which would confirm Erzgebirge origins (see later): these new finds are not yet officially published. 
338 A W Persson New Tombs at Dendra near Midea Lund 1942 
339 M Helms Craft and the Kingly Ideal: Art, Trade and Power 1993 
340 W Flinders Petrie Abydos I 1902 London 
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Temple). Triggering this changeover process Gardin341 saw three main factors coming together that contributed to the 

‘développement précoce’ of the Bactria/BMAC region which presided over the new trends, involving: 

o ‘la proximité relative de ressources minières (pierres et métaux) au Badakhshan’ (see map below);  

o foundations of an already existing trade route westwards dating back to the original 4-3M lapis lazuli trade; 

o the agricultural success of sites in the region due to the introduction of irrigation (see Gentelle ibid.). 

It is only during the 2M that traffic in these semi-precious stones began to move into an extended network penetrating 

beyond Iran and Sumer - so that its arrival becomes noticeable in the Levant and then becomes obvious at 

Mycenaean sites. It is interesting that Van Seters (ibid., p.43) mentions how even amongst food and small pottery 

offerings made at the temple at Nahariyeh342 in Palestine, ‘many beads of semiprecious stones and jewellery of 

 
Ill.9- 114: Badakhshan (dark shaded area) in relation to Fullol, Mundigak and Altyn-Tepe – from Tosi et al. fig.1 

bronze, silver and gold in the form of earrings, pendants and a scarab ring [were found]’. Ritual offering of beads and 

necklaces was common, as we will describe in the Cult Centre at Mycenae – theirs mostly of blue glass – and clearly 

from its wall-paintings we know jewellery was also integral to the rich parure of the court or temple ladies (which often 

pale in comparison with the warrior necklaces using the full gamut of semi-precious stones coming into their orbit). 

The same can be said of the necklaces found in the Royal Tomb at Qatna – see especially the stone range in fig.1343. 

The trade in the kinds of precious stones occurring together in Afghanistan rose and fell into the 20C, and Arkell’s 

enquiries344 into the bead trade emanating from Cambay today found examples of agate or carnelian beads siphoned 

down through India to as far as Darfur, Khartoum, Cairo, Jeddah, Beirut, Persia, Kano and of course around Gujarat 

itself (including Bombay) where an indigenous industry continues (a paper by Allchin on the full detail of India’s age-

old manufacture of agate and carnelian beads is discussed later). The spread of these two materials in raw or bead 

form underlines how in the 2M the inevitable triangle of trading between India, Africa and Arabia (in Catalogue D I 

called it ‘the Zanzibar Triangle’) proceeded at full stretch as long as demand from the 2M Aegean world lasted. 

                                                                 
341 J-C Gardin ‘Vers une Géographie Archéologique de l’Afghanistan’ Studia Iranica XI 1982 97- 110 
342 See M Dothan ‘The Excavations at Nahariyeh 1954-55’ Israel Exploration Journal VI 1956 14-25 
343 E Rossberger ‘Why Gold is not Forever: Giving and Taking of Jewellery in the Royal Tomb of Qatna’ in P Pfälzer et al. (eds) ibid. 229-37 
344 A J Arkell ‘Cambay and the Bead Trade’ Antiquity X 1936 292-305 
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MYCENAEAN ACCESS TO LAPIS LAZULI AND OTHER SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES 
Lapis lazuli finds are precise evidence for direct or indirect contact with Central Asia, given (as Casanova345 puts it) it 

is ‘une roche rare et difficile à procurer car toujours située dans des zones de très hautes montagnes à l’accès 

restreint par les conditions naturelles (3 à 5 mois maximum par an et uniquement par des sentiers muletiers puis 

pédestres)’ in limited and very remote areas from the rest of the world – in the Sar-I Sang and Chaghai frontier zones 

alone. Most of the great circle of sites connecting the BMAC with the Indus, Iran and Elam – whether Mehrgarh, 

Mundigak, Shortughai, Shahdad, Shahr-i-Sokhta, Hissar or Tell-i-Malyan bear evidence of the tiny stone borers used 

in the lapis-lazuli, carnelian and agate workshops346 servicing the trade to consumers in Syria347 and Mesopotamia. 

Burns notes a paucity of lapis lazuli in the Mycenaean archaeological record compared to glass. Those few pieces 

that did get through were clearly much treasured – in the case of the Vapheio warrior the one lapis lazuli bead on his 

necklace converted from a ring bezel showing a dog was part of its triple centrepiece. Maran (ibid.) describes a lapis 

lazuli pendant carved in the shape of a fenestrated axe blade from Mycenae (below right) and several more from the 

Treasury at Thebes (his fig.11). We have seen throughout our enquiries how stray Near Eastern seals of lapis lazuli 

arriving in Crete or Greece all through the 2M appear to have been kept as heirlooms. Thus there is not much to say 

about successful large-scale Mycenaean procurement of lapis lazuli as a raw material reaching the Greek mainland. 

The exception was the Thebes hoard348, probably a Kassite gift, and a spectacular collection for the Mycenaean 

wanax there of one of the most prized materials from the ancient near east – even if only in the form of hand-me-down 

beads and out-of-date seals. Amongst known single lapis lazuli seals imported to the Greek world (some already 

discussed under Catalogue D), one not mentioned so far is described349 as a gold-capped lapis lazuli seal (Illustrated 

below centere and right) found with several Mycenaean objects at Vari, not far from Athens. The left-hand figures in 

the scene are more familiar in Old Babylonian iconography in the elongated Cypriote style, but the enthroned, draped  

   
Ill.9- 775: (Left) Mycenaean lapis lazuli pendant in the form of a fenestrated axe blade (one of several) – Maran fig.9; (centre/right) the 

lapis lazuli Serpieri seal (owned by the Serpieri family) – from Porada (ibid.) pl.2 (compare the shrouded figure, probably female - 

leaning forward on a stool placed on the raised dais - with a similar figure on the seal in Ill.9-169)  

female figure on a raised dais approached by a falconer standing on a lower step is not Babylonian at all, being more 

of a Central Asian scenario – in other words the draped, almost hunched, figure is culturally a BMAC or Elamite type -  

a telling clue pinning down a Mycenaean link somehow made with Turan at least (the falconer features in Hittite ritual 

(Ill.9- ) – but we have flagged up how falconry was a BMAC sport too, surviving even today in Turkmenistan).  

                                                                 
345 M Casanova ‘Le Lapis-lazuli de l’Asie centrale à la Syrie au Chalcolithique et à l’âge du Bronze: traits communs et particularités régionales’ in in P Matthiae 

et al (eds) Proceedings of the 1st International Congress on the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East Vol.1 Rome 2000 171-183 
346 Best summarised in M Tosi ‘Lithic Technology behind the ancient Lapis Lazuli Trade’ Expedition 16 15-23 – see also B de Saizieu et al. ‘Les Parures en 

pierre de Mundigak, Afghanistan’ Paléorient 19 65-94 
347 For evidence of the arrival of Afghanistan stones into Syria for royal jewellery and figurines see E Rossberger Schmuck für Lebende und Tote Wiesbaden 

2015 for Qatna’s use of semi-precious stones, or F Pinnock Le Perle del Palazzo Reale G Rome 1993 for their use at Ebla. In our description of the tin route 
doubling with the lapiz lazuli route in DIVERSION 2 we quoted the texts proving that very little lapis would be left for Ugarit or Mycenae after passing through Ebla! 
348 Edith Porada The Cylinder Seals found at Thebes in Boeotia (Archiv für Orientforschung Vol. XXVIII) 1981/2 
349 E Porada ‘On the Complexity of Style and Iconography in Some Groups of Cylinder Seals from Cyprus’ in The Mycenaeans in the Mediterranean 

conference papers Nicosia 1972, 260-273 and 3 plates 
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Porada (ibid.) noted that Cyprus, on the other hand, often a way-station to the Mycenaean world, in certain periods 

had such easy access to lapis lazuli that, aside from the seals in the Thebes Hoard she saw as carved in Cyprus, the 

island had in earlier times had enough to send 110dbn as tribute to Tuthmoses III in the 34th year of his reign 

(revealing one way Egyptian pharaohs were indirectly able to obtain the stone). One can only think the reason why 

large lumps of the raw material have not been found at Mycenaean sites may simply mean that any supplies making 

their way through Syria from Central Asia were intercepted, fully allocated and spoken for by the time they had been 

shared out in places like Mari, Ebla or even Cyprus – all of which were able to get their hands on large stocks. This is 

perhaps borne out by Caubet350’s survey of semi-precious stones (including lapis lazuli) excavated from the site of 

Ugarit351, which she found almost totally deficient of anything of lapis, despite topoi referring to this stone in its 

mythology: ‘Sur les 555 sceaux-cylindres catalogués par Pierre Amiet (1992), pas un n’est en lapis, un seul en 

cornaline (no.184)’. After a check of finds at Alalakh, she found the same lack: no lapis in any quantity was passed on 

westwards of Aleppo or Ebla (so Cyprus’ ability to nonetheless get hold of it is intriguing). An incident is reported in the 

texts whereby the Hittite king’s demands for lapis supplies from his Ugarit vassal ended in his representative Takuhlu 

feeling obliged to send fake lapis – for which deception he is berated – seen by Caubet as underlining the very real 

unavailability of the blue stone in the western Levant, at the point where the supply chain usually ran out. 

Although we make a case for the Mitanni being the ‘connective tissue’ in relaying semi-precious stone supplies 

between Central Asia and the Mycenaeans, in the case of the lapis lazuli in the Thebes hoard it was the Kassites352 

who appear to have had immediate, northerly control over lapis lazuli supplies, evident also in their relationship with 

Egypt in the Amarna letters. We may need to differentiate their links from Mitanni connections (whose own generosity 

with lapis is nonetheless also mentioned in some of the Amarna correspondence) as being more efficacious along the 

more specifically carnelian - and agate-based - Indian network reaching Egypt or Elam by the southerly routes. 

   
Ill.9- 116: (Left) Necklace (half-length) of the Mehrgarh type from Mohenjo-Daro – Mohenjo Daro Museum MM1367 (AFC-281); (centre) 

necklace from the Temple of Ishtar at Mari of agate, amazonite, carnelian and gold– Louvre AO19080, Michel353 fig.2; (right) typical 
jewellery found in chamber tombs at Mycenae that included glass, amber, carnelian and faience – illustrated by Piet de Jong 

                                                                 
350 A Caubet ‘”Une demeure d’argent et d’or, un palais de pur lapis-lazuli”’ in W G E Watson (ed.) ‘He unfurrowed his brow and laughed’: Essays in honour 

of Nick Wyatt Münster 2007 39-43 
351 In a trawl of all Ras Shamra finds in the Louvre other than seals Caubet ibid. found only one small carnelian lion from the 1937 excavation; some carnelian, 

quartz and agate beads from 1938; an agate bead in the from of a duck from 1949 and one amber bead from the 1956 season. 
352 See N Crüsemann et al. ‘Prestigegüter und Politik: Aspekte internationaler Beziehungen im 2. Jt. v’  in K Bartl et al. (eds) Zwischen Euphrat und Indus 

Hildesheim 1995  175-192 
353 C Michel ‘Les Joyaux des Rois de Mari’ in A Caubet (ed.) CPP 403-432 
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SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES AND THEIR EARLY USE 
In our art historical discussion of ForAtt-19-22 concerning cylinder seals featuring lion-prey groups using the zebu 

bull, we quoted Jarrige’s conclusions about the circle of sites in contact with each other that emerged at the turn of the 

3M into the 2M, ending, ‘On pourrait ainsi reconstituer vers 1800-1700, dates correspondant traditionellement à la fin 

des villes de l’Indus, un movement de population qui, partie de Turkménie méridionale, aurait atteint la vallée de 

l’Indus, en passant par la Bactriane, et serait ensuite parvenu au Baluchistan méridionale (Mehi) pour arriver enfin au 

Makran Iranien (Khurab).’ And as we know, other evidence then points to Indus and Harappan products travelling in 

contraflow to the sites of Gilan, Margiana and the Lut Desert (as at Shahr-i-Sokhta), the thriving hubs on this circle of 

cooperation and interchange being sites such as Hissar III, Altintepe and Kulli – where transitional necklaces of this 

earilest period were found (e.g.. Ill.9-117  and Ill.9- ). One key zone at the heart of all this interchange, running on 

from Badakhshan and known for its copper mines and rich seams of semi-precious stones and marbles, lies at the 

borders between Helmand, Afghan Seistan and Baluchistan in the Gardan Region of the Chagai mountains. Dales354 

quotes  A H Savage-Landor’s 1902  description of the southern edge of the Sistan depression on the Afghan-Pakistan 

border where he noted ‘the most beautifully coloured stones… such as red and brown jasper and agatescent quartz, 

chalcedony, white and brown limestone’, as well as entire mountains of ‘beautiful white and yellow marble’. Perhaps 

we can link this area to the kinds of stone seen on the string of beads from the DK area of Mohenjodaro (above left) 

with its three pendants of banded agate and jasper fixed with gold wire (recently shown at the Metropolitan Art of First 

Cities exhibition (Aruz ibid. - It is shocking the original necklace was twice as long, but at Partition was crassly divided 

into one half for Pakistan, the other for India). The entry states it is made of hollow beads of gold interspersed with 

banded agate, vesuvianite (greenish grossular garnet), mottled and orbicular jasper (reddish) and fired steatite pieces. 

Note the three central prize beads - an Asian arrangement recurring on most necklaces shown in this DIVERSION. We 

have set it against a necklaces from Mari and Mycenae with stones that could have come from the Sistan depression. 

‘TRANSITIONAL’ NECKLACES 

 
 

 
 

 

Ill.9-117: (Left and centre) Two necklaces from a priest’s tomb at Altintepe, one of calcite and steatite discs, the second of agates 
and chalcedonies; (right) three large beads from burial 362, top left an agate and the other two elephant ivory –Masson355  pl.XX  

                                                                 
354 G F Dales ‘Hissar IIIC Stone Objects in Afghan Sistan’ in Mountains and Lowlands (Bibl.Mes.7) Malibu 1977 17-15 
355 V M Masson Altyn-Depe Leningrad 1981 
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What do we mean by ‘transitional’ necklaces? At this period necklaces or short strings of choice semi-translucent 

beads made of these more glassy semi-precious stones appear in the archaeological record amongst prestige or 

cultic goods at scores of graves or temples on this circle of interconnected sites. Out of these we pick out Altintepe, 

Tepe Hissar, Mari and Uruk for case studies, with necklaces bearing witness to the transition from former commonly 

used materials like shell, lapis lazuli or calcite to the beginnings of the take-up of the chalcedony-based repertoire of 

Afghanistan’s mineral heartland (c.f. Ill.9-  or Ill. 9-122). With the simultaneous use of plain limestone discs and 

striped agates, for Altintepe the items illustrated on just one plate of Masson’s book (above) sum up the story. Similar 

short strings of choice semi-precious beads (not yet long enough to wear) were also found at sites like Mehrgarh and 

Sibri, becoming richer and longer at westward sites such as Hissar III (up to then the jewellery record here had 

consisted of plentiful copper pieces in the form of anklets, bracelets, rings or earrings - all of copper wire). It is this 

early gradual inclusion of single, valued chalcedony beads that links these sites to each other, and from their 

association with other artefacts held in common - such as metal compartmented seals; copper mirrors; violin-torsoed 

female figurines; silver trumpets356; ‘staffs of office’ and marble colonettes – clearly people at such places were 

participants in a chain of shared culture and exchange running down from Margiana, in one direction reaching the 

Indus Valley, in the other moving south-west through Luristan and down to Susa (see map below) – thence into 

Mesopotamia to places such as Mari, Ur and Uruk. All these sites are witness to a ‘transitional necklace’ phase of the 

type noted in the pieces from Altyn Tepe above, preceded by the earliest characteristic Protohistoric mix of limestone, 

shell and lapis lazuli beads as seen at Tell Brak (Ill.9-113) or pre-Hissar III levels (below). Their use of the kinds of 

chalcedonies (including agates) that we also find worked to much higher levels of polish in either BMAC or 

Mycenaean prestige graves (described in the final sections of this DIVERSION) means the positioning of Altintepe and 

Tepe Hissar S-E of the Caspian Sea - bestraddling the Eurasian and Central Asian steppe corridors -  helps us 

imagine the kinds of staging post through which such materials could have gradually been relayed westwards from the  

   
Ill.9- 118: (Centre) The circle of key Turanian sites in relation to Indus sites and their spread in India 4-3M – Masson ibid.  fig. 32  

(hatched areas mark out phases of the spread of farming); (left and right) Mari ‘pre-transitional necklaces’ of shell, limestone and 
lapis – Louvre AO18311’and of limestone and rock crystal –AO18380 respectively357. 

                                                                 
356 One example, for instance, was acquired by the Louvre – see P Amiet ‘’Nouvelles Acquisitiions…’ La Revue du Louvre 1971,1 13-25, fig.23 
357 C Michel ibid. fig 3 and fig. 7  – both also found in the Temple of Ishtar at Mari 
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BMAC source area to places like Mari, weaving in with already-existing ancient metal and lapis lazuli trade routes, 

some eventually even to reach Dendra (Ill.9- 125) – and Kakovatos.  

Tepe Hissar in the South Caspian zone had always been a highly active metal-working centre from earliest 

beginnings, and looking at transitional examples of necklaces from the site that start to incorporate the chalcedonies 

that appear from Level IIIC, just as at Altintepe many show the same mixture of white calcite stones (sometimes even 

marble or alabaster) and lapis lazuli interspersed with the more recently prized translucent stones now coming in from 

the BMAC and Seistan. So for instance, in Schmidt’s excavation report358 the necklace below left (unfortunately not in 

colour) is described as consisting of a large white marble centre- piece; oval beads of brown or milky blue chalcedony 

 

 

 
Ill.9- 119: Hissar necklaces (left) H3594 that includes small lapis lazuli beads and larger chalcedonies (probably in fact agates); and 

(right) H2158 mostly made up of alternating rock crystal, lapis lazuli, carnelian and limestone beads – Schmidt figs 139/137 

 (as they look striped they are probably agates); lapis lazuli rectangles, tubes and oblongs (c.f. Ill.9- ); alabaster 

rectangles, tubes and oblongs; one bluish frit bead and some white and grey limestone discs. This is the kind of 

necklace still traditionally worn by Yezidi women today (whose eclectic traditions link to both Central Asia and India): 

   
Ill.9- 120: (Left) Yezidi girl in traditional dress and jewellery at Lalish, Northern Iraq359 - photographed by Anthony Kersting in 1944; 
(centre) the earliest (restrung) necklace in the world of the Natufian period (11-9C BC), the beads of alternating carved bone pieces 
and dentalium shells, Hanahal el-Wad Cave, Palestine – MMACat360 fig.12 – photo David Harris; (right) necklace of cardium edule 

and mactra carolina shells found in Grave 2 of theCopper Age Giugiuleşti cemetery361, Moldova c.4500-4300 

                                                                 
358 E F Schmidt Excavations at Tepe Hissar Damghan Philadelphia 1937 
359 See Richard Wilding ‘Return to Kurdistan’ The Courtauld News XXXIX 2016 30-32 .  In 2013 the exiled lady Yezidi Al-Jilwah (now living in Los Angeles) 

advertised on-line her servicecs in ‘Vedic gemstone and astrology consulting’. 
360 Metropolitan Museum of Art  exhibition catalogue Treasures of the Holy Land: Ancient Art from the Israel Museum 1986 
361 Taken from David W Anthony (ed). The Lost World of Old  Europe: The Danube Valley 5000-3500BC Princeton & Oxford 2009 p.212 
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The Hissar necklace above right (Ill.9-119), on the other hand, consists of alternating beads of rock crystal, lapis 

lazuli, carnelian and limestone, with a centerpiece consisting of a half-black, half-white pebble and two faintly striped 

agates either side - not so different from the arrangement and choice of stones in the Griffin Warrior’s necklace (Ill.9- ) 

–showing the same preference for a tripartite centerpiece as presumed for the Vapheio warrior ‘s rock crystal and 

amethyst necklace (the absence of amethyst in any of the necklaces shown in this section reinforces the probability 

that those of the Vapheio warrior came from Europe or Egypt – though rare sources in Indian Asia are known). On 

most of these kinds of necklace from Hissar, no metals are included (not even copper), though one elaborate parure 

fwas ound on ‘Treasure Hill’, illustrated below left, which makes a feature of triple threader beads (some still of calcite) 

and strands of symmetrically arranged chains of small carnelian beads interspersed with ‘eye’ agates and gold tubes  

- which we mention here more because of the obvious connection with the multiple thread beading and chains of 

small carnelian beads in the Enkomi tomb bracelet (Ill.9- 56) – a tomb with strong Mitanni credentials from the two 

Mitanni seals found in the assemblage (see also similarities in the use of carnelian and amethyst in the Aegina 

necklace, Ill.9- 57). 

  
Ill.9-121: (Left) Parure from Hoard I on Hissar’s Treasure Hill – Schmidt pl.XXXV; (right) necklace assembled from beads in Aššur 

Tomb 45362 (Middle Assyrian) with beads of carnelian, lapis, smoky quartz, onyx and agate ‘eye’ beads – BBCat-126 

To clinch our overview of ‘pre-transitional necklace’ samples, below is a stringing363 of gypsum, shell and lapis lazuli 

discs and tubes made recently from some of the thousands of beads found in the Uruk Sammelfund catalogued by 

Limper364, dating back to the original 4-3M trade between Sumer and Aratta (as probably referred to in the myth of 

Enmerker and the Lord of Aratta365 discussed in Catalogue A). These are unquestionably pre- transitional bead 

                                                                 
362 R-B Wartke ‘Les objets de parure de la tombe no.45 à Assour’ in CPP 317-340 fig.11 
363 Exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibition,  Art of the First Cities New York 2003 curated by Joan Aruz et al. [AFC] 
364 K Limper Uruk: Perlen-Ketten-Anhänger (Ausgrabungen in Uruk-Warka Endberichte II Mainz 1988  (see Pls 4-13 for the Sammelfund beads) 
365 S Cohen Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta (University of Pennsylvania PhD) 1973  Ann Arbor microfilms authorised xerographed library copy 
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combinations, since chalcedony-based stones were not to reach Uruk until a few centuries later, when several 

‘transitional necklaces’ turn up at Uruk too (Limper ibid. pl.15) close in appearance and roughly contemporary with 

  
Ill.9- 122: (Left) Modern stringing of some of the thousands of ‘pre-transitional’ lapis lazuli, gypsum and shell beads from the Uruk 
Sammelfund c.3300-2900 – AFC-3; (right) transitional necklaces from tombs in the Mochlos Pre-Palatial cemetery366 c.2000 that mix 

beads of limestone, rock crystal, gold, steatite,chalcedonies, amethyst, carnelian and faience (including one patterned cylinder 
seal). Note other items from Mochlos at Ill. 9-46 and Ill. 9-69) 

those from Altintepe and Hissar. Necklaces incorporating chalcedonic stones then appear at Uruk all through the ED 

and Ur III periods – setting a fashion that reached its height in the Ur III and Old Babylonian period when they reached 

the Aegean (see the Mochlos necklaces above right), then continuing to be made well into Neo-Babylonian times. Just 

over the border from Elam, Uruk’s temple administration at this time consumed semi-precious stones on a grand 

scale, justifying Limper’s AUWE 2 report devoted solely to the beads, necklaces and pendants found there, none 

surpassing the mid-2M priestess necklaces (Ill.9- , Ill.9- , Ill.9-) made during a Golden Age in Uruk when easy access 

to choice coloured stones from Central Asia became as strong as the desire for lapis lazuli. 

AGATES AND CARNELIAN: THE ALTERNATIVE SOURCES 
As with our enquiry into metal sourcing, there are counter-arguments for where the Mycenaeans could have obtained 

their agates and carnelian. Geologically, agates are related to carnelian and the other glassy, silicon-based stones  

    
Ill.9- 123: (Top) Section of banded agate still in situ – colour changes are dependent upon different mineral traces; ; (bottom) close-

up of some of the seals- which included four gold seal-rings367 - in situ during excavation of the Griffin Warrior’s shaft grave 

(chemical formula SiO2) such as chert, obsidian, quartzes like onyx - and all the chalcedonies. On a useful website on 

agates set up by a Cambridge researcher368 we are told: ‘Quartz is a major component of the earth’s crust … around 

12% by some estimates. … . Low quartz reveals itself in many forms and the collector will be well aware of rock 

crystal (colourless), amethyst (purple) and smoky quartz (brown). Though the colours may be different, they are all 

characterized by the same crystal structure … .  Agate and flint seem far removed from rock crystal; indeed fractured 

agate and flint appear to be more like amorphous glass. Nevertheless, agate, flint, chert and chalcedony are all forms 

                                                                 
366 C Davaras ‘Early Minoan Jewellery from Mochlos’ BSA LXX 1975 101-14 
367 J Davis and S Stocker ‘The Lord of the Gold Rings’ Hesperia LXXXV 2016 627-655 
368 Further information and detail can be obtained from http://www.agateworld.co.uk/ 

http://www.agateworld.co.uk/
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of microcrystalline quartz … that can often only be classified under a polarizing microscope’. A modern book on 

agates by Brzys369 points out the preponderance of dramatic and unusual agates are to be found in the Americas, 

Australia and Central Asia - confirmed with further detail on lesser sites by the official London Museum of Natural 

History guide on agates (see their general map below 370. Prettily patterned agates are commonly found alongside the  

 
Ill.9- 124: World distribution of agate sources – Natural History Museum handbook 2006, ed. R Pabian et al.  

rare Saxony silver and tin ores of North Germany or Britain (especially Scotland), but are not outstandingly abundant 

elsewhere in Europe. The Mycenaeans mostly used orange or red agates which could suggest European sources but 

brown agates are abundant in the Indus area too, on which we expand shortly. They also frequently used carnelian – 

which apart from a little in Europe (or some from Egypt) could only have come from India, where it is found mixed in 

with agates (technically it could be termed a ‘non-banded agate’). So, again, Eurasia or Asia are both possibilities, 

with blue agates tending only to come from the BMAC, brown and orange agates from Europe or India. 

  
Ill.9- 125:  (Top left) Agate beads, possibly intended for a necklace, from Dendra royal tomb I– Persson371 pl.XXVb (most other 

necklaces in the tomb were wholly made of small gold pieces in the Troy idiom (next illustration, right); (top right) the Griffin Warrior 
burial showing the cascade of over 1000 semi-precious stone or gold beads and the 50 seals scattered over his breast and top right 

shoulder, his weapons to the left and gold cups on his stomach –digital reconstruction by Denitsa Nenova 

                                                                 
369 Karen A Brzys Agates Inside Out Grand Marais Michigan 2010  
370 R Pabian et al. Agates: Treasures of the Earth London 2006 
371 A Persson The Royal Tombs at Dendra near Midea Lund 1931 

http://catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/search~S7?/aPersson/apersson/1%2C5%2C14%2CB/frameset&FF=apersson+axel+w+axel+waldemar+1889+1951&7%2C%2C9
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Mycenaean sourcing of agate is as important an issue as their procurement of tin, amber and glass - the European 

trade routes for all three of which would, as in Asia, have overlapped. Though the Mycenaeans mainly used agates for 

seals - as, for instance, all three seals under ForAtt-26f and several in the Vapheio hoard, from the latter’s burial (and 

spectacularly evident in the Griffin Warrior’s shaft grave) we realise they often prized them as beads. There were 

enough agate beads in the main tholos tomb at Dendra (above) to make a necklace (ignoring the single pieces shown 

inside the necklace arc in the photograph, note the Central Asian-style cabochon setting of the bead top left, which 

exactly ties in with prototypes such as those in Ill.9- ).  

In theory agates from Germany and Britain could even have been traded via Greece/Italy towards the Levant/Central 

Asia – but that surely would have been carrying coals to Newcastle. We are thus left with the suspended question of 

where the Mycenaeans obtained their agates, since – just as with the metal routes– given their massive availability at 

certain sites in the east (those of Gujurat are studied shortly) there is just as strong a probability they came from Asia 

via the Indus route into the Levant and onwards372. So far we only know generally that the Griffin Warrior’s profusion 

of beads and seals (Ill.9- /Ill.9- ) consisted of agate, carnelian, amethyst, amber, gold and jasper. When at the end of 

the catalogue we come to an overview of the 4-2M Central Asian diaspora of Indo-Europeans and Indo-Iranians, the 

bigger picture for how such routes would have arisen socially will become more specific – but one can say straight 

away that Mycenaean participation in them – even if only on the fringes – looks as if it must have been culturally and 

geographically inevitable.  

The picture of the Dendra beads above with the loose hexagonal amygdaloid (described by Persson as showing a bull 

with head turned back) shows the Mycenaean using agates interchangeably as seals or beads (in contrast the Griffin 

 
 

Ill.9- 126: The Griffin Warrior’s necklace with centerpiece of three spherical banded agates shows the Mycenaean transition from 
gold-based necklaces (like those of Troy373, top right) to the inclusion of simple hard stones as in the transitional necklaces of 

Eurasia (Ill.9- ). The inverted volutes at the fastening ends are seen also on a spoon from Dendra  

Warrior’s own necklace (above left) uses three opaque striped agates reminiscent of the Hissar necklace idiom under 

Ill.9-  right). In the case of the Vapheio warrior, whatever the original use of the seals may have been, the twelve seals 

on either wrist were turned into bracelets for his burial and there was a profusion of similar types of seal thrown in with 

the Griffin Warrior too. We also know from the newly discovered large chunks of raw agate and worked pieces from 

Thebes (Ill. 9-133) that larger pieces of agate were used as decorative inlays in the same way as ivory – rather than 

taking the option of slicing a particularly finely figured agate to make into flat, irregular beads held in place with 

cabochon settings as was done to create the centre-piece of the priestess Tiamatbashti’s necklace from Uruk (next 

page but one). 

                                                                 
372 For agates at Ugarit (two items illustrated in this section), see J-C Icart et al ‘Le Matériel en Pierre du Palais Royal d’Ougarit’ and ‘Des Roches Précieuses 

dans le Palais Royal d’Ougarit: Les Calcédoines rubanées (Agates)’ in V Matoian Le Mobilier du Palais Royal d’Ougarit Lyon 2008 157-213 and plates xii-xxi 
373 K Goldmann et al. Das Gold des Priamos Leipzig 1995 
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Ill.9- 127: (Top) Large agates in gold cabochon settings intended as centrepieces, from Gonur tombs – Ligabue ibid. ills 67/8 and 
Sarianidi374 fig. 108. Compare with (centre row) the dedicatory bead to Priestess Tiamatbashti – Finkbeiner abb.35.3 (and c.f. the 
Dendra bead top left,  Ill.9- ); (below) is a large unset agate in Pu’abi’s belt of lapis lazuli chunks, Ur c.2400, – B.M. (photo author)  

 
OUTSTANDING BMAC AGATES: SOME CASE HISTORIES 

When we consider some outstanding Oxus Civilisation agates (as in the top row of the illustrationIll.9-  above, these 

are unlikely to have been gifts from further west but to have been top quality finds from the area surrounding the 

Margiana region. Archaeologists dealing with the copious amounts of semi-precious stones remaining in the Gonur 

necropolis, even after looting, emphasise there is little sign of any material being imported - other than carnelian from 

India - i.e. that most materials in the tombs would all have been locally obtained and worked on the spot. These 

beautiful large bulbous agate beads found in the Gonur tombs are of a quality, size and colour never seen in the West 

– the favourite setting being gold cabochons at either end to make the piece threadable onto a necklace as 

centrepiece or single pendant. It appears it was usually the males who made them the centrepiece of a plain necklace 

(the examples from tombs at Gonur in Ill.9-  seem more or less to be counterparts to the Vapheio or Griffin warriors’ 

necklaces, though pairs made into earrings also occur).  

Thus the floruit of trading in exotic stones between Uruk, ‘Aratta’, Magan and Meluhha was built up on the foundations 

of 4-3M beginnings (c.f. Ill.9- ), highlighted in the recent Berlin exhibition on Uruk375 which displayed some of the 

pieces of raw semi-precious stone376 (below) visibly scattered all over the site and picked up as surface finds along  

  
Ill.9- 128: (Left) Uruk surface finds of chunks of raw carnelian and chrysoprase; (right) fuller selection of exotic stones found there –

van Ess ibid. abb. 52.4/52.2. 

                                                                 
374 V I Sarianidi Gonurdepe: Salaryn we Hudaylaryn Saheri Ashkabad 2005 (in Turkish, Russian and English) 
375 Staatliche Museen zu Berlin Uruk 5000 Jahre Megacity Berlin 2013 [Uruk5000Megacity] 
376 M van Ess & M Hilgert ‘Rohstoff Stein’ in Uruk 5000 Jahre Megacity 298-9 
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with the microlith borers used to work them377 ). Larger chunks of agate there had been carved into duck-shaped 

weights378 (note in contrast the small agate duck from a Dendra tomb in Ill.9-  –  several like it were found in the royal 

palace at Ugarit379) also). 

 
Ill.9- 129: The full ceremonial agate, gold and carnelian necklace of Tiamatbashti of Uruk (1.7m long) found under a step in the 

priestess quarters  - Iraq Museum IM26833– M V Seton-Williams380 Ill.83 (Note the 13th, inscribed bead, top right.) 

                                                                 
377 R-B Wartke ‘Steinbearbeitung von Perlen und Siegeln’ in Uruk5000Megacity 166-7 
378 See Uruk5000Megacity abb.47.1 & 47.5 
379 V Matoian op.cit pl.vii,4 
380 M V Seton-Williams Les Trésors de Babylone Paris 1981 ill.83 (the beads in a slightly different arrangement) 
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At Uruk from this time two priestess necklaces were found under the threshold of a doorway to a dwelling just outside 

the NW corner of Uruk’s Eanna Ziggurat in the Gigparu quarter. A rare colour photo of the most spectactular one of 

the two - a masterpiece by a craftsman of supreme skill – is shown above. It is a magnificent work381 made of spaced 

agate cabochons with two of the three centre beads consisting of thick, dramatically patterned agate slices held in 

place by gold frames. All the gold settings are further embellished with gold filigree wire and circular cloisons that may 

have contained enamel382 (now long since gone). Made of 13 principal beads, aside from the very small inter-beading 

the main spacer beads consist  of 22 carnelian spheres and 36 small ribbed gold spheres, adding up to a chain 1.7m 

long – all thought to have been strung on a thick silver thread of which only broken pieces remained here and there, 

meaning the necklace became slightly disordered when unearthed. On the 13th agate bead, standing apart – also a 

cabochon using exactly the same convention as the Bactrian agates in Ill.9-  - is a dedication to its original owner, 

Priestess Tiamatbashti383 (in the old days transliterated as Abbabashti). The use of cabochons must date this cultic 

necklace to roughly the same period as the Bactrian ones – to the early 2M - since the cuneiform dedication is by Ur 

III King Shu-Sin and reads Tiamatbashti, beloved Naditu384 Priestess of Shu-Sin of the Kings of Ur - maybe the 

memento of a Sacred Marriage rite enacted between them (in which the king symbolically marries his country). 

Because the dimensions of the necklace are so large (the centre bead alone is reported as being 9cm/3” high by 

10cm/4” wide), Orthmann at the end of her entry on it385 repeats suggestions that it may in fact have been made for a 

cult statue (as in the example below left), or even worn by the King himself given there are so many precedents (as in 

the Royal Tombs of Ur) for men wearing necklaces as opulent as those of the females. 

  
Ill.9-130: Remains of a cult statue with necklace of calcite, carnelian, turquoise and copper beads from Tello, Louvre AO298 – cited 
by Moorey386 – fig.2; (right) reconstruction of Kubatum’s necklace also from the Uruk Gigparu which includes beads of turquoise 

By this period Uruk was not so much the trade capital of Sumer as its venerable ecclestiastical holy city – sponsored 

by the kings of Ur and other cities around, including the Kassites of Babylon in the mid-2M who even added a new 

temple. The second, less spectactual necklace found with that of Tiamatbashti (above right) is 1.3m long and has the 

same inscription on one of its beads – this time dedicated to Priestess Kubatum (Limper  ibid. abb.22). Allocated to 

the Berlin Vorderasiatisches Museum, it was ‘misplaced’ after the WWII bombing of the museum, so unfortunately it 

has not been possible to photograph it more clearly, or in colour. What particularly associates it with Turanian and SW 

                                                                 
381 The original photographs of the necklaces are given in Limper ibid. abb.23 -5 (first published by its discoverer H Lenzen in UVB VIII 1937 22ff).  
382 K R Maxwell-Hyslop Western Asiatic Jewellery c.3000-612 BC London 1971 p.65 suggests this was the case 
383 As given in U Finkbeiner ‘Die Stadt Uruk im Wandel der Geschichte’ in Uruk5000Megacity 215-223 
384 The role of the Naditu Priestess was to make manifest the presence of the Goddess 
385 W Orthmann Propyläenkunstgeschichte XVIII; see the entry for ill.123b   
386 P R S Moorey ‘Blue Stones in the Ancient Near East:: Turquoise and Lapis-lazuli’ in Caubet (ed.) CPP 175-188 
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Central Asian sources is the unusual inclusion of turquoise beads interspersed amongst the mainly small carnelian 

and gold ones that form most of it (and one eye agate). Maybe it was wound round the neck twice, which is how it is 

shown in the excavation photograph used above right. This is a rule-of-thumb difference between the Eurasian and 

Indus routes: that turquoise mostly made its way via the former network, even in the millennium before, nearly always 

   
Ill.9- 131: (Left) Turquoise beads from Maikop387; (centre) Altintepe silver-gilt bull-head with turquoise eyes and forehead blazon388; 

compare (right) with an agate crescent found in the royal palace at Ugarit – Matoian op.cit. pl.xvii,3  

following that more direct westerly route into Eurasia (shown by the turquoise beads from Maikop above left). Some 

made its way southwards into Turan, and pieces of turquoise are also found amongst the Hissar beads, while 

Altintepe’s use of the stone is seen in its spectacular gold and silver bull-head, above centre. In the case of the 

second Uruk necklace, however, we cannot entirely rule out turquoise sourcing from Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula. 

While we are in the Altintepe orbit, partly as a prelude to the Mycenaean and Gonur élite tombs we will compare 

shortly, at this site midway between Greece and Bactria, it is instructive to compare the broken stumps of the Troy 

stelai of Ill.9-  with the four still complete baetyls in the open-air sanctuary of the Altintepe citadel (below), considered 

by T Özgüç  in Altintepe II to be associated with the cult of the dead389 and linked with a tomb complex at  

  
Ill.9-132: The four masseboth of Altintepe each one possibly a memorial to a person in a tomb – Özgüç390 figs 29/32 

one side of individual lords’ tombs built like small houses (as at Gonur, Ill. 9-200). These tombs contained both males 

and females – but only one of the three tombs so far excavated was untouched by looters (if each baetyl 

commemorates a lord and retinue, there is possibly one more yet to be discovered). Though later than most of the 2M 

tombs we are comparing, its occupants were buried with the familiar nomadic mixture of gold, silver, bronze and iron 

items (some of it weaponry, including an entire chariot and horse tackle); necklaces, and the remains of furniture with 

lavish ivory fittings (see our DIVERSION on IVORY coming shortly). The ‘transitional’ Altintepe necklaces shown above, 

however (Ill.9-117), had been found earlier by Masson in a priest’s tomb – reminding us that jewellery was associated 

not only with warriors and queens - but also with priests and priestesses. Thus, coming back to the largest Uruk 

                                                                 
387 Also exhibited at the Metropolitan Art of the First Cities exhibition New York (AFC-196b) - found in the main kurgan as part of the warrior’s elaborate bead 

cape of gold, silver, carnelian and turquoise beads - – see also under Ratt-10 entry and our discussion elsewhere in this catalogue of this pioneer 3M opulence. 
388 Masson ibid. frontispiece 
389 Vincenzo La Rosa in his ‘Minoan Baetyls: Between Funerary Rituals and Epiphanies’ Aegaeum 8  2001discusses the baetyls of Haghia Triada in this light. 
390 T Özgüç Altintepe II: Tombs, Storehouse and Ivories Ankara 1969 
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necklace above, all this is by way of saying that if the name Tiamatbashti is now the definitive translation for the 

priestess owner of the Uruk agate necklace, given the Marduk myth was promoted under the Kassites to justify 

Marduk’s special identity as the Tiamat monster-slayer, and knowing their direct links to Central Asia means they were 

in the optimum position to obtain such high-quality stones as part of their drive to promote the millennia-long worship 

of Inanna at Uruk, if it were not for the Shu-Sin inscription we would place the necklace more to 1500-1400 (certainly 

not to 1200 as Maxwell-Hyslop does – even if it may be a necklace re-using beads from earlier in the millennium).  

PROBABLE SOURCING OF AGATES BY THE MYCENAEANS VIA THE INDUS CONNECTION  

Interestingly, in the treasury of the Cadmeion at Thebes, apart from the lapis lazuli beads of the main Thebes Hoard 

(Catalogue D Ill. 8-40) there were also large chunks of raw agate, and four carved banded agate seals of Mycenaean 

manufacture (two of them shown in colour below391  appear to have made use of one such chunk from the Thebes 

workshop). We just do not know if it was obtained from local Greek sources (likely to be unknown at the time)392, or 

   

Ill.9- 783: (Left) Local flint core used for Neolithic blades from Thebes (though not agate, note the colour); (centre) examples of 
banded agate seals from the Thebes hoard; (right) banded agate inlays carved in the shape of a lioness’ head and part of a wing. 

Note the dark centre of the agate is judiciously placed as part of the design in all four items393 

whether it is more likely to have come the same way as other rare stones and metals, either from NW Europe394 – or 

Central Asia/India. In other words our task is to assess whether the more modestly coloured Mycenaean agates (none 

of them are blue) came along with the carnelian from the Indus - which also had (and still has) huge sources of less 

spectacular, mostly brown-red agates -  or did they arrive from sites in Europe? Given the chunks of agate at Thebes 

were found cheek by jowl with lapis lazuli, it is tempting to look eastward for the supplier of both (but since in the case 

   
Ill.9- 134: (Left) Pyx from the Ugarit royal palace – Matoian op.cit pl.xviii,2; (centre) basic map of Indus sites 2700-1750 – internet; 

(right) rosette inlaid with lapiz lazuli and carnelian from the royal tomb at Qatna (MSH02G-i1150 – Rossberger395 fig. 4) 

                                                                 
391 Discussed under SEAL GROUP STUDY 4 (Catalogue D Ill.8.29) 
392 Greece is now known to have small outcrops of rather inspid, mainly orange-coloured agates – but did the Mycenaeans know about them and use them? 
393 V Aravantinos The Archaeological Museum of Thebes – Latsis Foundation e-Book 2010 pp.32 and 80 
394 Dayton does mention small amounts of carnelian in NW Europe too. 
395 E Rossberger ‘Local, Foreign and International Arts and Crafts at Late Bronze Age Qaṭna’ in B Eder et al. (eds) Policies of Exchange: Poitical Systems 

and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 2015 97-115 
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of the Thebes lapis lazuli we know it was passed on from Babylon temple surplus it looks more likely the Mycenaeans 

were separately at the end of the Indus-Elam route for their agate and carnelian via the Syrian cities). According to 

Allchin (op.cit) the evidence indicates that in the 3-2M, the Chanhudaro and Lothal areas of the Indus, as well as other 

sites in Gujurat to a lesser extent (see map above) enjoyed a floruit in providing agate, onyx, jasper or rock crystal-

supplies (raw or as finished beads) to the West. Initially the trade served EDIII Sumer - there is, for instance, a 

surprising number of agate beads in the the Kish strings below left (not as well-known as the Ur jewellery  - see 

Queen Puabi’s pendant in Ill.9-  or the bracelets/necklaces from Ur (below centre) using carnelian). 

   
Ill.9- 795: (Left) Long and short barrel- beads of agate from a Kish burial identified by Mackay as Harappan –Allchin. pl.53; (centre) 
bracelet based on five long carnelian beads interstrung with small gold and lapis beads, from Tomb 1054 (of Meskalamdug of Ur); 
(right) carnelian necklace from Ur, Tomb 55  with etched beads at centre and nape, proof of Indus origin - British Museum (photos 

author). See for comparison below left the carnelian and lapis necklace from Mohenjo-Daro396; below centre, Ur beads in the 
Philadelphia Museum397 and below right a necklace from Harappa formed of gold-framed agate,  crystal and etched carnelian beads. 

   
 

AGATE AND CARNELIAN BEAD MANUFACTURE: PREHISTORIC ORIGINS IN GUJARAT AND THE DECCAN 

Allchin398  writes, ‘From the excavation of the Chanhudaro bead factories, almost the whole sequence of the 

processes of manufacture has been reconstructed’ – indeed, such primitive processes continue today in workshops in 

more or less the same area’. I will I rely on Allchin’s informative paper to consider the question of Indus agates more 

                                                                 
396 Exhibit 308 in the Guimet National Museum exhibition Les Cités Oublieées de l’Indus Paris 1988, prefaced by J F Jarrige 
397 J M Kenoyer Ancient Cities of the Indus Valley Civilisation Oxford 1998 fig. 5.26 
398 Allchin acknowledges his reliance on the pioneering paper by E Mackay, ‘Bead Making in Ancient Sind’ JAOS LVII,1 Mar 1937 1-15 
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deeply since it well summarises research on South Asian stones and bead-making within the wider Indus region - from 

studies made during the British Raj onwards, known to have been an unbroken tradition - with the overall picture 

pointing to an agate bead trade going back to Palaeolithic times (see map Ill.9- ). After a preamble explaining the  

  
Ill.9- 136: (Left) Location of Limodra: Ratnapura in Gujurāt is three miles away near the banks of the Narmada river; (right) Cambay 

agate bead worker still using horn hammer and bow drill - photographed by Allchin (ibid. fig.34)  

Indus tradition, we will make general comparisons between a handful of Central Asian, Mesopotamian and 

Mycenaean élite burials where agates and related semi-precious stones feature in abundance, material indicators of 

what Caubet (ibid. fn. 98) calls the ‘partage d’idéologie guerrière entre des communautés éloignées’.  

All over the world in the Mesolithic period, humans reached the stage of chipping small blades off a central stone core 

for the manufacture of tools. If thicker chips were split off, they could be more finely flaked into shape, polished with 

sandstone and finally drilled with tiny stone awls with the help of water and sand to make beads more lasting than the 

old kinds made of bone, shell or seed. In India the favoured material for boring holes in such beads was at first 

carnelian, then andesite (succeeded today by metal drills) - and the variety of stones to hand to make into beads 

happened to be the agates and chalcedonies that are the subject of this DIVERSION. Already by c. 2500 BC the long 

barrel-shaped carnelian beads (as also the etched carnelian beads as shown above right) found on the necklaces and 

bracelets of the Royal Tombs of Ur could only have been obtained from the Indus region due to the local technical 

know-how of etching, polishing and drilling (from both ends) built up by craftsmen to perfection – slow techniques 

requiring endless patience and skill. Paler carnelians would usually be roasted to make them redder. 

 
Early 2M necklace from one of the many rich burials of the time from Susa featuring jewellery using semi-precious stones from the 
Indus -  made of matched agates interspersed with gold beads, the centre bead with added filigree399 and of the same vintage as the 

Abbabashti necklace under Ill. 9-129 

                                                                 
399 Entry no. 60 in P Harper and J Aruz (eds) The Royal City of Susa Metropolitan Museum of Art Catalogue 1996  
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In the 1960s Allchin visited areas in the same region of Gujarāt that was formerly the heartland of the bead industry in 

Harappan times. He concentrated on the Ratnapura mining community in Gujurāt a few miles from Limodra (see map 

above (not to be confused with Ratnapura in Sri Lanka)) situated on the edge of some low hills dividing the Narmadā 

and Tapti river valleys. Since Ratnapura is a Sanskṛt word meaning ‘full of gems’ Allchin saw these mines as going 

 
Ill.9- 137: Overall view of key sites on the corridors between the Mediterranean, Turan, Bactria and Indus –Francfort et al. 400p.105 

back at least to an Indo-European, Vedic past, noting that ‘in places the hills appear to consist almost entirely of agate 

nodules ranging from 8-10cm or even 15cm in length down to small pebbles the size of a large pea… .Today 

Ratnapura’s miners still glean these agate nodules from the rocks, sometimes digging down as deep as 9m to reach 

the bigger pieces in underground galleries much like the layout of the Grimes Graves flint mines in East Anglia, 

sending them in loads to Cambay, centre of the bead-working industry now, and still based on buffalo horn hammers 

on bendy canes - and bow drills’. It is best here simply to quote the geological information he presents on his p.92: 

Agate and carnelian are found in the hills of Central India; in the south chiefly along the eastern side of the 

peninsular plateau; and in the west in Gujurāt and Kathiawar. Both stones are subvarieties of chalcedony 

(SiO2). Agates … occur in cavities or vesicles in certain types of Deccan Trap volcanic lavas, found widely 

throughout  the northern Deccan and Western and Central India. Carnelian is like agate but ranges from 

pale yellowish brown to pink and deep red…. As the Trap rock weathers and disintegrates the nodules of 

chalcedony, which are much harder than the matrix in which they were formed, are released. Today they are 

harvested by beadmakers’ agents from the gravels of many of the great rivers of India which flow through 

Trap country, and also dug out or mined from conglomerates in which they have become incorporated, and 

from the decaying Trap itself. 

I gave in Ill.9-  the location point of Limodra to remind ourselves that Arabia and East Africa skirt the Indian Ocean on 

its opposite side (Ill.9- ), borne out by the abundant witness by early European travellers in modern times cited  

                                                                 
400  H-P Francfort et al. ‘Marhaši et al Civilisation de l’Oxus’ Iranica Antiqua XLV 2010 51-223  (an enlargement is given after Ill. 9-177) 
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Ill.9- 138: (Left) A necklace of carnelian poppy heads (unroasted) made up from beads in 2 tombs from Mari - Louvre AO19037/ 

AO19082; (right) a headpiece in Aššur Tomb 45 quoted by Feldman401 - note in particular the beads with pomegranate-type spikes402  

by Allchin who described the export of these semi-precius stones in centuries AD as far as Aden and East Africa. This 

supports our theory that ‘the Zanzibar Triangle’ naturally operated in surges from at least the end of the 4M onwards 

through to modern times. Visits to the agate mines of Ratnapura evoked surprise that ‘a considerable proportion of the 

inhabitants of the mining village had African or Negroid features including closely coiled hair’, though today the actual 

mining is done by Bhil workmen from amongst the local Indian population. What is more, Allchin and his team noticed 

at Limodra ‘a large mound of iron slag obtained from haematite, from the same deposits as the agates’ – a strong 

clue, I believe, to the earliest discovery of iron within the same mineral areas as these quarz-based stones. 

  

During the 2M, agate routes clearly now extended well beyond Sumer, tying in sometimes with the tin and lapis lazuli 

network: overall the Indus region was one of the most reliable large-scale funnels for Middle Eastern (including the 

Gulf403) – as also Western - acquisition of metals and semi-precious stones – including agates (if agates are found in a 

                                                                 
401 M Feldman ‘Assur Tomb 45 and the Birth of the Assyrian Empire’ BASOR 343 2006 21-43. Andrae interprets them as priestess necklaces: Fedlman as 

prestige gifts (for the b/wphoto of the headpiece above right  (with beads slightly rearranged) see also Caubet & Yon fig.2) 
402 This illustration comes from Prudence O Harper et al. (eds) Assyrian Origins: Discoveries at Ashur on the Tigris (Antiquities from the Vorderasiatisches 

Museum Berlin exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art) New York 1995 (this item, Cat.no.55, written up by Kim Benzel) 
403 M-L Inizan ‘La Cornaline de l’Indus et la voie du Golfe au IIIM’ in CPP 125-136 
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burial, even if there is no lapis lazuli or bronze, there is usually some presence also of carnelian). Kenoyer’s 

distribution maps for key materials within the Indus territory404 are interesting (the ones for lapis lazuli and 

carnelian/agates are shown above), but give little idea of onward routes westward. The Oxus-Indus complex of sites 

on and off provided a millennia-long groundswell of mined ores and finished items that penetrated ever westward to 

fulfill the demand of royal courts, not only for worldly adornment, but also the apparatus of funerary and religious ritual.  

Thus Caubet 405remarks on a carnelian necklace of poppy-head beads found at Mari406 (above) which might appear to 

allude to their mind-altering power from amongst the range of sacred ingestions originating in the BMAC407 (still 

farmed there today). Similar poppy-head shaped beads, some grooved, are used on the headpiece from Aššur Tomb 

45 (above right) from a slightly later period (Merrillees ibid. and in other papers reprinted in his honour408) famously 

concluded that the small base-ring juglets found in Cyprus and other Bronze Age Levantine sites would have 

contained exported opium, since details in their shaping directly allude to poppy seed heads (see two illustrations from 

 

  
Ill.9- 139: (Left) Comparisons made by Merrillees in his original paper between poppy heads and Cypriote base-ring jugs in the 

University College Egyptology Dept collection at London University (U.C. 13430 & 13440 respectively– his pls XLII/III); (right) Minoan 
clay goddess or hierophant with upheld arms wearing a poppy-head tiara 

his original paper above left). Quite apart from possible use for ‘highs’, the drug had disinfectant and pain-soothing 

medicinal uses, even though Israeli writers409 now state ‘It seems that the one and only positive case as yet of a Base 

Ring juglet containing opium (from an unprovenanced origin, probably reused) is an exception that proves the rule – 

Base Ring juglets mainly carried non-narcotic substances’. Certainly the likely ritual allusions of poppy-head or 

pomegranate beads in necklaces would suggest the celebration of divine journeys to the Underworld, and all that 

entailed in religious ritual410. The existence of several Minoan clay ‘Persephone’ figures with upheld arms and poppies 

on their head (as above) supports this more obvious and profound line of interpretation - backed up by countless small 

pieces of jewellery in the form of poppy heads from across the 2M archaeological record, our main preoccupation 

being to emphasise the Central Asian connection – taking us back again to agates. 

                                                                 
404 Kenoyer op.cit. figs. 5.20e/c 
405 A Caubet  ‘De l’Indus à l’Euphrate: Quelques Cas de Circulation des Biens et des Savoirs’ in V Lefèvre (ed.) Orientalismes: De l’Archéologie au Musée 

Paris 2012  148-160 fig.2 
406 Described earlier in A Caubet and M Yon ‘Quelques perles de cornaline’ in A M Maier et al. (eds) ‘I will speak the riddles of ancient times’: Studies in 

Honor of Amihai Mazar Winona Lake 2006 137-147 fig.1  (taken to be Middle Assyrian in date). 
407 See R S Merrillees ‘The Opium Trade in the Bronze Age Levant’ Antiquity  36 1962 287-292 and (idem) Trade and Transcendance in the Bronze Age 

Levant Göteborg 1974  
408 Robert S Merrillees: and other authors On Opiuim, Pots, People and Places Sävedalen 2003 
409 Z Chovanec et al. ‘Is there Opium Here? – Analysis of Cypriot Base Ring Juglets from Tel Beth-Shemesh, Israel’ MAA XV,2 175-198 
410 For further insights, see S Immerwahr ‘The Pomegranate Vase: Its Origins and Continuity’ Hesperia LIX,4 1989 397-410, who mentions ‘two faïence 

pomegranate vases in the Toumba cemetery at Lefkandi’. 

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayJournal?jid=AQY
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CENTRAL ASIAN AGATE PENDANTS 
We mentioned the Forward Attack ring under ForAtt-26 may actually have been part of the tripartite centrepiece in a 

two-row necklace of 88 pieces of amethyst and rock crystal round the neck of the warrior (and we know Dayton 

thought these stones – along with amber – were likely to have come from Europe). The archaeologists of the Vapheio 

burial thought the two seals showing dogs (the last two of the animal study seals in our SEAL STUDY above) might have 

been the centre beads, with the bronze Forward Attack ring possibly the spacer between them (though it makes little 

difference if it was actually used as a ring). The threading practice seen in the necklaces of the Griffin and Vapheio 

warriors – as well as in the Uruk and Caspian Sea area necklaces before them - very much accords with the Central 

Asian custom, certainly at Gonur, of élite males placing one, two or three large centrepiece agates as the focus of 

their burial necklaces, seen both in the humbler artisan’s tomb at Gonur (below right) and that of the man of authority 

(below left) found with staff of office, lead armband and limestone colonette (shown centre top Ill.9- ). 

 

  
Ill.9- 140: (Left) Position at the neck of a 30-35 year-old male in Grave 500 of the cabochon-set blue agate (closeup below, shown 

restored under Ill.9- ); (right) necklace of the craftsman in Gonur Grave 1200 – both from Ligabue & Rossi-Osmida411 

Jarrige (op.cit. 1985) saw ‘les rapports entre l’Asie central méridionale, l’Iran oriental, le Baluchistan et la vallée de 

l’Indus … [as being]  particulièrement manifestes entre 3500 et 2500 av. J-C’, and built upon over at least another 

millennium until the mass invasions of the ‘Sea Peoples’ (mainly caused by the knock-on effect of various tribes 

pushing in to the Near East from the very regions just itemized by Jarrige) finally broke up the patterns of stone and 

metal exchange for several centuries, at the very time an emergent iron economy usurped tin and copper currencies. 

The blue and white agates found north of India in the Bactrian region appear to be prize agates that were a local 

speciality related to the blue chalcedonies whose precise source we do not yet know – but it is unlikely they came 

from India. To highlight the ambiguity over the conflicting directions agates and related stones could have come from, 

immediately following this DIVERSION we will compare the trend in semi-precious grave goods in general as seen in 

élite graves both East and West. There are precedents in Bactria for a similar mix of stone beads and metal goods as 

those found in the Royal Tombs of Ur, as in the case of a king like Meskalamdug who was also accompanied by 

several cylinder seals, bracelets and necklaces in much the same vein as the Vapheio warrior later.  

Before we leave the hard stones we should quickly look at glass, often a cheap substitute for the semi-precious 

stones the Mycenaean prized, and again a material linking the Mycenaean world to both NW Europe or the Near East. 

                                                                 
411 G Rossi-Osmida (ed.) Margiana Gonur-depe Necropolis Venice 2002 
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GLASS 
Glass is a silicate not much different in composition from the chalcedonies such as the jasper, sardonyx, onyx and 

striped agates of most of the Vapheio warrior’s seal collection. Where only the well-connected élite could obtain the 

amber and semi-precious materials found in their graves, for everyone else there was glass – and especially sought 

after was blue glass, often used as substitute chalcedony or lapis lazuli even by the privileged. We look at some basic 

information on how the Mycenaeans came to use it, since again it gives us pointers to their international connections, 

with questions why most think the Near East must be the source, when stronger evidence points to Europe.  

  
Ill.9- 141: Glass ingot and moulded glass bottle from 2M Tell Brak of the Mitanni period – Oates412 frontispiece pictures 

Validated by the descriptions of furniture using glass inlays listed in the Linear B texts of Pylos, at Mycenaean sites 

elsewhere finds of blue glass show it was used extensively, possibly sometimes as a substitute for turquoise or lapis 

lazuli due to their scarcity – or even in place of rock crystal. As Burns (ibid.) puts it, ‘a review of artifacts found in the 

Late Bronze Age Argolid identified only 38 objects of lapis lazuli, compared with more than 15,000 pieces of faience 

and glass…’. Glass beads said to be from Nuzi (the greenish shade of blue is the clue: see the illustration above) 

were found in many high-status Mycenaean graves, though in contrast to the warrior graves featuring in this catalogue 

the only substantial appearance of glass in female burials post-Shaft Grave era has been in Chamber Tomb 526 in 

Mycenae’s Kalkani area which contained a necklace gleaming ‘with combinations of glass, faience and amber 

(including two scarabs with the cartouche of Amenophis III on them)’. Several other female burials boasted pendants, 

sometimes of semiprecious stones but often of glass using a star-shaped design said to be characteristic of Nuzi 

manufacture. Interpreting these as meaning all Mycenaean glass must have come from the farthest part of the Mitanni 

Empire initially looked like another weight on the side of the scales making the case for connections between the 

Mitanni and the Mycenaeans  (after all we have a clear sign of intertrade from the remains of a Mycenaean stirrup jar 

found in the Mitanni level at Tell Brak, described by E B French in the same Tell Brak volume cited in the caption 

above, p.79). But Mitanni glass is a turquoise-blue glass left behind as the side product of copper smelting, clearly the 

type of glass used for the ingot and vessel from Tell Brak illustrated above.  

As mentioned under the Mycenaeans’ Procurement of Metals DIVERSION earlier, Dayton ‘s work completely turns 

conventional thinking upside down on this matter. He had been led to his study of metals in Europe through their 

inherent association with intense blue glass in the associated silver ore geology, finding that the raw materials for this 

deeper shade of royal blue glass occur only in West Central Europe, and that cobalt glass - as the side-product of 

                                                                 
412 David and Joan Oates Excavations at Tell Brak I: The Mitanni and Old Babylonian periods Cambridge and London 1997 
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silver smelting - was likely to have been exported thence to the Levant, often via Mycenaean trade networks, for them 

to make manufactured objects only - for resale back westwards). In particular he has much to say about the contents 

of the Uluburun shipwreck which had deep blue cobalt glass ingots on board (c.f. Ill.9- ) that must have come from 

Europe since the silver-with-cobalt-ore that gives rise to such intensely blue glass as the side-product of silver-

smelting is only found in the Unetice area of present-day Germany. He concludes:  

The only area in Europe where cobalt glass could have been produced, certainly by accident, was in the 

‘silver-cobalt-nickel-arsenide’ belt which runs north from Joachimssthal to Ehrenfriedersdorf in Saxony [the 

UNETICE region marked on his maps given in Ill.9-  and Ill.9- ]. The rich silver-cobalt ores are found 

outcropping near the surface and so were accessible to early man. The gangue was rock crystal with the 

associated fluorite and apatite which would have easily formed the cobalt blue glass. If lead, copper, iron or 

other minerals had been present there would have been a useless brown/black slag. The blue slag was a 

valuable material – man’s first plastic – and was undoubtedly traded to the Adriatic, Mycenae and Egypt…. 

  
Ill.9- 142: (Left) Dayton with experimentally smelted cobalt blue raw glass cake, on pouring forming exactly the shape of the ingots 
of the Uluburun shipwreck; (right) a dissected, unpoured crucible from Dayton’s experiment shows the hardened blue glass slag 

and globule of silver at the bottom, proving his theory for the way only Erzgebirge ore separates out in this way 

Bass’s discovery (1986) of blue glass ingots in the cargo of the Mycenaean ship wrecked off Kaş in 

southern Turkey further confirms the origin of cobalt glass in Europe. This shipwreck has been dated to 

around 1400BC, the peak of the Mycenaean trading empire. The 20 blue discoid glass ingots found in it 

were 7” in diameter and 2” thick, just the size the fairly sophisticated silver-smelting furnace would 

produce…    (To test this hypothesis Dayton replicated the smelting process – see the two pictures above.) 

Much recent research has opened many new avenues onto the manufacture and uses of glass in the 2M throughout 

the Aegean, a useful starting point being the recent colloquium on the subject held in Sheffield413 though not adding 

anything new to the angle we take here. The huge amount of glass imported to the Aegean was made clear in both 

the Uluburun and Gelidonya shipwrecks414, where its volume nearly matched the well-known high tonnage of the 

metal cargo415 - being 175 ingots of glass on the former and 200 on the latter. As Bass put it, Gelidonya ‘produced 

twenty tons of artefacts, largely raw materials - seldom, if ever, found at terrestrial excavations’. 

In fact, given that also on the Uluburun wreck amber and a ton of tin was found - almost the same tonnage as for the 

round ingots of blue glass - as Dayton puts it, ‘It seems much more probable that trade was in the hands of the 

Mycenaean seafarers, rather than in those of  ‘Canaanite landlubbers’, and that the ship surely would have been 

                                                                 
413 Papers published in Caroline M Jackson & Emma C Wager (eds) Vitreous Materials in the Late Bronze Age Aegean Oxford 2008 
414 See the papers by Yuval Goren (ibid.) and George F Bass ‘Cape Gelidonya Redux’ in J Aruz et al. (eds) Cultures in Contact: From Mesopotamia to the 

Mediterranean in the Second Millennium BC (Metropolitan Museum of Art Symposium) New York 2013, 54-61 and 62-71 respectively. 
415 For Gelidonya Bass (ibid.) cites ‘a ton of tin ingots… [logs of ebony, elephant and hippo tusks] … ‘and ten tons of copper ingots’. 
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sailing from the West to the Levant. In his introduction to Dayton’s monograph Lamberg-Karlovsky accepts the official 

analysis of the glass found on the Uluburun wreck as of different chemical composition from blue glass originating in 

Mesopotamia and Iran, meaning there is the same ambiguity about tin sources and the spread by 2000 of bronze 

workshops both East and West - only resolvable by chemical analysis. If cobalt blue glass was coming from the Near 

East to the Aegean, what, then, is to be said about Dayton’s assertion that it was first discovered in central Europe as 

a by-product of silver-smelting? Lamberg-Karlovsky concluded ‘[it] would seem to indicate … different sources were 

utilized in the eastern Mediterranean and Mesopotamia and Iran. If so, any sources for Mesopotamian and Iranian 

cobalt blue glass remain to be discovered’.  Where tin was available in several places in Afghanistan (map Ill.9- ) and 

certain pockets of North India, cobalt alongside nickel, on the other hand - the cause of the blueness of cobalt glass - 

is far rarer than tin. Eder416 more recently keeps within the conservative view. 

Cobalt blue glass appears to have proliferated in the Mycenaean world in the form of blue glass beads: they were 

worn by women in cult situations and are not only depicted in the Mycenae Cult Centre on its wall painting (below 

right), but actual necklaces were left on altars there (below left) – perhaps as offerings to their equivalent of Ishtar who  

  
Ill.9- 143: (Left)  Blue glass-bead necklaces (now corroded) of the type found in the Cult Centre at Mycenae; (right) on a wall painting 

from the so-called High Priest’s House at the Cult Centre, a woman wearing many beads holds up a necklace offering  

takes off her necklace at an early stage of her Underworld Journey (and we have seen how, in the Ur III period 

especially, certain kings ritually dedicated particularly fine beads to the Goddess as embodied in the naditu priestess).  

Dayton informs us that the earliest cobalt blue glass known comes in the form of beads from Nitra in West Hungary 

(2495 BC carbon-date), its blue colour due mostly to the cobalt in it – and around the same time the first true 10% tin  

  
Ill.9-144: (Left) Mycenaean sword hilt of blue glass in the Athens Museum formerly covered in gold foil; (right) complex moulded 

Mycenaean cobalt glass beads 

 bronzes appear in the same region (2434BC uncorrected). He reckoned that, with correction, he would ‘put the 

appearance of true tin bronzes in the Unetice culture at about 1800BC, or even later …as, apart from the Nitra beads 

the next cobalt blue beads appear in the Shaft Graves at Mycenae around 1650BC’. He concludes, ‘A feature of the 

                                                                 
416 B Eder ‘Stone and Glass: The Ideological Transformation of Imkported Materials and their Geographic Distribution in Mycenaean Greece’ in B Eder et al. 

(eds) Policies of Exchange: Poitical Systems and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 2015 221-42 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCLCMy9SHlMYCFUoL2wodrhAAqg&url=https://www.tumblr.com/tagged/Archaeological-Museum-of-Mycenae&ei=vQGAVfC5MsqW7AauoYDQCg&bvm=bv.96041959,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNHL5WSrTwoaLNkqq_Eakm1D2L7XDA&ust=1434537648964545
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Mycenaean world was the enormous quantity of cobalt blue glass produced [some more elaborate beads are shown 

above right]. In excavations it was discovered alongside a great wealth of metals, tin bronzes (90 bronze swords in 

Shaft Grave V), much silver and electrum, rock crystal from the Alps, amber from the Baltic, and amethyst found in 

quantity in the silver and tin mines of Saxony … [which]… all point to central Europe’. He even tracked down in the 

Athens Museum a ‘one-off’ glass sword hilt of cobalt glass from Mycenae (above left), still with gold leaf attached’ – 

not repeated, perhaps, because totally impractical!  

In fact much of the silver from the Shaft Graves, Dayton says, was analysed by him and Filippakis (the results were 

never published) and shown to contain ‘significant traces of copper, cobalt, bismuth and nickel. Gold was not present, 

and is significantly absent in the silver ores of the Erzgebirge’. So, again, the synergy of being able to simultaneously 

access glass in the same area as the other materials just mentioned is clear-cut. Barfield in his assessment of the 

Polada culture of northern Italy417 similarly talks of the advanced bronze metalworker equipment found there: ‘The 

metal objects reflect a technology derived in its entirety fron the Bronze Age cultures lying to the north and east of the  

Alps, notably Unetice and Strubing – and owe nothing to inspiration from the Mediterranean world’ (my italics). 

The archaeological record reveals that Mycenae very soon started to make its own glass artefacts in-house, and 

though it was close to the Laurion silver mines, methods of extracting silver there (mostly from lead) by crushing, 

cooking and washing, means it cannot have used its own ores to make glass, given the vital trace elements were not 

present -  so it is likely to have continued to import the cobalt glass from Europe in order to start to custom-make its 

own pieces, even if they did also avail themselves of Mitanni/Nuzi turquoise glass ornaments too. As Burns tells us: 

‘The working of glass is recorded in Linear B tablets from Mycenae, Oi 702-5 mentioning several kuwanowoko which 

most likely should be translated as glass workers’  – probably of blue glass in particular  (kuwan = cyan) - in other 

words, craftsmen rather than miners or smelters.  

There is evidence of glass-working undertaken at Tiryns, Midea and Pylos as well, and among other uses we know 

glass was used as an inlay in combination with fresco painting, or as inlay in architectural decorative schemes. For  

 
Ill.9-145: (Top) Reconstruction of glass and alabaster frieze at Tiryns (grey areas represent glass) – Schliemannpl.IV  

instance, as the sea-port for Mycenae and coastal gateway to that citadel, Burns cites from Tiryns ‘one very 

spectacular direction of foreign material: pieces of glass … inlaid in the carved alabaster frieze decorating the 

antechamber of the megaron…[and]  wider use of glass at the site is suggested by numerous pieces of ‘unfinished 

glass’…’. Looked at closely, the frieze design (illustrated above) was not pictorial, but repeats the well-worn Minoan 

                                                                 
417 L Barfield Northern Italy before Rome London 1971 
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opposed double half-ovals with upright rows of rosettes set between lines of small rectangles of glass. Schliemann418  

described the discovery of the slabs as fallen to the ground in the Men’s Vestibule, and probably originally fixed as a 

continuous frieze along the top of the wall. His reconstruction describes in detail the sizes of the different inlaid pieces 

which, it is now thought, were blue glass paste inserts daubed into the gouged-out hollows before drying and 

hardening. He refers to Homer’s mention of a frieze “like that in Tiryns …inlaid with blue glass-paste” – another clue 

indicating the contemporaneity of Homer with just this decoration (Tiryns fell into ruins after 1200). Given the stories 

about glass being invented in the Diyala region it is worth mentioning the so-called ‘Mycenaean Palace’ at Nippur419 

which validly compares its ground plan with that of Tiryns, though all other evidence points to it being Parthian. 

Such use of glass to create geometric wall cladding has a precedent, of course, in the real rock crystal pieces used to 

decorate the Throne Room at Knossos in the Neo-Palatial period (Catalogue D, Ill. 8-138). Dayton points out that ‘no 

glass has been found in Minoan Crete’ – only the ‘quite un-Egyptian faience’ of pieces like the Snake Goddessses. 

The Mycenaeans’ use of glass added a shiny and colourful element to the multi-media palette common throughout the 

Levant and Egypt (alternative materials included shell, limestone or lapis lazuli) to achieve sheer glitter and ‘bling’. 

This showiness, achievable as much by rock crystal or amethyst as glass means, I suspect, that not much difference 

was seen between them all – especially given glass’s beautiful translucent blue that no other easily obtainable semi-

precious material could provide at the time – and without the obstacles of distant trade routes or royal monopoly. 

Glass is almost pure silicon, and the general view of the invention of ordinary clear or yellow glass (rather than blue) 

might, after all, give some credence back to Nuzi as being a source. General accounts of the genesis of glass state it 

was discovered by accident when firing pottery420 or smelitng metal ores either in Mesopotamia or (perhaps more 

likely, given the high temperatures needed) the metal-rich areas of the Oxus/Indus/Turanian civilizations of the 3M, 

then flourishing in particular in the mid-2M throughout the Mitanni Empire. If it was blue, then for the Near East we 

must be talking about remanufacture, just as wool was bought in, woven and then resold. Glass was taken up in Egypt 

too, where it earned the better known reputation today as its provider to the Aegean (though Dayton points out that 

Egyptian Blue glass always has traces of copper in it – not cobalt or nickel – which again is why the blue is not so 

vivid). For him, there is no doubt deep blue glass, silver and tin ores all came from the Erzgebirge and that ‘western 

Europe was the [true] home of the Bronze Age’. Thanks to Dayton’s research we now understand how rich supplies of 

both blue glass and bronze swords could appear in Mycenaen shaft graves at the same time – and how it is their 

supply routes would inevitably mesh in with already existing trade routes for amber, rock crystal and amethyst (maybe 

also the more spectacular agates Germany is still known for today) – all found in the warrior tombs. 

Note: After writing this DIVERSION the book I had ordered on Ebla’s beads421 finally arrived, and I will mention some 

unexceptional pieces from Palazzo G in the DIVERSION on ENTERTAINMENT. I recommend Pinnock’s volume for its 

usefulness in filling in the detail of the overall history of bead finds throughout Mesopotamia and the Levant, especially 

her tables showing the breakdown of materials used for beads right across that archaeological record. I trust my own 

above analyses will complement it, especially by its inclusion of the absolutely crucial Central Asian dimension.  

RELEVANCE OF DIVERSION 3 TO THE VAPHEIO RING AND ITS GRAVE GOODS CONTEXT 
From our starting point of the Forward Attack ring bezel under ForAtt-26, our two DIVERSIONS into Mycenaean metal 

procurement - and glass, amber, agates and other semi-precious stones - have dramatically thrown into high relief plausible 

                                                                 
418 H Schliemann Tiryns: The Prehistoric Palace of the Kings of Tiryns, the Results of the Latest Excavtions 1885 pp365-9 
419  Clarence C Fisher, ‘The Mycenaean Palace at Nippur’ AJA VIII,4 Oct-Dec 1905 403-32 
420 General Internet references to the history of glass 
421 F Pinnock Le Perle del Palazzo Reale G Rome 1993 
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alternative interpretations for the origin of most of the Vapheio Warrior’s possessions. The recent discovery of the Griffin 

Warrior’s grave near Pylos with much the same grouping of opulent grave goods - of slightly earlier date – amplifies the view 

that surrounding a high-status individual with metal weapons and equipment (of bronze, gold and silver) and adorning him with a 

plethora of semi-precious stones, some as beads, some as seals, was a rite accorded to the few, enjoyed from Greece to 

Margiana – with Qatna, Karnak and Byblos between. In the next paragraphs we consider in more detail this mid-2M trend at its 

height, from a handful of graves containing assemblages that assert personal control over possessions that signify contact with 

the four quarters of the world.Though Yener422 has recently written, ‘Stylistic similarities in jewellery and metal hoards that were 

previously difficult to understand can now be seen as part of an Aegean-Mediterranean maritime commercial interaction and the 

expression of a rapidly rising élite accumulating and consumng prestige goods for power’, he only cross-refers to Helms and the 

Clines within the Aegean theatre: but we have found that by pursuing such implications deep into the Central Asian and Indus 

domain by the  land and sea routes that operated so powerfully during the 2M once the Indo-European penetration into the Near 

East (Hurrian, Kassite and Mitanni) had matured, an extended and richer picture emerges, fully validating Burns’s assumptions 

about how far-reaching Mycenaean acquisitiveness was - perhaps to a greater extent than even he would have expected.  

MYCENAEAN OR EGYPTIAN FUNERARY SEMI-PRECIOUS STONE DISPLAY: EURASIAN PRECEDENTS 
Many characteristics of the Vapheio burial seem to fit into the Steppe tradition, not only contemporary with the one or two 2M 

male Gonur tombs we can consider as parallels both here and in the Iconography Section, but going all the way back to the 4M 

Maikop chieftain burials, and other kurgans in Eurasia (see the metalworker’s burial discussed earlier under Ill.9- 92) - some 

only comparatively recently unearthed. Going all the way back to the original mound first discovered, the local chieftain of the 

Maikop burial (c. 3500) - whose silver vases came to our notice in Catalogue C under Ratt-10 - wore a many-stranded beaded 

collar over neck and shoulders consisting of ’60 beads of turquoise, 1272 beads of carnelian and 122 golden beads’ (Anthony 

ibid. p.289), while under his head was a gold diadem with five five-petalled flowers attached by rivets. He was surrounded by a 

huge array of arsenical bronze tools and weapons – axes of different kinds with varied functions, and chisels presumably for 

woodworking - as well as a quantity of ceramic and metal vessels, such as cups and cauldrons. The silver bulls with holes in 

their backs to hold the silver-covered rods for his canopy were made by the lost-wax method – the earliest-known instance for 

Eurasia. His display of power is effective as much for relying on valuable materials gathered together through his influence as 

his reliance on Mesopotamian symbols of status associated with astronomical symbolism: lion and bull figurines to anchor his 

canopy and the even smaller gold pieces (68 lions and 19 bulls) sewn onto his tunic (as also the Uruk-style animal processions 

with lion-bull juxtapositioning, including Rear Attack, on the two silver vases). We suspect there is something of the same 

significance to be found in the Vapheio warrior’s choice of subject for his ring bezel and other lion-prey seals since, as with 

similar warrior graves at Nichoria or Rutsi, we have the lion-bull symplegma (usually on seals) playing its part almost as the 

armorial focal point of authority at the heart of uncannily similar collections of precious and semi-precious materials and 

artefacts that together proclaim the man’s personal khvaernah423, or power aura. This is true also of the Dendra Tholos tomb 

seals and necklace of Chamber Tomb 10 (Ill.9- ), again found along with precious metal cups and bronze weapons. 

Looking to an even earlier precedent, the Second Period Maikop Culture Kurgan 31 burial at Klady (c.3400-3100) is a milestone 

in the tradition, where the occupant was buried with a huge arsenic bronze sword by his side (literally the first of its kind), along 

with daggers, axes, cauldrons and other tools such as chisels that were clearly experiments in the early design of such 

implements (details illustrated under Ill.9- 92, left). Beads of carnelian, lapis lazuli, gold and rock crystal were found on him – 

                                                                 
422 K A Yener ‘Excavations in Hittite Heartlands: Recent Investigtions in Late Bronze Age Anatolia’ in K A Yener et al. (eds) Recent Developments in Hittite 

Archaeology and History: Papers in Memory of Hans G Güterbock Winona Lake 2002 1-9 
423 The Zoroastrian term (referred to and discussed in relation to the kings of Persepolis in Catalogue B). 
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along with fragments of textiles - of dyed linen, wool and even a cotton-like fabric (cotton cloth was developed in India from 

c.5000, Anthony states). Amongst the small ornaments with him was a tiny dog of cast silver (the last item in the three rows of 

small items at the top of Ill.9- 92). In contrast, due to the huge variety of 131 (mostly unworked) semi-preciuos minerals (along 

with necklace fragments of gold) found with the artisan skeleton in the Gonurdepe Tomb 2200/2000 (Ill.9-  right) it is thought to 

have been a multi-skilled craftsman’s grave, of someone who was both metalworker and stone cutter and polisher.  

Pinnock (ibid.) reminds us that highly prized semi-precious stones or other raw materials were usualy monopolised by the royal 

courts, and by law belonged only to the king, acquired ‘on the basis of complete reciprocity and without any need for written  

accounts’ (under our Tin heading above we have already shown how this certainly applied to any tin arriving in Mari). She 

suggests that the presence at Ebla of the two alabaster vase fragments with the cartouches of Kephren and Pepi I on them 

could point to the city’s role in providing  lapis lazuli to Egypt (most likely sent via Byblos), so much harder to obtain in Old 

Kingdom Egypt after the Predynastic period. The later Tod treasure sent to pharaoh Amenemhet II - with its lapis lazuli Elamite 

and Central Asian pieces and Anatolian silver cups - - is further witness to the reach of the precious stones network at full 

complexity adding leverage to diplomatic tentacles that reached not only Greece, but even into Egypt. 

At this point we should add Tutankhamun’s tomb into the count of rich male tombs during the full flowering of the ‘International 

Style’. Though not a warrior chieftain of the Eurasian or Central Asian type, he was buried in the same way with opulent grave 

goods including jewellery using liberal amounts of carnelian and lapis lazuli: one way or another Egypt found ways to obtain 

those desirable semi-precious stones, even tapping into exchange routes leading from the Indus – in the 2M most often through 

the mediation of the Mitanni, possible during the Amarna period just preceding Tutankhamun – or afterwards when Egypto-

Levantine relations improved424. Although disabled, Tutankhamun had joined the club of chariot-riders - ultimately a Mitanni 

innovation – many examples of which they had sent as gifts to Tutankhamun’s father and grandfather – and of course actual 

chariots were found in his tomb. Even if the most recent theory (put forward by Nicholas Reeves) is that he was hurriedly 

interred in an outer room to the as yet hidden burial chamber of his stepmother, Nefertiti – and that many of the goods may have 

originally been intended for her – there is no gainsaying that many of the engraved gold pieces amongst them depict lion- or 

griffin-prey groupings - more a Levantine symbol than a native Egyptian one (See BaLu-33). This is why we have given a 

separate entry to the painted alabaster cosmetic jar (ForAtt-31) - already dealt with under BaLu-32 for the image on the front –

for its Forward Attack on the back , less often looked at. We give further art historical commentary on this entry in due order. 

    

PPN lapis lazuli, carnelian, shell, turquoise and agate beads from Mehrgarh, situated between the BMAC, Indus and Elam425 

 
KEY FEMALE BURIALS IN GONUR IN THE LIGHT  OF THOSE AT UR AND MYCENAE  

When  comparing the more or less contemporary Mycenaean  warrior  graves with burials in the high-status  mausolea of the 

Gonur necropolis (well described in Ligabue et al. op.cit.), despite the fact most were looted, large enough quantities of a variety 
                                                                 
424 For the most recent overviews see A Ahrens ‘Objects from Afar – the Distribution of Egyptian Imports in the Northern Levant: Parameters for Ascertaining 

the Character of Diplomatic Contacts between Egypt and the Levant during the Bronze Age’ in B Eder et al. (eds) Policies of Exchange: Poitical Systems 
and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 2015 141-156 and J Mynarova ‘Egypt among the Great Powers 
and its Relations to the Neighoring Vassal Kingdoms in the Southern Levant according to the Written Evidence: Tuthmose III and Amarna’ in ibid. 157-165 
425 See B Barthélemy de Saizieu Les Parures de Mehrgarh Paris 2003 pl.10,5; pl.5,3; cover photo and pl.22,6 respectively. 
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of unusual stones remained in the latter to also bring to mind comparisons with those of the Indus and Ur. Allowing the gold, 

silver and bronze treasures to fall to the background, the élite tombs of all these sites reveal the same conspicuous 

consumption of semi-precius materials by top males and females alike (seen also in the tombs of Mehrgarh – above). They are 

comparable, too - for bodies ritually ‘dressed to the nines’ – not only to the rare cases of unplundered warrior tholoi such as 

Pylos, Vapheio or Dendra (the latter dealt with in detail in Catalogue E) – but also to the Shaft Grave queens or Gonur 

priestesses. Remember also Uruk’s priestess necklaces - even if not associated with burials - dating from a period when the Ur 

III kings of Sumer held a monopoly over the Elam trade. 

  
 

Ill.9- 146: (Left) Female figure of chlorite and limestone from Gonur Necropolis tomb no. 1799 – from Ligabue & Rossi-Osmida 
op.cit.; (centre) similar figure bought on the market in the Centro Studi Ligabue collection - Ligabue & Salvatori ibid. ill. 112; (right) 

compare with similar materials (plus red jasper) used in a female statuette from Ebla, Palace G – Idlib Museum (AFC-108)  

The so-called ‘Dog mausoleum’ discussed more fully for other reasons later (Ill. 9-26) included equipment for the preparation of 

the ritual Soma drink and appear to have been associated more with the priestess buried there than the male added later (we 

have just mentioned opium in relation to the carnelian poppy-head necklace from Mari above). Another female burial in the 

same necropolis included a typical Oxus type female statue (above left) of chlorite and limestone– the only one found in context 

with other grave goods apart from the broken example in the Indus zone Quetta deposit  (Ill.9- ) - as opposed to the many 

figures from looted graves that have turned up on the market - bought by private collectors and museums (above centre). The 

chlorite blocks making up the torso and thighs - with crossed legs suggested by the wide spread of her skirt -  are textured all 

over with sheep or goat-fleece tufts, calling to mind the kaunakès garments portrayed on statues, goblets and amulets from the 

  
Ill.9- 147: (Left) Bactrian necklace of gold and carnelian – Ligabue & Salvatori ill.64; (right) carnelian and gold necklace from Tomb 

1054 at Ur - British Museum (photo author) 

BMAC zone at its widest extent as worn by priestesses or men of high rank from the BMAC and Syro-Mesopotamia (multi-media 

figurines were sometimes used at Ebla - at the end of the line of the Elam trade route – as above right). Indeed, the artisan’s 

tomb at Gonur cited earlier contained a collection of stray limestone arms and faces for assemblinig such statuettes, whose 

humbler materials indicate, perhaps, that they commemorated a more middle rank of lady. 
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Though not as richly endowed as the Dog mausoleum female in its equipment, Gonur Necropolis tomb no. 1799 nonetheless 

still included some standard Bactrian female jewellery of the time – consisting of a mixture of gold-sheet covered beads 

interspaced with carnelian and lapis lazuli beads – uncannily identical in their combination of materials with many Ur necklaces 

as shown in the necklaces illustrated above and below (compare also with the unusually high count of carnelian and lapis lazuli 

in the Egyptian necklaces at (Ill. 9-2). In both principal Gonur female tombs were delicate drinking vessels of silver, and makeup 

accessories including bronze mirrors and cases for them (e.g. (Ill. 9-27). One of the rectangular bottles with applicator had 

residues found to contain specks of kaolin powder (not the expected mascara, but face powder, we presume). In general the 

abundance and high quality workmanship of metal and semi-precious stone grave goods in the élite female burials of the 

Mycenaean Shaft Graves, the Royal Tombs of Ur and the Gonur necropolis all indicate a high level of status given to certain 

women – not necessarily always an Āryan cultural feature, but certainly often Central Asian/Elamite with a Turkic element 

thrown in. Clearly, as at Ur, in Gonur the women paid great attention to their facial grooming and parure, and items such as 

necklaces directly compare, amost bead for bead, with those of both male or female buried in the Royal Tombs of Ur, which are 

earlier. At the latter the long pipe beads of carnelian – and sometimes the smaller etched carnelian beads that are often the 

centrepiece – could only have been manufactured in Indus Valley workshops426 (see Ill.9- 79135). Given the regularity of the 

supply of carnelian to the Aegean, the sustained role of the Mitanni as middle-men seems plausible – such that one feels their 

presence as much behind the Aegina Treasure (below centre) as is known to be the case in Enkomi Tomb 93 (Ill.9- 56).  

 

 

 

  
Ill.9-148: (Top left) necklaces from Bactria mostly of gold and lapis lazuli - Ligabue & Salvatori ill.62;(lower left) sections of 

necklacesof lapis lazuli and (top right) gold, carnelian and lapis lazuli  both from Ur Tomb 1054; (bottom right) individual beads in 
the Aegina treasure of the same materials, suggesting similar Indus sources – all B.M. (photos author). Astonishingly,on closer 

inspection the Aegina collection of beads (centre) are individually shaped as a hand clutching a breast427 

Yet we are still left with a smidgeon of doubt about where carnelian originates - since Dayton states on the very last page of his 

work on glass that, again, the same area providing the tin ores and blue-glass-containing silver ores – as also the amethysts, 

chalcedonies and quartzes -  is ‘also a classic source … [of] beautiful translucent carnelian…, coral agate, and clear red jasper 

(traded to ancient Egypt) …not far from the Baltic amber route. It is no surprise that vast quantities of bronzes dating to around 

1800-1700 should be found in the same area’. Does this mean the Mycenaean seal ring of Ill. 9-23 made of a solid piece of 

carnelian started off as a lump passed along the Indus Valley network – or did it more easily come from Europe?  

KEY MALE BURIALS AT GONUR IN THE LIGHT OF THOSE AT  UR AND MYCENAE 

The top male tombs of Gonur - which along with the Eurasian tombs just described I see as prototypes for Mycenaean 

conventions - were nonetheless rich in locally variant ways from the Mycenaean warrior tombs (as one might expect). 

Conversely, if Mycenaeans also used agates, chalcedonic stones and onyxes, they also used amber and glass, barely present 

                                                                 
426 See, for instance, B Barthélemy de Saizieu et al. ‘Bead-Drilling: A Look from Mehrgarh and Nausharo’ in Ute Franke-Vogt et al (eds) South Asian 

Archaeology 2003 Aachen 2005 39-48 
427   J L Fitton, Nigel Meeks and Louise Joyner ibid. in J L Fitton (ed.) The Aegina Treasure: Aegean Bronze Age jewellery and a mystery revisited London 

2009 – Cat no. 16/ figs 79-84. The reputed association of the Treasure with the tomb of a Priestess of the Temple of Venus/Aphrodite makes the design of 
these eleven beads fitting, standing in pars pro toto for the usual naked figurines of the Goddess cupping her breasts that would have been found all over Syria. 
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in the BMAC. On the other hand, the male accoutrements of swords and axes form part and parcel of Steppe culture across the 

board (see maps at Ill.9- 100 and Ill.9- 102) -  though the BMAC ritual shaft-hole axe designs based on the human shoulder-

blade (Ill. 9-165) are much more elaborate. In fact knives are more common in the BMAC tombs latterly, and as frequent as 

they eventually become in Mycenaean warrior tombs. The top men wore necklaces and bracelets in the same way Mycenaean 

warriors did, but in several high-status male burials there is a mystery about the meaning of several items of ritual equipment  

which have turned up in different combinations all over the BMAC zone, even as far as Indus territory at Quetta (Ill.9- 67). These 

items – not at all seen in the Ur or Mycenaaean tombs - are the so-called rods of authority/staffs of office, always of the same 

dark green polished ollare stone, sometimes capped with a mace-head and with one end often shaped like a cow hoof (below 

top right). In room 44 at Togolok-21 an alabaster bull’s head428 rod finial had special holes for fixing onto such a staff (see 

drawing and colour photo below). Sarianidi quotes Mary Boyce to point out that the Zoroastrian priest even today holds such a 

bull-head-topped staff, the equivalent of the bishop’s crook. These ritual rods are nearly always paired with truncated colonettes, 

waisted in the middle and made of different types of strikingly veined coloured marbles - maybe used as a stool or pedestal, 

often with grooved disc to go with it (we conjecture that the item under the arm of the Ophidian Big Man (Ill. 9-185) may not  be 

a jar, but the end-view of one such colonette). For these mysterious pieces of paraphernalia there is no parallel in the Sumerian 

or Mycenaean worlds – perhaps due, in Sarianidi’s thinking, to the Proto-Zoroastrian elements in the BMAC culture, to be 

analysed further in the Iconography Section429. 

Two intact pairs of staff and colonette from Gonur tombs are illustrated below, the first (left) accompanied only by bone 

fragments, the second (top centre) by the full male skeleton whose neck jewel we showed earlier in Ill.9- . In the latter’s burial 

also (as seen in the same picture below) were a heavy lead arm-bangle and bones with holes bored in them, probably used as 

drinking tubes (one had poppy residue in it). A badly corroded silver trumpet was also in this second burial (another was found 

with the priestess in the Dog Mausoleum) - their purpose given under our DIVERSION on ENTERTAINMENT (Ill.9-178). 

 

 

  

 

 
Ill.9- 149: (Left) Staff of office and marble colonette photographed in the dromos soon after excavation, Gonur grave M.077; (centre 
top) a similar pair of objects, the baton here with ribbed mace-head, in situ in tomb 500; (top right) top shaping of two of the staffs – 

Sarianidi 2005 fig.88; (centre bottom left) drawing of alabaster bull’s head for fixing as mace-head – it may have had horns of a 
different material inserted, much as (bottom centre) the 3M pair of lapis lazuli-horned limestone ibex illustrated in Ligabue & 

Salvatori ill.41 (priv.coll); (bottom right) colour photo of same bull head as it remains –Sarianidi 2005 fig.136. 

An intriguing and telling observation by Hiebert ibid. is that at Gonur in Period 2 craft production ‘shifts its location from separate 

production areas to locations inside the large fortified building complexes’ – as happened also in the Late Period fortified 

Mycenaean citadels of Pylos - and Mycenae itself - whose Cult Centre (analysed in the Iconography Section) was positioned 

                                                                 
428 F T Hiebert (Fwd C Lamberg-Karlovsky/Pref. V Sarianidi) Origins of the Bronze Age Oasis Civilization in Central Asia Cambridge Mass 1994 fig. 9.13(1) 
429 In a fascinating Channel 5 TV programme, the anthropologist, Bruce Parry, joined the Ethiopian Hamar tribe in their initiation ritual for young men of leaping 

over rows of zebu bulls (was this kind of cattle another result of the  Zanzibar export triangle?). What is most surprising is that all the young women of the tribe 
danced round the men taking part in the ritual, the leading pair of women blowing silver trumpets at them of very much the same shape as the Gonur ones, 
inciting the young men to ‘choose’ them by whipping them. 
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cheek by jowl with the craft workshops (see our later discussion of the God Hephaestos/Kothar in the Levantine and Mycenaean 

worlds). For both, craft and ritual were inextricably entwined, though the irregular planning of the rooms at Mycenae, hugging 

the hillside, contrast with the rectangular precision of the Gonur citadel and Togolok-21 temple building set on the flat plain. 

Both old and new information together give us an overall picture of the Second Millennium up to 1300 as being a golden age for 

the abundance and use of the same gamut of semi-precious materials in élite tombs across the board. Due to some striking 

parallels between these burials and of the goods and raw materials found in male and female tombs alike - it cannot be ignored 

that a handful of rare individuals in the Mycenaean world on the fringes of this geographically vast, semi-nomadic warlord-based 

system of exchange actively benefited and enthusiastically participated in what appears to be a chain of chieftain connections. 

By concentrating on the traffic and working of semi-precious stones alone – along with the leitmotif of the lion-bull group - even if 

we will never know what the precise individual human relationships enabling these exchanges were, we are arguing for a 

distant, if subtle, impact of this vast territory’s cultures on the Mycenaeans. We have already instanced points of difference as 

well between East and West – one being that (following suit from the Levant) Mycenae used the Forward Attack frequently on 

its artefacts in association with such personal possessions, while it almost never appears in the Gonur and Indus cultural 

spheres. Between the two zones the Mitanni did use it, but juxtaposed it with Central Asia-sourced images as a BIVISUAL in order 

to convey the same message through two cultural idioms –borne out by the Mitanni seals we have analysed in depth. 

The brief art historical commentary on the next Chronological Focus entry will mean a further DIVERSION on ivory - again pointing 

to overlooked Indus – along with African - sources. 

FORATT-27: KNOSSOS FRAGMENTS OF GRIFFIN- AND LION-BULL ATTACKS 
The pieces featuring under this catalogue entry are tantalizing by their fragmentary nature, yet in the light of Near Eastern 

derivations suggestive of how the intact works they belonged to would have looked, so deserving a full entry. The plan below 

shows the positioning of the two griffin-bull ivory fragments (likely to have been used on furniture or box cladding) at the rear 

inset corner of the Knossos South House, almost as if dropped by a looter or thrown down from the Palace above. Evidence 

from inside the house itself (finds and structural) point to its destruction by the final earthquake430. As to its function, from certain 

oddities of plan the house might have been an observatory - to be discussed later under the Iconography Section.  

                                                              IVORY GRIFFIN  

 
Ill.9- 150: Find-spot of ivory griffin attacking bull-leg, marked at back of house which we take as Neo-Palatial – PM II,1 fig.208 

In the vicinity of the back of the house were also found a lapis lazuli gem showing a male leading a lion (Ill. 9-146) and a small 

stone chest with with triangular mosaic pieces in it of ‘plain and smoked rock crystal, amethyst, beryl, lapis lazuli, and solid 

                                                                 
430 Taken to be c.1375 by Louise Schofield in The Mycenaeans (2007), the likely cause of the destruction of the Shrine of the Double Axes. 
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bronze and gold’ (almost suggestive of the mosaic patterning on the mirror cases of Gonur (Ill. 9-27), to Evans in PM II,1 (p 

374) suggesting a foundation deposit. Seemingly deliberately hidden under the wall, the pieces in the stone box could, though, 

have been intended for decorative mosaic work of the kind created in the former Knossos Throne Room (superseded later in 

Mycenaean State Rooms by glass replacing the rock crystal as Ill.9-) – rather than intended as cladding for a smaller item.  

When it comes to the plaster piece of lion-mane, second under this entry, also from Knossos and found in the debris of the 

Shrine of the Double Axes, as Sinclair Hood431 puts it, ‘Bulls were not the only creatures in relief on the palace walls at Knossos. 

From the south-eastern corner of the palace come a couple of tantalizing fragments, one from the leg, the other from the mane, 

of a life-sized lion’. Interestingly, Evans wrote of it, “On the fragment of mane are traces of what appears to be part of another 

animal which the lion has seized: a wild goat perhaps, if not a bull”.’ The date given for the plaster fragments is MMIIIA r(oughly 

1700-1600), since Evans thought they must have fallen into the shrine from an upper ceremonial room at the time of the Great 

Earthquake – and thus unlikely to have anything to do with the Shrine of the Double Axes where it was found. 

  
Ill.9- 151: Shrine of the Double Axes into which plaster fragments of lion-bull relief (second entry under ForAtt-27) had fallen 

Can we compare these relief fragments against the later lion-bull attack scenes on the wall-paintings of Avaris – and were the 

latter Minoan or Mycenaean432 in inspiration and execution? Since many of the lion-hunt fragments from the Avaris complex 

happen to be Bilateral Attacks we will postpone tackling this question until we can home in on it fully in Catalogue F, though we 

will consider Mycenaean interaction with lions in a later DIVERSION. From the mentions by Evans of pieces of the lion’s leg on its 

prey, possibly the wall plaster fragment was a Forward Attack of a more engaged nature than the mere confrontation either side 

of the tympanum suggested by the final pieces under this entry - fragments of a lion and a bull from the Mycenae Treasury of 

Atreus (long misinterpreted as two bulls). The suggested stand-off nature of this last pair of fragments - for which there are so 

many Near Eastern precedents (as on the seals under ForAtt-20/21)  points to a date of no later than 1450-1400 for their actual 

execution -  before they became part of the decoration of the Treasury of Atreus, which overall is usually given a later date. 

Returning to the first, small pieces of ivory carved with the remains of a griffin-bull attack which could have been attached to a 

piece of furniture or a box -  and given that overall on Crete up to the start of the 2M stumps of hippo canines or incisors were 

usually used as cut-offs to create stamp seals433, we should take the opportunity at this point to consider the huge Mycenaean 

diversification in the use of ivory compared to the more limited Minoan oeuvre, as another status material high in their import 

repertoire - a result of exposure not only to the products of the Levantine courts, but even beyond, to the Indus trade route. 

                                                                 
431 S Hood Arts of Prehistoric Greece 1978 p.73 
432 For an updated general discussion see E Morris ‘Exchange, Extraction and the Politics of Ideological Money Laundering in Egykpt’s New Kingdom Empire’ 

in B Eder et al. (eds) Policies of Exchange: Poitical Systems and Modes of Interaction in the Aegean and the Near East in the 2nd Millennium BC Vienna 
2015 167-189 and F Hôflmayer ‘Egypt’s ‘Empire’ in the Southern Levant during the Early 18th Dynasty in ibid. 191-206 
433 O Krzyszkowska ‘Early Cretan Seals: new evidence for the use of bone, ivory and boar’s tusk’ CMS Beiheft 3, 111-26 
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DIVERSION 4  IVORY IN THE MYCENAEAN WORLD 

Poursat434 states categorically that ‘very few pieces of ivory with carved decoration are known in Crete 2000-1450’, 

and that (with one or two exceptions - which probably includes our South House piece) overall there is a large gap in 

evidence up to 1700. Our piece found outside the South House comes into the hiatus just before the Neo-Palatial 

period along with a handful of other rare pieces from Knossos that Poursat says includes ‘the MMIII Ivory Deposit in 

the [Knossos] Palace and [at] LMM1B House of Ivories, Palaikastro and Archanes’. As the then accepted expert on 

Mycenaean ivories435, whilst attempting to find any link possible and though reporting that Krzyszkowska had felt it 

‘hard to see the nascent Mycenaean craft arising in complete isolation from its Minoan counterpart’, he found it 

‘difficult to know whether Mycenaean ivories were influenced by an older Minoan tradition’. The recently discovered 

Griffin Warrior shaft grave at Pylos (c.1600-1500) with its griffin ivory plaque, six ivory combs, bronze mirror with ivory 

handle and long-sword with gilded ivory hilt, fills in that chronological gap, since the burial - made before the Palace at 

Pylos was built - contained a Greek warrior whose entire raft of goods, though buried outside Crete, are Minoan. 

  
 

Ill.9- 152: Ivory-handled mirror and one ivory comb from the Griffin Warrior’s grave goods 

By 1500-1450 the Mycenaeans were expanding their orbit to engage with the Levantine koine - and the iconography 

and supply sources of their own ivories indicate they were quick to participate in the widespread use and methods of 

working ivory already common in the Levant, in just the same way they had started to embrace their seal traditions. As 

in the clear case of seal borrowings from the Mitanni described in our Chronological Focus introduction, they not only 

proceeded to import oriental crafted ivories, but also to obtain the raw material for themselves so as to commission 

and make their own pieces. Their choice of foreign imagery did not mean they did not at the same time stamp these 

subjects with their own cultural identity (as in the case of Gilgamesh-type man-lion struggles from the Vapheio hoard 

(Ill.9- )). Although Mycenaean ivory work continued to use certain Minoan motifs such as the figure-of-eight shield, 

their overwhelming debt is traceable to the multitude of opportunities opening up quite independently of Crete: to what 

extent they adopted the CANEA in their own Mycenaean way as a result, we discuss in our final conclusions. 

AFRICAN –V- INDIAN SOURCES FOR ELEPHANT OR HIPPO IVORY 
Ivory was a highly distributed prestige material in Egypt and the Levant in the Second Millennium - almost the 

equivalent of plastic today – easily worked and attractive to look at and touch. It appears to have been used in roughly 

equal quantities of hippo or elephant at least up to the end of that millennium, with the balance changing to elephant 

ivory almost exclusively only in the First Millennium. Apart from our ability to identify the difference between hippo and 

elephant ivory436, there used only to be generalised information on the actual sources of hippo and elephant ivory, 

                                                                 
434 J Poursat ‘Ivory Relief Carvings in Minoan Crete 2000-1450BC’ in  J Lesley Fitton (ed.) Ivory in Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean from the Bronze 

Age to the Hellenistic Period (British Museum Occasional Paper no. 85) 1992, 3-5 
435 J Poursat,Catalogue des Ivoires Mycéniens du Musée Natonal d’Athènes Paris 1977 
436 T K Penniman Pictures of Ivory and other Animal Teeth, Bone and Antler Oxford 1952 
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presumed to come from Egypt.  A paper437 for a landmark British Museum conference stated (with no palaeolithic 

archaeological evidence at all, supported only by one suppositional mention from Pliny) that hippos used to be 

plentiful in the rivers of north Syria and down its coast, immediately arousing scepticism given hippos are fresh-water 

animals that would not survive in salt water. Indeed, since then Caubet438 has pointed out that recent checks of the 

ivory inventory from Ras Shamra439 ascertained that ivories described as hippo by Schaeffer in fact turned out to be 

boar tusks!440 Nonetheless, Biga441 mentions Eblan texts referring to hippos and small elephants along the Orontes 

and Euphrates, and certainly there were more hippo ivory items produced at Ebla than elephant. It is true a small, 

swampy area of Syria did provide the right kind of habitat for the Syrian elephant at least into the time of Tuthmoses III 

- and continuing up to the time of the Middle Assyrian kings who boasted about hunting them there. Interestingly, 

Smith in providing context for the statue of Idrimi of Alalakh442 described elephant reserves kept in such areas, though 

not necessarily for royal hunts: ‘It was a sacrifice of land not particularly suitable for horticulture for the sake of 

securing the ivory supply’. Imported Syrian elephants (note the word imported) discussed in the next paragraph 

therefore probably lived longer than hippos did, if the latter were ever indigenous to the area at all.  

As the archaeological disciplines of Central Asia, Indus Civilisation and Ancient Near East are beginning to mesh 

findings together, a new picture is emerging that points to the fact that the ‘Syrian elephant’ (given the passage of 

other goods already proved) was probably the small Indian elephant– and that there was never a native Syrian 

elephant. Firstly, Lion443 has brought together information about the passage of exotic animals from India - which can 

be attested as early as the 4M - more likely than from Africa because they could come by continuous land routes (see, 

for instance, Hooijer444 and Vila445. Putting aside all the later information we have about the Assyrians and their 

procurement of elephants and lions, and going back to what she can say for the 2M, odd mentions survive implying 

the procurement of elephants…..   a trend that was to continue well into the Seleucid and Roman eras when 

elephants were then imported en masse from the Levant to take part in battles - to be used almost like tanks. 

Caubet446 (cited earlier for the poppy-head carnelian necklace from Mari in the Louvre, Ill.9- ), by the time of that 

paper was now sharing information with Gulf and Indus specialists, and while able to be precise about the huge 

amounts of hippo ivory in use - as also of manatee ivory from Arabia - was becoming certain that more ivory than 

originally thought arriving in the Middle East was sent in the form of live elephants brought in from India as part of the 

replenishment of the ‘game parks’ of Syria for royal hunts (Smith’s idea, just mentioned) – rather than from Africa. She 

mentions the elephant hunts of Tuthmoses III in the Egyptian texts said to have taken place in the region of ‘Niyi’, 

commenting, ‘Ce territoire de Niyi, appartenait-il au royaume de Mitanni?’ (Recent Qatna studies fill in more gaps.) 

She refers also to Hatshepsut’s boast on her obelisk at Karnak that she had 700 tusks brought in from Libya along 

                                                                 
437 L K Yannacopoulos ‘Sources of Ivory in the Aegean Bronze Age: an Environmental Approach’ in  J Lesley Fitton (ed.) Ivory in Greece and the Eastern 

Mediterranean from the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic Period (British Museum Occasional Paper no. 85 1992, 57-60 
438 A Caubet ‘Ougarit à la lumière des Découvertes de Qatna: Remarques sur l’industrie de li’ivoire at autres matières dues d’origine animale’ in P Pfälzner et 

al. (eds) Qatna and the Networks of Bronze Age Globalism Wiesbaden 2015 133-138 
439 J Gachet-Bizollon ‘Les ivoires du Palais Royal d’Ougarit: Bilan de la recherche- in V Matoian Le Mobilier du Palais Royal d’Ougarit Lyon 2008 85-100 
440 See also in the same volume L Turri ‘Ivory, Bone and Antler in Late Bronze Age and Iron Age Qatna’ 297-310 
441 M G Biga ‘On Equids, other Animals and Veterinarians in the texts of the Ebla Archives (XXIVC BC)’ in D Tabbaa & M Al-Hayek (eds) Animals in the Old 

Syrian Civilizations Hama 2008 
442 Sidney Smith (with an introduction by Leonard Woolley) The Statue of Idrimi London 1949, p.49 
443 B Lion ‘La Circulation des Animaux Exotiques au Proche-Orient Antique’ in La Circulation des Biens, des Personnes et des Idées dans Le Proche-

Orient Ancient (RAI XXXVIII) Paris 1992 365 
444 D A Hooijer ‘The Indian Elephant at Bronze Age Ras Shamra-Ugarit: Report on an Elephant Molar from Ras Shamra’ in C Schaeffer (ed) Ugaritica 7 187-9 
445 E Vila ‘The “Syrian Elephant” Revisited: Preliminary Analysis of the Elephant Bones at Mishrife/Qatna in Late Bronze Age Syria’ in Pfälzner ibid. 487-96 
446 A Caubet  ‘De L’Indus à la Euphrate – Quelques Cas de Circulation des Beins et des Savoirs’ in V Lefèvre (ed.) Orientalismes: De l’Archéologies au 

Musée: Mélanges offerts à Jean-François Jarrige  Paris 2012 148-160 
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with panther skins -  reminding us that Libya was in a position to by-pass Egypt in sourcing equatorial African goods 

and relay them on, not just to Egypt (usually their enemy), but mostly to the Aegean. Crete being just across the sea, 

it is not surprising to hear that Minoan, Mycenaean and Cypriot pottery was found in excavations at Mersa-Matruh447.  

Overall, from assessment of elephant remains throughout the Levant and Near East to as far as Haft Tepe in Iran448, 

and taking so-called Syrian elephant remains as a group, Caubet came to the conclusion that ‘il apparaît que les 

vestiges osseux les plus ancien ne remontent pas plus haut que le milieu du IIM’, and that imported tusks would have 

been supplied ‘en empruntant les mêmes circuits que les pierres fines venue de l’Inde’. Lion’s study backs up this 

view, even though earliest mentions of elephants being brought in are sparse compared to the richness of information 

for the Neo-Assyrian period. As a general rule Caubet thought it safe to say hippo ivory preponderated at coastal sites 

and African ivory at high-end interior urban centres, until in the 1M hippo ivory practically disappears from the record. 

INDIAN IVORY 

Little work has been done to distinguish African from Indian ivory under the microscope, the latter a plausible and just 

as plentiful alternative source, that in the light of former sparse factual evidence was not given full credence. The 

material of several ivory pins with hand finials from Gonurdepe in Margiana, for instance, is assumed to be Indian 

ivory, and would have come through from the Indus further south with the carnelian used in their necklaces. Given the 

overall Mitanni-Mycenaean osmosis we have begun to establish, there is no reason why now and again the 

Mycenaeans should not have received some Indian ivory, from North Syria via the Elam trail. We underestimate both 

the land and sea routes between the Middle East and India (see maps under Ill.9- ), a theme that cropped up in our 

discussion in Catalogue D about the wall paintings of Xeste and the origins of indigo, as also the blue monkeys and 

peacocks/griffins appearing in them. (Since working on the present catalogue I now find that monkeys, too, were 

around from Protohistoric times in Iran and Central Asia, sometimes featuring on seals and as figurines, animals also 

more likely to have been sent from India by land than from Africa, and possibly the Zanzibar Triangle even opened up 

access to East Africa from India for monkeys then sent the long way round to Syria!  

  
Ill.9-153: (Left) Elephant bone at Nuzi and (right) elephant tusks at Alalakh – from Pfälzner ibid. – just two of several ancient near 

eastern sites containing elephant bones – including Haft Tepe in Iran, close to India, and at the palace at Qatna449 where the bones 
of several small elephants were found, perhaps part of a royal zoo 

Although in the Shaft Grave era Minoans and Mycenaeans are thought only to have obtained elephant or hippo ivory 

direct from Egypt, overall Mycenaean access to both kinds of ivory must have fluctuated later as they forged new links 

                                                                 
447 L G Hayward ‘The Origin of the Raw Elephant Ivory used in Greece and the Aegean during the Late Bronze Age’ Antiquity LXIV 103-9 
448 A Caubet & E Poplin ‘La question de l’éléphant syrien’’ in H Kühne (ed.) Dūr Katlimmu 2008 and Beyond Berlin 2010 1-9 
449 D Morandi-Bonacossi ‘Italian Archaeological Research at Qatna’ in J Aruz et al. Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade and Diplomacy in the 2M BC 2008 233-4 

(see also in the same volume by A Caubet ‘Ivory, shell and bone’ p.406-7 
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not only with well-disposed Middle or New Kingdom pharaonic reigns for African ivory - but also with Levantine and 

Mitanni rulers for ivory coming indirectly from India through Central Asia, the Levant - and even Cyprus (see, for 

instance, a half-worked elephant tusk found in Chamber Tomb 55 at Mycenae (below left), the imagery carved on it 

Egyptianising Syrian in both theme and workmanship (Ill. 9-157) -  i.e. the International Style. A paper by Pfälzner450 

thinks from the two photographs above that elephants could still have been native to Syria in the 2M, and certainly 

small elephants are shown with bears as distinctively Syrian gifts being brought as tribute on the walls of the tomb of 

Rekhmire but now, given all we discussed above on the traffic in semi-precious stones coming via the Indus sites 

along with elephants (as it had with zebu cattle), there is nothing to say that in some instances the ivory (and even 

some imagery) could not have originally been sourced in India. Looking at the ivory below, even if the flounced 

trouser-skirts (like those on the Ugarit pyxis lid) look Mycenaean, the bare-breasted female types with their chubby 

faces and voluptuous limbs look uncannily close to the larger Indian sculptures of a much later period, a culture where 

   
Ill.9- 154: (Left) Carved elephant tusk from Chamber Tomb 55, Mycenae (see Ill. 9-157 for its imagery) – Burns fig.6.4, Athens 

Museum; (centre) two women and child of ivory from north side of the Palace at Mycenae – Schofield ibid. fig. 86; (right) carnelian 
seal from Myrsinochori tholos tomb Flur Rutsi (CMSI-353) showing typical Minoan ruched pantaloons (c.f. Ill. 9-156) 

due to the hot climate it was the convention for Indian women to wear elaborate skirts but remain bare breasted (and 

in North India today women still wear baggy, decorative trousers from long experience of wars where the idea was to 

make it harder to be raped). 

MYCENAEAN IVORY WORKSHOPS 
It is in the huge amount of furniture veneers and decorative embellishments found at palace workshops that show to 

what extent Mycenae undertook its own ivory crafting for secular delectation.Though not exactly clear where the ivory 

came from, the items made in later Mycenaean period ivory workshops as recorded in the Pylos Linear B texts, 

indicating the industry was prestigious enough to be controlled by the Palace, are described in fascinating detail, with  

                                                                 
450 P Pfälzner, ‘The Elephant Hunters of Bronze Age Syria’ in J Aruz et al. (eds) Cultures in Contact: From Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean in the 

Second Millennium BC (Metropolitan Museum of Art Symposium) New York 2013, 112-131 
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Ill.9-155: Reassembled tripod table stand from pieces found at Altintepe - Özgüç 

mentions of paired ivory units no doubt referring to unworked elephant tusks from one beast.  As Burns puts it, ‘These 

tablets form the most extensive textual reference to ivory’s use, with the detailed description of the adornment of 6 

ivory-embellished thrones, 11 tables and 16 footstools. One throne is described as inlaid with rock crystal, blue and 

green glass with human figures and palm trees in gold – and other designs incorporate ivory shaped pomegranates, 

butterflies, sea shells, octopi, men and lions’ – an indication of what we are missing from the archaeological record! 

The tradition of cladding wooden furniture with ivory was evidently picked up from Levanto-Anatolian practice, though 

we cannot cover the whole subject to pinpoint what exactly might have inspired Mycenaean or foreign workmen, or 

speculate about what presents could have been received from abroad that served as models. But we can at least 

cross-refer to the telling example of a tripod ivory-clad table decorated with lions from Altintepe451 (above, of 

comparatively later date), partly because it demonstrates the extent of continuity of tradition in one type of ritual tripod 

table as used earlier at Ebla and Karashamb (ForAtt-13/14), giving some idea of how the Mycenaeans could have 

locked in to such a furniture tradition as much through the Levant as Eurasia (at one point in the Iliad Hephaestos is 

described as working on a large job-lot of a large group of tripod tables. 

The Pylos texts also mention tables made of marble inlaid with precious and semi-precious materials, an ebony chair 

with back of carved ivory featuring a man with cattle, and a footstool with fish, horses and palm tree. Some tables and 

couches appear to have been covered in ivory veneer, looking as if made of solid ivory (like the Altintepe tripod or the 

Ugarit bedstead featured in Catalogue F). The Pylos inventory includes ivory utensils and vessels such as ‘lamps, 

goblets,  jugs and cauldrons’ – all serving not only to proclaim the luxury and power of the ruling élite, but in its choice 

of material and imagery projecting the idea of a court identity associated with exotic places and their riches. 

As previously mentioned, as at Gonur, most top Mycenaean sites reveal that craftsmen’s workshops were usually 

sited right next door to the rooms for conducting religious ritual, and close also to the royal apartments. At Mycenae 

the artisans’ quarter in the east wing included a deposit of over 700 ivory chips, fragments of gold and semiprecious 

stones, pigments and possibly adhesives (indicating some workshops were capable of dealing in all media, according 

to need). Further evidence of ivory working, including raw material offcuts (both hippo and elephant) were found in 

both the Citadel House area and the West House group: the Sphinx House in particular with its enormous number of 

ivory fragments appeared to specialize in furniture inlays – with pieces of pumice used to polish the final article 

scattered around. In the House of Shields among other prestige items were found literally thousands of ivory pieces – 

in the West House group altogether Burns cites just under 19,000 inventoried pieces, mostly plaques and other forms 

of inlay for wooden furniture. Similarly, in the Thebes treasury ivory fragments (mostly for furniture) were found with 

                                                                 
451 Described in T Özgüç Altintepe II Ankara 1969 
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other exotic raw materials - including the lumps of agate and cache of lapis lazuli seals and beads being saved for 

reworking already mentioned in DIVERSION 2. The astonishingly numerous small ivory finds in palace and tomb 

contexts all over the Mycenaean world can be put down to the manufacture of luxury items like furniture offering 

surfaces for thin geometric inlays to use up the fragmentary left-overs from larger figurines, cosmetics containers or 

combs. And recently, final re-excavation of Room 78 in the Lower Citadel of Tiryns a workshop handling various 

materials contained part of a hippo ivory rod 452 with Ugaritic numeric cuneiform on it, perhaps used for measuring. As 

co-author J Maran put it, ‘This impressively underlines the degree of interconnectedness of East Mediterranean 

societies during the 13C … [which] also involved human mobility and … transfer of ideas and practices’. 

From the Pylos texts we have other evidence of the type of imagery favoured for the ivories: some of it marine, such 

as the octopus, but most borrowed from the Levant due to its evocation of a certain way of life and the enhanced 

status that went with it – such as palm trees, pomegranates, rosettes – but at times also more seriously extravagant 

versions of the lion-prey attack too, symbol of the Goddess, of an ordered calendar – and of Government authority. 

ASSESSMENT  OF LARGER INDIVIDUAL  MYCENAEAN IVORIES 

Out of the figured whole pieces we class as Mycenaean ivories, several are outstanding masterpieces, one or two 

quite uncharacteristic of Mycenaean work, such as the two women and young child already looked at above, found in 

the Palace at Mycenae. When looking at an ivory from the perspective of Mycenaean art, we have four key 

considerations: 

 It is an import from the Near East, found at a Mycenaean site, made by a foreign craftsman; 

 It is an item made in a Mycenaean workshop, found at a Mycenaean site; 

 It is a Mycenaean-made item, found in an overseas site; 

 It is an item found at a Mycenaean base or overseas site, made by Myceanaeans working abroad. 

Many of the ivory items adorned with imagery that include lion or griffin attacks on prey are pyxides, one of the least 

wasteful ways of using an elephant  tusk by cutting off a sub-cylinder from it and sticking on a plain circular base and 

adding a decorated lid. In this category alone - along with the decorated, panelled combs (the Griffin Warrior had six) - 

we see that as many were imported as were home-made - and even re-exported (as could be the case for the Ugarit 

pyxis lid (Ill. 9-156) which could just be the lid for the unfinished pyxis from there cited under UruSta-27). Of the many 

cosmetic items many (such as Egyptian cosmetic spoons) are of foreign workmanship imported into the Mycenaean 

world - but others like the Ugarit pyxis lid could be home-made – by an indigenous Syrian craftsman or Mycenaean 

working abroad – unless it was sent from Mycenae as a gift to the owner in whose grave it was found.  

       

        
Ill.9- 156: Views of the ivory lion with groove on the underside, perhaps for furniture attachment ; and (centre column) head of 

possible cult figure (male or female) –Krzyszowksa pls 1-4; (those in colour are from the internet, unascribed) 

                                                                 
452 C Cohen et al. ‘An Ivory Rod with Cuneiform Inscriptions, Probably Ugaritic, from a Final Palatial Workshop in the Lower Citadel of Tiryns’ AA 2010/2 1-22 
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Larger statuettes such as the Palaikastro Kouros we wait to consider in the Iconography Section, but other pieces 

carved from the solid, thicker end of the tusk also have religious intent, and to get an initial idea of their nature we take 

two solid ivory pieces found in the Cult Centre at Mycenae (illustrated above). The ivory lion was found in the Room 

with the Fresco at Mycenae (one of several cult areas on the S-W slope sealed at the time of earthquake). It would 

have been placed on the altar at the southern end in a chamber which, according to Krzyszowksa ‘represents one of 

the most important cult areas to survive from the Aegean Bronze Age’. Next to it were an ivory knob, a Minoan stone 

bowl and the ivory head (above centre) 453 which could have been part of an early chryselephantine or multi-media cult 

image – whose origins we ponder in more detail in the Iconography Section. 

Some even larger pieces are better considered in Catalogue F under the subject of votive deposits and the 

development on the Greek mainland of chryselephantine or marble temple statuary during the First Millennium. We do 

look briefly at their often unprepossessing Mycenaean predecessorsin another DIVERSION in this Catalogue on the Cult 

Centre at Mycenae which indicate all too clearly that in this area the roots of well-proportioned Archaic Greek 

sculpture454  very much lay elsewhere (well-known to be the stone sculpture of Egypt, but possibly also inspired by the 

Mitanni love of the body beautiful). We will see that, whilst home-made cult figures in the Mycenaean world were often 

surprisingly uncouth, in the use of ivory, then stone, there were attempts to adopt the near-eastern approach, which 

had a long history of life-like multi-media cult statuary. Only small precedents are shown in this Catalogue (Ill.9- ), but 

we should bear in mind the larger masterpieces of Sumer from further back in time. Cult statues in the Mesopotamian 

tradition were fashioned on an underlying wood or stone framework and covered in different combinations of the 

precious metals, stones and ivory, all of which we have shown were sought by court and temple from Indian Ocean to 

Aegean all through the Second Millennium, seamlessly perpetuating the tradition. 

Part of the reason for this further DIVERSION on Myceneans access to raw materials has again been to take stock of that usually 

overlooked Indian undercurrent, which we can ascribe to relations across vast territories between peoples of Āryan culture on 

Levantine and Eurasian fronts – with the Mitanni as connective tissue.  

Commentary on our next catalogue entry opens deeper Central Asian perspectives - this time on entertainment – immediately 

leading us on to a further DIVERSION focusing on ritual decorated cups.  

FORATT-28: NUZI ON THE FRINGE OF MITANNI/KASSITE/HITTITE/ASSYRIAN EMPIRES 
As mentioned in the catalogue entry, Nuzi seals are not rare like the Elaborate Seals, but mostly form a specific sub-group of 

Mitanni Common Style seals - mostly unearthed in archives at that site (near modern Kirkuk), but also used widely all over the 

Mitanni Empire. They reveal a history of design adaptations due not only to its location on the piedmont communication network 

at the eastern side of the Mitanni Empire, but also to its position at the north-south cross-route the through former territories of 

Akkad. Lying as it did within the nexus of ever-fluctuating political conflict between Mitanni, Hittite, Kassite and Assyrian bids for 

control of the region, it is not surprising for that part of the world that the general character of the Mitanni Common Style seals 

can initially be characterized as provincial versions of Old Babylonian designs with a dash of Syrian layout (see the two Forward 

Attack examples below not included in the main Catalogue). Due to the juxtapositioning of these kingdoms to each other over a 

period of some 300 years, our table under Ill.9- 38 explains the incestuous nature of many of the cross-borrowings in seal 

design that took place. Along with Common Style seals, as already mentioned, a particular type of blue glass - known to be a 

speciality of Nuzi - crops up at various sites all over the ancient Near East and into the the Aegean (the difference between Nuzi 

                                                                 
453 O Krzyszowksa Well Built Mycenae: Fasc.24 The Ivories Oxford 2007 
454 Two notable examples discussed in this catalogue are the ivory head found in the Cult Centre at Mycenae discussed on this page and the Palaekastro 

Kouros (for an early assessment see J H Musgrave ‘The Anatomy of a Minoan Masterpiece’ in J L Fitton (ed) ibid. 17-23) but dwelt on more fully later.  
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blue and Unetice blue was fully discussed in our DIVERSION on glass and semi-precious stones). A less dramatic instance of 

interchange between the Mycenaean and Mitanni worlds than seals, horses or chariots, Nuzi blue glass beads have been found 

in many Mycenaean graves in the form of necklaces or used as tesserae in mosaic inlay (some mentioned in relation to the find-

spot of the main item under ForAtt-27, the previous entry). 

The Forward Attack on the two seals below are photographed examples of standard Nuzi sealings to give an idea of what they 

actually look like compared to the drawn versions in the ForAtt-28 entry, which can give a misleading idea of their moulding. We 

did not use them in the catalogue entry because the photographs are small and the definition not as clear as could be wished, 

showing the state of technology at the time when the first attempt at cataloguing the main body of the Nuzi seals by Edith 

  
Ill.9- 157: Examples of the Forward Attack on Nuzi seals from Porada NuziCat-455/916 

Porada was made, shortly after their discovery (Porada NuziCat)455.  The one on the left shows the Babylonian upreared 

Forward Attack type of stance - as on the Vapheiio ring (ForAtt-24) - and the other as on Sumerian seals such as ForAtt-5.  

But it is the unusual sealing below right, another Mitanni scene from Nuzi, that is more informative than usual because it shows 

obvious Anatolian – indeed Hittite – traits in the way the composition is spread across a flat field. A striding, smiting God - 

probably Baal-Tešub – actually stands over the Forward Attack, as he clutches dead bodies in his hand as Lord of War, rather 

than Weather. The God is not modelled in the refined style we have seen on Elaborate Style examples and, although at first 

sight following the Old Babylonian mode of the previous two seals, the scene is more Cappadocian in appearance (as in ForAtt-

16) and could be read as a celebration of victory in war – or even a New Year carnival - since he is surrounded by a remarkable 

array of human figures in acrobatic positions, interspersed amongst a second lion, ibex and goat or sheep. In one instance a 

  
Ill.9-158: (Left) Photo in The Times of 8 Sep. 2015 showing not the toreador, but the recortador Fabien Naplas ‘whose art consists of 

performing acrobatic stunts’ and (right) a Forward Attack Nuzi seal with acrobatic scene - Porada NuziCat-518 

flying acrobat is engaged in lion-leaping (rather than bull-leaping), the soaring figure reminiscent of the recortador of living 

tradition in the recent newspaper picture of a Spanish bull-fight shown above left. The important point is that the Forward Attack 

is included as part of the scene. 

The whole performance tallies in many respects with the description of a Hittite ritual involving athletics and acrobatics 

translated, with commentary, by Gilan456 - best dwelt on in a new DIVERSION on the ingredients of celebration and entertainment 

                                                                 
455 See the table of Seal Catalogues used at Appendix A, and abbreviations used. 
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in the Near East at this time. Although we have seen scenes of feasting and harp-playing from Mesootamia going back to as far 

as ForAtt-8 – again marked by the presence of a Forward Attack group - since these acrobatic and dancing elements do not 

belong in the CANEA cycle, but have origins in the Indo-Iranian world of Margiana and Indus, filtering into mainstream near-

eastern imagery through the Mitanni, this is yet another arena where we can point to the spread of Central Asian culture and 

customs entering Syria along with bull-leaping. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
456 A Gilan ‘Kampfspiele in Hethitischen Festritualen – eine Interpretation’ in T Richter et al (eds) Kulturgeschichten: Altorientalistische Studien für Volkert 

Haas zum 65. Geburtstag Saarbrücken 2001 113-124 
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DIVERSION 5 ENTERTAINMENT/CULT DRINKING IN CENTRAL ASIA 

The inclusion of bull-leaping scenes with the lion-prey group in the various Mitanni seals we have dealt with in this 

Catalogue - crowned by the Nuzi sealing in the last illustration that expands the activity to include other modes of 

acrobatics - leads us to the realization that bull-leaping was but one variation in a programme of celebration and 

entertainment organized for important occasions. If we are to labour the point again about the Mitanni being the 

‘connective tissue’ between Central Asia/India and the Near East , then starting from the distance of the Central Asian 

perspective, Sarianidi457 wrote of a new find: ‘The excavations in Togolok-21 brought to light a unique amulet 

[llustrated below] carved in the shape of a Bactrian camel. On its back there is a running ox and an acrobat jumping 

over the animal that greatly resembles the scenes of tauromachia…’. Not so often shown is its stamp seal base which 

shows a Rear Attack on one of the goats either side of a monticule - exactly as in the group on the lower register of an 

Amorite Beaker first dealt with under Catalogue C: Ratt-16 (detail reproduced again below bottom right),: 

  

 

 
          Ratt-16 detail 

Ill.9- 159: (Left and centre) 2M camel amulet of creamy stone from southern courtyard at Togolok-21 in the BMAC (front and back 
views) – AFC-265 and Hiebert458 fig.9.2 – not to forget what is possibly a stamp seal element on its chipped base (top right), its 

iconography to be compared with the grouping of lion attacking one of the two ibex either side of a monticule on Beaker 1  

If the lion-prey group – in this catalogue meaning the Forward Attack – signifies the New Year, then we are starting to 

build up a picture of how the festival was celebrated over a very wide area, much akin to our full account of the Feast 

of Ishtar at Mari in Catalogue C, at which music and games were part of the celebrations marking the occasion of the 

annual  Now Ruz  ‘gathering of the clans’ in processions of tribes bringing tribute to their overlord. Since on the camel 

seal we have a definitive example from Central Asia, it is worth spending time drawing alongside it comparable 

artefacts decorated with similar scenes depicting combinations of processions, tribute-bringing, music-making, 

acrobatics and other rituals (often with the lion-bull motif woven in) to widen our awareness of shared cultural events 

with local variations that certainly lasted into Achaemenid times in the case of Persepolis. 

NEW YEAR CELEBRATIONS ON LARGER ARTEFACTS 
We referred in Catalogue D to the Ishtar Obelisk at Ebla, and on its right-hand facet shown below are the remains of 

an acrobat scene with a pair of people banging a large drum, at two removes from a bull worship panel higher up – 

according with Ebla’s life in Mitanni-dominated territory at the time. (Here I cannot resist mentioning Lady Drower’s 

visit to Yazidi territory in 1941459 where at the principal autumn equinox festival a large garlanded bull was sacrificed, 

accompanied by music and dancing, the main instruments still the tambour drum and binary Pan-pipe.) Remains of an 

inscription on the obelisk led Matthiae to the conclusion that what he interpreted as bull-leaping games must have 

                                                                 
457 V I Sarianidi ‘The Palace and Necropolis of Gonur’ in Ligabue, G (Sponsor) Margiana Gonur-depe Necropolis Venice 2002 
458 F T Hiebert (foreword C Lamberg-Karlovskyk/Preface V I Sarianidi) Origins of the Bronze Age Oasis Civilization in Central Asia Cambridge Mass 1994 
459 E S Drower Peacock Angel 1941 London 1941, reprinted Delhi 2013 
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Ill.9- 160: Drawing of the damaged four facets of the Ishtar Obelisk from Matthiae ibid. – note especially the scenes far right  

been held in honour of Ishtar460. This makes sense, given Ebla’s Anatolian contacts –especially after Mitanni 

occupation of the kingdom of Yamhad, that included Ebla and other towns within its orbit. As well as the camel amulet 

and another Central Asian seal (Ill.9-187) that will appear outside this DIVERSION much later, many pieces illustrated in 

this catalogue show acrobatic events and groups playing music as part of religious ritual – and are particularly richly 

represented on two Hittite vases which will form the climax of this discussion shortly, all appearing to show the kind of 

celebratory entertainment that had already been going on in the times of the Karashamb goblet (ForAtt-13 & Ill.9-

10/11) or the ablution basin from Ebla (ForAtt-14 & Ill.9- 19) whose iconography must be dealt with in full in the 

Iconography Section since other elements take precedence over the entertainment passages. 

INFORMATION ON FESTIVALS FROM THE COURT  ARCHIVES AT EBLA AND MARI 

I will rely on two papers that usefully summarise key information about festivals in the 2M Near East, one from Ebla’s 

perspective, the other (after describing some Hittite vases or drinking vessels) from a more Indo-European angle from 

within the Hitto-Mitanni heartland. These will be sufficient to give some understanding of most of the other 

‘entertainment event’ images coming into this Catalogue on several other items, with the lion-prey group on seals (in 

many instances the Forward Attack) seemingly intended as a pointer to one type of festival being celebrated. 

THE EBLA RECORDS 
Biga461 studied royal archives of Ebla - starting from c.2300 up to the fall of Ebla – that mention supplies ordered for 

various festivals over the years, not simply food and drink (wine and beer) for sumptuous banquets, but also semi-

precious stones for jewellery, and party dress textiles for the royal women. Many different types of garment and textile 

are described in the Ebla texts to enrobe the royal women for the event, some fabric even using silver and gold 

thread. The jewellery would have been of the kind studied in our recent DIVERSION, and new pieces of finery would 

also be assigned on the occasion of the installation of a new priestess (as we know from records at Émar and the 

priestess necklaces of Uruk and Gonur). From the photos below of the best Palazzo G at Ebla had to offer in the 

actual archaeological record, misleadingly in contradiction with the texts nothing special was left behind in terms of 

quality of materials used or inventiveness of workmanship. But this could be due to the efficacy of looters. The 

mentions of jewellery in the texts are summed up as follows by Biga, quoting Archi:  

                                                                 
460 First published in an Ägypten und Levant volume c.2011-13 not available for reference by this writer – but  followed up in Matthiae ‘On the Origin of Middle 

Assyrian Obelisks’ in P Ciafardoni et al (eds) From the Treasures of Syria [Stefania Mazzoni Festschrift] Leiden 2015 143, and see fn. 164, Catalogue D 
461 M-G Biga ‘Les Occasions de Fêtes à la Cour d’Ébla’ Journal Asiatique CCIX 2011 479-494 
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Des colliers d’or et de diverses sortes de pierres précieuses, broches, épingles à habits, bracelets, décorations en 

argent pour les coiffes de cheveaux figuraient parmi les bijoux mis par les dames à l’occasion des mariages ou qui 

étaient enterrées avec elles dans la tombe462. 

 

  

 
 

Ill.9- 161: Necklaces of glass or chalcedonic type found at Ebla – Pinnock463 her pl.XLII Cat. no.118; (top centre) of glass paste and 
rock crystal her pl.XXXII Cat no. 58 and (bottom centre) of carnelian beads in different shades of orange/red Cat. no. 63; (top right) 

Iron Age glass and carnelian beads and (bottom right) carnelian, agate, glass, frit and bronze necklaces from the Caucasus464 

The Ebla records also describe further archives of the palace administration that refer to the hiring of cooks, 

musicians, singers and dancers.  Altogether, several kinds of court event were the excuse for organising a ḫul 

(programme of entertainment) which would also involve the lavish exchange of presents from high to low: 

(i) Victory celebrations (perhaps such as depicted on the Nuzi sealing in Ill.9-158); 

(ii) Marriages (often inter-dynastic), births and funerals; 

(iii) Reassertion of kingship at gatherings of vassals bringing annual tribute; 

(iv) Festivals of worship in honour of principal Gods or Goddesses, and the Ancestors - and 

(v) Welcome of diplomatic missions coming to swear the oath of allegiance. 

We look briefly at each of these in turn. 

(i) VICTORY CELEBRATIONS 
Texts mention one arranged for the return of the general and his army from Ebla’s long campaign against Mari. 

(ii) INTER-DYNASTIC MARRIAGES 
There are full records about supplies ordered for marriages of Eblan royalty to cement alliances between Eblan 

princesses and kings or princes from Emar, Mari, Byblos, Harran and Kish (the latter sending exotic animals as 

wedding gifts, including 14 bears). All we know about the ceremony itself is that the groom poured oil over the 

head of his bride at the high point of the proceedings. The texts mention fabrics awarded to those officiating at 

the ceremony, including the singers and flute and lyre players. The same documents mention the male and 

female dancers and jugglers who also took part (such players are mentioned in the Mari archive too). To describe 

but one marriage specified in the archives, possibly the most notable took place between princess Tagriš-Damu 

with prince Ultumḫuḫu of Nagar (Tell Brak). Following negotiations at Nagar, the King and prince of Nagar made 

                                                                 
462 A Archi ‘Jewels for the Ladies of Ebla’ ZA XCII 161-99 
463 F Pinnock ibid. 1993 
464 From Veli Sevin ‘The Early Iron Age in the Van Region’ (figs 9.21 & 9.24) in A T Smith et al. (eds) ibid. 2003 185-196 
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the return visit for the nuptial ceremony, bringing not only their own singers, dancers and jugglers, but also 

special horse-tumbling acrobats (Nagar was especially known for a certain type of horse (BAR.AN in the texts), 

so Mitanni connections to Central Asia in particular would explain their easy access to musicians, jugglers and 

acrobats). 

(iii) REASSERTION OF KINGSHIP AT GATHERINGS OF VASSALS BRINGING ANNUAL TRIBUTE 
The festival concerning ‘renewal of kingship’ involved visits by allies and vassals acknowledging his higher 

authority: in the light of later versions of this type of event (as at Persepolis, for instance, or as described of David 

in Chronicles I Chapters 15&16465)), it is likely this took place at the New Year, in Spring (though Biga says 

there is no textual proof from Ebla that such an event did take place then, though that is what the lion-prey group 

on Eblan artefacts seems to point to). At Ebla these assertion of kingship proceedings are recorded as lasting 21 

days, divided into three lots of seven days – pointing to similarities of duration to the Ishtar Festival at Mari at the 

New Year. This seemed to be the kind of event described by Turner466 as ‘marking a whole group’s passage from 

one culturally defined season to another in the annual cycle, where solar, lunar, planetary and stellar cycles may 

be involved’. At Ebla on one occasion we know from the texts that the aftermath involved the ‘progress’ of the 

king and queen in a cart drawn by oxen round key outlying towns. 

(iv) WORSHIP IN HONOUR OF PRINCIPAL GODS OR GODDESSES – AND THE ANCESTORS 
The principal Divine Couple of Ebla -  Kura and his consort Barama - were given special attention in the temple 

calendar – in the same way Ishtar, Baal and Dagan were the centre of attention at Mari – with high points at the 

New Year celebrations. At Ebla there was also a temple dedicated to the full Pantheon of Gods, usually the 

termination point for a big procession to round off the Renewal of Kingship marathon: at points in between, the 

commemoration of the Ancestors would also have taken place (see our short study of baetyls earlier). 

(v) WELCOME OF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS. 
In the interests of forgeing an especially important newly agreed alliance, a welcome reception would be laid on 

with many of the same ingredients as deployed at marriages and divine rituals, which meant hiring dancers, 

musicians, singers and performers of various kinds of acrobatics during and after the banquet. 

THE MARI RECORD 
The ceramic banqueting crockery found at Mari is well-known, decorated with calendrical images that include the Uruk 

Stance lion-prey group (see Catalogue B, Urusta-25) and other familiar CANEA icons such as the paired goats either 

side of a bush on a hillock (as just seen in the seal details under Ill.9-  right). Thus as well as having some idea of the 

court furniture (ForAtt-11) the textual records of feasting requirements at Ebla are tangibly backed up by this kind of 

Mari crockery (though Biga points out Ebla’s precious metal dining sets will have long since gone).  

The Ebla records taken as a whole mention some dozens of singers and dancers of both sexes; instrumentalists who 

played flutes, harps, lyres, tambourines, cymbals, trumpets (and the names of other instruments which so far cannot 

be translated). The badly abraded statue below was found in the Temple of Ishtar at Mari, and it took some time 

before the specialist467  trying to make sense of it realised that it shows a pair of harpists plucking at the strings (see 

the lines added to the photograph). She believed that ‘bien que trouvé à l’écart des autres statuettes dans le quartier 

                                                                 
465 ‘And David gathered all Israel together to Jerusalem …. and  David spake to the chief of the Levites to appoint their brethren  to be the singers with 

instruments of musick, psalteries and harps and cymbals sounding, by lifting up the voice with joy’. 
466 See V Turner Dramas, Fields and Metaphors London 1974  and ‘Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites de Passage’ in W A Lessa et al (eds) 

Reader in Comparative Religion: An Anthropological Aproach  New York 1972   
467 M C Williamson ‘Les Harpes Sculptées du Temple d’Ishtar à Mari’ Syria XLVI 1969 209-224 
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des prêtres du temple, cell-ci peut bien être l’ex-voto des harpists du temple en train de célébrer leurs actes de 

vénération individuels devant la déesse Ishtar’. In fact it appears to have been in the nature of ritual entertainment that 

it was nearly always bound up with that particular goddess and her consort.  

 
Ill.9- 162: Limestone sculpture of a pair of harpists from the Temple of Ishtar, Mari – from Williamson 

We study Central Asian trumpets later - outside this DIVERSION – it was probably the ancestor of the present-day 

shahnai (Ill.9-179) making a heart-breaking sound like wild game in distress, akin to our oboe.  

When inter-court relations were good, specialist performers were sometimes sent on loan to other kingdoms – as in 

the case of the horse acrobats sent from Nagar mentioned earlier. We looked in detail at documentation surviving 

from Mari in Catalogue C on how acrobatic performances and human –v- animal struggles formed part of the 

entertainment for the New Year Celebrations in Baal and Ishtar’s honour. We could thus view lion-taming scenes  -  as 

on the Shaushtatar seal in Ill.9- 65, or Beaker 2 (Ill.9-22) that shows a similar  lion-tamer group with lion held over his 

head as on the OB seal in Ill.9- )  -  as variations on shows of strength involving struggles with other humans, or 

animals (and that included bull-leaping). These were early forms of what often later became purely athletic games468 

for celebrations held at significant calendrical turning points, especially in the Greek world. The Gilgamesh-type man-

lion struggle seems to have been adopted by the Myceneans with alacrity (see the seal in the Vapheio Hoard, Ill.9- , 

CMS I-228), since it perfectly expresses a warrior prowess more extreme than the wild animal hunt, and our later 

DIVERSION about Mycenean interaction with lions will looks further into its cultural significance. These daring man-

bull/man-lion fights would in time become regular public spectacles, as in the Roman Coliseum – though a pale 

shadow of their original raw, savage and intensely religious nature two millennia before in the Near East.  

Amplifying the textual and visual records coming from Nuzi, Ebla, Mari and other, more provincial, places  we can add 

further detail to our knowledge by seeing how such festive events were portrayed on some ritual Hittite vases.  

THE HÜSEYINDEDE VASE 
Taracha469  was one of the first to realise that written evidence about bull-games - proving they are part of Hittite 

culture - can be massively extended by considering artefacts along with texts, referring in particular to the decoration 

                                                                 
468 J Puhvel ‘Hittite Athletcis as Prefigurations of Ancient Greek Games’ in W J Raschke (ed.) The Archaeology of the Olympics Wisconsin 1988 29-30 
469 P Taracha ‘Bull-Leaping on a Hittite Vase: New Light on Anatolian and Minoan Religion’ Archeologia (Warsaw) LIII 2002 7-20 
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on the Hüseyindede vase rim (a site not far from Hattusas) first published by Sipahi470 (illustration below) - referred to 

already in relation to BaLu-16 for the bull-leaping detail on the neck in Catalogue D (Ill. 8-19). 

  
Ill.9-163: The Hüseyindede vase (Metropolitan Museum BBCat-73) with bull-leaping detail on rim, the main bull-leaper in exactly the 

same pose as the acrobat on the Ishtar obelisk (Ill.9- ) 

It is well-known Hurrian Gods and rituals were adopted both in Hatti and Kizzuwatna (Wilhelm op.cit.). Amongst these 

a Hittite text very recently translated by Franca Peccholi Daddi and cited by Taracha talks of a festival held for the 

Goddess Tetešḫapi (herself of Hatti origin) that begins with the attendance of a priestess at the temple of Telipinu 

(more or less the Hittite equivalent of theSyrian Storm God, Baal) when ‘they beat the argami and the cymbals’ in front 

of her.  Bread for the God is prepared and as the priestess sits at the window  ‘a performer incites a ḫurla-bull of the 

God’ (the word ḫurla being Hurrian, is used to describe the special bull assigned to Baal). A cup-bearer at an upper 

window hands the priestess a libation vase, and then the priest of the Storm God stands up holding a silver vessel on 

which the priestess must lay her hand. He then ‘pours a libation through the window to the bull’. Another text 

describes how the bull is led back to his pen. A further ritual of libation to the bull is also extant on another tablet. The 

veneration of the Storm God as Bull was not uncommon, and appears on several Hittite and Cappodocian seals as  

 

 

 
Ill.9- 164: (Top) Bull-leaping section of the Hüseyindede vase decoration (the least damaged c.f. the seal at Ill.9-158); (centre) full 

strip of  rim scene showing the acrobats and musicians that complete the bull-leaping scene – Sipahi figs 1c/b, the latter’s 
ambiguous damaged areas more strongly brought out in the enhanced drawing used as Taracha’s fig.3 (bottom) 

well as the two cult vases we analyse here. With the mention in another text of the phrase (in Luwian) ‘he leaps and to 

the bull’ (quoted by Taracha from Sipahi) we start to gather up minute pieces filling in the gaps of an emerging mosaic 

sufficient to indicate what Taracha calls an ‘all-Anatolian tradition of bull-games’. Text KBo23.55 I 2’-33 ’is one of a 

handful of Hittite texts referring to bull games, but also mentions the presence of leopards, bears and rams - along 

                                                                 
470 T Sipahi ‘New Eviddence from Anatolia Regarding Bull-Leaping Scenes in the Art of the Aegean and the Near East’ Anatolica xxvii 2001 107-125 
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with wrestlers and boxers471. Wrestling and boxing events are followed by ram and bull-wrestling (it is not clear 

whether between humans and animals or between animals of the same kind). The technical term for the bull wrestling 

is tarpa tiya, and Gilan suggests these words could be translated as ‘bull-leaping’, rather than ‘bull-wrestling’. Taracha 

ends with the conclusion that the bull-leaping must have been in honour of the Storm God, whose animal is, of course, 

the Bull – while we have the opposing view of Matthiae that bull-leaping was probably enacted in honour of Ishtar. 

Since they were a couple and at times interchangeable, both are probably true. 

THE INANDIKTEPE VASE 

The egg-bodied Hüseyindede vessel, which seems to match several aspects of the texts he quotes, then called to 

Taracha’s mind a similar, more fully decorated vessel from Inandiktepe – a crude ancestor of the Greek amphora, 

perhaps - excavated by T Özgüç472 as early as the 1960s  which, although not this time including a bull-leaping scene,  

  
Ill.9- 165: The Inandik in colour and drawn section (the base is in fact flatter) – from Özgüç 

shows an even more precisely defined troupe of musicians and acrobats celebrating what appears overall to have 

been stages in a Sacred Marriage ceremony – perhaps enacted in Spring at New Year – a rite evidently adopted by 

the Hittites from the Near East (as to be expected on a Hittite object the lion-prey motif does not feature, though in fact 

the Sacred Marriage image may be the substitute indicator of New Year celebrations). Taracha compares its 

iconographic programme (below) against the Hüseyindede vase, to bring out similarities and contrasts. Both vases 

have in common the attendance of musicians, but on the Inandik vase they have more elaborate instruments - and 

acrobats in several different acts of leaping and turning. But the Hüseyindede bottle is unique in incorporating a bull-

leaping scene -  with even a pair of acrobats (or musicians) performing a crouching dance clashing their own cymbals.  

It is worth running through the programme of the Inandiktepe vase in full detail. Also of ceramic, it is a larger version of 

the same bottle shape the Hüseyindede vase has, but with a flatter base - and so large (0.82m high) that it needed 

four handles (see Ill.9-165). Some decades since its discovery, late in the day it has attracted new interest, not simply 

because of the iconographic matches between the two vessels, but because of the even fuller complement of cult 

                                                                 
471 For text, translation and commentary, see A Gilan ‘Kampfspiele in hethitischen Festritualen’  in V Haas Festschrift (fn.456) 
472 T Özgüç  Inandiktepe: An important cult center in the Old Hittite Period Ankara 1988 
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scenes introduced compared to those of the Hüseyindede vessel -  and on which Tahsin Özgüç in the original 

archaeological report devoted many pages of commentary. But let us first consider context. 

It was on the basis of inspection of the vase back in Ankara - after a test bull-dozing of the northern walls of the 

building had unfortunately crushed it and other vases in Room 3 (see plan below) - that the decision to excavate was 

made. It became clear after excavation of the site that the plastered walls of the temple of Inandik, sited on a rocky 

hill-top with rooms terraced on several levels (perhaps deliberately planned as a ‘high place’ or bamah and somewhat 

reminiscent of the layout of Mycenae’s Cult Centre – c.f. the plan below with Ill. 9-101) were bare of ornament. Rather 

than wall paintings in the Syrian tradition - or rock reliefs with processions of the Divine Pantheon as at Yazilikaya -- 

the vase alone appears to have been chosen as sufficient vehicle to commemorate in elaborate detail the stages of a 

cult event that must at one time have been conducted in the temple. Whether the ritual ensued after relevant planetary 

observations had been made from a courtyard or certain small room in the palace– as could be the supposition for  

 
Ill.9- 166: Plan of the Inandik temple with rooms 1-4 of the temple at top left, on the north side of the hill slope  – from Özgüç 

Mycenae or the Knossos South House (Ill.9- ) – we shall never know, but the rambling plans of  the Inandik and 

Mycenae cult centres - and their siting on a hill-top - are strangely close. If the rites amounted to an Inner Mystery, 

then the pot were easily stored away from the non-initiated when not in use.  

INCLUSION OF THE LION-PREY SUBJECT ON RITUAL VASES AND CUPS 

Our task is not so much to analyse the iconography of the vase in exhaustive detail at this point, as to note similarities 

in its decoration to the more restricted iconographic programme of the Hüseyindede vase, noting at the same time that 

on the Karashamb goblet (Foratt-13) and related bull-leaper seals of Foratt-24, the Forward Attack comes into the 

mix as the more usual Levanto-Eurasian pointer to the traditional Old Syrian New Year festival.  

Overall Özgüç finds some difficulty in distinguishing between males and females, though in general all females are 

either covered from head to toe in a chador type garment (as worn in Persia today) or if not covered, they are shown 

with long hair running down their back, reaching down to the heels. From this it is clear there are female musicians as 

well as male, the former restricted to cymbals. The males play several impressive lyres with swan-head or lion-head 

finials (compare not only with the Karashamb lyre-player, but also with the lyre-player of Pylos, shown below right)  – 
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Ill.9-167: Full iconographic programme of the Inandiktepe Vase, including similar music and acrobat scenes as on the Hüseyindede vase – from Özgüç 
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and one typical court figure with bare legs (the dress in much the same convention as at the Karashamb court) plays a 

mandolin-type instrument known today in the region as the saz. 

On the drawing above at the extreme right, three images mark the keynote central axis on the vase cutting through 

three of the four registers (much like the two vertical foci connecting the registers on the Karashamb goblet): the top 

two are the sexual act on the top and the figures on the bed beneath read by Özgüç as a God (damaged) about to 

raise the veil of his Consort crouched before him (a replica of the Inandik Vase appears behind him, indicating its 

importance in the rites). The third focal point is the statue of the God Baal-Teshub as end-point of the procession on 

the third register - with the remains of a bull-sacrifice scene directly in front of it (similar to that on the Ishtar Obelisk).  

Özgüç believed the miniature trio in the second register is standing on a temple structure473, the two figures striding 

before them either holding aloft swords or long wind instruments that cut into the register above. The T-shapes 

throughout are pedestal altars in Özgüç’ estimation, while the ‘walking stick’ held by one of the chadored ladies is 

probably the lituus of royal authority (a variation on Ishtar’s rod and ring, perhaps) while the figure in front of her holds 

up a ritual object whose nature we cannot discern. 

 

  

 

  

  
Ill.9-168: (Left) One of the bird-beaked Inandik libation jugs; (centre columns) details of individual groups including (top row) the two 

kinds of harp,(centre right) the saz player, and (bottom row right) the bull sacrifice scene; (right column) the Pylos lyre player 

The ruddy colours of the vase in Özgüç’ copious pictures are truest in the individual details of the figures (examples 

above), its whole appearance perhaps prophetic of Greek red-figure vases in crude form. Just as on the limestone 

plaque of ForAtt-8 with its compact top scene indicating a similar feasting rite, with lyre-player over a Forward Attack, 

interspersed throughout the Inandik event are dancers, acrobats - and music, on the vase dominated by the 

magnificent  two-man giant harp with swan/eagle and lion-head finials (the details are best seen in Özgüç’ original 

pictures above). On the question of how to distinguish Gods from mortals, apart from Baal’s bull statue they appear, 

Özgüç thinks, to be in anthropomorphic form and wearing dark clothing, contrasting with the cream or red clothing of 

the human participants - though I think he meant to say they are the seated figures, since I see no dark clothing. 

Certainly the seated figure on the camp stool is taken by Özgüç to be a God, attended to by a servant libating from a 

                                                                 
473 This might just correspond to a line quoted by Gilan ibid. in his footnote 39: “One Purapši-priest who stands upon the roof and speaks encouraging things to 

the king, as follows: ‘O king, fear not! The  Storm God will put the enemies and the enemy lands under your feet, and you will crush them like empty vessels’”. 
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bird-beak jug (red and black polished examples were found in the temple – used also to indicate ritual context when 

held by the Minoan genius, as on the last two seals of the Vapheio Hoard under Ill.9- ). On the lowest register the 

general feasting and drinking ritual following the Sacred Marriage and Bull Sacrifice is depicted – to Özgüç featuring 

another pair of seated Gods - with added peripheral scenes of container sorting and brew preparation. Other 

iconographic details on other objects from Inandik (shown below) dwell on Baal and his consort Shaushga/Ishtar as 

celebrated in North Syria overall. Polished bull statuettes as at other Anatolian sites were present, and the Inandik 

vase itself (below centre) has four hollow terra cotta bull-heads, one acting as an inner spout for liquid poured into the 

rectangular hollow behind it. The drinking cup below  right, close in style to Minoan/Mycenaean cups, has a naked  

   
Ill.9-169: (Left) Bull terra cotta figures; (centre) inside rim of the Inandikdepe vase; (right) cup with clay figurine of naked woman 

inside – all found at the site 

female or Goddess seated inside – perhaps a celebratory item used in the drinking ritual in Her honour, possibly 

linked to the Sacred Marriage ceremony shown on the vase. 

OTHER HITTITE VESSELS WITH RITUAL NARRATIVE DECORATION 
To the ceramic vase tradition we can add two Hittite silver vessels as part of our ‘entertainment’ portfolio, decorated also with  

 
 

 

 
Ill.9- 170: Hittite silver fist vessel with ritual procession round the cuff – MFA Boston (top photo left) Metropolitan Museum of Art NY, 

BBCat-108;(top photo centre) Güterbock fig.3.3; (right) Hittite court seal;  (bottom) drawing of procession on cuff - BBCat-108 

similar, though much shorter ritual scenes. The first is a rhyton in the form of a fist, bought on the market and initially 

thought to be Assyrian (on loan to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, numbered MFA  RL 144.1977). It was made from 
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one sheet of metal and originally had a handle soldered on it from lip to ball of the palm, over the image of the tower. 

The clenched fist was a ritual gesture often used by cult participants, and the joint authors474 who analysed it believed 

the shape means it is an offering in itself, perhaps used to pour libations if not a drinking vessel. It is the inclusion of 

the musicians that is of particular interest to us here, so again - without getting lost in too much detail - we have a 

scene with a tower and striding Weather God and bull at one end and Mountain/Vegetation God at the other. Between 

runs a procession led by the Hittite King Tudhaliya (two hieroglyphs name him – probably Tudhaliya II or III), followed 

by assistants and musicians. The king himself (holding the lituus) libates at an altar with bread and other offerings on 

it: on the ground behind him is a falcon - the reason J V Canby initially interpreted the vessel as a ritual falconer’s 

glove – falconry beng prominent in Hittite culture (featuring again in the next piece). A kneeling figure behind the king 

is damaged, then a standing figure may be bringing the God’s bread as already seen on the altar with other offerings. 

Behind are two harpists, a cymbalist and a figure holding a long wind instrument which may be related to the Bactrian 

silver trumpets475 – see Ill.9- - resembling the modern-day shahnai (more of which shortly.  

A similar narrative strip was added to the Schimmel stag rhyton (below left), referred to by Güterbock and Kendall –

with aspects of its iconography also discussed at some length by Watkins476 (his fig.1). Again a figure libates to a Stag 

God with falcon on his wrist, followed by a standing attendant offering up the God’s bread and a kneeling figure (intact 

this time) with wine offering. Behind the incense burner and Stag God, Telepinu, God of Falcons, sits on a cross-

legged stool also with falcon on his wrist, while behind him, the hunt now over, a sacrificed stag is placed under a tree 

with hunting bag and quiver above (note again Vas’ilkov ibid. for the cult status given by early steppe Indo-Europeans 

to the quiver - and the tree-stag preferences on the Trialeti vase, Ill. 9-12, as well as the appearance of the Stag God, 

Teššub - or just his stag head - on Hittite seals477 as in the example above). We learn from Calvert Watkins (op.cit) 

that the hunting bag was the Hittite precursor to Athena’s aegis (and later the cornucopia), brimming with all the gifts 

the ruler would be given by his God for the successful administration of his land. He matches the scene to a surviving 

fragmentary version of the story of the Return of Telepinus:  

Before Telepinu stands an eya tree; 

From the eya tree is hung a sheepskin hunting bag. 

In it lies Long Years 

In it lies Progeny – Sons, Daughters 

In it lies Growth of Mortal Man, Cattle, Sheep 

In it lies Manhood, Power 

In it lies Eternity 

In it lies Integrity, Endurance 

In it lies Assent, Obedience 

In it lies Satiety 

Telepinus lifted it up for the King and gave him every good thing.     (KUB 33.12 iv 13ff) 

One cannot resist comparing this highly worked item with the silver stag vessel from Shaft Grave IV at Mycenae 

(below top centre), probably simply a drinking vessel, thought to have been adapted by its unknowing recipients to 

pour liquid through one of the nostrils478. Köhl was inclined to think the Mycenaeans would not have known how to use 

                                                                 
474 H G Güterrbock and T Kendall ‘A Hittite Silver Vessel in the Form of a Fist’ in J B Carter et al. (eds) The Ages of Homer: A Tribute to EmilyTownsend 

Vermeule Austin 1995 45-60 
475 B Lawergren ‘Oxus Trumpets c.2200-1800: Material Overview, Usage, Societa Role, and Catalog’ in Iranica Antiqua XXXVIII 2003 41-118 
476 C Watkins ‘Homer and Hittite Revisited II’ in K A Yener et al. (eds) Recent Developments in Hittite Archaeology and History Winona Lake 2002 167-176 
477 S Herbordt ‘The Hittite King and his Court from the Perspective of the Sealed Bullae from Hattusa’ in W Müller (ed.) Die Bedeutung der Minoischen und 

Mykenischen Glyptik [CMS Beihelf 8], Mainz-am-Rhein c.2010 213-224, fig. 3h 
478 R B Köhl ‘The Silver Stag “Bibru” from Mycenae’ in J B Carter et al (eds) The Ages of Homer: A Tribute to Emily townsend Vermeule Austin 1995 60-66 
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Ill.9- 171: (Top left) Schimmel stag cup of silver – with drawing of relief scene on rim at bottom row – both from BBCat-107; (top 

centre) Anatolian silver stag cult vessel from Mycenae Shaft Grave IV – Köhl fig.3.9 – Athens Museum no. 388; (top right) another 
specifically Eurasian animal is the wolf, this gold head of one from Altyn Depe – Masson ibid.pl.xxiii,2  

it in the cult setting and that probably its metal content of almost pure silver was the reason they kept it, perhaps the 

result of a diplomatic gift exchange with the Hittites before Trojan War times ended such relations. Its closest parallels, 

he thinks ‘are certainly the stag-, lion-, and bull-shaped vessels from Kültepe, dating to the 19-18C BC’. 

INCLUSION OR ABSENCE OF THE LION-BULL ATTACK IN THE GOBLET OR VASE NARRATIVES 
We decided to dwell at length on the Inandik and Hüseyindede vases partly because of the many connections we can 

make with the narratives on the Karashamb goblet of some centuries earlier. When taking into account fragments of 

similar figured vases cited by Özgüç found at other sites it is not unrealistic to see a widespread tradition of myth and 

ritual illustrated on cult vessels as extending from Karashamb and Trialeti in metal, down to the elaborately painted 

pottery from later Hittite sites, and that drinking from these special narrative vessels uksually featured as the central 

focus of ritual or entertainment activities impossible to separate from each other. Being considerably earlier in date, 

we can take the Karashamb goblet as the prototype against which to note how much the Hüseyindede and Inandik 

vase programmes overlap:  

o The focal points on the Inandik top three registers (erotic scene; Gods on the bed; bull sacrifice before bull 
statue) line up vertically as the frontal view of the vase, in the same way the Karashamb goblet has two optimum 
viewing sides; 

o The standard dress for the average court attendant on both is a short cape with undershirt trailing to the back of 
the knees – otherwise they are bare-legged with pointed shoes; 

o Gods, Goddesses or Rulers are allocated at one or two per register, providing secondary foci for the 
processions479 of participants; 

o Musicians always accompany the celebrations. 

Points of difference between them are that the Hittite pots leave out the theme of War, while the Inandik vase 

specifically introduces the Sacred Marriage theme as the prime focus of the rituals. The Karashamb goblet evokes the 

presence of the key Gods in their more old-fashioned Sumerian animal forms, celebrating the New Year festivities and 

endorsement of the Ruler’s authority with conservative iconography (there are no acrobats) – this may explain the 

inclusion of the lion and prey, not seen on the Hüseyindede or Inandik vases – but the lion and prey symbol is rarely, if 

at all, used in homeland Hittite iconography anyway. This is a point of difference between the Hittites and the Mitanni, 

                                                                 
479 See also S de Martino ‘Music, Dance and Processions in HItite Anatolia’ in J M Sasson (ed.) Civlisations of the Ancient Near East IV NY 1995 2667 
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who certainly on seals go to great pains have the lion and prey symbol included as a BIVISUAL alongside their 

indigenous forms of God/Goddess – as with the Snake Lady or bull-leaping celebrations including other acrobatics. 

RITUAL GOBLETS IN CENTRAL ASIA AND MYCENAEAN CUSTOM 
Looking at the broader picture, we notice a widespread convention in the use of ritual cups of silver or gold (usually on 

a more modest scale) for chieftain and/or priestly leaders. They are decorated at varying levels of complexity and 

sophistication with pattern, animals or longer narratives and the drink they would have contained on high occasions 

was of no light significance, related to the decoration. For that wider view, to the West we can position the frequent 

alternate pairs of gold and silver cups found in several Mycenaean warrior or priestess graves, so well-known we need 

not illustrate them all, but taken from each of his volumes Persson’s evocation below left of the presumed priestess 

from Dendra Chamber Tomb 10 dressed in some of the finery found in it and holding up its gold cup (close-up below  

 

 

 
Ill.9-172: (Left) Some of the grave goods from Dendra Chamber tomb 10 imagined as by a figure from a Thebes fresco – Persson 

New Tombs fig. 105; (top right) closeup of the goldcup she holds; (bottom right) the Dendra octopus cup 

top right) is imaginative –  while the famous gold octopus cup from the male Tholos burial as illustrated by Gilliéron is 

shown beneath (much more on the relationship between Athena and the Octopus in the Iconography Section). Other 

Mycenaean vessels, some with narratives of bull-chasing as on the main gold Vapheio cup, are matched in the  

  
 

Ill.9- 173: (Left and centre) Gold goblet with four lions (with bushy wolf or fox-tails) over a large entwined serpentine guilloche in  the 
Quetta hoard - Jarrige & Hassan ibid. fig.12/right, AFC-271 - Karachi Museum Baluchistan; (right) one of the Fullol bowls 

eastern Indus region by gold cups and bowls from Fullol480 with more sedate walking bulls on them (above right), or 

the repoussé gold goblet (above left and centre) with four lions with bushy wolf tails pacing over two entwined snakes 

from the Quetta deposit, bearing all the hallmarks of the same ritual drinking culture - not from a tomb this time, but 

part of a typical assemblage that deserves further scrutiny under the next heading. 

                                                                 
480 M Tosi et al ‘The Fullol Hoard: a New Find from Bronze Age Afghanistan’ East and West XXII 9-17. See also J-F Jarrige ‘The Treasure of Tepe Fullol’ in F. 

Hiebert et al (eds) Afghanistan: Crossroads of the Ancient World (British Museum Exhibition Catalogue) London 2011 66-79 with map and recent photos. 
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THE QUETTA PEDESTAL GOBLET 

The Quetta pedestal cup illustrated above was of a shape often used in BMAC ceramics, and was found not only with 

other BMAC-type objects such as the marble colonettes and sighting rods of Ill.9- 67, but was also accompanied by a 

collection of hundreds of tiny gold beads and gold or eye agate pendants (below left) which probably added up to one 

or two necklaces481 which we could, as with the Dendra priestess, perhaps, position on a contemporary proto-Afghan 

figure such as the remains of the crouching female statue in kaunakès found in the same hoard (below centre - c.f. 

complete versions in Ill.9- ) - the only unlooted figure of this type found in context: 

   
Ill.9- 174: (Left) Carnelian and violet chalcedony eye agate pendants and two bull pendants in the Quetta deposit; (centre) remains of 
a typical female limestone and steatite figurine from the same hoard – Jarrige & Hassan figs 8/10; (right) similar eye agates from the 

royal palace at Ras Shamra – Matoian op.cit. pl.xvii,1 

Jarrige and Hassan compare the bull pendants above (which have detatchable tails) to the depiction of the four bulls 

on the silver cup discussed by Deshayes in the next two illustrations whose narrative we shall shortly analyse. The 

Quetta goblet itself is unusual in that the four lions on it are composites of Asiatic lion and wolf, for the bushy tail is 

certainly not leonine. Here we call to mind the silver casket from Bactria (AFC-254) with its procession of high-relief 

lions and lion-prey groups on the sides (see Ratt-16) which has two wolves on the lid reclining on a deer carcase – in 

other words, in the spectrum between wild and domesticated, in this part of the world the wolf plays a strong part in 

animal iconography between lion and dog (we have already noted the silver wolf head from Altyn Depe (Ill.9- ) which 

was found in the same room of the priest’s tomb as the the silver-gilt bull-head with turquoise insets (Ill. 9-131), again 

alongside colonette and grooved disc like those from Hissar and the Quetta deposit). As Jarrige and Hassan 

conclude, ‘The discoveries of Mehrgarh VIII, Sibri and the Quetta deposit show that the Bolan Pass was controlled for 

some time by groups having close connections with other populations living on the Iranian Plateau and in south 

Central Asia’, and the array of similar objects in use at these sites ‘indicates a wide distribution of common beliefs and 

ritual practices among groups forming otherwise rather different cultural entities’. Archaeologists increasingly began to 

ask what stage of Indo-European archaeology these assemblages represent. We deal with this question later, but for 

the time being we note that when Jarrige and Hassan note the appearance of the same clusters of objects in the 

Hissar IIIC and Tureng-Tepe complexes, for instance, they rate them as marking a BMAC cultural invasion, and that 

the regions participating in it ‘are precisely where many specialists would locate proto-Indo-Iranian groups as early as 

the end of the 3M’. 

A  SILVER CUP FROM BACTRIA, CLASSED WITH THE ASTRABAD CUP 
From the BMAC territory itself (though without definite provenance) comes the almost pure silver vase shown below 

top left from the early 2M - thought by Deshayes482 to be a precious metal cup of the type described as part of the now 

                                                                 
481 Jarrige and Hassan compare a necklace remnant of the Mohenjo-Daro type from Mehrgarh:  a pendant of small beads of lapis lazuli, turquoise and gold. 

Apparently in the Chagai Hills nearby (cited earlier for its marbles) small deposits of turquoise and lapis lazuli do occur – as well as huge copper deposits. And 
in the tombs of Neolithic Mehrgarh lapis lazuli and turquoise beads are found. 
482 J Deshayes ‘À propos des Terrasses Hautes de la Fin du IIIe Millénaire en Iran et en Asie Cenrale’ in Le Plateau Iranien et l’Asie Centrale dès Origines à 

la Conquête Islamique (Colloques Internationaux du CNRS no.567)  Paris 1977 95-111 
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lost Astrabad treasure483 - for which we now only have drawings (Ill.9- 7 top left) on which the figures are described by 

Rostovtzeff as in Sumerian dress, flanked by animals and cypress trees, possibly representing early versions of Baal 

(with his axe) and Ishtar (flanked by lions). In the original description of the finds Bode (ibid.) also noticed what  

  

 

  
Ill.9- 175: (Top left and centre) Cylindical silver cup with frieze of musicians and singers on upper register (note the figure playing a 
trumpet), and ploughing scenes on the lower register – Art of the First Cities no.257 (full roll-out given in the next illustration); (right 
top) a similar Bactrian cup in the Louvre – AO28518484; (bottom row) a closely similar silver cup presumed from Bactria with hunting 

scene featuring the International Style flying gallop – Glories of the Past entry 30485   

he thought were four bees, but could be flies, in the spaces between the figures  This is a striking match to the Shahi-

Tump lead weight (Ill.9-1) - on which the Astrabad anthropomorphic representations of the Gods are replaced by two 

lion-bull groups, quite possibly of similar meaning to the two animals representing the same Divine Couple (we will 

consider the Underworld Journey significance of flies - see Ill.9-2 - in the Iconography Section). To explain the shared 

use of the fly image, we quote Jarrige here: ‘Dales thinks that with the emergence of the Indus Civilization the 

exchange network by land declined and was replaced by sea-routes linking the Indus Valley to Mesopotamia through 

the Makran cost and the Gulf’. (Note also above two more silver cups of the same type, also with rural scenes.)  

The Astrabad treasure is now thought to have come from the Tureng Tepe tell, close to Astrabad (where later a 

colonette was found). It is laid out in terraces much along the lines of Mundigak or the Altintepe complexes and, as 

pointed out by Joan Aruz in the Metropolitan Museum catalogue entry for the principal Bactrian silver cup above (no 

doubt quoting Deshayes ibid.), both could be grouped with the gold cups from the Fullol hoard, the site not far from 

the Sar-i-Sang lapis lazuli mines in Badakhshan (see maps at Ill.9-  and Ill. 9-180), all indicators of the wealth deriving 

from that ancient trade underpinned by a successful agricultural way of life.  

Certainly if we turn our attention to principal Bactrian silver cup, looking at its narrative rolled-out as two long friezes as 

below, the entertainment theme at the top is clear, while the lower  register shows a symmetrical agricultural scene 

                                                                 
483 Reported by M Rostovtzeff in ‘The Sumerian Treasure of Astrabad’ JEA VI 1920 4-27, referring in turn to Baron Clement Augustus de Bode ‘On a recently 

opened Tumulus in the neighbourhood of Asterabad, forming part of ancient Hyrcania and the country of the Parthians’ Archéologia XXX 1834 1-15 & 36-64 
484 P Amiet ‘Au Delà d’Élam’ in AMI XIX 1986 11-20/pls 1-11 pls 8-9 – c.f. a Marlik cup, fig. 4; (also discussed by him in La Revue du Louvre 1987 p.19, fig.15) 
485 See footnote for Ill. 9-177 for full reference. 
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Ill.9- 176:  Enlarged roll-out of the registers on the Bactrian silver cup with feasting and concert scene above and an  agricultural panorama below – photo from Art of the First Cities cat – AFC-257 

   

 

 

 
Ill.9-177:  (Left) Original plate with drawings of items from the Astrabad hoard including the so-called Astrabad cup at the top showing male and female figures flanked by animals and vegetation (note the 

four flies as on the Shahi-Tump lead weight)–  Archéologia XXX pl.xvi: Note also the Bactrian trumpets, captioned as gold; (centre left) types of BMAC trumpet – Lawergren fig. 3; (centre right) the two 
war trumpets found in Tutankhkamun’s tomb; (right) three views of a further Bactrian silver-gilt cup here with flared shaped featuring a Bilateral Attack on a zebu bull - and Forward Attack (top view)486 

                                                                 
486 Entry no. 42 in D von Bothmer (ed) Glories of the Past: Ancient Art from the Shelby White and Leon Levy Collection New York 1991. Unprovenanced, it is considered Sasanian by P Harper of the MMA (4C AD) but I believe it to be 2M! 
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with two pairs of cattle pulling ploughs each guided by a man, meeting head to head to mark a vertical axis (it is 

difficult to discern what is between them (possibly a byre full of straw, or a landscape). Behind them on each side the 

cattle are goaded forward by a man with a branch. Behind the group on the right, a man with a square tray (seen most 

clearly in the detail in Ill.9-  left) is scattering seed in the wake of the plough: he stands underneath the principal pair of 

celebrants, forming a secondary vertical axis.  

The top register shows a banqueting-cum-concert scene in the Central Asian or Elamite style, everyone seated on the 

ground with their knees bunched up so their robes form oblongs across their legs forming a base for their torsos. It 

looks exactly like a present-day Indian Classical Music concert, where the instrumentalists and singers all sit cross-

legged and raise their arms in emphatic gestures to each other as they mark the beat or nod to each other to express 

the mood of the raga (the square box in front of one of them resembles the present-day ubiquitous accordion played 

in such ensembles!). Going by the person raising a cup to their mouth, the bowl of fruit and loaves of bread, the 

narrative on the cup surely records a harvest celebration, led by the trumpeter on the left of the central pair either side 

of the bowl of fruits. Looked at under the magnifying glass, the trumpet player has a speckled bead in his headdress 

and two more round his neck, suggestive of agates, marking him as the king, chieftain or high priest. With this figure 

we complete the circle to return to the theme of ritual musical entertainment – now to stop and take a further look at 

the use of the trumpet in the BMAC. 

THE BACTRIAN TRUMPETS 

The inclusion on the same original plate describing the Astrabad treasure (Ill.9-177 left) of a drawing of two gold 

trumpets actually gives an anchor date for that  hoard, and Lawergren487 has put forward a convincing argument for 

the central presiding figure on the silver Bactrian cup as being a trumpet player rather than raising a cup to his mouth. 

Unfortunately, as he admits in a key illustration (below bottom right), there are certain Bactrian drinking vessels 

fashioned in almost the same form as the trumpets, still leaving us a measure of ambiguity. Nevertheless, the detail of  

  
Ill.9- 178:  (Left) The trumpet player on the cylindrical cup - Deshayes fig. 7; (right) Lawergren’s fig. 26 (deliberately reversed)  

the figure (reversed in his drawing) shows the mouthpiece going over the top of the mouth and up to the nose in a 

blowing position - rather than into the mouth, as if drinking from it - so his perceptive observation should be accepted. 

To summarise his long and interesting paper, in a nutshell most Bactrian bulb trumpets were short and would have 

played a high note, much like a bugle. The majority of other trumpets come from élite Gonur tombs, indicating this was 

the originating area for the instrument. His composite illustration (Ill.9-177 centre) showing variations of this trumpet at 

                                                                 
487 B Lawergren (ibid.) 
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different sites illustrates those found at Gonur, Astrabad, Hissar and Shahdad, some of which had human or animal 

heads in place of the bulb, others were longer with a smaller bulb, and some examples did not have a bulb at all (C1 

and C2 are from Hissar, for instance). As time went on and a lower note was required, the pipe was made longer – as 

in the fascinating case of the two trumpets found in Tutankhamun’s tomb (Ill.9- centre right). These are all ancestors 

in the shahnai family tree, still an instrument played today in NW India, with a wailing sound like an oboe, evocative of 

a human voice or animal cry. We are not absolutely certain about the original role of the trumpets,  since  

  
Ill.9-179: (Left) Silver trumpet from Bactria owned by the Louvre488 – Lawergren fig. 11; (right) Bismillah Khan playing the shahnai 

on the whole their note range is extremely limited, sounding about two octaves higher than Middle C (the longer the 

tube, the lower the note). However, just as on Egyptian wall-paintings the type of trumpet found in Tutankhamun’s 

tomb (perhaps presents from the Mitanni) are shown on wall-paintings being blown to signal orders to the army489, so 

 
Ill.9- 180:  Lawergren’s useful map circling sites ‘intruded into by the BMAC heartland’ that included trumpet finds 

is it pretty certain the BMAC trumpets were also used like bugles to signal not simply the start or end of actions but 

also as animal sound lures when hunting. Lawergren notes the mention in the Vendidad of the trumpet given by 

Ahura Mazda to Yima in an Avestan myth at the beginning of Time, along with a whip, with which to lure all creatures 

to safety in hard times. Since the sacred texts say Zoroastrian rituals were devoid of music, so on the Bactrian cup’s 

                                                                 
488 See also P Amiet ‘Nouvelles acquisitions des départements des Antiquités orientales’ La Revue du Louvre 1987 13-25, fig. 23 
489 H Hickman La Trompette dans l’Égypte Ancienne [Supplément aux Annales du Service des Antiquités de l’Égypte no.1], Cairo 1978 The Wikipedia entry 

for TUTANKHAMUN’S TRUMPETS is striking: ‘There have been some claims made by Zahi Hawass, former Minister of State for Antiquities Affairs, and Egyptologist 
Hala Hassan, curator of the Tutankhamun collection at the Egyptian Museum, that the two trumpets contain "magical powers" and have the apparent ability to 
summon War. The evening they were first played in 1939, the power cut out at the Cairo Museum five minutes before scheduled to go on air, and the BBC were 
forced to record the sounding of the trumpets by candle light. Five months after the radio broadcast, Britain entered World War II and the war in Europe began. 
The trumpets were again said to have been played before the 1967 Six-Day War, before the 1990 Persian Gulf War, and most recently, the bronze trumpet was 
played one week before the Egyptian Revolution of 2011 by a Cairo Museum staff member to a Japanese delegation. This same bronze trumpet was 
subsequently stolen from the Cairo Museum during the Egyptian looting and riots of 2011, yet mysteriously returned some weeks later.’ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six-Day_war
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_Gulf_war
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_Revolution_of_2011
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feasting scene it is more likely the trumpet-player is enacting the main use of the trumpet as described in fragmentary 

literary evidence – that it was a hunting horn to imitate deer calls, making it possible to approach and kill them. This 

would mean that the double frieze on the silver cup celebrates both hunting and farming at the time of harvest – and 

as a purely Central Asian piece - as to be expected – there is no accompanying gloss of a lion-bull attack group.  

Other bowls or cups of later date crop up in this Catalogue (not only of metal, but also clay and ivory). We cannot tell 

when wine was the drink, and when it was soma, but certainly beer was reserved for the very large pots and drunk 

through straws, a practice going back to the Third Millennium. In this Chronological Focus the sequence is capped by 

the curious clay jug featuring in ForAtt-36, showing how efforts to maintain the drinking and entertainment 

conventions were still beng made in a small provincial court in Cyprus. Overall we observe the on one of these 

Bactrian cups (Ill. 9-117 lower row – with some suspicion it could be a fake) the emergence of a rough and ready style 

and iconography still in mid-formulation, in the hunting scene even contributing towards the ‘official’ International Style 

‘flying gallop’ that followed, as yet free of the tight bureaucracies of urbanism and still bearing the stamp of a hairy 

Steppe culture. In their use of metal these items do not simply express the wealth and élite consumption of small 

emerging and overlapping chiefdoms alone since they gain validity through their invocation of the powers behind the 

cycle of the year to gain a rural society’s survival. Beyond this Chronological Focus yet more drinking vessels will 

feature - those of Central Asian origin explained as embodiments of the Indo-European haoma-soma ritual drinking 

ceremony to which the Mycenaean culture of drinking accompanied by live music surely belongs.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ENTERTAINMENT DIVERSION FOR THE NUZI SEALS 

We may appear to have temporarily gone too far off the main track in using these early precious metal or clay vessels to explore 

the information on them about ritual entertainment, but in the process in coming back to the Nuzi seals we have now been able 

to see how drinking and rituals such as bull-leaping, music and acrobatics were part of one scenario of cultural life - leading to 

the interesting observation that depiction of these activities on the Nuzi seals are often visually ‘tagged’ with a Forward Attack 

(or other lion-bull group). Our DIVERSION has served to highlight the interconnectedness over vast areas of a ritualisation of the 

turning points of the year that was often further marked by taking advantage of the mineral wealth of the time, laying the 

foundations for customs that still survive today in terms of the arrangement of festival events. These involved the symbolic 

adornment of leaders and clergy with stones and textiles and providing them with apanages in gold and silver that included cups 

and bowls – all for the performance of elaborate dramatic programmes honouring the Gods and Goddesses ruling the Calendar.  

Thus when we come back to where we started - to our consideration of the context of the Forward Attack’s appearance on the 

Nuzi seals of ForAtt-28 - after this latest DIVERSION more clues about the role of the overlooked Mitanni connection with Central 

Asia in transmitting all kinds of customs and images further West have emerged – made especially evident by the acrobatics, 

music and feasting components on the handful of Nuzi seals also featuring in the text above. Along with the Hittite clay vases 

we start to understand how bull-leaping played its part in a spectrum of what was essentially a nomadic, Indo-European form of 

entertainment. In DIVERSION 9 on the GODS we will be able to show that such pre-Vedic entertainment rituals were performed at 

the level of the maryanna class of noble youths – in other words that they were devised by the artistocratic class.  

In our commentary for the next entry we can add further inferences about the gradual infiltration of Central Asian iconography 

into mainstream Near Eastern art (including Crete) based on the small fact of an almost completely abraded Mitanni sealing on 

the smallest known Amarna tablet (Ill. 9-183) uniquely written in Hurrian and, moreover, with the seal of the Mitanni King 

Tushratta himself, including in its design a Snake Lady and Forward Attack group – discussed under the next entry. 
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FORATT-29: THE CENTRAL ASIAN SNAKE GODDESS AND THE FORWARD ATTACK 
We noted in our discussion of ForAtt-22 dating to the Old Babylonian period how a woman with twisted snakes for legs appears 

sideways in front of Baal the chariot rider. The way the seal was rolled - as the drawing of it given under that entry shows - 

meant the figure was cut in half, with head and wings to the right and snake legs on the left of the whole image on the other 

side, making it difficult to imagine the complete figure. We therefore waited until this later entry dealing with her appearance on 

an unprovenanced double-register seal (chosen over the datable Amarna piece underneath for its fuller narrative programme) 

that, along with the abraded sealing on the Amarna notice from King Tushratta, definitively clinches the existence of the Mitanni 

contribution we seek to pinpoint – and again both designs are bound up with a Forward Attack group. The Snake Lady on the 

cylinder sealing of the main entry may be sketchy, but compared against similar compositions we deduce that its blobs do 

represent Her – we study this extraordinary figure by comparison with the Amarna sealing and the other versions in Ills 9-181-2.  

Under the ForAtt-29 entry we cited Porada’s paper that had showed initial interest in the Snake Lady figure, but in a later 

paper490 she also pointed out how her form had precedents, such as in the typical Mitanni grouping on a seal in the Hermitage 

(photo and drawing below left - here without the accompaniment of a lion-prey attack). Indeed, the winged figure with twisted 

snake legs is the axial upright supporting the Mitanni winged disc on the heraldic unit half of the design flanked by the usual  

  

  
Ill.9-181 :(Left column) Impression of cylinder seal in the Hermitage  (Porada ibid.fig.10) and drawing Herzfeld fig.132; (right column) 

a double heraldic scene in similar vein (de Clercq 357/Herzfeld fig.124b) 

beautiful young men, helmeted and with curled hairlock at the nape. Alongside is the expected formulaic secondary scene 

consisting of a highly elaborate version of the Nuzi Tree of Life supported by pairs of stags, winged sphinxes and goats. 

Herzfeld491 had already noted this seal alongside others in similar vein, from of the sealing and drawing of another of them is 

shown below right, coming under his category ‘Syrian or Mitanni’. This second seal contrasts a double-winged, dressed lady 

with normal legs and a tail (holding aloft winged griffins and standing on winged, ibex-horned sphinxes) set against a snake lady 

unclothed, held aloft by two bearded nude males and flanked at her shoulders by the winged hybrid fish (here with horse heads) 

one would usually associate with Wisdom God Ea of the subterranean waters. The point of these further comparisons is that in 

the ForAtt-29 entry on the top register of the main seal (the top left heraldic group) the blobby figure between two men so 

difficult to make sense of is, I believe, another such undressed Snake Lady, presumably to be imagined in the Underworld. 

                                                                 
490 Edith Porada ‘Remarks on Mitannian (Hurrian) and Mddle Assyrian Glyptic Art’ Akkadica XIII 1979 2-15 and 16 figs. 
491 E Herzfeld ‘Die Kunst des zweiten Jahrtausends in Vorderasien II: Die Mesopotamische Gruppe Anzugliedernde Siegel’ Archaeologische Mitteilungen 

Aus Iran (AMI) IX (Old Series) 1938, 1-89 (Part I, two vols earlier, mainly deals with Old Assyrian seals – see fn 23). 
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From deeper analysis it emerges how on the one hand the double serpent was a recurring motif in Elamite imagery, not only 

going back to Protodynastic times in both Iran and Egypt (see ForAtt-2/3 in this catalogue) but also rooted in even earlier 

practice at Eridu and Susa, then cropping up from time to time in late 3M Sumer - particularly in the form of the God Ningishzida 

at Girsu (seen as both male and female - Ill.9-  top left). Without much of a gap in time, from the material available it appears 

the pedigree reignites - now with added human female head and winged torso - not only on our datable example of ForAtt-22 

but also on standard Old Babylonian seals, seen on the Frankfort example given in in Ill.9-  lower left (here associated with two 

lion/griffin-prey groups and a lion-tamer) and on an exceptionally fine sealing rolled twice on an Old Babylonian tablet – a  

 

 

 
Ill.9- 182: Snake Lady, with Wind Gymnast leaning sideways, on a seal rolled twice on a grain contract, Larsa (YBC 5695) – 

Buchanan ibid. 1971  pl. Ia, detail (right) of both Snake Lady profiles, the second rolling especially well defined 

grain contract dated to Year 9 of Warad-Sin of Larsa (above) for which Buchanan (ibid.) gives the date of 1826BC, 34 years 

before the start of Hammurabi’s reign. We have turned the photo sideways to view the figure horizontally to compare with her 

position on the ForAtt-22 seal, but we show it vertically in Ill.9- ). As on the Spencer-Churchill seal (Ill. 9-163) She is associated 

with other winged figures bending in different directions who from their long windblown hair I call the ‘Wind  

  
Ill.9- 183: (Left) The Amarna tablet BM29841 discussed by Edith Porada on which the badly abraded sealing (right) discussed in 
ForAtt-29 marks the end of a short laissez-passer request letter from Mitanni King Tushratta - thus to be taken as a royal seal  

Gymnasts’, also evidently female. Other examples occur on the Itḫi-Teššub seal (Ill. 9-164) which, as with the Snake Lady, 

were clearly understood by its Mitanni owner. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the badly faded sealing placed second 

under the ForAtt-29 entry, that also contrasts winged snake ladies with barely visible small lion attack groups in the panels, 

should be on a passport letter from Mitanni KingTushratta to Canaanite rulers requesting safe passage for the messenger 

holding it - who must have been travelling to Egypt since it ended up at Amarna (the British Museum archive photographs are 

illustrated above to show how small - but revealing - it is). Our catalogue entry sets a third seal against the Amarna design, also 

  
Ill.9- 184: (Left) full sealing of Mitanni seal BM 89332 used as further comparandum in ForAtt-29, with two rollings of a double-

headed monster of Nuzi type as also seen in (right) the seal of a Nuzi administrator – from Stein in Wilhelm492 fig. 24b – in which 
possibly we should understand Ishtar’s lioness as substitute for the Snake Lady on the left-hand seal  

                                                                 
492 Gernot Wilhelm The Hurrians Warminster 1989 (with the chapter on Nuzi seals by Diana Stein) 
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quoted by Porada,  again showing a winged snake lady – here with wings sprouting at her waist – under an arch separating her 

from a two-headed demon. A fuller rolling of it is shown above left, set against another Nuzi seal also featuring the Central Asian 

double-headed demon attacked by an upreared lioness unusually under a crescent moon. 

THE FORWARD ATTACK AND ITS SNAKE LADY COUNTERPART 
Buchanan ibid. was the first (aside from the one citation by Frankfort in his Cylinder Seals) to start to notice other Old 

Babylonian seals bringing in the Snake Lady with the twisted serpent legs, and we have just shown how in Near Eastern 

contexts (especially on Old Babylonian and Mitanni seals) the Snake Lady is nearly always presented alongside the Forward 

Attack as a BIVISUAL493   – an instant two-way translation for different cultures living side by side, indicating the same Goddess is 

being referred to (we expand further on this in the Iconography Section). Possible confirmation of the veracity of my hypothesis 

is that we can state with 99% accuracy that the lion-prey motif is not native to the BMAC territories (we mentioned earlier that it 

is rare in Hittite territory too). The Forward Attack from Margiana given last under ForAtt-22 proves the rule in that the lion-bull 

group on it jars in the presence of other finds of the region since out of place in an area not particularly buying into the 

Mesopotamian CANEA, needing the lions with snake necks sharing one head on the other side to gloss it – another BIVISUAL. 

PROTOHISTORIC PRECEDENTS FOR THE SNAKE LADY PARTS: WINGS, FEMALE TORSO, SNAKE LEGS, BIRD TALONS 

In Catalogue A: The Belly Landing we traced the motif of twisted serpents merged with lion heads back to the Protohistoric 

palettes and seals of Egypt and Susa, where the way lion-heads and snake heads are carved in exactly the same way reminds 

us snakes were often viewed as ‘Underworld lions’. This is seen again in the group of a figure holding up two snakes on the 3M 

chlorite pot in the British Museum below (whose lion-prey attack next to it features as Belland-4) – which compares closely with 

the similar figure over two snakes on the contemporary vase from Jiroft (Ill.9-  right) - a triad we could read as an early version 

of the ‘Snake Lady unpacked’. In the same way, the seated figure on the rumps of zebu bulls holding streams of water  with 

plants growing out of them on the Khafaje pot below is a similarly ‘primitive’ visual iconostasis for this Goddess’s consort, the 

Storm God, whatever his name was then. At this stage there is no hybridisation of the animal and human components making 

up the scenes and the pot is divided into three heraldic groups: human figure with snakes standing on lions; human  

 

  
Ill.9- 185: (Top) View of 3M Iranian chlorite vase said to be from Khafaje (BM ME-128887) showing two snakes held in ‘master of the 
beasts’ fashion by a standing figure of neutral sex standing on the rumps of two lionesses with tails upheld like ears of wheat (the 
rosette is a pointer to Inanna); (below) overview of the two further heraldic units comprising the scenes on the pot (photos author). 

                                                                 
493 (in the same way ,in textual terms, that the Rosette Stone is a TRILINGUAL). 
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figure with water streams seated on hump-backed bulls; and Belly Landing with the two beasts interlocked, a bird flying above. 

We thus see how the later Mitanni predilection for planning scenes in heraldic units has distant SW-Iranian/Elamite roots - and 

in the minor group of two bears either side of a palm tree on the pot, under the lion-bull scene, we also have a precedent for 

their habit of tucking in a miniature group under larger units (e.g. the minor master of beasts holding two dogs beside the larger 

Master holding up lions in Ill.9- 59, or the tiny Storm God on his steed between the huge Wind Gymnasts in Ill. 9-163). 

THE PROTOLITERATE SNAKE CULT AND THE TWISTED SNAKES IMAGE 
The serpent is such a multivalent symbol that we can only try to pin down the few relevant basic meanings it appears to have 

had - spanning Heaven and  Earth – by looking at its depiction on some key artefacts. Firstly, there is always a literal 

association between snakes and the Underworld simply because they live in holes in the ground. Then the counterpoint of the 

changing seasons in (to the astronomer) the backward and forward winding motion of the Sun and planets moving across the 

sky - creating cosmic spirals – is part of the earliest content of ancient near-eastern imagery – expressed both geometrically and 

organically in the form of twisted snakes on protohistoric Egyptian palettes and related Susan seals (ForAtt-2/3), continuing on 

in different combinations (as the next few illustrations show) all through later history. The Khafaje chlorite vase - probably 

imported from South-East Iran - can be viewed as emerging from the general context of the preceding millennium’s 5-4M snake  

 

 

  

 
Ill.9- 186: (Left and top centre) Susa I period stamp seal made on the split face of a pebble said to come from Luristan – Keel (ibid.) 

Ill.22/Hildi-Leu no.10. Compare (lower centre) with the theme on other Luristan stamp seals of the man swallowed by a snake494-GMA 
1583A; (upper right) ivory snake; (lower right) snake swallowing a calf on ivory cosmetic spatula - both from Gonurdepe – Sarianidi 

2005 figs 104 and 66  respectively (the red colouring of the ivory is in Turkmen taste (c.f. Ill.9- 15) 

culture at Eridu and Susa. This period is exemplified by the superb 4M stamp seal above left in the collection of Othmar Keel495 - 

illustrated in an enhanced version of Hildi Keel-Leu’s original review of the Biblical Institute Collection of 1991 in the OBO Series 

Vol. 110, the boar featuring as far back as in the sculptural decoration496 of 10-8M Göbekli Tepe, some of whose temples 

overlap in time with those of Çatal Hüyük further west in Anatolia (6-8M). The boar continues to appear later on CUbaid stamp 

seals in Mesopotamia and Susa497 including one from Tepe Giyan (also with snake, quoted by Schmidt  ibid., Abb.15b/8). In 

                                                                 
494 This theme is pursued in Sylvia Winkelmann ‘Berliner Schlangenbecken, Trichterbecher und Cincinnati-Mann: verkannte Schlüsselobjekte der 

altorientalischen Archäologie?’ in Dittmann, R et al. Altertumswissenschaften im Dialog: Festschrift für Wolfram Nagel (AOAT 306) Münster 2003 
495 Othmar Keel et al. Altorientalische Miniaturkunst: ein Blick in die Sammlungen des Biblischen Instituts der Universität Freiburg Schweiz Göttingen 

1996 
496 K Schmidt ‘”Zuerst kam der Tempel, dann die Stadt” – Vorläufiger Bericht zu den Grabungen am Göbekli Tepe und am Gürcütepe 199501999’ Istanbuler 

Mitteilungen L 2000 5-41 (Ill.12a/b p.27) 
497 To realise just how fully the snake features on CUbaid and Early Dynastic seal imagery, simply turn the pages of Pierre Amiet’s invaluable gathering together 

of the earliest material in Glyptique Mesopotamienne Archaïque Paris 1980 
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later periods it was often associated with the circumpolar region – so that particular meaning could go back to protohistoric 

times too. In other examples conveniently cited by Schmidt in the same plate, snakes or pairs of snakes feature on square or 

round stamp seals from areas surrounding surrounding Susa, most notably Tepe Gawra, with several showing a Tammuz goat-

man holding aloft a pair of snakes. The theme of a man swallowed by a serpent is less often seen (Winkelmann ibid.). Current 

literature tells us that, at that crucial turning point between the Late Prehistoric period into urban development, as far as 

archaeology can deduce, the more immediate origins of an active snake cult in Mesopotamia can be traced to Eridu, moving on 

to Susa a few hundreds of years later. Vértesalji498’s graphic description:sums it up perfectly: 

At Eridu there were obviously massive clay figures of snakes underneath the pavement of the Temple VIII sanctuary, 

near the western cormer of the altar (Safar et al. 1981, 102-3). Furthermore, in the environs of the altar in Temple VII 

were found ‘two parts of a snake in buff clay decorated in chocolate in circles and lines’ (op.cit. 230) which may have 

been originally used for libations. In Temple VI there was a ‘simple bowl ornamented with three snakes in relief (op.cit. 

160). In Susa, [the] famous beaker painted with the representation of a snake was found (e.g. Hole 1984 fig.4). 

Snakes may have [sic] appeared also in the Susa A glyptics. [Certainly] later, snakes were often depicted on seals of 

the Uruk period at Susa (e.g. Hole 1983 fig.2). For chronological reasons it is quite clear that snake representations 

were at an earlier period at Eridu [and] were most probably later adopted by the priestly élite of Susa engaged in 

religious acts similar to those at Eridu. From Susa they may have spread out to [places such as] Tepe Gawra… . 

We should not underestimate the early existence of snake cults in India too, where they are still part of Hindu ritual (Ill.9- ), so 

should take into account a perennial South Asian dimension bleeding into Mesopotamia all the way through, becoming more 

obvious in Akkadian - and of course Mitanni - times. 

THE EARLIEST  GODS OF ERIDU AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH THE UNDERWORLD  

Going back to the archaeology of Eridu, Vértesalji (ibid.) is again of initial help here in pinning down hard facts about early cult 

allusions to the serpent (along with the fish) in relation to the God Ea and his consort: 

Almost the whole territory of the Eridu-Ur Survey (fig.2, map A)…. could be the possible provenances for the dead 

who were transported to the Eridu cemetery to be buried there. The extraordinary attraction of this burial place could 

be explained by the specific role of two gods who were worshipped there, almost certainly from Early CUbaid times …: 

Enki/Ea [and his consort] (also known as Damgalnunna/Damkina) (Vértesalji 19894b, 29-33). They were the earliest 

known Rulers of the Underworld and they possessed ‘attributive animals’ like the fish and the snake. Specific burial 

(and worshipping) practices at this site may be connected with these underworld gods: the (earliest) fictitious doors in 

the temples, offerings of fish and snake figurines, graves dug down to clean sand and water table… ..  

At this early stage, as we shall see was the case with Ninurta also, Ea covered several functions, some of which were later 

taken on by more specific Gods, so that for instance he covered wisdom and crafts until Nabu and Kothar/Tiṣtrya emerged to 

take them over in the 2M. He is seen as the God of Creation and Life (the Semitic root hyy means both ‘life’ and ‘serpent’), 

being the God of semen and builder of the embryo under his epithet as God of Water (which gives life), and thus Creator of the 

first Man, Etana/Adapa. The name E-A literally means ‘Place of the Waters’ (probably the actual name of the Eridu temple) - 

and even at this early time it has been identified as a Hurrian word! Without dwelling too long on Sumero-Susan cosmology, 

‘The Waters’/Apsu mostly referred to subterranean waters – but sometimes also to the earthly waters of rivers and oceans – 

and even heavenly waters as Neith did in ancient Egypt – meaning the serpent is a primary symbol of The Waters, at whatever 

                                                                 
498 P Vértesalji ‘Were there Supralocal Cemeteries in Southern Mesopotamia in Late Chalcolithic Times?’’ in E F Henrickson et al. (eds) Upon this 

Foundation: The Ubaid Reconsidered Copenhagen 1989, p.181-194 
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level of manifestation. So, looking back to the Khafaje chlorite pot the two snakes could be the symbol of the God Ea499 and the 

streams of water held by the second figure could refer either to the Waters of Life or simply to the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. 

Perhaps surprisingly, this theme is covered in a recent paper by Archi500  about BILINGUALS from Ebla, indicating that there the 

Sumerogram for Ea stood for their God Ḥay(y)a, sometimes invoked in incantations against snakes, while in other passages his 

connection with the Underworld is clear  –confirming the connection we have just made between Water, Life and Snakes. There 

is mention of an offering to Nin-ki performed by the Queen, whose context suggests Nin-ki is the updated version of the spouse 

of Ea/Enki/Ḥay(y)a, arrangements for whose greater and lesser festivals in month XII are described. ‘The cult of Ea was virtually 

limited to the city of Ebla itself, where the god had a place of cult’, Archi writes. High points of the festival included the 

presentation of a man and a woman to Ea; the participation of jugglers; a cloth made from the wool of a she-goat, and ‘an 

invocation at the gate’ (compare with our account of the Festival of Ishtar at Mari described in Catalogue C).  

THE ENDURING SNAKE CULT OF ELAM AND THE INDUS 

To expand on our introduction on snake cults as unearthed at Eridu, we have already mentioned the use of the pair of twisted 

snakes on the back of Protodynastic Egyptian slate palettes – at times with lion heads as in ForAtt-3 - their ivory knife handles 

often had the Susan rosette of the Goddess in the spaces between, as seen on the Susa sealing below centre on a hollow clay 

ball holding accounting tokens. Clearly snakes took centre stage in Elamite cults from the very beginning and are attested 

several times as early as the 5-4M on other sealings from Susa501. The bulla (below left) with an ibex-horned human holding up  

 

 

  
Ill.9-187: (Left) figures holding up snakes appear as early as the 5M on sealings from Susa (RCSCat fig.25); (centre) the twisted 

double snake motif is rolled several times on a hollow bulla from Susa (RCSCat-22), a sideways boat scene from another seal to be 
seen on its left; (right) 2M Elamite sealing with enthroned deity on snake throne (RCSCat-76) 17C  

two snakes is similar to the well-known Tepe Gawra examples. A deity seated on a snake throne (usually interpreted as the 

main Elamite God, Inshushinak) often appears on 2M Elamite seals – as on the fragmentary legal document from Susa c.17C 

BC above right – yet it may draw on precedents from Margiana where snakes feature on amulets (below) – a region where the 

only eagle known to eat  snakes is native to the region. Indeed, the flowing Bactrian design of the man seated on a snake 

throne could be rated as more sophisticated than the Elamite version in the previous illustration. 

                                                                 
499 More familiar is the later goat-fish symbol for Ea, in cases where his zodiacal equivalence with Pisces-Capricorn is in play. 
500 A Archi ‘The God Ḥay(y)a (Ea/Enki) at Ebla’ in Sarah C Melville et al (eds) Opening the Tablet Box: Near Eastern Studies in Honor of Benjamin R 

Foster Leiden 2010 15-36 
501 Both illustrations for convenience are taken from P Harper and J Aruz (eds) The Royal City of Susa Metropolitan Museum of Art Catalogue 1996 

(abbreviated to RCSCat) 
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Ill.9-188: Two typical 2M BMAC metal amulets from Gonurdepe502 c.1700 

Such snake connections in this region are associated with the strongly matriarchal society of Elam: the 2M bronze double 

serpent altar from Susa in the Louvre (below) was found on the Acropolis with its back end fixed into a wall and still has the 

remains of five females surrounding it (one at the front and two at each side) holding vases from which water would originally 

have spouted. It is a masterpiece of bronze-casting from the last decades of thte 2M, deemed by Amiet in Harper and Aruz 

(ibid.) to be roughly contemporary with the Stela of Untash-Napirisha (below right) taken to Susa from Choga Zanbil, whose 

reconstruction based on four fragments shows its border was originally framed by two giant serpents, again with lion heads. The 

chief deity at the top is again seated on a snake throne, offering the rod and ring of kingship to Untash-Napirisha, and he holds  

  
Ill.9- 189: (Left) Bronze snake altar from Susa 13-12C BC (Louvre) and (right) the roughly contemporary stele of Untash Napirisha 

from Susa - restoration (compressed, based on fragments drawn in dark lines) by P de Miroschedji (RCSCat fig.42) 

a snake dagger in the other hand. He is shown again on the next register between two women (?priestesses), while beneath 

them two goddesses with fish-tails seize and control the writhings of interweaving ropes or snakes – while at the bottom 

                                                                 
502  G Rossi-Osmida (ed.) Margiana Gonurdepe Necropolis Venice 2002 
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mouflon-horned bullmen support the Tree of Life. Even on into the 2M, the entire stela in its imagery appears deliberately to 

have kept alive that original fish-serpent cult of Ea and Damkina of Eridu under new guises. 

Still today in Nepal (especially Kathmandu) young girls are chosen for their divine characteristics to represent the Hindu 

Goddess Durgā (equated by the Buddhist population there with Vajradevī) and as an embodiment of the Goddess to receive the 

daily worship of her followers until the onset of puberty – in many ways perpetuating a role the Elamite priestesses used to 

have. It is interesting to realise from the photograph below that the throne of the newly dedicated living Goddess protects her in 

the same way as on the Untash-Napirisha stele by an arch of interwoven snakes carved round it, whose seven heads culminate 

in a crown over her head. We can deem her a present-day incarnation of the Serpent Lady and it is not far-fetched to see the 

practice as the rare survival of a long tradition once widespread not only in Elam and South-West Iran, but penetrating into India 

in much the same way as it spread westwards to Crete in the 2M. 

 
Ill.9- 190: The Living Goddess at Patan, Nepal, on a throne framed by twisted snakes ending in a crown of seven snake-heads 

At Gonurdepe snake or scorpion jewellery of fine workmanship found in the tombs (as below) might only have been worn by 

ladies involved in ritual, perhaps substitutes for handling actual snakes. The seals centring on a snake goddess indicate by her 

that she must be female – and we can read the female figure with legs morphed into twisted snakes as a variation in presenting 

the Goddess as both the Life (hayy) power (serpent hayya) and the Death power (as in the Hindu Goddess, Kali) – a similar 

message to that conveyed by the lioness-prey group, which partly explains how they dovetail as BIVISUALS. Twisted copper alloy 

bracelets ending in snake heads were common finds in the area, no doubt worn by ordinary women in the population. 
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Ill.9-191: (Left) Gold Bactrian scorpion pendant (with articulated legs) – Ligabue et al. ill.64; (right) gold necklace from Gonur female 

grave G.011 with centrepiece of three gold snake-heads on turquoise and carnelian tassels – Ligabue & Rossi-Osmida ibid.  
 

OCCASIONAL  APPEARANCE OF THE TWISTED SNAKES MOTIF ON EARLY DYNASTIC SEALS 

In the aftermath of the CUbaid Period twisted snakes still appear on a handful of 3M Early Dynastic seals, signposting the 

primary phase of absorption of an image generated in Eastern Mesopotamia/Western Iran, which on Syrian seals became so 

mechanical that it was gradually geometrised into the guilloche. The seated, horned god on the seal below (top) drinks out of a 

beer pot with long straw, on the other side of which is an upreared Forward Attack  of the type including an intervening hunter. 

This is a Ward/Pierpoint seal needing fuller inspection for the detail, but if in the 5-4M the twisted snakes stood for Ea of Eridu, 

then the way they take up the sky over the scene (one head each end), even above what appear to be a Crescent and the stars 

of Ursa Major/Minor, indicates the god worshipped must be Ea - and in another pointer that the Eridu koine is still operative, the 

lower seal below prominently features fish offerings along with a strip of decapitated heads, fish and pointed shoe in an early 

case of the use of frieze of determinatives along the top of a seal. 

 

 
Ill.9- 192:  Sumerian Early Dynastic seals still using twisted snakes, rather than the stylised guilloche developed by the Syrians: 

(top) of lapis lazuli showing drinking scene and upreared Forward Attack  WardCat-35; (bottom) of serpentine, with further smaller 
snakes reared up either side of the two main twists – WardCat-137 

We know the twisted serpents at the turn of the 3M (most notably under Gudea) were at times named as the God Ningishzida, 

with one snake seen as male and the other female, their joint identity documented as being essentially bisexual. But in the Neo-

Sumerian pantheon of the early 2M Ningishzida became an attribute of Ninurta/Ningirsu (more or less the equivalent of Indra in 

Proto-Vedic India). The possible connection of this multivalent God with the Snake Lady – along with a Proto-Avestan change in 
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attitude towards the Sumerian Eagle Sky God - treated by them as a demon – throws so much light on the intensification of 

Indus-Oxiana penetration into Mesopotamia – partly rooted in very real new astronomical procedures – that it is timely at this 

juncture to stop for a further DIVERSION and pave the way for an understanding of new steps in visualising the Gods and 

Goddesses of several different Panthaea in the second half of the Second Millennium.  

Although strictly speaking we should not be delving into iconography yet, in this case it is more helpful dealt with it at this point 

because it ties in with the art historical prelude to the emergence of Snake Lady and her cohorts in the Second Millennium. It 

also means we must devote a further DIVERSION to looking into the God most usually represented by snakes. 
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DIVERSION 6 IMDUGUD/NINURTA/ANZU AND THE WINDS 

The process of anthropomorphising the Gods started in Early Dynastic times: Ningirsu/Ninurta, accompanied by 

Imdugud as his BIVISUAL (in other words they are interchangeable)  is shown as a giant human on the Stela of the 

Vultures – Ill.9-  below - and in Catalogue C we had occasion to discuss the large male human statue of Abu, Lord of 

Vegetation, from Tell Asmar503 (Ill.7-49), on the base of which the tiny carving of Imdugud seizing two goats with 

sprouting plants provides his animal marker to indicate he is to be read as a God. Inanna, too, is the woman with six 

hair-locks and pointing hand holding the date cluster on the Entemena Stone Vase fragment (Ill.9- 11).  

In this catalogue we see in particular the interplay between animal and human representation in relation to 

Inanna/Ishtar as the Lioness or representations of the Storm God Baal on his Bull steed until the lion-prey group went 

out of currency during the Akkadian administration – in Sumer and Akkad at least. Mature Akkadian seals embarked 

upon new formulations of mythology, with different priorities accorded to individual Gods of the Pantheon where their 

depiction in anthropomorphic form was preferred. Previous animal personae sometimes still accompany the human 

version in miniature, now less an independent presence, more a reminder of the past form of the God. Again these  

are BI-VISUALS (as opposed to ‘bi-linguals’) because the same Divinity is described twice.  

When dealing with the iconography of the Chronological Focus material of Catalogue G: The Crossover Attack 

(which concentrates on the Sumerians) it will then be appropriate to draw up a basic Table of Planetary Gods for the 

3-2M to systematically contrast their animal forms as found on Sumerian artefacts with their Akkadian or 2M Syrian 

human equivalents. The abandonment of the lion-prey theme could thus partly be due to the complete 

anthropomorphisation of the Gods following the late 3M hegemony of Akkadian culture. However, in Syro-Anatolia we 

mostly see increased use of BIVISUALS for the Gods and Goddesses, whereby the old Sumerian animal deities are still 

harked back to, alongside the human types of varying maturity and sex that take over - meaning, for instance, that the 

Planets were given human counterparts in ascending age the further from the Sun they are (Saturn a grandfather with 

beard; Jupiter a mature man in his prime, Mars an athletic, fit youth - and Venus a voluptuous maiden).  

IMDUGUD ON SUMERIAN STAR MAP-TYPE SEALS 
Bearing in mnd the actual underlying astronomical reality of the Pantheon, before we come to the analysis in the 

Iconography Section  of the Copenhagen Mace with seven-headed serpent on its crown (Ill.9-5), preceding 

consideration of the fully anthropomorphic Ninurta iconography it is worth starting in the Early Dynastic period to look 

at seals that used the ‘old way’ of representing the sky - by the lion-headed eagle Imdugud’s outspread wings. The  

 
Ill.9- 193: Early Dynastic Diyala sealing from Khafaje (SCSCat 352) showing the familiar Imdugud bestraddling two goats, with Sun, 

Moon and constellation in the sky, likely to be Ursa Major 

first one (above) features the seven dots of Ursa Major under the Sun inside Moon Crescent - observationally a 

realistic (as opposed to symbolic) rendition of seven-starred Ursa Major (close to Draco) as it weaves over Imdugud 

clutching at two goats. Beneath, a kneeling bowman could, not implausibly, represent Ban/The Bow, or Sirius – to 

                                                                 
503 See T Jacobsen ‘Worshiper or God?’ in A Leonard et al. (eds) Essays in ancient civilization presented to Helene J. Kantor Chicago 1989, 125-33 

http://lib.soas.ac.uk/search~S3?/YHelene+Kantor&SORT=D/YHelene+Kantor&SORT=D&SUBKEY=Helene+Kantor/1%2C2%2C2%2CB/frameset&FF=YHelene+Kantor&SORT=D&1%2C1%2C
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which compare the Bowman on the seals of ForAtt-23 (we refer to a hymn to Ninurta as Sirius later in these pages). 

In what is also clearly an astral scene, a further Diyala seal (below) again features a scratchy-looking eagle clutching 

at rearing bull to the right and crossed lions to the left – this time over a literal rendition of the Plough on the back of a 

griffin-headed Leo face to face with a small cross-hatched, upreared beast, nearly qualifying as a Forward Attack  

 
Ill.9- 194: Early Dynastic Diyala seal (SCSCat 499) also depicting a celestial scene where the group showing Imdugud clutching 

beasts above Plough and Leo complements the second half of the scene depicting a heavenly boat journey 

facial bite. This group runs straight into the second half of the scene showing an animated Sun-Boat, deified through 

its horned head, rowed by a further horned god at the stern, with with upright Scorpion between. Although the boat 

may refer to a journey, such as that of Ningishzida/Tammuz through the Underworld, there is little doubt this is a 

celestial scene bringing in the Sky-God eagle itself, in the prime region of sky perennially significant for calculating the 

Calendar phases (Leo, Scorpio, the Plough - see Chapter 19). Where Frankfort, in coming to grips with the 

iconography of Ningirsu/Ninurta on the mace-heads, is clear the Imdugud group must express abstract symbolism 

rather than a scene one would see in real life, actually this seal has a mixture of mythical symbolism set against 

precise sky-mapping. This means that if the eagle or lion-headed eagle does represent the Sky, the lion attack in 

combination with it is set against a wider expanse of sky in order to show Ursa Major ‘s position over Leo as it actually 

appears.  

THE GOD NINURTA-NINGISHZIDA 

Up to now on ED artefacts there is no hint that Sky Eagle Imdugud is anything other than a God, and only later - in the 

Myth of Ninurta and Anzu – once the Sky Order started to become a problem - is the God demonized. If the lion-prey 

attack associated with Imdugud-Ningirsu-Ninurta on these seals is to be linked to Venus/Inanna and the process of 

intercalation to make an accurate New Year start, can we also pinpoint Ningirsu/Ninurta’s astronomical identity?  

 
Ill.9- 195: Detail of Ningirsu on the Stela of the Vultures holding a mace in one hand and prisoners in a net in the other, topped by 

Imdugud (whose face is damaged) with two lion-heads in his talons 

Frankfort quotes the lines from Gudea’s Cylinder A describing how Ningirsu/Ninurta appeared to Gudea in a dream as 

a giant accompanied by Imdugud flanked by two lions - just as the God is shown on the largest remaining piece of the 
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Stela of the Vultures found on Tell K at Tello (above). On it he clutches a net full of prisoners, with Imdugud on top of 

his fist securing it, proving there is both an association and a differentiation to be made between Ningirsu/Ninurta and 

Imdugud, such as there is between a planet or star - and the sky it moves through. Since Ningirsu of Tello is often 

mentioned in the same breath as the warrior god Ninurta, Son of Enlil, his closest Rigvedic equivalent is obviously 

Indra - both described as warrior Gods or weather gods quite distinct from Father Dyaus/the Sky, in the same 

relationship of weather ‘happening’ in the atmosphere against a remoter Sky backdrop – a sufficient distinction 

whereby to understand, on the Stela of the Vultures, the separate, yet partly interchangeable identitites of 

Ningirsu/Ninurta –v- Imdugud. 

In the State Archives of Assyria Corpus series we are fortunate to have to hand an up-to-date, in-depth study of 

Ninurta504 that brings together key textual references, complementing earliest interpretations built up from artefacts by 

Frankfort, Jakobsen and Matthiae. A thumbnail summary of Annus’ collected data given in his Introduction points to 

Ninurta’s origins in Nippur in the 3M where, although described as ‘Son of Enlil’ along with Nannar/Moon (and brother 

Nergal/Mars-Pluto), his powers appear to have been multivalent and interchangeable with other Gods – much like the 

Gods of the Ṛgveda as described by A A McDonnell505: 

Having many qualities, such as power, brilliance, benevolence and wisdom, in common with others, each 

god has very few distinctive traits. This vagueness is increased by the practice of invoking deities in 

couples, when both gods share characteristics that properly belong to one alone [note this reference to 

Ṛgvedic pairs – also used by the Mitanni and relevant later]. When nearly every quality can thus be 

ascribed to every god, the identification of one deity with another becomes easy. (p.12). 

In fact, the Ṛgvedic gods, roughly contemporary with those of the Sumerians, were also grouped under three realms: 

▪ those of Heaven (Dyaus=Anu);  

▪ Atmosphere (Indra=Enlil) and  

▪ Earth and Rivers (Prthvī=Ki and Ea). 

This suggests interconnection and contemporaneity between the two Panthaea at a time when the distinct planetary 

influences and roles of the different Gods were still being worked out and still somewhat vague. Looking at the 

mentions of Ninurta in the literature, at this stage – as Indra was for society in North-West India - Ninurta does indeed 

appear to represent facets of other Gods in one God, just as later in the 2M Marduk stood for them all in what Lambert 

calls ‘almost monotheism’506 , though in fact to start with it is probably more accurate to take the pantheistic 

perspective and see Ningirsu/Ninurta as an early form of Pan/Tammuz (one text describes him as ‘son of a she-goat’), 

meaning at this initial stage that we should take the Sumerian approach towards Ninurta as uniting all powers into one 

God (including his opposites) in a single, all-encompassing point of reference, simplifying the process of contacting 

the Gods. Certainly in the texts Ninurta is appealed to as a War God (like Nergal-Mars); as Weather God (similar to 

the Syrian Baal/Hittite Teššub or [H]Adad-Jupiter), and even as Scribe of the Gods (the role later given to 

Nabu/Mercury who seems not to feature in the Pantheon as a separate planet in this early period). He is also seen as 

God of Justice – usually Utu/Shamash’s role – and God of Wisdom – traditionally Ea’s role – and sometimes holder of 

the Tablets of Destiny like his father, God of the Atmosphere, Enlil. At this point, only McDonnell’s analysis quoted 

above can reconcile us with such interchangeability. Frankfort himself insightfully interprets the Tello ‘coat of arms’ on 

                                                                 
504 Amar Annus The God Ninurta in the Mythology and Royal Ideology of Ancient Mesopotamia Helsinki 2002 
505 Hymns from the Rigveda Madras 1966 
506 See W Lambert ‘The Historical Development of the Mesopotamian Pantheon, a Study in Sophisticated Polytheism’ in H Goedicke et al. (eds) Unity and 
Diversity: Essays in the History, Literature and Religion of the Ancient Near East 1975, 191-9 
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the maces and Entemena Vase (ForAtt-4) thus: ‘The group with the lions provides the Ninurta aspect, the others (the 

prey animals) the Tammuz aspect of the God’. 

To understand the Entemena Vase dedication, going by the name on it alone it is easy to make sense of Ningirsu as a 

version of Ninurta-Jupiter as sequestered from the Pantheon by the Girsu administration and endorsed in his role of 

City God of Girsu/Tello in order to specifically take the city under his wing(s). It thus follows that an intelligible way to 

understand Ninurta’s central place in the Sumerian pantheon is his apparent role as ‘connective tissue’ holding 

together all the functions of the Gods – remembering in particular that he was viewed as ally of the king or ruler and 

thus, with Inanna, bestower of kingship. It is therefore no surprise that he appears frequently on cylinder seals. 

NINGISHZIDA, ALTER EGO OF NINURTA 
In our ForAtt-29 art historical commentary earlier we tried to sketch in the gradual genesis of the use of entwined 

snakes in animal (Ill.9- ) and anthropomorphic versions preceding the rare Old Babylonian examples featuring in this 

Catalogue through non-hybridised forbears in Elamite seal designs - or steatite vases from places like Tepe Yahya or 

Jiroft (below right). Not only is Ninurta associated with the lion-eagle, but is also sometimes associated with the 

healing powers of Ningishzida, well-known in the form of the pair of intertwined snakes shown on Gudea’s vase, 

named so in its dedication (the rolled-out drawing of it below shows Storm-God-type dragons either side wearing the 

Crown of Anu and holding the standard of Tammuz). When considering the hybrid demons and winged, twisted-leg 

Snake Lady of the Mitanni/Nuzi seals (ForAtt-29) we did not at first think to consider this Neo-Sumerian masterpiece 

from Lagash as an early prototype, underestimating just how far back such iconography goes simply because of 

changes of formulation and presentation – as in the typical Old Babylonian seal (below lower left) with half-height 

figure of the winged Snake Lady facing left, under the lion held up by the hero alongside upreared face-bite Forward 

Attacks – an early precedent cleveryly noticed by Buchanan507 (I have tried to enhance the detail of this seal to 

discern the twistings of her lower leg area more clearly, but cannot improve on poor originals in either the CSCat or 

VARollCat – but it really needs close inspection with a magnifying glass and macrophotography).  

At first, in the earliest texts that we could take as corresponding to the Sumerian Gudea vase, Ningishzida comes over 

as a chthonic nature god of trees (gish) - especially of their underground tree roots - who journeys in a boat to the 

Underworld508 – clearly embodying facets of Tammuz as an early form of Pluto/Hades (see again Ill.9- ). Frankfort 

points out that the Temple at Asmar (probably the source of the Copenhagen Seven-headed serpent mace) was 

called ‘House of Abu, Lord of Vegetation’ – a title used equally by Tammuz and Ningishzida. 

Both God and king have the job of mastering Chaos and misrule: so whilst at first Ningishzida is presented as the 

primordial core of Ninurta/Ningirsu, when later he becomes Marduk the Tiamat monster-slayer of Kassite Babylonian 

myth, the serpent aspects change into his inbuilt opposing force – whether, as in different stories, the monster 

manifests as the unruly waves of the sea, the stones of the mountains thrown at him, or the clash of planetary cycles 

causing dissonance in the running of the state and its calendar. So snakes are implicit in Ninurta iconography, not 

always in a divine sense but more and more in the role of the Chaos dragon overcome by the God, the embodiment of 

his foe, Anzu. (Already in Catalogue C we showed Old Syrian seals illustrating the Levantine version of the dragon- 

                                                                 
507 B Buchanan ‘A Snake Goddess and her Companions’ Iraq XXXIII 1971, 1-13 (Frankfort CS pl.XXIXe,  Moortgat VARollCat-472 = VA827) 
508 T Jakobsen and B Alster translate and comment on ‘Ningišzida’s Boat-Ride to Hades’ in A R George et al. (eds.) Wisdom, Gods and Literature: Studies 

in Assyriology in Honour of W G Lambert 2000, 315-326 (possibly a new angle on the boat in Ill.9- !). 
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Ill.9- 196: (Top left) Drawing of the double-serpent iconography on the stone vase dedicated by Gudea of Lagash to Ningishzida (see 
also Ill.9- 12); (below left) OB cylinder seal VA827; (centre) two Snake Lady impressions with Wind Gykmnasts on the OB tablet YBC 

5698 - Buchanan op.cit. pl.Ia (previously shown horizontally in Ill.9- ); (Right) 3M stone vase with the Elamite version of a female 
deity holding two lion-faced serpents, seated over the rumps of two bulls (Jiroft, cited in Porada Festschrift 2014 p.635 fig.14), 

though possibly a fake – c.f .the genuine woman holding serpents on the Khafaje pot (Ill. 9-185) 

killing myth, on which Baal is depicted holding up the serpent he has killed509 down in the Underworld and brought up 

from under the mountains – meaning the dragon-slaying is part and parcel of His Journey through the Underworld. 

NINURTA-NINGISHZIDA AND THE CHANGEOVER TO THE FEMALE  
A third split-off occurs from the original Ninurta/Ningirsu iconography, involving a sex change. It is through the 

Tammuz event of the Journey to the Underworld that Ningishzida in some texts was identified with Ninurta – but due 

to ambiguity of twisted snakes being likely to be an entwined male and female pair (snake mating in Iraq happens in 

the  Spring) there is in fact no reason to think Ningishzida was necessarily male. Indeed, taking into consideration the 

prefix ‘Nin’, Ningishzida might be taken as the female consort of Ninurta (but then what of the ‘Nin’ of Ninurta510?). It is 

common knowledge already that throughout their mythology there are several mentions in myth or ritual – especially 

in Syria - of the interchangeability of sex between Baal and Ishtar. We investigate the ‘Snake as Lady’ iconography 

fully when considering that preference on pieces connected to Central Asia – indeed, the Jiroft vase above shows 

she, too, forms a precedent as early as the 3M in using the full human female form while separately holding a pair of 

snakes (as she crouches over them her legs are elided, Elamite fashion, under her skirt. 

INCORPORATION OF NINGISHZIDA INTO OTHER MONSTERS 

Overall, the Ningishzida motif does seem to link up with the central place given to snakes by the Elamites and the 

Central Asian and the Indus cultures beyond, whilst the near-eastern (usually Mitanni-invoked) variation of the winged, 

twisted-leg Snake Lady of ForAtt-22/29 has most plausibly been explained by several scholars as an Underworld 

form of Ishtar – maybe the reason she is shown so often alongside the lion-prey group as a BIVISUAL. The textual 

references place Ningishzida both up in the sky and down in the Underworld, and he/she is described as wearing the 

                                                                 
509 Lambert’s paper on Snakes and Trees cited earlier takes Williams-Forte to task in her discussions of Baal and his Snake (cited so extensively by us in 

Catalogue C), but to me her analyses hold good especially for the Ugaratic version of the myth, which is multivalent. 
510 This question is discussed as far as it can be grammatically in W Heimpel ‘The Lady of Girsu’ in T Abusch (ed.) Riches Hidden in Secret Places: Ancient 

Near Eastern Studies in Memory of Thorkild Jacobsen Winona Lake 2002 155-60.  
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Ill.9- 197:  Ishtar Stela from Ebla –picture Aruz et al511 - originally from P Matthiae & Pinnock ibid. 2014, pl.151 

crown of the Sky-God Anu, seen on the hybrid monster on Gudea’s vase, Ill.9- 12, as well as on the winged lion-bull 

sphinx on the Ishtar Stela above (c.f. the winged sphinxes on the Nuzi seal below left with similar crown, confirming 

this to be a Mitanni motif). This crown, sometimes also worn by kings, can even have a miniature Imdugud in its 

feathered and horned brim (Catalogue C, Ill. 7-60/65) – again indicating connection, but differentiation, between the 

two. Taking the serpentine form of Ningishzida and his dragon supporters on the Gudea vase together, we notice 

varied combinations of their respective body parts in the newly mixed hybrid monsters appearing on certain Eblan, or 

Ebla-related, artefacts, such as the winged dragon’s snake tail, bird claws and and crowned head on the end of the 

basin of Temple D (ForAtt-14) - or the snake tail on the winged lion on the Ishtar Stela (arrowed) found in the doorway 

of the small sanctuary G3 next to the same temple (the full iconographical programme is shown for future reference).  

  
Ill.9- 198: Versions on two Nuzi seals of the Mitanni winged disc held up by (a) helmeted sphinxes with hair locks and (b) winged 

Storm God lion-dragons with snake tails also set as a heraldic unit, vomiting water  – Stein NuziCat512 326/237 
 

NINGISHZIDA AS BABYLONIAN MUSHḪUSHU DRAGON - AND ASSYRIAN ANZU DEMON 

The Babylonian Mušḫuššu dragon and Neo-Assyrian Anzu demon both have their beginnings in the Ninurta-

Ningishzida iconography incorporating wings and snakes, simply by using alternative parts of snake/scorpion, lion and 

eagle (the hybrid involving the human face attached to lion or winged lion seems to have been set aside for the more 

                                                                 
511 J Aruz et al. (eds) Cultures in Contact: From Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean in the Second Millennium 2013 fig.9, p.104 
512 Diana Stein THE SEAL IMPRESSIONS (CATALOGUE) - Das Archiv des ilwa-Te up Heft 9 Wiesbaden 1993 
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benign figure of the sphinx). The use of the winged lion-serpent dragon vomiting water as alternative steed for the 

Mitanni version of the Storm God Teššub (instead of the bull) reveals a straight swap of iconography between Central 

Asia and the Near East. The two Nuzi seals below show how the vomited streams of water  from this creature - 

referring to the waters of the Storm God in Aryan form -  are the same for the dragon on the Ebla stone basin and 

Ishtar Stela – and in this context Stein (ibid. 1988) reminds us that Teššub-Baal and Shaushga-Ishtar often swap 

steeds, weapons and gender).  

This hybrid beast appears to underlie the more polished Mušḫuššu of Babylon initially devised by the Kassites (said to 

be cousins of the Mitanni) and later canonised by the Neo-Babylonians - shown with scorpion tail, reptilian body, half-

lion, half-serpent head, eagle claws and lion paws - in a new combination that harps on two of the Four Cardinal Signs 

(Taurus-Leo-Scorpio-Aquarius)513, a cosmic monster easy to understand as expressing the quartered divisions of the 

equinoxes and solstices. The strong emphasis on the reptilian components of these hybrids conveys the idea that 

these constellations are being tied in with the cosmic twists of the entire sky round the Polar Centre – represented by 

a synthesis of Ursae Majoris et Minoris plus Draco (which brings us back to the possible visualisation of that 

configuration on the Copenhagen mace (Ill. 9-5). Jacobsen and Alster (ibid.) refer to a hymn to Ningishzida which 

describes the God as ‘Grand Serpent’ (muš-maḫ), and ‘Terrifying Serpent/Dragon’ (muš-ḫuš) – and go on to state 

unequivocally that ‘his constellation is the Serpent, mul-muš, earlier mul-muš-ḫuš, Hydra’, which brings us back to 

Frankfort’s discussion of the Copenhagen mace and his pairing of Imdugud with Hydra. But since Hydra is not a 

seven-headed constellation we think the likelihood of Draco merged with the Seven-Star Bears is a more credible 

alternative. In Neo-Assyrian art (Ill.9-200 and Ill.9-201) the same three creatures come into play in an alternative 

hybrid rendition of the Anzu demon, still with the lion head of Imdugud but now with donkey or horse ears added and 

nearly always shown melodramatically undergoing the onslaught of Jupiter-Ninurta – the human/Aquarian factor 

usually blended with the sphinx now conveyed by the appearance of Ninurta in full anthropomorphic form. We follow 

this cosmic battle in myth shortly – first we must follow through on the Ningishzida thread.  

As already suggested, from very early on Ningishzida was approached as a healer God in the form of two entwined 

snakes (the ancient prototype of the Caduceus, the winged and entwined staff of Hermes - and by devolution the 

medical profession514), so that if Ninurta and Ningishzida are considered to be one and the same, it is not surprising to 

read Wiggerman’s515 analysis of a Neo-Assyrian amulet seeking help for a sick person which has a procession incised 

on it of the lion-headed demons who carry out the Gods’ commands (in this case those of Ninurta, Marduk, Aššur, Ea 

and Nabu) led at the front by Ninurta himself, the only God illustrated (below right, helmeted): 

  
Ill.9- 199: General impression of the Demon procession on the amulet (two figures are partial or damaged), led by a bearded 

Ninurta/Sirius, the only figure with a horned helmet (right) – from Walter Farber516 pl.14 

                                                                 
513 Note that the winged sphinx on the other  wide side of the Ishtar Stele has one hoof, one bird-talon foot, a lion’s paw and a human foot. 
514 I do not buy the present-day idea that the correct symbol for doctors is a single snake twined round a pole, as with the WHO. 
515 Frans A M Wiggermann ‘Some Demons of Time and their functions in Mesopotamian Iconography’ in B Groneberg et al. (eds) Die Welt der Götterbilder 

Berlin 2007, 102-116 
516 Walter Farber ‘Dämonen ohne Stammbaum: Zu einigen mesoptamischen Amuletten aus dem Kusnthandel’ in A Leonard et al (eds) Essays in Ancient 

Civilisation Presented to Helene J Kantor Chicago  1989 
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The written incantation accompanying the drawings on the amulet is intended for recitation at night, since it exhorts 

Sirius (MUL.KAK-SI-SA) to protect the patient from evil because, as Wiggermann writes, ‘his name means “Arrow“ … 

the personification  of the star Sirius…[and] in the first millennium “Arrow“ is thought of as a war god, and as such … 

identified with Ninurta, the traditional war god’ – hence Ninurta/Sirius is depicted leading the demons. By association 

of ideas we are reminded of Burrows’517 much earlier translation of a diviner’s prayer to Ninurta as Sirius, whose rising 

in certain centuries in its precessional cycle coincided with the season of lamentations for Tammuz.  

WINGED AND WINGLESS: MYTHS OF NINURTA AND ANZU 
Although now moving beyond our Chronological Focus material, it is best to complete our overview of Ninurta in one 

piece given the 1M amulet just discussed shows how Ninurta’s high reputation continued unabated under the Neo-

Assyrians many centuries after the Sumerians, reverting once more to the anthropomorphic appearance of early 

Sumerian days. On the Assyrian relief below, as on the amulet, he now wears full armour, moving in what becomes a 

stereotypical leap towards his foe, and in the inscription is now also called Bel as well as Ninurta. Significantly, Ninurta 

is known also to have been relevant to the Mitanni, due to one 2M text which we now consider in relation to Anzu, 

probably first identifiable on Mitanni seals (Ill. 9-162) but only fully developed in the hybrid demon form made familiar 

on Neo-Assyrian artefacts. 

Going back to the theme of the visual language of wings in Mitanni iconography, and looking back again to the 

different versions of the story of the Storm God who must kill the snake monster of disorder (compare with Indra’s title 

of Vṛtrahan/Serpent Demon Killer, his Ṛgvedic equivalent), before Neo-Assyrian engagement with the theme in myth 

we have documentary evidence of a Mitanni rescension of the story where the issue of Anzu’s wings is pivotal - and 

the wings of the Winds a central theme (also providing us with some of the textual backup we need for understanding 

the Central Asian Snake Lady and her Wind Gymnasts – as noted so far in Ill.9- /Ill.9- ). Stephanie Dalley518 

conveniently sums up how the fragmentary Old Babylonian version of the myth of Ninurta’s struggle with the Monster 

of Chaos, Anzu, dates back to the early 2M, where he is still mentioned as God of Girsu. It is makes sense here to 

look closely at the wording of the myth, not only to throw further light on our understanding of Ninurta and the 

iconography surrounding his later manifestations as warrior–cum-weather god in different territories, but also to pick  

  
Ill.9-200: (left) Ninurta and Anzu relief, British Museum 124571 ; (right) drawing of it from Layard’s Nimrud and its Remains pl.V 

up on what appears to have been the demonization of Imdugud into Anzu during the Mitanni period – already noted 

on the Perati seal. A version of the myth found at Tarbiṣu has a colophon at the end with the name of the Mitanni 

capital Hanigalbat on it, which how we deduce the written story was known to the Mitanni/Hurrians at the time they 

                                                                 
517 E Burrows ‘Hymn to Ninurta as Sirius’ JRAS 100 1924, 33-40 with 2 plates of cuneiform text. 
518 S Dalley in Myths from Mesopotamia (revised edn) Oxford 2000 – p.203 
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controlled Assyria. As Dalley writes, ‘Other epic deeds of Ninurta are known only from passing references…[among 

others]… that he slew the seven-headed serpent’ – interesting for our discussion of the seals related to the 

Copenhagen mace-head. The fuller, Standard Babylonian version of the  myth dates to the first millennium – different 

parts or repetitions coming from Neo-Assyrian sites and indicating Ninurta was still held in huge respect a thousand 

years later. In the version of the myth quoted from below (known as Anzu I) the presence of personified Winds that 

help Ninurta overcome the Serpent of Chaos in the form of a scaly-feathery bird-lion demon – much as shown in the 

above relief  - is a recurring theme. If the Mitanni use of wings is a way of referring not only to sky and heaven, but 

also to Winds, then there are certainly plentiful textual references to their presence, applicable to both God and 

Demon, so in this first quotation we cannot be sure whether the following broken lines referring to Winds are to those 

of Anzu or of Ninurta/Indra: 

At his shout 

The South Wind 

The powerful…Wind 

The mass 

Whirlwinds 

They met and… 

The Four Winds  (Dalley ibid. p.206) 

but certainly later when Mami is renamed Belet-Ili (Mother of the Gods) and calls upon Ninurta as her Son to conquer 

Anzu and restore order to the Universe, she says: 

Make your evil Winds flash as they march over him - Capture soaring Anzu… 

Make the devastating Whirlwind rise up against him 
….. 

And let the Winds bring his feathers as good news. 

Since we know the amulet referred to above (Ill.9- ) equates Ninurta with Sirius/BAN, and that the bow and arrow is 

mentioned as another of Ninurta’s weapons in this story, it is no surprise that Belet-Ili goads him: Set your arrow in the 

bow, coat it with poison!  So he set the shaft to the bow, drew it taut  [and]  aimed(?) the shaft at him… . Although both 

seals of ForAtt-23 are hard to place within a wider art historical context, the kneeling bowman prefigures similar 

iconography in Middle Assyrian and Achaemenid seals: the way they kneel on the points of their knees, if not from 

New Kingdom Egypt certainly goes all the way back to early Elamite and/or Central Asian convention.  

The next passage tells how his arrows are deflected by the powers of Anzu so they cannot pierce him. Ninurta turns to 

Ea for advice, who says: 

Tire him out so he sheds his pinions in the clash of tempests. 

Take a throw-stick (?) to follow your arrows 

And cut off his pinions, detach both right and left 

When he sees his wings and emits (?) a cry, 

Shouting ‘kapp-i, kapp-I (my wing – my [other] wing!) – don’t panic. 

Draw taut from your bow-curve, let shafts fly like lightning 

Let his wing feathers dance like butterflies (?) 

Seize him by the throat (?), conquer Anzu 

And let the Winds bring his feathers as good news 

To E-Kur, to your father Enlil’s house. 
Ninurta gets moving and 

The Lord marshalled the Seven of Battle519, 

                                                                 
519 In the myth of Erra and Ishum the Seven Gods of Battle are given to Erra (a hero akin to Ninurta) by his father the Sky-God Anu who ‘when he impregnated 

Earth; She bore the Seven Gods for him and he named them Sibitti’. 
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The warrior marshalled the seven evil Winds 

Who dance in the dust, the seven Whirlwinds. 
At the same time 
   Even the gales were silent at his side, [poised] for conflict. 

To continue the story, surrounded by the Winds, Ninurta carries out Ea’s instructions exactly, and as Anzu aghast 

sees his wings dropping off him, Ninurta retrieves the Gods’ Tablets of Destiny into his own hands. No doubt these 

Tablets concern the calculation of planetary and star cycles as codified by the astronomers maintaining the State 

calendar - to allow their order to unravel is of course catastrophic, and the resulting chaos monstrous (we think again 

of Ninurta’s opposite number in the Vedic tradition, Indra, especially noted for maintaining the Order of the Sky).  

Looking ahead to our full discussion of the iconography of the Spencer-Churchill seal and seal of Itḫi-Teššub (Ill. 9-

163) and (Ill. 9-164) we start to wonder whether the figures with wings pointed in different directions do not have 

something to do with the Winds of this particular myth – while the seal of Shaushtatar (Ill.9- 65) makes good sense as 

representing an avatar of Ninurta himself, with the winged standard representing the Wings of Anzu pinned to the Axis 

of Heaven, expressing the complementarity of the Two Bears in their proper position as anchors of astronomical 

orientation. The Sun as prime meter of Time, crossing the axis formed by their circulation round the Polar Centre, 

proclaims Order Restored. In the closely similar myth, Erra and Ishum, when Marduk as king of the Gods has allowed 

both the Flood and ‘the positions of the stars in the heavens to change’, Erra/Nergal (in the text at one point equated 

with Ninurta) declares ‘I shall tie the wings of the wicked Wind like a bird’, and says to the Sun,  ‘I shall make Anu and 

Enlil lie down like bulls to the right and left of your (Shamash’s) gate’. News gets back to the assembly of Gods and 

they start praising Ninurta under all his names, amongst which are Shushinak, Ningirsu and Papsukkal (Guardian of 

the Gate – a known name of Orion - see Chapter 19). 

NINURTA ON ASSYRIAN SEALS 

In the myth as perpetuated on Neo-Assyrian seals (two examples below) Ninurta, accompanied by The Sibitti in the 

sky, attacks Anzu either as feathered bird-lion (much as on the Nimrud relief) - or as a dragon- headed snake, more in 

the tradition of its Central Asia form (see Ill. 9-168). There is no doubt, whatever the version, that Anzu is a Demon – 

and no longer a God (otherwise he would not need to be brought under control by Ninurta) but note on the seal below 

left how close in appearance Ninurta’s own steed is to Anzu, the only difference being in the scorpion instead of bird 

tail. After reading Wiggerman (see Ill.9- ) one is tempted to see Anzu as a Demon of Time – not like those discussed 

so cogently by that author as spirits carrying out the commands of the Gods – but of Dislocated Time, when the 

interacting cycles of planets and stars have either fallen out of synchronisation, or knowledge of their cycles lost, 

  
Ill.9-201: (Left) Neo-Babylonian version of Ninurta with starry bow striding towards Anzu c.700 (mottled pink and brown chalcedony - 

BM 129560 (1945-10-13,104)); (right) Anzu as the Dragon of Chaos (brown serpentine - BM 89589 (1896-6-19,1)) 

leaving divine order – and government on earth - in disarray. During the Second Millennium, due to Precession star 

positions would appear to have slipped from their expected, fixed stations and its disruptive effect would have been 

especially apparent since the Vernal point would by now have definitely been observed as no longer in Taurus but 
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entering the early degrees of Aries (see our section on THE DAWN OF THE AGE OF ARIES later). The Ninurta and Anzu 

myth appears to reflect this crisis – and the malevolent ophidian or bird imagery for it, along with other monstrous 

hybrids, appears ultimately to have been inspired by the hybrid imagery of Central Asian transmitted through the 

Mitanni. At the back of our minds resides the known principle that, following the split between the Indo-Āryans and 

Indo-Iranians, for the latter the Vedic Gods became the Avestan demons - and something of that reversal appears to 

have been wrought on that original benign Ninurta-Imdugud of Sumer – the starting point of this DIVERSION. 

RELEVANCE OF DIVERSION 6 FOR FORATT-29 
As prelude to the DIVERSION we looked at the emergence during the 2M of the Snake Lady in Mesopotamian art, and on Old 

Babylonian examples, and our DIVERSION then tried to make sense of the protohistorical genesis of the twisted snakes element  

of her body that in Sumer originally represented the God Ningishzida, at the time interchangeable  with Ningirsu – and both 

ultimately with Ninurta, a God whom we might characterise as ‘Proto-Baal’. We also showed how the early juxtaposition of the 

original lion-headed Eagle-God Imdugud as depicted on the  Entemena silver vase (ForAtt-4) with Ninurta in human form on the 

Stela of the Vultures (Ill.9- ) gradually polarised – to the extent that by the time Ninurta enjoyed a renaissance on Neo-Assyrian 

and Neo-Babylonian seals, Imdugud (still part-eagle, part-lion but in a different combination) now becomes the malevolent 

demon, Anzu, responsible for  ‘unstringing the sky’, and only brought to order by the loss of his wings in the great battle with 

Ninurta that also involves the Winds (on sealings often shown as led by the Snake Lady). 

This further analysis puts us in a position to start to be able to ‘read’ other material using similar imagery, and to make further 

progress later in the Iconography Section520. 

 

                                                                 
520 In our Spectra Newsletter no.5 we drew together all material on the Snake Lady into one piece, perhaps making it easier to follow by making it into one 

continuous narrative, as well as enabling further commentary on what She means astronomically (see centre top square at http://www.layish.co.uk/home.htm ) 

http://www.layish.co.uk/home.htm
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FORATT-30/31: THE INTERNATIONAL STYLE ON A BRONZE BOWL AND COSMETIC JAR  
We come now to a metal vessel of the type that became popular at the zenith of the International Style - later a type 

perpetuated by the Phoenicians – this one was straight away likened to the better-known Ras Shamra and Gurna bowls 

featured under BaLu-29/31 and probably dating to a generation after the Hittite ceramic vessels such as the Inandikdepe and 

Hüseyindede vases (Ill.9-  and Ill.9-165) discussed in our ENTERTAINMENT DIVERSION -  on which we noted the lion-prey group is 

absent, typical of Hittite preference.  

On the other hand, it is the inclusion of that motif on the Kinik, Ras Shamra and Gurna bowls that shows they belong within the 

orbit of the polyglot Levant. Since Kinik is so far north in the Hittite heartlands of Anatolia (north of Hattusas in Kastamonou 

province, with a coast on the Black Sea – see map below)  it might seem surprising to find on the Kinik bowl CANEA references 

to lion-bull attacks and griffins either side of the tree of life. Although Kinik was its owner’s home town, he had returned there 

with this bowl (an many others) after working at Ugarit - a territory living under Syro-Hittite cross-cultural overlap. Thus in the 

same way the last seal of ForAtt-31 -from Emar - though also using Hittite imagery also brings in a Forward Attack.  

                                                                       Kinik 

 
Ill.9-202: Map showing the location of Kastamonou province in north Turkey on the Black Sea in relation to Hattusas further south. 
Ugarit is just off the map, on the coast south of Aleppo, and Emar to its east. Note also the siting of Carchemish and Malatya – and 

Yerevan, in whose museum the Karashamb goblet is displayed.  (Usefully, the map also marks Çatal Hüyük and Gobekli Tepe) 

To account for what might at first seem an anomalous bowl with a Forward Attack on it in Hittite territory, Hawkins, who 

translated the bowl’s inscription, pointed out that the official Taprammi named in it turns out to have been ‘one of the best-known 

servants of the Hittite Empire’, the only non-royal individual named on a monument at Hattusas itself – and often cited on bullae 

sealings found at that site. But Taprammi is also named in the Ras Shamra records as procuring or selling slaves in the royal 

house of Ugarit, so that the origin of the Kinik bowl and the hoard of other bowls it was found with points to just that multi-

cultural territory the Emar seal sits within – no doubt obtained by him in his foreign posting before finally returning to his home 

territory in Kastamonu with a privately amassed fortune (all the other bowls in the cache were plain, a form of bullion). 
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Incidentally, just recently Lemos, in her section on the 2011-12 excavations in Euboeoia and Central Greece, described the 

exposure of eight levels (stretching from the Mycenaean (level 1) to the Archaic period (level 8)) of an oracular temple likely to 

have been dedicated to Apollo Abai at Kalapodi521, not far from the important coastal sites of Euboeoia such as Elis and 

Lefkandi. She writes: 

When it was decided to replace the small Temple 6 by the much larger Temple 7, Temple 6 was ritually buried….. The 

deposit included iron Naue II-type swords (13), spearheads (five), obeloi, personal ornaments such as necklaces, 

pins, fibulae and rings - and figurines. Notable among them is the discovery of a bronze bowl of north Syrian origin 

depicting a circle of men holding hands, possibly dancing (ID798, fig.2). These finds were burned, perhaps in a 

deliberate fire. (p.19). 

The bowl is illustrated in Neimeier’s account of his work at the site522 (his fig. 1a/b) - also characterized by him as Syro-Hittite: 

 

In other words, this maps yet another metal bowl which like the Kinik bowl had travelled far afield from its land of manufacture – 

Syria (we know from Homer how universally prized in the Troad and the Aegean these bowls were). Some aspects of the Kinik 

bowl’s iconography are purely Hittite in character and can be taken as a material gauge of the interaction going on between 

Hatti and Syria at the time, as is also the case for understanding the context of the Forward Attack/Neck Bite design on the 

unguent jar of Tutankhamun, the main entry under ForAtt-31. We need say no more on it here since its character, along with 

many other of his grave goods, has already been well covered through the Back Lunge examples in Catalogue D, but we will 

analyse the full iconographic programme of the Kinik bowl in the Iconography Section (Ill. 9-152) in order to compare it with the 

Hittite content of the Inandik, Hüseyindede vases and related rhyta and cups considered under DIVERSION 5 – as well as with 

those under ForAtt-34 and ForAtt-35 yet to be brought into the amazing range of sacred drinking vessels that include the 

Forward Attack in their decorative schemes (and preceded by the iconographical study of ForAtt-13). 

FORATT-32/33: MIDDLE ASSYRIAN SEALS – PLAIN USE OF CASPIAN ELEGANCE 
We only have precise find-spots in merchants’ houses for the early 2M Old Assyrian sealings imprinted from seals issued from 

A ur – even though they were found at Kültepe in Anatolia rather than in A ur itself. There is a similar paucity of precise find-

spots for actual Middle Assyrian seals too - whether from A ur itself, Karana/Tell Rimah, Tell Fakhariya or Tell Billa (see map 

below). Considered opinion is that the workshop centre for the carved seals would have been the newly revived capital at A ur 

that, as we show from the entries, initially drew on immediate local Caspian traditions  of the Marlik or Nuzi type with a dash of 

International Style panache in the gracefully leaping animals. The largest collection of sealed tablet archives come from Test Pit 

8 at A ur and a jar near its Tabira gate, followed by the archive from Tell Rimah which was found in a house near the temple. 

In contrast to the many sealings associated with the tablet archives of A ur, only two actual seals were found in the city, and 

since one of them, a fine Middle Assyrian seal of lapis lazuli was found in Tomb 45 ‘situated between the SW corner of the 

                                                                 
521 Irene Lemos in Árchaeological Reports of the British School of Athens 58, 19-27 
522 W-D Niemeier Das Orakelheiligtum des Apollon von Abai/Kalapodi Wiesbaden 2013 
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Ishtar temple and the remains of a Middle Assyrian house’ (Parker/Mallowan, cited further below) this might lead us to think use 

of the lion-prey group would have been associated with the Ishtar Temple and its administration though, as in earlier periods, 

many were owned by free-lance merchants. 

 
Ill.9- 203: Map naming main sites for Middle Assyrian seals and sealings– detail from OIP LXXIX523 pl.86REPLACE 

The scarcity of seals or sealings from the Assyrian capital is ascribed to the fact that A ur was a continuously occupied site so 

that old records from earlier centuries were from time to time broken up by the administration and recycled by being ploughed 

into the land, leaving mostly Neo-Assyrian seals and sealings left intact in the top-level stratigraphy. Under the two entries in this 

catalogue (ForAtt-32/33) I make no attempt to exhaustively catalogue the large number of largely repetitive examples and 

chose as representative pieces those serving to make essential points regarding continuity of Forward Attack design (the 

Assyrians were Semites and brought the lion-prey group back into the prominence it formerly held under the Early Dynastic 

kingdoms). The date band in the entry refers to the main seal or sealing, since the pieces grouped with it underneath serve 

either to demonstrate the repeat use of a conservative image tradition, or the slight variations made on it at the hands of 

different generations of craftsmen. They only became mannerist in treatment - with more strongly overt astronomical references 

added - in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods. Barbara Parker under her married name of Barbara Mallowan (Max 

Mallowan remarried after Agatha Christie’s death) penned a succint overview of 13C and 12C Middle Assyrian seals in the 

Baghdad Directorate-General of Antiquities’ own journal524 (to which I add one or two more points myself): 

 
Ill.9- 204: Horse and groom on damaged agate seal from Tell Rimah (TR 5650/IM72908), rolled twice 

 The earliest Middle Assyrian seal designs (B Mallowan ibid. figs 1-7) are plain, with one or two figures in ritual scenes 

or single/paired inactive animals with a tree – often with a horizontal inscription across the top. Our top two examples 

under ForAtt-32 well convey this early stage, so transitional that they still betray Kassite/Caspian traits, spelled out in 

                                                                 
523 C W McEwan et al. (eds) Soundings at Tell Fakhariyah OIP LXXIX Chicago 1958 (Chapter on seals by Hélène Kantor 69-85) 
524 B Mallowan ‘Iconography of Assyrian Cylinder Seals of the 13C BC’ Sumer XXXV 1939 296-304 (bear in mind the paper is printed in the Arabic page order 

with the text pages last) 
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the entry. Indeed, a damaged agate seal from Tell Rimah (illustrated in Parker op.cit. 1975 as her no. 48, reproduced 

above) has a finely carved horse with groom and tree, deemed by her the most beautiful seal of the site.  

 Human figures tend to be clean-shaven in the earlier seals and change mostly to bearded figures in the later ones (the 

clean-shaven, robed men reintroduced into Neo-Assyrian art are usually eunuchs). 

 ForAtt-32 also introduces a favourite theme retained on Middle Assyrian seals throughout: the lion attacks the 

suckling mother of the calf, itself on later seals becoming the centrepiece of the attack (c.f. the roughly contemporary 

Mycenaean design in the second seal under ForAtt-26 – though it is a revived idea from former 3M Sumerian seals). 

 Gracefully leaping animals are thought to have been introduced from the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta, very much a feature 

of the International Style, tying in with such objects as the Ras Shamra bronze bowl. 

 Under ForAtt-33 representing designs of the following century the human/warrior king (possibly also even the God  

A ur himself) enters the scene to challenge the lion/demon attack (the kind of change seen in the Uruk Stance 

Catalogue B between EDI and EDII seals).  

 The earliest Middle Assyrian seals (when we have them – there are, of course, scores of unprovenanced seals in 

Museum collections525) are made of hard, semi-precious stones such as jaspers and chalcedonies. The A ur lapis 

lazuli seal referred to above ties in with the (at first) continued use of such Central Asian materials in the jewellery of 

the time (Ill.9-  right shows the necklace also found in A ur Tomb 45 with it.) Parker op.cit. 1975 suggests the long 

strings shown all lthe way down the backs of the two men officiating in the worship scene in ForAtt-32 bottom row left 

(her seal no.32 – TR5657/IM72567) ‘indicates the counterweight cord to their heavy necklaces’. That seal is also 

interesting in showing both a stag and an ibex as the heraldic animals – the combination we expand upon as a feature 

of the iconography of the Kinik Bowl (ForAtt-31) that cross-refers to Hittite preferences. 

Looking at the main seal of ForAtt-32, the boar is a variation on other prey depicted on other Middle Assyrian seals (right into 

modern times élite Iraqis considered it a sport to go boar-hunting in the marshes of southern Iraq). The seal next to it is 

interesting for its clever elision of the Forward Attack group with the old-fashioned ‘wild-man’ version of Gilgamesh. Other Middle 

Assyrian seals from A ur implicitly link the composition to the idea of the king as the hero, or the God A ur as Holy Mountain 

(carrying on the tradition of well-known Kassite prototypes). On most seals the male figure with animals at his sides and on 

outstretched arms526, is akin to the Shiva figure surrounded, zodiacwise, by animals on Indus sealsis and not overtly connected 

to mountain terrain (other than on the scribe’s seal under this entry). Overall we should probably take the hero as standing in for 

either hero or God. The entry’s last seal was chosen to show continuity of composition type into the Neo-Babylonian period. 

It must have been a difficult decision in the past whether to separate texts from seals, as happened in the case of the Nuzi 

seals, but when Parker in her papers on the Tell Rimah seals has to refer to the separate publication of the texts by Saggs et al. 

one feels a lot was lost by separating them. The recent publication, therefore, of one of the the A ur business archives along 

with commentary on the sealings on them527 is welcome. 

FORATT-34/35/36: THE FORWARD ATTACK IN CANAANITE AND CYPRIOT OUTPOSTS 
The African elephant ivory cup from Lachish, the main entry of ForAtt-34, is carved with two Forward Attacks on two registers, 

one each of the type already seen on earlier artefacts common in the Levant. It was found in a cache on the last level (Level III) 

                                                                 
525 See, for instance, P R S Moorey et al. ‘Ancient Near Eastern Cylinder Seals Acquired by the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1963-73’ Iraq XL 1978  41-60 + 

pls iv-ix – notably no. 41, pl.vi 
526 U Mortgat-Correns ‘Beiträge zur mittelassyrischen Glyptik’ in K Bittel (ed.) Vorderasiatische Archäologie : Studien und Aufsätze : Anton Moortgat zum 

65. Geburtstag Berlin 1964 165-177 – Abb.1 
527 E Cancik-Kirschbaum Texte Zur Mittelassyrischen Palastwirtschaft in Assur: Der Fundkomplex Assur 13058. Teil I. Mit Einem Beitrag Zu Den 

Siegeln Von Barbara Feller Berlin 2016 
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in the shrine area of a single-chambered temple entered through a small adyton. The main chamber had two back rooms 

behind, with steps up to an altar shrine against the dividing wall and several benches in front facing a ‘baldacchino’ zone just in 

 
Ill.9- 205: Plan of Level III of the Fosse Temple showing the shrine in the centre –Tufnell Lachish II pl. LXVIII 

front of the shrine originally supported by four columns - the plan above comes from Tufnell’s report on the Fosse Temple cited 

in the entry – so called because built in a narrow gulley. Clearly the cup belonged to the ritual apparatus of the shrine, and was 

found with other burned fragments of ivory, mostly animal figures for inlays, perfume containers/spoons and small female 

heads, the latter possibly belonging to multi-media figurines. The simplicity of the chapel and informality of the shrine and its 

apparatus provides a parallel with the cult shrine at Mycenae (which also had an ivory head for a small multi-media cult statue 

and ivory lion figurine left on the small shrine-altar - Ill.9- ). The Lachish cup’s base is missing, but part of a fragmentary lid in 

the collection may belong to it (it has the right diameter). Tufnell had little to say about the decoration on the cup, one of only 

two or three larger items in the group left more or less intact. She reckoned metalwork pieces could originally have been in the 

hoard, but looted early on.  

On excavation the Megiddo vessel under the same entry (taking us just over the dividing line of our Chronological Focus cut-off 

date) was immediately compared by Loud to its Lachish cousin – the sites being in the same territory and suffering the same 

final destruction around the same time, though where the Lachish cup is wholly Syro-Mesopotamian in its iconography, Megiddo 

almost inevitably (with its history of conflict or compromise with Egypt over the centuries) brings in the popular Egyptian Bes 

frieze (from its find-spot in a house, we can only surmise it belonged to an official who relished his dual identity). The Samarian 

ivories coming next under this entry, however, were quite clearly intended as more frivolous decoration for palace furniture in 

the same vein as our examples from Ebla Palace G under ForAtt-11 and were dated by the Crowfoots (if not to one of the 

Osorkons) to the time of Sheshonk (10-9C) - the favourite for the role of father-in-law to King Solomon – he certainly inspired a 

new wave of Egyptian influence in Judah. There is no trace of Assyrian influence in these ivories which, as the authors declare, 

seem to have been worked by native Syrians living around present-day Hama, Damascus and the Phoenician harbours - towns 

in alliance with Ahab, famed in the Bible for his ‘ivory house’528. However, despite the strong connections between most of the 

Samarian ivories and Egyptian imagery, these two particular Forward Attack pieces are wholly native. 

THE DOWNWARD SLIDE IN  RULERSHIP AND ART 

The drinking flagon under ForAtt-36 reported by Karageorghis is a vivid demonstration of how takeup of the CANEA imagery 

and aping of the big boys’ drinking ritual looks when applied by a local ruler without a grand imperial workshop at his disposal, 

simply using local potters and painters from the island. The commemoration on the jug of a chief enacting the New Year 

                                                                 
528 I Kings XXII, 39 – in actual fact probably referring to a house with just one reception room panelled in cedar, generously inlaid with ivory 
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feasting celebration (here with no musical accompaniment) has the same quaint charm, in even humbler form, as the 

Karashamb goblet (ForAtt-13) - with strong echoes of the Sumerian plaques under ForAtt-8. The winged sphinxes either side 

of the palm are a particularly strong Mitanni echo (a group often featuring on Mitanni seals – as in Ill.9-181 left – and, of course, 

on the centre base of the Kinik bowl). 

These last pieces of evidence for the use of the Forward Attack appear to mark the onset of what used to be called The Dark 

Ages, initiated by the ravages of the Sea Peoples a decade or so after 1200. These events turned the politics of the Levant and 

Aegean upside down, witnessing the end of the Mycenaean palaces, the Mitanni Empire – and even of the Hittite Empire in its 

fullest glory. Thus whilst the provincial flavour of the items from the Paphos area under ForAtt-35 might make the choice of 

Forward Attack (or any other lion-prey composition) obvious in a local temple context, the pieces from Enkomi using the motif – 

whether under that entry or under ForAtt-36 – seem more to reflect petty court life being aped on the Levantine model, perhaps 

not so much by a Cypriote native but possibly even by a Mycenaean colonist mercenary. We explore these themes more deeply 

under the Iconography Section.  

The final entries coming under our Chronological Focus demanded less coverage and were dealt with more briefly since the 

focus of our interest, the participation of the Mycenaeans in an exchange network reaching as far as Central Asia and India via 

the Mitanni, by now is now no longer an issue - until we can come back to the same pieces in the Iconography Section. 

END OF CHRONOLOGICAL FOCUS ART HISTORY COMMENTARY 
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D: FORATT-37-60: FORWARD ATTACK ART HISTORY FROM THE FIRST MILLENNIUM  
 

DISTRIBUTION 
The main distribution of First Millennium Forward Attack items – again based on the first item in each entry - is mapped out 

below, revealing how the continuum between the Levantine and Aegean worlds from the previous millennium at first persisted 

despite the more fragmented political situation (ForAtt-37-43). Then half way as the Assyrians lose their empire to Babylon and 

they in turn to Persia (original homeland of the lion-prey symbol 2,500 years earlier) the Forward Attack revives from Anatolia to 

Archaic Greece, not so much on seals now, but more on pottery and temple sculpture (ForAtt-44-48). The subject arrives in 

Etruscan Italy on pottery and metalwork (ForAtt-49-50) and even reaches Sicily (ForAtt-52) as part of the Magna Graecia 

floruit. As with  other compositional types the Forward Attack is also used on satrapal coinage and tombs showing Achaemenid 

influence (ForAtt-51 and ForAtt-53-54) and then in the Hellenistic and Roman periods it crops up on pieces that strictly 

speaking are beyond our remit but deserve our attention for their sheer continuity of use in new forms of religion (ForAtt-55-60). 

 
Ill.9-206:  Distribution of First Millennium and Roman catalogue artefacts  ForAtt-37 to ForAtt-60)  

 

Though going with hard facts where they exist, we have more or less intuitively placed the first items that appear to reflect a 

period of breakdown and revival on the part of both the imperial administrations and small centres in the provinces. For our 

overarching general view we can explain continuity of the use of the Forward Attack group as partly showing the inevitable 

upkeep of threads of tradition (both Levantine and Mycenaean) long after the disappearance of the 2M Mitanni Empire, but also 

viewing provincial centres as trying to emulate a re-emergent Assyrian Empire, with new places on mainland Greece or 

Phoenicia adopting the Forward Attack for the first time. In actual fact we find that the Assyrians themselves put the lion-prey 

motif well in the background - before abandoning it altogether. But its continued use on into the First Millennium AD shows how 

universally meaningful the Forward Attack - along with the other compositional types - continued to be. 

 

DATING: THE CHRONOLOGICAL GAP BETWEEN THE SECOND AND FIRST MILLENNIA 
For the end of the Second Millennium and start of the First, especially, we cannot avoid the chronology problems that arise from 

our attempts to cross-calibrate dating between sites and civilisations. It is due to the uncertainties of the elastic gap 1100-850 

BC (which has given rise to the same items being datable as much to 1100 as to 850 as Peter James529, an early initiator of the 

long-running debate on the need to recalibrate ancient chronology, convincingly demonstrated in relation to Archaic Greek ivory  

                                                                 
529 Peter James Centuries of Darkness : a challenge to the conventional chronology of Old World archaeology London 1991 (in collaboration with I J 

Thorpe, and with a Foreword by Colin Renfrew 
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figurines) that we placed ForAtt-32-36 on the Chronological Focus Distribution Map even though one or two of those pieces at 

least could belong anywhere within that gap and take their place also in the First Millennium theatre. (We will have more time to 

teaze out 1M chronology to seriate matching artefacts more precisely In the next Catalogue.) This gap means the Lachish, 

Megiddo and Cyprus pieces of ForAtt-34/35/36 could be interpreted as much as coming from the last strongholds of 

reciprocally shared traditions as the ‘Dark Ages’ started to set in, as to being examples of newly forming ‘sheikhdoms’ as 

pioneer centres of recovery after the massive societal breakdown set off by the Sea Peoples – a process summed up by the 

warrior burial at Lefkandi in Euboea (his rulership was not passed on once he and the queen buried with him had departed) 

where the administration had still attempted to add a coordinating level to farmsteads around them on the Mitanni/Mycenaean 

model. Until the emergence of embryo regional governments in the Levant, Assyria and Greece in the First Millennium under 

clear imperatives, only a few temple outposts at places like Ephesus, Olympia or Perachora, deeply sunk in ancient traditions 

beyond the pale of war, served to keep the guttering flame of religious ritual burning during the long hiatus. This aftermath, in 

this Catalogue only discernible in a small handful of relevant artefacts from 1150 onwards, is outside our Chronological Focus 

study and I leave them to speak for themselves in the catalogue entries. And given the chronological ambiguities of the 

200/250-year gap between 1150 and 900 it is easier to elide it with the re-establishment of the new forms of political 

organisation in the First Millennium as dealt with in Catalogue F: The Bilateral Attack. 

Indeed, current scholarship now deals with this period of disassociated and conflicting dating evidence by taking the Archaic 

Period as starting from the fall of the Mycenaeans and lasting to the end of the Persian Wars (c. 1200-479 BC)530 – and we 

follow suit. By way of introduction we could follow the demise of the Mycenaeans as it affected Perati (site of the Mitanni seal 

treated under ForAtt-25). 

DISINTEGRATION IN GREECE AT THE-END OF THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 

More vividly than from the generalisations of any history book, Iakovidis’ summary of the decline of Perati531 (his pp.110-111) 

well sums up the situation from its archaeological record, as the chaos of what used to be called the  ‘Dark Ages’ set in:  

The cemetery was inaugurated soon after the destruction of the houses and the palaces at Mycenae and Tiryns, the 

desertion of the citadel at Gla, the tombs at Prosymna and the settlements at Lerna and Berbati. The earliest tombs 

are contemporary with the first houses built at Lefkandi, which were added to the settlements already existing at 

Aghios Kosmas, Vourvatsi, Kopreze, Ligori, Brauron, Spata, Velanideza, Aegina and Eleusis at a time when the 

fountain on the Athenian Acropolis was being abandoned, the fortification wall and the palace at Englianos destroyed 

by fire. Consequently the beginnings of the cemetery must be placed in the years that followed the disruption of the 

Mycenaean Koine. The raids of the Sea Peoples had upset the status quo in the Levant and brought about radical 

changes in the population of Syria and Palestine. The Mycenaeans tried to adjust their activities to this new state of 

things. Some of their old trading posts, such as Ugarit, had been destroyed, but others had survived, new settlements 

were established at Tarsus and Cyprus – and sea trade, limited in scope but unchanged as to goods or ports of call, 

was resumed along the familiar Aegan trade routes. By the widespread distribution of their wares the newly created 

Close and Pictorial styles show clearly the extent of Mycenaean expansion during this period. At Mycenae the granary 

is burnt down but the citadel is still inhabited and so is the city of Argos. Life goes on much as before in Athens and 

Attica, where one more settlement, that near Karatea, was founded. Lefkandi and Naxos in the Aegean, Rhodes, Kos, 

Miletus and Episcope (Müskebi) in the Dodecanese and on the Anatolian coast are flourishing, and pottery reaches 

                                                                 

530 Robin Osborne Greece in the Making 1200-479 BC  London 2009 is, for instance, now a standard student textbook 
531 For the bigger picture the key facts are given in G Middleton The Collapse of Palatial Society in LBA Greece and the Postpalatial Period Oxford 2010 
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Troy VIIb, Pitane and a couple of sites in Palestine. In Cyprus the cities of Enkomi and Sinda receive a new influx of 

colonists. Crete follows the general stylistic trend, but creates her own fringed-style variety. The mainland, however, 

could not maintain its wealth and prosperity on this limited sea trade alone, however brisk. Little by little the remaining 

palaces and citadels, such as Mycenae, are deserted and fall into ruins, Asine and Lefkandi are abandoned ... Finally, 

as communications by sea are cut back, a trickle of objects begins to appear denoting new overland links with Central 

and Eastern Europe. 

In this world Perati occupied a very important place. The inhabitants were potters, bronze-workers and jewellers as 

well as hunters and fishermen. Women spun, wove and sewed, children played with seashells and with clay figurines 

of animals and furniture. The wealth of the community was obviously due to the contacts maintained by her sailors 

with the Aegan and the Levant. These contacts, direct and friendly, were not limited to mere commercial relations. 

Much closer than that, they led to a constant exchange of ideas as well as of goods, resulting in the adoption of styles 

and of customs to a degree which must have been greater than the material remains can show us today. 

In our Chronological Focus study we spent the greatest proportion of time on the Perati seal of ForAtt-25 since this one object 

sums up the Mycenae-Mitanni interface in so many ways. The degeneration of Mycenaean sites (including Perati itself) seems 

to have happened hand-in-glove with the disappearance of the Syrian Mitanni into the background as they lost their grip on 

power (though of course conquered peoples do not just go away and - since semi-nomadic themselves – they probably even 

played a part in setting up some of the new Neo-Hittite and Aramaean sheikhdoms).  

As the Great Powers lose their supremacy for some decades – indeed centuries - we might read the above disintegration and 

regrouping into the entries ending our Chronological Focus, as also into the coming handful of entries now following for 

commentary. Our visualisation of the situation is much enhanced by reading two new papers that have emerged recently on 

who the Sea Peoples really were - and how they operated. Taking an anthropological view and using comparisons with 

historical instances of piracy on the high seas, Hitchcock et al.532 analyse the Sea Peoples in terms of a pirate culture which 

would have brought together desperate individuals from disparate tribes mostly operating from Aegean and Mediterranean 

islands or coasts (much like the Libyan people-traffickers and Somali pirates of today - hence the sobriquet, ‘Sea Peoples’). On 

the basis of key Ugaritic correspondence Emanuel533 suggests there had always been a piratical element in Aegean life even 

during the mid-Mycenaean period, but that there was an increase in its scale as the Bronze Age moved to its end, tipping the 

balance towards the unretrievable societal breakdown triggered by the final surges of Sea People activity. He explains the 

make-up of these groups as ‘unaffiliated entrepreneurs’ who are likely to have first operated through ‘zones of transference’ (the 

islands and coastal points referred to by Hitchcock) from which they could strike, but which were impermanent bases, making it 

impossible for those chasing them to fight back because they were mariner nomads. Such niches of operation become the 

‘point of exchange where the mariners of different cultures meet and interact. Cyprus is an example of such an agent, situated 

as it is in the heart of the eastern Mediterranean world and at the intersection between the Aegean and Near East’. To Emanuel 

this is confirmed by ‘the multicultural nature of the personal effects found in the Uluburun wreckage’, leading to the idea that 

boats in themselves became ‘floating agents of transference’ that with improvements in ship technology made them more and 

more effective as dash and grab machines ‘once opportunities for legitimate business became more scarce’. 

 

                                                                 
532 L A Hitchcock et al. ‘A Pirate’s Life for Me: the Maritime Culture of the Sea Peoples’ Palestine Exploration Quarterly 148,4 2016 245-64,  
533 Jeffrey P Emanuel ‘Maritime Worlds Collide: Agents of Transference and the Metastasis of Seaborne Threats at the End of the Bronze Age’ Palestine 

Exploration Quarterly 148,4 2016 265-80  
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RECOVERY: PIECE-MEAL HEIRS OF THE MITANNI EMPIRE TO 800: FORATT-37-43  
Bryce534 suggests the hidden seeds of many of the kingdoms appearing on the map below probably germinated as early as the 

late 12C as the immediate result of displaced Hittite royalty or former local Hittite viceroys taking over local Hittite or ex-Mitanni 

administrative centres after the Sea Peoples disaster (some of these places were later briefly subjected to the forays of Tiglath-

pileser I (1114-1076) bur with no lasting results). Most can be identified as Hittite from their use of Luwian hieroglyphs for their 

monument inscriptions. Carchemish and Guzana appear to have served as the prototypes for the surrounding kingdoms that – 

on a smaller scale – also erected their own modest Hattusas-style lion gates and orthostat wall-claddings to mark their individual 

enclaves up to around 800. One curiosity pointed out by Bryce is the Iron Age kingdom of Adanaja - roughly corresponding to 

Cilicia - which ‘lay in a Luwian as well as a Hurrian cultural zone’. He suggests the people from here, possibly migrants from 

Greece, could be identified with the Denyen who would have ‘played a role in the Sea Peoples’ onslaught on Egypt’ (perhaps 

also on the Hittites themselves, being so close by).  

 
Ill.9-207  The Neo-Hittite/Aramaic kingdoms c.900535 in relation to A ur territory to their East (pink bordered): for present purposes 

note in particular Gargame /Carchemish and Guzana/Tell Halaf - on the same latitude as Tarsus in Adanaja at the extreme west 

Certainly our two North Syrian pieces under ForAtt-37 are symptomatic of the fragmented and restricted political landscape 

emerging after the Sea Peoples’ depredations in the regions formerly lorded over by the Great Powers, now operating as 

fragmented cells over the same geographical arena and run as petty kingdoms trying to keep up the standards of former great 

empires on a local level. This had already been attempted in the small kingdoms of Cyprus and Canaan, all of which also used 

the Forward Attack and other CANEA motifs (ForAtt-34/35/36). Bryce’s inclusion in his survey of provincial kingdoms slightly 

further afield, such as Phrygia and Urartu, leads us to to explain continued use of the Syrian-style Forward Attack by viewing the 

artefacts in entries ForAtt-37 to ForAtt-43 as all partakers in the after-glow of the former North Syrian cultural outreach, with 

Assyria – represented by ForAtt-38/39 - ultimately coming to dominate over them all in the coming two centuries. 

The map above sums up well the post-Mitanno-Hittite arrangement of Northern Syria, which also included a handful of Aramean 

kings aping the Hittite-inspired citadels. The latter had different origins from the Hittite diaspora Bryce detects as the overall 

scenario behind these developments. An extract from the collected papers of Gertrude Bell on the politics of the Arab tribes of 

                                                                 
534 T Bryce The World of the Neo-Hittite Kingdoms Oxford 2012 
535 Detail from the frontispiece to H Niehr (ed) The Aramaeans in Ancient Syria Leiden and Boston 2014 
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Syria-Iraq and Arabia during the time of the Post-WWI British Occupation536 gives insight into something of the modus operandi 

that would hardly have changed in its motivation from centuries earlier: 

… In the life of the Arabian deserts there is little to which the passage of time brings alteration. … The sparse rainfall, 

the meagre supply of underground water, prohibit any extensive agricultural development. … From time immemorial 

the inland tribes have supplied their wants from the nearest watered and cultivated land, where a sedentary 

population can raise in its rich fields and palm groves what is lacking to the hungry children of the wilderness… . The 

towns of Syria, Damascus, Homs, Hamah and Aleppo are all markets for the Badawin of the Syrian Desert, indeed 

Damascus is now, as she has been in the past, at once the metropolis of the wilderness and of the settled country… . 

On the eastern side of the Syrian Desert the towns of the Euphrates play a similar part. 

She explains how, still in her time, the true Bedouin nomads would make sorties to obtain what they needed from the urban 

centres and then retreat to their own enclaves – in order to escape the controlling bureaucracies of centralised cities. But what 

happens when that organised Ottoman/Hittite/Mitanni overlordship breaks down? Such tribesmen often then set up their own 

provincial centres (for the 20C she sees the origins of the sheikhdoms of Kuwait and Saudi Najaf in such  terms) and they start 

dealing direct between each other – sometimes even building their own permanent structures for tribal protection. Something 

along these lines seems to have taken place in the formation of the little kingdoms mapped above – until in the 9C one 

resurgent tribe, the Assyrians (particularly in the person of Ashurnasirpal II – ForAtt-38) was organised enough and ruthless 

enough to swallow them all up, one after the other (indeed, often the only knowledge we have of these minor kingdoms comes 

in the records kept by the scribes of Ashurnasirpal).  

Into this picture, for further south in Canaan, scholarship has built up a different jigsaw to account for the founding and  

 

development of the Philistine cities of the Pentapolis 1200-1000 (map above) declared by T Dothan537 as initially settlements 

‘associated with the arrival of the Sea Peoples/Philistines’, the prime archaeolgical indicator being the introduction of a new 

locally-made Mycenaean-type pottery. War did not subside, and these Pentapolis cities became fortress cities, well documented 

in the stories of the Old Testament, deploying, as Dothan puts it ‘unique cultic installations and a distinctive material culture, all 

reflecting strong Aegean ties’. Reminded by Collins538, for an accurate overall picture we must fit ini yet one more small kingdom 

- the emergence of Israel inland to the east (starting c.1000 from nomad beginnings out of the Exodus). Again, its story is well 

chronicled in the Bible culminating in the building of Solomon’s Temple at Jerusalem based on Canaanite temple prototypes and 

decorated using Assyrian-type iconography and making full use of the best textiles, semi-precious stones, woods and ivory (with 

its use of two serpents, against this context of internationally obtained raw materials and imagery, note in particular the Ain 

Samiya goblet found in the Shechem area of Jerusalem, Ill.9-19), a more abstruse addition to our corpus of ritual vessels). The 

Promised Land later divided into its Israel and Judah halves and – in the same situation as the other small kingdoms further 

north - eventually had to bow to Assyrian and Babylonian imperial might. 

                                                                 
536 G Bell ‘Mesopotamian Outposts of Civilization’ reprinted in Paul Rich (ed.) Arab War Lords and Iraqi Star Gazers NY 1992 pp23-32 
537 T Dothan ‘Cultural Affinities between Philistia and Cyprus during the 12-10 Centuries’ in V Tatton-Brown (ed.) Cyprus and the East Mediterranean in the Iron 

Age London 1989 120-1. See also her many books and papers on the subject of the Sea Peoples. 
538 P Collins From Egypt to Babylon London 2008 – see his Chapter 7, ‘Survival and Revival 1000-900 BC’. 
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We can now consider the individual entries. 

FORATT-37: SIGNS OF RECOVERY AFTER THE DARK AGES IN NEO-HITTITE AND ARAMAEAN PALACE RELIEFS 
Carchemish and Tell Halaf are token representatives for the scene described above of small kingdom formation, In terms of 

monumental remains from provincial palaces erected c.1000 in former Mitanno-Hittite territory - and given the Forward Attacks 

on the Gargame /Carchemish and Guzana/Tell Halaf orthostats of ForAtt-37 are the only relevant pieces in this Catalogue 

directly representative of the long recovery process triggered by the demise of the Hittite Empire at the start of the millennium 

we can put off assessing their position within their decorative programmes until all the Catalogues are completed. In Chapter 17 

both sites are of great use in piecing together the full Canon of Ancient Near Eastern Art (CANEA), given both sites went a 

long way towards using the whole cycle in one decorative programme. Indeed, putting aside the A ur Stelenreihen unearthed 

by Andrae, it can plausibly be argued that the Tell Halaf and Carchemish programmes precede the first Neo-Assyrian use of 

orthostats (as in the NW Palace of A urnasirpal - ForAtt-39) to clad palace brick walls with a more enduring and monumental 

surface. Suffice it here to refer to the representation at each site of a Forward Attack (along with most other attack types that 

take their place in other, appropriate Catalogues – and nearly always just preceding the Neo-Assyrian entries).  

FORATT-38/39: THE EMPIRE STARTS TO STRIKE BACK: THE FORWARD ATTACK IN NEO-ASSYRIA 
With the Assyrian pieces under these entries we mostly leave the entry information as sufficient to speak for itself until we are in 

a position to consider the iconographical programmes of the Neo-Hittite and Neo-Assyrian palaces539 as a whole in Chapter 17.  

As the Neo-Assyrian Empire began to establish itself, the court clearly turned to the repertoire already to hand from its 

immediate mixed Syrian and Mitanni heritage, either making its own minor artefacts at court workshops in metal and ivory, or 

importing ready-made minor arts from Syria (below is an unusual example of a Nimrud lion-on-griffin Forward Attack): 

 
Ill.9-208: Fragment of decoration on an ivory flask fashioned out of a tusk, found in Well A, NW Palace, Nimrud – IM79508 (unusually 

the lion is in Forward Attack mode on an eagle-headed griffin) 

It is Aššurnasirpal II (Foratt-42) who was the first to use relief stone orthostats (originally painted to make them more colourful) 

to clad Assyrian palace brick wall interiors – a convention perpetuated thereafter in the following Neo-Assyrian palaces. The two 

representative blocks we have chosen from Room G that make up ForAtt-42 are of the type showing the king sprinkled with 

water by a winged genie using a pine cone dipped in a small bucket held on the arm - or ministered to by a eunuch-courtier. 

Such scenes - almost alike but with little differences - were most commonly interspersed with eagle-headed protective spirits 

either side of a Tree of Life, culminating - as in the centerpiece in the British Museum – in a panel showing the king enthroned. 

But it is almost exclusively on the Aššurnasirpal II blocks for the NW Palace at Nimrud that we find the early convention of 

depicting embroidered panels on the robes of the king, adding a subtext to the iconography of royal propaganda  – it was barely 

taken up by later kings. Canby540 notes only two instances where embroidered narratives are not placed on robes worn by the 

king: clearly the cosmic symbols are regarded as the trappings of royalty alone, in recognition of the Gods and the Calendar. 

We should bear in mind that in early Neo-Assyrian history the court still very much rested on the laurels of its 2M reputation for 

making and trading in beautiful textiles, which had been disseminated through Syria and into Kanesh since c.1900. The detail of 

                                                                 
539 For the Ashurnasirpal programmes in key NW Palace rooms, see in particular S M Paley King of the World: Ashur-nasir-pal II of Assyria 883-859 BC 

New York 1976  and J Meuszynski Die Reconstruction der Reliefdarstellungen und ihrer Anordnung im Nordwestpalast von Kalhu (Nimrud) Mainz 1981 
540 J V Canby Ðecorated Garments in Ashurnasirpal’s Sculpture’ Iraq XXXIII 1971 31-53 
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tasselling, weaving and embroidered borders on the king’s robes in these Aššurnasirpal reliefs give a tantalising glimpse of the 

height of finesse and elaboration that could be attained in Assyrian textiles still, as the kingdom regrouped following the 

destructions of the Sea Peoples and their chaotic aftermath. It is on these embroideries that we also see repeated in miniature 

many of the the large scenes on the Carchemish blocks – but the lion-prey groups are shown only in the embroideries and there 

are no parallel monumental sculptures to be found anywhere in Neo-Assyrian art. They do appear sometimes on seals and on 

metalwork, especially bowls - as if now considered an old-fashioned, yet preciously traditional, way of referring to Ishtar. Layard 

was particularly interested in the lion-prey groups in the embroidery, and tried to draw most of them for his Monuments of 

Nineveh (1849). Hence we chose for our entry the two orthostats best supported by the drawings of Layard containing Forward 

Attacks, along with a third which probably belongs to a similar group on the MMA, NY orthostats (as Canby points out, his 

drawings often improve on the crudely scratched originals!). 

It is still useful to assess the next handful of entries from the angle of provincial manifestations of Old Syrian/Assyrian design. 

FORATT-40-43: PROVINCIAL FORWARD ATTACKS IN ASSYRIAN BORDERLANDS 
These entries widen our view to the realisation that it was not only the Neo-Hittite states that enjoyed a century or so of self-rule, 

but that the scope of the Forward Attack group and its connotations reaches Luristan, Urartu, Phrygia, Canaan, Cyprus and 

isolated Greek mainland or island centres. Sadly, for Greece itself, Lefkandi leaves us no lion-prey artefact to go with, despite 

the fact that during the 2-1M transitional lacuna its Heroön stood out as a brave, last-ditch survival of Mycenaean warrior 

custom, since Coldstream541 - at the same conference as T Dothan just referred to - emphasised the importance of Euboeoa as 

a key centre for exporting Greek pottery to the Levant in coming centuries. To avoid the southern coast of Anatolia, in order to 

reach proto-Phoenician Tyre its initial 10C route relied on those southern ports created by the small kingdoms of Cyprus, mostly 

founded by expats from a dispersed Mycenaean world following the Sea Peoples débâcle (Coldstream’s maps b/c below show, 

left, the full 9-8C variety of ports visited at the floruit of the trade and, right, the falling off just to Tyre and Al-Mina in the late 8C). 

Cyprus played an important part as intermediary between these Aegean and Levantine bases, partly accounting for the 

continuity of use of the lion-prey group there too (with occasional Egyptianising insertions), reinforced after Assyria solved its 

Urartu problem and made Cyprus a vassal. The retro-trade from Tyre, often also using the motif due to its long near-eastern 

pedigree, explains the metal bowls appearing at Cypriot and Aegean sites from Phoenicia to as far as Lefkandi and Olympia. 

 

                                                                 
541 J N Coldstream ‘Early Greek Visitors to Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean’ in V Tatton-Brown (ed.) ibid. 90-96 
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FORATT-40: METAL BELTS 
First, the Luristan metal belt section under ForAtt-40 cited by Dussaud – a conventional military item of uniform in the mountain 

regions of the time, even attested as far as the contemporary Hallstatt region of Germany - features the kneeling archer in 

relation to a Forward Attack (in this case using his arrow as a spear) already familiar earlier in the Second Millennium in the Ebla 

zone of influence (ForAtt-14 and on the Karashamb goblet, ForAtt-13). Closer to the Central Asian context, we had the same 

kneeling figure on a seal from the Caspian region at Marlik (ForAtt-23), and with this new entry supposedly from Luristan’s Kuh-

i-Dasht valley region along with other frequent belt remains, we can place its origins in the highlands just beyond the well-

established Elamite sites of Susa and Choga Zanbil (see maps below). Under the floor of the main temple hall at Surkh Dum 

was a hoard of bronze mirrors and pins, a pestle and other objects, and in various rooms throughout the complex were some 

200 cylinder seals, some with Kassite inscriptions. The dating range for the Luristan bronzes is wide, but the presence of the 

Kassite seals gives one good reason for starting it at 1200 (even if other seals are from to the succeeding dynasty in Babylon) 

 

 

since there are other clues that Luristan was the homeland of Kassites, much as Marlik in the Elburz mountain valleys is seen 

by Wilhelm to be the earliest Mitanni home province beginning to encroach on Turan. In his paper on the Luristan bronzes cited 

for this entry, Dussaud dwells particularly on the Zoroastrian/pre-Mithraic implications of the motif on this belt section (to be 

discussed by us in the Iconography Section) – a piece he himself dates to the 9C542. He points out how several motifs – such as 

the human-headed sphinx with horns, the Gilgamesh figure, the appearance of minor animals such as the fox and hare along 

with the falcon – let alone profuse use of the lion and prey group and the kneeling archer– are held in common between the art 

of the Luristan region and sites such as Zinjirli, Tell Halaf or Carchemish – one reason why his date range for the bronzes starts 

at 1200. The second belt in the entry from Urartu (8-7C, now in Detroit) is of such polished workmanship that at first glance one 

                                                                 
542 R Dussaud ‘Ceinture en Bronze du Louristan avec Scènes de Chasse’ Syria XV 1934 189-199 
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might judge it to be Assyrian, but in fact like the Luristan belts it was made locally, this time closely based on the Assyrian style 

and imagery of the time. (E S Drower noted broad metal belts are still sometimes worn in the Mosul region, by Yezidi women.)  

FORATT-41: PHRYGIA 

Bryce (ibid.) reminds us Phrygia, bordering on Lydia (see Körte’s map below), was a sometime Assyrian province, a crucially 

influential area influencing the geometric designs of Proto-Attic Greek pottery. The main ForAtt-41 entry from Gordion is an 

unusual variation of artefact using the Forward Attack – a wooden handle for a cauldron lid, surely for contents of ritual 

importance (by this time cauldrons as a key piece of ritual equipment had spread from Urartu to Eurasia, Anatolia and Greece, 

some featuring prominently at the international sanctuary of Olympia or as far afield as Salamis in Cyprus itself). The Gordion 

cauldron came from the richest tomb on the Gordion necropolis, Tumulus III, which also contained a large amount of Geometric-

style pottery. From Pazarli, also in Phrygia, the tile cladding with stand-off Forward Attacks, perhaps a provincial imitation of the 

orthostats of the Neo-Hittite kingdoms, indicates some inspiration from the independent enclaves further south. They form part 

  

of an elaborate decorative scheme (shown below) for whose semi-circular crenellations with lion-prey groups along the top we 

return in the next Catalogue. Associated with them is the line of marching soldiers using a style close to the well-known file of 

soldiers on Mycenaean Pictorial Style pottery, such as the Warrior Vase. In coming entries we will notice the same adherence to 

the asssociation of scenes showing preparation for war alongside lion-prey groups. 
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FORATT-42: EARLY ARCHAIC GREECE 
ForAtt-42 brings together a handful of pieces showing up in Early Archaic Greece where the Forward Attack crops up on pieces 

of military metalwork dedicated at the Zeus sanctuary at Olympia – or on Syrian-type ivories found at Delos’ sanctuary of Apollo. 

These give us a spot-check impression of a still operative East-West interweave in the early Orientalising phase of Greek art as 

it continued to develop from its Mycenaean roots - on the one hand still holding on to the apron strings of their historic Levantine 

and Anatolian source zones while on the other reciprocating by offering certain sanctuaries as points of internationally 

recognised interchange543. The situation is usefully summed up in a short paper by Kyrieleis544 about the high number of votive 

artefacts coming from Egypt and the Near East offered at one other such celebrated site during this period - the Heraion of 

Samos, surpassing in number even those offered by native Greeks, and with the highest proportion coming from Cyprus. The 

number of such items offered at temples with footings in other seaports of the time - such as Corinth or Perachora - was of the 

same magnitude, and ‘considerably higher than in inland sanctuaries such as Olympia or Thessalian Pherai’, he writes. As 

Karageoghis545 puts it, the end of the 8C BC ‘marked the floruit of the great sanctuaries in the Aegean’ that also included that of 

Athena at Ialysos, Smyrna and Kameiros, of Apollo at Knidos or of Aphrodite at Miletus. Kyrieleis gives a range of reasons 

behind these international offerings, which would have been given by:  

 Greeks returning from overseas trade missions; 

 Greeks returning from serving as mercenaries in the Near East or in Egypt; 

 Phoenician traders (bronze bowls were common – e.g. one was found at Lefkandi, another at Olympia; 

 Visiting personnel from Egypt (marked by bronze statuettes of Egyptian gods) perhaps offered at the feet of the God 

they understood as the Greek equivalent to their own Gods when away from home. 

 At the highest social level - to take but a handful of examples – mutual nods between kingdoms and trust shown in 

specific sanctuaries is seen in the dedication of thrones by foreign kings, such as the one presented by the Etruscan 

king Arimnestos to Olympia; or Phrygian Midas to Delphi (it has been argued the ivory of a man clutching a young 

lion, resembling the massive Assyrian group in the same stance from Khorsabad in the Louvre, could have been a 

piece from Midas’ throne). At the Heraion of Samos itself several traces of Near Eastern luxury furniture survived in 

the deposits, such as a Syrian ivory lion head or Assyrian bronze head of a gazelle initially intended to fit onto 

furniture. Along with armour dedications and protomes for cauldrons mostly featuring lion or griffin heads, the 

hundreds of bronze tripods found at Olympia appear to have been considered the most appropriate gift for that 

particular sanctuary (as seen in the examples given in this entry, there are uncanny matches between Assyrian 

designs and some of the metalwork designs from Olympia, even though the latter illustrate Greek stories). Recently 

Baitinger546 mapped votive gifts from Sicity and South Italy at Olympia, again of considerable volume. Diplomatic-level 

items would have been sent via high-ranking delegations ‘who would have delivered them with appropriate ceremony’, 

not necessarily with the ulterior motive of consultating an oracle in mind, but as a form of interchange expressing 

friendly relations with the city or country involved through a respectful gesture to its Gods – a more detached, 

impersonal approach than sending gifts to its ruler as had been the convention in earlier centuries. As Kyrieleis puts it, 

these key sanctuaries became ‘a focus of the self-definition of the polis’, and offering respects to one was an 

international form of paying duty. 

                                                                 
543 Putting aside the hefty tomes of the original Olympia-Berichte, for a quick overview of the site see M Andronicos Olympia Athens 1994 or O Vikatou 

Olympia Athens 2006) the latter with more illustrations of the profusion of metalwork pieces offered at the Altar of Zeus. 
544 H Kyrieleis ‘Intercultural commerce and diplomacy: Near Eastern, Egyptian and Cypriote artefacts from the Heraion of Samos’ in V Karageorghis and O 

Kouka (eds) Cyprus and the East:  Aegean: Intrercultural Contacts 3000-500BC Nicosia 2009 139-143 
545 V Karageorghis ‘Cyprus and the Eastern Aegean: an Introduction’ in V Karageorghis and O Kouka (eds) ibid. 2009 15-22 
546 H Baitinger ‘Votive Gifts from Sicily and southern Italy in Olympia and other Greek Sanctuaries’ SPHS Archaeological Reports 62 (2015-16) Athens 
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FORATT-43: CYPRUS 
ForAtt-43 brings in Cyprus from a time of Assyrian influence and the items brought together in this entry were clearly made at a 

time when it played a crucial part as liaison point between Egypt, the Levant and points in the Aegean (see map above in the 

introduction to this group). Salamis had existed quietly in the background in the 17-11C BC until settlers took over and brought it 

into prominence, most notably in the 8C (only one of its chamber tombs goes back to the 11C). Indeed, the assemblage of 

grave goods in the tombs of Salamis in particular reveal the mix of influences formerly common in the mid-2M International 

Style, here continuing to flourish some hundred years later. Thus our Forward Attack items from Tomb 79 were found with 

goods such as a cauldron with griffin-head protomes, the remains of an ivory-clad throne and bed, a tripod with iron-rod legs, 

and firedogs and spits of iron as also found at Olympia or Delphi, reminding us Cyprus was a relay point onwards to places like 

Olympia, partly explaining the startling metalwork matches to Assyrian motifs to be seen in the main entry of ForAtt-42.  

A great deal of 8C Euboeoan pottery was found in the Salamis tombs and in 60 of the 150 tombs excavated (despite the many 

Assyrian overtones) Karageorghis found Homeric parallels, both in the manner of military burial (chariot and horses, though not 

dogs) and the discovery (in Tomb 3) of an iron sword with silver studs (like one such described in the Iliad). Ivory horse blinkers 

are also referred to in Iliad IV 141-2. In fact the chariot in Tomb 3 was a war chariot of Mycenaean type as depicted on the 

Chariot kraters exported around the Eastern Mediterranean and Levant. The original tomb chambers would have been covered 

by a mound, in one or two cases originally relieved by a mud-brick beehive dome, the most important of them approached by a 

dromos, just as the old Mycenaean beehive tombs had. 

FORATT-44-52: EMERGENCE OF THE ARCHAIC GREEK WORLD 
For an overview, the planned colonization of the Mediterranean from c.800 from the Greek motherland leads to a trail of pottery 

all round its basin, some with the Forward Attack on it. These representative entries plot the ensuing cultural diffusion whereby 

prototypes devised in Boeotia or mother cities of Eleusis, Athens or Corinth travel to the provinces to be repeated in local work. 

FORATT-44-45: ARCHAIC GREECE AND ITALY 700-600 
Already in ForAtt-44 exemplified by a painting of the incident from the Odyssey on the amphora neck, the mixing of incidents 

from Greek epic tales combined with the lion and prey icon marks a new trend of Greek cultural confidence and continuing belief 

in the old Gods still rooted in the Mycenaean world. On the artefacts of ForAtt-45 we see the decorative use of animal 

processions interspersed with the lion-prey group, constant references to Apollo and Athena as the Gods inspiring Greek 

colonization. The new temples honouring them with lion-prey sculpture (fully studied in Catalogue F) underlined this continuity – 

though it did  not last beyond the wars with Persia. 

FORATT-46-48: CONSOLIDATION OF ARCHAIC BEGINNINGS IN MAGNA GRAECIA 600-550 
The Forward Attack in this period enjoys huge popularity on ceramic, metal or stone artefacts all round the Mediterranean, as 

much in terms of the afterglow of Mycenaean culture as of up-to-date borrowings from the East. Thus the frieze sections from 

the Temple of Assos (ForAtt-46) south of Troy (marked on Körte’s map a few pages back) show smoother, leaner workmanship 

compared to the provincialism of the Larisa pieces in ForAtt-41. They cross-refer to counterpart pieces in the other Catalogues - 

and in the Amalgamated Catalogue we bring the whole frieze together to think more precisely about its overall plan in the light 

of new work on the temple’s iconographic programme: its site in the Troad - and dedication to Athena - surely fits the time. 

The Lydian mirror back in the same entry has its ground-line and animal feet facing outwards round the rim - whereas the 

Scythian mirror aligns all feet and secondary vignettes beneath to the centre of the mirror back (divided into eight sectors that 

cover it entirely), placing it more within the Phoenician bowl tradition547. Points of interest regarding the Etruscan items on the 

continuation page for this entry (linking them to the François Vase in the next entry) are discussed in the Iconography Section. 

                                                                 
547 See E Formigli ‘Syrischer und Etruskischer Goldschmuck: Technologischer Transfer in orientaisierender Zeit’ in P Pfälzner et al (eds) ibid. 239-247 
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FORATT-47: THE FRANÇOIS VASE 

The monumental François Vase of c.570 from Chiusi - the only entry for ForAtt-47 - was signed twice by the potter Ergotimos 

and painter Kleitias and provides in elaborate form a full manifestation of the nationalism of the time in citing warrior stories from 

Mycenaean epic history in association with Forward Attacks in an animal procession. The four summarized Forward Attacks in 

the line-drawing details come from Reinach548). Most importantly, thanks to the insights of Hedreen549 we are in a position to 

devote quality time to analysing its full iconographic programme in the Iconography Section (the Forward Attacks perhaps being 

the only imagery he was unable to penetrate!). Hedreen reminds us the Homeric epics of Iliad and Odyssey probably reached 

their final form in the 7C, and that according to the document Hipparchos 228b the family of Peisistratos ‘was the first to 

organize or arrange the extant verses of Homer at Athens, and to arrange rhapsodes to recite them in sequence at the 

 
Panathenaia [known to have been reorganized in 566BC]. Public performances of the Iliad and the Odyssey would have made 

it possible for potters and patrons alike to achieve a general knowledge and common base of understanding of the poems.’ 

FORATT-48: MONUMENTAL GREEK TEMPLE SCULPTURE 

The ForAtt-48 main entry - the Poros Forward Attack from a pediment of the Hecatompedon destroyed by the Persians (see the 

picture of its remaining foundations in front of the Erechtheion below) is also to be identified culturally with Peisistratid Athens. It 

had been carved by the middle of the 6C BC, made a decade after the François Vase and roughly two decades after the 

Sophilos Dinos. In Catalogue F we will note this as the peak time for the use of the lion-prey group in Athens – and in Delphi. 

 

                                                                 
548 S Reinach  Répertoire des vases peints, grecs et étrusques (2 vols) 1899-1900 p.135 
549 G Hedreen The Image of the Artist in Archaic and Classical Greece Cambridge 2016 p.198 
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FORATT-49-52: GREECE, ITALY, SICILY, PHOENICIA AND PERSIA TO 479 
Continuing on from earlier developments, in this period there is borderless sharing of craftsmen and iconography between the 

Greek world, the Levant and the successors of the Central Asian kingdoms moving south into Iran (notably the Medes and 

Persians). This state of affairs was to suffer a permanent setback following the line drawn by the Persian Wars ending in the 

479 Battle of Plataia, lasting until Alexander the Great reunited those vast territories, inspiring the rise of international Hellenism. 

FORATT-49 – THE ETRUSCAN BIGA OF MONTELEONE 

As mentioned in the entry, various sections of this chariot have already been covered in other Catalogues. In this one it is now 

relevant to add further insights into its iconography when we reach the Iconography Section. 

FORATT-50 –ETRUSCAN TRIPODS 

The city of Vulci was famous between 540 and 470 BC for its production of bronze utensils, including rod tripods like the 

examples in this entry which (often with figured decoration) were amongst the most popular. Recent inspection of the British 

Museum example by its experts suggests the figures may have been added in modern times to ‘improve’ a damaged original, 

using the earlier tripods as a guide - though surely an authentic touch are its three lion feet resting on frogs (two shown below): 

  
As substitutes for animals or goods, by this period bronze or iron spits, and even tripods, were often used as bullion as 

measures of wealth in terms of the weight of the metal, thus often given as prizes, stored in temple treasuries or used in 

exchange for other goods. But in this very century the more convenient invention of coinage was under way in Lydia. 

FORATT-51-  LYDIA AND THE COINS OF CROESUS: PERSIA ON THE DOORSTEP 

Coins could be seen as seal designs stamped on bullion, not only to evoke the power of the issuing authority, but for use initially 

to make valuable diplomatic gifts (we know Croesus made a generous donation of coins to the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, for 

instance). During a time of encroaching conflict as the growing Persian Empire started to move towards West Anatolia, large 

quantities of the smaller denominations were minted to pay army wages – more convenient than paying soldiers with cattle or 

sheep, bowls of grain or bags of produce. The key point to make about the earliest coins - although Aegina is sometimes quoted 

as another candidate - is that most agree coinage, however primitive, does appear to have been a Lydian invention given they 

had the opportune convergence of of electrum supply and minting workshops immediately to hand at their capital, Sardis550. As 

seen from their pyramidal seals under this entry, the Persians on the other hand used the Forward Attack on seals (not coins) 

as the court stamp of authority at home, and as they started to occupy Anatolia and strategic islands in the Cyclades. It is 

thought there was a transition period following the conquest of Sardis in 546 by Cyrus, when Croesids from after that date 

continued to be issued by the Persians (their quality becoming markedly inferior), when they continued their issue since it was 

the local ‘currency’ to hand. When that phase was over, rather than using the Uruk Stance symplegma (already part of the 

imperial display at the home court of Persepolis founded by Darius), in Sardis flat coins depicting the figure of Darius himself 

(known as ‘Darics’) were brought in, and the lion-prey symbol used on the Croesids dispensed with – perhaps because in Lydia 

it had signified the authority of the Mermnad kings. As we see in ForAtt-53 which continues the coin story beyond the Persian 

Wars, leading on from Lydia’s pioneering example eventually most Aegean coastal kingdoms or islands formerly under the thrall 

of Persian overlordship devised their own independent coin designs to symbolize their cities. Richer ibid. thought the choice of 

symbols for these coins was territorially significant in relation to the Greek Land Calendar – see Iconography Section. 

                                                                 
550 Ian Carradice and Martin Price Coinage in the Greek World London 1988 
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FORATT-52 - THE GREEKS IN SICILY AND PERSO-PHOENICIAN BASES 

The two small terra cotta altars (arulae) for domestic use featured under this entry are interesting because they perpetuate an 

East Greek practice common also to South Italy, coming in partly via Macedonia. Dating to the Age of the Tyrants, on a small 

scale they represent the kind of art fostered under their patronage, in these instances at coastal Gela and inland Centuripe. 

There was no local marble, so in Sicily terra cotta to obtain precise detailing in sculpture was the preferable option to the rough 

limestone used in the construction of the massive Doric temples erected at sites such as Gela, Agrigento or Segesta, very much 

with the prototype of the Peisistratid Athenian Hecatompedon in mind. The clay tripod squeezed in here is relevant to the theme 

of the entry (half is illustrated in the entry, the remainder given under the Iconography Section discussion). For cultural contrast 

we add in more pyramidal Persian stamp seals of the same period to show its use as an administrative cipher in the Anatolian 

Satrapies by the Persians – which reached its limit when they had the audacity to presume (due to good dipilomatic relations 

with Sparta) that they could even advance on Athens and take the Greek mainland.  

 

FORATT-53-54: POST EAST-WEST SPLIT 479-350: GRAECO-PERSIAN COINS AND TOMBS  

Following the East-West split, the lion-prey group no longer had solely East Greek implications, now becoming mostly a sign of 

occupying Persian power. The falling-off of the use of the lion and prey group in Greece itself is as obvious as its continued use 

in those territories now in the thrall of Persian overlordship, especially the Anatolian satrapies, certain islands off the West 

Anatolian coast and Macedonia (see next map), where this is particularly noticeable in the widespread minting of coinage and 

several notable tomb sculptures (already noted in previous Catalogues covering other lion-prey compositional types).  

De Callataÿ551 has pointed out that surveys of Greek art history tend to leave out coinage, treating it as a separate field (and in 

many ways it certainly is). For our purposes not to include it in the art history of the Forward Attack would leave a wide gap (it 

would be as unacceptable as to leave out all seals). It does not mean we need get involved in the detail of weight systems, 

denominations or the history of coin issues over time. It simply adds to the overall picture historically to place any Forward 

Attack coinage within the context of its contemporary appearance also on seals and sculpture. Indeed, we found the 

juxtapositions revealing in the case of the Back Lunge coins of Kition, Tarsus, Velia and Byblos – BaLu-45/46/47/48 - in 

Catalogue D.  Like seals, as Millman552 has succinctly expressed it, ‘for a coin to be legitimately considered such, it must clearly 

 

                                                                 
551 F de Callataÿ ‘Coinages’ in T J Smith and D Plantzos (eds) A Companion to Greek Art  Oxford and Chichester 2012 235-254 
552 E Millman ‘The Importance of the Lydian Stater as the World’s First Coin’ http://www.ancient.eu/article/797/ 27 March 2015 

http://www.ancient.eu/article/797/
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be issued by a governing authority’. He quotes Barclay V Head (chief editor of the series of British Museum Greek Coins 

Catalogues) that ‘precious metals had long … commended themselves to the civilized peoples of the East as being the measure 

of value least liable to fluctuation, most compact in volume and most directly convertible’. Standardizing a series of ready-made 

weight quantities - instead of each time needing to weigh out and cut small pieces off a rough ingot during any transaction – 

made them ‘a more efficient and expedient conduit of commerce’. Nevertheless, the earliest coins have not been excavated 

from the ruins of shops, but usually found in association with temples – either as offerings to specific Gods or stored in temple 

treasuries as collected taxes. Adding a design standing for a particular city or satrapy on the coins gave them official status. 

FORATT-53: FORWARD ATTACK ON COINS OF THE AEGEAN AND ANATOLIA 

Overall, as Carradice puts it, following the Persian Wars ‘there was a remarkable expansion in the production and usage of 

coined money… closely related to the pattern of settlement of Greek-speaking peoples living mostly in the city states which 

made up what we now refer to as ‘the Greek world’. Immediately after the Persian Wars the use of the lion-prey group on coins, 

metalwork, sarcophagi and even larger monuments usually points to Persian overlordship, with more of a Perso-Phoenician 

overlay at sea coast sites, demonstrated both in the coins of Kuprilli in Lycia (near Xanthos) and dramatically so in the case of 

the long series of coins reaching (in the words of Desneux ibid). ‘paroxysmist’ levels of interpretation, minted at Akanthos-

Stageira in Chaldice. This was an area formerly heavily occupied by the Persian army and navy (and their Phoenician allies) 

during their war campaigns into Greece (see its position on the map in the main entry). Although connoting Persian presence, 

the use of the lion-prey group in Cilicia, most notably on the coins of Mazaios of Tarsus, also indicates continuity of an already 

long-standing tradition of usage within North Syria going back to the Second Millennium. Mazaios, according to Hill553, was 

appointed governor of Cilicia by Persia in 361; was responsible for reducing a revolt in Phoenicia in 351 - thereby adding Syria 

to his governorate - but finally forced to cede power to Alexander the Great in 333. His story can be compared to that of another 

native of the region, Abdel-Nemos (see ForAtt-59), both using the Forward Attack to insist on Canaanite identity. 

FORATT-54: TWO ANATOLIAN ROCK-CUT TOMBS 

We have two fine examples within the tradition of rock-cut tombs (established originally by the Persians at Persepolis) from 

mountainous terrain in Lycia and Paphlagonia offering similar rocky conditions. To quote, in fact, from Hill’s554’ Coin Catalogue 

for Lycia, we can extract some basic lines of information on the alternating Persian and then later Athenian occupation of Lycia 

for this period. Soon after the Persian occupation of Sardis, during the resulting Persian conquest of Western Anatolia, Lycia 

became a satrapy in 545 under Harpagos the Mede, whose dynasty there was to endure until the mid 4C. After annexation by 

the Athenian Empire, the Lycians had to pay tax to Athens until they could break away. After a short time under the overlordship 

of Mausolos of Caria, when all fell back into Persian power briefly, all these districts became the domain of Alexander as 

amongst the earliest acquisitions of a Hellenistic empire stepping into the Persian footprint (see ForAtt-55-56).  

Interestingly, Lycia barely used the lion-prey group on its coinage (other than briefly at Kuprilli, mentioned in the previous entry), 

preferring to concentrate on the head of Apollo, but we have seen already from earlier Catalogues that Xanthos in particular 

used many of the lion-prey compositional types in its funerary sculpture. Our main entry from Mysia, known as Lion Tomb no.69, 

fills the pediment of the rock-cut tomb with one huge Forward Attack, and shows details of other sculptural ornament, including 

the frieze beneath with the remains of a banqueting scene in honour of the dead – a pairing of images going all the way back to 

ancient Mesopotamian tradition (in this Catalogue starting with ForAtt-8). The other Forward Attack rock-cut tomb more 

unusually is situated in Paphlagonia at Kalekapi near the Black Sea (illustrated in Bossert AltAnatolien fig.1043) with the 

                                                                 
553 G F Hill The Greek Coins of Lycaonia, Isauria and Cilicia London 1900 p. lxxxi 
554 G F Hill Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Lycia, Pamphylia, and Pisidia London 1897 
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Forward Attack group over the lintel framed by paired or single lions/lionesses, a bull, a boar with aberrant forehead horn and a 

pair of typical Achaemenid winged lions with curly horns – it thus has a more pronounced, if not solely, Persian character. 

FORATT-55-57: RISE OF THE HELLENISTIC WORLD 350-300 
After Alexander’s appropriation of the Persian Empire (see map below) the conscious following of Persianizing customs in a 

new fusion absorbed by a now international Greek narrative can be seen as the main ingredient in the handful of Hellenistic 

pieces we have under these entries, the mix often also incorporated into Scythian artefacts and then continuing on into Roman 

times following the Roman occupation of these same eastern territories (see the last three entries). 

 

FORATT-55: THE ALEXANDER SARCOPHAGUS 

From the Hypogeum containing the tombs of several Sidonian kings (7 on the plan, next page555), the Alexander Sarcophagus 

was the last to be placed in it. The entry text describes the main subjects carved on the sides of the sarcophagus in which both 

Alexander and/or Abdel-Nemos appear singly or together. The people of Sidon had disliked the Persian administration and 

welcomed the Macedonian army with open arms, requesting Alexander to choose a new king to reign on his behalf. First he 

gave the job to Hephaestion, but then Abdel-Nemus, a distant relative of the royal dynasty of Sidon, was chosen to take up 

position on a more permanent basis: hence the inclusion of both Alexander the Great (wearing the skin of the Nemean Lion) 

and Hephaestion on this Hellenising sarcophagus commissioned by the native king in acknowledgement of the part they played 

in giving him power. The sarcophagus served as a prototype for other sarcophagi in the region in ensuing centuries (still often 

 
                                                                 
555 Taken from G Mendel Catalogue des Sculptures Grecques, Romaines et Byzantines Constantinople 1912 
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with a lion-prey group as part of the scene, centre stage or understated) - seen in this Catalogue on those featured under 

ForAtt-56 and ForAtt-59. 

FORATT-56: THE CASTELLORIZO SARCOPHAGUS 

With the mix of Greek and Phoenician culture seen in the previous entry in mind, we juxtapose here two pieces representing the 

Hellenistic and Phoenician worlds that again indicate independence of cultural identity as well as a mutual sharing of the 

Forward Attack group – discussed further in the Iconography Section. In fact, the razor is an interesting item in the light of 

Hitchcock ibid.’s paper on piracy in the Dark Ages cited a few pages back because ‘Italian and Central European depilatory 

habits involving the use of tweezers and razors also find their way into warrior burials as a symbol of warrior beauty and at times 

may be the only items signifying warrior status’. 

FORATT-57: HELLENSTIC SCYTHIAN ART 

In the Hellenistic period Greeks often made luxury items for the Scythians – the highest quality pieces being gifts from Greek 

rulers in the Bosphorus region to chieftains coming down to the region round the northern Black Sea coast who also 

commissioned further pieces from Greek craftsmen (from our Chronological Focus specializing in the relationship between 

Mycenaean Greeks and the Mitanni of Central Asia, we know this kind of interaction between nomadic and urban centres was 

nothing new). Piotrovsky considers the main scene on the Chertomlyk scabbard to show Greeks fighting Amazons or 

barbarians, but Minns saw the figures as Greeks from the time of Alexander fighting Persians. We noted in the entry, however, 

that it is probably a type of artefact mass-produced for Scythian clients who would not themselves have had a particulary Greek 

or Persian agenda. Thus where one can identify in nomadic art earlier crossovers between the Scythian and Persian - or 

Scythian and East Greek - worlds, on the Chertomlyk scabbard we see the status images are now updated for the Hellenistic 

period, noting in the case of the bronze disc found in Switzerland how far afield that inter-nomad and urban penetration could 

reach. We are now, after all, into the period of the well-known sculpture of the Dying Gaul found at Pergamon. 

FORATT-58-60: FORWARD ATTACK SURVIVAL IN ROMAN/JEWISH/EARLY CHRISTIAN WORLDS 

Although our cut-off date is the end of the Hellenistic period it is worth noting, through odd examples, the perpetuation of the 

Forward Attack into Roman art and its passage at the same time into the iconography of early Judaism and Christianity. We 

have simply included in the final three entries some representative pieces that take us through to the 5C AD, to see how the 

lion-prey group was spasmodically picked up by all traditions that had deep roots in the Levant’s past and therefore still aware of 

its universal significance. There is fuller discussion of possible meanings in the Iconography Section. 

FORATT-58: ROMAN PERIOD CENTRAL ASIAN NOMADIC/SCYTHIAN ART 

The Forward Attack continued to be a favourite subject further inside Central Asia, now well beyond Scythian latitudes, 

especially in Mongolia. These examples pick up on the more unusual combinations of animal already noted in earlier pieces of 

nomadic art such as tigers, horses, wolves, moose and Bactrian camels. What comes over in these later 2-1C pieces is a 

reversion to the more abstract native styles, now bereft of any Greek and/or Roman aesthetic. 

FORATT-59: THE SIDAMARA SARCOPHAGUS AND THRACIAN HORSE AND RIDER STELAI 

The Sidamara sarcophagus is clearly a monument expressing mourning using the Greek Classical language of the Alexander 

and Castellorizo Sarcophagi – here using a frieze of lion-prey and human-animal groupings along the top, one a Forward 

Attack, the one next to it a Bilateral Attack. Unusually it also has an Etruscan-style reclining figure of the deceased on the lid. 

Separately, even the three stelai reveal an enduring funerary tradition rooted in the military heroism of Alexander as role model. 

FORATT-60: THE BETH ALPHA SYNAGOGUE MOSAIC 

Under late Roman rule when prohibition of the representation of animals – and even humans - was relaxed for three centuries, 

just as in earlier times the Jews turned to local Pagan - and even Christian art (the latter itself founded on Hellenistic imagery) - 
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for blueprints to adapt as vehicles for their own messages on mosaic floors. Indeed, so much overlap of imagery is there that at 

times one might think one was in a church, rather than a synagogue. On entering the Beth Alpha Synagogue, lion and bull (here 

a zebu) confront each other in time-honoured Syrian stand-off fashion in the first panel, now regaining potency within the Judaic 

tradition, itself heir to centuries of Mesopotamian history. As Talgam556 points out, though, the pair is upside down in relation to 

the other decoration so that it will appear the right way up as the final image only for those exiting the synagogue - as farewell 

sign of protection between worlds. Between them inscriptions in Greek and Aramaic give its date and honour its craftsmen. For 

those coming in, stepping over that pair they then see a panel showing the sacrifice of Isaac (complete with Hand of God in the  

 

sky, servants looking on and the substitute lamb sacrifice already caught in the thicket557), prelude to the most complete of a 

handful of full twelve-fold zodiacs placed in synagogues in Roman Palestine c.300- 600 AD - as if to bring the Cosmos into the 

place of  worship (achieved quite differently in Second  Temple days558).  

The zodiac is topped by a panel common to nearly all early Jewish synagogue floors depicting the Tabernacle in the form of a 

Classic Greek aedicule (probably to commemorate the now demolished Temple entrance559 framed by the two symbolic 

columns of Jachim and Boaz560), pointing to the actual Ark cupboard that would have been in the apse behind with the Torah 

scrolls in it, positioned to face in the direction of Jerusalem. Following Titus’ monstrous 70 AD destruction of the Second 

Temple, adapted out of secular community centres, synagogues were built as local substitutes. Thus in this Tabernacle floor 

panel in places like Beth Alpha and Sepphoris, to keep its memory alive either side of the Ark are depictions of a selection of the 

cult utensils formerly used in the Temple Liturgy561 such as one or two menorahs; the incense shovel; the shew-bread on its 

table and first fruits in their basket; a sacrificial lamb; the shofar horn associated with Rosh Hoshshanah/New Year - sometimes 

also two trumpets -  the lulab (palm fronds) and ethrog (a small citrus fruit) featuriing at Sukkkoth; sometimes also the hadas 

(myrtle) and arava (willow); the containers for oil and flour and sometimes the double-handled flasks for wine drunk at Kiddush 

or Habdalah.  

                                                                 
556 R Talgam Mosaics of Faith: Floors of Pagans, Jews, Samaritans, Christians and Muslims in the Holy Land Jerusalem and Philadelphia 2014 
557 Sukenik ibid.pl.6 shows this arrangement was standard in Byzantine iconograhy of the time – showing exactly this scene from Cosmas Indikopleustes. 
558 S Fine . https://www.academia.edu/6699848/Art_and_the_Liturgical_Context_of_the_Sepphoris_Synagogue_Mosaic 
559 R Hachlili Ancient Synagogues-Archaeology and Art: New Discoveries and Current Research Leiden 2013 
560 Jeremiah 52, 17 
561 Sukenik usefully quotes j.Taan II,1: ‘Five things from the First Temple were lacking in the Second:  Fire and the Ark, the Urim and the Thummim and the Oil 

of Unction and the Holy Spirit’.  The frequent appearance of doves or peacocks on the Ark can refer in general to Peace and/or the presence of the Holy Spirit. 
The reference to the absence of the original Ark implies that it had already disappeared after the destruction of the  First Temple, and that any representations 
of it would have been memorialisations. 

https://www.academia.edu/6699848/Art_and_the_Liturgical_Context_of_the_Sepphoris_Synagogue_Mosaic
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As with most, on the Beth Alpha panel the Aron-ha-Qadesh itself is simply guarded by two lions, conveying a different message 

from that of the lion and bull at the other end of the floor between the holy space of the synagogue and the outside world.  
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Apart from reading these particular synagogue floors as celebrating the memory of the lost Second Temple (its anniversary 

celebrated annually on Tishbah be-Av) most authors make the case for showing the link between the mosaic floors and 

synagogue liturgy – itself based upon significant events in the history of the Jews. To go into the detail is beyond our remit, but 

Fine ibid. makes the general point that these mosaics served as the backdrop – stage-set even – ‘on which the priests and the 

rest of the community were the “actors”’, and that the most fruitful approach is to read them ‘in terms of the liturgical life of the 

synagogue community … enacted upon it, which included prayer, Scripture reading and homiletics’. 

With the general rise of iconoclasm in all the monotheistic religions from c.600 after the rise of Islam, the Sepphoris synagogue 

zodiac (see its position within the layout of other scenes above left) was badly defaced, whereas the Beth Alpha zodiac 

remained intact, probably remaining untouched due the debris over it caused by an early Byzantine period earthquake. Beth 

Alpha was comparatively off the beaten track, nestling in a valley with views towards the historic mountains of Gilboa and 

Gilead, the Hill of Moreh, Mount Tabor and the Jordan Valley, whereas Sepphoris, Hellenistic and Roman capital of Galilee, was 

prominently sited on a hill-top (around 40 of its buildings boasted fine mosaic decoration). 

MOSAIC PAVEMENT LAYOUTS: THE OLD TESTAMENT SCENES 

Aside from the Tabernacle and its apparatus in the usual panel at one end, common to most floor schemes, flanking the central 

zodiac on the other side would be one panel or more citing incidents from the Old Testament, carefully chosen to reassure the 

Jewish people about God’s long-term covenants with them despite desperate travails (including their most recent oppression by 

the Romans). There are close resemblances between the mosaic schemes in the use of Bible scenes emphasizing God’s 

promises and the doctrinally Messianic programme of painted wall decoration devised for the Dura Europos Synagogue of the 

3C562, where for instance the scene of Aaron before the Tabernacle features as at Sepphoris. Like Beth Alpha, Sepphoris shows 

the Sacrifice of Isaac – and within the overall damage, the Consecration of Aaron in the service of the Tabernacle and The 

Angels’ visit to Abraham and Sarah can also be picked out. Na’aran, whose floor layout is next to that of Sepphoris above, and 

whose destroyed zodiac we bring in under our Iconography Section, showed Daniel in the Lions’ Den (and so probably did 

Khirbet Susiya) – simply in terms of a man standing between two lions, almost reminiscent of the Gilgamesh group. In mosaics 

from Gaza and Jerusalem, King David as harpist singing his Psalms is based directly on pagan scenes of Orpheus surrounded 

by wild beasts – in David’s case usually represented by a single lion to partly elide with the story of Daniel.  

SYNAGOGUE FLOOR LAYOUT AND THE JEWISH CALENDAR 

Apart from a 5C mosaic lion-bull pair either side of a baetyl/tree of life from Daphne near Antioch (below left), other synagogues 

in the Holy Land with zodiac floors do not differentiate, as Beth Alpha does, between guardian lions and the lion and bull in 

opposition, though interestingly the motifs are merged on the mosaic floor of the Sepphoris563 synagogue (above left)  in a pair 

of confronted lions with one paw over a bull head (top panel). In the Iconography Section we reiterate the interpretation for them 

given by Weiss and Talgam, but in the context of the central position taken by the zodiacs they top or tail, it is wise not to forget 

the basic symbolism of Lion as Sun and Bull as Moon – the two planets still of most significance in the Jewish Calendar in a 

period when the role of astronomer-priest in the Great Temple had been irreversibly disrupted. As Fine ibid. points out, formerly 

the calculation of the annual Cycle of Feasts was maintained through the attendance - over the 24 ‘priestly courses’ - of a team 

of priests in rotation for two weeks each over every year, but by 300AD that age-old continuum between Temple liturgy and live 

astronomical observation was to all intents and purposes defunct. This underlines the importance of the zodiacs in these 

synagogues as reminders of the continuing machinery of God’s Calendar - its planets and stars run by the Invisible One. 

                                                                 
562 R Wischnitzer The Messianic Theme in the Paintings of the Dura Synagogue Chicago 1948.  See also J Y Chi et al. Edge of Empires: Pagans, Jews 

and Christians at Roman Dura-Europos 2011, and T Kaizer Religion, Society and Culture at Dura Europos 2016 
563 Z Weiss The Sepphoris Synagogue: Deciphering an Ancient Message Through its Archaeological and Socio-Historical Contexts Jerusalem 2005. 

See also Z Weiss with E Netzer Promise and Redemption: A Synagogue Mosaic from Sepphoris Israel Museum Jerusalem 1996 
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In fact, the synagogue mosaic zodiacs are amongst the earliest depictions of the 12-Sign zodiac anywhere, knowledge of it 

originally filtering into the Levant through updated astronomical knowledge brought in from Babylon by the Seleucids, probably 

via Alexandria and Palmyra. An early prototype is to be seen in the ceiling of a side bay inside the Temple of Bel at Palmyra 

(dedicated in 32 AD) showing the Sky Eagle surrounded by stars on the lintel arching before it (below is a photo taken before its 

destruction by Dacesh in 2016). We are more than ever grateful to Robert Wood564 who in the 18C on his travels in the Middle 

East made a detailed engraving of the Temple of Bel zodiac (above right): in the central hub the Seven Planets are depicted - 

personified as busts of human types - with Baal-Jupiter at the centre surrounded by the other six planets of Sun (Yarhibol), 

Moon (Aglibol), Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Saturn, in turn encircled by the zodiac on the rim (here not strongly emphasized). 

 

                                                                 
564 Robert Wood, The Ruins of Palmyra, otherwise Tedmor, in the Desert London, 1753. 
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It is worth remembering that the repertoire of design and content on Roman mosaics was to a large extent standardized right 

across the Roman Empire – for comparison we show below the ‘Victorious Charioteer Mosaic’ from the Roman villa at Rudston, 

near Hull565, England, again featuring the Four Seasons as women in the four corners (note in the fully drawn version how two 

lions flank a vase instead of an Ark). In this case the central charioteer is simply a human charioteer, where other mosaics in 

Britain feature Gods in the central medallion, such as Neptune or Venus. Where at Palmyra we have just noted how the prime 

position was filled by Jupiter-Baal, for the synagogue zodaics the Sun God features as the victorious planetary charioteer. 

 

 

 

In considering the Roman period synagogues Hachlili566 writes: ‘The difference between the Jewish and Christian calendar 

representations is quite striking in design and concept. The Jewish calendars comprise an identical scheme consisting of three 

sections: the Four Seasons represent the Year; the Months are represented by the Zodiac Signs and the Sun God with its 

background of a half [crescent] moon and stars represents Day and Night. Together they represent [the] annual liturgical 

calendar.  … The Christian depiction usually consists of designs of the Labours of the Months or of the Seasons by themselves. 

The Jews seem to have preferred the combined symbolism of the Seasons, the Zodiac Signs, and the Sun God in one single 

composition.’ This is explored further in the Iconography Section. 

END OF FIRST MILLENNIUM ART HISTORY COMMENTARY 

In Sherlock Holmes’s words, we have in this last DIVERSION reached critical mass of ‘small facts upon which huge inferences 

depend’. These are followed up in the Iconography Section. 

 

                                                                 
565 D J Smith Roman Mosaics at Hull 2005 
566 R Hachlili Ancient Mosaic Pavements Leiden 2008 


